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INTRODUCTION 

This book covers the basics of programming in C for the OS/2 2.1 Presenta
tion Manager- the graphical windowing environment included in IBM's OS/2. 

Presentation Manager builds upon OS/2, a powerful 32-bit protected-mode 
multitasking operating system, to provide windowing, a consistent user interface, 
and a sophisticated graphics programming system. OS/2 2.1 runs on IBM (and 
compatible) PCs and PS/2s that are based on Intel 386 and 486 microprocessors. 

The success of the OS/2 Presentation Manager is dependent upon program
mers writing applications for the environment. The purpose of this book is to 
help aspiring Presentation Manager programmers get started in that job. 

MY ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT YOU 
I assume that you know how to program in C. If you don't, programming for 
the OS/2 Presentation Manager is probably not a good place to begin, and I 
suggest that you first learn C programming for a more conventional environ
ment, such as the OS/2 kernel or DOS. You should be familiar and comfort
able with C pointers and structures- these are crucial to Presentation 
Manager programming. 

I'm also assuming that you have some experience using the Presentation 
Manager. If not, take some time to familiarize yourself with it. 

I do not assume that you have experience with programming for other 
graphical windowing environments such as the Apple Macintosh or Microsoft 
Windows. Experience with these environments might he! p with some of the 
initial conceptual hurdles, but it's not necessary. Don't worry-I'll help you 
through the weird stuff. 

WHAT YOU'LL NEED 
To com pile and run the programs in this book, you must have the following 
software installed on your hard disk: 

..- IBM OS/2 2.l 

..- The IBM C Developer's WorkSet/2 or Borland C++ for OS/2. 

Both the IBM and Borland packages have the header files you'll need for 
Presentation Manager programming, as well as import libraries, a resource 
compiler, development utilities for creating icons, dialog boxes and such, and 



technical documentation. Although this book shows you how to use many of 
the Presentation Manager function calls, it is not a replacement for the com
plete technical documentation. 

The hardware you'll need to run the development environments is the same 
hardware you need to run OS/2 2.1. However, beefing up your memory to 
8MB or more will certainly help performance. 

THE COMP ANION DISK 
I believe that programming is best learned by analyzing existing programs and 
experimenting with them by changing and expanding the code. For that reason, 
this book includes 99 complete executable programs and 3 dynamic link librar
ies. Rather than typing in the source code yourself, you can copy all the source 
code (and executables) from the companion diskette to your hard disk. See the 
Appendix for detailed instructions on how to do this. You are welcome to use 
any or all of the enclosed files in your own Presentation Manager programming. 

How THIS BOOK CAME TO BE 
This book has an unusual genesis that may or may not be of interest to per
sons other than historians of computer literature. It began life as the very first 
Presentation Manager programming book. 

In July 1987-3 months after OS/2 was first announced by IBM and Microsoft, 
5 months before OS/2 1.0 was released, and 16 months before OS/2 1.1 (the 
first version to include the Presentation Manager) was released-the Microsoft 
Systems Software group approached Microsoft Press with the idea of develop
ing a Presentation Manager programming book to include with beta versions 
of the OS/2 Software Development Kit. Having just completed the first edition 
of Programming Windows, I was the logical choice for the job. 

In August 1987, I became one of a very few people outside of IBM and Micro
soft to receive copies of the OS/2 Presentation Manager, still in the early stages 
of development. 

These early versions of the Presentation Manager were definitely not yet 
ready for prime time- they didn't even have a Presentation Manager shell. 
When you booted the system, you'd get an normal OS/2 command line inter
face, and that is where you would edit and compile a Presentation Manager 
program. When you ran such a program, dynamic link libraries were invoked 
that would shift into a graphics mode and let the program run by itself in the 
PM environment. Unfortunately, when you terminated your program, the 



graphical environment did not go away. Thus, the normal edit-compile-run 
cycle of programming became an edit-compile-run-reboot cycle. This tended 
to hinder productivity. 

Things improved over the months, of course, and by the end of October, 
1987, I had completed something that vaguely resembled a book. It had 11 
chapters, 371 pages, and no index. The pages were assembled in a binder 
under the title Programming the OS/2 Presentation Manager: Preview Edition. I 
understand that these binders are now collector items, because the distribu
tion was limited to a few thousand software developers working with beta ver
sions of OS/2 1.1 in 1988. 

As the Presentation Manager evolved over 1988, the book grew. The first 
real edition of Programming the OS/2 Presentation Manager was published in 
early 1989, just a few months after OS/2 1.1 became a retail product. 

Operating-system politics being what they are, it eventually became neces
sary for me to take the book to another publisher, namely Ziff-Davis Press. 
I've been working with various divisions of Ziff-Davis Publishing for 10 years 
now, having sold my first article to PC Magazine (a Ziff-Davis magazine) in 
early 1984. Doing a book for ZD Press seemed inevitable and natural. 

For this edition, I've revised the book for the 32-bit architecture of OS/2 
2.1 and added some additional information. Chapter 7 originally discussed 
AVIO, which stands for "advanced video input/output," a method of using 
character-mode video £Unctions in a Presentation Manager program. For the 
most part, AVIO has become obsolete, so I've replaced Chapter 7 with an ex
tensive discussion of advanced graphics programming techniques. Chapter 18 
(on printing) is also new. 

After much agonizing, I decided not to get into the subject of SOM, the Sys
tem Object Model. SOM is not strictly a part of the Presentation Manager, and 
its eventual impact on Presentation Manager programming is not yet clear. 
This book restricts itself to "classical" Presentatin Manager programming. 

If any questions arise, or you find any errors in these pages, or if you simply 
want to exchange hot movie tips, the best way to get in touch with me is through 
MCI Mail. fm CPETZOLD or 143-6815. The gateway address through Internet 
is 143681S@mcimail.com. 





Basic Concepts 

05/2 AND THE PRESENTATION MANAGER 

WELCOME TO PRESENTATION MANAGER 

PROGRAMMING 

MORE FUN WITH WINDOWS 



THE BIG PICTURE 

PRESENTATION MANAGER PROGRAMMING 



0 S/2 2.0 is IBM's 32-bit operating system intended to replace DOS on 
IBM-compatible personal computers built around the Intel 386 and 
486 microprocessors. The primary application environment under 

OS/2 is called the Presentation Manager (PM). Application programs written 
for the OS/2 Presentation Manager share the video display with other pro
grams in a graphical windowing environment. Presentation Manager programs 
are characterized by a consistent user interface involving menus, dialog boxes, 
scroll bars, and other visual devices that are accessible through either the key
board or a pointing device such as a mouse. Users generally find such an inter
face to be easily learned and mastered. Figure 1.1 shows several programs from 
this book running under the Presentation Manager. 

The Presentation Manager user environment is reminiscent of systems de
veloped at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) in the 1970s and early 
1980s. In recent years, windowing environments have been popularized by the 
Apple Macintosh and, under DOS, by Microsoft Windows. The user interface 
of programs written for the OS/2 Presentation Manager is often similar to 
Windows. 

For the program developer, the Presentation Manager has an extensive ap
plication program interface (API) that includes many high-level functions for 
creating windows and implementing the user interface. This API was origi
nally derived from Microsoft Windows, and although the Windows and PM 
APis diverged quite a bit during the original development of PM, the two sys
tems retain many structural and conceptual similarities. 
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Figure 1.1: An OS/2 Presentation Manager screen 

The OS/2 Presentation Manager also includes the Graphics Programming 
Interface (GPI), a sophisticated graphics system adapted from IBM's Graph
ics Data Display Manager (GDDM) and the 3270 Graphics Control Program 
(GCP), with some elements inherited from the Windows Graphics Device 
Interface (GDI). 

Because the Presentation Manager runs under OS/2 2.0, programs designed 
for the environment can take advantage of preemptive and priority-based mul
titasking, 32-bit protected-mode addressing, virtual memory management, 
and interprocess communication. 

This book shows you how to write programs for the OS/2 Presentation 
Manager. If you have some experience programming for Microsoft Windows 
or the Apple Macintosh, you're in good shape. But if your programming expe
rience is limited to more conventional operating systems such as DOS, the 
OS/2 kernel, or UNIX, you need to put aside your preconceptions of how com
puter programs work and brace yourself for some strange ideas. We're off on a 
voyage to a new world. 
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THE BIG PICTURE 
OS/2 has a history going back several years. It is a history filled with coopera
tion and conflict, successes and failures, continuity and change. The full story 
of OS/2 is probably best left to the historians of the personal computer indus
try rather than its programmers, yet some overall perspective will help you un
derstand where OS/2 has been and where it is going. 

Just about the only thing that most people agree on is that DOS must some
day be replaced with something better. DOS has proven unable to satisfy the 
growing needs of users and program developers, and it is inhibiting future 
progress in software. To be tolerable, DOS requires various add-on kludges 
such as bank-switched memory or control programs based on the virtual-8086 
mode of the 80386 microprocessor. 

Protected multitasking operating systems such as OS/2 represent a critical 
turning point for the entire industry that has grown up around the IBM PC 
and compatibles. OS/2 and the Presentation Manager give the PC industry an 
opportunity to pull free of the DOS quagmire and take a major step forward. 

THE OS/2 KERNEL 

The initial version of OS/2 ( OS/2 1.0) was developed by Microsoft and IBM 
for the 16-bit Intel 286 microprocessor, and the operating system was an
nounced on April 2, 1987. Microsoft released version 1.0 to original equip
ment manufacturers in December 1987, and IBM released it for retail sale the 
same month. Unlike DOS, OS/2 1.0 used the protected-mode operation of the 
286 microprocessor to unleash a 16Mb address space and implement efficient 
and safe multitasking. 

OS/2 1.0 contained only what we now call the OS/2 kernel, and not the 
graphical Presentation Manager. OS/2 1.0 was a traditional environment for 
both users and programmers. The command-line interface and most internal 
and external commands were inherited from DOS. 

From the programmer's perspective, the functionality of the OS/2 kernel 
resembles DOS, UNIX, and traditional minicomputer operating systems. The 
kernel handles file 1/0, memory management, and multitasking. The API in
cludes facilities for keyboard and mouse input and a fast full-screen character
mode video 1/0 (VIO) system. 

The OS/2 kernel supports multiple full-screen sessions (sometimes also 
called screen groups). Each session runs one or more processes that use the 
video display in either a teletype or full-screen fashion. A user can switch 
between sessions by pressing the Alt-Esc key combination. (In OS/2 2.0, these 
sessions can also support DOS programs and Windows programs.) 
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Very few people actually used or programmed for OS/2 1.0. The DOS compat
ibility support was poor and the operating system was widely (and correctly) 
perceived as unfinished and incomplete. It needed a graphical environment. 

THE OS/2 PRESENTATION MANAGER 
At first, the graphical environment of OS/2 was supposed to be a protected
mode version of Microsoft Windows, which was first released for DOS in No
vember, 1985. However, over the course of 1987, it metamorphosed into the 
Presentation Manager. Development of the Presentation Manager throughout 
1987 and 1988 took place in three sites: Microsoft headquarters in Redmond, 
Washington, and IBM labs in Boca Raton, Florida and Hursley, England. 

The Presentation Manager was slated for release by the end of October, 
1988. Working at breakneck speed, the IBM and Microsoft developers made 
the date and OS/2 1.1 was officially released on October 31. 

Beginning with OS/2 1.1 , one OS/2 session runs in a graphics mode and is 
devoted to the Presentation Manager. All Presentation Manager applications 
run in this session. The addition of the Presentation Manager to OS/2 required 
little in the way of changes to the OS/2 kernel. Instead, the Presentation Man
ager is basically a collection of dynamic link libraries (.DLL files) that extend 
the functionality of OS/2 to include window management and graphics. 

Although the Presentation Manager session is primarily for Presentation 
Manager programs, many programs written for the OS/2 kernel or DOS can 
also run in text windows in this session. However, these programs can't use 
graphics or take advantage of menus, dialog boxes, and other aspects of the 
user interface. 

While program developers began taking an interest in OS/2 1.1, users in 
general did not. OS/2 1.1 was hampered by the same poor DOS support as 
OS/2 1.0, a paucity of printer drivers, and a plethora of bugs. 

FROM 16 TO 32 
Following the release of OS/2 1.1 in October of 1988, two more versions of 
OS/2 were released by Microsoft and IBM over the next two years. However, 
these versions were mostly devoted to fixing bugs, fine-tuning, and providing 
better hardware support. Everyone agreed that the real future of OS/2 was to 
go beyond the 16-bit Intel 286 and support true 32-bit processing under the 
386 and 486. 

The release of the 32-bit version ofOS/2 was originally slated for year-end, 
1990. However, by 1989 many industry observers considered the operating 
system to be "dead" and without a future. Microsoft found a different route to 



success with the release of Windows 3.0 in May, 1990, and this proved very 
popular with users. 
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By September, 1990, conflicts between IBM and Microsoft caused the joint 
development agreement to break down, and the two companies went their sep
arate ways. Future development of OS/2 went to IBM, while Microsoft decided 
to focus on Windows and extend it into a different 32-bit operating system 
eventually known as Windows NT. 

The release of OS/2 2.0-the first 32-bit version of OS/2-was delayed until 
spring 1992, but it shipped with a whole new look and feel (called the Work
place Shell) and a new object-oriented programming interface (called the Sys
tem Object Model) in addition to the Presentation Manager. Moreover, OS/2 
was marketed by what seemed to be a new company, dubbed the "new IBM." 
IBM surprised almost everyone by shipping over a million copies of OS/2 2.0 
within several months of its release. 

With the release of OS/2 2.0, the operating system has captured new atten
tion, both from users and program developers. IBM has raised OS/2 from the 
dead and given it a bright new future. 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE 

Programmers have a choice of developing applications for either the OS/2 ker
nel or the OS/2 Presentation Manager. Each environment has distinct advan
tages and disadvantages. 

For some applications, the OS/2 kernel is obviously preferable. For example, 
an existing DOS character-mode text editor or word processor that is known 
for its speed should probably be ported to the OS/2 kernel rather than to the 
Presentation Manager. Because the Presentation Manager runs in a graphics 
mode, a Presentation Manager version of the program will run more slowly 
with existing video display adapters. The kernel is also a better choice for de
velopers who have designed a unique and well-known user interface for their 
DOS programs and feel reluctant to abandon it. 

Developers who want to port their DOS programs to OS/2 as quickly as pos
sible will find the kernel to be an easier path. Presentation Manager programs 
are more difficult to develop and debug than traditionally structured pro
grams. Porting an existing DOS program to the Presentation Manager often re
quires turning the program inside out to accommodate the Presentation 
Manager architecture. 

But for many sophisticated applications-particularly those that use graph
ics-the Presentation Manager is clearly the better environment. Let's see why. 
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The graphi:al environment The proof is in the programs. The graphical 
environment of the Presentation Manager is rich in functionality-programs 
can use graphics and formatted text to convey a high density of information to 
the user. 

A traditional program gets user input from the keyboard and displays out
put on the screen. But with the addition of a mouse, the screen itself becomes 
a potential source of user input. Logic within the Presentation Manager assists 
the application in obtaining user input from various controls on the screen, 
such as menus, scroll bars, buttons, and dialog boxes. The interaction between 
the mouse and the screen narrows the gap between user and program. 

The consistent user interface Because the menu and dialog box interface is 
built into the Presentation Manager rather than into each individual applica
tion, the interface is consistent across applications. This means that if you have 
experience with one Presentation Manager program (or with Microsoft Win
dows) you can easily learn a new PM program. In some cases, you don't need 
to even read a manual. If you know how menus and dialog boxes work with 
other PM programs, you can learn most functions of a new program solely 
from experimentation. 

Some people dread that a system such as the Presentation Manager will lead 
to an undesirable uniformity of programs. Every program will look like every 
other program, they say, and designer creativity will be inhibited. But this has 
just not happened. Although the menus and dialog boxes are certainly the 
most obvious aspects of the user interface, much more important interaction 
between the user and program occurs within the window itself. The program
mer is liberated from worrying aboutthe mundane aspects of the user inter
face and is free to spend more time where it really counts. 

Devi:e-independent graphi:s The IBM PC was designed according to the 
principle of open architecture. Third-party manufacturers have responded to 
this by developing many different-and often incompatible-graphics output 
devices. Under DOS, program developers have faced the problem of writing 
their own device drivers for the CGA, the Hercules Graphics Card, the EGA, 
and the VGA, as well as for a number of high-resolution video adapters. The 
problem of printers is even worse Some DOS word-processing packages in· 
elude one or two disks containing nothing but printer drivers. 

With the Presentation Manager, this all goes away. The Graphics Program
ming Interface of the Presentation Manager is device independent. An applica
tion need not identify the output device in order to use it. If a Presentation 
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Manager driver exists for the output device, all Presentation Manager programs 
can use the device. This also helps to protect programs from obsolescence. Video 
technology is advancing very quicldy, but Presentation Manager programs writ
ten today will run without change on the video adapters of the future. 

The SAA fut.we Aside from their important role in OS/2, the Presentation 
Manager user interface and API are also part of IBM's ambitious Systems Ap
plication Architecture (SAA). SAA attempts to correct a historical weakness in 
IBM's line of computers and operating systems by setting user interface and 
AP! standards. The Presentation Manager is one of the first products to be a 
part of SAA. If the goals of SAA come to pass, thePresentationManager user 
interface will become a common sight on IBM minicomputer and mainframe 
terminals. Just as important for the program developer, it may one day be pos
sible to write a Presentation Manager program in a high-level language and 
compile it to run on a variety of computers from the IBM PS/2 series to the 
IBM 370. 

Of course, this isn't going to happen next month or even the month after 
that. Porting Presentation Manager programs to other operating systems in
volves problems that PC programmers usually don't need to worry about. 
Nonetheless, SAA indicates the potential importance of the Presentation Man
ager in the future of the personal computer and not-quite-personal computers 
as well. 

PRESENTATION MANAGER PROGRAMMING 
At first glance, a typical Presentation Manager program seems to be written in 
an unfamiliar programming language. The programs are full of uppercase 
identifiers and variable types, strange-looking variable names, nested switch 
statements, and many calls to Presentation Manager functions. Those odd
looking Presentation Manager programs are usually written in C. Although it 
is pos.1ible to use other languages, C will probably remain the preferred lan
guage for Presentation Manager programming, largely because of its flexibility 
in pointer and structure manipulation. 

If you don't know C, programming for the Presentation Manager is proba
bly not a good place to start learning the language I recommend that you learn 
C by programming for a more traditional environment, such as the OS/2 ker
nel. If your C is a little rusty, brushing up on structures and pointers is a must. 
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THE HEADER FILES 
C programs forthe Presentation Manager require the use of header files sup
plied with OS/2 compilers. The main header file is called OS2.H. It uses #include 
statements to include other header files, which also may include other header 
files. The nesting of the most significant OS/2 header files is shown here: 

Header File 

OS2.H 

OS2DEF.H 

BSE.H 

BSEDOS.H 

BSETIB.H 

BSEMEMF.H 

BSEXCPT.H 

BSEDEV.H 

BSESUB.H 

PM.H 

PMWIN.H 

PMMLE.H 

PMSHL.H 

PMHELP.H 

OS2NLS.H 

PMGPI.H 

PMBITMAP.H 

PMDEV.H 

PMWP.H 

PMAVIO.H 

PMSPL.H 

PMSTDDLG.H 

Description 

Includes other header files 

Common type and macro definitions 

Includes other header files 

Dos functions and structures 

Thread information structures 

Memory allocation flags 

Exception functions and structures 

1/0 control structures 

Vio, Kbd, and Mou functions 

Includes other header files 

Most Win functions and structures 

Multiline edit control support 

Presentation Manager shell 

The help manager 

National language support 

Most Gpi functions and structures 

Bitmap structures and definitions 

Device context information 

Workplace shell support 

Vio functions for Advanced VIO 

Print spooler 

Standard dialog boxes 
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I'll explain the meaning of those italicized three-letter abbreviations shortly. 
In a very real sense, these header fi Jes define the limits of what you can do in 

the OS/2 Presentation Manager, and thus, they are an important part of PM 
documentation. You may want to print copies for reference or have a text 
browser within easy reach. 

Many Presentation Manager functions require numeric constants as parame
ters. You rarely need to remember the actual values of these constants because 
the header files contain hundreds of #define statements that define identifiers for 
the constants. These identifiers are in uppercase letters. Most begin with a two
letter, three-letter, or four-letter prefix that indicates a general group of identifi
ers. The header files also define identifiers for most of the data types you use in 
your Presentation Manager programs, as well as numerous data structures used 
in passing information between the application and the Presentation Manager. 
I'll discuss these as we encounter them in the chapters ahead. 

Programmers working with the Presentation Manager often find helpful a 
convention for naming variables that is known as Hungarian notation, in honor 
of its inventor, the legendary Microsoft programmer Charles Simonyi. This 
convention adds a lowercase abbreviation of the data type to the beginning of 
the variable name. Again, I'll discuss this system in context as we begin writing 
Presentation Manager programs. 

All OS/2 and Presentation Manager functions avaiJable to an application are 
declared in the header files. These function declarations provide type checking 
during compilation. Most OS/2 functions begin with a three-letter prefix that 
identifies a large group of functions. The header files are generally organized 
around these groups of functions: 

Prefix 

Dos 

Vio 

Kbd 

Mou 

Nls 

Win 

Gpi 

Dev 

Function Group 

File 1/0, memory management, and tasking 

Video 1/0 in kernel (and some PM) programs 

Keyboard input in kernel programs 

Mouse input in kernel programs 

National language support 

PM windowing and user interface 

PM Graphics Programming Interface 

PM device context interface 
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Prefix 

Spl 

Prf 

Ddf 

Drg 

Function Group 

PM print spooler 

PM program profile functions 

PM dynamic data formatting functions 

PM drag-and-drop functions 

The Kbd and Mou functions aren't used at all in Presentation Manager pro
grams. Vio fonctions are used only in a Presentation Manager text output sys
tem called Advanced VIO, which has proven to be one of the least popular 
parts of the PM interface. 

MESSAGE-BASED ARCHITECTURE 

Most traditional operating systems provide a set of functions that a program 
calls for various system services. That is still the case in the Presentation Man
ager, but a Presentation Manager program also gets information from the oper
ating system in a very different way: through messages. For example, in an OS/2 
kernel program you use Kbdand Mou functions to obtain keyboard and mouse 
input. In the Presentation Manager, a program obtains keyboard and mouse 
input through messages that the Presentation Manager sends to the program. 

But it's not only simple keyboard and mouse input that are delivered to a 
program in the form of messages. Messages also inform a program when a 
user has selected an item from a menu, when the program's window has been 
resized, and even when the program should repaint part of its window. In fact, 
Presentation Manager programs are largely message-driven. A program re
mains dormant most of the time until it receives a message; it thus does little 
but process messages. Coming to terms with this message architecture is a 
major hurdle oflearning to program for the Presentation Manager. But don't 
worry a bout understanding this architecture right off the bat. We'll spend 
most of this book learning how to process messages. 

EASY OR HARD? 
Graphical user interfaces such as the OS/2 Presentation Manager have the rep
utation of being difficult systems for programmers to learn. I've already spo
ken of the hurdle of moving from a traditional operating system to a message
based architecture. That's only part of the problem. The steep learning curve 
also results from the sheer bulk of Presentation Manager function calls
about 800 of them, excluding the kernel calls. 
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But what's the alternative? Would you rather learn how to use the menu 
logic built into the Presentation Manager, or would you prefer to write your 
own menu routines? Would you rather learn how to draw circles using GPI 
functions, or would you prefer to write your own circle-drawing routines and 
adapt them for every video adapter and printer your program may encounter? 

Out of necessity, application programs have become more complex in the 
past few years. Programs have been made easier to operate for naive users 
and, at the same time, more powerful for sophisticated users. As the user 
base expands to encompass less sophisticated users, applications, application 
program interfaces, and programmers must become more sophisticated. Pro
gram developers can no longer require users to spend many hours reading 
manuals before they begin to use an application. The application's interface 
must be obvious and intuitively clear. By programming for the Presentation 
Manager, you begin with an interface that is already familiar to the user. In 
short, learning to program for the Presentation Manager may be hard, but 
it's easier than the alternative. 

So enough of this propaganda. Let's start pounding out some code. 

13 



W-THE DO-NOTHING PROGRAM 

WE-0BT AINING AN ANCHOR BLOCK 

HANDLE 

WEL-CREA TING A MESSAGE QUEUE 

WELC-CREATING A STANDARD WINDOW 

WELCO-LOOPING THROUGH THE 

MESSAGES 

WELCOM-CREATING A CLIENT WINDOW 

WELCOME-PAINTING THE CLIENT 

WINDOW 



B ooks that teach you how to program in C often begin with a "do-noth
ing" program and proceed quickly to the traditional "Hello world" pro
gram. The Presentation Manager analog of the "Hello world" program 

isn't quite as straightforward, so we'll spend this entire chapter creating it. 
We'll begin with a "do-nothing" program called W and progressively develop 
it into a program called WELCOME that creates a window, displays some text 
in it, and (as a bonus) plays a little music. 

W-THE DO-NOTHING PROGRAM 
A Presentation Manager program is usually constructed from several files. 
Listing 2.1 shows the three files that make up the W program: 

~ W.MAK (a make file) 

~ W.C (the program source code file) 

~ W.DEF (a module definition file) 

As you will see, these three types of files are normal for all Presentation 
Manager programs. 

Because the W program itself does nothing interesting, we'll instead take a 
moment to examine the mechanics of compiling and linking an OS/2 program. 

THE MAKE FILE 
The first file is a make file named W.MAK. A make file is a text file that con
tains a series of commands to create an .EXE (executable) file from one or 

15 
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Listing 2.1: The W program 

The W.MAK File 

#---- -- ----- --- ---
# W.MAK make file 
#------ --- --- ---- -

w.exe : w.obj w.def 
$(PRGLINKJ w. w, NUL, $(PRGLIBl, w 

w .obj : w. c 
SCPRGCC) w.c 

The W.C File 

/•-- -- -- ------ -------- --------------
w.c -- A Do -Nothing Program 

(cJ Charles Petzold, 1993 
----- -- - --- - ---- -- - ------ - ----- - - -*/ 

int main (void) 
{ 

return 0 

The W.Dl!F File 

· -- ------------ - --- - ------- ... ---
; W.DEF module definition file 

---- -- -- ., __ _ ... _ ----- - -_,, ____ _ 

NAME 

DES CR IP TI ON 
PROTMODE 

w WIN DOWCOMPAT 

'Welcome to PM -- Program No. l (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 

more source code files. By convention, a make file has the same name as the 
program it creates but with the .MAK extension. 

The make files in this book have been generalized somewhat so they can be 
used with both the IBM C Developer's WorkSet/2 and Borland C++ for OS/2. 
The identifiers in W.MAK that are enclosed within parentheses and prefaced 
by dollar signs are macros. These macros are defined in environment variables 
that you can set by running one of the two command files shown in Listing 2.2. 

If you're using the IBM compiler, run IBM.CMD on the OS/2 command 
line before attempting to make the program. If you're using the Borland com
piler, run BOR.CMD. The command file assumes that the Borland compiler is 
set up on the current drive in the directory BCOS2 (the installation default). 
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Listing 2.2: Command files to set environment variables 

The IBM.CMD File 

REM---------------------------------·---------------····-----····-
REM IBM.CHO -. Set up environment for IBM C Developer's WorkSet/2 
REM -·-···-·· ······················---·-----·- -·- ······------------
SET PRGCC-icc -C -Kbcpr -Ss 
SET PRGLINK-link3B6 /BASE:0x10000 
SET PRGLIB-
SET PRGRC-rc · r 

The BOR.CMD File 
REM - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
REM lrnR .CMD -- Set up environment for Borland C++ for OS/2 
REM--- --------------- - ---------------------------------- - --
SET PRGCC-bcc -c -I\bcos2\include 
SET PRGLINK-tlink -c -L\bcos2\lib \bcos2\lib\c02 .obj 
SET PRGLIB-c2 + os2 
SET PRGRC-rc -r -i \bcos2\include 

A make file is usually divided into several sections. Each section begins with 
the name of a target file, followed by a colon, followed by one or more depen
dent files. The dependent files contribute to the target file. If any of the depen
dent files have been changed more recently than the target file, the target file 
needs to be recreated. The target file is recreated by running the indented com
mands that follow. In addition, if any dependent file is a target file in a later 
section of the make file, that dependent file may have to be updated first 

Assuming you have one of the C compilers and associated files properly in
stalled, you can create W.EXE from W.MAK, W.C, and W.DEF by running the 
IBM NMAKE program or the Borland MAKE program on an OS/2 command 
line, either in a full-screen or windowed character-mode session. Run 
NMAKE like this if you're using the IBM compiler: 

NMAKE W. MAK 

Use this line if you're running the Borland compiler: 

MAKE -f W.MAK 

When you first run NMAKE or MAKE on W.MAK, it will discover that it 
needs to recreate W.EXE because one of its dependent files (W.OBJ) doesn't 
exist. However, W.OBJ is also a target file dependent on W.C. So, the first step 
is to run the C compiler to create the W.OBJ object module from W.C. 
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Compiling If you're using the IBM C compiler, the compile step looks like this: 

ice -C - Kb cpr -Ss w.c 

The -C switch causes the C compiler to compile the program (creating W.OBJ) 
but not to link it. The link comes later. The various -K switches determine 
what': arning and diagnostic messages will be reported by the compiler. The 
-Ss switch allows the use of double slashes (I I) for single-line comments. 

If you're using the Borland compiler, the compile step looks like this: 

bee -e -I\ bc osZ \in cl ude w. c 

The - c switch instructs the compiler to compile the program but not to link 
it. The -I switch indicates a directory in which the compiler can find header 
(.H) files. The header files include the normal C header files plus the OS/2 
header files. 

Linking If the compilation is successful, the W.OBJ object module is linked 
with l~brary fil~s to create the executable W.EXE file. If you're using the IBM 
compiler, the lmk step looks like this: 

l i nk 386 / BAS E:0xl 0000 w. w. NUL,, w 

The /BASE flag tells the linker that when OS/2 runs the program, the program 
will be loaded in memory with a base address of OxlOOOO. This is true of all 
OS/2 2.0 programs, and using this flag will produce a smaller executable file 
than otherwise. The /BASE flag is followed by the name of the W.OBJ object 
code file. The .OBJ extension is assumed. The next field is the name of the 
.EXE file. Again, the extension is assumed. The third parameter is the name of 
a map file. Specifying NUL prevents the map file from being created. 

The fourth parameter normally lists the names of the libraries to be linked 
with the .OBJ file. However, the IBM C compiler embeds the names of these li
braries in the W.OBJ file and the linker uses those libraries automatically. The 
libraries are DDE4SBS.LIB, which is the single-threaded C runtime library, 
and OS2386.LIB, an import library for OS/2 functions. An import library 
doesn't contain code, but simply allows the linker to construct the .EXE file so 
that it contains dynamic link information. When you run an OS/2 program, 
OS/2 uses this information in the .EXE files to link calls to OS/2 functions 
within the program with the functions themselves. Although the W program 
doesn't seem to make any OS/2 function calls, the start-up code makes a few. 

The fifth parameter to the linker is the name of the program's module defi
nition file, W.DEF. The .DEF extension is assumed. (More on the module defi
nition file shortly/ 
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If you're using the Borland compiler, the link step looks like this: 

t li nk -c -L\bcosZ\ li b \bcosZ\ lib \ c02.obj w. w, NUL. cz + osz. w 

The parameter ordering of the Borland linker is the same as the IBM linker: 
flags, object files, executable file, map file, libraries, and module definition file. 
The -c switch preserves case sensitivity, and the -L switch tells the linker where 
to find the libraries. The first object file (C02.0BJ) is provided with the Bor
land compiler and contains the program start-up code. The library field indi
cates two libraries: Cl.LIB is the single-threaded C runtime library, and 
052.LIB is the import library. 

THE MODULE DEFINITION FILE 

Although it isn't strictly required for this simple do-nothing program, Presen
tation Manager applications should usually include a module definition file. 
This is a simple text file that the linker uses when constructing the program's 
.EXE file. The module definition file commonly has the same name as the pro
gram, but with a .DEF extension. For OS/2 2.0, the importance (and size) of 
the module definition file has decreased a lot from the time it was first invented 
for Microsoft Windows 1.0, but the file still serves some purposes. 

The W.DEF file shown in Listing 2.1 begins with a NAME statement. This 
identifies the module as a program rather than a dynamic link library and 
gives it a module name of W. The module should have the same name as the 
program's .EXE file. The keyword WINDOWCOMPAT causes the linker to set 
a flag in the W.EXE file. This flag tells OS/2 that, although the program is not a 
Presentation Manager program, it can be run in a text window within the Pre
sentation Manager session. 

The text in the DESCRIPTION line is embedded by the linker at the end of 
the .EXE file. This is an excellent place for a copyright notice or other informa
tion about the program. The PROTMODE keyword indicates that the program 
will be run only in OS/2 protected mode. This often allows the linker to shorten 
the .EXE file. 

We'll change the module definition file slightly before this chapter is com
pleted, but the general information shown in the W.DEF file will remain about 
the same for most programs in this book. 

RUNNING W.EXE 

After creating W.EXE, you can run the program in a variety of ways, most eas
ily by executing it from the OS/2 command-line prompt, either in a full-screen 
character-mode session or in a Presentation Manager window. You can also 
run the program from a disk drive window or by creating a program window 
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for it. Regardless, W.EXE doesn't do much of anything besides start up and 
quickly terminate. 

WE-0BT AINING AN ANCHOR BLOCK HANDLE 
A Presentation Manager program makes many calls to Presentation Manager 
functions. But the very first Presentation Manager function that the program 
must call is Winlnitialize. This function registers the program with the system 
and returns the anchor block handle. (The term anchor block has origins in the 
mainframe world but has no significant meaning in the context of OS/2 or the 
Presentation Manager.) Before the program terminates, it should call Win Ter
minate to free the anchor block handle. The WE program in Listing 2.3 shows 
how this is done. WE is still basically a do-nothing program, but it's now a 
do-nothing program that could use some Presentation Manager functions. 

You can create WE.EXE from the three files by executing 

NMAKE WE. MAK 

using the IBM compiler or 

MAKE - f WE .MAK 

using the Borland compiler. You can run WE.EXE in the same way you run 
W.EXE. The program still doesn't do much of anything. 

In going from W to WE, the changes made to the three standard files at first 
look innocuous. But you'll find when creating WE.EXE that the compilation 
takes a little longer than it did previously. It's almost as if the compiler has to 
digest several other files in addition to WE.C. As you'll see in the following dis
cussion, that's exactly the case. 

THE HEADER FILES 
Near the top of WE.C is the preprocessor statement: 

!!include <os2.h> 

052.H is a master header file that contains other #include statements for other 
OS/2 and Presentation Manager header files. When you use the IBM compiler, 
all of these header files should be located in a subdirectory listed in your 
INCLUDE environment string. (With the Borland compiler, the appropriate 
directory is part of the command line when you run the compiler.) These 
header files are extremely important. As I mentioned in Chapter l, you should 
treat them as primary documentation for the Presentation Manager. Even for 
a program as simple as WE, these header files supply function declarations 



Listing 2.3: The WE program 

The WE.MAK File 
#- -- -- - - -- - - - - - - - - -
#WE.MAK make file 
#------------------

we.exe ; we.obj we.def 
$(PRGLINK) we, we, NUL, $(PRGL!Bl, we 

we.obj : we.c 
$(PRGCC) we.c 

The WE.C File 
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/*------------------- ------------------------------------
WE.C - - A Program that Obtain~ an Anchor Block Handle 

(c) Charles Petzold. 1993 
--- ---------- ---- ------- ---- ---- ----------- --- ---------*/ 

#include <os2.h> 

int main (void) 

HAB hab ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 

WinTerminate ( hab) ; 
return 0 

The WE.DEF File 
;-w .. ____________ ,._..,,. __ ___ ______ _ 

; WE.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

WE WINOOWCOMPAT 

'Welcome to PM -- Pro~ram No. 2 (c) Charles PetjoJd, 1993' 

and definitions of identifiers used in the program. Let's examine how the 
header files affect the compilation ofWE.C. 

The WE.C program defines one variable (hab) and calls two Presentation 
Manager functions, Win! nitialize and Win Terminate. These two functions are 
located in the PMWIN.DLL dynamic link library that OS/2 links your program 
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with when you run the program. The hab variable is defined within the main 
fonction ofWE.C: 

HAB hab ; 

The data type of hab is HAB, which stands for "handle to an anchor block." 
(I'll discuss what a handle is shortly.) This HAB type is defined by a typedef 
statement in OS2DEF.H: 

t ypedef LHANDLE HAB ; 

The LHANDLE data type is defined like this: 

typedef unsigned long LHANDLE ; 

Thus the~ co.mpi.ler will tre.at the ~ariable hab as a 32-bit unsigned long integer. 
The Wmlmtialize and WmTermmate functions are declared in PMWIN.H: 

HAB APIENTRY Winlnitialize CULONG fl OptionsJ ; 
BOOL APIENTRY WinTerminate (HAB habJ ; 

(By the way, although the parameter for Winlnitialize is defined as allowing op
tions to be specified, the only allowable parameter is 0.) BOOL and ULONG 
are data types defined in OS2DEF.H: 

typedef unsigned long BOOL ; 
typedef unsigned long ULONG ; 

Thus the Winlnitialize function takes an unsigned long parameter and returns 
an unsigned long value of type HAB, a handle to an anchor block. The Win Ter
minate function accepts an anchor block handle as a parameter and returns an 
unsigned long. The program treats this return value as a BOOL (Boolean), 
which is interpreted as being either 0 (FALSE) or 1 (TRUE). 

For the IBM compiler, the APIENTR Y identifier is defined in OS2DEF.H 
like this: 

#define APIENTRY _System 

For the Borland compiler, it's defined like so: 

#define APIENTRY _syscall 

These keywords are recognized by the IBM and Borland compilers (respec
tively) and indicate what conventions the compiler should use in generating 
the function call. This is important because the Winlnitialize and Win Termi
nate calls will go to entry points in a dynamic link library, and the calling con
vention must be consistent. 
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If you wrote WE.C without using the header files or any #define or typedef 
statements, it would look like this: 

uns i gned long _Syscall Winlnitialize (unsigned long) ; 
unsigned 1ong _Sysca11 WinTerminate (unsigned long) : 

i nt main <void) 

unsigned l ong hab ; 

hab = Wi nl ni tia l i ze (0) 
WinTermi na te (ha b) ; 
re t urn 0 : 
} 

In one sense, this is easier to read, because it uses only standard C data types 
(and one IBM extension). However, in many ways this version is much more 
obscure than the version that uses the Presentation Manager header files. 

For example, the Win Terminate function is declared in PMWIN.H as return
ing a BOOL, indicating that the function returns a 0 if it fails and a l if it suc
ceeds. This fact could be important, and yet it's not at all intuitive if the 
Win Terminate function is declared as returning an unsigned long. Likewise, 
the return value of Wininitialize isn't just any old unsigned long; it's a handle 
to an anchor block. It's not even important for you to know that an anchor 
block handle is really an unsigned long. All you need to know is that it's an 
anchor block handle.You should use this value only in other functions that 
accept an anchor block handle as a parameter, such as WinTerminate. 

THE PROPER HANDLING OF HANDLES 

When you program for the Presentation Manager, you're really engaged in a 
primitive form of object-oriented programming. Many Presentation Manager 
fonctions obtain information about an object, act on an object, or cause an ob
ject to act on itself. A handle is a number that refers to an object. Almost every 
Presentation Manager function call-one exception is Wininitialize--requires 
a handle as the first parameter. 

Although this requirement implies that every Presentation Manager function 
acts on an object, this is really not the case. Presentation Manager function calls 
require a handle as the first parameter because of the requirements of IBM's 
Systems Application Architecture, of which the Presentation Manager is a part. 
As you'll see, some functions really don't need a handle to anything. These func
tions sometimes require the anchor block handle as the first parameter. 
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The concept of a handle shouldn't be new to you. If you've done assembly
language programming under DOS or the OS/2 kernel, or if you've ever used 
the C file I/O functions open, read, write, and close, you're familiar with file 
handles. Under the OS/2 kernel, a program can obtain a file handle from the 
DosO pen function call. The open file is an object to which the file handle refers. 
You use the handle when calling DosRead, DosWrite, or other functions that 
act on the open file. You eventually close the file using DosClose. After the 
DosClose call, the file handle is invalid. Although the file handle is a number, 
the actual value of the handle returned from DosOpen isn't important to your 
program. It is meaningful only to the OS/2 kernel. Obviously, the OS/2 kernel 
maintains a table of open files, and the file handle somehow references that 
table. But your program doesn't need to know this. OS/2 hides this data from 
your program. 

The handles you use in the Presentation Manager are similar to file handles. 
But in the Presentation Manager almost everything has a handle. Before we're 
finished with this chapter, we'll have encountered several: 

11- Anchor block handles 

11- Message queue handles 

11- Window handles 

11- Presentation space handles 

Every handle is first obtained from a Presentation Manager function. You save 
the handle in a variable, and then use this handle in other Presentation Manager 
functions. At some point, you usually call a function that destroys the resources 
connected with the handle. At that time the handle becomes invalid. 

Most handles are 32 bits long, but some are 16 bits long. Often handles indi
rectly reference information in structures maintained internally by the Presen
tation Manager. But your program doesn't access these structures directly. You 
don't even have to know which handles are 32 bits long and which are 16 bits 
long, because you use the data types defined in the header files (such as HAB) 
to define variables to store the handles. 

A handle with a value of 0 is called a NULL handle. In C programming, a 
NULL pointer is often an invalid pointer. Similarly, in Presentation Manager 
programming, a NULL handle returned from a fUnction is usually an indication 
of an error. In some cases, however, you can use a NULL handle as a default 
parameter to a function that requires a handle. We'll examine these cases as they 
arise. To specify a NULL handle, you can use the identifier NULLHANDLE. 
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The anchor block handle is a peculiar sort of handle. I've already mentioned 
that handles ref er to objects. The anchor block handle is a little different. The 
object to which the anchor block handle refers is the program itself; the pro
gram that calls Win/nitialize. Let's be more precise. What we call a program is 
usually the .EXE file. But the program can be run multiple times. While a par
ticular instance of a program is running, it is called a process. The anchor 
block handle refers to the particular process that calls Win/nitialize. Let's be 
even more precise. A process can have multiple threads of execution. Each of 
these threads could have its own anchor block handle. (However, don't con
fuse the anchor block handle with a process ID or a thread ID.) 

Usually, a Presentation Manager program calls Win!nitialize when it begins 
execution. The program can then call other Presentation Manager functions. 
Right before the program is ready to terminate, it pulls up its anchor with Win
Terminate and departs. 

RUNNING WE.EXE 

I h~ve some bad news for you. Although we are gathered here to write Presen
tat10.n Mana.ger pr?gr~n:1s'.we're not there yet. You might think that calling the 
i:1agic function Wm/ mtialize turns an ordinary OS/2 program into a Presenta
tion Manager program, but it's not so. Like W.EXE, WE.EXE is an OS/2 kernel 
program. Although a call to Win!nitialize is necessary in a Presentation Manager 
program, it isn't sufficient. You can call Winlnitialize from an old-fashioned 
character-mode OS/2 program also. Getting that anchor block handle only lets 
y~u access ~ome ~resentation Manager functions that are not directly connected 
with the wmdowmg or graphics facilities of the Presentation Manager. But 
don't fret: Although we're not quite there yet, the next step will get us there. 

WEL-CREATING A MESSAGE QUEUE 
Calling Win/nitialize to get an anchor block handle is like getting a pass to the 
pool. The next step-creating a message queue-is like jumping in. (We'll 
soon be swimming laps.) As you know, OS/2 supports multiple sessions, one 
being the Presentation Manager session. A program that creates a message 
queue is always run in the Presentation Manager session along with other Pre
sentation Manager programs. The WEL program in Listing 2.4 shows how to 
create this message queue. 
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Listing 2.4: The WEL program 

The WEL.MAK File 
II ---- - -- -- - -- -- ---- -
# WEL.MAK make file 
#- -- --- ---- -- --- -- --

wel . exe : wel. obj wel .def 
HPRGL!NK J wel, wel , NUL, HPRGLIBJ, wel 

wel. obj : wel. c 
$ (PRGCCJ wel. c 

The WEL.C File 

/*---- -- - --- -- --- --- --- - --- -- --- ---- --- -- ---- --- -- -
WEL.C -- A Pl'Ogram that Creates a Message Queue 

( c J Char l es Petz.old, 1993 
--- · -· ·-- -- --- --- --- -- -- -- ----- ·- -- --- -- -- ----- -- •! 

#include <os2. h> 

int ma i n (void) 
{ 

HAB hab 
HMO hmq 

hab - Winlnlt ialize (lill 
hm~ - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) 

WinOestroyHsgQueue (hmql 
Wi nTerminate (habl 
retUf'n lil ; 

The Wl!L.Dl!F File 

; WEL.OEF medule definition file 

NAME 

OESCRIPTION 
PROTMOOE 

WH WJNDOWAPJ 

'Welcome to PM -- Progrilm No . 3 (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 

THE MESSAGE QUEUE DIFFERENCE 
As you'll see, Presentation Manager programs are based on a message-driven 
input model. Programs receive all input in the form of messages. We're not 
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quite ready to look at this message system in detail, but after working with it, 
you'll probably realize that this input model is a necessary part of a windowing 
environment like the Presentation Manager. 

Many messages that a program receives from the Presentation Manager are 
stored in a message queue. The program must create this message queue ex
plicitly with a call to the Presentation Manager. This call establishes the pro
gram as a Presentation Manager application. 

Following the Wininitialize call, WEL.C makes this call: 

hmq - WinCreateMsgOueue (hab, 0) ; 

As its name implies, this call creates a message queue. Like most Presentation 
Manager functions, WinCreateMsgQueue requires a handle as the first parame
ter. This is the anchor block handle, which is the only handle we have so far. 
The second parameter indicates the size of the queue, where 0 means a default 
size that is sufficient for most programs. The value returned from the function 
is the handle to the message queue. This is stored in a variable named hmq of 
type HMQ. The program destroys the queue like this: 

WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmq) ; 

Following this call, the hmq handle is invalid. 
Message queues get a little more complex for programs with multiple threads 

of execution. A message queue is always associated with a particular thread
the thread that creates it. A thread can have only one message queue. In a mul
ti thread program, some threads can create message queues, but others don't 
have to (and usually don't). 

When OS/2 is booted, the first program that calls WinCreateMsgQueue (nor
malJy, the Presentation Manager desktop shell) establishes a session as the Pre
sentation Manager session. It is during the WinCreateMsgQueue call that the 
screen display is switched from character mode to graphics mode. Later pro
grams that call WinCreateMsgQueue-even if executed from an OS/2 command
line prompt in a character-mode session-are run in this same session. 

Notice also that the WINDOWCOMPAT keyword in W.DEF and WE.DEF 
has been changed to WINDOWAPI in WEL.DEF. This causes the linker to set 
a flag in the WEL.EXE file to inform OS/2 that this is truly a Presentation Man
ager program. 

However, although WEL is now a true Presentation Manager program, it 
still doesn't do anything visually interesting. Let's fix that. 
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WELC-CREATING A STANDARD WINDOW 
A program running in the Presentation Manager session occupies one or more 
windows. In simple terms, a window is a rectangular area of the screen that the 
program uses to receive input and display its output. A window is like a virtual 
terminal. A user can move and resize the windows on the screen and select one 
window (and hence one program) as the active, or foreground, window. A Pre
sentation Manager program must create the window that the program uses. 
The WELC program in Listing 2.5 shows how this is done. 

WELC.EXE is the first version of the program we are creating that has a sub
stantial, visible result. When you run WELC, a window appears that looks 
much like the windows of other programs running under the Presentation 
Manager. The window contains a thick resizing border, a system menu button 
in the upper-left corner, a minimize and maximize button in the upper-right 
corner, and a title bar across the top containing the name of the program, 
WE LC.EXE. Not bad, but not perfect. The problem is that this window disap
pears almost immediately after it's created. We'll fix that problem in the next 
version of our program, but first, let's examine what we've done to get this far. 

THE WINCREATESTDWINDOW FUNCTION 
WELC.C calls two Presentation Manager functions in addition to those intro
duced earlier: WinCreateStdWindow creates a standard window, and WinDe
stroyWindow destroys it. WinCreateStdWindow is the function normally used 
to create a main window for a Presentation Manager application. This isn't the 
only way to create an application window, but it's certainly the easiest. The 
WinCreateStdWindow function requires nine parameters, which are identified 
with comments in WELC.C. (The double slashes are recognized by the IBM 
and Borland C compilers as setting off single-line comments.) Six of the pa
rameters are set to 0 or NULL in this example. Certainly, we're not yet taking 
advantage of WinCreateStdWindow's full potential. 

WinCreateStdWindow creates a type of window known as a "frame win
dow." We'll examine what this means a little later. The function returns a 
handle to the frame window. In WELC.C this handle is stored in a variable 
named hwndFrame and defined as type HWND ("handle to a window"). This 
handle must be used in other Presentation Manager functions to ref er to the 
window. For example, in WELC.C this window handle is passed to WinDestroy
Window to destroy the window, which means that the Presentation Manager 
frees all the resources associated with the window and removes it from the 
screen. The window handle then becomes invalid. 
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Listing 2.5: The WELC program 

The WELC.MAK File 
#- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - -
# WELC.MAK make f i l e 
If- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

welc.exe : welc . obj welc . def 
$(PRGL!NK) welc. welc, NU L, $(PRGLIBJ. welc 

welc .obj : welc . c 
$ ( PRGCC) wel c. c 

The WELC.C F i le 

I•- ----- - - - -- - -- ------- - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - -- - -- -- --·- -- -
WELC.C -- A Program t hat Creates a Standard Frame Window 

(c ) Charles Petzol d, 1993 
--- -- -- --- -- -- -- - ---- - - --- -· -- - --- --- ---- - - - - ---- - -- - -- -- -•I 

# inc l ude <o s2.h > 

in t main (vo i d) 

static ULDNG fl Frame Flags FCF _ TITLEBAR FCF_SYSMENU I 
FCF_MINMAX I 
FCF _ TASKLI ST ; 

FCF _SIZEBOROER 
FCF _ SHELLPOSIT ION 

HAB hab ; 
HMQ hmq ; 
HWNO hwndFrame 

hab Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq b WinCreateMsgQueue (hab. 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow 
HWNO_OESKTOP, 
WS_VI SI eu:. 
&fl FrameFlags. 
NUL L, 
NU LL, 
0 L, 

0, 
0, 
NULL) 

WinOestroyWindow ( hwndFrame) 
Wi nOestroyMsgQueue (hmqJ 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 

II Parent window handle 
II Style of frame window 
11 Pointer to control data 
II Client window class name 
II Ti tle bar text 
II Style of client window 
II Module handle for resources 
11 ID of resources 
II Pointer to client window handle 
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Listing 2.5: The WELC program (Continued) 

The WELC.DEF File 

--------- --- -- ---. -- - ---------- --

; WELC.OE F module defin it ion fi le 

NAME 

DESCR IPTION 
PROTMOOE 

WELC WI NOOWAPI 

'WelcGme to PM·· Program No. 4 (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 

The first parameter to WinCreateStdWindow is the identifier known as 
HWND _DESKTOP (defined in PMWIN.H as 1), which specifies the "parent" 
of the frame window. The concept of a parent window will be explored in 
more detail in the next chapter. 

The second parameter specifies the style of the window. The parameter is 
the identifier WS_ VISIBLE (which is defined in PMWIN.H as the value 
Ox80000000L). The WS prefix stands for "window style." This value instructs 
the WinCreateStdWindow function to make the window visible when it is created. 

The third parameter is a pointer to the variable flFrameFlags. The "fl" prefix 
is an example of Hungarian notation, which I alluded to in Chapter 1. The "f" 
indicates that the variable is a series of flags, and the "l" indicates that the flags 
are encoded in a 32-bit long integer. The j1FrameFlags variable is defined as a 
ULONG (unsigned long). This parameter tells WinCreateStdWindowwhat the 
standard window should include. I've initialized jlFrameFlagslike this: 

static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR I FCF_SYSMENU I 
FCF _SIZEBORDER I FCF _MINMAX l 
FCF _SHELLPOSITION I FCF _TASKLIST ; 

The FCF ("frame creation flags") identifiers are defined in PMWIN.H. Some 
of these identifiers are almost self-explanatory: FCF_TITLEBAR means that 
we want a title bar across the top of the window; FCF_SYSMENU, a system 
menu box to the left of the title bar; FCF _SIZEBORDER, a thick sizing border 
around the window; and FCF _MINMAX, a minimize and maximize button to 
the right of the title bar. FCF_SHELLPOSITION instructs the Presentation 
Manager shell to give the window a default size and position on the screen. 
FCF _TASKLIST installs the program on the Window List. 
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Here's how these six identifiers are defined in PMWIN.H: 

#define FC F_TITLEBAR 0x00000001L 
ff define FCF _SYSMENU 0x00000002L 
ffde f i ne FCF _SI ZEBDRDER 0x000 00008L 
ffdef in e FC F_MINM AX 0x00000030L 
ffde f in e FCF_SHELLP OS ITION 0x00000400L 
ffde f i ne FCF _TASKLIST 0x00000800L 

Each identifier is a 32-bit constant with one or two bits set to 1 and the other 
bits set to 0. These identifiers are combined into one 32-bit number using the 
C bitwise OR operator (I). Many identifiers defined in the OS/2 header files 
work this way. 

Of course, most windows created by Presentation Manager programs remain 
on the screen longer than the window in WELC. Our first priority is to fix that 
problem. 

WELCO-LOOPING THROUGH THE MESSAGES 
The problem with WELC is that we don't have a chance to enjoy the wonderful 
window we've created. The program calls WinCreateStdWindowto create the 
frame window but then calls WinDestroyWindowto blow it away. Obviously, 
we have to insert some code between those two function calls to keep the win
dow up on the screen a little longer. If this were a conventional OS/2 program, 
you might set up a little loop to call KbdCharin and then wait for a keystroke 
before destroying the window. But the KbdCharin function isn't allowed in 
Presentation Manager programs. Nor are any of the other keyboard fonctions 
provided by the OS/2 kernel. What we can do instead is add a message loop. 
This message loop is something like a loop that reads the keyboard, but it is 
much, much more. A program with a message loop- WELCO-isshown in 
Listing 2.6. 

When you run WELCO.EXE under the Presentation Manager, you'll be 
treated to a real Presentation Manager window, as shown in Figure 2.1. With 
this window you can 

.,. Press the mouse button when the pointer is positioned over the title bar 
and drag the window around the screen . 

.,. Drag the sizing border to change the size of the window . 

.,. Click on the maximize button and expand the window to foll screen . 

.,. Click on the minimize button and compress the window into a little icon 
displayed in the Minimized Window Viewer. 
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Listing 2.6: The WELCO program 

The WELCO.MAK File 

#-- --- ---- -- ---- ----- -
# WELCO.MAK make file 
#-- -------------------

welco .exe : welco.obj welco.def 
$(PRGLINK) wel CO, welco, NUL, $(PRGLIBJ, welco 

wel co.obj : welco.c 
$(PRGCC) welco.c 

The WELCO.C File 

l•--------------------------- ---------------
WELCO.C -- A Program with a Message Loop 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
----------------------------------------- -•I 

#include <as Z. h> 

int main (void) 

static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 
FCF_S!ZEBOROER 
FCF .SHELLPOSITION 

HAB 
HMO 
HWNO 
OMSG 

hab ; 
hmq ; 
hwndFrame 
qmsg ; 

hab - Wininitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) 

FCF _SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF _ TASKLIST 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow 
HWNO_OESKTOP, 
W5_V!SIBLE, 

II Parent window handle 

&fl FrameFl ags, 
NULL. 
NULL, 
0L. 
0, 

0. 
NULL) 

II Style of frame window 
II Point er to control data 
II Client window class name 
II Title bar text 
II Style of client window 
II Module handle for resources 
II ID of resources 
I I Pointer to client windew handle 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANOLE. 0, 0)) 
WinOispatchHsg (hab, &qrnsg) 

WinOestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinOestroyHsgOueue (hmq) ; 
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WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 
} 

The WELCO.DEF File 

; WELCO.OEF module definition file 
;--------- -----------------------

NAME WELCO WINDOWAP! 
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DESCRIPTION 
PROTHODE 

'Welcome to PH -- Program No. 5 Cc) Charles Petzold, 1993' 

.,. Use the mouse or keyboard to invoke the system menu . 

.,. Size or move the window with the keyboard . 

.,. Use Alt with a function key to invoke system menu options . 

.,. Close the window, removing it from the screen. 

Figure 2.1: The WELCO display 
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That's a considerable improvement, considering that we added only three lines 
to the program. 

ANATOMY OF A WINDOW 
As we develop a Presentation Manager program in this chapter, we will 
encounter three major concepts that are central to Presentation Manager 
programming: 

.,. Windows 

.,. Messages 

.,. Presentation spaces 

These three concepts are closely related: A window receives input in the 
form of messages and displays output to a presentation space. This entire book 
is about receiving messages and writing to presentation spaces. The window is 
at the center of it all. 

Earlier I said that a window is a rectangular area on the screen. That's too 
easy. Sure, a window occupies an area on the screen, but that's what the win
dow looks like, not what it is. As you start programming for the Presentation 
Manager, windows will seem to take on life. You will use anthropomorphic lan
guage when thinkingand talking about windows. You will say that a window 
does something, a window responds in a certain way, and a window has a 
style. A window has a parent and can also have children. A window can talk to 
another window. And yes, a window occupies a rectangular area on the screen. 

You'll find it helpful to think of windows in terms common in object-oriented 
programming. For example, you might now believe that some code someplace 
in the Presentation Manager draws the sizing border, system menu box, title 
bar, and minimize/maximize button so that they look the way they do. Yes, but 
no; you're closer to reality if you think of the window as drawing itself. The 
window itself determines how it will look. 

This may become clearer if I discuss the WinCreateStdWindow function in 
more depth. I've been speaking about the window that WinCreateStdWindow 
creates as if it were a single window. ActuaUy, WinCreateStdWindow is a high
level function that does the work of several other functions. As used in WELCO, 
WinCreateStdWindow creates four windows: 

.,. A frame window 

.,. A title bar window 

.,. A system menu window 

.,. A minimize/maximize window 
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( WinCreateStdWindow also creates a fifth window-the drop-down menu dis
played from the system menu. But let's ignore that menu for now.) 

These are separate windows. They are certainly bound together into one 
tidy unit, and they certainly have some relationship with each other, but in 
other ways these windows are distinct and independent. 

The WinCreateStdWindowfunction creates the frame window, and the 
frame window creates the other three windows. These three windows corre
spond to the FCF _ TITLEBAR, FCF_SYSMENU, and FCF _MINMAX flags set 
in the jlFrameFlagsparameter that is passed to WinCreateStdWindow. Each of 
these four windows has its own window handle. WinCreateStdWindowreturns 
only the window handle of the frame window, but the other handles are avail
able if you need them. 

The frame window is like a base on which the other three windows are ar
ranged. Each of these four windows draws itself The frame window draws it
self as a solid background surrounded by a sizing border. The title bar 
window, system menu window, and minimize/maximize window are relatively 
smalJ windows that sit on top of the frame window. 

Each of these four windows is distinct in appearance because each window 
draws itself in a unique way. Each window responds to input in a distinct way 
because each window processes its own input. This input takes the form of 
messages. 

MESSAGES 

In a conventional operating system, you must always ask for information. In 
the Presentation Manager, information is delivered to your program in the 
form of messages. For example, in a conventional OS/2 kernel program, you 
can determine the size of the screen display in units of characters or pixels by 
calJing the VioGetMode function. In a Presentation Manager program, the size 
of the screen is less important than the size of one of your program's windows. 
The size of these windows can change. The window is notified of such a change 
through messages. Messages are notifications of user input and everything else 
that affects the program's windows. 

A Presentation Manager program works by processing messages. In fact, it 
does little else except process messages. We say that a Presentation Manager 
program is message-driven. 
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A message is a data structure of type QMSG (queue message), which is 
defined in PMWIN.H as shown here: 

typedef struct _OMSG 
f 
HWND hwnd ; 

ULONG msg 
MP ARAM mpl ; 

MP A RAM mp 2 ; 

ULONG time ; 
PO IN TL pt l ; 

ULO NG reserve d 
} 

QMSG ; 

A message is usually directed to a particular window. The handle of the 
intended recipient of a message is given in the hwrzd field of the structure. 

The msg field (defined as type ULONG, or unsigned long) identifies the 
message. All messages have identifiers defined in PMWIN.H. Many of them 
begin with the letters WM ("window message"). Examples of these identifiers 
areWM_CREATE, WM_SIZE, WM_CHAR, WM_MOUSEMOVE, WM_PAINT, 
WM_DESTROY, and WM_ QUIT. The mpl and mp2 fields (defined as type 
MPARAM, which is a 32-bit pointer) are message parameters. They contain in
formation connected with the particular message. The time field is the time 
the message was sent, and ptl (a PO INTL structure) indicates the position of 
the mouse pointer at the time the message was sent. The following table sum
marizes this information: 

The Message Structure 

The message is addressed to hwrzd 

The message is msg 

More detailed information is found in mp 1 & mp2 

The time of the message is time 

The mouse pointer was positioned at ptl 

When a message is addressed to a particular window (the usual case), the 
window processes the message. Everything a window does is the result of pro-

cessmg messages. 
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The message queue is a place where messages are stored. After a thread cre
ates a message queue by calling WinCreateMsgQueue, the Presentation Manager 
uses this queue to store messages to all windows created in that thread. Not all 
messages are stored in the message queue (a distinction I'll discuss a little later 
in this chapter), but most messages relating directly to user input are stored 
there. The message queue created by WELCO stores messages for the frame 
window, the title bar window, the system menu window, and the minimize/ 
maximize window. 

THE MESSAGE LOOP 
After a thread creates a message queue, it can create windows. Messages for the 
windows created in the thread are stored in the thread's message queue. Mes
sages are retrieved from the message queue in a two-line piece of code called 
the message loop. The program first must define a variable of type QMSG, the 
message structure: 

QMSG qmsg ; 

After creating its windows, the program enters the message loop: 

whi le (W i nGe t Msg (hab, &qmsg, NUL LHAND LE. 0, 0)) 

WinDispa tchMsg (hab, &qmsg) ; 

Notice that the last three parameters in the WinGetMsg call are set to 0 or 
NULLHANDLE (which is defined as equal to O). This is normal: It indicates that 
WinGetMsg should retrieve all messages to all windows created in that thread. 

WinGetMsgpasses to the Presentation Manager a pointer to a QMSG message 
structure. The Presentation Manager fills the fields of the structure with the next 
message from the queue and returns control to the program. When WinGetMsg 
returns, the QMSG structure holds a valid message from the message queue. 
The program then "dispatches" the message to the appropriate window by call
ing WinDispatchMsg. When WtnDispatchMsgreturns, the program again calls 
WinGetMsg. If there are no messages in the queue, WtnGetMsgwaits until one is 
available. For all messages except WM_ QUIT, WinGetMsg returns a nonzero 
value. WM_ QUIT is a very special message. It causes WtnGetMsgto return a 0 
value and fall out of the while loop. (The WM_QUIT message is put into the 
queue when you select Close from the system menu of a program or otherwise 
exit it.) The program then makes calls to WtnDestroyWindow, WtnDestroyMsg
Queue, and Win Terminate and exits main, ending the program. 

Do you find this message loop code a little peculiar? The program fetches 
a message from the queue with WinGetMsg. That's OK. But the program is 
seemingly not doing anything with the message. It's simply throwing the 
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message away by calling WinDispatchMsg. If the message is actually being dis
patched somewhere, who's getting it? Where does the message go? Well, the 
message is addressed to a particular window, so obviously that window gets 
the message. WinDispatchMsg sends a message to a window. 

Perhaps this is still bothering you. Maybe you're not quite comfortable with 
the concept of a window getting messages-it's much too abstract. Would it 
make more sense if I said that WinDispatchMsg causes a function to be called? 
And that the message being dispatched takes the form of parameters to the 
function? And that this function interprets these parameters and does some
thing to process the message? Would you be more comfortable with the idea 
that this function, in a very real sense, is the window? 

THE WINDOW PROCEDURE 

Every window has an associated window procedure that processes messages 
for the window. The window procedure determines how the window responds 
to user input (in the form of messages) and what the window looks like. 

WinGetMsg retrieves messages addressed to all windows that have been cre
ated in the thread of the process. During the WinDispatchMsgcalI, the Presen
tation Manager determines the address of the window procedure for the 
window whose handle is in the hwnd field of the message structure. It then 
calls this window procedure. The window procedure processes the message 
and returns control to the Presentation Manager, which then returns control 
to the program that called WinDispatchMsg. 

The window procedures for the four windows created in WELCO are located 
in PMWIN.DLL, one of the dynamic link library modules that constitute the 
Presentation Manager. PMWIN.DLL contains window procedures that process 
messages for all frame windows, title bars, system menus, and so forth created 
by all programs currently running under the Presentation Manager. The title 
bar window displays text because that happens to be the way the window 
procedure draws its window. The title bar changes color to indicate that the 
program (or more precisely, the frame window) is active because the frame 
window sends the title bar window a message telling it to change the color. 
The title bar window responds to mouse input in its own specialized way to 
allow the window to be repositioned on the screen, and it then sends a mes
sage to the frame window informing it of the new position. 

A typical window procedure is shown in Listing 2.7. Note that the four pa
rameters to the window procedure are the first four fields of the message struc
ture: the window handle, the message identifier, and the two MPARAM values 
that provide message-specific information. When the WinDispatchMsg function 
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calls the window procedure, it extracts these four fields from the structure to 
pass to the window procedure. 

A window procedure generally processes messages using a switch and case 
construction. For each type of message, the mpl and mp2 parameters provide 
additional information about the message. 

Listing 2.7: A typical window procedure 

MRESUL(T EXPENTRY DoodadWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULDNG msg. 

[ definitions of local variables 
switch (msgJ 

( 

case WM_CREA TE: 
[do in i tialization 

return 0 ; 

case WM_PAINT: 
[ paint the window] 

return 0 

case WM_CHAR: 

[ process keyboard messages ] 
return 0 ; 

case WM_HOUSEMOVE: 
[ process mouse movement messages 

return 0 ; 

case WH_OESTROY: 
[ clean up J 

return 0 : 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg. mpl, mp2) 
} 

MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2J 

The value the window procedure returns depends on the message. Usually 
it's a 0. Any message the window doesn't process must be passed on to a func
tion called WinDejWindowProc. This function does default processing of all 
messages that a window procedure chooses to ignore. 

Why are we spending time looking at the structure of window procedures 
that are internal to the Presentation Manager? It's not just an academic exercise. 
Not all window procedures are inside the Presentation Manager. Presentation 
Manager programs can also contain window procedures. In fact, they almost 
always do. And that's why we will soon add a window procedure-and a new 
window-to our program. 

39 
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WELCOM-CREATING A CLIENT WINDOW 
The four windows in WELCO seem to get along OK. But it's like a party in 
your house to which you weren't invited. After WELCO creates the four win
dows, it just retrieves messages from the message queue and dispatches them 
to window procedures located somewhere in PMWIN.DLL. 

Let's get in on this action. In the WELCOM version of our program, shown 
in Listing 2.8, I've changed the WinCreateStdW ind ow call slightly so that it cre
ates a fifth window. This window will fill that large area between the title bar 
and the visible parts of the sizing border, covering the still-visible part of the 
frame window. This fifth window is our window-we process the messages to it. 

This new window is called a client window. Messages for this client window 
are stored in the message queue just like messages for the other four windows 
created by WinCreateStdWindow. The messages are retrieved from the queue 
with WinGetMsgand dispatched to the appropriate window procedure with 
WinDispatchMsg. But the window procedure for the client window is not in 
PMWIN.DLL. This window procedure is located in WELCOM itself. 

REGISTERING A WINDOW CLASS 
Every window has an associated window procedure. More precisely, every win
dow is based on a particular window class. It's the window class that defines 
the window procedure used to process messages for all windows created based 
on that class. 

The Presentation Manager has 19 predefined window classes. (One of 
them, for example, is the class called WC_TITLEBAR, using the PMWIN.H 
identifier.) Each of these window classes has a window procedure located in 
PMWIN.DLL or another dynamic link library. When WinCreateStdWindow 
was called in previous versions of the program, it created four windows based 
on four of these predefined window classes. Messages to these windows go to 
the window procedure for the window class. 

If you want WinCreateStdWindow to create a client window with a window 
procedure in your own program, you must first register a new window class that 
identifies this window procedure. You do this by calling WinRegisterClass, as 
shown in the WELCOM.C program. The second and third parameters to 
WinRegisterClass are the most important: They specify the name of the window 
class and the address of the window procedure for that class. The window proce
dure processes messages to all windows that are based on that class. 
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Listing 2.8: The WELCOM program 

T h e W EL C OM.MAK File 

#----------------------
# WELCOM.MAK make file 
#----------------------

welcom.exe : welcom.obj welcom.def 
$(PRGLINK) welcom. welcom. NUL, $CPRGL!Bl. welcom 

welcom.obj : welcom.c 
$(PRGCCJ welcom.c 

The WELCOM.C File 

/*---------------------------------·------------------
WELCOM.C -- A Program that Creates a Client Window 

(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 
-------------------- ----·----- ----- -· ------ ---- -----*/ 

ttinclude <os2.h> 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO, ULONG. MPARAM, MPARAMJ 

int main (void) 
{ 

static CHAR szClientClass [] - "Welcome" : 
static ULONG flFrameFlags ~ FCF_TlTLEBAR 

FCF _S!ZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 

FCF _SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF_TASKLIST ; 

HAS 
HMO 
HWND 
QMSG 

hab : 
hmq ; 
hwndFrame, hwndClient 
qmsg ; 

hab - Wininitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) 

WinRegisterCl ass ( 
hab, 
szC 11 entCl ass . 
ClientWndProc, 
0L. 
0) ; 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow 
HWND_DESKTOP. 
WS_VISIBLE, 
&fl FrameFl ags. 

II 
II 
II 
II 
II 

II 
II 
II 

Anchor block handle 
Name of class being registered 
Window procedure for class 
Class style 
Extra bytes to reserve 

Parent window handle 
Style of frame window 
Pointer to control data 
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Listing 2.8: The WELCOM program (Continued) 

szCl ientCl ass. 
NULL. 
0L, 
0, 
0, 
&hwndC l ient) 

II C 1 i ent window cl ass name 
II Title bar text 
II Style of client window 
II Module handle for resources 
II ID of resources 
II Pointer to client window handle 

while OlinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0. 0)) 
WinOispatchMsg (hab. &qmsgl 

Win Destroy Window ( hwndFrameJ 
WinOestroyMsgQueue (hmqJ 
WinTerminate (habl ; 
return 0 ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2J 
{ 

return WinOefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl. mp2J ; 

The Wl!LCOM.Dl!F File 

; WELCDM.OEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PRDTMDOE 

WELCDM WINOOWAPI 

'Welcome to PM -- Program No. 6 (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 

The predefined window classes in PMWIN.DLL and other dynamic link li
braries are public window classes: They can be used by all programs running 
under the Presentation Manager. When your program contains a window pro
cedure and you register a class for it, that is a private class that can be used 
only by your program. 

The name of a private window class registered in a program is generally a 
character string that either is the name of the program or is derived from the 
name of the program, but it can really be anything you want. In WELCOM, the 
class name is the character string "Welcom" stored in the array szClientClass. 
(The "sz" prefix indicates that the variable is a string terminated by a zero byte.) 
The window procedure is the function named ClientWndProc, which in WEL
COM is located after the main function. You can name the window procedure 
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whatever you like. The window procedure is declared near the top of the pro
gram with the following statement: 

MRESUL T EX PEN TRY Client WndProc (HWND, ULDNG, MPARAM, MP AR A Ml ; 

Declaring ClientWndProc before main lets the C compiler recognize Client
WndProc as a function when compiling code for the WinRegisterClass call. The 
EXPENTRY identifier stands for "exported entry point" and indicates that the 
function is called from outside the program. EXPENTRY is defined in OS2DEF.H 
in the same way as APIENTRY. 

THE NEW WINCREATESTDWINDO W CALL 

The next step is to change some of the parameters to WinCreateStdWindow so 
that it creates a client window in addition to the other five windows. The fourth 
parameter to WinCreateStdWindow (previously set to NULL) is now set to the 
name of the client window class, which is the character array szClientClass. 
The last parameter to WinCreateStdWindow is a pointer to a variable that will 
receive the handle of the client window when WinCreateStdWindow creates it. 
This variable is named hwndClient and defined as type HWND. 

WinCreateStdWindow now creates five windows, four of them based on 
predefined window classes and the fifth-the client window-based on the 
"Welcom" class. WinCreateStdWindow returns the window handle of the 
frame window, but it also stores the window handle of the client window in 
the variable pointed to by its last parameter. 

PROCESSING THE MESSAGES 

The Clie~tWndProcwin.dow procedure in WELCOM is called only from the 
Pres~ntatlon Manager, from outsid~ the program, using the same calling con
v~ntions that programs use for callmg Presentation Manager functions. The 
wmdow pro~edure returns an MRESULT (a 32-bit pointer) to the Presentation 
Manag~r. CltentWndProc receives messages only for the client window. When
e~er Clt~ntWndProc is called, the hwnd parameter is the window handle of the 
chen: wm~ow. This is the same window handle stored in the hwndClientvari
able m main. 

ClientWndProcdoesn't yet process any messages itself. Any message a win
dow ~roc~dure doesn't process must be passed on to the WinDejWindowProc 
funct10n _m the Presentati~n Manager. The value returned from WinDefWin
dowProc is then returned from the window procedure . 

. That _Clienfl·:'~PrO:: doesn't process any messages causes a little problem: The 
client wmdow isn t pamted If you experiment with WELCOM in the Presentation 



Manager, you'll find that the client window displays whatever was underneath 
it when it is created or resized! Of course, we'll fix this problem shortly. 

THE STREAM OF PROCESSING 
With the client window procedure in place, you can now get a good sense of 
how Presentation Manager programs are structured and how they operate. The 
main function first performs initialization. At the very least, this involves calls to 
Winlnitialize, WinCreateMsgQueue, WinRegisterClass, and WinCreateStdWindow. 
It then enters the message loop. When it exits the message loop, it cleans up 
with WinDestroyWindow, WinDestroyMsgQueue, and WinTerminate, and then 
exits main, terminating the program. 

In the message loop, the program calls WinGetMsg, which retrieves the next 
message from the program's message queue. These messages include user input 
from the keyboard and mouse. The program passes the message back to the 
Presentation Manager by calling WinDispatchMsg. The Presentation Manager 
determines the address of the window procedure for the particular window 
that must receive the message, and it then calls the window procedure. This is 
either a predefined window procedure within the Presentation Manager or a 
window procedure within the program (such as ClientWndProc). 

The window procedure either processes the message or calls WinDefWin
dowProc. The window procedure then returns control to the Presentation 
Manager (still in the WinDispatchMsg call), which returns control to the pro
gram's message loop. 

This is a considerably more complex interaction between a program and an 
operating system than is typical in a more conventional operating system such 
as the OS/2 kernel. In the Presentation Manager, programs have a more inti
mate connection with the operating system and (potentially) other programs 
running under the Presentation Manager. It's the use of messages that makes 
the difference. Messages are the means of communication between the Presen
tation Manager and windows, and between windows themselves. 

QUEUED AND NONQUEUED MESSAGES 
I've been discussing how messages get from the message queue to a window 
procedure. However, not all messages originate in the message queue. Window 
procedures can also ?e called directly from the Presentation Manager. 
~hen a messag~ is placed in a program's message queue, retrieved with 

WmGetMsg, a~d dispatched to the window procedure with WinDispatchMs 
~hat messag.e 1s said to be a "queued" message. Many of the messa es rel=~
mg to user mput (such as the WM_ CHAR keyboard message and ~he 
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WM_MOUSEMOVE mouse message) are queued messages. Timer messages 
are queued, as are menu messages (which signal a window procedure that a 
menu item has been chosen). But many other messages are sent to the win
dow procedure directly without first being placed in the message queue. For 
example, the WM_CREATE message-which is the first message that a win
dow procedure receives-is sent to the window whjle the Presentation Manager 
executes the WinCreateStdWindow function. The WM_DESTROY message is sent 
to a window procedure as part of the Presentation Manager's processing of the 
WinDestroyWindow call. These are "nonq ueued" messages. 

Whether a message is sent directly to a window procedure or dispatched to 
the window procedure after being retrieved from the message queue is gener
ally not very important. The window procedure is "message central": It gets all 
messages to the window. It usually doesn't matter what route the messages 
took to get to the window procedure. 

A window can also "post" or "send" messages to other windows. The Win
PostMsg function places a message in the message queue associated with a par
ticular window and returns immediately. The WinSendMsgfunction causes the 
Presentation Manager to call the window procedure directly. WinSendMsgre
turns only after the window procedure has processed the message. (The Win
DispatchMsgcall used in the message loop is similar to the WinSendMsgcall.) 

In short, post means to put the message in the mail box; send means to 
hand-deliver the message to the recipient. A message that is posted becomes a 
queued message; a message that is sent becomes a nonqueued message. As I 
said, from the perspective of the window procedure, the distinction is usually 
not very important. When speaking about messages, the term send is often 
used for convenience even when the message is actually posted. In the chapters 
ahead, I'll discuss whether a message is queued or nonqueued when necessary, 
but otherwise I'll tend to use this convenient terminology. 

Messages sometimes generate other messages. This can happen when a 
window procedure declines to process a message and passes the message to 
WtnDejWindowProc. WinDejWindowProc sometimes does default processing 
of a message by sending the window procedure another message. Calling Pre
sentation Manager functions also sometimes results in the window procedure 
being sent a message. 

This means that the window procedure must be recursive. Generally, this 
doesn't cause any problems, but you should keep it in the back of your mind. 
If you encounter a strange bug (a static local variable in your window procedure 
changing when you call a Presentation Manager function, for example), per
haps your window procedure is changing the variable itself while processing 
another message generated by the call to the Presentation Manager function. 
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WELCOME-PAINTING THE CLIENT WINDOW 
Now that we have a client window with its very own window procedure that 
processes messages to the window, we are ready to process a few messages and 
paint the client window. The final WELCOME program in this chapter is 
shown in Listing 2.9 . 

Listing 2.9: The WELCOME program 

The WELCOME.MAK File 

ti- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
#WELCOME. MAK make file 
1; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

welcome.exe: welcome . obj welcome.def 
S(PRGL!NKJ welcome. welcome, NUL. $(PRGLIB). welcome 

welcome.obj : welcome.c 
SCPRGCCJ welcome.c 

The Wl!LCOME.C File 
/* ·--------- ----- ------------------ ------------------------

WELCOHE.C - - A Program that Wr ites to its Client Window 
<cl Charles Petzold, 1993 

-------- ------- ------------------- --- ----------------- -·-*/ 

#inc l ude <os2.h> 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO, ULONG. MPARAM, MPARAMJ 

int main <void) 

static CHAR szClientClass [] - "Wel comel" 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR FGF _SY SMENU l 

FCF _M!NMAX I 
FCF _ TASKLIST ; 

FCF _SIZEBOROER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 

HAB hab ; 
HMO hmq ; 
HWNO hwndFrame, hwndClient 
QMSG qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab. 0) 

WinRegisterClass ( 
hab, 
szClientClass. 
Cl ientWndProc, 
CS_SIZEREDRAW, 

II Anchor block handle 
II Name of class being registered 
II Window procedure for class 
II Class style 
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Listing 2.9: The WELCOME program (Continued) 

0) ; 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow 
HWNO_OESKTOP, 
WS_VISJBLE, 
&fl Frame Flags, 
szClientClass, 
NULL, 
0 L. 
0, 
0, 
&hwndCl ient) 

II Extra bytes to reserve 

11 Paren-t window handle 
I I Style of frame window 
II Pointer to control data 
fl Client window class name 
II Title bar text 
If Style of client window 
II Mo~ule handle for resQurces 
II 10 of resources 
If Pointer to client window handle 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANOLE, 0, 0)) 
WinOispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow {hwndFrame) 
WinOestroyMsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate lhab) ; 
return 0 ; 

MR ES ULT EXP ENTRY Cl i entWndProc ( HWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MP A RAM mpl, MP A RAM mp'2) 
{ 

static CHAR szText [) - "Welcome to the OS/Z 2.0 Presentation Manager!" ; 
HPS hps; 
REC TL rel 

switch (msg) 

case WM CREA TE: 
DosBeep ( 261. 100) 
OosBeep (330, 100) 
OosBeep ( 392, 100) 
OosBeep (523. 500) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_PAJNT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE, NULL) 

WinQueryWindowRect (hwnd, &rel) ; 

WinDrawText (hps, -1, szText, &rel. CLR_NEUTRAL, CLILBACKGROUND. 
OT_CENTER I OT_VCENTER I DT_ERASERECT) ; 

WinEndPaint (hps) ; 
return 0 ; 

case Wf1.._0ESTROY: 
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Listing 2.9: The WELCOME program (Continued) 

Dos Beep ( 523, 100) 
Dos Beep (392, 100) 
Dos Beep (330, 100) 
DosBeep (261. 500) 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd. msg, mpl. mp2) 

The WELCOME.DEF File 

; WELCOME.DEF module definition file 

NAHE 

DESCRIPTION 
PRO THODE 

WELCOME WINDOWAPI 

'Welcome to PM -- Program No. 7 Cc) Charles Petzold, 1993' 

WELCOME.EXE displays the text "Welcome to the OS/2 2.0 Presentation 
Manager!" in the center of its client window, as shown in Figure 2.2. 

Welcome to the OS/2 2.0 Presentation Manager! 

Figure 2.2: The WELCOME display 
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PROCESSING MESSAGES 

The ClientWndProc window procedure in WELCOME shows the typical switch 
and case construction used to process messages. The msg parameter to the win
dow procedure identifies the message. Client WndProc processes three mes
sages: WM_ CREATE, WM_PAIN1~ and WM_DESTROY. In most cases, a 
window procedure returns OL when it processes a message. Any message not 
processed must be passed on to WinDefWindowProc; and the value returned 
from WinDefWindowProc must be returned from the window procedure. 

The WM_ CREATE message is the first message that a window procedure 
receives. It is sent directly to the window procedure during the WinCreateStd
Window call. A window procedure can perform some window initialization 
during the WM_CREATE message. In WELCOME, ClientWndProccalls the 
0512 DosBeep function to play the notes of a C-major chord to indicate that 
the client window has arrived. 

The WM_ DESTROY message is the last message a window procedure receives. 
The Presentation Manager sends this message to the window procedure during the 
WinDestroyWindow call. Although window procedures can do some cleanup dur
ing the WM_ DESTROY message, ClientWndProc again calls DosBeep a few times 
as a swan song to indicate that the client window is being destroyed. 

THE WM_PAINT MESSAGE 

One of the most important messages that a window procedure receives is 
WM_PAINT, which tells the window procedure when to display something on 
the window. "What?" you say. "The Presentation Manager is telling me when I 
can display something on my window? I have to be given permission? What 
kind of fascist operating system is this?" Cool down. The WM_PAINT message 
is simply the Presentation Manager's way of telling you that a portion of your 
window is invalid-that is, that part of the window's visible area contains gar
bage or perhaps nothing at all. The WM_PAINT message tells the window 
fonction that the window is due for a paint job. 

How does the window become invalid? When a window is first created, the 
entire window is invalid. In fact, one of the first queued messages the client 
window receives is WM_PAINT. The window function can take this opportu
nity to display something in the window. Now suppose you minimize the win
dow and then restore it to the original size. The Presentation Manager doesn't 
save the contents of the window when the window is minimized. In a graphi
cal environment it's simply too much data. Thus when the window is restored 
after being minimized, it is invalid, and a WM_PAINT message is placed in the 
message queue. If you start rearranging several windows on the display, a win
dow may overlap others. The Presentation Manager generally won't save the 
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area of a window covered by another window. When the window is uncovered, 
the previously hidden area is invalid, and a WM_PAINT message goes into the 
message queue. 

This is probably quite different from the way you usually think about using 
the video display. Under a conventional operating system, your program can 
display something on the screen whenever it wants and not worry about some
thing on the screen mysteriously disappearing. Under the Presentation Man
ager, you can still display something on a window whenever you want. But it 
often makes more sense to do painting only when the window function receives 
the WM_PAINT message. The program must retain what it needs to re-create 
the appearance of the window, because it can receive a WM_PAINT message 
at almost any time. If the window function displays something on the window 
while processing a message other than WM_PAINT, it must retain that informa
tion and reexecute the same painting code when it gets a WM_PAINT message. 

Normally, if you resize a window to make it smaller, the window procedure 
doesn't receive a WM_PAINT message. The Presentation Manager simply cuts 
off the edges of the window that previously extended past the new size. You'll 
note, however, that in WELCOME the fourth parameter to WinRegisterClass is 
set to CS_SIZEREDRAW. This is a window class style. It causes the Presentation 
Manager to invalidate the entire window and post a WM_PAINT message to 
the client window whenever the size of the window changes. 

When you get a WM_PAINT message, you can obtain the coordinates of the 
invalid area of the window. You need update only that part of the window. We'll 
explore this and other aspects of the WM_PAINT message more in upcoming 
chapters. Right now all you have to know is that WM_PAINT informs the win
dow procedure that it's time to update the appearance of the window. 

PROCESSING WM_PAINT 

The code that processes the WM_PAINT message in a window function must 
begin with a call to WinBeginPaint and end with a call to WinEndPaint. When 
WinEndPaint is called, the Presentation Manager validates the en tire area of the 
window. Using a simple form of the WinBeginPaintcall, the code looks like this: 

case WM _ PAINT: 

hps = WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULL, NULL) ; 

[ paint the window 

WinEndPaint (hps) ; 
return 0 ; 
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If your program doesn't process WM_PAINT messages (as WELCOM 
doesn't), they are passed to WinDefWindowProc. WtnDefWindowProc simply 
calls WinBeginPaint and WinEndPaint with nothing in between to validate the 
entire area of the client window. This is a good example of how WinDe jWin
dowProc takes care of chores a program chooses to ignore. If WinBeginPaint 
and WinEndPaint aren't called during a WM_PAINT message, an area of the 
window remains invalid, and the WM_PAINT message isn't removed from the 
message queue. 

The handle returned from the WinBeginPaint call is a handle to a presenta
tion space. The handle is stored in a variable named hps of type HPS. You need 
this handle to the presentation space to draw on the surface of the client win
dow. The presentation space handle is the first parameter to all the Graphics 
Programming Interface (G PI) drawing functions. 

The presentation space is essentially a data structure that defines an abstract 
display surface. The presentation space is associated with a device context, which 
defines a particular physical display medium. In the form of the WinBeginPaint 
call used here, the presentation space for which we get a handle is associated 
with a device context for the video display-in particular, the part of the dis
play that the client window occupies. This form of the WinBeginPaint call 
(with the second parameter set to NULL) implies that we're using a subset of 
GPI that is called the cached micro-PS. 

PAINTING WELCOME'S CLIENT WINDOW 
After the WinBeginPaintcall, WELCOME obtains the dimensions of the client 
window by using this function: 

WinOueryWindowRect (hwnd. &rel) ; 

The first parameter is hwnd, the handle to the client window. The rel variable 
is a structure of type RECTL (rectangle). The RECTL structure has four fields: 
xLeft, y Bottom, xRight, and yTop. WinQueryWindowRect fills the fields of the 
rel structure with the current coordinates of the client window. These coordi
nates are relative to the lower-left corner of the client window, hence the xLe ft 
and yBottom fields are set to 0. The xRight field is actually the width of the win
dow in pixels, and yTop is the height of the window in pixels. 

The WinDrawText fonction is used to display the string "Welcome to the 
OS/2 2.0 Presentation Manager!" in the center of the client window. It uses 
the rel rectangle structure and the parameter DT _CENTER I DT _ VCENTER 
I DT _ERASERECT to specify that the string is to be centered horizontally 
and vertically within the rectangle and that the rectangle (the entire win
dow) is to be erased before the text is displayed. The CLR_NEUTRAL and 
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CLR_BACKGROUND parameters specify the text color and background 
color. I'll discuss these two color identifiers in Chapter 5. 

TOO MUCH OVERHEAD? 
This has been a long journey to write a simple program that displays some text 
and plays a tune. But I've covered all the facets of Presentation Manager pro
gramming. You've learned about windows. You've learned about messages. 
You've learned about presentation spaces. 

That's it. Everything that follows is just detail. 





EXPLORING THE STANDARD WINDOW 

CONTROLS AND THEIR OWNERS 

REGISTERING THE WINDOW CLASS 

CREATING THE STANDARD WINDOW 

THE W1NCREATEWINDOWFUNCTION 



I n Chapter 2, our rush to create a functional window required that we ig
nore some details and finer points of the art of window creation. Here 
we'll try variations on the basic theme. 

EXPLORING THE ST AND ARD WINDOW 
The WinCreateStdW indow function creates one or more windows. In the final 
version of the WELCOME program shown in Chapter 2, WinCreateStdWindow 
creates five windows: the frame, title bar, system menu, minimize/maximize 
window, and the client window. The term standard window refers to this collec
tion of windows organized around the frame window. 

All but one of the windows that make up the standard window are created 
based on window classes already registered by the Presentation Manager. Mes
sages to these windows come through the program's message queue but are 
dispatched to the particular window procedure in PMWIN.DLL that is de
fined by the window class. The client window, on the other hand, is generally 
based on a window class that the program itself registers, and it uses a window 
procedure within the program (called ClientWndProc in WELCOME) to pro
cess its messages. 

The windows that make up the standard window receive messages from the 
Presentation Manager (often initiated by user input) but can also send messages 
to one another. They essentially carry on a family conversation. 
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THE FAMILY OF WINDOWS 
Windows created in the Presentation Manager usually have a parent-child rela
tionship. In the standard window, the frame window is the parent, and the 
other windows (including the client window) are the children of the frame 
window. Thus we can define a standard window as "a frame window and its 
children." Windows with a common parent are called sibling windows. A win
dow can have many children but only one parent. A window's children, its chil
dren's children, and so forth are called the window's descendants. 

The grand matriarch of Presentation Manager windows is the desktop win
dow, which occupies the entire screen. Although it appears to be simply a back
ground color (or perhaps a bitmapped image), the desktop window is a real 
window with a real window procedure somewhere in PMWIN.DLL that pro
cesses its messages. Every other window is a descendant of the desktop win
dow. (Actually this isn'tquite true. Some windows, called object windows, have 
no parent. Like other windows, object windows can send and receive messages, 
but they aren't visible on the screen and don't receive user input. When I dis
cuss windows in this book I'm almost always talking about windows that are 
not object windows.) 

A child of the desktop window is called a top-level window. Virtually every 
program that runs under the Presentation Manager creates at least one top
level window. When a program such as WELCOME calls WirzCreateStdWtndow 
to create the application's main window, the frame window is a top-level win
dow. The other windows created by the function are children of the frame 
window and are not top-level windows. The family tree for the WELCOME 
program is shown in Figure 3.1. 

A child window is affected by its parent in several ways: 

.,. A child window is always displayed within the area of the screen occu
pied by its parent. We say that the child is clipped on the surface of its 
parent. This is fairly obvious in the case of the desktop window and the 
frame window because the desktop window encompasses the entire 
screen. The children of the frame window also appear within the area 
occupied by the frame. If the frame window tried to position part of the 
title bar window outside of the area that is occupied by the frame, the 
part of the title bar outside the frame window would not be visible . 

.,. Child windows remain in the same position relative to the parent unless 
you move them explicitly. When you move the frame window around the 
screen, the children follow. This happens automatically: When the frame 
window wants to move itself (usually because it has received a message 
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from the title bar window that the user has moved the window), it need 
only tell the Presentation Manager to move the frame. The Presentation 
Manager takes care of moving the children. 

"" When a parent window is hidden, minimized, or destroyed, all of its chil
dren (and, by extension, all its descendants) are also hidden, minimized, 
or destroyed. This should be partly obvious in WELCOME. If you mini
mize the frame window, all the children of the frame window are also re
moved from the screen. When the frame window is destroyed by the call 
to WinDestroyWindow after WELCOME leaves the message loop, all the 
children of the frame window (including the client window) are also de
stroyed. ClientWndProcreceives a WM_DESTROY message at that time. 

"" Sibling windows can overlap on the screen. We'll see examples of over
lapping siblings in the WELCOME2 and WELCOME3 programs in this 
chapter. 

The Presentation Manager includes a function, WinQueryWindow, that you 
can use to determine a window's parent: 

hwndParent = WinQueryWindow (hwnd, QW_PARENT) ; 

The function call sets the variable hwndParent to the handle of the parent win
dow of hwnd. For example, after the WinCreateStdWindowfonction returns 
control to your program, the following call obtains the frame window handle: 

hwndFrame - WinQueryWindow (hwndClient. QW PARENT) 
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This will be the same window handle originally returned from WinCreateStd
Window. 

If hwndFrame is a top-level window, you can obtain the desktop window 
handle by calling: 

hwndOes ktop - WinQueryWindow Chw ndFrame, · QW_ PARENT) ; 

Or you can use the function specifically designed for this purpose: 

hwndDeskto p - Wi nQ ueryDeskto pWi ndow (hab, NU LLHA NOLEJ ; 

In many Presentation Manager functions, the HWND_DESKTOP identifier is 
used to refer to the desktop window. Usually you pass HWND_DESKTOP as 
the first parameter to WinCreateStdWindow. This makes the frame a top-level 
window. The application often has no choice but to do this: The frame window 
must have a parent, but the application doesn't know about any other windows 
except the desktop window. The desktop is thus the only possible parent. 

If the program calls WinCreateStdWindow a second time, it has a choice: 
The second frame window could be another top-level window, or it could be 
a child of one of the windows created in the first WinCreateStdWindow call 
(most likely a child of the first client window). Let's look at an example of the 
first approach. 

CREATING MULTIPLE TOP-LEVEL WINDOWS 

The WELCOME2 program, shown in Listing 3.1, creates two top-level stan
dard windows. The program contains two window procedures ( Clientl WndProc 
and Client2WndProc), registers two window classes ("Welcome2.1" and "Wel
come2.2"), and calls WinCreateStdWindowtwice. 

Listing 3.1: The WELCOME2 program 

The Wl!LCOME2.MAK File 

II -- - - - - - - - - - - ... - . .... -. -
# WELCOHE2.MAK make file 
· ---- --- ---- --- ---- --- ---

welcome2 .exe : welcome2.obj welcome2.def 
SIPRGLINKl welcome2, wel come2, NUL, SCPRGLIB). welcome2 

welcome2.obj : welcome2.c 
SIPRGCCJ welcome2.c 
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Listing 3.1: The WELCOME2 program tContinued) 

The WELCOME2.C File 

l*------------------------------------------------------------
WELCOME2.C -- A Program that Creates Two Top-Level Windows 

(cl Charles Petzold. 1993 
------ ------------ ----·---------------- ------- --- ----------*I 

#include <os2.h> 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientlWndProc (HWND. ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMl 
MRESULT EXPENTRY Client2WndProc (HWNO, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAM) 

int main (void) 
{ 

static CHAR 

static ULONG 

szClientClassl [] - "Welcome2.l". 
szClientClass2 [] - "Welcome2.2" 
flFrameFlags - FCF_TJTLEBAR FCF _SYS MENU I 

FCF _MJNMAX I 
FCF _TASKLIST 

FCF _SIZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSJTJON 

HAB 
HMQ 

hab ; 
hmq ; 

HWND 
QM'SG 

hwndFramel. hwndFrame2, hwndClientl. hwndClient2 
qmsg ; 

hab - W1nlnitialize (0) 

hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) 

WinRegisterClass ( 
hab, 
szClientClassl. 
Cl i entlWndProc. 
CS_Sl ZEREDRAW. 
0) ; 

Win Reg isterC lass ( 
ha b, 

szClientClass2, 
Cl i ent2WndProc, 
CS_SIZEREDRAW. 
0) ; 

hwndFramel - WinCreateStdWindow 
HWND_ DESK TOP. 
WS_VISIBLE, 
&fl Frame Flags. 
szCl ientCl assl. 
NULL, 
0 L, 

II Anchor block handle 
II Name of class being registered 
II Window procedure for class 
II Class s-tyle 
II Extra bytes to reserve 

// Anchor block handle 
// Name of class being registered 
II Window procedure for class 
II Class style 
11 Extra bytes to reserve 

II Parent window handle 
II Style of frame window 
11 P.ointer to control data 
II Client window class name 
II Title bar text 
II Style of client window 
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Listing 3.1: The WELCOME2 program (Continued) 

0. II Madu le handle for resour£es 
0. II ID of resources 
&hwndCl i entl) II Pointer to client window handle 

hwndFrame2 - WinCreateStdWindow 
HWND_DESKTOP, II Parent window handle 
ws_ v I s I B LE. II Style of frame window 
&fl FrameFlags. II Pointer to contttJl data 
szClientClass2. I/ Client window class name 
"Window No. 2". II Title bar text 
0L. II Style of client window 
0. II Modu~e handle for 
0. II l D of resources 
&hwndC 1ient2 l II Pointer to client 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFramell 
WinDestroyWindow ChwndFrame2) 
WinDestroyMsgOueue Chmq) 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 : 

resources 

window handle 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientlWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl. Ml"ARAM mp2) 
( 

static CHAR szText [] - "W2lcome to Window No. l" 
HPS hps 
RECTL rd 

switch Cmsgl 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd. NUlLHANDLE. NJJLLl 

WinOueryWindowRect (hwnd. &rel) : 

WinDrawText (hps. -1. szText, &rel. CLR_NEUTRAL. CLR_BACKGROUND, 
DT_CENTER I DT_VCENTER I DT_ERASERECT) ; 

Win En dP a i nt < hp s l ; 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd. msg, mpl, mp2) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY Client2WndProc (HWND hwnd. ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, HPARAM mp2l 
[ 
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Listing 3.1: The WELCOME2 program (Continued) 

static CHAR szText [) - "Welcome to Window No. 2" 
HPS hps 
RECTL rel 

switch (msg) 

cas~ WM]AINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint ( hwnd. NULLHANDLE. NULL) 

WinQueryWindowRect Chwnd. &rel) ; 

WinDrawTex.t <hps. -1. szText. &rel, CLR_NEUTRAL, CLR_BACKGROUND. 
DT_CENTER I OT_VCENTER I DT_ERASERECT) ; 

W i nE nd Pa int. ( hp.s l 
return 0 ; 

case WM_CLOS E: 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg. mp1, mp2) 

The WELCOME2.DEF File 

; WELCOME2.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PRO THODE 

WELCOHE2 WINDOWAPI 

'Creates Two Tap-Level Windows (c) Charles Pl'tzold, 1993' 

The first parameter in the WinCreateStdWindowcall is the parent of the 
frame window. In both function calls, this parameter is set to HWND_DESK
TOP. The two frame windows in WELCOME2 share the same parent and are 
thus siblings. The WELCOME2 family tree is shown in Figure 3.2. 

When you run WELCOME2 (shown in Figure 3.3), you'll find that the two 
top-level windows function independently, almost as if they were created in 
different programs. Both windows are listed on the Window List. Because all 
top-level windows are siblings, they can overlap. But only one top-level win
dow is "active" at any time. You can switch between the two windows (as you 
can switch among all top-level windows listed on the Window List) using the 
Alt-Esc or Alt-Tab key combinations. 
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To simplify this demonstration program, I have both window functions in 
WELCOME2 perform approximately the same task, which is to display some 
text in the client window. However, the two window functions could perform 
entirely different tasks from one another. For example, it's not difficult to 
imagine a Presentation Manager CAD (computer-assisted design) program 
organized into two top-level windows. One window could be an ASCII text 
editor that allows you to enter and edit a series of drawing commands. The 
other window could display the graphical representation of these commands. 
If you changed one of the commands in the editor window, the change could 
be reflected in the graphics window; likewise, if you changed the drawing itself 
(perhaps using the mouse), the change could be reflected in the corresponding 
text command in the editor window. The two client window procedures would 
communicate these changes to each other with messages. You would store the 
two client window handles returned from the WinCreateStdWindow calls in 
global variables so that both window procedures could access them. 

What messages would the two client windows send to each other? That's up 
to you. PMWIN.H defines the identifier WM_ USER specifically for the pur
pose of creating your own messages. Within a program, you can define private 
messages that use values of WM_ USER or above: 

#define WM_MYMESSAGE0 (WM _ USER + 0) 
#define WM_MYMESSAGEl CWM _ USER + 11 
#define WM _MYME SSAGE2 ( WM _USER + 2 I 

If ClientlWndProc needs to send a WM_MYMESSAGEI message to 
Client2WndProc, it can do so: 

WinSendMsg ChwndClient2, WM_MYMESSAGEl, MPFROMLONG (lOatal), 
MPFROMLON G (l0ata2)) ; 

The lDatal and lData2 would be long integers with message-specific data. The 
MPFROMLONG macros convert a long integer to an MPARAM (32-bit 
pointer) data type. The message would be processed within Client2WndProc 
like any other message: 

case WM_MYMESSAGEl: 
[ process message 

return 0 ; 

Keep in mind that the two MPARAM values that accompany messages 
can be pointers to structures or big blocks of memory, so the amount of data 
passed in the message can be very large. The value returned from WinSendMsg 
is the value that the window procedure returns once it has processed the mes
sage. This is defined as an MRESULT, which is also a 32-bit pointer. 
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TrTLE BAR TEXT 

Notice that in Figure 3.3 the first window's title bar contains the text "WEL
COME2.EXE" and the second has "Window No. 2." This is what you'll see 
when you run the program from the CMD.EXE prompt or the disk drive win
dow. However, if you install WELCOME2 to be run from the Desktop Shell, 
you can specify a program title, and that's what you'll see in the title bar of the 
first window (but not the second). 

This is part of what the FCF_TASKLIST flag does. The title bar text (and the 
Window List entry) is the name under which the program was started. For 
most programs in this book, I use NULL for the WinCreateStdWindow param
eter that indicates the title bar text. This causes the title bar to display only the 
.EXE file name or the program title. For the second window in WELCOME2, 
however, I used "Window No. 2" for the title bar text in WinCreateStdWindow, 
and that overrides any other title text. 

TERMINATING A PRESENTATION MANAGER PROGRAM 

I've written WELCOME2 so that you cannot terminate the program by se
lecting Close from the second window's system menu. This requires a little 
explanation of how Presentation Manager programs terminate. When you 
select Close from the system menu, the client window procedure receives a 
WM_ CLOSE message. If the window procedure passes WM_ CLOSE to 
WinDefWindowProc, the Presentation Manager posts a WM_ QUIT mes
sage to the message queue. This causes WinGetMsgto return 0 when the 
WM_ QUIT message is retrieved from the queue, and the program exits 
the message loop. 

If a window procedure simply traps WM_ CLOSE messages and returns 
from the window procedure without calling WinDefWindowProc, nothing hap
pens. This is how Client2WndProc essentially disables the Close option on its 
system menu. 

WELCOME2 is somewhat unorthodox. A Presentation Manager program 
usually creates only one top-level main window. Any other top-level win
dows created in the program (such as dialog boxes) exist only for short peri
ods of time. 

CREATING CHILDREN OF THE CLIENT 

A more common approach to creating multiple standard windows is demon
strated in the WELCOME3 program, which is shown in Listing 3.2. 
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Listing 3.2: The WELCOME3 program 

The WELCOME3.MAK File 

#------------------------
' WELCOME3.MAK make file 
#------------------------

welcome3.exe : welcome3.obj we1come3.def 
S(PRGLINK) welcome3. welcome3. NUL, $(PRGLIB), welcome3 

welcome3.obj : we1come3.c 
$(PRGCCl welcome3.c 

The WELCOME3.C File 

/*-----------------------------------------------------------
WELCOME3.C -- Creates a Top-Level Window and Two Children 

(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 
-----------------------------------------------------------*/ 

(/define INCL_WIN 
#include <os2.h> 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWNO, ULONG, MPARAM. MPARAMl 
MRESULT EXPENTRY ChildWndProc (HWNO. ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMl 

i nt main (voi d) 
( 

st at i c CHAR 

st at i c ULONG 

HAB 
HMO 
HWNO 
QMSG 

sz-Cl i entCl ass [] - "Welcome3", 
szChildClass [] - "Welcome3.Child" 
fl FrameF lags - FCF _ TITLEBAR I FCF SYSMENU 

hab ; 
hmq ; 

FCF_SIZEBOROER I FCF_MINMAX 
FCF _SHELLPOSITJON I FCF _TASKLIST 

hwndFrame, hwndClient, hwndChildClientl, hwndChildClient2 
qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) 

WinRegisterClass ( 
hab, 
szClientClass, 
ClientWndProc, 
CS_Sl Z EREDRAW, 
0) ; 

WinRegisterClass ( 

II Anchor block handle 
II Name of class being registered 
II Window procedure for class 
II Class style 
II Extra bytes to reserve 
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Listing 3.2: The WELCOME3 program (Continued) 

ha b, 
szChildClass. 
ChildWndProc, 
CS_SIZEREORAW. 
sizeof CPVO!Dll 

/•-- ----- --- -- -------------
Create top-1evel window 

------- ------------------•/ 

hwndFrame = WinCreateStdWindow 
HWNO_DESKTOP. 
ws_v !SIBLE. 
&f1 Framefla gs. 
szCl ientClass, 
NULL, 
0L. 
0, 

0. 
&hwndCl i ent) 

/•------- -- -- --------------
£reate two child windows 

-------- --------- ---- -----•I 

flFrameFlags &- -FCF_TASKLIST 

WinCreateStdWindow ( 
hwndC1 ient, 
WS_VISIBLE, 
&fl Frame Flags. 
szChildClass. 
"Child No. l", 

0L, 
0, 

II Anchor block handle 
II Name of class being registered 
II Window procedure for class 
II Class style 
II Extra bytes to reserve 

II Parent window handl~ 
11 Style of frame window 
II Pointer to contro l data 
II Client window class name 
II Title bar text 
II Style of client window 
II Module handle for resources 
II ID of resources 
II Pointer to client window handle 

II Parent window handle 
II Style of frame window 
II Pointer to control data 
II Client window class name 
II Title bar text 
II Styl e of c l ient wi ndow 
II Module handle f or resources 

0, // ID of resources 
&hwndChildCl ientl) ;// Pointer to client window handle 

WinCreateStdWindow ( 
hwndClient, 
WS_VISIBLE, 
&fl Framefl ags. 

II Parent window handle 
II Style of f rame window 
II Pointer to control data 

szChildClass, II Client window c1ass name 
"Chi l d No. 2" , II Ti tle ba r text 
0L. // Style of client window 
0. // Module handle for resources 
0, // ID of resources 
&hwndChildC 1ient2) ://Pointer to cl i ent window hand le 
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Listing 3.2: The WELCOME3 program (Continued) 

/*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Set reserved area of window to text string pointers 

-----------------------------------------------------*/ 

WinSetWindowPtr (hwndChildC1ientl. OWL_USER, "I'm a child ... ") 
WinSetWindowPtr lhwndChildClient2, OW L_USER. " Me too!") : 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANOLE, 0, 0)) 
WinOispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinOestroyWindow (hwndframel 
WinOestroyMsgOueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc IHWNO hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

static CHAR szText [) - "I'm the parent of two children" ; 
HPS hps 
RECTL rel 

switch (msg) 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint Chwnd, NULLHANOLE, NULL) 

WinOueryWindowRect lhwnd, &rel I ; 

WinDrawText lhps, -1, szText, &rel, CLR_NEUTRAL. CLR_BACKGROUNO, 
OT_CENTER I DT_VCENTER I DT_ERASERECT) ; 

WinEndPaint (hps) : 
return 0 : 

return Wi nDefWindowProc I hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ChildWndProc IHWND hwnd, ULQNG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

HPS hps 
RECTL rel 

switch (msg) 
{ 

case WM_PA!N T: 
hps - WinBeginPaint lhwnd, NULLHANDLE. NULL) 

WinQueryWindowRect lhwnd, &rel) ; 
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Listing 3.2: The WELCOME3 program (Continued) 

WinDrawText lhps. -1, WinQueryWindowPtr (hwnd. QWL_USERl. &rel, 
CLR_NEUTRAL. CLILBACKGROUND. 
OT_CENTER I OT_VCENTER I OT_ERASERECTJ ; 

WinEndPaint (hps) ; 
return 0 ; 

case WM_CLOSE: 
WinOestroyWindow !WinQueryWindow (hwnd. OW_PARENTll 
return 0 ; 

return WinOefWindowProc (hwnd. msg, mpl, mp2J 

The WELCOMl:3.DEF File 

; WELCOME4.0EF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

WELCOME4 WINOOWAPI 

'Creates Top-Level and 3 Children (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 

WELCOME3 makes three calls to WinCreateStdWindow. The first call cre
ates a top-level window. The second and third calls create child standard win
dows of the first client window. For these children, the first parameter to 
Win CreateStdWindow is hwndG.ient-the client window handle returned 
from the first call. The second and third standard windows are siblings. Both 
client windows of these children are based on the same window class ("Wel
come3.Child") and thus share the same window procedure, ChildWndProc, 
but they could easily be based on different window classes. 

Figure 3.4 shows the WELCOME3 family tree, and Figure 3.5 shows the pro
gram running under the Presentation Manager. (To make the program look as 
it does in Figure 3.5, you'll have to select each child window using the mouse, 
and then use Alt-F7, Alt-F8, and the cursor keys to move and size the windows.) 

This is the more common technique for creating multiple windows within a 
program and is the basis for the Multiple Document Interface (MDI) conven
tion used by some programs. The top-level window is the application's main 
window. The client window of this top-level standard window is the applica
tion's workspace. Several other child windows can exist within this workspace. 
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Figure 3.4: The WELCOME3 family tree 

You'll notice that the two child standard windows obey the rules for child 
windows discussed earlier: They can be displayed only within the area occupied 
by their parent (the main client window); because they are siblings, they can 
overlap; they follow the parent when the parent is moved around the screen; 
and they are minimized when the parent is minimized. 

You can also minimize these two children independently-a small icon-sized 
image of the children's client areas will appear at the bottom of the parent's 
client area. 

Although you can use the Alt-Esc or Alt-Tab key combination to move be
tween the top-level windows in the Presentation Manager, there is no auto
matic keyboard interface for moving between windows that are not top-level 
windows. The program would have to provide this keyboard interface. How
ever, you can bring a particular child standard window to the top by clicking 
on it with the mouse. 
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I WELCOME3.EXE I 

I'm a child ... 

I'm the parent of two children 

I Child No. 2 

... Me too! 

Figure 3.5: The WELCOME3 display 

. The two child windows are not listed on the Window List. Only top-level 
wmdows should be listed there. Before creating these child windows, WEL
COME3 removes the FCF _ TASKLIST flag from flFrameFlags: 

flFrameFlags &- -FCF_TASKLIST ; 

WELCOME3 uses a little trick that allows the two child standard windows 
to display different text in their client windows. When the program registers 
the "Welcome3.Child" window class, it specifies that four bytes (the size of a 
PVOID or pointer) are to be reserved for use by the program for every win
dow created based on this class. This is indicated by the fifth parameter to 
WinRegisterClass: 

WinRegisterClass ( 
ha b, 
szChil dClass. 
Chil dWndPrac, 
cs_s I ZEREDRAW, 
s izeaf ( PVOID J J 

II Anchor black handle 
II Name of class be i ng reg i stered 
II Window procedure far class 
II Class style 
II Extra bytes ta reserve 
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After the two child standard windows are created, WELCOME3 uses 
WinSetWindowPtr to store something in that area: 

WinSetWindowPtr (hwndChildClientl. QWL_USER. "I'm a child ... ") ; 

WinSetWindowPtr (hwndChildClient2, QWL_USER, " ... Me too!") ; 

What is stored in this space is actually the address of the static text strings 'Tm 
a child ... " and" ... Me too!". In ChildWndProc, these addresses are retrieved 
during processing of the WM_PAINT message and passed to the WinDrawText 
function: 

WinDrawText (hps. -! , Wi nQueryWindowPtr (hwnd. OWL_USER). &rel, 

CLR _ NEUTRAL, CLR_BACKGROUNO, 

OT_CENTER OT_VCENTER OT_ERASERECT) ; 

Thus the window procedure doesn't have to figure out which child window 
is receiving the WM_PAINT message. Although this is a somewhat unusual 
application of the technique, storing window-specific data in the reserved 
area is of ten quite handy when two or more windows share the same win
dow procedure. 

The processing of the WM_ CLOSE message in ChildWndProc destroys the 
window being closed but doesn't terminate the program: 

case WM_CLOSE: 

WinOestroyWindow (WinQueryWindow (hwnd. QW_PARENT)) ; 

return 0 ; 

WinQueryWindow obtains the parent of the client window (which is its frame 
window). Destroying that frame window also destroys the client window. 

The program can be terminated only from the main window. After leaving 
the message loop, WELCOME3 destroys the program's top-level frame window 
as usual: 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) ; 

If one or both of the two child standard windows still exist, they, too, will be 
destroyed as a result. All windows in WELCOME3 are descendants of hwndFrame, 
so the one WinDestroyWindow call destroys all the windows in the program. 

CONTROLS AND THEIR OWNERS 
The frame window is the parent of all other windows created in the WinCreate
StdWindow function. The frame window is also the "owner" of these other 
windows. A window is always displayed in the foreground of its owner (if it 
has one). However, it is not clipped to the surface of its owner. As with the 
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parent/child relationship, when a window is hidden, minimized, or destroyed, 
the windows it owns are also hidden, minimized, or destroyed. 

The owner relationship also affects how messages are sent between the win
dows. The title bar, system menu, and minimize/maximize windows are often 
called control windows. Control windows usually have a relatively simple ap
pearance and function. Their primary job is to receive user input (keystrokes 
and mouse activity) in the form of messages and then send notification mes
sages to the window's owner. The owner of the control window (which in all 
the examples so far is a frame window) then acts on the notification message. 

For example, when you click on the maximize icon with the mouse, the 
minimize/maximize window sends a WM_SYSCOMMAND message to its 
owner-the frame window. The frame window then begins the process of 
maximizing the window. Likewise, the title bar window notifies the frame 
window of a new window position. 

Although every window (except object windows and the desktop window 
itself) has a parent, windows do not need owners. The frame window created 
in WinCreateStdWindow has no owner. The frame window is the owner of the 
client window, but the client window doesn't really need an owner either. 

You can determine the owner of a window by calling WinQueryWindow: 

hwndOwner = WinOueryWindow (hwnd, OW_OWNER) : 

You can assign a new owner to a window by calling WinSetOwner: 

WinSetOwner (hwnd, hwndNewOwner) : 

By setting the hwndNewOwnerparameter to NULLHANDLE, you can cause 
the window whose handle is hwnd to have no owner. 

REGISTERING THE WINDOW CLASS 
Let's back up a little and examine in more detail some of the functions involved 
in creating a standard window. The standard window usually includes a client 
window. A preliminary step in creating a client window is the registering of a 
class for that window. The call to WinRegisterClassin WELCOME.C from 
Chapter 2 looks like this: 

WinRegisterCl ass 
h ab, 
szClientClass. 
C li entWndProc. 
CS_SIZEREDRAW. 
0) : 

II Anchor block handle 
II Name of class being registered 
II Window procedure for class 
II Class style 
11 Extra bytes to reserve 
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Of these five parameters, the second and third are the most important. The 
second parameter is the name of the window class being registered. The name 
is a zero-terminated character string generally derived from the name of the 
program. In WELCOME the class name is "W ekome." The third parameter is 
the address of the window procedure for the class. This window procedure 
processes all messages to all windows that are later created based on this class. 

The class style parameter is a 32-bit unsigned long integer that sets certain 
characteristics of all windows later created based on the class. You can set the 
class style parameter to OL for a default class style. Or you can use one or more 
identifiers beginning with the letters CS («class style") defined in PMWIN.H 
to specify a nondefault class style. You combine these identifiers with the C bit
wise OR operator ( J ). Each identifier set_s one bit in the class style. For this rea
son, the identifiers are sometimes called class style bits. Ten class style bits are 
defined in PMWIN.H and are shown in Figure 3.6 in a diagram that indicates 
how each identifier contributes to the resultant 32-bit window style. 

I 31 I 30 I 29 I 2a I 21 I 26 I 2s I ... I s I 4 1 3 I 2 I 1 I o I 

I 

Figure 3.6: The window class style bits 

L CS_MOVENOTIFY 

CS_SIZEREDRAW 

CS_HITIEST 

CS_PUBLIC 

CS_FRAME 

CS_SVNCPAINT 

CS_SAVEBITS 

CS_PARENTCLIP 

CS_ CLIPSIBUNGS 

CS_ CLIPCHILDREN 

Most of these class styles are not commonly used. For the programs in this 
book, I use only CS_SIZEREDRA Wand CS_SYNCPAINT. The CS_SIZERE
DRAW bit affects how the Presentation Manager should invalidate a window 
(and hence cause the window to receive a WM_PAINT message) when it is 
resized by the user. If the CS_SIZEREDRA W bit is not set and the window is 
reduced in size, the Presentation Manager does not need to invalidate the win
dow. The part of the window outside the new size can simply be erased. When 
the CS_SIZEREDRAW bit is set, the entire window is invalidated when it is re
sized. You should use CS_SIZEREDRAW for all windows whose appearance 
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depends on the size of the window. Because we have been displaying centered 
text in our client windows, CS_SIZEREDRAW is proper for the window class. 

When CS_SYNCPAINT is set, WM_P AINT messages are sent directly to a 
window procedure when part of the window becomes invalid. When this bit is 
not set, WM_ PAINT messages are posted to the message queue and retrieved 
later. The CS_SYNCPAINT bit is used mostly with small control windows that 
look best if they are repainted immediately. 

The parameter to WinRegisterClass labeled "extra bytes to reserve" reserves 
a block of memory associated with each window created based on this class. 
You put data into this area using WinSetWindowUShort, WinSetWindowULong, 
and WinSetWindowPtr; you retrieve it by using WinQueryWindowUShort, Win
QueryWindowULong, and WinQueryWindowPtr. You can do whatever you want 
with this memory. As you saw in WELCOME3, it's a handy place to store data 
unique to each window. 

At this point, we can devise some general rules for storing data used in win
dow procedures: 

"' When a variable defi.ned in a window procedure is needed only during 
the processing of a message, use an automatic variable. 

"' To retain i~formation from message to message, use static variables. 
Ho':ever,. if two or more windows share the same window procedure, use 
stat re variables only for data that can be shared among all windows. 

"' Use the reserved area for data unique to each window. 

CREATING THE STANDARD WINDOW 
The WinCreateStdWindowcall from the WELCOME program in Chapter 2 
looks like this: 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow ( 
HWNO_DESKTDP, II Parent window handle 
WS_VISIB LE , II Style of f rame window 
&fl FrameFl ags. II Pointer to control data 
szClientClass, II Client window class name 
NULL, II Ti tle bar text 
0L. II Style of client wi ndow 
0. II Module handle for resources 
0, II ID of resources 
&hwndClientJ II Pa i nter ta client wi ndow handle 

Two parameters in the WinCreateStdW indow function are window styles: 
The second parameter is the window style of the frame window, and the sixth 
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parameter is the window style of the client window. A window style is a 32-bit 
unsigned long integer. Like the class style discussed previously, the window 
style sets certain characteristics of the window. But although the class style 
applies to all windows based on the class, the window style applies only to the 
particular window being created. 

The PMWIN.H header file contains identifiers (sometimes called window 
style bits) to set bits in the window style when the identifiers are combined 
with the C bitwise OR operator ( i ). 

The high 16 bits of the window style are defined in the same way for all win
dow classes. The identifiers begin with WS ("window style"). Like the control 
style flags, many of these are rather rare. The WS_SYNCPAINT, WS_SAVE
BITS, WS_PARENTCLIP, WS_CLIPSIBLINGS, and WS_CLIPCHILDREN bits 
have the same purpose as the equivalent class style bits. Thus you can create a 
window class without these styles but then create windows based on that class 
that use these styles. 

The only window style that we've used so far for the frame window is the 
WS_ VISIBLE bit. By default, a window is invisible when it's created. Specify
ing WS_ VISIBLE overrides that default. Alternatively, you can exclude 
WS_ VISIBLE from the frame window style when creating the window and 
later call WinSetWindowPos and WinShowWindow. The WS_ VlSIBLE bit isn't 
required for the client window style because the Presentation Manager specifi
cally makes the client window visible. 

The WS_MAXIMIZED bit causes a window to be maximized when it is first 
displayed. Similarly, the WS_MINIMIZED bit causes the window to be dis
played initially as an icon. If the WS_DISABLED bit is set, the window can't 
receive mouse input and is generally inert. The window can be subsequently 
enabled by a call to WinEnableWindow. 

The low 16 bits of the window style have different meanings depending on 
the window class. The window procedure for the class interprets these bits. 
We'll see examples of this in the WELCOME4 program coming up shortly. 

THE FRAME CREATION FLAGS 

The third parameter to WinCreateStdWindow is a pointer to a ULONG that 
mostly indicates what child windows should be created in the standard window. 
The PMWIN.H header file also defines FCF_STANDARD to be the same as: 

FCF_T JTLEBAR FCF_SYSMENU FCF_MEN U 
FCF_SJZEBORDER FC F_MINMAX FCF_ICON 
FCF_ACCELTABLE FCF _SHELLPOSJTJON FCF_TASKLIST 
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The FCF _MINMAX identifier is the same as FCF_MINBUTTON i 
FCF _MAXBUTTON. You can experiment with the WELCOME, WELCOME2, 
or WELCOME3 program (within limits) by removing some of the frame cre
ation flags and putting in others. For example, if you exclude FCF_MINMAX, 
the minimize/maximize window isn't created, and the title bar fills the space. 
The Minimize and Maximize options are also disabled on the system menu. 
You can use FCF _MINBUTTON or FCF _MAXBUTTON to indude one but
ton but not the other. 

If you exclude FCF _TITLEBAR, the title bar isn't created, and the Presenta
tion Manager ignores the "title bar text" parameter of WinCreateStdWindow. 
The system menu and minimize/maximize button are created (if FCF _SYSMENU 
and FCF _MINMAX are specified, of course) and displayed in the normal 
places. But the area normally occupied by the title bar is not part of the client 
window. You can't even move the window, because that is a function of the 
title bar. 

If you exclude FCF _SIZEBORDER, the sizing border window isn't created. 
Without the sizing border, the window not only looks a little naked, but the 
user can change the size of the window only by minimizing or maximizing it 
from the system menu or from the minimize/maximize button. You'll proba
bly want to use FCF _BORDER to draw a thin black border around the naked 
window. 

The FCF _DLGBORDER frame creation flag bit causes a wide border to be 
drawn. This is more commonly seen on dialog boxes. Like the title bar, the dia
log border uses color to indicate if the window is active. 

You can indude FCF _ VERTSCROLL or FCF _HORZSCROLL or both in the 
frame creation flags. The window will then indude scroll bars. The vertical 
scroll bar appears to the right of the client window, and the horizontal scroll 
bar is on the bottom. We'll start using scroll bars in the next chapter. 

At this time you can't use the FCF _MENU, FCF _ICON, or FCF _ACCELT
ABLE bits in the frame creation flags. These bits cause the Presentation Man
ager to attempt to load a menu, icon, or keyboard accelerator table from a module 
(an .EXE or .DLL file) whose module handle is indicated in the seventh pa
rameter of the WinCreateStdWindow function. Menus, icons, and accelerator 
tables are known as resources. Every resource has an ID number. The ID num
ber for all three of these resources must be the same and is specified as the eighth 
parameter in WinCreateStdWindow. We'll start using resources in Chapter 12. 

Note that some frame creation flags-specifically the FCF_TITLEBAR, 
FCF _SYSMENU, FCF _MENU, FCF _MINBUTTON, FCF _MAXBUTTON, 
FCF _ VERTSCROLL, and FCF _HORZSCROLL flags-cause windows to be 
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created. Others-such as FCF _SIZEBORDER, FCF _BORDER, and FCF _DLG
BORDER-affect only the appearance and functionality of the frame window. 

THE W1NCREATEWINDOWFUNCTION 
The WinCreateStdWindow function creates several windows organized around 
a frame window. Within the Presentation Manager, each window is created by 
a call to WznCreateWzndow. This function is available for use by your pro
grams also. It looks like this: 

hwnd - WinCreateWindow 
hwndParent, II Parent window handle 
szClassName, II Window class 
szTex t. II Window text 
ws_ ...• II Window style 
xStart. yStart. II Initial position of window 
xSize ySize, II Initial size of window 
hwndDwner. II Owner window hand l e 
hwndDrder, II Placement window handle 
idChild, II Child window ID 
pControlData, II Control data 
pP resPa rams) : II Presentation parameters 

The parameters to this function indicate the full array of information required 
to create a window, and they show how WinCreateStdWindow makes the job of 
creating a standard window in your program a whole lot simpler. 

You'll note here that each window has a "window text." But many control 
windows (such as the system menu window, sizing border window, and mini
mize/maximize window) don't display this text. The Presentation Manager 
uses the "title bar text" parameter to WinCreateStdWindow as the "window 
text" parameter to WinCreateWindow only when it is creating the title bar win
dow. The title bar window procedure displays that text in its window. 

Each window also has a position and size. The position is relative to the 
lower-left corner of the window's parent. We haven't been worrying about this 
so far. The Presentation Manager gives the frame window a default position 
and size and then organizes the other windows within that. 

THE PREDEFINED WINDOW CLASSES 

In the WinCreateStdWindow call, only one window class parameter is required: 
the window class of the client window. However, the Presentation Manager 
needs to specify a window class in each WinCreateWindow call it makes when 
creating the standard window. For the windows other than the client window, 
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the Presentation Manager uses predefined window classes. These have identifi
ers in PM WIN .H. Some of the more common are shown in the following table: 

Predefined Window Class 

WC_FRAME 

WC_BUTTON 

WC_MENU 

WC_STATIC 

WC_ENTR YFIELD 

WC_LISTBOX 

WC_ SCROLLBAR 

WC_TITLEBAR 

WC_MLE 

Type of Window 

Standard frame window (including dialog 
boxes) 

Push button, check box, and so on 

Menu (including system menu and mini
mize/maximize window) 

Static text or rectangle 

Single-line text editing field 

List box 

Scroll bar 

Standard title bar 

Multiline text edit control 

Each of these window classes has a corresponding window procedure in 
PMWIN.DLL. 

In the WirzCreateStdWirzdow calls made in the various WELCOME pro
grams, the Presentation Manager creates windows based on the WC_FRAME, 
WC_MENU, and WC_TITLEBAR styles. Perhaps it will be instructive to call 
Win Create Window ourselves in a program and see how this works. 

CREATING CHILD CONTROL WINDOWS 
The WELCOME4 program, shown in Listing 3.3, creates one standard window 
and three control windows as children of the client window. These three con
trol windows are created using WirzCreateW ind ow and are based on the pre
defined window classes ofWC_BUTTON, WC_SCROLLBAR, and WC_MLE. 

Listing 3.3: The WELCOME4 program 

The WELCOME4.MAK File 

#·---- -------- --- -- ------
# WELCOME4 . MAK make f i l e 

#-- --- --- ----- ------- ----
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Listing 3.3: The WELCOME4 program (Continued) 

welcome4.exe : welcome4.obj welcome4 . def 
$( PRGLINK) wel come4, we 1come4. NUL. $ ( PRGLI B). we l come4 

welcome4.obj : welcome4.c 
$(PRGCCl welcome4.c 

The WELCOMl!4.C File 

/*- -------------- ----------------------------- --- ----- -- --- ----
WELCOME4.C -- Creates a Top-Level Window and Three Children 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
--- -------- ------ -------------------- ------ ---------- --------•I 

I/define I NCL_WIN 
I/include <os2.h> 

I/define I O_BUTTON 1 
I/def i ne IO_SCRDLL 2 
I/def ine I O_ENTRY 3 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMJ 

int main (void) 
{ 

static CHAR szClientClass [) ~ "Welcome4" 
static ULONG flFrameFlags • FCF_T!TLEBAR FCF_SYSMENU 

FCF _BORDER FCF _MINBUTTON 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION FCF_TASKLIST : 

HAB hab ; 

HMO hmq ; 
HWND hwndFrame, hwndCl i ent 
QMSG qmsg ; 

RECTL rel ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab. 0) 

WinRegisterClass ( 
ha b, 
szCl i entCl ass. 
ClientWndProc, 
cs_sr ZEREDRA w. 
0) ; 

hwndFrame = WinCreateStdWindow 
HWND_DESKTOP, 
WS_V!SIBLE, 
&fl Frame Fl a gs, 
szC lientCl ass. 

II Anchor block handle 
II Name of class being registered 
II Window procedure for class 
II Class style 
II Extra bytes to reserve 

II Parent window handle 
II Style of frame window 
II Pointer to control data 
II Client window class name 
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Listing 3.3: The WELCOME4 program (Continued) 

NULL, II Title bar text 
0L, II Style ofclien-t window 
0, II Module handle for resources 
0, II ID of resources 
&hwndCl i en t) II Pointer to client window hand le 

I• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Find dimensions of client window for sizes of children 
----- ----- - -- - - - -- - - -- - - -- - --- -- - - - - -- -- - ---- - ------- -- -*I 

WinOueryWindowRect (hwndCl ient, &rel J ; 
rel .xRight /- 3 ; 

/•--------- --------- ---------
Create push button window 

·········------------------•/ 

WinC reatelfindow ( 
hwndClient, 
WC_BUTTON, 
"Big Button", 
WS_VI 5 IBLE 

10, 
10, 

I BS_PUSHBUTTON, 

rel .xRight - 20. 
rel .yTop - 213, 
hwndCl i en t, 
HWND_BOTTOM, 
I O_BUTTON, 
NULL, 
NULL) ; 

l•···- ---- ------------------
Create scroll bar win.dew 

--------------------------•/ 

WinCreateWindow ( 
hwndCl ient, 
WC_SCROLLBAR, 
NULL. 
WS_VISIBLE 

I SB5_VERT. 
rel .xRight + 10. 
10. 
rcl.xRight - 20. 
rel .yTop - 20, 
hwndClient, 
HWN0..,10TTDH, 

II divide width in thirds 

II Parent window handle 
II Window class 
II Window text 
II Window style 

II Window pas it ion 

II Window size 

II Owner window handle 
II Placement window handle 
II Child window ID 
II Control data 
II Presentation parameters 

II Parent window handle 
II Window class 
II Window text 
II Window style 

II Window position 

II Window size 

II Owner win dew handle 
II Placement window handle 
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I D_SCRDLL, 
NULL, 
NULL) ; 

/*---- --- ------------- ----- -- -- -- ------
Create multiline entry field window 
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II Ch i ld window ID 
II Control data 
II Presentation parameters 

-·-·······-- · - ------ ------···-······-*/ 

WinCreateWindow ( 
hwndCl i en t, 
WC_HLE, 
NU LL. 
WS_VISIBLE 

I MLS_BDRDER 
I HLS_VSCRDLL 
I ML5-WOROWRAP, 

2 * rel .xRight + 10, 
10, 
rcl.xRight - 20, 
rcl.yTop - 20. 
hwndCl ient, 
HWND_BOTTOH, 
ID_ENTRY, 
NULL, 
NULL) ; 

II Parent window handle 
II Window class 
II Window text 
II Window style 

II Window pos i t i on 

II Window s i ze 

II Owner window handle 
II Placement window handle 
II Child window ID 
II Control data 
II Presentation parameters 

while (WinGetHsg (hab. &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0ll 
WinDispatchHsg (hab, &qmsgl 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFramel 
WinOestroyHsgQueue (hmql 
WinTerminate (habl : 
return 0 ; 

HRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULDNG msg, HPARAH mpl, HPARAH mp2l 
( 

switch (msgJ 
{ 

case WH_COHHAND: 
switch CCOHMANDMSG(&msgJ->cmdJ 

( 

case ID_BUTTDN: 

break ; 

WinAlarm (HWNO_OESKTOP, WA_NOTEl 
return 0 : 

case WM...ERASEBACKGROUND: 
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Listing 3.3: The WELCOME4 program (Continued) 

rett1rn MRFROMSHORT (ll ; 

r~turn WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl. mp2l 

The WELCOME4.DEF File 

; WELCOM~. DEF module definition file 

NAl'IE 

DESC·RIPTION 
PR.OTMODE 

WELCOME4 WINDOWAPI 

'Creates Top-Level and 3 Children (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 

To keep the size of the window constant, the main window in WELCOME4 
uses FCF BORDER rather than FCF SIZEBORDER and has no maximize 
icon. The window is shown in Figure 3.7. 

-- WELCOME4.EXE 

Figure 3.7: The WELCOME4 display 

After creating the standard window, WELCOME4 makes a call to WinQuer y
Window Rectto obtain the rectangle structure that defines the size of the client 
window: 

WinOueryWindowRect (hwndClient. &rel) ; 

The xRight field of this structure is the width of the client area in pixels. 
WELCOME4 divides it by 3 to be used in the three WinCreateW ind ow calls. 
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The first Win Create Window call creates a window based on the 
WC BUTTON class: 

WinCreateWi ndow ( 
hwndCl i en t. II Pa rent window hand l e 
WC _BUTTON, II Window class 
"Big But t on", II Window text 
WS_VISIBL E II Window style 

BS_ PUSHBUTTON. 
10, II Window position 
10, 
rel . xRight - 20. 
rel .YTop - 20, 
hwndCl ient. 
HWND_BOTTOM, 
I D_ BUTTON. 
NU LL, 
NU LL ) ; 

II 

II 
II 
II 
II 
II 

Initia l size of window 

Owner window handle 
Pl acement window hand l e 
Child window ID 
Control data 
Presentat i on parameters 

This call creates a large push button (such as those that appear in dialog boxes) 
in the left third of the client window. The text inside the button is "Big But
ton." Both the parent and owner are set to the hwndClientwindow handle re
turned from the original WinCreateStdWindowcall. The window style uses 
WS_ VISIBLE and BS_PUSHBUTTON. Identifiers beginning with BS ("button 
style") are class-specific window styles for buttons. The initial position of the 
window is relative to the lower-left corner of the client window. These two pa
rameters are both set to I 0 pixels to provide a small margin around the push 
button. The size of the window is set to one-third the width of the client window 
and to the height of the client window, minus 20 pixels from each dimension. 

The second WinCreateWindow call creates a vertical scroll bar in the middle 
third of the client window: 

WinCreateWindow ( 
hwndC l ient. II Parent window hand le 
WC _SCROLLBAR, II Window cl ass 
NU LL, II Window text 
WS_VISIBLE II Window style 

I SBS_VERT, 
rel .xRight + 10. II Window position 
10, 
rel .xRight - 20, II Window size 
rel .yTop 20, 
hwndCl i en t, II Owner window handle 
HWND_ BOTTOM, II Placement window handle 
ID_SCROLL. II Child window ID 
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NU LL. 
NULL) 

II Control data 
II Presentation parameters 

The class is WC_SCROLLBAR, and the class-specific window style is 
SBS_ VER. SBS stands for "scroll-bar style," and VERT indicates a vertical 
scroll bar. 

The third WinCreateWindow call creates a multiline edit control window: 

WinCreateWindow ( 
hwndClient, 
WC_MLE, 
NULL. 
WS_VISI BLE. 

MLS _ BORDER 
: MLS_ VSCROLL 
I MLS_WORDWRAP, 

2 + rcl.xRight + 10, 
10, 
r cl . xR i g ht - 2 0, 
rel .yTop - 20, 
hwndCl ient. 
HWND_BOTTOM, 
IO_ ENTRY, 

NULL, 
NULL) : 

II Parent window handle 
II Window class 
II Window text 
II Window style 

II Window position 

II Window size 

II Owner window handle 
II Placement window handle 
II Child window ID 
II Control data 
II Presentation parameters 

The class is WC_MLE and the style bits are MLS_BORDER (to draw a border 
around the window), MLS_ VSCROLL (to give it a vertical scroll bar), and 
MLS_ WORDWRAP (so that text entered by the user is wrapped to the width 
of the window). 

All three WinCreateW ind ow calls return the handle to the window they cre
ate, but WELCOME4 doesn't save these handles. 

Although WELCOME4's button and scroll bar may appear to be somewhat 
grotesque, they are still functional. When you click on the button with the 
mouse, it flashes. When you click on various parts of the scroll bar, they too 
flash. You can even click on the text entry field and type in some text. 

These three control windows created in WELCOME4 send not~fication mes
sages to their owner (which is the client window) when they receive user input. 
For example, the push button sends its owner a WM_ COMMAND message 
when the button is clicked with the mouse. ClientWndProcreceives this mes
sage and beeps by calling WinAlarm. Likewise, the control windows that make 
up the standard window notify their owner (the frame window) of user input. 
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The WELCOME4 family tree is shown in Figure 3.8. This family tree shows 
the parent-child relationship; the owner-owned relationship is identical to 
this, except that the desktop window doesn't own the frame window. 

Title 
bar 

window 

Button 
window 

Desktop 
window 

Frame 
window 

(hwndFrame) 

I 
Client 

window 
(hwndClient) 

I 
Scroll bar 

window 

Figure 3.8: The WELCOME4 family tree 

System 
menu 

window 

Minimize/ 
maximize 

window 

Text entry 
window 

Child window ids When the Presentation Manager (or your program) cre
ates child windows using the WinCreateWindow function, each child is as
signed a "child window ID" that is specified as the eleventh parameter to 
WinCreateWindow. In WELCOME4, these ID numbers are set to ID_BUT
TON, ID_SCROLL, and ID_ENTRY, which are defined at the top of the pro
gram as 1, 2, and 3. The control window uses this ID to identify itself to its 
owner when it sends a notification message. For example, in the WM_ COM
MAND notification message that push buttons send, the mpl parameter con
tains this ID. Thus a window can contain many push buttons or other control 
windows, each with a different ID. (We'll examine this in greater detail in 
Chapters 11, 13, and 14.) 

When the frame window creates its children, each of them is assigned an 
ID number. As shown in the following table, these are fixed values defined in 
PMWIN.H, and have identifiers beginning with the letters FID (which stand 
for "frame ID"). 
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FID 

FID_SYSMENU 

FID _ TITLEBAR 

FID_MINMAX 

FID_MENU 

FID_ VERTSCROLL 

FID _HORZSCROLL 

FID_CLIENT 

Type of Child Window 

System menu 

Title bar 

Minimize/maximize button 

Program's menu 

Vertical scroll bar 

Horizontal scroll bar 

Client window 

A program can determine the window handle of a child window based on 
the parent window handle and the child ID: 

hwnd Chi1 d = Wi nWi ndowF romI D ( hwn dPar ent, i dCh i1d ) ; 

If you need to know the window handle of the system menu window (for 
example), you can easily obtain it: 

hwndSysMenu - Wi nWindowFromID ChwndFr ame . FI D_SYSMENUl ; 

Why would you need this information? Well, you might want to send the sys
tem menu window a message. Improbable? Not at all: we'll do it in Chapter 13 . 

You can also determine a window's ID from its window handle: 

i dChil d = WinQueryWi ndowU Short ( hwnd, QWS_ID ) : 

The WinQueryWindowUShort, WinQueryWindowULong, and WinQueryWin
dow Ptr functions also let you obtain a window's message queue handle, its 
style, and the address of the window procedure, as well as the reserved areas 
specified in the window class. 

STYLES, CLASSES, AND IDS 
By now you've seen similar identifiers used in various ways in connection with 
various parts of the standard window. For the title bar, for example, you've 
seen identifiers named FCF _ TITLEBAR, WC_TITLEBAR, and FID_ TITLE
BAR. This may all be a little confusing. Here's a little table that can help you 
keep the identifiers straight: 
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Frame Creation Flag Causes the Frame With a Child 
Window to Create a Window ID of 
Child of Class 

FeF _ TITLEBAR we_ TlTLEBAR FID_TITLEBAR 

FeF _SYSMENU we_MENU FID _SYSMENU 

FeF_MENU we_MENU FID_MENU 

FeF_MINMAX we_MENU FID_MINMAX 

FeF _ VERTSeROLL we_SeROLLBAR FID_ VERTSeROLL 

FeF _HORZSeROLL we_SeROLLBAR FID _HORZSeROLL 

The FeF identifiers are used in the WinCreateStdWindow call to specify 
the window style of the frame window. Within the Presentation Manager, a 
call to the WinCreate Window function creates each of the control windows. 
The window class is one of the we identifiers, and the child window ID is 
an FID identifier. 
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T he Presentation Manager is a graphical environment, yet for many 
applications the display of text and numbers is more important than 
pictures. Although it would be nice to write a database program that 

can include bitmapped images of employees' faces, the fact remains that the 
employees' names, addresses, and social security numbers are still the most 
important data. This chapter covers the basic concepts involved with display
ing plain-vanilla text in the client window. Although the chapter touches on 
keyboard and mouse input, these subjects are discussed in more depth in 
Chapters 8 and 9. 

When programming for the Presentation Manager, you don't use OS/2 ker
nel functions such as Dos Write and VioWrtITYor C functions such as printf 
and puts to write text to the screen. Instead, you use functions provided by the 
Graphics Programming Interface (GP!) component of the Presentation Man
ager. (Exceptions do exist: Several high-level drawing functions such as Win
DrawText aren't really part of GPI, although they certainly make use of GPL) 
GPI functions begin with the prefix Gpi. Although this chapter covers only text 
output, many of the concepts examined here are also applicable to graphics. 

DISPLAYING TEXT ON THE CLIENT WINDOW 
As a case study, let's write a Presentation Manager program that displays some 
information obtainable from the WinQueryS ysValue function. 

You can use WinQuerySysValuein a program to obtain the height and width 
of the screen as well as scores of other interesting pieces of information, many 
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concerning the sizes of various windows created by the Presentation Manager. 
The first parameter to the function is the identifier HWND_DESKTOP, and 
the second parameter is one of the identifiers defined in PMWIN.H with the 
letters SV ("system value"). For example, the following call returns the height 
of the title bar in pixels: 

WinOuerySysVa1ue (HWND_DESKTOP. SV_CYTITLEBAR) 

Like manyofthe values that WinQuerySysValue returns, this value depends 
on the resolution of the video display on which the Presentation Manager is run
ning. In later chapters, we'll use WinQuerySysValue for various purposes. Here 
we merely want to look at some return values. We'll display this information in 
the client window. I've limited the list to about SO items. They are displayed, 
one per line, in three columns: the SV identifier passed to WinQuerySysValue, 
a description of the item, and the value returned from the function. The first 
version of the program to display these values is called SYSVALSl and is 
shown in Listing 4.1. 

Listing 4.1: The SYSVALS1 program 

The SYSVALS1 .MAK File 

#- --- ---------- -- --------
# SYSVALSl.MAK make f1le 
#-------- --- ------ -------

sysvalsl.exe : sysvalsl.obj sysvalsl.def 
$(PRGLlNKl sysvalsl, sysvalsl, NUL. $(PRGLIB), sysvalsl 

sysvalsl.obj : sysvalsl.c sysvals.h 
$(PRGCC) sysvalsl.c 

The SYSVALS.H File 

/•---- ----- ----------------- ------- ---- ------- --
SYSVALS.H -- System values display structure 

--------------- ------------ ----------- --------*/ 

#define NUMLJNES ((int) (sizeof sysvals I sizeof sysvals [0])) 

struct 
{ 

SHORT slndex : 
CHAR * szldentifier 
CHAR * szDescription 
} 

sysvals [] -
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Listing 4.1: The SYSVALS1 program (Continued) 

SV _ SWAPBUTTON, 
SV_DBL CLKTIME . 
SV_CXOBLCLK. 
SV_CYDBLCLK. 
SV _CXSIZEBORDER, 
sv _c y s I ZEBORD ER. 
SV _ALARM, 
SV_CURSORRATE, 
SV_FIRSTSCROLLRA TE. 
SV_SCROLLRATE. 
SV_ NUMBEREDLIST S. 
SV _WARNINGFREO. 
SV_NOTEFRED, 
SV _ERRORFREO. 
SV_WARNINGDURATION, 
SV _ NOTEOURA TI 0 N, 
SV_ERROROURATION, 
SV_CXSCREEN, 
SV_CYSCREEN, 
SV_CXVSCROLL, 
SV_CYHSCROLL. 
SV _ CYVSCROLLARROW. 
SV _CXHSCROLLARROW, 
SV_CXBOROER, 
SV_CYBOROER, 
SV _CXOLGFRAME. 
SV_CYOLGFRAME, 
SV_CYTITLEBAR, 
SV _CYVSLIOER, 
sv_cx HS LIO ER. 
SV_CXMINMAXBUTTON, 
SV_CYMINMAXBUTTON, 
SV_CYMENU, 
SV_CXFULLSCREEN, 
SV _CYFULLSCREEN. 
SV_CXICON. 
SV_CYICON. 
SV _CXPOINTER, 
SV_CYPOINTER, 
SV_OEBUG, 
SV_CMOUSEBUTTONS, 
SV_CPO!NTERBUTTONS, 
SV _PO INTERLE VEL, 
SV_CURSORLEVEL, 
SV_ TRACKRECTLEVEL , 
SV_CTIMERS, 
SV_MOUSEPRESENT. 
SV _CXBYTEALIGN, 

"SV_SWAPBUTTON", 
"SV _ DBLCLKTIME", 
"SV _CXDBLCLK", 
·sv_cvOBLCLK", 
"SV_CXSIZEBOROER", 
"SV_CYSIZEBOROER". 
"SV _ALARM". 
"SV_CURSORRATE", 
"SV_F!RSTSCROLLRATE", 
"SV_SCROLLRATE", 
"SV _ NUMBEREDLISTS ", 
"SV_ WARNINGFREO", 
"SV_ NOTEFREO", 
"SV _ERRORFREO", 
"SV_WARNINGOURATION", 
"SV_NOTEDURATION", 
"SV_ ERROROURATION", 
"SV_ CXSCREEN ", 
"SV_CYSCREEN", 
"SV _CXVSCROLL", 
"SV _CYHSCROLL", 

"SV _CYVSCROLLARROW". 
"SV _ CXHSCROLLARROW", 
"SV_CXBOROER", 
"SV _CYBOROER", 
"SV_CXOlGFRAME", 
"SV_CYOLGFRAME", 
"SV_CYTITLEBAR", 
"SV_CYVSLIOER", 
"SV _CXHSL IOER", 
"SV_ CXMINMAXBUTTON", 
"SV _CYM I NMAXBUTTON", 
"SV_ CYMENU ", 
"SV_CXFULLSCREEN", 
"SV_CYFULLSCREEN", 
"SV_CXICON", 
"SV_CYICON", 
"SV_CXPOINTER". 
"SV_CYPOINTER", 
"SV_OEBUG", 
"SV_ CMOUSEBUTTONS ", 
"SV_CPOINTERBUTTONS", 
"SV_POINTERLEVEL", 
"SV_CURSORLEVEL", 
"SV_TRACKRECTLEVEL", 
"SV_CTIMERS", 
"SV_MOUSEPRESENT", 
"SV _CXBYTEALI GN ", 

"Mouse buttons swapped flag", 
"Mouse double click time", 
"Mouse double click area width", 
"Mouse double click area height", 
"Sizing border width", 
"Sizing border height", 
"Alarm enabled flag", 
"Cursor blink rate", 
"Scroll bar repeat delay", 
"Scroll bar scroll rate", 
"Undefined". 
"A 1 arm frequency for warning", 
"Alarm frequency for note", 
"Alarm frequency for error", 
"Alarm duration for warning", 
"Alarm duration for note", 
"Alarm duration for error'', 
"Screen width in pixels", 
"Screen height in pixels", 
"Vertical scroll bar width", 
"Horizontal scroll bar height", 

"Vertical scroll bar arrow height". 
"Horizontal scroll bar arrow width". 
"Border width", 
"Border height", 
"Dialog window frame width", 
"Dialog window frame height", 
"Title bar height", 
"Vertical scroll bar slider height", 
"Horizontal scroll bar slider width", 
"Minimize/maximize button wid%h", 
"Minimize/maximize button height", 
"Menu bar height", 
"Full screen client window width", 
"Full screen client window height", 
"Icon width", 
"Icon height". 
"Pointer width", 
"Pointer height", 
"Debug version flag", 
"Number of mouse buttons", 
"Ditto", 
"Pointer hide level". 
"Cursor hide level". 
"Tracking rectangle hide level", 
"Number of available timers", 
"Mouse present flag", 
"Horizontal pixel alignment value", 
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Listing 4.1: The SYSVALS1 program fContinued) 

"Ditto", SV_ CXALIGN, 
SV_CYBYTEAL IGN, 
SV_CYALIGN. 
SV_EXTRAKEYBEEP, 
SV_SETLIGHTS. 

"SV_CXALIGN", 
"SV_CYBYTEALIGN", 
"SV_CYALIGN". 

"Vertica l pixel alignment value". 
"Ditto", 

"SV _ EXTRAKEYBEEP", 
"SV _SETL!GHTS". 
"SV_INSERTMODE", 

"Extended key beep", 

SV _ INS£RTMODE. 
"Lights set from keyboard state flag", 
"Insert mode flag" 

) ; 

The SYSVALS1 .C File 

/*--- -- ------ -- -- --- ---- --- -- --- ------ ------ ------ ---
SYSVALSl.C -- System Values Display Program No. 1 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
--- ---- ------ -- -- --- -- -- -- --- ------- ----- ----------*/ 

l!oefi ne INC L_ WIN 
/tdefine INCLGPI 
/!include <os2.h> 
/!include <stdio.h> 
/!include <string.h> 
/!include "sysvals.h" 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND. ULONG. MPARAM. MPARAMl 

int main {void) 
[ 

static CHAR szClientClass [] - "SysValsl" 
static ULONG flFrameFlags ~ FCF_TITLEBAR 

HAB 
HMO 
HWND 
OMSG 

hab ; 
hmq ; 

FCF_SIZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 

hwndFrame, hwndClient 
qmsg : 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgOueue Chab. 0) ; 

FCF_SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF_TASKLIST ; 

WinRegisterClass {hab. szClientClass. ClientWndProc. CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow CHWND_DESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE. 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass. NULL, 
0L, 0. 0. &hwndCl ient) 

while CWinGetMsg Chab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow ( hwndframe) 
WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmq) ; 
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Listing 4.1: The SVSVALS1 program (Continued) 

WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

static INT 
CHAR 

cxChar, cxCaps. cyChar, cyDesc, cyCl i ent ; 
szBuffer [10] : 

FONTMETRICS fm ; 
HPS hps ; 
INT 
PO INTL 

i Line 
pt l 

switch (msg) 

case WM CREATE: 
hps - WinGetPS (hwnd) ; 
GpiQueryFontMetrics (hps, sizeof fm . &fm) 

cxChar - fm. l AveCharWidth 
cxCaps - (fm.fsType & 1? 2 3) * cxChar I 2 
cyChar - fm. lMaxBaselineExt 
cyDesc - fm.lMaxDescender 

WinReleasePS (hps) ; 
return 0 

case WM_SIZE: 
cyClient - 5.fiORT2FROMMP (mp2) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NU LLHANULE. NULL) 
Gpi Erase ( h ps) 

for ( i Line - 0 i Line < NUMLINES i Line++) 
{ 

ptl .x - cxCaps ; 

ptl .y - c~Cl i ent - cyChar * (iLine + 1) + cyDesc 

GpiChar5tringAt (hps, &ptl. 
strlen (sysvals[iline].szldentifier). 
sysva l s[iline].szldenti f ier) 

ptl .x +- 24 * cxCaps : 
GpiCharStringAt (hps . &ptl. 

strlen (sysvals[ i lineJ.szDescription). 
sysvals[ilineJ.szDescription) : 
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Listing 4.1: The SYSVALS1 program (Continued) 

sprintf (szBuffer, "%d", 
WinOuerySysValue (HWN~_DESKTOP, 

sys val s [ i Line] . s Ind ex ) l 

ptl.x +- 38 * cxChar : 
GpiC har S tri ngA t (hp s, &pt l , str l en ( sz8uffe r ), 

s zBuffe r l ; 

WinEnd Pai nt ( hps l ; 
r e t urn 0 ; 

return WinOefWi ndowProc (hwnd . msg , mpl. mp2 l 

The SYSVALS1.DEF File 

; SYSVALSl . OEF module definition f i le 

NAME 

DESCR IP TION 
PRO THODE 

SYSVALSl WINDOWAPI 

'System Va lues Di splay No. 1 (c l Charl es Petzold, 1993 ' 

The SYSVALS.H header file defines a structure named sysvals that contains 
the system value identifiers and text descriptions that SYSVALSI needs to obtain 
and display the information from WinQuerySysValue. The same SYSVALS.H file 
will be used in the subsequent versions of the program in this chapter. Notice 
that the SYSVALSI make file recompiles the program whenever the SYSVALSl.C 
or SYSV ALS.H file is altered. 

The definition of the INCL_ WIN and INCL_ GP! identifiers near the top of 
SYSVALSl.C is required in order to include sections of the 05/2 header files 
that are omitted by default. 

The SYSVALSI window is shown in Figure 4 .1. You might have already no
ticed that SYSVALSI is seriously flawed. Never fear: We'll hammer away at it 
until we get it right. Despite its flaws, SYSVALSI illustrates many of the basic 
concepts involved in displaying text on your client window. 

DEVICE-INDEPENDENT PROGRAMMING 
One primary purpose of the Presentation Manager is to provide a "device
independent" environment for your applications. This means that your pro
grams should run without change or special drivers on any machine-and in 
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Mouse buttons swapped flag 0 
Mouse double click time 500 
Mouse double click area width 6 
Mouse double click area height 8 
Sizing border width 4 
Sizing border height 4 
Alarm enabled flag 1 
Cursor blink rate 500 
Scroll bar repeat delay 200 
Scroll bar scroll rate 50 
Undefined 0 
Alarm frequency for warning 880 
Alarm frequency for note 1760 
Alarm frequency for error 440 
Alarm duration for warning 50 
Alarm duration for note 1 00 
Alarm duration for error 10 0 
Screen width in pixels 640 
Screen height in pixels 480 
Vertical scroll bar width 14 
Horizontal scroll bar height 14 
Vertical scroll bar arrow height 15 
Horizontal scroll bar arrow width 15 
Border width 1 
Border height 1 
Dialog window frame width 4 
O_i~lo_g windo~- frame height 4 

Figure 4.1: The SYSVALS1 display 

particular, with any video display adapter-on which the Presentation Man
ager itself runs. Although the VGA (with 640 pixels horizontally by 480 scan 
lines vertically) is probably the most common video device your program will 
encounter, some high-resolution video adapters go up to 1664 by 1200. 

Because a display driver is one of the dynamic link libraries in the Presenta
tion Manager, Presentation Manager applications don't require their own 
video display drivers. The application makes various GPI calls, the Presenta
tion Manager calls the display driver dynamic link library, and the display 
driver handles the hardware screen output. Of course, you do your part by 
writing Presentation Manager programs that can easily adapt themselves to 
different environments. This involves one basic rule: Don't assume anything. 

But with the Presentation Manager, there's really no need for assumptions: 
All the information you need concerning the video display can be obtained 
through various Presentation Manager functions. For example, WinQuerySys
Value can tell you the width and height of the video display in pixels. Just 
about the only guarantee you have is that the video display can accommodate 
at least 80 text characters across and 24 text lines down when you use the 
standard default system font (which I'll discuss shortly). Of course, this 
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doesn't necessarily mean that you have access to the entire screen. Normally, 
your application must share the display with other programs. Unless this is im
practical, your program should be designed to be functional in both maxi
mized and nonmaximized windows. 

Most Presentation Manager programs have a sizing border that lets the user 
change the size of your program's window. This has a profound consequence: 
Not only can you not make any assumptions about the size of your program's 
client window, but you can't even assume that the size will remain constant 
while your program is running. So the first job we'll tackle is how a program 
can determine the size of its client window. 

THE SIZE OF THE CLIENT WINDOW 

The programs presented in Chapters 2 and 3 obtained the size of the client 
window by calling 

WinQueryWi ndowRect (hwnd, &rc l l ; 

The rd variable is a structure of type RECTL with four fields-xLeft, yBottom, 
xRight, and yTop. The WinQueryWindowRect function fills in these fields by 
setting the xleft and yBottom fields to 0 and the xRight and yTop fields to the 
pixel width and height of the client window. This fonction was convenient in 
the earlier programs because they used WinDrawTextto display centered text 
in the client window and could simply pass the RECTL pointer directly to 
Draw Text. 

But SYSVALSl doesn't use the WinDrawText fonction. WinDrawTextworks 
well for displaying text within a rectangle, but it's less suitable for displaying 
multiple lines of text, as SYSVALSl does. Instead, SYSVALSI uses the GPI 
function GpiCharStringAtto display the text, and GpiCharStringAtdoesn't use 
the RECTL structure. 

Moreover, the approach used in the previous programs required that the 
WinQueryWindowRect function be called when processing every WM_PAINT 
message. It's more efficient to obtain the size of the client window only when 
the size changes. How do you know when the size of the client window 
changes? Simple: the Presentation Manager sends a message to the client win
dow procedure. That message is WM_SIZE. 

The window procedure receives the first WM_SIZE message during the Win
CreateStdWindow call. Thereafter, the window procedure receives a WM_SIZE 
message whenever the user changes the window's size, either by using the siz
ing border or by maximizing or minimizing the window. The mpl and mp2 
parameters that accompany a WM_SIZE message indicate the previous size of 
the client window and the new size of the window. The width and height of 
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the window are given in pixels. These values are encoded in mpl and mp2 as 
shown in Figure 4.2. 

mpl I 31 I 30 I 29 I I 1e I 11 I 16 I 1s I 14 I 13 I 2 1 I o 

Previous height 
in pixels 

Previous width 
in pixels 

mp2 I 31 I 30 I 29 I ... I 1e I 11 I 16 I 1s I 14 I 13 I ... I 2 I l I 0 I 
New height 

in pixels 

Figure 4.2: The WM_SIZE mp1 and mp2 parameters 

New width 
in pixels 

WM_SIZE is a good example of a message that encodes two unsigned short 
integers (the USHORT type) in a 32-bit pointer (the MPARAM type). To help 
you extract the two USHORTs from the MPARAM, the PMWIN.H header file 
contains two macros: SHORTlFROMMP and SHORT2FROMMP. These are 
defined as follows: 

#define SHORTlFROMMP(mpl ((USHORTl (ULONG) (mp)) 
#define SHDRT2FROMM P (mp l ( ( USHORTl (( U LON Gl mp » 16) l 

For example, you can obtain the new height of the client window with 

SHORT2FROMMP(mp2l 

You should use these macros rather than your own code to extract the 
USHORT values. On some future implementations of the Presentation Manager, 
the two USHORT values might be encoded in the MPARAM in a different 
way. The macros insulate you from the implementation. 

Processing the WM_SIZE message is simple. In the general case, you define 
two static variables in your client window procedure, named cxCJient and cy
Client (for example) to store the width and height of the client wi11dow: 

static INT cxClient, cyClient ; 

An x prefix to a variable name usually indicates a horizontal position, a y 
prefix indicates a vertical position. The c prefix stands for "count," and when 
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combined with x indicates a width, or with y, a height. You can process the 
WM_ SIZE message like so: 

case WM_SIZE: 
cxCl ient = SHORT I FROMMP (mp2) 
cyCli en t = SHORT 2FROMMP (m p2 ) 
return 0 ; 

The cxClientand cyClientvariables must be defined as static because they 
are used later when processing other messages. After the first WM_SIZE mes
sage, the window procedure always has access to a valid client window size. In 
most cases you won't need to store or use the previous window size. You'll find 
similar WM_SIZE processing in most of the programs in this book. In SYS
VALS l, however, only cyClient is set because the program doesn't use cxClient. 

Note in the sample code above that the SHORTIFROMMP and SHORT2-
FROMMP macros extract unsigned short integer values from mpl and mp2, 
but the values are stored in cxClient and cyClient, which are defined as signed 
integers. As you'll see, the cxClient and cyClient are often used in arithmetic 
manipulations for which the INT definition is safer. 

THE PRESENTATION SPACE 

To write to the client window, you need a handle to a presentation space. (A 
presentation space is a data structure internal to the Presentation Manager that 
describes an abstract display surface.) The presentation space handle is your 
passport to use the various GPI drawing functions, and is the first parameter 
to virtually all GPI function calls. The presentation space contains certain "at
tributes" (such as color) that influence how the GPI functions work. These at
tributes all have default values when the presentation space is first created. You 
can change these attributes with GPI functions, but often the defaults are the 
most convenient. 

For example, in SYSVALSI we probably want to display black text on a 
white background. These colors are attributes defined in the presentation 
space, and the defaults are black text on a white background. (Actually, the de
fault colors are a little more complex than simply black and white, but I'll dis
cuss that in Chapter 5.) We want the text to run from left to right rather than 
right to left, top to bottom, or bottom to top; this also is defined by the default 
presentation space. We want the letters of the text string to be positioned top 
side up and not tilted in some way. The default presentation space attributes 
define the characters to be displayed like this. The presentation space also de
fines the font used to display text. In the default presentation space, this is a 
font known as the "system font," which is the same font that the Presentation 
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Manager uses for text in title bars, menus, message boxes, and dialog boxes. 
The system font is a proportionally spaced Helvetica font. This means that 
characters have different widths. For example, a "W" is wider than an "I." 
Working with a proportionally spaced font certainly adds a layer of complexity 
to text output, but nothing insurmountable. 

In this book, I'll most often use the type of presentation space called the 
cached micro-PS. The cached micro-PS gives a program access to only a subset 
of the GPI functions, but it is often easier to use in small programs. 

Because a presentation space defines an abstract drawing surface, it isn't 
very useful by itself (unless, of course, you own an abstract display or an ab
stract printer). This is why a presentation space is usually "associated with" a 
particular device context. The device context refers to a device driver and the 
physical output device, such as the video display, a printer, or a plotter. (A de
vice context can also describe an output device that isn't quite real, such as a 
"memory device context," in which a block of memory mimics a real display 
surface, or a "metafile device context," in which the graphics drawing func
tions are collected in a file.) Here's a simplified description of the relationship 
between a presentation space and a device context. 

The presentation space describes an abstract drawing surface. The device 
context describes a physical output device. When the presentation space is as
sociated with the device context, what you draw on the presentation space by 
calling GP! functions will appear on the device. The cached micro-PS, how
ever, is always associated with the device context for the video display. More 
specifically, the cached micro-PS applies only to a particular window on the 
video display, typically your client window. When you obtain a handle to a 
cached micro-PS, you can't draw outside this window. It's not an error if you 
try to do so-the Presentation Manager simply ignores the attempt. 

Getting a handle to a presentation space In using a cached micro-PS, you 
obtain the handle to the presentation space when you need to draw, and you 
"release" the handle when you finish drawing. After you release the handle, it's 
no longer valid. You have to obtain a new handle when you want to draw 
again. You should obtain and release the presentation space handle while pro
cessing a single message. You should not obtain the handle while processing 
one message and release it while processing another. Each time you obtain the 
handle, all attributes of the presentation space are set to default values. 
Changes you make to these attributes are lost when you release the handle. 
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In your window procedure, you define a variable (usually called hps) that is 
of type HPS, a handle to a presentation space: 

HPS hps ; 

There are two methods for obtaining a cached micro-PS handle for your 
client window. The SYSVALSI program uses both methods. 

Method one: During processing of the WM_PAINT message The first way 
to obtain a cached micro-PS handle is while processing the WM_PAINT 
message: 

case WM_ PA !N T: 
hps - Wi nBeginPaint (hwnd. NULLHAND LE, NUL L) 

[ cal l GPI functions J 
Wi nEndPaint (hps) ; 
r eturn 0 ; 

You should always call WinBeginPai nt and WinEndPai nt as a pair. Don't call 
WinBeginPaint and WinEndPaintwhile processing messages other than 
WM_PAINT. By setting the second parameter of WinBeginPaint to 
NULLHANDLE, you request a cached micro-PS handle. Otherwise, you 
would set this parameter to the noncached presentation space handle you 
obtain from GpiCreatePS (a function I'll touch on in Chapters 6 and 7). 

The window procedure receives a WM_PAINT message only when part of 
the window is invalid and must be repainted. For example, if part of your pro
gram's client window is partly off the screen and the user then moves the win
dow so it is entirely within the screen, the area previously off the screen is 
marked as invalid. The Presentation Manager posts a WM_PAINT message in 
the window procedure's message queue. 

The third parameter to WinBeginPaint is an optional pointer to a RECTL 
structure to obtain the coordinates of the rectangle encompassing the invalid 
area. (We'll use this in the SYSVALS3 version of the program later in this chap
ter.) The presentation space handle you obtain from WinBeginPaint allows you 
to draw only within this rectangle. When you call WinEndPaint, the Presenta
tion Manager validates the entire area of the window. 
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Method two: During processing of other messages You can also obtain a 
cached micro-PS handle while processing messages other than WM_PAINT: 

hps = Wi nGet PS (hwnd) : 
[ ca77 GPI f unctions J 

WinReleasePS (hps) ; 

You should always call WinGetPS and WinReleasePS as a pair. With the handle 
from WinGetPS, you can draw on any part of the client window. However, un
like WinEndPaint, WinReleasePS doesn't validate any part of the window. SYS
VALSI calls WinGetPS and WinReleasePSwhile processing the WM_ CREATE 
message. In a moment, I'll describe what the program does during that message. 

THE COORDINATE SYSTEM 

Parameters to GPI functions often specify coordinate positions and sizes. Sev
eral attributes of the presentation space define the coordinate system in effect 
when you draw; that is, they determine how the coordinate positions and sizes 
you specify in GPI functions are translated and mapped to the pixels of the 
output device. By default, coordinates and sizes for a cached micro-PS are 
specified in units of pixels, and coordinates are relative to the lower-left corner 
of the window, regardless of where the window is positioned on the screen. 
Values on the horizontal (or x) axis increase to the right; values on the vertical 
(or y) axis increase going up. 

The notation (x, y) is often used to indicate a particular point in x and y 
coordinates. The point (O,O) is the lower-left corner of the client window. If 
you set variables cxClient and cyClientwhile processing the WM_SIZE mes
sage, the upper-right corner of the client window is ( cxClient-1, cyClient-1). 
The coordinate system for a cached micro-PS is shown in Figure 4.3. 

The size of a character Because this coordinate system has an origin at the 
lower-left corner of the client area, it is somewhat inconvenient for displaying 
text, which most of us read from the top down. But that's a relatively simple 
adjustment you can make when it comes time to display the text. The GPI 
function used in SYSVALSl to display text is GpiChar StringAt. This function 
requires the x and y coordinates of the starting position of the text. SYSVALSl 
calls GpiCharStringAtthree times----0nce for each of the three columns to be 
displayed. Thus, to properly space successive lines and columns of text, SYS
VALSl needs to know the height and width of the characters in pixels. 
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-I Tide bar 1 ·l • 
y " (cyClient-1] -

y"O 

l l 
X=O x" (cxClient-11 

Figure 4.3: The cached micro-PS default coordinate system 

When you obtain a handle to a cached micro-PS, the default presentation 
space includes a font. Unless you change that font, the Presentation Manager 
uses it for all text you write to the presentation space. The default font is called 
the system font. This is the proportionally spaced font used for normal text in 
the Presentation Manager. You can obtain character dimensions of the current 
font in the presentation space by calling GpiQueryFontMetrics. You first define 
a structure of type FONT METRICS: 

FONTMETRICS fm ; 

Then you call the function: 

GpiQueryFontMetrics (hps. (LONG) sizeof fm, &fml: 

The second parameter is the size of the structure in bytes, and the last parame
ter is a pointer to the structure. 

On the function's return, the fields of the fm structure describe many of the 
basic characteristics of the font. Figure 4.4 shows the fields that describe the 
dimensions of characters. Obviously, these fields represent much more infor
mation than you need right now, but they give you a sense of just how much 
information is available. All these values are LONG (32-bit) integers, as indi
cated by the"]" prefix. 
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••••• IXHeight 

• • • • 

ILowerCase
Ascent 

IMax· 
Ascender Tl 

••• •• ....L----.,----+- (Baseline! • • • • llowerCase-
• • • Descent 

IAveCharWidth 
or 

IMaxCharlnc 

!Max· 
Descender 

IMaxBaselineExt 

Figure 4.4: The character dimension fields from GpiQueryFontMetrics 

Character width For a proportionally spaced font like the system font, the 
FONTMETRICS structure provides two fields that are valuable. The lAveChar
Width field is the weighted average width oflowercase letters based on the fre
quency of these letters in English text. The FONTMETRICS structure also 
includes a field called lMaxCharlnc, which is the width of the widest character. 
In all cases the width includes intercharacter spacing. 

Character height and line spacing When it comes to character heights, the 
FONT METRICS structure provides more detailed information. The lXHeight 
value is the height above the baseline of a lowercase letter without ascenders. 
(The baseline is the imaginary line on which the characters sit.) The lLower
CaseAscentvalue indicates the maximum height of lowercase letters (without 
accent marks) above the baseline, and the lLowerCaseDescent value is the ex
tent to which lowercase letters drop below the baseline. 

Some characters may be taller than lowercase letters. For example, some 
letters have accent marks, and the line and block characters from the IBM ex
tended character set are also taller. The maximum ascent and descent of all 
the characters in the character set is indicated by the lMaxAscender and 
lMaxDescender fields. The sum of lMaxAscender and lMaxDescender is lMax
BaselineExt. In most cases, you should use lMaxBaselineExt for spacing succes
sive lines of text. 

Some other fields of the FONTMETRICS structure are less useful. The 
lEmHeight and lEmlnc fields indicate the point size of the font in both vertical 
and horizontal coordinates. (A point is 1/n inch, but the values in the FONT
METRICS structure are given in pixels.) However, the point size of a font is a 
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typographical concept rather than a metrical concept, and usually cannot be 
related to the other font metrics. If you want a tighter line spacing than lMax
BaselineExt indicates, and you know that the text you are displaying contains 
only unaccented letters, you can use lEmHeight to space successive lines of text. 

The linternalLeading field is a fudge factor; it is the difference between lMax
BaselineExt and lEmHeight. In 05/2 2.0, the lEx:ternalLeading field is always 0. 

Getting the information The size of the system font won't change while your 
program is running, so you need to obtain the character sizes only once. An 
excellent time to do this is while processing the WM_CREATE message, which 
is the approach that SYSVALSl uses. SYSVALSl defines four static variables to 
hold the average lowercase width, average uppercase width, total height, and 
descender height of a character: 

static INT cxChar. cxCaps, cyChar, cyDesc, cyCl ient ; 

While processing WM_ CREATE, SYSVALSl obtains a handle to the presen
tation space, calls GpiQueryFontMetrics, and saves the values of the lAveChar
Width, lMaxBaselineExt, and lMaxDescender fields: 

case WM_CR EATE: 
hps - WinGetPS ( hwnd) ; 
GpiOueryFontMetrics (hps, (LONG) sizeof fm, &fm) 

cxChar - fm. lAveCharWidth 
cxCaps - (fm.fsType & 1 ? 2 3) * cxChar I 2 

cyChar - fm.lMaxBaselineExt 

cyDesc - fm. l MaxDescender 

WinReleasePS (hps) ; 

return 0 ; 

The calculation of cxCaps (the average width of an uppercase letter) re
quires a little explanation: The bottom bit of the fsType field is set to l if the 
font is fixed pitch-that is, all the characters have the same width. In that 
case, cxCaps is simply set to cxChar. Otherwise, the program sets cxCaps to 
150 percent of cx:Char. This is a good approximation that works for many 
types of fonts. 

Like the processing of the WM_ SIZE message, this is fairly standard code; 
you'll see it frequently in Presentation Manager programs that work with 
simple text. 
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During the WM_ CREATE message, SYSVALSl obtains a handle to the pre
sentation space only to obtain information. Attempting to draw during the 
WM_ CREATE message is unwise because the window isn't yet displayed on 
the screen.And be forewarned that the FONTMETRICS structure is over 200 
bytes long. For purposes of clarity, I've defined fm as a local variable in ClientWnd
Proc. In most programs, the definition of fm and the GpiQueryFontMetrics call 
should probably be moved to a subroutine so the structure doesn't take up 
stack space whenever the window procedure is called. 

THE WM _ PAINT MESSAGE 

WM_PAINT is an extremely important message. The window procedure re
ceives a WM_PAINT message when an area of the window becomes invalid. 
This can happen frequently as the user moves and resizes various windows on 
the screen. Your Presentation Manager programs should be structured so that 
they can entirely update the client window on receipt of a WM_ PAINT mes
sage. In many cases, this means the program can be most efficient if it draws 
on the client window only during the WM_PAINT message. 

This certainly isn't a hard-and-fast rule. Obviously, the program can access 
a presentation space by calling WinGetPS and paint on the client window at al
most any time. But the program must be able to entirely repaint the client win
dow when it receives the WM_PAINT message anyway, so any drawing it does 
during other messages has to be duplicated during WM_PAINT processing. 
Often, however, a window procedure will determine during a message other 
than WM_PAINT that part of the client window should be changed. We'll see 
examples of how programs can themselves generate WM_PAINT messages in 
the SYSVALS2 and SYSVALS3 programs presented in this chapter. 

THE GPICHARSTRINGAT FUNCTION 

SYSVALSl uses the GpiCharStringAt function to write text to the client area. The 
At part of the function name indicates that the function requires specific coordi
nates for where the text is to begin. The general syntax of GpiCharStringAtis 

GpiCharStr i ngAt ( hps, &pt l , l Count, pchStr i ngJ ; 

The first parameter is a handle to the presentation space. That's the case for 
virtually all GPI functions. The last parameter is a pointer to a character string 
(as indicated by the "pch" prefix). The third parameter is a LONG value of the 
number of characters in the string. Unlike WinDrawText, GpiCharStringAt 
doesn't recognize zero-terminated character strings. 
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The second parameter to GpiCharStringAt is a pointer to a structure of type 
PO INTL (which stands for "a point with LONG coordinates"). The definition 
of the PO INTL structure in OS2DEF.H looks like this: 

typedef struct _POINTL 
( 

LONG x 
LONG y 
} 

PO INTL 

It's simply a structure that specifies a point in terms of x and y coordinates. 
You can define a variable (the name ptl is standard) of type POINTL in your 
window procedure: 

PDINTL ptl ; 

You then set the x and y fields of this structure before you call GpiChar String At. 
These x and y values indicate the starting position of the string-specifically, the 
point corresponding to the baseline of the left side of the first character. If you 
use GpiCharStringAtwith the string "go," for example, it's displayed relative to 
the lower-left corner of the client window, as shown in Figure 4.5 . 

••••• •••• • • • • • • • • ••••• • ••• • • • • ptl.y ••• 

ptl.x 

Figure 4.5: A character string with starting coordinates set by the 

GpiCharStringAt function 
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The use of the baseline for they coordinate can be a little tricky. For exam
ple, to display the string "go" in the lower-left corner of the client window, you 
might want to use code like this: 

ptl.X = 0 
ptl -Y = 0 ; 

GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl. 2, "go") : 

But the descender on the "g"won't be visible. Instead, you need to adjust they 
coordinates for the length of the descender: 

ptl .y = cyOesc ; 

NUMERIC FORMATTING 

If you felt disheartened when I announced at the beginning of this chapter 
that you can't use printf in a Presentation Manager program to display text to 
the screen, cheer up and take a look at sprintf Like print[, sprintf formats num
bers and text based on a formatting string. However, rather than writing the 
resultant formatted text to standard output, sprintf stores it in a character 
buffer that you provide. The general syntax is 

ilength = sprintf (szBuffer. szFormat. ___ l : 

where iLength is the integer length of the zero-terminated output string that 
sprintf stores in szBuffer. 

When you use sprintfin a Presentation Manager program, include the 
STDIO.H header file at the top of the C source code file: 

Uinclude <stdio.h> 

You must also define a buffer large enough for the formatted text. For exam
ple, you might use 

CHAR szBuffer [80] : 

You can then use sprintf with GpiCharStringAt like this: 

ilength = sprintf (szBuffer. 
"The sum of %d and &d is %d". 
i Nu ml. i Num2. i Num l + i Num2l ; 

GpiCharStringAt Chps. &ptl, ilength, szBufferl ; 
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0 r you can dispense with the iLength variable and combine both statements 
into one: 

GpiCha r Stri ngAt (h ps , &ptl . 
s pr intf ( szBuffer , 

"The sum of %d and %d is %d", 
iN uml, i Num2. i Nurnl + i Nurn2 l, 

szBuffer ) ; 

This may look ugly, but it's a common construction in Presentation Manager 
programs. 

At this point, the processing of the WM_PAINT message in SYSVALS 1 
should be almost comprehensible: 

case WM_ PAI NT: 

hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE, NULL) 

Gpi Erase ( hps l 

for (iline - 0 ili ne < NUMLINES iline++l 

ptl .x = c xCaps ; 

ptl.Y - cyClient - cyChar * (iline + 1) + cyOesc 

GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl. 
strl en ( sysva ls [ili ne ] . s zl de ntifi e rl. 

sysv als [i l in e] . szl dentifi e rl 

ptl .x +- 24 * cxCaps ; 

GpiCharStri ngAt ( hps, &ptl, 

s tr l en ( sy sval s [ili ne ] .szDescriptionl. 
sys val s [ili ne ].s zDe scription) 

sprintf (szBuffer, "%d". 
WinQuerySysValue !HWNO_OESKTOP, 

sysvals[iline].slndexll 

ptl . x +- 38 * cxC ha r ; 

GpiCharStri ngA t ( hps, &ptl , s tr len ( szBuffer l, 
szBufferl 

WinEndPaint (hps) ; 

re t urn 0 ; 

Between the WinBeginPaint and WinEndPaintcalls is a call to GpiErase 
(which erases the invalid rectangle) and a simple for loop. The NUMLINES 
identifier is defined in SYSVALS.H. 
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The x field of the POINTL structure is initially set to cxCaps. Thus every 
line is indented one character width from the left side of the client window. 
For the first line ( iLine equals 0), they field is set to ( cyClient-c yChar+cyDesc ), 
the top line of the client window. Each successive line begins yChar pixels 
below the previous line. The first GpiCharStringAtcall displays the szldentifier 
field of the sysvals structure (for example, SV _SWAPBUTTO N). For the sec
ond GpiCharStringAtcall, the xfield of the POINTL structure is increased by 
24 times the average width of an uppercase letter: 

ptl.x += 24 * cxCaps ; 

This value is based on the widths of the actual character strings in the struc
ture. The szDescription field is then displayed. SYSVALSl formats the value ob
tained from WinQuerySysValue by calling sprintf. It moves the x field of the 
POINTL structure to the right of the description column: 

ptl .x += 38 * cxChar ; 

It then displays the value. 

THE PROBLEM WITH SYSVALS1 

So that's it-SYSVALSl obtains the width and height of a system font charac
ter while processing the WM_ CREATE message, obtains the width and height 
of the client window from the WM_SIZE message, and paints the client win
dow using this information during WM_PAINT. It's simple, and it's wrong: 
On most standard video displays, there's not enough room to display all the 
values obtained from WinQuerySysValue. SYSVALS 1 always displays the values 
starting at the top of its client window and has no way to bring the hidden 
lines into view. That's a problem. But it's nothing a scroll bar can't fix. 

ADDING SCROLL BARS 
Scroll bars are an important part of the consistent user interface in the Presen
tation Manager. For users, scroll bars are easy to learn and to use, and they 
provide good visual feedback. Scroll bars are usually thought of as controlling 
the view of a document, as in a word processing program, but they can be 
used in any program that has more to display than can fit in the client win
dow. A vertical scroll bar like the one shown in Figure 4.6 is normally posi
tioned to the right of the client window. 
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Click here to move 
up one line --~•• t--

Click here to move 
up one page -----l~I 

Drag the slider to 
scroll to position ----

Click hereto move 
down one page---• 

Click here to move 
down one line ---~ _± 

Figure 4.6: A vertical scroll bar and the actions it usually performs 

A click on the arrow at the top of the scroll bar moves the view one line to
ward the beginning of the document. (This is called "scrolling up" in keeping 
with the user's perspective, even though the document actually scrolls down 
relative to the window.) Similarly, a click on the bottom arrow moves the view 
one line toward the end of the document. 

Between the two arrows is a long area containing the moveable scroll-bar 
slider. Clicking above the slider moves the view one page toward the beginning 
of the document; clicking below the slider moves the view one page toward the 
end of the document. The slider indicates the approximate position within the 
entire document of the portion displayed on the screen. For example, if the 
slider is in the middle of the scroll bar, you're in the middle of the document. 
You can move to a position in the document by dragging the slider to the rela
tive spot in the slider area. For example, you can move to the beginning of the 
document by dragging the slider to the top of the slider area. 

Horizontal scroll bars (normally positioned at the bottom of a client win
dow) are used in a similar fashion to scroll documents to the left and right. 

CREATING THE SCROLL BAR 

The first step in adding a scroll-bar interface involves changing a parameter to 
the WinCreateStdWindow call. You simply include the necessary frame cre
ation flag identifier (FCF _HORZSCROLL, FCF _VER TSCROLL, or both) in 
the jlFrameFlags variable. The Presentation Manager creates the scroll-bar win
dows as children of the frame window. With only this change, the scroll bars 
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don't seem to do very much. The scroll bar colors itself with a reverse-video 
flash when you click on it, but that's about it. 

Looks are deceiving. When you click on a scroll bar, the scroll-bar window 
procedure (located in the Presentation Manager) receives a mouse message. 
The scroll bar then posts a notification message to its owner, which is the 
frame window. This notification message contains information about the ac
tion of the mouse on the scroll bar. The frame window graciously sends this 
message to the client window procedure, which is in your program. The notifi
cation messages are WM_HSCROLL for a horizontal scroll bar and WM_
VSCROLL for a vertical scroll bar. 

Your client window procedure can also send messages to the scroll-bar win
dow. These messages set the "range" and current "position" of the scroll-bar 
slider. To send these messages, you need to know the window handle of the 
scroll bar. When the Presentation Manager creates the scroll bars as part of the 
standard window, they are assigned predefined child ID numbers of FID_
HORZSCROLL and FID_ VERTSCROLL. Thus you can obtain the window 
handle of horizontal and vertical scroll bars by calling 

hwndHscrol l = WinWindowFromlD (hwndFrame. FID_HORZSCROLL) ; 

hwndVscroll ~ WinWi ndowFromlD {hwndFrame, FID_VERTSCROLU ; 

The scroll bars' parent is hwndFrame. The frame window is also the parent 
of the client window, so you can obtain these handles within your client win
dow procedure by using only the hwnd parameter passed to the procedure. 
You'll probably do this while processing the WM_ CREATE message: 

hwndHscroll = WinWindowFromlD ( 
WinQueryWindow (hwnd, OW _PARENT), 
FID_ HORZSCROLLl ; 

hWndVscroll = WinWindowFrom!D 
WinQueryWindow (hwnd, QW_PARENT), 
FID_VERTSCROLL) ; 

Within a client window procedure, these window handles should be stored in 
static variables of type HWND. 

THE RANGE AND POSITION 

After obtaining the window handle of a scroll bar, the program can initialize 
the scroll bar to a range and slider position. When first created, a scroll bar has 
a default range of 0 to 100. The position of the scroll-bar slider is always a dis
crete integral value within this range. 
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If the slider is at the top (or left) of the scroll bar, the position is 0. If the 
slider is at the bottom (or right) of the scroll bar, the position is 100. If 
that 0 to 100 range isn't appropriate for your program, you can set a differ
ent range by sending the scroll bar an SBM_SETSCROLLBAR message. 
SBM_SETSCROLLBAR, like other messages that begin with SBM ("scroll-bar 
message"), is a message understood only by scroll bars. Set the mpl parameter 
of this message to the initial position of the scroll-bar slider. Set mp2 to con
tain the range of the scroll bar, with the minimum value in the low half of 
mp2 and the maximum value in the high half. You can convert these values 
to an MP ARAM data type using the MPFROM2SHOR T macro. For example, 
suppose you want to set the vertical scroll-bar range to 10 through 40 and 
the initial position to 15. Here's the code: 

iMinPos - 10 ; 
iMaxPos - 40 ; 
i Position - 15 

Wi nSendMsg ( hwndVscrol l, SBM_SETSCROLLBAR. 
MPFROM2SHORT CiPosition, 0), 
MPFROM2SHORT (iMinPos. iMaxPos)) 

If you ever need to obtain the range from the scroll bar, you can send the 
scroll bar an SBM_ QUER YRANGE message: 

mr - WinSendMsg (hwndVscroll. SBM_QUERYRANGE, NULL, NULL) : 

The minimum and maximum range positions are encoded in mr (a variable 
of type MRESULT) and can be extracted using the SHORTlFROMMR and 
SHOR T2FROMMR macros: 

iMinPos - SHORTlFROMMR Cmr) 
iMaxPos - SHORT2FROMMR (mrl 

RECEIVING NOTIFICATION MESSAGES FROM THE 
SCROLL BAR 

Scroll bars post notification messages to their owner (the frame window) when 
the various parts of the scroll bar are clicked on or dragged. The frame win
dow sends these messages to the client window. For vertical scroll bars, the noti
fication message is WM_ VSCROLL; for horizontal scroll bars, it's 
WM_HSCROLL. 

Messages from vertical scroll bars During a WM_VSCROLL or WM_H
SCROLL message, the low half of mpl (which you can obtain using the 
SHORTlFROMMP macro) contains the child window ID. For a vertical scroll 
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bar created as part of the standard window, this is FID_ VERTSCROLL. You 
need to examine this value only if you create multiple vertical scroll bars as 
children of your client window. The high half of mp2 indicates the action of 
the mouse on the scroll bar. The value corresponds to an identifier defined in 
pMWIN.H that begins with the letters SB. Figure 4.7 shows how these values 
identify the mouse actions on the vertical scroll bar. The low half of mp2 is the 
current position of the slider for SB_SLIDERTRACK and SB_SLIDERPOSI
TION actions. 

Press button: SB_LINEUP 
Release button: SB_ENDSCROLL 

Press button: SB_PAGEUP 
Release button: SB_ENDSCROLL 

Press and drag: SB_SLIDERTRACK 
Release button: SB_SLIDERPOSITION 

Press button: SB_PAGEDOWN 
Release button: SB_ENDSCROLL 

Press button: SB_LINEDOWN 
Release button: SB_ENDSCROl..L 

Figure 4. 7: Vet1ical scroll-bar action identifiers 

Within your client window procedure, you process the WM_ VSCROLL 
message with code that looks like this: 

case WM _VSCROLL: 
switch (SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) 

( 

case SB_LINEUP: 
[process line up action ] 

break ; 

case SB_ PAGEUP: 
[ process page up action J 
break ; 

and so forth 
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Messages from horizontal scroll bars Horizontal scroll bars generate mes
sages in the same way vertical scroll bars do: The notification message is WM_ -
HSCROLL, the child window ID is FID_HORZSCROLL, and the identifiers 
indicating the mouse actions are those shown in Figure 4.8. 

SB_LINELEFT 
SB_ENDSCROLL 

SB_SLIDERTRACK 
SB_SLIDERPOSITION 

SB_PAGELEFT 
SB_ENDSCROLL 

j 
I I 

Figure 4.8: Horizontal scroll-bar action identifiers 

SB_PAGERIGHT 
SB_ENDSCROLL 

j 

SB_LINERIGHT 
SB_ENDSCROLL 

Processing scroll-bar messages You have several options for handling 
scroll-bar messages. When the user clicks on the arrows or the slider area, you 
receive at least two WM_ VSCROLL or WM_HSCROLL messages. You get the 
first message when the mouse button is pressed. The action identifier is 
SB_LINEUP, SB_PAGEUP, SB_LINEDOWN, or SB_PAGEDOWN for vertical 
scroll bars or one of the similar identifiers for horizontal scroll bars. When the 
button is released, you receive a WM_ VSCROLL or WM_HSCROLL message 
with the SB_ENDSCROLL action identifier. As a general rule, you process the 
various "button down" messages and ignore SB_ENDSCROLL. 

However, if your program requires a lot of time to process these actions, 
you might want to delay the processing until the mouse button is released. You 
can simply track how many messages you receive and do something that af
fects the client window only when you get SB_ENDSCROLL. This approach 
requires more complex logic and provides less feedback to the user, but it is an 
alternative. 

The SB_SLIDERTRACK and SB_SLIDERPOSITION actions can be some
what troublesome. As the user drags the slider up and down the scroll bar, your 
window procedure receives many SB_SLIDERTRACK actions. If your program 
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is fast enough, you should process SB_SLIDERTRACK actions and ignore 
SB_SLIDERPOSITION. But if your program has a hard time keeping up, you 
should process SB_SLIDERPOSITION and ignore SB_SLIDERTRACK. 

These two approaches are illustrated later in the chapter: SYSVALS2 is a 
slow, simple program that processes SB_SLIDERPOSITION; SYSVALS3 is 
optimized sufficiently to process SB_SLIDERTRACK actions on the vertical 
scroll bar. 

SETTING THE NEW SLIDER POSITION 

The scroll-bar window itself doesn't change the position of the scroll-bar slider 
unless you tell it to. To change the position of the slider, you send the scroll bar 
a message. Assume the variable iPosition contains the new position of the verti
cal scroll bar. You send the scroll bar an SBM_SETPOS message in which mpl 
is the new position: 

WinSendMsg (hwndVscroll. SBM _ SETPOS. MPFROMSHORT (iPosit i onl. NULLJ ; 

You typically send the scroll bar the SBM_SETPOS message while processing the 
WM_ VSCROLL or WM_HSCROLL notification message from the scroll bar. 

If you need to obtain the current position of the scroll-bar slider, you can 
send the scroll bar an SBM_ QUERYPOS message: 

i Position = SHORTlFROMMR C Wi nSendMsg ( hwndVScroll • 
SBM_OUERYPOS. NULL. NULL)) ; 

THE IMPLEMENTATION 

Now we're ready to look at the SYSVALS2 program, shown in Listing 4.2. You11 
need the SYSVALS.H header file from Listing 4.1 to compile the program. 

Listing 4.2: The SYSVALS2 program 

The SYSYALS2.MAK File 

#-------- ----- -----------
# SYSVALS2.HAK make file 
#--- --· --------- ------- --

sysvals2.exe : sysvals2.obj sysvals2.def 
SCPRGLJNKJ sysvals2, sysvals2, NUL, $(PRGLJBJ, sysvals2 

sysvals2.obj : sysvals2.c sysvals.h 
$(PRGCCJ sysvals2.c 
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Listing 4.2: The SYSVALS2 program (Continued) 

The SYSVALS2.C File 

/*----------------- -------------- ---- --- - ------ ------

SYSVALS2.C - - System Values Display Program No. 2 
!cl Charles Petzold, 1993 

---------------------------------------------------*/ 

ildefi ne INCL_W!N 
ildefine INCL_GPI 
ilinclude <os2.h> 
/l i nclude <stdio.h> 
ilinclude <stdlib.h> 
ilinclude <string.h> 
#include "sysvals.h" 

MRESU LT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc !HWND, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMJ 

int main (void) 

static CHAR szClientClass [] - "SysVals2" 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

HAB hab ; 
HMO hmq ; 

FCF _SIZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 
FCF VERTSCROLL 

HWND hwndFrame, hwndClient 
OMSG qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) ; 

FCF _SYSMENU 
FCF _ MJNMAX 
FCF _TASKLIST 

WinRegisterClass (hab. szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWND_DESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass, NULL, 
0L. 0. 0, &hwndCl i ent J 

while !WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0JJ 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsgJ 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrameJ 
WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmql 
WinTerminate (habJ ; 
return 0 ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRV ClientWndProc !HWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2J 
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static HWND hwndVscroll ; 
static INT 
CHAR 
FONTMETRICS 
HPS 

cxChar, cxCaps, cyChar, cyDesc, iVscrollPos, cyClient 
szBuffer [Hl) ; 
fm ; 
hps : 

INT iline 
POI NTL ptl 

switch (msgl 

case WM_CREATE: 
hps - WinGetpS (hwndl ; 
GpiOueryFontMetrics (hps. sizeof fm, &fml 

cxChar - fm.lAveCharWidth 
cxCaps - (fm.fsType & l ? 2 3) * cxChar I 2 
cyChar - fm.lMaxBaselineExt 
cyDesc - fm. lMaxDescender 

WinReleasePS (hpsJ ; 

hwndVscroll - WinWindowFromlD 
WinQueryWindow (hwnd, OW_PARENTJ, 
FID_VERTSCROLLJ ; 

WinSendM~g (hwndVscroll, SBM_SETSCROLLBAR, 
MPFROM2SHORT (iVscrollPEls, 0), 
MPFROM2SHORT ( 0, NUMLINES - 1J J 

return 0 

case WM_SIZE: 
cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2J 
return 0 

case WM_VSCROLL: 
switch (SHORT2FROMMP (mp2JJ 

{ 

case SB_L!NEUP: 
iVscrollPos -- 1 
break ; 

case SB_LINEDOWN: 
iVscrollPos +
break ; 

case SB PAGEUP: 
i Vsc ro 11 Pos -= cyC 1 i ent I cyChar 
break ; 
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Listing 4.2: The SYSVALS2 program (Continued) 

case SB_P AGEDOWN: 
iVscrollPos +- cyCl i ent I cyChar 
break : 

case SB _SL IOERPOSIT ION : 
i VscrollPos - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2) 
break 

default: 
return 0 ; 

iVsuollPos = max (0, min (iVscrollPos. NUMLINES - 1 ) ) 

WinSendMsg (hwndVscro l l. SBM_SETPOS, 
MPFROMSHORT ( i VscrollPos), NULL) 

WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd. NULL, FALSE) ; 
return 0 ; 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - WinBegi nPai nt (hwnd, NULLHANDLE, NUL U 
Gp i Erase Chps) 

for (il ine - 0 
( 

iLine < NUML!NES iLine++) 

ptl .x - cxCaps : 
ptl .y - cyClient - cyChar * (iline + I - iVscrollPosJ 

+ cyOesc 

GpiCharStringAt ( hps, &:ptl. 
strlen (sysvals[ i Line].szldentif i er). 
sysvals[iLine].sz!dent i f i erJ ; 

ptl.x +- 24 * cxCaps ; 
GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl. 

strlen (sysvals[iline].szDescript ionJ, 
sysvals[ i Line].szDescr iption) 

spri ntf ( szBuffer. "%d". 
WinQuerySysValue {HWNO_DESKTOP, 

sysvals[iLine].slndex)) 

ptl .x +- 38 * cxChar ; 
GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl. strlen (szBuffer), 

szBuffer) : 

WinEndPaint (hps} 
return 0 ; 
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return WinOefWin dowProc (hwnd. msg, mpl, mp2) 

The SYSVALS2.DEF File 

; SYSVALS2.0EF module definition file 

NAME 

OE5CRIPTJON 
PRO TMOOE 

SYSVA LS2 W! NOOWAPI 

·System Values Display No. 2 (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 
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The SYSVALS2 window with the vertical scroll bar is shown in Figure 4.9. 

SV SWAPBUITON 
sv.::::osLCLKTIME 
SV CXDBLCLK 
sv:::cvDBLCLK 
SV_CXSl2EBORDER 
SV CYSIZEBORDER 
sv:::.ALARM 
SV CURSORRATE 
SV -FIRSTSCROLLRATE 
sv::::scROLLRATE 
SV_NUMBEREDLISTS 
SV _ WARNIN GFREO 
SV NOTEFREO 
sv::::ERRORFREQ 
SV_WARNINGDURATION 
SV _NOTEDURA TION 
SV_ ERRORDURA T!ON 
SV_CXSCREEN 
SV CYSCREEN 
sv:::.cxvscROLL 
SV_CYHSCROLL 
SV _CYVSCROLIARROW 
SV CXHSCROLLARROW 
sv:::.cxBORDER 
SV_CYBOROER 
SV CXOLGFRAME 
sv.::::cvDLGFRAME 
~,, rVnTI CDA 

Mouse buttons swapped flag 
Mouse double click time 
Mouse double click area width 
Mouse double click area height 
Sizing borderwidth 
Sizing border height 
Alarm enabled flag 
Cursor blink rate 
Scroll bar repeat delay 
Scroll bar scroll rate 
Undefined 
Alarm frequency for warning 
Alarm frequency for note 
Alarm frequency for error 
Alarm duration for warning 
Alarm duration for note 
Alarm duration lo r error 
Screen width in pi ice ls 
Screen height in piicels 
Ve1tical scroll bar width 
Horizon ta I scroll bar height 
Vertical scroll bar arrow height 
Horizontal scroll bar arrow width 
Border width 
Border height 
Dialog window frame width 
Dialog window frame height 
T:tl• ......... h.0:..,.1.. .. 

Figure 4.9: The SYSVALS2 display 

0 
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500 
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50 
0 
880 
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440 
50 
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480 
14 
14 
15 
15 
1 
1 
4 
4 
1A 

The only change in main is that the flFrameFlags variable now includes the 
identifier FCF _ VERTSCROLL. This causes the Presentation Manager to create 
a vertical scroll bar as part of the standard window. ClientWndProc contains 
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two new variables: hwndVscroll, which stores the handle of the scroll-bar win
dow, and iVscrollPos, which stores the current position of the scroll-bar slider. 

While processing the WM_ CREATE message, the program obtains the win
dow handle of the scroll bar: 

hwndVscro l l - WinWindowFrom!D ( 
WinQueryW i ndow (hwnd, QW_PARENTJ, 
FID_VERTSCRDLU ; 

The program then initializes the range and slider position by sending the 
scroll bar a message: 

Wi nSendMsg ( hwndV sc ro 11 • SBM_SETSCROLLBA R, 
MP FRO M25HORT (iVsc rol1Pos, 0). 
MPFRDM25HORT (0, NUMLINES - 1)) ; 

The range (in mp2) is set to a minimum position of 0 and a maximum posi
tion ofNUMLINES-1. Thus the scroll bar has as many positions as there are 
lines of text. The initial value of iV scrollPos is 0 (because it is defined as a static 
variable but not explicitly initialized), so the slider is set to the topmost position. 

SYSVALS2 uses the position of the vertical scroll-bar slider to determine 
how it displays the lines of text in the client window. The value of the slider 
position corresponds to the line that appears at the top of the client window, 
as shown here: 

Slider Position 

0 (top) 

1 

2 

NUMLINES - I (bottom) 

Line at Top of Client Window 

First 

Second 

Third 

Last 

The processing of the WM_ VSCROLL message begins with the iV scrollPos 
variable being incremented or decremented, depending on the particular ac
tion of the mouse on the scroll bar: 

case WM_VSCROLL: 
switch (SHORT2FROMMP (mp2)) 

{ 

case SB_LINEUP: 
i Vscrol 1 Pas 1 
break ; 



case SB_ LlNEDOWN: 
iVscroll Pos += 1 
break ; 

case SB_PAGEU P; 
i Vs cr ol lPos 
brea k ; 

case SB_ PAGEDOWN: 

cyCl i ent I cyC har 

iVs croll Po s +~ cyCl i ent I cyChar 
br ea k ; 

case SB_S LI DE RPOS JTJON: 
iVscrol l Pos = SHORTlFROMMP (rnp2J 
br ea k ; 

default: return 13 
} 
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For SB_LINEUP and SB_LINEDOWN, iVscrollPosis simply decremented 
or incremented by 1 for a change of one line. For SB_PAGEUP and SB_PAGE
DOWN, the variable is decreased or increased by cyClientl cyChar, which is the 
number oflines that can fit in the client window. For the SB_SLIDERPOSITION 
action, the low USHORT encoded in mp2 is the new slider position after the 
slider has been dragged and released. SYSVALS2 ignores the SB_ENDSCROLL 
and SB_SLIDERTRACK actions. 

It's possible that the new value of iV scrollPos is outside the range of the scroll 
bar. For example, the scroll-bar slider could have been at the top of the scroll 
bar when the user clicked the up arrow. This statement uses the min and max 
macros defined in STDLIB.H to bring iV scrollPos within the scroll bar range: 

iVscrollPos = max (13, min (iVscrollPos, NUMLJNES _ 1)) ; 

The slider is set to the new position by sending it the SBM SETPOS . _ message. 

WinSendMsg ChwndVscroll. SBM SETPOS 
MPFROMSHORT (iVscro l lPo~). NU LLJ : 

Finally, SYSVALS2 must update its client window to reflect the change. It 
must get a presentation space handle, erase the entire client window, rewrite 
all the lines of text, and then release the presentation space handle. It does all 
this by calling 

Wi nin va l i dateRect ( hwnd, NUL L, FAL SE) ; 
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What's this? This one Win! nvalidateRect statement does all that? It sure 
does, because this statement invalidates the entire client window and causes 
the Presentation Manager to post a WM_PAINT message in SYSVALS2's mes
sage queue. The repainting actually occurs during the WM_PAINT message. 

Earlier I discussed the idea of structuring your programs so that all drawing 
on the client window occurs during the WM_P AINT message. The Winlnvali
dateRect function is one of the tools that help you achieve this goal. The sec
ond parameter to Win! nvalidateRect can be a pointer to a REC TL structure to 
specify that only a small rectangular area of the window is to be invalidated. 
Specifying NULL invalidates the whole window. 

WM_PAINT PROCESSING IN SYSVALS2 

Now let's look at the WM_PAINT processing. If you compare it with the 
WM_PAINT logic in SYSVALSl, you'll find only one changed statement. The 
original SYSVALSl program used the following statement to set the y field of 
the POINTL structure passed to GpiCharStringAt: 

pt l .y - cyClien t - cyC har * ( iline + ll + c yDesc 

SYSVALS2, on the other hand, uses this statement: 

ptl . y - cyC l ient - cyChar * (iline + l - iVscrollPosl + cyDesc 

When the scroll-bar slider is at the top of the bar, iVscrollPos is 0, and ptl.y is 
set to the same value as in SYSV ALSl. The first line of text is displayed at the 
top of the client window. When iV scrollPos is 1, ptl.y is set to (cyClient + cyDesc), 
which means that the first line of text is displayed right above the client win
dow; in other words, it isn't displayed at all. The second line of text (when 
iLine equals 1) occupies the top line of the client window. Thus, SYSVALS2 
calls GpiChar StringAt for all lines of text, but the program begins writing these 
lines either at the top of the client window (when iV scrollPos is O) or some
where above the client window. The Presentation Manager obligingly clips 
everything that falls outside the window. 

This isn't very efficient WM_PAINT processing. It may not be too bad for 
50 or so lines of text, but what if there were several hundred lines? Or thou
sands? The painting should really be restricted only to what's needed. So let's 
not be satisfied that we got the program working. Anybody can do that. Let's 
take a crack at making it better. 
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OPTIMIZING THE CODE 
The new and improved SYSVALS3 program is shown in Listing 4.3. ln addition 
to faster vertical scroll-bar processing and repainting, this version includes a 
horizontal scroll bar for left and right scrolling. The flFrameFlags variable in 
main includes the frame creation flag identifiers FCF _HORZSCROLL and 
FCF _ VERTSCROLL. 

Listing 4.3: The SYSVALS3 program 

The SYSVALS3.MAK File 

n---- -- -- ----------------
11 SYSVALS3.MAK make file 
#------------------------

sysvals3.exe : sysvals3.obj sysvals3.def 
$(PRGLINK) sysvals3. sysvals3. NUL. $(PRGLIB). sysvals3 

sysvals3.obj : sysvals3.c sysvals.h 
$(PRGCC) sysvals3.c 

Th' e SYSVALS3.C File 

/* -- ----- -------- ---- --------- ---- ----- ----- -- -- -- ---
SYSVALS3.C -· System Values Display Program No. 3 

(c) Charles Petzo1d. 1993 
-·-------------------------------------------------*/ 

I/define INCL_W!N 
I/define INCL_GPI 
/I include <os2.h> 
/I include <stdio.h> 
I/ i nc l ude <std l ib.h> 
/I include <string .h> 
Uinclude "sysvals.h" 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND. ULONG, HPARAM, MPARAM) ; 
LONG RtJustCharStringAt (HPS. PPOINTL, LONG. PCHAR) 

int main (void) 

static CHAR szClientClass [) - "SysVals3" 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_T!TLEBAR FCF_SYSMENU 

HAB 
HMQ 

hab 
hmq 

FCF_SIZEBORDER FCF ~INMAX 
FCF _SHELLPOSITION FCF _ TASKLIST 
FCF_VERTSCROLL FCF_HORZSCROLL 
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Listing 4.3: The SYSVALS3 program (Continued) 

HWNO 
OMSG 

hwndframe. hwndClient ; 
qmsg ; 

hab - Wininitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgOueue Chab, 0) ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREORAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow IHWNO_DESKTOP , WS _VISIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass, NULL. 
0L, 0, 0, &hwndC l i en tl 

while (WinGetMsg lhab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 
Wi nOi spatchMsg Cha b, &qmsg) 

WinOestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinOestroyMsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
[ 

static HWND hwndHscrol l, hwndVscrol l ; 
static INT iHscrollMax. iVscrollMax, iHscrollPos. i Vscro llPos. 

cxChar. cxCaps. cyChar, cyOesc, cxC l i ent . cyCl ient, 
ex Text Total ; 

CHAR szBuffer [10] ; 
FONT METRICS 
HPS 

fm ; 
hps ; 

INT 
PO INTL 
REC TL 

iline, iPaintBeg, iPaintEnd, iHscrollinc, iVscrolllnc 
ptl ; 
rel Invalid 

switch lmsgl 

case WM_CREA TE: 
hps - Wi nGetPS (hwndl ; 
GpiQueryFontMetrics (hps, sizeof fm, &fml 

cxChar - fm.lAveCharWidth 
cxCaps - (fm.fsType & l ? 2 3) * cxChar I 2 
cyChar fm.lMaxBaselineExt 
cyDesc - fm.lMaxOescender 

WinReleasePS Chps) 

cxTextTotal - 32 * cxCaps + 38 * cxChar 
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hwndHscroll - WinWindowFrom!O ( 
WinQueryWindow (hwnd, OW_PARENT), 
Fl O_HORZSCROLLJ 

hwndVscroll - WinWindowFrom!D ( 

return 0 

c-ase WM_SlZE: 

WinQueryWindow (hwnd, QW_PARENT). 
Fl 0 VERTSCROLU 

cxClient - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2) 
cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) 

iHscrollMax - max (0, cxTextTotal - cxClient) ; 
iHscrollPos - min (iHscrollPos, iHsc1'ollMax) 

WinSendMsg (hwndHscroll. SBM _SETSCROLLBAR, 
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MPFROM2SHORT (iHscrollPos, 0), 

MPFROM2SHORT (0, iHscrollMaxll 

WinSendMsg (hwndHscroll, SBM_SETTHUMBSlZE. 
MPFROM2SHORT (cxClient, cxTextTotall, 
NULL) ; 

WinEnableWindow (hwndHscrol l, iHscrollMax ? TRUE : FALSE) 

iVscrollMax - max (0, NUMLINES - cyCli1mt I cyChar) 
iVscrollPos - min (iVscroll Pos. iVscrollMax) 

WinSendMsg (hwndVscroll, SBM_SETSCROLLBAR. 
MPFROM2SHORT ( i Vscroll Pas, 0), 

MPFROM2SHORT (0, iVscrollMax)) 

WinSendMsg ( hwndVscroll, SBM_ SETTHUMBSlZE. 
MPFROM2SHORT (cyClient I cyChar, 

NUMLJNES), 
NULL) ; 

WinEnableWindow (hwndVscroll, iVscrollMax? TRUE : FALSE} 

return 0 ; 

case WM_HSCROLL: 
switch (SHORT2FROMMP (mp2)) 

[ 

case SB_LINELEFT: 
iHscroll Inc -ex.Caps 
break : 

case SB_LINERIGHT: 
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Listing 4.3: The SYSVALS3 program (Continued) 

i Hscrol l Inc - cxCaps 
break : 

case SB_PAGELEFT: 
i Hscrol l Inc - -B * cxCaps 
break : 

case SB_PAG ERI GHT: 
iHscrol ll nc - 8 * cxCaps 
break ; 

case SB_SLIDERPDSITION: 
iHscrolllnc - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2) - iHscrollPos; 
break 

default: 
i Hscrol l Inc - 0 
break : 

iHscrolllnc - max (-iHscrollPos, 
min (iHscrolllnc. iHscrollMax - iHscrollPos)) 

if CiHscrolllnc !- 0J 
{ 

iHscrollPos +- iHscrolllnc 
WinScrollWindow (hwnd. -iHscroll Inc, 0, 

NULL. NU LL. NULLHANOLE, NULL. 
SW INVAL!DATERGN) : 

WinSendMsg (hwndHscroll. SBM_SETPOS, 
MPFROMSHORT (iHscrollPos), NULL) 

return 0 · 

case WM_VSCROLL: 
switch (SHORT2FROMMP (mp2)) 

{ 

case SB _LINEUP: 
iVscrolllnc - -1 
break ; 

case SB_LINEDOWN: 
i Vscrol 1 Inc -
break ; 

case SB_PAGEUP: 
iVscrolllnc - min (-1. -cyClient I cyChar) 
break ; 
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case SB_PAGEOOWN: 
iVscrollinc =max Cl. cyClient I cyChar) 

break ; 

case SB_SLIOERTRACK: 
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iVscroll Inc= SHORTlFROMMP (mp2 ) - i VscrollPos; 

break 

de f aul t: 
i Vscro l l lnc - 0 
break ; 

iVscroll Inc - max (- i VscrollPos, 
min (iVscroll Inc, iVscrollMax - iVscrollPos)) 

i f (iVscrollinc 1- 0 ) 
{ 

iVscrollPos +- iVscrol l lnc 

WinScrol lWindow (hwnd. 0, cyChar * iVscroll lnc, 

NULL. NULL, NULLHANOLE. NULL. 

SW_ !NVAL IDA TERGN) 

Wi nUpdateWi ndow (hwnd) ; 
) 

WinSendMsg (hw nd Vsc r ol l . SBM_ SETPOS , 
MPFR OMSHORT CiVsc ro l l Pas) . NUL L) 

re t ur n 0 ; 

case WM_PA INT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd. NULLHANDLE. &rclinvalid) 

GpiErase (hps) ; 

i PaintBeg - max (0 , iVscrollPos + 
(cyClient - rclinvalid . yTop) I cyChar) 

iPaintEnd - min (NUMLINES, iVscrol l Pos + 
(cyClient - rcllnvalid.yBottom) 

I cyChar + lJ ; 

for (iLine - iPaintBeg ; iline < iPaintEnd i li ne++) 

{ 

ptl.x - cxCaps - iHscrollPos : 

ptl ,y - cyC li ent - cyChar *C i Line + 1 - iVscrollPosl 

+ cyOesc ; 

Gp iCha r StringAt ( hps . &p t l. 
strlen (sysvals[iLineJ. szidentif ier). 

sysval s [ i Line]. szldenti fier) ; 
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Listing 4.3: The SYSVALS3 program (Continued) 

ptl .x +- 24 * cxCaps : 
GpiCharStringAt Chps. &ptl. 

strlen (sysvals(iLine).szDescriptionl, 
sysva ls[ iL in e). szDescri pti on) 

sprintf CszBuffer, "%d", 
WinOuerySysValue (HWND_DESKTOP. 

sysvals[iLineJ.slndexll 

ptl.x +- 38 * cxC har + 6 * cxCaps ; 
RtJustCharStringAt (hps. &ptl. strlen CszBufferJ . 

szBufferl ; 

WinEndPaint Chpsl 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2) 

LONG RtJustCharStringAt (HPS hps, PPOJNTL pptl. LONG lLength. PCHAR pchTextl 
[ 

POI NTL apt lTextBox(TXTBOX_COUNT] ; 

GpiQueryTextBox (hps, llength, pchText, TXTBOX_COUNT. aptlTextBoxl 

pptl->x -~ aptlTextBox[TXTBOX CONCAT].x 

return GpiCharStringAt ( hps. pptl. l Length. pchTextl 
) 

The SYSVALS3.DEF File 

; SYSVALS3.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

SYSVALS3 WINDOWAPI 

'System Values Display No. 3 (c) Charles Petzold. 1993' 

The SYSVALS3 window is shown in Figure 4.10. 

RIGHT-JUSTIFIED TEXT 

You'll notice I've also prettied up the display a little. In SYSVALSl and SYSVALS2, 
the values returned from WinQuerySysValuewere displayed beginning at the 
same horizontal pixel position. Columns of numbers are commonly displayed 



SV _SWAPBUTTON 
SV _DBLCLK TIME 
SV_CXDBLCLK 
SV_CYDBLCLK 
SV_CXSl2EBORDER 
SV_CYSIZEBORDER 
SV_ALARM 
SV_CURSORRATE 
SV _FIRSTSCROLLRA TE 
SV SCROLLRA TE 
SV :::NUMBEREDLISTS 
SV_WARNINGFREO 
SV NOTEFREQ 
SV :::rnRORFREO 
sv _WARNING DURATION 
SV _NOTEDURA TION 
SV _ERRORDURA TION 
SV CXSCREEN 
sv:::cvscREEN 
SV_ CXVSCROLL 
SV CYHSCROLL 
sv::::cwsCROLLARROW 
SV_CXHSCROLLARROW 
SV CXBORDER 
sv:::cYBORDER 
SV_CXDLGFRAME 

Mouse buttons swapped flag 
Mouse double c lick time 
Mouse double click area width 
Mouse double click area height 
Sizing border width 
Sizing border height 
Alarm enabled flag 
Cursor blink rate 
Scroll bar repeat delay 
Scroll bar scroll rate 
Undefined 
Alarm frequency for warning 
Alarm frequency for note 
Alarm frequency for error 
Alarm duration for warning 
Alarm duration for note 
Alarm duration for error 
Screen width in pixels 
Screen height in pixels 
Vertical scroll bar width 
Horizontal scroll bar height 
Vertical scroll bar arrow height 
Horizontal scroll bar arrow width 
Border width 
Border height 
D~alog w~ndow frame wi~th 

Figure 4.10: The SYSVALS3 display 
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right justified. In SYSVALS3, the RtfustCharStringAt function at the bottom of 
SYSVALS3.C results in right-justified text. 

LONG RtJustCharStringAt CHPS hps. PPOINTL pptl. LONG llength. PCHAR pchTextl 
{ 

POJNTL aptlTextBox[TXTBOX _COUNT] ; 

GpiQueryTextBox (hps. lLength. pchText. TXTBOX COUNT. aptlTextBox) 

pptl ->x - ~ aptlTextBox[TXTBOX_CONCAT] . x 

ret urn GpiCharStr i ngAt (hps. pptl, l Length. pchText) 

This function is defined with the same parameters as GpiCharStringAt, but 
when the function is called, the x field of the PO INTL structure should be set 
to the pixel position where the text ends rather than begins. This function uses 
the identifiers TXTBOX_COUNT and TXTBOX_CONCAT, defined in PMG
Pl.H. You use these when working with the GpiQueryTextBoxfunction, which 
obtains an array of PO INTL structures that give the coordinates of the four 
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corners of a text string, assuming that the text begins atthe point (0,0). The 
TXTBOX_CONCAT element of the aptl structure contains the coordinates of 
the end of the string (where more text would follow). So, when the x coordi
nate ofTXTBOX_CONCAT is subtracted from the x field of the PO INTL 
structure passed to RtfustCharStringAt, the resulting value is the x coordinate 
that will result in right-justified text. 

CHANGING THE RANGE BASED ON WINDOW SIZE 

Another change incorporated in SYSVALS3 is that the scroll-bar range and 
slider position are no longer set during processing of the WM_ CREATE mes
sage. Instead, a new range and position are set during each WM_ SIZE message. 

The goal here is to have the last line of text be visible at the bottom of the cli
ent window. So, during the WM_ SIZE message, the maximum position of the 
vertical scroll-bar slider is calculated based on the total number of text lines 
and the number oflines that can fit in the client window: 

iVscrollMax =max (0, NUMLINES - cyC l ient I cyChar) : 

The existing value of i VscrollPos could be outside this new range, so i VscrollPos 
is ad justed using the min macro: 

i Vscroll Pos = min ( i Vs croll Pos, i VscrollMax) : 

Then the new range and position are set by sending the scroll bar a message: 

WinSendMsg (hwndVscroll, SBM_SETSCROLLBAR, 
MPFROM2SHORT (iVscro l lPos, 0). 
MPFROMZSHORT (0. iVscrollMaxll 

If all the text fits in the client window, iVscrollMax equals 0 and there is no 
need for a working scroll bar. To enable or disable the scroll bar, call WinEn
ableWindow based on the value of iVscrollMax: 

WinEnableWindow (hwndVscroll. iVscrol lMax ? TRUE : FALSE) : 

A disabled scroll bar is partly invisible and beeps if you click on it. 
Yet another enhancement in SYSVALS3 is to make use of variable scroll-bar 

slider (or thumb) sizes. Normally, the scroll bar slider indicates the position of 
the displayed text within the entire document. However, there's no visual indi
cation of how large the document actually is. A variable scroll bar slider can 
help. The size of the slider is made to indicate how much text is being dis
played relative to the total amount of text. 
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A program can change the size of the slider by sending the scroll bar an 
SBM_SETTHUMBSIZE message: 

WinSendMsg ( hwndVscrol l, SBM_SETTHUMBSIZE. 
MPFROM2SHORT (cyClient I cyChar. NUMLINES), 
NULL) ; 

The mpl parameter is composed of two shorts: The size of the visible part of 
the document and the size of the entire document. 

SCROLLING THE WINDOW 

Rather than immediately altering the value of iV scrollPos, the new WM_ -
VSCROLL processing sets a variable named iVscrolllncto the incremental 
change in the slider position indicated by the mouse action: 

case WH_ VSCROLL: 
switch (5HORT2FROMMP (mp2)) 

{ 

case SB _ Ll NEU P: 

iVscroll Inc - -
break ; 

case SB_LINEOOWN: 

i Vscroll Inc - 1 

break ; 

case SB_ PAGEUP: 

iVscroll Inc= min ( - 1. - cyClient I cyCharl 

break ; 

case SB _ PAGEDOWN: 

iVscrolllnc - ma x <l . cyClient I cyChar) 

break ; 

case SB_SL!OERTRACK: 

iVscrolllnc = SHORTlFROMMP (mp2J - iVscrollPos; 

break 

default : 

iVscroll lnc = 0 

break ; 

SYSVALS3 processes the SB_SLIDERTRACK action rather than SB_SLIDER
POSITION. This allows the program to change the client window while the 
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user is dragging the slider with the mouse rather than after the dragging action 
is completed. 

Next, iVscrollinc is ad justed based on the position of the slider and the range 
maximum: 

iVscrol1Inc ~max (-iVscrollPos. 
mi n ( i Vsc roll I nc , i Vscrol l Max - i Vscroll Pos l ) ; 

If iV scroll Inc is still nonzero, processing continues with the calculation of a 
new slider position: 

iVsc roll Pos +~ iVsc ro ll Inc ; 

In SYSVALS2, the entire window was redrawn whenever the scroll-bar posi
tion was changed. SYSVALS3 attempts to preserve part of the window by 
scrolling the contents of the window: 

WinScrollWindow (hwnd, 0, cyChar * iVscrolllnc. 
NU LL. NU LL. NU LLHAND LE, NUL L. SW_INVA LIDATERGN) 

This function can scroll a rectangular area of a window up, down, to the 
left, or to the right. Here we're specifying that the contents of the entire win
dow move up by ( cyChar * iV scrolllnc) pixels. Thus, if the action is SB _LINE
DOWN, then iVscrollincis 1, and the contents of the window move up cyChar 
pixels. This means that only the last line at the bottom of the window has to be 
redrawn. Including SW _INVALIDATERGN as the last parameter of WinScroll
Window tells the Presentation Manager to invalidate the area uncovered by the 
scroll-the bottom line of the client window. A WM_PAINT message is placed 
in SYSVALS3's message queue. 

Normally, SYSVALS3 would retrieve the WM_PAINT message from its mes
sage queue and repaint the window. If the scroll bar is busy receiving and pro
cessing mouse messages, however, this won't happen immediately. We can 
force the client window to be repainted right away with this function: 

WinUpdateWindow (hwnd) ; 

This causes the Presentation Manager to call ClientWndProcwith the WM_PAINT 
message. 

PAINTING ONLY THE INVALID RECTANGLE 

When the window procedure receives a WM_PAINT message, it's likely that 
only a small rectangular part of the client window is invalid and needs to be re
painted. When a program obtains a presentation space handle from WinBegin
Paint, it can paint only within that rectangular invalid area. The Presentation 
Manager must clip all screen output that falls outside the invalid area. But for 
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optimum efficiency, the program itself shouldn't make any GPI calls that will 
eventually be ignored by the Presentation Manager. 

To speed up the painting, SYSVALS3 obtains the coordinates of the rectan
gular invalid area. It does this in the WinBeginPaintfunction: 

hps = WinBeginPaint (hwnd. NULLHANDLE. &rel Inva l id) ; 

The Presentation Manager fills in the fields of the RECTL structure named 
rclinvalid with the coordinates of this rectangle. 

SYSVALS3 then uses the yTop and yBottom fields of the RECTL structure to 
determine the range of lines that must be repainted: 

iPaintBeg ~max (0, iVscrollPos + 

(cyClient - rclinvalid.yTop) I cyCharJ ; 
iPaintEnd =min (NUMLINES. iVscrollPos + 

(cyClient - rcllnvalid.yBottom) I cyChar + 1) 

The for loop encompasses only this range: 

for (iline = iPaintBeg ; iline < iPaintEnd ; iline++l 

The improved efficiency in processing the WM_ VSCROLL and WM_PAINT 
messages allows SYSVALS3 to move the contents of the window during SB_ -
SLIDERTRACK actions from the vertical scroll bar. 

ADDING A KEYBOARD INTERFACE 
Of course, if your mouse is buried somewhere on your desk, you haven't been 
able to scroll SYSVALS2 or SYSVALS3 at all. So let's make one final change to 
the program to allow the mouseless among us to scroll the window using the 
cursor movement keys. 

Scroll bars understand keyboard messages. However, the Presentation Man
ager posts keyboard messages to only one window-the window with the 
"input focus" (as you'll see in Chapter 8, when we examine the keyboard in 
more depth). If your program is active, then the window with the input focus 
is generally the client window rather than the scroll-bar window. 

Earlier I mentioned that the frame window is the initial recipient of notifica
tion messages from the scroll bar, and that the frame window sends these mes
sages to the client window. This raises an interesting question: If the frame 
window passes scroll-bar messages to the client window, why can't the client 
window pass keyboard messages to the scroll-bar window? Let's do it. 

The keyboard message is called WM_ CHAR. For the cursor movement 
keys, the high USHORT of mp2is a virtual key code (more on this in Chapter 5) 
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that identifies the key. The PMWIN.H header file has a macro called CHARMSG 
that lets you extract this code. You probably want the Up Arrow, Down Arrow, 
Page Up, and Page Down keys to control the vertical scroll bar and the Left 
Arrow and Right Arrow keys to control the horizontal scroll bar. Here's the 
code to be added to the window procedure: 

case WM_ CHAR: 

switch CCHARMSG C&msg l - >vkey 

{ 

case VK _ LEFT: 

case VK_RIGHT: 

return WinSendMsg (hwndHscrol l. msg. mpl, mp2 J 

case VK_ UP : 

case VK_DOWN: 

case VK_PAGEU p: 

case VK _ PAGEDOWN: 
ret urn Wi nSendMsg (hwndVscrol l . msg, mpl. mp2) 

break ; 

Simple enough, wouldn't you say? With this addition, I declare the program 
finished. The name of the final version is simply SYSV ALS without any degrad
ing numeric suffix. The program is shown in Listing 4.4. 

Listing 4.4: The final SYSVALS program 

The SYSVALS.MAK File 

#-- ----- ----------- -- ----
# SYSVALS.MAK make file 
/t · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

sysvals.exe : sysvals.obj sysvals.def 
S(PRGLINK) sysvals. sysvals, NUL. S(PRGLIB). sysvals 

sysvals.obj : sysvals.c sysvals.h 
SCPRGCC) sysvals.c 

The SYSVALS.C F-ile 

/• -- ---------- --- -- -- --- ---------- ---- --------
SYSVALS.C -- System Values ~isplay Program 

(cl Charles Petz-old. 1993 
- --- ----- - -- - - -- - ----- ------- - --- - - -___ _____ ,., 

fl.define INCL_WI N 
#define INCL_GPI 
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Listing 4.4: The final SYSVALS program (Continued) 

II include <os2.h> 
II include <stdio.h> 
II include <stdlib.h> 
II include <string.h> 
II include "sysval s .h" 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND. ULONG, MPARAM. MPARAMJ ; 
LONG RtJustCharStringAt (HPS, PPOINTL, LONG, PtHAR) 

int main (void) 

static CHAR szClientCl ass [) = "Sys Va ls" ; 
static ULGNG flFrameFlags = FCF_TIJLEBAR 

HAB 
HHQ 
HWND 
QMSG 

hab ; 
hmq : 

FCF _SIZEBORDER 
FCF _ S'liELLPOSITJON 
FCF _ VERTSCROLL 

hwrl<fframe. hwndCl ient 
qmsg ; 

hab - Wininitialize HJ) 
hmq = WinCreateMsgQueue Chab. 0) 

FtF_SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF_T AS·KLJST I 
F'CF_HORZSCROLL 

WinllegisterC-lass (hab, szClientClass. ClientWndProc. CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWNO _ DESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE. 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass, NULL, 
Ill, 0. 0. &hwndClientl 

while (WinGetHsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, Ill) 
WinDi spatchMsg (hab. &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWind·ow (hwndFrameJ 
WinDestroyHsgQueue (hmql 
WinTerminate (habJ ; 
return 0 ; 
} 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWnaProc (HWND hwnd. ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl. HPARAM mp2J 
{ 

static HWND hwndHscroll. hwndVseroll ; 
static INT iHscrollMax, iVscrollMax. iHsClrollPos, iVscrollPos, 

cxChar. cxCaps, cyChar, cyDesc, cxClient. cyClient, 
cxTextTotal ; 

BOOL f Update ; 
CHAR szBuffer [10] 
FONTMETRICS f m ; 
HPS hps ; 
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Listing 4.4: The final SYSVALS program (Continued) 

INT 
PO INTL 
REC TL 

iline, iPaintSeg, iPaintE nd , iHscrolllnc. iVscro11Inc 
pt 1 ; 
rclinvalid 

switch (msg) 

case WM_CREATE: 
hps = WinGetPS (hwndl ; 

GpiQueryFontMetrics (hps. sizeof fm, &fml 

cxChar fin. l AveCharWidth 
axCaps - (fm.fsType & 1 ? 2 3) * cxChar I 2 
cyChar - f m. lMaxSaselineExt 
cyDesc = fm. lMaxOescender 

WinReleasePS (hpsl 

cxTextTotal = 32 * cxCaps + 3S * cxChar 

hwndHscrcll - WinWindowFromlO ( 
WinQueryWindow (hwnd, QW_PARENTl. 
FID_HORZSCROLL) 

nwndVscroll = WinWindowFrom!O ( 

return 0 

case WM_S !ZE: 

WinQueryWindow (hwnd, QW_PARENT), 
FH:l_VERTSCROLU ; 

cxClient - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2l 
cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2l 

iHscro11Max =max (0, cxTextTotal - cxClientl ; 
iHscrollP-os =min (iHscrollPos, iHscro11Maxl 

WinSendMsg (hwndHscroll, SSM_SETSCROLLSAR, 
MPFROM2SHORT (iHscrollPos. 0), 
MPFROM2SHORT (0, iHscroll Max)) 

WinSendMsg (hwndHscroll, SSM_SETTHUMSSIZE. 
MPFROM2SHORT (cxClient, cxTextTotal l, 
NULL) ; 

WinEnableWindow (hwndHscroll. iHscrollMax TRUE : FALSE) 

iVscro11Max = nrax (0, NUMLINES - cyClient cyCharl 
iVscrol1P-0s - min (iVscT'ollPos, iVscrollMax,); 
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Listing 4.4: The final SYSVALS program (Continued) 

Wi nSendMsg ( hwndVscrol 1, SBM_SETSCROLLBAR, 

MPFROMZSHORT (iVscrollPos, 0), 

MPFROM2SHORT (0, iVscrollMaxll 

WinSendMsg (hwndVscroll, SBM_SETTHUMBSIZE, 

MPFROMZSHORT (cyClient cyChar. 

NUML!NES), 

NULL) ; 

WinEnableWindow (hwndVscroll. iVscro11Max TRUE 

return 0 ; 

case WM_HSCROLL: 

switch (SHORTZFROMMP (mpZJJ 

( 

case SB_LINELEFT: 

iH~crolllnc - - cxCaps 

break ; 

case SB_LINERIGHT: 

iHscrollinc cxCaps 

break ; 

cas~ SB_PAGELEFT: 

i Hs crol l Inc - -8 * ex Caps 

break ; 

case 38_PAGERIGHT: 

iHscrollinc - 8 * cxCaps 

break ; 

c~se SB _SLIDERPOSITION: 

FALSE l 

i Hscroll Inc - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2) - iHscrollPos; 

br ·eak 

default: 

iHscrolllnc - 0 

break ; 

iHscrollinc - max (-iHscrollPos, 

min (iHscroll Inc, iHscrollMax - iHscro11Posll 

if (iHscrolllnc !- 0) 
{ 

iHscro11Pos +- iHscrollinc 

WinScrollWindow (hwnd, -iHscrollinc, 0, 

NULL, NULL, NULLHANDLE, NULL, 

SW_INVALIDATERGN) ; 
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Listing 4.4: The final SYSVALS program (Continued) 

WinSendMsg (hwndHscroll, SBM_SETPOS, 
MPFROMSHORT (iHscrollPosl, NULL) 

return ll ; 

case WM_VSCROLL: 
fUpdate = TRUE 

switch (SHORT2FROMMP (mp2 J J 
( 

case SB_LINfUP: 
iVscrollinc - - 1 
break : 

case SB_LINEDOWN: 
i Vscrol l Inc - 1 

break ; 

case SB_PAGEUP: 
1Vscroll Inc - min (-1, -cyClient I cyCharJ 
break ; 

case SB_PAGEOOWN: 

iVsDroJll nc - max (l, cyClfent I cyCherJ 
b.reak ; 

casJ? SB_SLIOERTRACK: 
fUp"date - FALSE 
iYscrolllnc - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2l - iVscrollPos; 
break ; 

case SB_SLJDERPOSJTTON: 
iVscrol l Inc= SHORTlFROMMP (mp2l - iVscrollPbs; 
b·reak 

default: 
fUpdate - FALSE 
Hscro11!'nc - ll 
break ; 

iVscrollinc =max (-iVscrollPos, 
min (iVscr.olllnc, iVscrollMax - iVscrollPbsJJ 

if (iVscrolllnc !- llJ 
{ 

i Vscrol l Pos +- i Vscrol l Inc 
WinScrollWindow (hwnd, 0, cyChar * iVscroll lnc, 

NULL, NULL, NULLHANOLE, NULL, 
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SW_!NVAL!OATERGN) 

WinUpdateWindow (hwnd) ; 

J 

if (fUpdatel 
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WinSendMsg ( hwndVscrol 1, SBM_SETPOS, 
MPFROMSHORT (iVscrollPos). NULL) 

return 0 

case WM_CHAR: 
switch (CHARMSG(&msgJ->vkey) 

{ 

case VK_LEFT: 
cas ·e VK_RIGHT: 

return Wi nSendMsg ( hwndHscr ol l , msg, mpl. m p2) 
case VK_UP: 
case VK_OOWN: 
case VK_PAGEUP: 
case VK_PAGEDOWN: 

return WinSendMsg (hwndVscroll, msg, mpl, mp2) 

break ; 

case WM_PA!NT: 
hps = WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE, &rcllnvalid) 
GpiErase (hps) ; 

iPaintBe;9' - ma~ (0, iVscrollP'os + 
(cYClient - rcllnvalid.yTop) I cy,Cha~l 

iPaintEnd = m1'n (NUMl:.lNES. iVscr.ollPos + 
( cyCl 1 ent - rel Invali. d.yBottom) 

I cyChar + 1) ; 

fnr (iline = iPaintBeg ; ilinl! < iPaintEnd iline++) 

ptl .x = cxCa·ps - iHscrol l Pas ; 
ptl .y = cyClient cyChar .. (i'L-ine + 1 - iVsr;rocllPosl 

-f cyOesc ; 

GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl, 
strlen (sysvals[iline].szldentifier), 
sysvals[ili ne] .sz!dentifierl 

ptl .x +- 24 * cxCaps ; 
GpiCharStringAt ( hps. &ptl, 

strlen (sysvals[iline].s.zOescription), 
sysvals[iline].szOescription) ; 
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Listing 4.4: The final SYSVALS program (Continued) 

spri ntf ( szBuffer. "%d", 
WinQuerySysVa lue (HWND_ DESKTOP, 

sysvals[il i ne] . slndex )) 

ptl .x +- 38 * cxChar + 6 * cxCaps ; 
RtJustCharStringAt (hps, &ptl. strle:n (szBufferl. 

szBuffer l ; 

WinEndPaint (hpsl 
ret.urn 0 : 

return WinOefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl. mp2l 

LONG RtJustCharStringAt (HPS hps. PPOINTL pptl. LONG lLength. PCHAR pchTextl 
{ 

PO!NTL aptlTextBox(TXTBOX_COUNT] ; 

GpiQueryTextBox (hps, ]Length, pchText, TXTBOX_COUNT. aptlTextBoxl 

pptl->x -- aptlTextBox[TXTBOX_CONCAT].x 

return Gp i Char Stri ngA t (hp s, pptl. 1 Length, pchTex tl 

The SYSYALS.DEF File 

; SYSVALS.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

SYSVALS W!NDOWAPI 

'System Values Display (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 





GPI PRIMITIVE 1: LINES 

PIXELS AND DEVICE INDEPENDENCE 

GPI PRIMITIVE 2: PATTERNED AREAS 

GPI PRIMITIVE 3: TEXT 

GPI PRIMITIVE 4: MARKER SYMBOLS 

GPI PRIMITIVE 5: IMAGES 



T he world of computer graphics is often separated into two categories: 
raster graphics and vector graphics. These terms refer both to graph
ics output devices and to the way that an application program draws 

graphics objects on these devices. Raster output devices display images that are 
made up of dots called pixels or pels (picture elements). Video displays, dot
matrix printers, and laser printers are all raster devices. Vector output devices
such as plotters-display images made up of lines and filled areas. (Note: The 
distinction between raster and vector devices gets a little fuzzy with devices 
such as the IBM 8514/A video display adapter and PostScript laser printers: 
Although these devices are technically raster devices, they contain a high-level 
graphics interface that understands and interprets vector drawing commands.) 

The OS/2 Graphics Programming Interface (one of the two major compo
nents of the Presentation Manager, the other being the windowing and user 
interface) is fundamentally, but not exclusively, a vector graphics system: Pre
sentation Manager programs draw graphics in terms oflines and filled areas. 
This approach works for every type of graphics output device-the drawing 
commands need only be translated by a device driver into a format the device 
can understand: vector drawing commands for vector output devices and pix
els for raster devices. 

GPI also has several functions for working with raster graphics. These func
tions allow a program to draw individual pixels (or, more commonly, collec
tions of pixels called bitmaps) on an output device. However, these functions 
are useful only with raster devices: Vector devices cannot adequately draw indi
vidual dots. 
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Vectors and rasters each have their place in the world of graphics. An archi
tectural drawing is obviously a job for vector graphics, whereas the reproduc
tion of a digitized photograph requires raster graphics. Accordingly, vector 
and raster graphics each have their place in this book: I cover vector graphics 
in this chapter and raster graphics in the next chapter. 

The following sections describe the five GPI primitives that form the foun
dation of the GPI graphics system: lines, patterned areas, text,markersymbols, 
and images. 

G PI PRIMITIVE 1: LINES 
When drawing text in Chapter 4 we specified the starting point of a text string 
using a POINTL structure. You also use the PO INTL structure to draw lines. 
POINTL is defined in OS2DEF.H like this: 

typede f st r uct _POINTL 
{ 

LONG x 
LONG y 
) 

POINTL : 

The two fields x and y define a point in terms of GPI coordinates. For a cached 
micro-PS, these coordinates are in units of pixels relative to the lower-left 
corner of the presentation space, which corresponds to the lower-left corner 
of the window. For convenience, I'll often use the notation (x,y) to refer to a 
point in the presentation space. The point (0,0) is the lower-left corner of the 
window. The x (horizontal) coordinates increase to the right and they (vertical) 
coordinates increase going up. 

A structure variable of type PO INTL is usually given a prefix of ptl. If you 
need only one POINTL structure variable, you can name it ptl and define it 
like this: 

POI NTL ptl : 

You can define an array of PO INTL structures like this: 

POINTL aptl[5] ; 

and define a pointer to a PO INTL structure like this: 

PO INTL * ppt l : 
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or this: 

PPOINTL pptl ; 

The pptl name stands for "pointer to a PO INTL structure." 

SIMPLE STRAIGHT LINES 

To draw a straight line, you must specify the two points that indicate the begin
ning and end of the line. Let's assume that c.xClient and cyClient have been set 
to the width and height of the client window. Suppose you want to draw a di
agonal line from the upper-left to the lower-right corner of the client window. 

After obtaining a handle to a cached micro-PS from the WinGetPS or Win
BeginPaint function, you set the two fields of a POI NTL structure to the begin
ning of the line: the point (O,cyClient). You then call GpiMove: 

ptl.x - 0 ; 
ptl.y = cyClient; 

GpiMove ( hps. &ptl l 

GpiMove does not draw anything. Instead, it sets the "current position" (defined 
shortly) to the specified point. 

You then set the two fields of the structure to the second point and call 
GpiLine: 

pLl .x - cxClient ; 
ptl .y = 0 ; 

Gpiline (hps, &ptl) 

GpiLinedraws the line from (O,cyClient) to (cxClient,O). 
Initially, it may seem annoying that drawing a single line requires four as

signment statements and two function calls. The syntax of the GpiMove and 
GpiLinefunctions is defined in this way to be consistent with the GpiPoly Line 
and GpiQueryCurrentPosition functions discussed later in this chapter. In actual 
practice, it's usually not as inconvenient as it first appears to be. 

THE CURRENT POSITION 

We've just seen how the GpiMove function does not draw anything itself. In
stead, it affects the operation of a subsequent call to GpiLine. The GpiMove 
function is said to set an "attribute" of the presentation space. In one sense, 
the presentation space is simply a data structure internal to GPI. This data 
structure identifies the output device associated with the presentation space 
and also retains all the attributes of the presentation space. 
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The GpiMove function sets the current position to the point specified in the 
function. The current position is used by most GPI drawing functions as a 
starting position when drawing a graphics object such as a line. 

When you first obtain a handle to a cached micro-PS by calling WinGetPS 
or WinBeginPaint, all the attributes are set to default values. The default cur
rent position is the point (0,0). When you release a presentation space handle 
by calling WinReleasePS or WinEndPaint, any changes you've made to the at
tributes are lost. 

The GpiLine function uses the current position as a starting point for the 
line it draws and then sets the current position to the end of the line- the 
point specified in the GpiLine function. Thus, you can draw another line con
nected to the first by calling GpiLine again with a new point. 

For example, suppose you want to draw a big "V" in your client window. 
This job requires just one call to GpiMove and two calls to GpiLine: 

ptl.x = 0 ; 
ptl .y = cyClient ; 
GpiMove Chps, &pt l l 

ptl.x = cxC li ent I 2 ; 
ptl.y = 0 ; 
Gpi Line ( hps. &ptl) 

pt l.x = cxClient ; 
ptl .y = cyCl ient : 
Gpiline (hps, &ptll 

If you en joy typing long function names, you can use the G piSetCurrentPosition 

function rather than GpiMove: 

GpiSetCurrentPosition (hps. &pt ) ) ; 

When using a cached micro-PS, there is no difference between GpiMoveand 

GpiSetCurrentPosition. You can also obtain the current position by using this 
function: 

GpiOueryCurrentPosition (hps . &pt l ) : 

Note that all four functions covered so far have had the same parameter syntax. 
Some graphics programming languages have a function that draws a line 

from the current position to a point relative to the current position. GPI does 
not include such a function, but it's easy enough to write one: 

LONG Lin eRelative (H PS hp s. POINTL * pptlRelativel 



POINTL ptl ; 

GpiOueryCurrentPosition Ch ps , &ptl) 
pt).x += ppt lRelative->x ; 
ptl.y += ppt lRela tive->y; 
return Gpiline Ch ps . &ptll 
} 
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Throughout this chapter, we will work mostly with three types of GPI func
tions: functions that draw (like GpiLine), functions that set an attribute of the 
presentation space (like GpiMove and GpiSetCurrentPosition), and functions 
that query a presentation space attribute (like GpiQueryCurrentPosition). Most 
GPI functions fall into one of these three categories. 

DRAWING MULTIPLE f..INES 
The current position stored in the presentation space allows you to draw a 
series of connected lines by making one call to GpiMove and multiple calls to 
GpiLine. However, for jobs of that type it is more efficient to use the GpiPolyLine 
function: 

GpiPolyline Chp s , lCoun t , aptl) ; 

The apt/ parameter is an array of PO INTL structures. The function draws 
lCountlines-the first from the current position to aptl{O}, the second from 
aptl[O} to aptl{l}, and so forth. The ZCountparameter also indicates the num
ber of points in the apt/ array. When the function returns, the current point is 
set to the end of the last line it draws, the point aptl[/Count - 1). 

GpiPolyLine is functionally equivalent to the following: 

for Cl Index = 0 : l Index < l Count ; l Index++) 
Gpi Line C hps. aptl + l Inde x) ; 

(Newcomers to C who are not yet entirely comfortable with the equivalence 
between array names and pointers might pref er the notation &aptl[/Index] 
rather than aptl+lindex.) However, any looping that GpiPolyLine performs 
occurs deep within a device driver. When drawing many connected lines, 
GpiPolyLine is much faster than multiple GpiLine calls. 

The STARS program in Listing 5.1 shows how to draw a five-pointed star 
using GpiMove and GpiPolyLine. 
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Listing 5.1: The STARS program 

The STARS.MAK File 

#- - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -
# STARS.MAK make file 
# - - --- ----- -----------

star5.exe : stars.obj stars.def 
HPRGLINK) stars. stars. NUL. $ (PRGLI Bl. stars 

stars.obj : stars .c 
$CPRGCC) star5.c 

The STARS.C File 

/*--------------------------------------
STAR5.C -- Draws 5-Pointed S~ar 

(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*/ 

#include <os2.h~ 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND. ULONG, MPARAM. MPARAMl 

int main (void) 
{ 

static CHAR szClientClass [] = "Star5" ; 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TlTLEBAR 

HAB hab ; 
HMO hmq ; 

FCF _Sl ZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOS!T!DN 

HWND hwndFrame, hwndClient 
QMSG qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0J 
hmq - WinCreateMsgOueue (hab, 0J ; 

FCF _SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF_TASKLIST ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW. 0) 

hwndframe = WinCreateStdWindow (HWND_DESKTOP. WS_VISIBLE. 
&flframeflags, szClientClass. NULL, 
0L. 0. 0. &hwndCl ientJ 

while CWinGetMsg Chab. &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0. 0)J 
WinDispatchMsg Chab, &qmsgl 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndframe) 
WinDestroyMsgOueue ( hmql ; 



;ting 5.1: The STARS program (Continued) 

WinTerminate (hab) : 
return 0 ; 
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ESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mpZJ 
[ 

static POINTL apt1Star(5] - (-59,-Bl, 0.100. 59.-81. -95.31. 95.31 ) ; 
static INT 
HPS 

cxC 1ient, cyClient ; 
hps ; 

INT i ; 
POI NTL aptl [SJ 

switch <msg) 

case WM SIZE: 
cxC1ient - SHORTlFROMMP (mpZJ 
cyClient - SHORl2FROMMP (mp2J 
return 0 : 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NUlLHANDLE. NULL) 
GpiErase (hpsl 

for (i - 0 ; i < 5 ; i++J 
( 

aptl[i].x = cxClient 
aptl[i] . y - cyClient 
} 

GpiMove (hps, aptl + 4) ; 
GpiPolyLine (hps, SL, aptll 

WinEndPaint (hpsl 
return 0 ; 

2 + cxClient * aptlStar[i].x 2a0 
2 + cyClient * aptlStar[i].y 200 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl. mpZ) 

he STARS.DEF File 

STARS.DEF module definition file 

HE 

SCRIP'f!ON 
OTMODE 

STARS WINOOWAPI 

'Draws 5-Pointed Star (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 
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The apt/Star array contains the five PO INTL structures that define the star. 
These are specified in "virtual" coordinates-that is, a coordinate system that I 
fabricated. The point (0,0) is the center of the star, and the star extends 100 
units in all four directions. STARS must convert these points so that the star 
fills the client window, as shown in Figure 5.1. 

Figure 5 .1: The STARS display 

STARS converts the virtual coordinates to client window coordinates during 
the WM_PAINT message. The x fields of the POINTL structures are multiplied 
by cxClientand divided by 200. This adjusts for the window width. Then half 
of cxClient is added to move the center of the star to the center of the client 
window. They fields are adjusted similarly, and the resultant points are stored 
in the aptl array. 

Notice how STARS calls GpiMove and GpiPolyLine to draw the star. First, it 
sets the current position to the last point in the array: 

GpiMove (hps, aptl + 4 1 ; 
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(The expression aptl+4 is equivalent to &aptl[4}.) The GpiPolyLine function 
then draws five lines starting with a line to the first point in the array: 

GpiPolyLine (hps, SL, aptl) ; 

GpiPolyLine draws the following five lines: 

Line Begin Point End Point 

apt![ 4] aptl[O] 

2 aptl[O] aptl[l] 

3 aptl[l] aptl[2] 

4 aptl[2] aptl[3] 

5 aptl[3] aptl[4] 

It's necessary to initially set the current position to the last point in the array 
when the array defines a closed figure (like a star) and does not duplicate the 
first point. An alternative is to define an array of six PO INTL structures, where 
the last point is the same as the first. In this case, you can draw the star by calling 

GpiMove ( hps, apt l) ; 
GpiPolyL ine (hps, SL, aptl + 1) : 

DRAWING CURVES WITH GPIPOLYLINE 

The GpiPolyLine function is deceptive. The function seems to draw a series of 
straight lines, and it can certainly be used for that purpose. But GpiPolyLine 
has a more important role, which is to draw curves. To do this, simply call 
GpiPolyLine with a PO INTL array that defines many tiny lines. 

Don't hesitate to call GpiPolyLine with an array of hundreds-or even 
thousands--0f points. That's the real purpose of this function. Because Gpi
PdyLine is executed by the device driver, it is very fast. 

Any curve that you can define mathematically you can draw as a series of 
straight lines using GpiPolyLine. For example, suppose you want to draw one 
cycle of a sine curve in your client window. You can define an array of 100 
POINTL structures and set the points to define the sine curve: 

iii ncl ude <math> 

POINTL aptl[100] 

INT i Index 

II for sin declaration 
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for Ci Index = 0 ; i Index < 100 ; i Index++) 

aptl[ilndex).x = i Index* cxC1ient I 100 

aptl[ilndex].y = (LONGJ (cyClient I 2 * (1 +sin (ilndex * 6.28 I 100))); 
) 

The x fields of the PO INTL structures range from 0 to cxClient. They field is 
the value of the sin function over one period, scaled to the height of the client 
window. 

To draw the sine curve, begin by setting the current position to the first 
point as follows: 

GpiM ove (hp s, ap t l ) ; 

Then use the GpiPolyLinefunction to draw99 lines beginning at the second 
point: 

GpiPo l yLine (hps, 99, apt l + 1); 

CURVES AND PARAMETRIC EQUATIONS 

The sine curve is relatively easy because they coordinate is a simple function 
of the x coordinate. In general, however, this is not the case. There might be 
multiple y values for each value of x. A more generalized approach to drawing 
curves uses parametric equations. 

In parametric equations, both the x and y coordinates of every point are cal
culated from functions based on a third variable, often called t. Intuitively, you 
can think of t as time or as some other abstract index necessary to define the 
entire curve. When you draw a curve using G PI functions, the values of twill 
range from 0 to the number of points that are in the PO INTL array. 

For example, suppose you want to draw an ellipse that fills your client win
dow. You can start with parametric equations that define a unit circle: 

x(t) - cos(t ) 

y(t) = sin(tl 

Fort ranging from 0 degrees to 21t radians, these equations define a circle 
around the point (0,0) with a radius of 1. 

The ellipse is defined similarly: 

x ( t) = RX cos ( t l 

y(t) = RY sin(t) 

The two axes of the ellipse are parallel to the horizontal and vertical axes. The 
horizontal ellipse axis is 2 x RX in length; the vertical ellipse axis is 2 x RY. The 
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ellipse is still centered around (0,0). To center it around the point (CX,CY), 
the fbrmulas are 

x(t) = CX + RX cos(t) 
y(tl - CY+ RY sin(tl 

Here's the code to draw an ellipse centered in the client window: 

/foinclllde <math> 11 for sin and cos declaration 

double dAngle ; 

POINTL aptl [100] 

IN T i ! ndex 

for (ilndex = 0 ; i Index < 100 ; ilndex ++) 

{ 

d Angl e = i ! nde x * 6 .28 I 100 ; 

aptl[iindex].x = (LONG) (cxClient 

a ptl[ ilndex) . y =(LONG) (cyC l ient 

1 
GpiMove ( hps . ap t l l ; 

GpiPolyLine (hps. 99. aptl + ll ; 

2 * (l +cos ( dAnglelll 

2 * (1 +sin ( dA ngl ell l 

In this case, both RX and CX are equal to cxCiient/2, and RY and CY are equal 
to cyCiient/2. 

The SPIRAL program shown in Listing 5.2 uses a variation on these formu
las to draw a spiral in its client window. 

Listing 5.2: The SPIRAL program 

The SPIRAL.MAK File 

·- ------ -------- ----- --
# SPIRAL . MAK make file 
If • - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - --

spiral.exe: spiral.obj spiral.def 
HPRGLINKJ spiral, spiral. NUL, $(PRGL!Bl, spiral 

spiral .obj : spiral . c 
$ (PRGCC) spiral. c 

The SPIRAL.C File 
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Listing 5.2: The SPIRAL program (Continued) 

/•---------------------------------------
SPIRAL.C · - GP! Spiral Drawing 

(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 
---------- ------------------ ------------•/ 

#include <os2.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 

#define NUMPOINTS 1000 
/fdefine NUMREV
ffdefi ne Pl 

20 
3 .14159 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO, ULONG. MPARAM. MPARAMl 

int main (void) 

static CHAR szClientClass [] - "Spiral" ; 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_T!TLEBAR 

HAB hab : 
HMO hmq ; 

FCF _SIZEBOROER 
FCF_SHELLPDSITION 

HWND hwndFrame. hwndClient 
OMSG qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize f0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab. 0) : 

FCF _SYSMENU I 
FCF _MlNMAX I 
FCF _ TAS KL!ST 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass. ClientWndProc, CS_S!ZEREDRAW. 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWNO_OESKTOP, WS_V!SIBLE. 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass. NULL. 
0L, 0, 0, &hwndCl ientl 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 
WinOispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinOestroyWindow ( hwndFrame) 
WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmql 
WinTerminate Chabl ; 
retur"n 0 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp£) 
( 

static 
daub le 
HPS 
I NT 

INT cxClient. cyClient 
dAngle. dScale ; 
hps 
i ; 



Listing 5.2: The SPIRAL program (Continued) 

PPOINTL pptl 

switch (msg) 
{ 

case WM_SIZE: 
cxClient a SHORTlFROMMP (mp2l 
cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP Cmp2J 
return 0 : 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLH~NOLE, NULL) 
GpiErase (hps) : 

if ( (pptl a mall cc ( NUMPOINTS * sizeof (POINTL))) 
{ 

for (i - 0 ; < NUMPOINT S ; i ++) 

{ 

!-

dAngle - i * 2 * PI I ( NUMPOINTS I NUMRE VJ 
dScale - 1 - (doub1e) i I NUMPOINTS 

pptl [ i] .x - (LONG) (ex.Client I Z * 
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NULL) 

(l + dScale *cos (dAngleJ)) 

pptl(i].y - (LONG) (cyClient I 2 * 
(1 + dScale * sin (dAngle))) 

GpiMove (hps. pptl) ; 
GpiPolyLine (hps. NUMPOINTS - IL, pptl + 1) 

free (pptll 
} 

WinEndPaint Chpsl : 
return 0 ; 

return WinOefWindowProc (hwnd, msg. mpl. mp2l 

The SPIRAL.DEF File 

; SPIRAL . DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

SPIRAL WINDDWAPI 

'GPI Spiral Using a Polyline (cl Charles Petzol d, 1993' 
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In effect, SPIRAL draws 20 ellipses but uniformly decreases the length of the 
axes to create a spiral, as shown in Figure 5.2. 

Figure 5.2: The SPIRAL display 

SPIRAL uses 1,000 points to describe this figure. The program allocates a 
block of memory for this array by calling the normal C malloc function. The 
memory is freed after the drawing is finished. 

THE LINE TYPE 
Up until now we have only drawn solid lines. You can also draw lines com
posed of various dots and dashes. This is called the line type attribute, which 
you set with the GpiSetLineType function: 

Gp i SetLineType (hps, l lineTypel ; 

The lLineType parameter is one of the following identifiers defined in 
PMGPLH: 

LINETYPE_DEFAUL T 

LINETYPE_LONGDASH 



LINETYPE_DOT 

LINETYPE_DASHDOUBLEDOT 

LINETYPE_SHORTDASH 

LINETYPE_SOLID 

LINETYPE_DASHDOT 

LINETYPE_INVISIBLE 

LINETYPE_DOUBLEDOT 

LINETYPE_ALTERNATE 
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These identifiers are fairly self-explanatory. The LINETYPE_ DEFAULT 
identifier (defined as OL) has the sameeffectas LINETYPE_SOLID. The LINE
TYPE_ALTERNATE style draws every other pixel, giving the appearance of a 
gray line. 

The line type is an attribute of the presentation space. When you set the line 
type, it affects all subsequent lines you draw until you change the line type 
again or release the presentation space. 

You can determine the current line type by calling 

llineType ~ GpiOuerylineType (hps) ; 

However, if you call GpiQueryLineType for a new presentation space with
out first calling GpiSetLineType, the function returns an identifier of LINE
TYPE_DEFAULT rather than LINETYPE_SOLID. 

The LINE TYPE program (Listing 5.3) displays lines drawn with each of 
these line types so that you can see what they look like. 

Listing 5.3: The LINETVPE program 

The LINl!TYPl!.MAK File 

f!-. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - -
fl LINETYPE.MAK make file 

#- -------------- -- ------· 

linetype.exe : l inetype.obj linetype.def 
S(PRGLINK) linetype, linetype, NUL, HPRGLIB). linetype 

linetype.obj : linetype.c 

$( PRGCCJ l i netype. c 
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Listing 5.3: The LINETYPE program (Continue .. ;) 

The LINETYPE.C File '* ________________________________________ _ 
LINETYPE.C -- GP! Line Types 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
--------- -- ---- - ------- -- ----------------*/ 

jfdefine INCL_WIN 
/fdefine INCL_GPI 
Hinclude <osZ.h> 
finclude <string.h> 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND. ULDNG. MPARAM. MPARAM) 

int main (void) 
{ 

static CHAR szClientClass [] - "LineType" 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

HAB h ab ; 
HMO hmq ; 

FCF _SIZEBORDER 
FCF SHELLPOSITION 

HWND hwndFrame, hwndClient 
OMSG qmsg ; 

hab - Wininitialize (0) 
hmq ~ WinCreateMsgQueue Chab, 0) ; 

FCF_SYSMENU I 
FCF_M!NMAX I 
FCF _TASKLIST 

WinRegisterClass (hab. szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW. 0) 

hwndFrame ~ WinCreateStdWindow (HWND_DESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE, 
&fl Frame Flags, szCl ientClass, NULL, 
0L, 0, 0, &hwndClient) 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 
W1nD1spatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmql 
WinTerminate (habl ; 
return 0 ; 
J 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mpZ) 
! 
static struct 

LONG lLineType ; 
CHAR *SZLineType 
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show [] -
f 
LINETYPE_OEFAULT 
LINETYPE_DOT 
LINETYPE_SHDRTDASH 
LINETYPE_OASHDOT 
LINETYPE_DDUBLEDOT 
LINETYPE_LONGDASH 
LINETYPE_OASHDDUBLEDOT 
LINETYPE_SOLID 
LINETYPE_INVISIBLE 
LINETYPE_ALTERNATE 
} ; 

"LINETYPE_DEFAULT" 
"L!NETYPE_DDT" 
"LINETYPE_SHDRTDASH" 
"L!NETYPE_DASHDDT" 
"LINETYPE_ODUBLEDDT" 
"L INETYPE_LDNGOASH" 
"LINETYPE_DASHDDUBLEDOT" 
"LIN ETYP E_S OLIO" 
"L!NETYPE_INVISIBLE" 
"LINETYPE_AL TERNA TE" 

static INT cxClient, cyClient, cxCaps, cyChar, cyDesc, 
iNumTypes - sizeof show I sizeof show[0] ; 

FDNTMETRICS fm ; 
HPS hps 
INT i ; 
POI NTL ptl 

switch Cmsg) 
{ 

case ltl_CREA TE: 
hps - WinGetPS (hwnd) ; 
GpiQueryFontMetrics Chps. sizeof fm. &fm) ; 
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cxCaps - (fm.fsType & 1 ? 2 3) * fm. lAveCharWidth I 2 
cyChar - fm. lMaxBaselineExt 
cyDesc - fm. lMaxDescender 
WinReleasePS Chps) ; 
return 0 

case WM_SJZE: 
cxClient - SHDRTlFRDMMP (mp2) 
cyClient - SHORT2FRDMMP (mp2) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_PA!NT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd. NULLHANDLE. NULL) 
Gpi Erase Chpsl 

for (i - 0 ; i < iNumTypes ; i ++) 

[ 

GpiSetlineType Chps. show [i]. l~ineType) 

ptl .x - cxCaps 
ptl .y - cyClient - 2 * (i + IJ * cyChar + cyoesc 

GpiCharStringAt (hps. &ptl. 
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Listing 5.3: The LINETYPE program (Continued) 

strlen (show [i].szlineTypel. 
show [iJ .szLineType) 

if (cxC1ient > 25 * cxCaps) 
{ 

ptl .x - 24 * cxCaps 
ptl .y +- cyChar I 2 - cyOesc 
GpiMove (hps. &ptl) 

ptl .x - cxClient - cxCaps 
Gpil ine (hps. &ptl) ; 
} 

WinEndPaint (hpsl 
re1:urn .0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl. mp2) 

The LINETYPE.DEF File 

· ------------------- -----------------
; LINETYPE.OEF module definition file 

NAME 

OESC RI PT! ON 
PRO THODE 

L!NETYPE WINOOWAPI 

·~p[ Line Types (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 

The results are shown in Figure 5.3. 
Each line type is a short sequence of dots or dashes that is repeated over the 

length of the line. YOu can use these line types when drawing multiple lines 
(even very short ones) with GpiPolyLine. When drawing each line, the device 
driver keeps track of which part of the short sequence it drew in the last line. 
The next line picks up the sequence where the last line ended. You can also use 
the line types with successive GpiLine calls. However, the device driver resets 
its position to the beginning of the sequence when you call GpiMove, GpiSet
CurrentPosition, or GpiSetLineType. 

BOXES AND A SIMPLE ELLIPSE 

Probably the most common closed figure is a rectangle. You can draw a rectan
gle with one GpiMove and four GpiLine calls, or you can use the function that 
GPI provides: 

GpiBox (hps, lOption, &ptl. 0L, 0L) : 



LJNETYPE_OEFAUL T 

LINETYPE_ OOT 

LINETYPE_SHORTDASH 

LINETYPE_OASHDOT 

LINETYPE _ OOUBLEDOT 

LINETYPE_ LONGDASH 
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LINElYPE_OASHOOUBLEDOT - -- -- --- - -- ----- -- - - --- - - - -- - - - - - - --

LINETYPE_ SOLID 

UNETYPE_ INVISIBLE 

LINETYPE_Al TERNA TE 

Figure 5.3: The LINETYPE display 

The GpiBox function draws a rectangle with sides parallel to the x and y axes. 
The position and size of the rectangle are defined by any two opposite corners 
of the rectangle. GpiBox uses the current position for one corner and the 
POINTL structure passed to the function for the opposite corner. GpiBox does 
not change the current position. 

The /Option parameter can be one of the following identifiers defined in 

PMGPl.H: 

DRO_FILL 

DRO_OUTLINE 

DRO_ OUTLINEFILL 

DRO_FILL causes the rectangle to be filled. The DRO_OUTLINE option 
directs GP! to draw only the outline of the rectangle. DRO _ OUTLINEFILL 
draws the outline and fills the rectangle. GP! uses the current line type to draw 
the outline. How GP! fills the interior of the rectangle is discussed in the fol
lowing section on patterned areas. 
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Suppose cxClient and cyClient are the width and height of your client window. 
You want to draw an unfilled rectangle that is one half that width and height 
and centered in the client window. Here's the code: 

ptl .x = xClient I 4 
ptl .y = yClient I 4 
Gp iMo ve (h ps . &ptl) 

Ptl. X ·- 3 ; 
ptl .y •= 3; 
GpiBox (hps, DRO_OUTLJNE. &ptl, 0L. 0L) ; 

You can set the last two parameters of GpiBoxto values greater than 0 to draw 
a rectangle with rounded corners. The general syntax of GpiBox is 

GpiBox (hps, lOption, &ptl, cxEllipseAxis. cyE1lipseAxisl ; 

The last two parameters define the width and height of an ellipse. (These 
dimensions must be less than or equal to the width and height of the rectangle 
being drawn.) You can visualize GPI cutting this ellipse into four quadrants 
and using each quadrant of the ellipse as a corner of the box. 

If cxEllipseAxis and cyEllipseAxis are set equal to the width and height of the 
rectangle being drawn, then GpiBox draws an ellipse. Here's a simple ellipse 
function that calculates the last two parameters of GpiBo~ 

#include <stdlib.; II For labs declaration 

LONG Ellipse (HPS hps. LONG lOption. POINTL * pptll 

( 

POINTL ptlCurrent 

Gpi QueryC urr en t Positio n (hps . &ptlC urr en tl ; 

return GpiBox (hps. lOptioTI. pptl. )abs (pptl->x - ptlCurre nt.xl. 

l abs (ppt l ->y - ptl Current.y l l ; 

Like GpiBox, this Ellipse fimction draws a figure with axes pa.rallel t? .t~e si~es 
of the window. GPI provides even more versatile ellips~ dra~mg fac1ht1.es with 
the GpiSetArcParams, GpiFullArc, GpiPointArc, and GpiParti~IArc ~mctlons. 
Other GPI functions that draw curves are GpiPolySpline, GpiPolyFillet, and 
GpiPolyFilletSharp. I'll discuss these in Chapter 7. 
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PIXELS AND DEVICE INDEPENDENCE 
Until now, we've been working in a coordinate system based on units of pixels. 
To some people familiar with other graphics programming languages, the idea 
of working in units of pixels may seem a contradiction to the goal of writing 
device-independent programs. After all, what can be more device-dependent 
than pixels? 

Pixels certainly have problems. The first is resolution. Almost every graphics 
output device has a different pixel resolution. On a VGA, a 300-pixel-high 
image will occupy most of the screen. On a 300 dots-per-inch laser printer, it 
will be an inch high. Second, many video display adapters and dot-matrix 
printers use different horizontal and vertical resolutions. 

Let's examine some ways to deal with these problems. 

SIMPLE TECHNIQUES 

If you draw in units of pixels, you can use pixels in a device-independent man
ner. One simple technique (used in the SYSVALS programs in Chapter 4 and 
the LINETYPE program earlier in this chapter) involves basing all coordinates 
and dimensions on the size of the standard system font characters. 

This technique is particularly useful when a program combines text with 
some rudimentary graphics. For example, suppose you want to write a simple 
database program using an index card metaphor. Each record is displayed in a 
simulated 3 x S-inch index card on the screen. How large are the index cards 
in pixels? Think of a typewriter. A typewriter with a pica typeface types 10 
characters per inch horizontally with 6 Jines to the inch vertically. Thus a 3 x S 
card can fit 18 rows of SO characters each. If cxChar and cyChar are the average 
width and height of a system font character, then each card is (SO x cxChar) 
pixels wide and ( 18 x cyChar) pixels high. 

Sometimes you need to display only graphics in your window and you want 
the size of the objects to be based on the size of the window. In this case, you 
can use the technique shown earlier in the STARS program. The five-pointed 
star in that program is defined in a virtual coordinate system centered around 
the point (0,0) with a width of 200 units and a height of200 units. Before 
drawing the object, the program scales these units to the size of the client 
window and translates the points so that (O,O) corresponds to the center of 
the window. 

Of course, for some applications these approaches are not satisfactory at all. 
For example, how do you draw a square with sides of equal length? If the out
put device has different horizontal and vertical resolutions, then the horizon
tal and vertical dimensions of the object must be scaled differently. 
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THE DEVICE CONTEXT AND ITS CAPABILITIES 

You'll recall from Chapter 4 that a "device context" refers to a graphics output 
device (such as a video display or a printer) and its device driver. A presenta
tion space is associated with a particular device context. A cached micro-PS is 
always associated with the device context for the video display. 

A program can obtain lots of interesting information about an output 
device-including everything it needs to accurately scale graphics objects-by 
calling the DevQueryCaps ("query capabilities") function. To use DevQuery
Caps for the video display, you first need a handle to the video display device 
context. You can obtain this easily during WM_ CREATE processing by calling 
WinOpen WindowDC: 

static HOC hdc ; 

hdc = WinOpenWindowDC (hwndl ; 

Or, you can obtain a handle to the device context associated with a presenta
tion space by calling: 

hdc = GpiQueryDevice (hps) ; 

The PMDEV.H header file defines 42 identifiers, each beginning with the word 
CAPS, that you use with DevQueryCaps. Each identifer obtains a particular 
item that describes the device. Although you can obtain information about 
multiple items, it's easier to use DevQueryCaps for only one item at a time: 

LONG lCapsValue ; 

DevOueryCaps (hdc. CAPS ... , ll. &lCapsValuel ; 

The DEVCAPS program shown in Listing 5.4 obtains all the information 
available from DevQueryCaps and displays it in a simple two-column format. 

Listing 5.4: The DEVCAPS program 

The DEVCAPS.MAK File 

#-----------------------
' DEVCAPS.MAK make file 
#-----------------------

devcaps.ex~ : devcaps.obj devcaps.def 
$(PRGL1NK) devcaps, devcaps, NUL. $(PRGLJB). devcaps 

devcaps.obj : devcaps.c devcaps.h 
$(PRGCCl devcaps.c 



Listing 5.4: The DEVCAPS program (Continued) 

The DEVCAPS.C File 

/*-- --- -- -- --- --- -- --- ----------------- -------- -----
OEVCAPS.C - - Device Capabil i ties Di splay Program 

(c) Charles Petzo l d, 1993 
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*I 

#define INCL_WIN 
#define INCL_GPI 
#include <osZ.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
# i nclude <string.h> 
#include "devcaps.h" 

HRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND. ULDNG. MPARAM. MPARAMl ; 
LONG RtJustCharStringAt (HPS, PPOINTL, LONG, PCHAR) 

int main (void) 

static CHAR szClientClass [] - "OevCaps" ; 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TJTLEBAR 

FCF_SIZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITJON 

HAB 
HHO 
HWND 
OHSG 

hab ; 
hmq ; 
hwndFrame, hwndClient 
qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmQ - WinCreateMsgOueue (hab, 0) ; 

FCF _SYSHENU I 
FCF _HINHAX I 
FCF_TASKL!ST ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab. szClientClass. Cl i entWndProc. 0L. 0) 

hwndFrame • WinCreateStdWindow (HWND_OESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE. 
&flFrameFlags. szClientClass. NULL, 
0L, 0, 0. &hwndClientl 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANOLE. 0, 0)J 
WinOispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinOestroyMsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
r-eturn 0 ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd. ULONG msg, HPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2l 
[ 
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Listing 5.4: The DEVCAPS program (Continued) 

static HOC 
static INT 
CHAR 
FONTMETRICS 
HPS 

hdc ; 
cyClient. cxCaps. cyChar. cyDesc 
szBuffer [ 12) ; 
fm ; 
hps ; 

INT i ; 
LONG )Value 
POI NTL ptl 

switch (msg) 

case WM_CREATE: 
hps = WinGetPS (hwnd) ; 
GpiOueryFontMetrics (hps, sizeof fm, &fm) ; 
cxCaps - fm.lEminc ; 
cxCaps - (fm.fsType & l ? 2 3) * fm. lAveCharWidth I 2 
cyChar - fm. lMaxBaselineExt 
cyDesc - fm.lMaxDescender 
WinReleasePS (hps) ; 

hdc - WinOpenWindowDC (hwndl 
return 0 

case WM_SIZE: 
cyClient - SHOR12FROMMP (mp2) 
return 0 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE, NULL) 
GpiErase (hps) 

for (i - 0 ; 
{ 

< NUMLI NES i++) 

ptl .x - cxCaps : 
ptl .y - cyCl ient cyChar * ( i + 2) + cyDesc 

if (i >= (NUMLINES + ll I 2) 
{ 

ptl .x += cxCaps * 35 : 
ptl.y += cyChar * ((NUMLINES + 1) I 2) 
} 

DevQueryCaps (hdc. devcaps[i).l!ndex. lL. &lValue) 

GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl. 
strlen (devcaps[i).szldentifier), 
devcaps[iJ.szidentifier) 

ptl.x +- l3 * cxCaps ; 
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Listing 5.4: The DEVCAPS program (Continued) 

RtJustCharStringAt (hps. &ptl. 
spr i ntf (szBuffer. "%d", lValueJ, 
szBufferJ 

} 

WinEndPaint (hps) ; 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindawPrac (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2J 

LONG RtJustCharStringAt CHPS hps, PPOJNTL pptl, LONG lLength, PCHAR pchText) 
( 

POlNTL aptlTextBax[TXTBOX_COUNT] ; 

GpiQueryTextBax (hps, l Length, pchText, TXTBOX_COUNT. aptlTextBaxl 

pptl->x -- aptlTextBax[TXTBOX_CONCAT] .x ; 

return GpiCharStringAt (hps, pptl. lLength. pchText) 

iThe DEVCAPS.H File 

/*-----------------------
DEVCAPS.H header file 

-- -- ---------------- ---*/ 

#define NUHLINES (sizeaf devcaps I sizeaf devcaps [0)) 

struct 
{ 

LONG 1 Index ; 
CHAR *SZ!dentifier 
} 

devcaps [) -
( 

CAPS_FAHIL Y 
CAPS JO CAPS 
CAPS_ TECHNOLOGY 
CAPS_DRIVER_VERSION 
CAPS_HEJGHT 
CAPS_ WIDTH 
CAPS_HEIGHT_JN_CHARS 
CAPS_ WIDTH_l N_CHARS 
CAPS_VERTICAL_RES OLUTION 
CAPS_HORIZONTAL_RESOLUTION 
CAPS_CHAR....HEIGHT 
CAPS_CHAR....WIDTH 
CAPS_SHALL_CHAR__HEIGHT 

"CAPS_FAHILY" 
"CAPS_IO_CAPS" 
"CAPS_TECHNOLOGY" 
"CAPS_DRI VER_VERSJON" 
"CAPS_HEIGHT" 
"CAPS_WIDTH" 
"CAPS_HEIGHT _IN_CHARS" 
"CAPS_ WIDTH_ IN_CHARS" 
"CAPS_VERTICAL_RESOLUTION" 
"CAPS_HORIZONTAL_ RESOLUTJON" 
"CAPS_CHAR_HEIGHT" 
"CAPS_CHAR.... WIDTH" 
"CAPS _S HALL_C HAR....HE I G HT" 
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Listing 5.4: The DEVCAPS program (Continued) 

CAPS_SMALL_CHAR_WIDTH 
CAPS_COLORS 
CAPS_COLOR_PLANES 
CAPS_COLOR_BITCOUNT 
CAPS_COLOR_TABLE_SUPPORT 
CAPS_MOUSE_BUTTONS 
C APS_FOREGROUND_ MIX _SUPPORT 
CAPS_BACKGROUND_MIX_SUPPORT 
CAPS_VIO_LOADABLE_FONTS 
CAPS_WINDOW_BYTE_ALIGNMENT 
CAPS_BITMAP_FORMATS 
CAPS_RASTER_CAPS 
CAPS_MARKER_HEIGHT 
CAPS_MARKER_WIOTH 
CAPS_OEV IC E_FONTS 
CAPS_GRAP HI C S_SUBSET 
CAPS_GRAPHICS_VERSION 
CAPS_GRAPHICS_VECTOR_SUBSET 
CAPS_DEV 1CE_W1 NO OWING 
CAPS_ADOJTJONAL_GRAPHJCS 
CAPS_PHYS_COLORS 
CAPS_COLOR.__INDEX 
CAPS_GRAPHICS_CHAR_WlDTH 
CAPS_GRAPHICS_CHAR_HEJGHT 
CAPS_HORJZONTAL_FONT_RES 
CAPS_ VERTlCAL_FONT RES 
CAPS_DEVJCE_FONT_SIM 
CAPS_LINEWIDTH_THICK 
CAPS_DEV I CE_POL YSET _POINTS 
} ; 

The Dl!YCAPS.Dl!F File 

"CAPS_SMALL_CHAR.__Wl DTH" 
"CA PS_C OL ORS" 
"CAPS_COLOR_PLANES" 
"CAPS_COLOR_B ITCOUNT" 
"CAPS_COLOR_ TABLE_SUPPORT" 
"CAPS_MOUSE_BUTTONS" 
"CAPS _FOREGROUND_MIX_ SUPPORT" 
"CAPS_BACKGROUND_MIX_SUPPORT" 
"CAPS_VIO_LOADABLE_FONTS" 
"CAPS_ WI NDOW_BYTE_ALIGNMENT" 
"CAPS_BITMAP _FORMATS" 
"CAPS_ RASTER_ CAPS" 
"CAPS_MARKER_HEIGHT" 
"C APS_MARKER_WIDTH" 
"CAPS_DEV I CE_FONTS" 
"CAPS_GRAPHI CS_SUBSET" 
"CAPS_ GRAPH I cs_ v ERSION" 
"C APS_GRAPHICS_ VECTOR_SUBSET" 
"CAPS_DEV IC E_W I NDOWI NG" 
"CAPS_ADDITIONAL_GRAPHICS" 
"CAPS_PHYS_COLORS" 
"CAPS_COLOR_INDEX" 
"C APS_G RAP HJ C S_CHA R_W 1 D TH" 
"CAPS_ GRAPH I cs_CHAR_HEJGHT" 
"CAPS_HORIZONTAL_FONT _RES" 
"CAPS_VERTICAL_FONT_RES" 
"CAPS_DEVJCE_FONT _SJM" 
"CAPS_ LI NEWl DTH_ THICK" 
"CAPS_DEV I CE_POL YSET _POINTS" 

; DEVCAPS.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DES CR IP Tl ON 
PROTMODE 

DEVCAPS WINDOWAPI 

'Device Capabilities (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 
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When the Presentation Manager is running on an IBM VGA, DEVCAPS 
returns the information shown in Figure 5.4. 
~- ~-~-- - ... ~ .. ------=-...-----i ~ -. -

OEVCAPS.EXE 

CAPS_FAMILY 
CAPS_ IO_CAPS 
CAPS_TECHNOLOGY 
CAPS_ORIVER_VERSION 
CAPS_HEIGHT 
CAPS_WIOTH 
CAPS_HEIGHT _IN_ CHARS 
CAPS_WIDTH_IN_CHARS 
CAPS_VERTICAL_RESOLLJTION 
CAPS_HORIZONTAL_ RESOLUTION 
CAPS_ CHAR_HEIGHT 
CAPS_CHAR_ WIOlH 
CAPS_ SMALL_ CHAR_ HEIGHT 
CAPS_SMALL_ CHAR_ WIOlH 
CAPS_ COLORS 
CAPS_COLOR_PLANES 
CAPS_ COLOR_BITCOU NT 
CAPS_COLOR_TABLE_ SUPPORT 
CAPS_MOUSE_BUlTONS 
CAPS_ FOREGROUNO_MIX_ SUPPORT 
CAPS_BACKGROLJNO_ MIX_SUPPORT 

Figure 5.4: The DEVCAPS display 

5 CAPS_ VIO_LOAOABLE_FONTS 
2 CAPS_ WINOOW _BYfE_ALIGNMENT 
2 CAPS_ BITMAP_ FORMATS 

512 CAPS RASTER CAPS 
480 CAPS=MARKER-:_HEIGHT 
640 CAPS_ MARKER_ WIOTH 

24 CAPS_OEVICE_FONTS 
80 CAPS_GRAPHICS_SUBSET 

2667 CAPS_GRAPHICS_ VERSION 
2667 CAPS_GRAPHICS_ VECTOR_SUBSET 

14 CAPS_ OEVICE_WINOOWING 
8 CAPS_AOOITIONAL_GRAPHICS 
8 CAPS_PHYS_COLORS 
8 CAPS_ COLOR_INDEX 

16 CAPS_GRAPHICS_CHAR_WIOlH 
1 CAPS GRAPHICS CHAR...J-IEIGHT 
4 CAPS=HORIZONTAL_FONT_RES 
0 CAPS_VERTICAL_FONT _RES 
0 CAPS_ OEVICE_FONT _SIM 

123 CAPS_ LINEWIDTH_ THICK 
18 CAPS_DEVICE_POL YSET _POINTS 

0 
0 
2 

113 
9 
9 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

169 
16 
63 
13 
13 
96 
96 

0 
0 

105 

Some information is encoded in bits in the return values. You'll need the Pre
sentation Manager documentation and the PMDEV.H header file in order to de
code it. For now, we'll look at four items: CAPS_HEIGHT and CAPS_ WIDTH 
give the pixel dimensions of the output device (in this case the video display). 
CAPS_ VERTICAL_RESOLUTION and CAPS_HORIZONTAL_RESOL UTION 
give the resolution of the output device in the rather ungainly units of pixels 
per meter. 

Thus, you can determine the physical dimensions of the output device (in 
meters) by dividing CAPS_HEIGHT by CAPS_ VER TICAL_RESOLUTION 
and CAPS_ WIDTH by CAPS_HORIZONT AL_RESOLUTION. (In most 
cases, these quotients will be less than 1, so you'll probably want to calculate 
physical dimensions in something other than meters.) You now have enough 
information to adjust horizontal and vertical sizes in order to draw square 
squares and round circles. 
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The CLOCK program in Chapter 10 shows how to use the CAPS_ VERTI
CAL_RESOL UTION and CAPS_HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION values to 
draw round graphics objects regardless of the different resolutions of the video 
display. The clock displayed by this program adjusts its size to fit the window 
but remains round. 

USING METRIC UNITS 

You may also want to draw graphic objects in specific sizes, such as units of a 
fraction of an inch or millimeters. These are called metric units. 

There are a couple of ways to do this. The easy approach (described in the 
next section) lets GPI do most of the work. But you may pref er to retain con
trol over metric scaling entirely within your program. For example, suppose 
you want to work in units of 1/ioo inch. (These units are called "Low English" 
because they use English measurements. "High English" units are t/1000 inch.) 

You first need to obtain the horizontal and vertical resolution of the device: 

static LONG cxPixelsPerMeter, cyPixelsPerMeter : 

DevQueryCaps ( hd c, CAPS_HORJZONTAL_RESOLUTJ ON' 1 L. &cxPi xe lsPerMeterl : 

DevQueryCaps Chdc, CAPS_VERTICAL_RESOLUTION, ll. &cyPixelsPerMeter) ; 

There are 2.54 centimeters to the inch and 100 centimeters to the meter. 
Thus you can calculate pixels per inch by using the following method: 

static LONG cxPixelsPerlnch, cyPixelsPerlnch : 

cxPixelsPerinch = (cxPixelsPerMeter * 254 + 5000) I 10000 ; 

cyPixelsPerlnch = (cyPixelsPerMeter * 254 + 5000) I 10000 ; 

The addition of 5,000 before the division gives a rounded result. 
If you want to set the current position 3 inches from the left and 11'2 inches 

from the bottom of your client window, you start by setting ptl.x and ptl.y to 
these values in units of 1/100 inch: 

ptl .x = 300 ; 
ptl .y = 150 : 

Now convert these coordinates to pixels: 

ptl .x = ptl .x * cxPixelsPerlnch I 100 
ptl .y = ptl .y * cyPixelsPerlnch I 100 

Then call the GpiMove function. 
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You can also translate a pixel size or position to Low English units. For ex
ample, suppose you want to save cxClient and cyClient in these units. Here's 
the new WM_ SIZE code: 

case WM_SIZE: 
cxClient - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2) * 100 I cxPixelsPerlnch 
cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) * 100 I cyPixelsPerlnch 
return 0 : 

PAGE UNITS 

Rather than do your own translation between metric units and pixels, you can 
have GPI translate points for you. You must use a function called GpiSetPS to 
set presentation page units, which are the units you specify in GPI functions. 
GPI converts these page units into device units, the normal coordinate system 
in units of pixels relative to the lower-left corner of the window. 

To use GpiSetPS, you first define a structure of type SIZEL: 

SIZEL sizl : 

The SIZEL structure has two fields named ex and cy. For our purposes, you 
can set both of these fields to zero: 

s izl. ex ~ 0 ; 
s i zr. cy ~ 0 : 

You then call GpiSetPS: 

GpiSetPS (hps, &sizl. lPageUnits) 

The last parameter specifies the page units. It can be any of the following 
seven identifiers: 

Page Units Identifier Units 

PU_PELS Pixels 

PU _ARBITRARY "Square" pixels 

PU _LOMETRIC 0.1 millimeter 

PU_HIMETRIC 0.01 millimeter 

PU _LO ENGLISH 0.01 inch 

PU _HIEN GLISH 0.001 inch 

PU_TWIPS 1/1440 inch 

By default, page units are set to PU_PELS. Page units of PU_ARBITRARY 
result in an adjustment so that horizontal units you specify in GPI functions 
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are the same as vertical units. This is a compromise between PU_PELS and the 
five metric page units. The fabricated word "twips" stands for "twentieths of a 
point," and refers to a printer's point size, 1/12 inch. Thus 1'20 point is 1/1440 inch. 

Be careful with GpiSetPS: The function resets all attributes of the presenta
tion space to default values. If you use GpiSetPS, it's best to call it immediately 
after you obtain a presentation space handle using WinBeginPaint or 
WinGetPS. 

The RULER program in Listing 5.5 shows how to use GpiSetPS to draw 
using Low English units. 

Listing 5.5: The RULER program 

The RUL~R.MAK File 

#- ----------------- ---
# RULER .MAK make file 
II----- - - -- - · ----- ---- -

ruler.exe : ruler.obj ruler.def 
HPRGLINK) ruler. ruler, NUL, $(PRGLIB ) , ru ler 

ruler.obj : ruler . c 
$(PRGCC) ruler.c 

The RULER.C File 

'*· ---------- --- -- · ---- -----------------
RULER.C -- Draw a Ruler 

(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 --------------------------------------*' 
I/define I NCL_W IN 
I/define INCL_GPI 
I/include <os2 . h> 
I/ i nclude <std i o . h> 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMl 

int main (void) 

s1:atic CHAR szCl ientClass [) - "Ruler" ; 
static ULbNG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

HAB hab : 
HMO hmq : 

FCF _SJZEBOROER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 

HWNO hwndFrame. hwndCl ient 

FCF_SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF_TASKLIST ; 
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ling 5.5: The RULER program (Continued) 

OMSG qmsg ; 

hab = Winlnitialize (0) 

hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab. 0) ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab. szClientClass. ClientWndProc. CS_SIZEREDRAW. 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWNO_OESKTOP. WS_VlSJBLE. 

&flFrameFlags, s.zClientClass. NULL, 

0L. 0, 0. &hwndClientJ 

while (W i nGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANOLE, 0, 0)) 

WinOispatchMsg (hab. &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrameJ 

WinDestroyMsgOueue (hmq) 

WinTerminate Chab) ; 

return 0 ; 

MRESUL T EXPENTRY Cl i entWndProc (HWND hwnd, UL ONG msg, MPARAM mpl. MPARAM mp2J 

( 

static INT iTick[16) - { 100, 25, 35. 25, 50. 25. 35, 25, 

70. 25. 35, 25, 50, 25, 35. 25 } 

static INT cxClient, cxChar. cyOesc ; 

static SIZEL sizl ; 

CHAR szBuffer [4) ; 

FONTMETRTCS fm ; 

HPS hps 

INT i ; 

POINTL ptl 

switch (msg) 

case WM_CREATE: 

hps - WinGetPS (hwnd) 

GpiSetPS (hps. &sizl, PU_LOENGLISH) ; 

GpiOueryFontMetrics (hps. sizeof fm. &fm) 

cxChar - fm. l AveCharWidth 

cyDesc - fm . l MaxDescender 

WinReleasePS (hps) ; 

return 0 

case WM_SIZE: 

ptl .x - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2J 

ptl .y - SHORT2FROMMP Cmp2) 
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Listing 5.5: The RULER program (Continued) 

hps - WinGetPS Chwndl ; 
GpiSetPS Chps, &sizl. PU_LOENGLISH) 

GpiCanvert (hps, CVTC_DEVICE, CVTC_PAGE, IL, &ptl) 
WinReleasePS (hps) 

ex Client - ptl . x ; 
return 0 ; 

case WM_PA I NT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint Chwnd. NULLHANDLE, NULL) 
GpiSetPS (hps. &sizl, PU_LOENGLISHl ; 
GpiErase (hps) 

for ( i - 0 
{ 

< 16 * cxClient I 100 i++) 

ptl .x 100 * i I 16 ; 
ptl .y - 0 ; 
GpiMove (hps, &ptl) ; 

ptl .y - iTick [i % 16] 
Gpiline (hps, &ptl l 

if (i % 16 - 0) 
{ 

ptl .x -- ex Char I ( i >- 160 2) 
ptl .y +• cyDesc 
GpiC:har Stri ngA t (hp s, &ptl . 

WinEndPaint Chps) 
ret ur n 0 ; 

sprintf (szBuffer. "%d". i I 16), 
szBuffer) ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd. msg, mp!, mp2l 

The RULER.DEF File 

; RULER.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

RULER WINDOWAPI 

'Draw a Ruler (c) Charles l!etzold, 1993' 
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RULER draws a ruler with tick marks every 1/i6 inch along the bottom of its 
client window, as shown in Figure 5.5. 

. - - -

liJ" RULER.EXE rR · 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Figure 5.5: The RULER display 

In RULER, the sizl structure is defined as a static variable and implicitly ini
tialized to zero. ClientWndProccalls GpiSetPSwith the PU_LOENGLISH pa
rameter whenever it obtains a presentation space handle, which it does three 
times: during the WM_ CREA TE, WM_ SIZE, and WM_PAINT messages. 

During the WM_ CREATE message, the program obtains font metrics from 
the GpiQueryFontMetrics fonction. Because page units have been set to Low 
English, these font metrics are in units of 1/100 inch. 

The Low English page units don't affect nongraphics fonctions. For exam
ple, the WM_ SIZE message will continue to report the window size in device 
units (pixels). For this reason, RULER must convert the window size to Low 
English units before saving the values in cxC/ient and cyC/ient. First, the new 
window size is saved in a PO INTL structure: 

ptl .x = SHORTlFROMMP {mp2J 
ptl .y = SHORT2FROMMP {mp2) ; 
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Next, RULER gets a presention space handle and sets the page units: 

hps = WinGe t PS (hwnd) ; 

Gpi SetpS (hps. &si z1 . PU _ LOENGLISHl ; 

The coordinates of the PO INTL structure are converted to page units using 
GpiConvert, and the presentation space is released: 

GpiConvert (hps, CVTC_ DEVICE. CVTG_PAGE, ll, &pt1) ; 

Win Re 1 ease PS ( hp s) ; 

The second parameter to GpiConvert indicates that the PO INTL structure 
(the last parameter) is in device units. The third parameter is the units to 
which the POINTL structure should be converted. (You can switch these two 
parameters to convert from page units to device units.) The fourth parameter 
is the number of POINTL structures to be converted, passed as the last parame
ter. Finally, cxClient and cyClient are saved from the converted points as follows: 

cxClient = ptl.x ; 

cyC1ient = ptl.y; 

Thus, by the time the WM_PAINT message is processed, everything the pro
gram needs to draw the ruler (the size of the client window and the font met
rics) is in units of 1/ 100 of an inch. The sTick array (which has the lengths of the 
ruler tick marks) has also been initialized in Low English units. 

This discussion of page units only scratches the surface of GPI's various 
transformation functions. The points you specify in GPI functions are actually 
in a coordinate system called "world space" and are translated to "model 
space;' then to page units, and then to device coordinates. The GpiSetModel
TransformMatrix and GpiSetDefaultViewMatrixfimctions allow you to per
form translation, scaling, and rotation on world coordinates for more complex 
drawing. l'll discuss this more in Chapter 7. 

GPI PRIMITIVE 2: PATTERNED AREAS 
The second GPI primitive is a pattern that fills an enclosed area. You define the 
area with a series of lines, and GPI fills it. The GpiBoxfunction also uses a pat
tern to fill the box interior. 

Area filling under GPI is not implemented as a "flood fill," such as that avail
able with the PAINT statement in Microsoft's QuickBASIC. In a flood fill, you 
specify a point that is bounded by one or more existing lines. The graphics sys
tem fills the area with a pattern by searching for the boundary lines. Flood fills 
are possible only on raster output devices that allow the graphics system to 
read (as well as write) individual pixels. Instead, GPI accumulates the lines 
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that you specify as boundaries to the area and then algorithmically fills the 
enclosed areas defined by these lines. 

If you have already experimented with the DRO_FILL and DRO_OUTLINE
FILL options of GpiBox, you will have noticed that GPI simply fills the box 
with a solid color. But that's only because the default area pattern is a solid pat
tern. Let's look at the other available patterns and the various ways of defining 
and filling an area under GPI. 

SELECTING THE PATTERN 

To select the pattern that GPI uses to fill an area, you call 

Gp i SetPattern ( hps, 1 Pattern) ; 

The /Pattern parameter can be any one of the following 21 identifiers begin
ning with the prefix PATSYM ("pattern symbol"): 

PATSYM_DEFAULT PATSYM_DIAGl 

PATSYM_DENSEl PATSYM_DIAG2 

PATSYM_DENSE2 PATSYM_DIAG3 

PATSYM_DENSE3 PATSYM_DIAG4 

PATSYM_DENSE4 PATSYM_NOSHADE 

PATSYM_DENSES PATSYM_SOLID 

PATSYM_DENSE6 PATSYM_HALFTONE 

PATSYM_DENSE7 PATSYM_HATCH 

PATSYM_DENSE8 PATSYM_DIAGHATCH 

PATSYM_ VERT PATSYM_BLANK 

PATSYM_HORIZ 

The PATSYM_DEFAULT and PATSYM_SOLID identifiers have the same 
effect; so do PATSYM_NOSHADE and PATSYM_BLANK. PATSYM_DIAGl 
and PATSYM_DIAG2 are patterns composed of diagonal lines from lower left 
to upper right. For PATSYM_DIAG3 and PATSYM_DIAG4, the diagonal lines 
go from upper left to lower right. 

The various PATSYM_DENSE identifiers result in shaded patterns: PAT
SYM_DENSEl has the highest color density, and PATSYM_DENSE8 has the 
lowest color density. You can get a 50 percent shading using PATSYM_HALF
TONE, which (depending on the output device) may or may not be the same 
as PATSYM_DENSE4 or PATSYM_DENSES. 
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The PATTERNS program shown in Listing 5.6 uses the GpiBox function to 
draw all 19 patterns in its client window. 

Listing 5.6: The PATTERNS program 

The PATTERNS.MAK File 

if· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
#PATTERNS.MAK make file 
#--------- ------- -- ---- --

patterns.exe : patterns.obj patterns.def 
$( PRGL! NKJ patterns. pat terns. NUL. SC PR GLIB). patterns 

patterns.obj : patterns.c 
SCPRGCC) patterns.c 

The PATTERNS.C File 

/• -- ----- ---- -------------- ----- ------ -----
PATTERNS.C -- GPI Area Patterns 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
------ --------- ---------- ---------- ----- -•/ 

#define INCL_WIN 
/!define INCL_GPI 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <string.h> 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWNO, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAM) 

int main (void) 
( 

static CHAR szClientClass [] - "Patterns" 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF TITLEBAR 

FCF SIZEBORDER 
FCF SHELLPOSITION 

HAB hab : 
HMO hmq : 
HWNO hwndFrame, hwndClient 
OMSG qmsg ; 

hab - Wininitialize (0) 
hmq ~ WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) ; 

FCF _SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF _TASK LIST ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientC1ass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndframe - WinCreateStdWindow CHWNO_DESKTOP, WS_VISIIH.E. 
&flframeFlags, szClientClass, NULL. 
0L, 0, 0, &hwndClient) ; 



Listing 5.6: The PATTERNS program (Continued) 

while (WinGetMsg Chab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg Chab. &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFramel 
WinDestroyMsgOueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 
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MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mp!, MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

static struct 
LONG l PatternSymbol ; 
CHAR *szPatternSymbol 
) 

show [] -
( 

PA TSYM_OEF AULT 
PATSYM_DENS El 
PATSYM_DENSE2 
PA TSYM_DENSE3 
PATSYM_DENSE4 
PA TSYM_DENSES 
PA TSYM_DENSE6 
PATSYM_OENSE7 
PA TSYM_DENSEB 
PA TSYM_ VERT 
PA TSYM_HORIZ 
PA TSYM._DIAGI 
PATSYM_DIAG2 
PATSYM_DIAG3 
PATSYM_DIAG4 
PA TSYM_NOSHADE 
PATSYM_SOLID 
PATSYM_HALFTONE 
PATSYM_HATCH 
PATSYM DIAGHATCH 
PATSYM_BLANK 
) ; 

"PATSYM_DEFAULT" 
"PATSYM._ DENSE!" 
"PA TSYM_DENSE2" 
"PATSYM_DENSE3" 
"PATSYM_DENSE4" 
"PATSYM_DENSES" 
"PA TSYM_DENSE6" 
"PA TSYM_DENSE7" 
"PATSYM_DENSEB" 
"PA TSYM_ VERT" 
"PATSYM_HORIZ" 
"PATSYM_DJAGI" 
"PATSYM_OIAG2" 
"PA TSYM_DIAG3" 

, "PATSYM_DIAG4" 
"PATSYM_NOSHADE" 
"PATSYM_SOLID" 
"PATSYM_HALFTONE" 
"PATSYM_HATCH" 
"PA TSYM_DIAGHA TCH" 
"PA TSYM_BLANK" 

static INT cyClient, cxCaps, cyChar, cyDesc. 
iNumTypes - sizeof show I sizeof show[0J 

FONTMETR!CS fm ; 

HPS hps 
INT i ; 
PO INTL ptl 

switch (msg) 

l 
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Listing 5.6: The PATTERNS program (Continued) 

case WM_C REA TE: 
hp$ - WinGet~S (hwndJ ; 
GpiQueryFontMetrics ( hps, sizeof fm. &fim ; 
cxCaps - (fm.fsType & l ? 2 3) * fm. lAveCharWid.th / 2 
C)'Char - fm. l MaxBasel ineExt 
cyDesc - fm.lMa&Desee~der 

WinRele"iis-ePS ChpsJ ; 
retur-n 0 

case WM_SJZE: 
cyClient - SHORTZFROMMP (mp2) 
return 0 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps ~ WinBeginPaint Chwnd. NULLHANDLE. NULL) 
GpiEras-e Chpsl 

for Ci - 0 ; i < iNumTypes ; i ++l 
{ 

GpiSetPattern (hps. show [i).lPatternSymbolJ 

ptl .x - Ci < 11 ? 1 33) * cxCaps ; 
ptl .y - c.,yClient - (i % ll * 5 + 4) * cYChar I 2 + cYDesc 

GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl, 
strl en (show [ i]. szPatteroSymbol l. 
show [i).szPatternSymboll 

ptl . x - ( i < 11 ? Z0 : 5 2) * cxcaps 
ptl .y -- cyOesc + cyChar I 2 ; 
GpiMove ( hps, &pt l l ; 

pt 1.x +,,, 10 * cxCaps ; 
ptl .Y: +- 2 * CY.Char ; 
GpiBox (hps, DRO_FJLL. &ptl, 0L, 0L) 
} 

WinEndPaint (hpsl 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd. msg, mp!, mpZl 

The PATTERNS.DEF File 

: PATTERNS.DEf module definition file 
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Listing 5.6: The PATTERNS program (Continued) 

NAME PATTERNS WINDOWAPI 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTHODE 

'GPI Area Patterns ( c ) Char le s Petzol d. 1993' 

The various patterns drawn by this program are shown in Figure 5.6. 

PATSYM_DEFAUL T - PATSYM_DIAG1 ~ 
PATSYM_OENSE1 - PATSYM_OIAG2 -PATSYM_OENSE2 - PATSYM_OIAG3 ~ 
PATSYM_OENSE3 - PATSYM_OIAG~ -PATSYM _OENSE ~ PATSYM_NOSHAOE 

PATSYM_DENSE5 - PATSYM_SOLIO -PATSYM_DENSE6 PATSYM_HALFTONE -PA TSYM _OENSE 7 PATSYM_HATCH 
11111111111111111111111 

PATSYM_OENSE8 PATSYM_OIAGHATCH mm 
PA TSYM_ VERT 

111111111 111 1111111 111 1 
PATSYM_BLANK 

PATSYM_HORIZ 

Figure 5.6: The PATTERNS display 

A pattern is really only a small rectangular bitmap that is repeated horizon
tally and vertically to fill an area. In the next chapter I'll show you how to cre
ate your own patterns for area filling. 

DEFINING AN AREA 

Area filling is not limited to the GpiBox function. You can define any area to be 
filled by simply drawing a series of lines between the GpiBeginArea and GpiEnd
Area functions: 

Gpi8eginArea (hps, l AreaF l ags) 
[draw I ines to define the area] 

Gpi EndArea ( hpsl : 
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This is known as an area bracket. GPI does not fill the area until you call the 
GpiEndArea function. 

For example, suppose you want to draw a large filled triangle in your client 
window. If cxClient and cyClient are the dimensions of the client window, 
here's the code: 

Gpi BeginArea (hps, 0Ll ; 

ptl.x-0; 
ptl.y = 0 ; 
GpiMove Chps, &pt l l ; 

pt l . x = cxCl ient I 2 ; 
pt l .y = cyCl ient ; 
Gpiline (hps, &ptl l 

pt l .x = cxClient; 
pt l .y = 0 ; 
Gpiline (hps, &ptl) 

ptl .x = 0 ; 
pt l .y = 0 ; 
Gpiline (hps, &pt1) 

Gp iEndArea (hp s l : 

The last GpiLine call, which closes the triangle, is not required. If you do not 
close the figure, GPI will close it for you by drawing a straight line to the start
ing point. 

Only a subset of GPI functions are allowed within an area bracket. All line 
drawing and line attribute functions are allowed, but Ii ttle else. If you call Gpi
Boxwithin an area bracket, it should be with the DRO_OUTLINE option. If you 
want to use a nonsolid pattern, call GpiSetPattern before calling GpiBeginArea. 

You can define more than one filled area within a single area bracket. When 
you call GpiMave in an area bracket, GPI closes the previous figure (if neces
sary) and starts a second figure. For example, the following code draws two 
filled triangles side by side in the window: 

GpiBeginArea ( hps. 0Ll ; 

ptl.x-0; 
ptl .y = 0 ; 
GpiMove ( hps, &ptl l 



ptl .x = cxClient I 4 ; 
ptl .y = cyClient ; 
Gpiline (hps, &ptll ; 

ptl.x = cxClient I 2 ; 
ptl.y = 0; 
Gpiline (hps, &ptll 

GpiMove (hps, &ptll 

ptl.x = 3 * cxClient I 4 
ptl .Y = cyClient ; 
Gpiline (hps, &ptl) 

ptl.x = cxClient ; 
ptl .y - 0 ; 
Gpiline (hps, &ptl) 

GpiEndArea (hp s J ; 
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In this case I'm letting GPI close the two triangles. The GpiMove call in the 
middle of this area bracket marks the beginning of the second triangle, which 
is the same as the third point of the first triangle. As part of area bracket pro
cessing, GPI closes the first triangle with a line from (cxClient/2,0) to (O,O). 
Similarly, the GpiEndArea call causes GPI to construct a boundary line from 
(cxClient,O) to (cxClient/2,0). 

In the preceding examples, the boundary lines are not actually drawn by 
GPI. GPI uses the }jnes you specify solely to define the enclosed area. Whether 
GPI draws the boundary lines or not is governed by the second parameter to 
GpiBeginArea. It can be one of the following identifiers: 

BA_NOBOUNDARY 
BA_BOUNDARY 

The BA_NOBOUNDARY identifier is equal to zero, so no boundary line is 
drawn in the preceding examples. You can also combine these identifiers by 
using the C bitwise OR operator with one of the following identifiers: 

BA_AL TERNA TE 
BA_WINDING 

The BA_ALTERNATE identifier is equal to zero, so that is the default if you 
use neither identifier. These identifiers govern whether GPI uses "alternate" or 
"winding" mode to fill areas. 
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ALTERNATE AND WINDING MODES 

When you draw a series of lines to define a filled area, the lines can cross each 
other, and the enclosed area can actually comprise several smaller subareas. 
You may not want all of these areas to be filled. The classic example is a five
pointed star that you draw with five lines. The points of the star and the inte
rior pentagon are all subareas. You can have GPI fill that interior pentagon by 
specifying winding mode or leave it unfilled by specifying alternate mode. 
This is illustrated in the STARFILL program in Listing 5.7. 

Listing 5.7: The STARFILL program 

The STARFILL.MAK File 

1----- ----- ----·- --------
ii STARF I LL . MA K ITJ.ake f i le 
if- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - -

starfill . exe : starf i l l . obj sta nfi 11 . def 
$(PRGLINK) starf ill . starfill , NUL. ${ PRGLIB), starfi l l 

starfill .obj : s t arfil l . c 
HPRGCC) s t arfi 11 . c 

The S!FARF.ILL.C File 

/• ·- -- ---· -------- -- ------ ------ ------ ------- -
STARFill . C -- Al ternate and Wi nding Mades 

(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 
---------- --- - ----- ------------ ---- --·--- ---•! 

ifdefine INCLGPI 
#include <as2.h> 

MRESUL T EXPENTRY Cl i entWndProc (HWND, ULONG. MPARAM. MPARAMl 

int main (void) 
{ 

static CHAR sz£ l ientClass [] ~ "StarFi ll " 
stat i c ULONG flFrameF lags - FCF_TITtEBAR 

HAS hab ; 
HMO hmq ; 

FCF _S I 'ZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSI TI ON 

HWND hwndFrame, hwndClient 
OMSG q~sg : 

hab • Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsg Queue (hab. 0) 

FCF _SYS MENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF_TASKLIS T 
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Listing 5.7: The STARFILL program (Continued) 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClient.Class. ClientWn'dPtoc, CS_SrZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame ~ WinCreateStdWindow (HWNO_OESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE. 

&flFrameFlags, szCl ientClass, NULL, 

0L. 0, 0. &hwndClientJ 

while (WinGetMsg (hab. &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 

WinOispatchMsg (hab. &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 

WinOestroyMsgQueue (hmql 

WinTerminate ( hab) : 

return 0 : 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc ( HWNO hwnd, ULONG msg. MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2l 

{ 

static POrNTL apt1Star[5] - [-59. -8•1, 0,100, 59,-81. -%, 31. 95,31} : 

static INT 
HPS 

INT 

PO! NTL 

cxClient. cyClient ; 

hps ; 

i : 
aptl [ 5] 

switch (msgl 

case WM_S I Z E : 

cxClient ~ SHORTIFROMMP (mp2l 

cyClient ~ SHORT2FROMM~ (mp2l 

return 0 ; 

case WM_PAINT: 

hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE, NULL) 

GpiErase (hpsl ; 

Gpi SetPattern ( h ps. PATSYM_HALFTQNEl 

/•----------------·----
Alternate Fill Mode 

--- ----- --~--------- -*1 

for (i - 0 ; i < 5 ; i++) 
{ 

aptl [i}. x - cxCl i ent I 4 + cxClient * 
aptlStar[i J .x 400 

a pt l [i J ,y = ,.ye l i ent I 2 + ~yClient * 
apt1St'1r[i J ,y I 2'00 

GpiBeginArea (hps, BA NOBOUNOARY I BA_ALTERNATEJ 
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listing 5.7: The STARFILL program (Continued) 

Gp iMov e ( hps , ap t l ) ; 
Gpi Pol yline (hps , 4L . aptl + ll 
GpiE ndAre a (hps) ; 

I *- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Wind ing Fi ll Mode 

- ---------- --------*/ 

fer ( i - 0 ; i < 5 ; i++l 
aptl[ i ].x +- cxCl i ent I 2 ; 

Gp iBeginArea (hps , BA_NOBOUNOARY BA_WINDING) 
GpiMove (hps, apt l l : 
GpiPolyLine (hps , 4L. aptl + 1) ; 
GpiEndArea (hps ) ; 

Wi nEndPai nt ( hps) ; 
return 0 ; 

return Wi nDefW indowProc (hwnd , msg , mpl , mp2 ) 

The STARFILL.Dl!F File 

· -- - --------- -- - - -- - ------------------. 
; STARFILL.DE f module definition f ile 

NAME 

OESCRIPT.ION 
PROTHODE 

STA RF IL L WI NOOWAPI 

'Alternate and Winding Modes (c) Char l es Petzold, 1993' 

As you can see in Figure 5.7, the center of the five-pointed star is filled in 
winding mode but not in alternate mode. 

At first, the difference between alternate and winding modes seems rather 
simple. For alternate mode, you can imagine a line drawn from a point in an 
enclosed area to infinity. The enclosed area is filled only if that imaginary line 
crosses an odd number of boundary lines. This is why the points of the star are 
filled but the center is not. 

The example of the five-pointed star makes winding mode seem simpler 
than it actually is. When you're drawing a single object in an area bracket, in 
most cases winding mode will cause all enclosed areas to be filled. But there 
are exceptions. 
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Figure 5. 7: The STARFILL display 

To determine whether an enclosed area is filled in winding mode, you again 
imagine a line drawn from a point in that area to infinity. If the imaginary line 
crosses an odd number of boundary lines, the area is filled, just as in alternate 
mode. If the imaginary line crosses an even number of boundary lines, the 
area can either be fiJled or not filled. The area is filled if the number of bound
ary lines going in one direction (relative to the imaginary line) is not equal to 
the number of boundary lines going in the other direction. For example, con
sider the object shown in Figure 5.8. 

The arrows on the lines indicate the direction in which the lines are drawn. 
Both winding mode and alternate mode wiJl fill the three enclosed L-shaped 
areas numbered 1 through 3. The two smaller interior areas, numbered 4 and 
5, wiJl not be filled in alternate mode. But in winding mode, area number 5 is 
filled because you must cross two lines going in the same direction to get from 
the inside of that area to the outside of the figure. Area number 4 is not filled. 
You must again cross two lines, but the two lines go in opposite directions. 

Is GPI really smart enough to figure this out? Sure it is, and the ALTWIND 
program shown in Listing 5.8 demonstrates this. 

Figure 5.9 shows the ALTWIND display. 
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Figure 5.8: A figure in which winding mode does not fill all interior areas 

Figure 5.9: The ALTWIND display 
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Listing 5.8: The ALTWIND program 

The ALTWIND.MAK File 

#-----------------------
# ALTWIND.MAK make file 
ti- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

altwind.exe : altwind.obj altwind.def 
HPRGLINKJ altwind, altwind, NUL. HPRGLIB), altwind 

altwind.obj : altwind.c 
HPRGCCl altwind.c 

The ALTWIND.C File 

/* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ALTWIND . C -- Alternate and Winding Modes 
(c) Charles Petzold. 1993 

--- ---- ----- --- ------ -- -------- -- ----- --- --*/ 

lfdefine INCLGPI 
#include <os2.h> 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc <HWND, ULDNG, MPARAM. MPARAM) 

int main (void) 
{ 

static CttAR 
static UL ONG 

HAB 
HMO 
HWND 
OMSG 

szCl ientClass [] - "AltWind" ; 
flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

hab ; 
hmq ; 

FCF _SI ZEBDRDER 
FCF_SHELLPDSITION 

hwndFrame. hwndClient 
qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hrnq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) ; 

FCF _SYSMENU I 
FCF _MI NMAX I 
FCF _ TASKLIST 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass. ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow CHWND_OESKTDP, W5_VISIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags. szClientClass, NULL, 
0L, 0, 0, &hwndClient) 

while CWinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg. NULLHANDLE, 0. 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) ; 
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Listing 5.8: The ALTWIND program 

WinOestFoyMsgQueue (hmql 
WinTerminate (hab) : 
return 0 ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl. MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

static POINTL apt1Figure[l0] - ( 10.30. 50,30. 50.9\). 90,90, 90,50, 
:3'0.50. 30,10, 70,10, 7'0,70. 10.70 } 

static INT 
HPS 

cxClient. cyClient 
hps : 

INT i ; 
PO INTL aptl [10) 

switch (msg I 

case WM SIZE: 
cxClient = SHDRTlFRDMMP (mp21 
cyClient = SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) 
return 0 : 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANOLE. NULL) 
GpiErase (hps) : 
GpiSetPattern (hps. PATSYM_HALFTONEI 

/*---------------------
Alternate Fill Mode 

-------·---·---------*! 

for ( i = 0 : i < 10 : i+t) 

I 
aptl[i].x - cxClient * aptlFigure[i].x 200 
aptl[i].y - cyClient * aptlFigure[i).y 100 
} 

GpiBeginArea lhps, BA_BOUNOARY I BA_ALTERNATEI 
GpiMove (hps, aptl I : 
GpiPolyline lhps, 9L. aptl + ll : 
GpiEndArea ( hps) : 

/*-------------------
Winding Fill Mode 
--~----------------•/ 

for ti - 0 : i < 10 : i++) 
ap·tl[i].x +- cxClient I 2 

GpiBeginArea (hps, BA_BOUNOARY BA_WINDING) 
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GpiMove (hps. aptl) 
GpiPolyline Chps. 9L. aptl + ll 
GpiEndArea (hps) ; 

WinEndPaint (hpsl ; 
return 0 ; 

return WinOefWindowProc (hwnd. msg, mpl, mp2J 

The ALTWIND.DEF File 

; ALTWINO.OEF module defin i tion file 

NAME ALTWIND WINODWAPI 
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DESC RI PT! ON 
PRDTMDDE 

'Alternate and Winding Modes (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 

If you use GpiBoxwith the DRO_OUTLINE option within an area bracket, 
you need to know how GPI draws the box in order to anticipate how the inter
section of the box and other closed objects will be filled in winding mode. GPI 
begins drawing the box at the current position. The first line it draws is hori
zontal, and then the box is continued from there. Thus, if the current position 
is the lower-left or upper-right corner of the box, the box is drawn counter
clockwise. 

COLOR AND MIX 
All text, lines, and areas we've drawn have appeared on the window in black 
on a white background. Or maybe not: If you have set different Window Back
ground and Window Text colors using the Presentation Manager Scheme Pal
ette window, GPI uses these colors for the background of the window and the 
color of text, lines, areas, and other primitives. 

The color index You specify a color by calling the GpiSetColor function: 

GpiSetColor (hps, lColorindex) : 

The color is an attribute of the presentation space. The color you set with 
GpiSetColor affects all subsequent GPI primitives until you change the color 
again or release the presentation space. 
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Generally, the /Color Index value will be one of the following identifiers: 

CLR_BACKGROUND CLR_DARKGRAY 

CLR_BLUE CLR_DARKBLUE 

CLR_RED CLR_DARKRED 

CLR_PINK CLR_DARKPINK 

CLR_GREEN CLR_DARKGREEN 

CLR_CYAN CLR_DARKCYAN 

CLR_YELLOW CLR_BROWN 

CLR_NEUTRAL CLR_P ALEGRAY 

Each of these color index identifiers is self-explanatory, with the exception of 
CLR_BACKGROUND and CLR_NEUTRAL: 

CLR_BACKGROUND is the color you set in the Presentation Manager 
Scheme Palette window as the Window Background color. By default, this is 
white. The GpiErase function erases a window using this CLR_BACK
GROUND color. CLR_NEUTRAL is the Window Text color you set in the 
Scheme Palette window; by default, CLR_NEUTRAL is black. For a new pre
sentation space, all GPI primitives you draw will use the CLR_ NEUTRAL 
color. GPI also recognizes the CLR_DEFAULT identifier, which has the same 
effect as CLR_NEUTRAL when used with GpiSetColor. 

In one sense, these interpretations of the CLR_BACKGROUND and the 
CLR_NEUTRAL identifiers are convenient for the programmer. The user has 
selected these colors as his or her personal preferences for window background 
and foreground colors. A Presentation Manager program uses these colors by 
default. A user's preference, however, can sometimes defeat a feature of a pro
gram. For example, if your program uses CLR_RED text for emphasis, the text 
won't stand out if the user has selected red as the normal window text color. 

Therefore, GPI lets you override the user's preferences and explicitly set 
all colors used by the program. GPI provides two additional color indexes, 
CLR_BLACK and CLR_ WHITE, for specifying black and white. 

Another pair of color indexes, CLR_F ALSE and CLR_ TRUE, is more appro
priate for use with bitmaps. On a video display, CLR_FALSE has the same effect 
as CLR_BLACK, and CLR_TRUE has the same effect as CLR_ WHITE; on a 
printer, this relationship is reversed because video displays are black background 
devices and printers are white background devices. 
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You may be familiar with the IRGB (Intensity-Red-Green-Blue) color en
coding of the IBM CGA, EGA, and VGA video adapters. The following table 
shows how IRGB colors correspond to the GPI color indexes. 

IR GB IRGB Color Name Equivalent Color Index 

0000 Black CLR_BLACK 

0001 Blue CLR_DARKBLUE 

0010 Green CLR_DARKGREEN 

0 0 11 Cyan CLR_DARKCYAN 

0100 Red CLR_DARKRED 

0 101 Magenta CLR_DARKPINK 

0 1 1 0 Brown CLR_BROWN 

0 1 1 1 Light Gray CLR_PALEGRAY 

1000 Dark Gray CLR_DARKGRAY 

1001 Light Blue CLR_BLUE 

1 0 1 0 Light Green CLR_GREEN 

1 0 1 1 Light Cyan CLR_CYAN 

1 1 0 0 Light Red CLR_RED 

1 1 0 1 Light Magenta CLR_PINK 

1 1 1 0 Yellow CLR_YELLOW 

1 1 1 1 White CLR_WHITE 

In literature about the IBM video adapters, "magenta" is often used to de
scribe the color known as "pink" in GPI. In technical literature on the CGA, 
EGA, and VGA boards, colors with the I ("intensity") bit set are traditionally 
referred to as "light" colors; by contrast, in GPI, most colors without the I bit 
set are "dark" or "pale" colors. 

The COLORS program shown in Listing 5.9 displays the colors available 
with all 21 CLR identifiers. 

This program sets the color by calling GpiSetColor and then calls the GpiBox 
function to draw a solid rectangle using that color. 
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Listing 5.9: The COLORS program 

The COLORS.MAK File 

It- - -- - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - -- -
# CO.LORS.MAK make file 
ii- - . - -- - -- - - -- --

colors.exe : colors.obj colors.def 
$(PRGLINK) colors. colors, NUL, $(PRGL!Bl. colors 

colors.obj : colors.c 
$(PRGCCl color-s.c 

The COLORS.C File 

/*---------------------------------------
COLORS.C -- GPI Foreground Colors 

(c) Charles Petzold. 1993 
---------------------------------------*/ 

#define INCL_ WIN 
#define INCL_GPI 
#include <osZ.h> 
#include <string.h> 

MRESULT DPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO. ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAM) 

int main (void) 

static CHAR szClientClass [) - "Col ors" : 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR FCF_SYSMENU 

FCF_ SIZEBOROER FCF _MINMAX 
FCF_ SHELLPOSITION FCF _ TASKLIST 

HAB hab : 
HMO hmq : 
HWNO hwndFrame. hwndC 1 i ent 
OMSG qmsg ; 

hab = Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq = WinCreateMsgOueue (hab, 0) : 

WinRegisterCl ass (ha b. szCl i entCl ass. C 1 i entWndProc, 0L. 0) 

hwndFrame = WinCreateStdWindow (HWNO_OESKTDP. WS_VISIBLE, 

I 
I 

&fl FrameFlags, szClientClass. NULL, 
0L, 0, 0, &hwndClientl 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 
WinOispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) ; 
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WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 

WinOestroyMsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 

return 0 ; 
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MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2l 

{ 

static struct 

static INT 

FONTMETRICS 
HPS 
INT 
PO INTL 

switch (msg) 

LONG lColorlndex ; 

PCHAR szColorlndex 

J 
show [] s 

( 

CLR_F ALSE "CLR_FALSE" 

CLR_ TRUE "CLR__ TRUE" 

CLR__DEFAUL T "CLR_DEF AULT" 

CLR_WHITE "CLR_WHITE" 
C LR_BLACK "CLR_BLACK" 

C LR_BACKGRDUND "CLR_BACKGROUND" 

CLR__BLUE "CLR_BLUE" 

CLR_RED "CLR__RED" 

CLR_PINK "CLR__PINK" 

CLR_GREEN "CLR_GREEN" 

CLR_CYAN "CLR_CYAN" 

Cl.R_ YELLOW "CLR_YELLDW" 

CLR_NEUTRAL "CLR_NEUTRAL" 

CLR__DARKGRAY "CLR_DARKGRAY" 

CLR_OARKBLUE "CLR_DARKBLUE" 

C LR_DARKRED "CLR_DARKRED" 

C LR_DARKPINK "CLR_DARKPINK" 

CLR_DARKGREEN ' 
"CLR_DARKGREEN" 

CLR_DARKCYAN "CLR__DARKCYAN" 

CLR_BROWN "CLR_BRDWN" 

CLR__PALEGRAY "CLR_PALEGRAY" 
) : 
cyClient. cxCaps, cyChar, cyDesc. 

i NumCol ors - s 1 zeof show I s i zeof show[0] 

fm : 
hps 
i ; 
ptl 

case WM_CREA TE: 
hps - WinGetPS (hwnd) ; 
GpiQueryFontMetrics (hps, sizeof fm. &fm) 
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Listing 5.9: The COLORS program (Continued) 

cxCaps - (fm.fsType & 1 ? 2 3) * fm.lAveCharWidth I 2 
cyChar - fm.lHaxBaselineExt 
cyDesc - fm. lHaxDescender 
WinReleasePS (hps) ; 
return 0 

case WH_S!ZE: 
cyCl ient - SHORT2FROMHP (mp2) 
return 0 

case WH_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint Chwnd, NULLHANDLE, NULL) 
Gpi Erase (hps) 

for{i-0: 
{ 

< iNumColors ; i ++) 

ptl . x - ( i < 11 ? 1 : 33) * ex Caps 
ptl.y - cyCl i ent - ( i % 11 * 5 + 4) * cyChar I 2 + cyDesc 

GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl. 
strlen (show [iJ.szColorindex), 
show [i) . szColorindexl 

ptl .x - (i < 11 ? 20 : 52) * cxCaps 
ptl .y -- cyDesc + cyChar I 2 ; 
GpiMo ve (lips, &ptl) 

Gp iSa vePS (hp s) ; 
GpiSetColor (hps. show [i).lColorlndex) 

ptl.x -1-"" 10 * cxCaps ; 
ptl .y +- 2 * cyChar ; 
GpiBox (hps, DRO_FILL, &ptl' 0L, 0L) 

Gpi RestorePS (hps. -ll) ; 

} 

WinEndPaint Chps) 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2) 

The COLORS.DEF File 

; COLORS.DEF module definition fi l e 
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Listing 5.9: The COLORS program (Continued) 

NAME COLORS WINDOWAPI 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

'GPI Foreground Colors (c) Charles Petzold. 1993' 

The GpiSetColor function sets the color for all GP I primitives, including 
text. How does COLORS prevent the text from appearing in color? Very simple: 
COLORS calls the GpiSavePS function before calling GpiSetColor and calls 
GpiRestorePS after calling GpiBox. The GpiSavePS function saves all the attributes 
of the presentation space and G piRestorePS restores them. If you remove these 
two functions from COLORS, you'll find that the text displayed by GpiChar
StringAt will also appear in various colors. 

I could have simplified COLORS a little by using the WinFillRect function: 

WinFil l Reet (hps, &rel, lColorindex l ; 

The second parameter is a pointer to a RECTL structure. The function fills 
that rectangle with the specified color. The WinFillRect function is useful for 
coloring the background of a client window without calling GpiErase: 

WinOueryWindowReet (hwnd, &rel) ; 
WinFillReet (hps, &rel, CLR_CYAN) ; 

WinFillRectis one of the few drawing functions that begins with a Win pre
fix rather than Gpi. (You encountered another of these functions- WinDraw
Text-in Chapter 2.) These are high-level drawing functions that do the work 
of several GPI functions. They are of ten convenient but can be used only on a 
video display. Another useful high-level drawing function is WinDrawBorder. 

Foreground mix mode The use of color may seem fairly straightforward, but 
it's not. In general, GPI does not simply draw a color on the display. Instead, 
GPI performs a bitwise pixel operation between the foreground color of the 
image you're drawing (the source color) and the color already on the surface of 
the display (the destination color). This operation is called the mix mode or 
simply the mix. 

Let's approach this by thinking a bout a monochrome video display that is 
capable of two colors: black and white. Each pixel on the display can be repre
sented by either 0 (black) or 1 (white). 

You want to draw a pixel on this display. This source pixel can be 0 or 1. The 
surface of the display where you want to draw this pixel (the destination) can 
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also be either 0 or 1. The resultant color of the drawn pixel is defined by the 
mix mode. 

There are 16 possible mix modes. These are represented by identifiers de
fined in PMGPI.H that begin with FM ("foreground mix"). The following 
table uses C notation to show the bitwise combinations of pixels: 

Table 5.1: Mix Modes 

Source (SRCI: 0 0 1 1 Operation Mix Mode 

Destination (DESTI: 0 101 

Result: 0000 0 FM_ ZERO 

0 001 SRC& DEST FM_AND 

0 0 1 0 SRC &-DEST FM_MASKSRCNOT 

0 0 1 1 SRC FM_ OVERPAINT 

0100 -SRC& DEST FM_ SUBTRACT 

0 1 0 1 DEST FM_LEAVEALONE 

0 1 1 0 SAC/\ DEST FM_XOR 

0 1 11 SRC I DEST FM_OR 

1000 -(SRC I DESl) FM_NOTMERGESRC 

1 0 0 1 -(SRC /\ DESl) FM_NOTXORSRC 

1 0 1 0 -DEST FM_ INVERT 

1 0 1 1 SRC I -DEST FM_MERGESRCNOT 

1 1 0 0 -SRC FM_NOTCOPYSRC 

1 1 0 1 -SRC I DEST FM_MERGENOTSRC 

1 1 1 0 -(SRC & DESl) FM_NOTMASKSRC 

1 1 1 1 FM_ONE 

You can change the mix mode by calling the following function: 

GpiSetM ix (hps, lMixMode) 

where lMixMode is one of the FM identifiers shown in the table. The default 
mix mode is FM_ OVERPAINT, which transfers the color specified by the 
GpiSetColor to the destination regardless of the color of the destination. This is 
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what we intuitively expect to happen. The PMGPI.H header file also includes 
the identifier FM_DEFAULT, which has the same effect as FM_OVERPAINT. 

If the mix mode is set to FM_XOR, the resulting pixel will be white (1) only 
if either the source or destination pixel (but not both) was also white. That is, 
the FM_XOR mix mode causes source pixels of 1 to invert the destination and 
source pixels of 0 to leave it unchanged. 

If you set color to CLR_BLACK and the mix mode to FM_XOR, any lines 
you draw on a black background will be black, and any lines you draw on a 
white background will be white. If you set color to CLR_ WHITE and the mix 
mode to FM_XOR, any lines you draw on a black background will be white; 
any lines you draw on a white background will be black. 

With color, the situation gets just a little more complex. Consider the EGA 
and VGA display adapters in high-resolution graphics mode. These adapters use 
4 bits (intensity, red, green, and blue) for each pixel. The mix mode works 
on each of these bits individually. For example, if a window is colored with 
CLR_RED, the surface of the window has its intensity and red bits set to 1 and 
its blue and green bits set to 0. If you set color to CLR_BL UE, the intensity and 
blue bits are set to 1, and the green and red bits are set to 0. You use the 
FM_XOR mix mode and display a line. The text is displayed in CLR_DARK
PINK. The resultant red and blue bits are set to 1, and the intensity and 
green bits are set to 0. 

The FM_ZERO mix mode causes the GPI primitive you draw to be dis
played in black regardless of the destination color and the color you set with 
GpiSetColor. Similarly, FM_ ONE causes a GP! primitive to be displayed in 
white. The FM_LEAVEALONE mix causes the GP! primitive to be invisible. 

The FM_INVERT mix mode causes a GP! primitive to invert the color of 
the destination regardless of the color you set. For example, text drawn on a 
CLR_RED destination is displayed as CLR_DARKCYAN. FM_INVERT is use
ful for drawing and erasing an object. When you draw the same object a sec
ond time, the destination reverts to its original color. This technique is used in 
the WEB program in Chapter 9. 

The background color and mix GPI also has two functions for setting the 
background color and mix: 

GpiSetBackColor (hps, lColo rrndexl ; 

and 

GpiSetBackMix (hps, lMixMode l 
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Use of the CLR_DEFAULT as a parameter to GpiSetBackColor has the same 
effect as CLR_BACKGROUND. For the lMixMode parameter to GpiSetBackMix, 
you use identifiers beginning with BM ("background mix") rather than FM, 
but they are equivalent to the FM identifiers. However, not all mix modes are 
supported for background mixing. The supported background mixes are 
shown in the following table: 

Source (SRC): 0 0 l 1 Operation Mix Mode 
Destination (DEST): 0 l 0 1 

Result: 0 0 1 1 

0 1 0 l 

0 l l 0 

0 l l 1 

SRC 

DEST 

SRC /\DEST 

SRC I DEST 

BM_OVERPAINT 

BM_LEA VEALONE 

BM_XOR 

BM_OR 

The default background mix is BM_LEAVEALONE. (BM_DEFAULT pro
vides the same result.) If you want to use a background color, you'll have to 
change the background mix to something other than BM_LEA VEALONE. 
Otherwise, GPI will ignore the background color. 

The background color and mix don't affect lines, but do affect patterns. 
You'll note that many of the patterns are composed oflines or dots. These Jines 
and dots are drawn on the display using the foreground color and foreground 
mix mode. The area between the lines and dots is drawn on the display using 
the background color and background mix mode. 

For example, suppose you make the following series of function calls: 

GpiSetColor (hps. CLR_ BLUEJ ; 
Gpi SetMix (hps, FM_OVERPAINTJ ; 
GpiSetBackCo l or (hps, CLR_RED) ; 
GpiSetBackMix (hps, BM_OVERPAINT) 
GpiSetpattern (hps, PATSYM_VERT) ; 

When you call GpiBoxwith an option of DRO_FILL or DRO_OUTLINEFILL, 
the pattern will have blue vertical lines on a red background, regardless of the 
original color of the display. 

GPI PRIMITIVE 3: TEXT 
Text is the most common GPI primitive yet potentially the most complex be
cause of the use of various fonts. GPI allows you to enumerate all the fonts 
available on the system and choose different fonts for the display of text. Many 
of these fonts (such as the default system font) contain characters of varying 
widths. In addition, you can alter the default spacing of characters to achieve 
such effects as justified text. 
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GPI has four text output functions: 

.,. GpiCharStringAt 

.,. GpiCharString 

.,. GpiCharStringPos 

.,. GpiCharStringPosAt 
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The GpiCharStringAt and GpiCharString functions Perhaps the most com
mon text output function is the function introduced in Chapter 4: 

GpiCharStringAt (hps. &ptl. llength. &cString) : 

The last parameter is a character array or a pointer to a character string. The 
/Length parameter is the length of this string. The PO INTL structure indicates 
the starting position of the text. This is usually the baseline of the left side of 
the first character. (We'll look at an exception to this rule shortly.) 

You can also use the GpiCharStringfunction to display text: 

GpiCharString (hps. l Le ngth. &cString) ; 

It is the same as GpiCharStringAt, except that the text begins at the current po
sition. The GpiCharStringAtfunction is equivalent to 

GpiMove ( hps. &pt l l ; 
GpiCharString (hps, 1 Length. &cStringl ; 

Following the GpiCharString and GpiCharStringAt calls, the current posi
tion is usually set to the baseline of the right side of the last character. (Again, 
there are exceptions.) Therefore, you can call GpiCharStringagain to continue 
a line of text. 

The GpiCharStringPos and GpiCharStringPosAt functions Two other text 
output functions have some additional parameters: 

GpiCharStringPos ( hps. &r el , 10pt1ons . l length, &eStr ing , allnerementl : 
GpiCharStringPosAt (hps. &ptl, &rel, lO ptions, l le ng th. &eS tri ng, al In crement) 

The GpiCharStringPos function begins the text at the current position; the Gpi
CharStringPosAt function begins the string at the POINTL structure passed as 
the second parameter. Information in the following discussion of GpiChar
StringPos also applies to GpiCharStringPosAt. 
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The simplest form of GpiCharStringPos results from setting the &rel and 
allncrementparameters to NULL and the /Options parameter to 0: 

GpiCharStringPos (hps, NULL, 0L, llength. &eString, NULL); 

In this form, the function is equivalent to GpiCharString. Nonzero /Option 
values cause some different results. 

You can set the /Option parameter to CHS_LEAVEPOS: 

GpiCharStri ngPos (hps, NULL, CHS_LEAVEPOS , lLength, &eStr i ng, NULL) ; 

On return from the function, the current position will be set at the beginning 
of the string rather than the end. That is, the GpiCharStringPos function leaves 
the current position unchanged, but GpiCharStringPosAt sets the current posi
tion to the POINTL structure passed to the function. 

If you include the &rel parameter (a pointer to a RECTL structure), you can 
use the CHS_ CLIP option: 

GpiCharStringPos (hps, &rel. CHS_ CLIP. l Length, &eString, NULL) ; 

In this case the character string will be clipped to the interior of the rectangle. 
Any part of the text string falling outside the rectangle will not be displayed. 
The &rel parameter is also required for the CHS_ OPAQUE option, as follows: 

GpiCharStringPos (hps, &rel, CHS _ OPAQUE, ]Length, &cString, NULL) ; 

In this case the rectangle is colored with the current background color before 
the text is displayed. GPI temporarily sets the background mix to BM_OVER
PAINT before coloring the rectangle. 

The fourth and final option is CHS_ VECTOR. This function requires that 
the last parameter be an array of LONG integers: 

GpiCharStringPos (hps. NULL. CHS _ VECTOR. lLength. &cString, alincrementJ: 

The a/Increment array contains /Length LONG values. GPI uses this array to 
position the successive characters in the string, thereby overriding the default 
spacing. The CHS_ VECTOR option is the reason for the Pas ("position") in 
the function names GpiCharStringPos and GpiCharStringPosAt. 

You can use any combination of the CHS_OPAQUE, CHS_ VECTOR, 
CHS_LEAVEPOS, and CHS_CLIP identifiers by combining them with the C bit
wise OR operator. The RECTL structure passed as the second parameter is re
quired only for CHS_OPAQUE or CHS_ CLIP. The array of LONG increment 
values passed as the last parameter is required only when you use CHS_ VECTOR. 
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TEXT COLOR 

The color and mix mode affect the display of characters in the text string. 
We've already seen how the CHS_OPAQUE option in GpiCharStringPos and 
GpiCharStringPosAt functions can cause GPI to use the background color to 
color a rectangle before displaying the text. 

You can also use the background color and background mix with other 
forms of the text output functions. If you set the background mix to some
thing other than BM_LEAVEALONE, the background color is used to color 
the small rectangular character cells that surround each character. You might 
want to do this if you are displaying text over some existing graphics and want 
the text to be more distinct. (However, this only works with raster fonts and 
not with outline fonts. I'll explain the distinction in a moment.) 

FONT FILES 

The subject of fonts can be quite complex, yet we must attack it. As you discov
ered in Chapter 4, the default system font is proportionally spaced. Although 
we have been successful in working with this font, it is not appropriate for all 
applications. For example, a programmer's text editor or a communications 
program should probably use a fixed-pitch font, in which every character has 
the same width. We at least want to be able to switch to a fixed-pitch font. The 
ability to use boldface and italic versions of fonts would be nice also. 

GPI supports fonts in two very cliff erent formats: "Raster" or "bitmap" fonts 
are stored as small bitmaps with 0 bits for the background of the character and 
1 bits for the character itself. "Outline" or "vector" fonts are stored as a series 
of straight lines and curves. 

In this chapter, I'll restrict the discussion to raster fonts; I'll discuss the use 
of outline fonts in Chapter 7. 

The OS/2 Presentation Manager includes three files that contain collections 
of raster fonts in various point sizes for various output devices. These files, 
and the raster fonts they contain, are shown in the following table: 

Font File Font Face Name Point Sizes 

COURIER.FON Courier 

HELV.FON Helv 

TIMES.FON Tms Rmn 

8, 10, 12 

8, 10, 12, 14, 18,24 

8, 10, 12, 14, 18,24 

The default system font is stored in DISPLA Y.DLL, the dynamic link library 
for the video display. It has a font face name of System Proportional and a 
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point size of 10. A System Monospaced font (also 10 points in size) is stored in 
the SYSMONO.FON file. 

Each font is identified by a face name and a point size. The Courier font is a 
fixed-pitch font similar to that produced by a typewriter. The Helv (Helvetica) 
and Tms Rmn (Times Roman) fonts are both proportional fonts. Helv is a 
sans serif font, which means that it does not have small lines finishing off the 
strokes of the characters. Tms Rmn has serifs and is commonly used for text in 
magazines and books. 

The point size refers to the height of the characters. (However, point size is a 
typographical concept rather than a metrical concept. The maximum height 
of the characters may be less than or greater than the point size.) One point is 
1/n inch. However, if you set page units to Low English, High English, or Twips, 
the point size of the fonts will not necessarily agree with the GPI page units. For 
example, a 24-point font will not be 480 twips high. The size of the raster fonts 
is based on an ideal "font resolution" for the device. You can obtain this font res
olution from DevQueryCaps using the CAPS_HORIZONTAL_FONT _RES and 
CAPS_ VERTICAL_FONT _RES identifiers. As you can see from Figure 5.4, 
these values for the VGA are set to 96 pixels per inch. This is greater than the 
actual resolution of the device, to allow fonts as small as 8 points to be legible 
on the screen. 

The EASYFONT system Working with fonts can be difficult, but I've at
tempted to make it a little easier for you. Listing 5 .10 shows two files named 
EASYFONT.H and EASYFONT.C that can greatly assist you in working with 
raster fonts in your Presentation Manager programs. 

Listing 5.10: The EASYFONT files 

The l!ASYFONT.H File 

/*- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - . - . - - - - - - -

EASYFONT.H header file for EASYFONT.C 
- - - - - - - -- -- -- - - -. . - -- --- - -- - - .... - .. ---..,, 

BOOL EzfQueryfonts (HPS hps) ; 
LONG EzfCreatelogFont (HPS hps. LONG lcid, INT idFace, INT idSize, 

USHORT fsSelection) ; 

#define fONTFACE_SYSTEH 0 
#define fONTFACE_HONO 
#define fONTfACE _COUR 2 
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/!define FONTFACE_HELV 3 

/!define FONTFACE_ TIMES 4 

jfdefine FONTSIZE_B 0 
!fdefine FONTSIZE_l0 l 

IJdefine FONTSIZE_l2 2 
!!define FON TS I ZE_l 4 3 

!!define FONTS l Z E_lB 4 

IJdefi ne FONTS!ZE_24 5 

The EASYFONT .C File 

/*------------------------------------- ---------
EASYFONT.C -- Routines far Using Image Fonts 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
------- --- ----------------- --- ----------------*/ 

//define INCLGPI 
I/include <as2.h> 
/!include <stdlib.h> 
/!include <string.h> 
#include "easyfant.h" 

static LONG a1Match[5)[6] 
static PCHAR szFacename[SJ - "System Proportional", 

"System Manaspaced", 
"Caur ier", "Hel v", "Tms Rmn" ) : 

static INT i FantSize [6) = 80, 100. 120, 140, 180, 240 } : 

BOOL EzfQueryFants (HPS hps) 
{ 

PFONTMETR!CS pfm ; 
HOC hdc ; 
INT 
LONG 

ilndex, i Face, iSi ze ; 
lHarzRes, lVertRes. lRequestFants . lNumberFants 

hdc - GpiQueryDevice (hpsl : 
DevQueryCaps (hdc, CAP'S_HORIZONTAL_FONT_RES, lL, &lHarzRes) 
DevQueryCaps (hdc. CAPS_VERTJCAL_FONT_RES. ll, &lVertRes) 

for ( i Face - 0 ; i Face < 5 ; i Face++) 

l Requestfants - 0 
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lNumberfants - GpiQueryfants (hps, QF_PUBLIC. szFacename[iFace]. 
&l RequestFants, 0L. NULL) ; 

if (l Numberfants - 0) 
cant inue ; 

pfm - mallac (lNumberfants * sizeaf (FONTMETRICS)) 
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Listing 5.10: The EASYFONT files 

if (Rfm ~ NULL) 
return FALSE 

GpiQueryFonts (hps, OF_PUBLIC, szFacename[iFace), 
&lNumberFonts, sizeof (FONTMETRICS), pfm) 

for Ii Index= 0 : ilndex < lNumberFonts ; iindex++l 
if Cpfm[iindexJ.sXOeviceRes -- (SHORT) lHorzRes && 

pifm[ilnd~J.sYDeviceRes -- <SHORT) lVertRes && 
(pfm[iindexJ.fsDefn & ll -- 0) 

free Cpfm) 

re turn TRUE ; 

( 

for (iSize - 0 : iSize < 6 : iSize++l 
if (pfm[ilndexJ.sNominalPointSize -- iFontSize[iSizeJ) 

break 

if ( iSize 1- 6) 
alMatch[iFace][iSize] - pfm[ilndex] . lMatch 

LONG EzfCreoteLogFont CHPS hps, LONG lcid, INT idface, INT idSize, 
USHORT fsSelectionl 

static FATTRS fat 

if (idface > 4 I I idSize > 5 I I alMatch(idFaceJ(idSize] ~ 0) 
return FALSE 

fat.usRecordLength - sizeof fat : 
fat .fsSelection - fsSelection ; 
fat.lMatch - alMatch[idface)[idSize] 

strcpy Cfat.szfacename, szfacename[idFace]l ; 

return GpiCreateLogfont Chps, NULL, lcid, &fat) 
) 

EASYFONT.H contains declarations of the two functions in EASYFONT.C. 
These are EzfQueryFonts and FzfCreateLogFont ("create logical font"). In addi
tion, EASYFONT.H contains a collection of identifiers you use as parameters 
to EzfCreateLogFont~ 
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To use EASYFONT, include the EASYFONT.H header fil e in your .C source 
code file: 

#i nc l ude <e asyfont .h> 

Then compile and link EASYFONT.C with your program. 
In a window procedure that uses fonts, obtain a handle to a presentation 

space during the WM_ CREATE message and calJ EzfQueryFonts: 

hps = WinGetPS (hwnd) 
EzfQueryF on ts (hp s l ; 
WinRe l easePS ( hpsl ; 

This performs all necessary initialization. Later on, whenever you need to 
use a nondefault font, obtain a handle to a presentation space and call 
EzfCreateLogFom: 

EzfCreateLogFont (hps, lcid, idFace, idSize. fsSelectionl ; 

The lcid parameter is a "local ID." It can be any number between 1 and 254. 
The idFaceparameter can be any of the FONTFACE identifiers defined in 
EASYFONT.H. The idSize parameter is one of the FONTSIZE identifiers also 
defined in EASYFONT.H. 

Not all sizes are available for all font face names. In particular, the FONT
FACE_SYSTEM and FONTFACE_MONO identifier can only be used with 
FONTSIZE_ lO. The FONTFACE_COUR identifier can only be used with 
FONTSIZE_8, FONTSIZE_lO, and FONTSIZE_l2. EzfCreateLogF'ont returns 
TRUE if the font exists and FALSE otherwise. You should check the return 
value before attempting to use the logical font you asked for. 

The fsSelection parameter can be any one of the following identifiers defined 
in OS2DEF.H: 

Identifier Meaning 

FATTR_SEL_ITALIC Italic font 

FATTR_SEL_UNDERSCORE Underlined font 

FATTR_SEL_STRIKEOUT Line drawn through characters 

FATTR_SEL_BOLD Boldface font 

Use 0 if you want a normal font without any attributes. 
EzfCreateLogFontcreates a logical font associated with a local ID. To use this 

font, you pass the local ID to GpiSetCharSet 

GpiSetCharSet (hps, lcid) ; 
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After this call, you can use GpiQueryFontMetrics to get the dimensions of 
the new font. Any text you draw will be displayed with the new font. Before 
releasing the presentation space, go back to the default font: 

Gp i SetCharSet ( hps . LCID_DEF AUL Tl 

Then delete the local ID you used: 

GpiDeleteSetid (hps , l cidl ; 

You can call EzjCreateLogFontmultiple times to create different logical fonts, 
each associated with a unique local ID. You then use GpiSetCharSetto use any 
one of these fonts for text output. Be sure to set the default font and delete all 
local IDs before releasing the presentation space. 

The EzfQueryF'onts function in EASYFONT.C first obtains the horizontal 
and vertical font resolution of the output device from DevQueryCaps. This is 
necessary because the font files may contain raster fonts for various output 
devices. For each of the five font faces, the function calls GpiQueryF'onts to 
determine how many fonts are present and then allocates memory to store 
that number of FONTMETRICS structures. GpiQueryFonts is called again to 
obtain the FONTMETRICS structures for all the available fonts. Each font is 
checked against the device resolution and the desired point sizes. The function 
saves a field of the FONTMETRICS structure named ]Match in a static array. 
This value i<; used in the GpiCreateLogFontcall in EzfCreateLogFont. 

Listing 5.11 shows a program called FONTS, which uses EASYFONT to 
display all of the bitmap fonts available for use. 

Listing 5.11: The FONTS program 

The FONTS.MAK File 

#- ---- ------- ---------
# FONTS.MAK make file 
#- -- --- -- -------- ---- -

fonts . exe : fonts .obj easyfont . obj fonts.def 
$ (PRGLINKl fonts easyfont, fonts , NUL, HPRGLIB). fonts 

fonts . obj : f onts. c easYfont. h 
$(PRGCC) fonts.c 

easyfont.obj : easyfont.c 
$(PRGCC) easyfont.c 
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The FONTS.C File 

/*--------------------------------------
FONTS.C -- GP! Image Fonts 

(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 
--------------------------------------•! 

/ldefi rie INCL_WIN 
#define INCL_GPI 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include "easyfont.h" 

#define LC!O_MYFONT lL 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMl 

int main (void) 
( 

static CHAR szClientClass [] - "Fonts" ; 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR FCF_SYSMENU 

FCF _S!ZEBOROER FCF _MINMAX 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION FCF_TASKL!ST 
FCF_VERTSCROLL FCF HORZSCROLL 

HAB hab ; 

HMO hmq ; 

HWNO hwndFrame, hwndClient 
QMSG qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) ; 
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WinRegisterClass (hab, szCl i entClass, Cl ientWndProc. CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - Win CreateStdWindow (HWNO_DESK TOP, WS_V IS 18 LE, 
&flFrameFlags. szClientClass, NULL. 
0L, 0. 0, &hwndClientl 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANOLE. 0, 0)) 
Wi nDi spatchMs g ( hab, &qmsg) 

WinOestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinOestroyMsgQueue (hmql 
Wi nT-e rminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 
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Listing 5.11: The FONTS program (Continued) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULONG msg. MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
( 

static CHAR *szFace[] 

static CHAR •szSize[] - ( 

st at i c CHAR •szSel(] - ( 

static CHAR sz8uffer[80] 
stat i c HWND hwndVscrol l, 
static INT idFace[] - ( 

static 1 NT idSize[] -

static INT afiSel[] -

"System", "Monospaced", "Courier", 
"Helv", "Tms Rmn" l ; 
"8", "10", "12", "14", "18", ''24" ) 
"Normal", "ltalic", "Underscore", 
"Strike-out", "Bold" } ; 

hwndHscrol l ; 
FONTFACE_SYSTEM, FONTFACE_MONO, 
FONTFACE_COUR. FONTFACE_HELV, 
FONTFACE_TIMES ) 
FONTSIZE_S, FONTSJZE _l0, FONTS!ZE_l2, 
FONTSIZE_l 4, FONTSIZE_l8, FONTSIZE_24 } 
0, FATTR_SEL_!TALIC. FATTR_SEL_UNOERSCORE, 

FATTR_SEL_STRJKEOUT. FATTR_SEL_BOLO ) ; 
static INT iVscrollMax - sizeof idFace I sizeof idFace[0] 1, 

iHscrollMax - sizeof afiSel I sizeof afi5el[0] · 1. 
cyCl i ent, iHscrollPos, iVscrollPos ; 

FDNTMETR!CS fm ; 
HPS hps; 
HWND 
INT 
POI NTL 

hwndFrame 
iSize 
ptl 

switch (msg) 

case WM CREA TE: 
hps - WinGetPS (hwnd) 
EzfQueryFonts (hps) ; 
WinReleasePS (hpsl ; 

hwndFrame - WinQueryWindow (hwnd, OW_PARENT) ; 
hwndVscroll - WinWindowFromlD (hwndFrame, FID_VERTSCROLLJ 
hwndHscroll - WinWindowFromlD ChwndFr~me, FID_HORZSCROLL) 

WinSendMsg ( hwndVscroll. SBM_SETSCROLLBAR. 
MPFROM2SHORT (iVscrollPos, 0), 
MPFROM2SHORT (0, iVscrol lMaxl) 

Wi nSendMsg ( hwndHscro 11 , SBM_SETSCROLLBAR, 
MPFROM2SHORT (iHscrollPos. 0), 
MPFROM2SHORT ( 0, iHscrol lMax)) 

return 0 

case WM_S!ZE: 
cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) 
return 0 
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case WH_VSCROLL: 
switch (5HORT2FROHHP (mp2JJ 

( 

case SB_LINEUP: 
case SB_PAGEUP: 

iVscrollPos - max (0. iVscrollPos - ll 
break ; 

case SB_LINEOOWN: 
case SB__JAGEDOWN: 
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iVscrollPos - min (iVscrollHax, iVscrollPos + l) 
break ; 

case SB_S LIDERPOSITION: 
iVscrollPos - SHORTlFROHHP (mp2J 
break 

default: 
return 0 ; 

Wi nSendHsg (hwndVscroll, SBH_SETPOS, 
HPFROH2SHORT ( i Vscro 11 Pos. 0), NULL) 

Winlnval idateRect ( hwnd . NULL. FALSE) ; 
return 0 ; 

case WH_HSCROLL: 
switch (SHORT2FROHHP (mp2ll 

( 

case SB_LINELEFT: 
case SB_PAGELEFT: 

iHscrollPos - max (0. iHscrollPos - 1) 
break ; 

case SB_LINERIGHT: 
case SB_PAGERIGHT: 

iHscrol l Pos - min (iHscrollHax, iHscrollPos + 1) 

break ; 

case SB_SLIDERPOSITION: 
iHscrollPos - SHORTlFROHHP (mp2) 
break 

default: 
~eturn 0 ; 

WinSendHsg ( hwndHscroll. SBH SETPOS. 
HPFROH2SHORT (iHscrol l Pos, 0), NULL) 
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Listing 5.11: The FONTS program (Continued) 

WininvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL, FALSE) 
return 0 

casce WM_CHAR: 
switch ( CHARMSG(&msg)->vkeyJ 

{ 

case VK_LEFT: 
case V K_Rl GHT: 

return Wi nSendMsg ( hwndHscrol l, msg, mpl, mp2 J 
case VK_.UP: 
case VK_OOWN: 
case VK_PAGEUP: 
case VK_PAGEOOWN: 

return WinSendMsg ( hwndVscrol l, msg, mpl, mp2J 

break ; 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps ~ WinBeginPaint ( hwnd, NULL HANDLE, NULL) 
GpiErase (hpsl 

ptl . x - 0 ; 
ptl .y - cyCl i ent 

for (iSize - 0 ; iSize < 6 ; iSize++) 
if (EzfCreateLogFont (hps, LC!O_MYFONT. 

idFace [iVscrollPos], 
idSize [iSize]. 
afiSel [iHscrollPos]J) 

GpiSe tCharSet (hp s, LC IO_MYFONTJ 
GpiQueryFontMetrics (hps. sizeof fm, &fml 

ptl .y -- fm. lMaxBaseli neExt 

GpiCharStringAt ( hps, &ptl, 
sprintf (szBuffer, "%s, %s point, %s", 

szFace [iVscrollPos], 
szSize [iSize]. 
s z 5 e 1 [ i H s c r 0 11 p OS ] ) • 

szBufferl ; 

GpiSetCha rSet ( hps, LC!D_OEF AULT) 
GpiOeleteSetld ( hps, LCIO_MYFONTJ 
) 

WinEndPaint (hpsl 
return 0 ; 
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re tur n Wi nDefWindowProc ( hwnd , msg , mp l. mp2) 
J 

The FONTS.DEF File 

; FONTS.DEF module defin i tion fi le 

NAME FONTS WI NDOWAPI 
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DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

'Displays GP! Image Fonts (c ) Cha rl es Petzold. 1993' 

Several programs in upcoming chapters (KEYLOOK and TYPEAWAY in 
Chapter 8 and HEAD in Chapter 14) use EASYFONT to obtain the system 
monospaced font for text output. 

You'll notice that the FONTS make file also compiles EASYFONT.C and 
links EASYFONT.OBJ with the program. FONTS.C includes EASYFONT.H 
for the function declarations and definitions of the FONTFACE and FONT
SIZE identifiers. 

Each screen in FONTS shows all the available font sizes for a particular face 
name and fsSelection attribute (such as italics) . You change the fsSelection at
tribute using the horizontal scroll bar and the face name using the vertical 
scroll bar. The Tms Rmn italic fonts are shown in Figure 5.10. 

GPI PRIMITIVE 4: MARKER SYMBOLS 
Markers are small symbols about the same size as a system fan t character 
(To determine the size of a marker, call DevQueryCaps with the CAPS _ . 
MARKER_ WIDTH and CAPS_MARKER_ HEIGHT identifiers.) you c~n 
use markers as bullets or data points on a line graph. 

DRAWING A MARKER 

You can draw a marker by calling the following function: 

Gp i Marker (hps , &pt 1 ) ; 

GPI draws the marker with its center at the point specified in the PO INTL 
structure. The current position is also set to that point. 

You can also draw a series of markers: 

Gp iPo1 yMar ker (hps, 1Number, apt 1J ; 
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Tmsfimri tlpmUIJi:-
n11,· Rum, ill po1i1( Jt.;_fc 
Tm; RMa 1.2point, 1t111!c 
TmsRnu1. .Npoin(. fmlic 
7/ns Rmn_, 18 point, Italic 

Tms Rmn. 24 point, Jlalic 

Figure 5.10: The FONTS display 

The aptl parameter is an array of lNumber POINTL structures. Like GpiPolyLine, 
GpiPolyMarker is more efficient than multiple GpiMarker calls because the 
repetition occurs within the device driver. The current position is set to the 
last point. 

If you use markers to indicate data points on a line graph, you can use the 
same array of PO INTL structures for drawing the line and drawing the mark
ers. For example, suppose aptl contains iNum data points for the graph. This 
code will draw the line and the markers: 

GpiMove (hp s , apt l l ; 
GpiPo lyL i ne (hp s . i Nu rn - IL . apt l + 1 J 
Gpi Po lyMarker ( hps . i Nurn , apt l l ; 

SELECTING A DIFFERENT MARKER SYMBOL 

The default marker has the appearance of a small "x" and has the name 
MARKSYM_CROSS. You can use the GpiSetMarkerfunction to select a differ
ent marker: 

Gpi SetMarker ( hps. 1 Symbo l J ; 
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The lSymbol parameter can be any of the following identifiers: 

MARKSYM_DEFAUL T 

MARKSYM_CROSS 

MARKSYM_PLUS 

MARKSYM_DIAMOND 

MARKSYM_SQUARE 

MARKSYM_SIXPOINTSTAR 

MARKSYM_EIGHTPOINTSTAR 

MARKSYM_SOLIDDIAMOND 

MARKSYM_SOLIDSQUARE 

MARKSYM_DOT 

MARKSYM_SMALLCIRCLE 

MARKSYM_BLANK 

The MARKSYM_DEFAULT identifier has the same effect as MARKSYM_CROSS. 
The marker is drawn using the current color and mix. The background of 

the rectangle that encompasses the marker is drawn using the current back
ground color and background mix. 

GPI PRIMITIVE 5: IMAGES 
I began this chapter by noting that GPI is fundamentally a vector graphics 
system. But this final GPI primitive looks like it belongs more to the realm 
of raster graphics. An image is a collection of bytes whose bits define a little 
picture. Each bit corresponds to a display pixel. 

You display an image by calling 

Gpilmage (hps. 0L. &sizl, lLength, abData) ; 

The last parameter is an array of bytes that is lLength bytes long. This is the 
image data. The third parameter is a pointer to a SIZEL structure. The SIZEL 
structure is similar to the PO INTL structure except that the fields are named 
ex and cy. This structure defines the width and height of the image in pixels. 

The data in abData is organized with the top row of bits first. The first byte 
contains the 8 leftmost bits of this row. The most significant bit of the first 
byte is the leftmost pixel. Each row of bits must begin with a new byte; if the 
width of the image is not a multiple of 8, the last few bits of the last byte of each 
row are not used. Thus you can calculate [Length using the following formula: 

l Length ~ ( s i z l . ex + 7) I 8 * s i z l . cy ; 

The leftmost pixel of the top row is displayed at the current position. 
Gpiimage does not change the current position. The 1 bits are displayed 
with the current foreground color and mix, and the 0 bits are displayed 
with the current background color and mix. 
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The IMAGECAT program shown in Listing 5.12 uses the Gpiimage function 
to draw a little cat in the center of the client window. 

Listing 5.12: The IMAGECAT program 

The IMAGECAT.MAK File 

#------------------------
' IMAGE CAT.MAK make fi 1 e 
#------------------------

imagecat.exe : imagecat.obj imagecat.def 
$(PRGLINK) imagecat, imagecat. NUL. $(PRGLIBl. imagecat 

imagecat.obj : imagecat.c 
S(PRGCC) ima gecat .c 

The IMAGl:CAT.C File 

/*·----------------------------------------
IHAGECAT.C -- Cat drawn using Gpilmage 

(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 
---------------------------- -- -----------*/ 

lldefine INCL_WIN 
/ldefine INCL_GPI 
llinclude <osl.h> 
llinclude <stdlib.h> 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc <HWNO. ULONG. MPARAH. MPARAMl 

int main (void) 
{ 

static CHAR szClientClass [] - "ImageCat" 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

HAB hab ; 
HMO hmq ; 

FCF _S IZEBOROER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 

HWNO hwndFrame, hwndClient 
OHSG qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnf-tialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab. 0) ; 

FCF _SYSMENU I 
FCF_MINMAX I 
FCF _TASKLIST ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass. ClientWndProc. CS_SIZEREORAW. 0) 

hwndFrame • WinCreateStdWindow (HWNO_OESKTOP, WS_VJSIBLE, 
&fl FrameFl ags, szClientClass. NULL, 
l:lL. l:l. l:l, &hwndCl ientl ; 
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while (WinGetMsg (hab. &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 

WinDispatchMsg (hab. &qmsg) 

WinOestroyWindow ChwndFrame) 

WinDestroyMsgOueue (hmq) 

WinTerminate (hab) ; 

return 0 ; 
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MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc <HWND hwnd. ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl. MPARAM mpZl 

{ 

static BYTE abCat [] - ( 
0x01. 0xF8, 0x1F. 0x80. 0x01. 0x04. 

0x00. 0x8F. 0xFl, 0x00, 0x00. 0x48. 

0x00. 0x28. 0xl4. 0x00, 0x00, 0xlA, 

0x00, 0x08. 0xl0, 0x00, 0x00, 0xFC, 

0x00. 0x09, 0x90, 0x00, 0x00, 0xFC, 

0x00, 0x08. 0xl0, 0x00, 0x00. 0x07, 

0x00. 0x08, 0xl0, 0x00. 0x00. 0x08, 

0x00, 0x08, 0xl0, 0x20, 0x00, 0xl0, 

0x00, 0xl0. 0x08. 0x08, 0x00, 0xl0. 

0x00, 0x20. 0x04. 0x04, 0x00. 0x20. 

0x00. 0x20, 0x04, 0x04. 0x00. 0x40, 

0x00, 0x40, 0x02, 0x04. 0x00. 0x40. 

0x00, 0xC0. 0x03. 0x04, 0x00. 0x9C. 

0x00, 0xA2. 0x45. 0x08, 0x00, 0xA2, 

0x00, 0xA2. 0x45, 0xE0. 0x00, 0xA2. 

0x00, 0xA2. 0x45. 0x00. 0x00, 0xFF, 

stat i c INT cxCl ient, cyC l i ent ; 

HPS hps ; 

PO INTL ptl ; 

SrZEL s i zl 

swi t ch (msg ) 

case WM_ Sr ZE : 

cxClient - SHORTlFROMMP (mpZl 

cyC li ent • SHORTZFROMMP Cmp2) 

re t urn 0 ; 

case WM_PAINT : 

hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANOLE. NULL) 

GpiErase Chpsl ; 

pt l .x - cxClient I 2 - 16 

ptl .y - cyCl i ent I 2 + 16 

GpiMove (h ps. &ptl l ; 

0x20. 

0xl2, 

0x58, 

0x3 

0x3 

0 
0 

0x0 

0x0 

0x0 

0x0 

0x0 
0x39, 

0x45. 

0x45. 
0xF F, 

0x80 

0 
0 

0 

0xl0 

0x0 

0 
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Listing 5.12: The IMAGECAT program (Continued) 

s i z l . ex = 32 ; 
sizl .cy = 32 ; 
Gpilmage (hps , 0L. &sizl. sizeof abCat, abCat) 

WinEndPaint (hpsl ; 
return 0 ; 

return WinOefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2l 

The IMAGECAT.DEF File 

; IMAGECAT .OE.F module definition file 

NAME IMAGECAT WINDOWAP! 

DESCRIPTION 
PRO TM ODE 

'Cat Drawn Using Gpilmage (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 

The cat is 32 pixels high and 32 pixels wide. It will look a little different on 
various output devices. Figure 5 .11 shows what it looks Uke on a VGA. 

. . 

IMAGE CAT.EXE I 

Figure 5.11: The IMAGECAT display 
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The Gpilmagefunction is easy to use but extremely limited. For example, 
the function cannot alter the size of the displayed image to accommodate vari
ous output devices. If Gpilmagewere the onlywayto display bitmapped data 
in GPI, it would be important despite its limitations. 

Fortunately, Gpilmage pales in comparison to the WinDrawBitMap and 
GpiBitBlt functions, which are the subject of the next chapter. Among other 
things, we'll use these functions to stretch that little cat to fill the entire client 
window. 
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BITMAP HANDLES AND BITMAP DRAWING 

WORKING WITH BITMAPS 



G PI is fundamentally a vector graphics drawing system and can dis
play graphics on both vector and raster output devices. For output 
to a vector device, the GPI drawing commands are translated into 

commands that the output device understands. For output to a raster device, 
which displays an image composed of color dots called pixels or pels, the de
vice driver must translate the GPI drawing commands into displayable pixels. 
If GPI were based on a raster model, output to a vector device would be nearly 
impossible. 

But GPI is not limited to vector graphics. A Presentation Manager program 
can also draw pixels on a raster output device. Of course, drawing pixels one at 
a time can be very slow: The IBM Video Graphics Array (VGA) adapter run
ning in its 640-by-480 graphics mode displays 307,200 pixels on the screen. A 
laser printer with 300-dots-per-inch resolution requires about 8 million pixels 
to define an 81/i-by-11-inch page. 

Instead, a Presentation Manager program that draws pixels usually works 
with bitmaps. A bitmap is an array of data organized into rows and columns in 
which the bits correspond to pixels on the raster output device. 

A bitmap can represent either a monochrome or a color image: 

.,.. In a monochrome bitmap, each bit corresponds to one pixel. When a 
monochrome bitmap is displayed, a 0 bit usually corresponds to the 
background color and a 1 bit is the foreground color . 

.,.. In a color bitmap, each pixel requires multiple bits to represent color. 
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This chapter is generally restricted to monochrome bitmaps but will touch on 
color when necessary. 

Bitmaps are most suitable for small objects that must be frequently redrawn. 
For example, the mouse pointer you see on the Presentation Manager screen is 
stored as two bitmaps. Each time you move the mouse, the Presentation Man
ager must redraw the two bitmaps on the display. 

Bitmaps are highly device dependent. Because a bitmap represents an object 
as a series of pixels, it is usually designed for a particular device. A bitmap de
signed for the 640-by-350 resolution of the IBM Enhanced Graphics Adapter 
(EGA) will be distorted when displayed on a VGA. (You can compensate for 
this by stretching the bitmap, but that will introduce other distortions.) 

Moreover, not all output devices are raster devices. Although every graphics 
output device attached to the Presentation Manager can handle vector graph
ics, only a raster output device can handle bitmaps. In short, don't expect to 
display a bitmap on a plotter. Even if the device driver could translate the bit
map into approximate plotter commands, the plotter would take a very long 
time to draw it. 

THE BIT-BLOCK TRANSFER 
You can think of the entire video display as one big bitmap. The pixels you see 
on the screen are represented by bits stored in memory on the video display 
adapter board. Any rectangular area of the video display is also a bitmap. Each 
bitmap has a size: the number of rows and columns of pixels it contains. 

Let's begin our journey into the world of bitmaps by copying an image from 
one area of the video display to another. This is a job for the powerful GpiBit
Bltfunction. 

Bitblt (pronounced "bit blit") stands for "bit-block transfer." The term was 
first used in graphics in connection with the SmallTalk system designed at the 
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC). In Small Talk, all graphics output 
operations are based around the bitblt. Among programmers, "blt" is often 
used as a verb, as in: "Blt the bitmap on the screen." 

The GpiBitBltfunction is a pixel-mover, or (more vividly) a raster-blaster. 
As you'll see, the term "transfer" doesn't entirely do justice to the GpiBitBlt 
function. The function actually performs a bitwise operation on pixels and 
can result in some interesting effects. 
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SIMPLE USE OF GPIBITBLT 
The MINMAXl program shown in Listing 6.1 uses the GpiBitBltfunction to 
copy the program's minimize-maximize menu (located in the upper-right 
corner of the frame window) to its client window. 

Listing 6.1: The MINMAX1 program 

The MINMAX1 .MAK File 

1t- - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -
jj MINMAXl.MAK make file 
#--------------- -- ----- -

minmaxl.exe : minmaxl.obj minmaxl.def 
$(PRGLINK) mi nmaxl, minmaxl. NUL. S(PRGLIB). minmaxl 

minmaxl. obj : minmaxl. c 
$CPRGCCJ minmaxl.c 

The MINMAX1.C File 

/* · ----------- -- ---- -- -- --- --- ------- -- ----- -----
MlNMAXl.C - - Bitblt of Minim i ze-Maximize Menu 

(cl Charles Petzold. 1993 
-- -- - - --- - ---- --- ----- - -- - ------- - - - - ---- -- ----*/ 

#define I NCL_WIN 
#include <os2.h> 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMJ 

int main (void J 
{ 

static CHAR szCl i entClass [] - "MinMaxl" : 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_T!TLEBAR 

HAB hab ; 

HMO hmq ; 

HWNO hwndFrame. 
QM6G qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 

FCF _SIZEBORDER 
FCF_S HELLPOSITION 

hwndClient 

hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue Chab, 0) : 

FCF _SYSMENU [ 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF_TASKLIST 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szCl ientClass. Cl ientWndProc, CS_S!ZEREDRAW. 0) 

hwlttJFrame - WinCreateStdWindow CHWNO_OESKTOP. WS_VISIBLE. 
&flFrameFlags, szCli entClass, NULL. 
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Listing 6.1: The MINMAX1 program (Continued) 

0L, 0, 0, &hwndClientl 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0ll 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow ( hwndFramel 
WinOestroyMsgOueue (hmql 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 · 

MRE:allT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, HPARAM mp2l 
{ 

static INT cxClient, cyClient 
static LONG cxMinMax, cyMinMax 
HPS hps : 
POINTL aptl [3) ; 
INT i Row, i Col 

switch (ms-Ql 
( 

case WM_CR£ATE: 
cxMinMax - WinQuerySysValue (HWND_DESKTOP, SV_CXMINMAXBUTTONJ 
cyMinMax - WinQuerySysValue CHWND_DESKTOP, SV_CYMINMAXBUTTONJ 
return 0 

case H!1_SIZE: 
cxClient ~ SHORTlFROMMP (mp2l 
cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) 
return 0 

case WM_ PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint Chwnd, NULLHANDLE. NULL) 

Gpi Erase ( hps) ; 

for (iRow - 0 ; iRow <- cYClient I cyMinMax ; iRow++) 
for ( i Col = 0 : i Col <• cxC li ent I cxHinMax ; i Col++) 

( 

aptl[0).x ~ iCol * cxMinMax 
aptl[0].y - iRow * cyMinMax 

ap-tl[l].x - aptl [0].x + cxMinHax 
aptl [l].y ~ aptl[0] .y + cyMinMax 

aptl[2].x - cxC l i ent cxMinMax ; 
apt1[2].y - cyCllent 

II target 
11 lower left 

II target 
II upper right 

II source 
II lower left 

G~iBitB1t (hp s. hp s' 3L, aptl, ROP_SRCCOPY, BBO_ANDl 



Listing 6.1: The MINMAX1 program (Continued) 

WinEndPaint Chpsl ; 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc Chwnd, msg, mpl, mp2) 

The MINMAX1 .Dl!F File 

· ------ ------ ------------------- -----
: MINMAXl.OEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

MINMAXl WINDOWAPI 

'Bitblt of Min-Max Menu (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 
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But why stop at one bitblt? In fact, MIN MAXI fills its client window with 
multiple copies of the minimize-maximize window, as shown in Figure 6.1. 
GpiBitBlt transfers pixels from a rectangular area on one presentation space 
(called the source) to a rectangular area on another presentation space (the tar
get, or destination). In MINMAXl, the two presentation spaces are the same: 
the cached micro-PS associated with the program's client window. The source 
rectangle is the minimize-maximize menu; the destination is various rectan
gles on the client window. 

MINMAXl's minimize-maximize menu is outside the program's client win
dow, so you may be surprised that GpiBitBltcan access that area of the display. 
When you're using a cached micro-PS, GPI only prohibits writing outside the 
window. GPI does indeed allow GpiBitBltto access an area outside the win
dow's limits. However, if MINMAXl tries to repaint its client window when 
part of the minimize-maximize menu is off the screen or partially obscured, 
the image within the client window will reflect that. GpiBitBltis reading pixels 
from the screen; if the image isn't on the screen, the function can't read it. 

MINMAXl calls the GpiBitBltfunction during the WM_PAINT message 
based on information obtained duringWM_CREATE and WM_SIZE. During 
the WM_ CREATE message, MINMAXl calls WinQuerySysValue to get the 
size of the minimize-maximize menu. It saves the dimensions in cxMinMax 
and cyMinMax. During the WM_SIZE message, MINMAXl saves the size of 
the client window in cxClientand cyClient, as usual. MINMAXI uses these 
variables to determine the number of times it calls GpiBitBlt during the 
WM_P AINT message. 
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Figure 6.1: The MINMAX1 display 

As used in MINMAXl, the GpiBitBltfunction requires an array of three 
POINTL structures. This array is defined in ClientWndProc like this: 

PO INTL aptl [3] ; 

During the WM_P AINT message, MINMAXl sets the three PO INTL structures 
with the coordinates (relative to the lower-left corner of the client window) of 
both the source and destination rectangles, as shown in the following table: 

POINTL Meaning 
Structure 

aptl{O] 

aptl{l] 

Target (or destination) of lower-left corner of bitmap 

Target (or destination) of upper-right corner of bitmap 

apt/[2} Lower-left corner of source bitmap 

For each copy of the minimize-maximize menu that MINMAXI draws, apt/[ 2} 
is set to the lower-left corner of the source rectangle (that is, the lower-left 
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corner of the minimize-maximize menu) relative to the lower-left corner of 
the client window: 

aPtl[2].x = cxClient - cxMinMax ; 
aptl[2].y = cyClient : 

For the first GpiBit Bit call during the WM_PAINT message, MINMAXl sets 
aptl[O] to the point (0,0), which is the lower-left corner of the client window. 
The aptl[l} structure indicates the width and height of the destination rectan
gle relative to aptl[O}. This is shown in Figure 6.2. 

r 
apt1[2] " (cxClient - cxMinMax, cyClient) 

--,-:-i _.,...__ aptl[l] " (cxMlnMax, cyMinMax) 
... 1 •1 

r 
aptl[O] " (0,01 

Figure 6.2: The aptl array coordinates for the first GpiBitBlt call in MINMAX1 

For the subsequent GpiBitBltcalis in MINMA.Xl, aptl[O} and aptl{l] are the 
lower-left corner and upper-right corner of the target rectangle. This may be a 
little confusing: aptl{ 1} is documented as the upper-right corner of the destina
tion rectangle, but in MINMAXl it really indicates the size of the source bitmap. 
(We'll see why it's specified this way in this next section.) 

MINMAXI passes the aptl array to GpiBitBlt: 

Gp i BitBlt (hps, hps, 3L. aptl. RO P_SRCCOPY. BBO_ANDJ 

The general syntax of GpiBitBlt is as follows: 

GpiBi tBlt ( hpsOest. hpsSource, lNumPoints, aptl, l RasterOp, 

lCompressionType) ; 
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In the case of MINMAXl, the source presentation space (hpsSource) an? 
the destination presentation space (hpsDest) are the same. The lNumPomts 
parameter indicates the number of PO INTL structures passed as the 
fourth parameter-in this case three. I'll discuss the last two parameters 

later in this chapter. 

STRETCHING THE BITMAP 

The third parameter to GpiBitBlt, lNumPoints, indicates the number of 
POINTL structures in the array passed as the fourth parameter. 

If you want the copy of the bitmap to be the same size and orientation as 
the source bitmap (as is the case in MINMAXl), set the lNumPointsparameter 
to 3L. If you want to change the size of the bitmap as it is copied, you can 
use a fourth PO INTL structure in the array and specify lNumPoints as 41. 
This is illustrated in the MINMAX2 program shown in Listing 6.2. 

Listing 6.2: The MINMAX2 program 

The MINMAX2.MAK File 

#--···-----······-···--· 
# MINMAX2.MAK make file 
#·--·-·- ·--··· ·········· 

minmax2.exe : minmax2.obj minmax2.def 
$(PRGLJNK) minmax2. minmax2. NUL, $(PRGLIB), minmax2 

minmax2.obj : minmax2.c 
$(PRGCCl minmax2.c 

The MINMAX2.C File 

'*·····-·---·--·-·············---················ 

MINMAX2.C - - Bitblt of Minimize-Maximize Menu 
(cl Charles Petzold. 1993 

.............. ····-·----- - ······ ...... -·-······*/ 

/idefine JNCL_VIIN 
#include <os2.h> 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientV/ndProc (HV/ND, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAM) 

int main (void) 
{ 

static CttAR szClientClass [] - "MinMax2'' : 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

FCF_SIZEBORDER 
FCF _SYSMENU 
FCF _MINMAX 



Listing 6.2: The MINMAX2 program (Continued) 

HAB 
HMO 
Hr/NO 
QMSG 

tiab ; 
timq ; 

FCF_SHELLPOSJTION j FCF_TASKLIST 

tiwndFrame, tiwndClient 
qmsg ; 

tiab - Wininitialize (0) 
timg - WinCreateMsgQueue (tiab, 0) : 
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WinRegisterClass (tlab, szClientClass. ClientrlndProc, CS_SJZEREDRArl, 0) 

tiwndFrame - rlinCreateStdrlindow (Hr/ND_OESKTOP, r/S_VISIBLE. 
&fl FrameFlags, szClientClass, NULL. 
0L, 0. 0, &tiwndClient) 

while CrlinGetMsg (tiab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0. 0)) 
rlinDispatctiMsg Ctiab, &qmsg) 

rlinOestroyrlindow (tiwndFrame) 
WinDestroyMsgQueue Ctimql 
rlinTerminate Ctiab) ; 
return 0 : 
} 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientrlndProc (HWNO tiwnd, ULONG msg, HPARAM mpl. MPARAM mpZJ 
f 
static INT cxClient, cyClient 
static LONG cxMinMax. cyMinMax 
HPS tips : 
POI NTL aptl[4] 

switch (msg) 

case r/M_CREA TE: 
cxMinMax - rlinQuerySysValue (Hr/NO_OESKTOP, SV_CXMINMAXBUTTON) 
cyMinMax - rlinQuerySysValue (Hr/NO_DESKTOP. SV_CYMrnMAXBUTTON) 
return 0 

case rlM_SJZE: 
cxClient - SHORTlFROMMP CmpZ) 
cyClient - SHORTZFROMMP (mpZJ 
return 0 ; 

case r/M_PAINT: 
tips - rlinBeginPaint Ctiwnd, NULLHANOLE, NULL) 
GpiErase Chps) : 

aptl[0].x - 0 
aptl[0] .y - 0 

II target lower left 
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Listing 6.2: The MINMAX2 program (Continued) 

aptl[l].x = cxClient 
aptl[l] .y ~ cyClient 

aptl[2] .x - cxClient cxMinMax 
aptl[2] .y = cyClient 

aptl[3].x - cxClient 
aptl[3].y = cyClient + cyMinMax 

II target upper right 

JI source lower left 

II source upper right 

GpiBitBlt (hps, hps, 4L, aptl. ROP_SRCCOPY, BBO_ANO) 

WinEndPaint (hpsJ ; 
return 0 ; 

return WinOefWindowProc (hwnd, msg. mpl, mp2l 

The MINMAX2.DKF File 

; MINMAX2.0EF module definition file 

NAME MINMAX2 WINDOWAPI 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

'Bitblt of Min -Max Menu (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 

MINMAX2 calls GpiBit Blt only once during the WM_PAINT message, but 
it does so in style: The minimize-maximize menu is stretched to fill the entire 
client window, as shown in Figure 6.3. 

When you use an array of four POINTL structures in the GpiBitBltfunc
tion, they are interpreted as shown in the following table: 

PO INTL 
Structure 

aptl[O} 

aptl[l} 

Meaning 

Target (or destination) of lower-left corner of bitmap 

Target (or destination) of upper-right corner of bitmap 

aptlf 2] Lower-left corner of source bitmap 

aptl[3} Upper-right corner of source bitmap 

In MINMAX2, the destination points are the lower-left and upper-right cor
ners of the client window. The two source points are the lower-left and the 
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Figure 6.3: The MINMAX2 display 

upper-right corners of the minimize-maximize window. This is shown in Fig
ure 6.4. 

Now you can see that aptl[ 1} really indicates the upper-right corner of the 
target rectangle rather than the size of the bitmap. 

FLIPPING THE BITMAP 
The aptl[O} and aptl{ 1} elements of the POINTL array specify the points of the 
destination rectangle that correspond to the lower-left corner and lower-right 
corner of the source bitmap. The MINMAX2 program in Listing 6.2 sets 
aptl[O] and aptl[l] like this: 

aptl[.0].x = 0; 
apt1[0].y = 0 ; 

aptl[l].x = cxClient 
apt l [l).y = cyClient 
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aptl[3] = (cxClient, cyClient + cyMinMax] 

+ 
-l. ____ Ml_nM_ax _ _ __ l '"'I"' 

- aptl[l] = 
(cxMinMax, 
cyMinMax] i 

apt1[2] " (cxClient - cxMinMax, cyClient) 

t 
aptl[O] " (0,0) 

Figure 6.4: The aptl array coordinates for the GpiBitBlt call in MINMAX2 

l 

_J 

But these two points do not have to be the lower-left corner and upper-right 
corner of the destination rectangle. You can use any two opposite points for a 
variety of effects. For example, if you'd like to turn the image upside down, use 

a pt l [0 J. x = 0 ; 
apt l [0 ]. y - cyCl ie nt 

apt l [ l ] .x = cxCl i ent 
aptl [l].y = 0 ; 

The lower-left corner of the source bitmap is copied to aptl{O ], which is now 
the upper-left corner of the client window. The upper-right corner of the 
source bitmap is copied to aptl[ l}, the lower-right comer of the client window. 

To display the minimjze-maximize menu flipped around the vertical axis, use 

aptl[0J. x = cxCli ent 
apt l [0 J .y = 0 

aptl [l] . x = 0 
aptl[l].y = cyCl i ent 
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To display the minimize-maximize menu flipped on both axes, use 

aptl[0J.x = cxClient 
aptl[0].y = cyClient 

aptl[l].x = 0 ; 
aptl [ lJ .Y = 0 ; 

When you flip a bitmap around the horizontal or vertical axis, you must 
specify four points in the aptl array, even if the bitmap is not being altered in 
size. The rule is simple: Use three points in the apt! array when you do not 
wish to change the size or orientation of the source bitmap. Otherwise use 
four points. 

DIFFERENT PRESENTATION SPACES 

The preceding examples use the same presentation space for both the source 
and the target. You can modify the MINMAX2.C source code file to use differ
ent presentation spaces. The destination presentation space is still the cached 
micro-PS for the client window, but the source presentation space can be the 
cached micro-PS for the minimize-maximize menu. 

To use this approach, you need another variable of type HPS to store the 
source presentation space handle: 

HPS hpsM i nMax ; 

During the WM_PAINT message, you can obtain hpsMinMax like this: 

hpsMin Max = WinGetPS ( 
WinWindowFromID ( 

WinOueryWindow Chwnd, OW_PARENT), 
FID_MINMAX) l ; 

The WinQueryWindow function obtains the handle of the frame window 
(which is the parent of the client window), WinWindowFromID returns the 
handle to the minimize-maximize menu window, and WinGetPS obtains a 
cached micro-PS for this window. 

At first, it may seem rude to get a presentation space handle for a window 
that does not belong to your program. But the window really is part of your 
program. You created the minimize-maximize window by calling WinCreate
StdWindow. Although the window procedure for this window is within the 
Presentation Manager, the window belongs to your program. You can do what 
you want with it. 
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The aptl{O] and aptl[l] structures are set to the same values shown in MIN
MAX2.C. But the coordinates of the source bitmap are now relative to the 
lower-left corner of the source presentation space: 

apt1[2].x = 0 

aptl [2].y = 0 ; 

aptl[3].x = cxMinMax 

aptl[3].y = cyMinMax 

The GpiBitBlt call specifies hpsMinMax as the source presentation space: 

GpiBitBlt (hps. hpsMinMax, 4l. apt1, ROP_SRCCOPY. BBO_ANDl ; 

Remember to release the presentation space handle of the minimize-maximize 
menu when you're finished with it: 

WinReleasePS (hpsMinMax) ; 

THE RASTER OPERATIONS 

In MINMAXl and MINMAX.2, the source bitmap is simply copied from one 
area of the screen to another. This is the result of specifying ROP _SRCCOPY 
as the fifth parameter-the raster operation-to GpiBitBlt. ROP _SRCCOPY is 
only l of 256 raster operations you can use in GpiBitBlt. Let's experiment with 
a few others in MINMAX2 and then investigate the raster operations more me
thodically. 

Try replacing ROP _SRCCOPY with ROP _NOTSRCCOPY. As the name sug
gests, this raster operation inverts the colors of the bitmap as it is copied: On 
the client window, the black area of the minimize-maximize menu becomes 
white, and the white area becomes black. Try ROP _ZERO: The entire client 
window is painted black. ROP _ONE causes the entire client window to be 
painted white. 

Now try replacing the GpiBitBltcall in MINMAX2 with the following two 
statements: 

GpiSetpattern (hps, PATSYM_HALFTONEJ ; 

Gpi Bi tBl t C hps, hps, 4L, aptl, ROP _MERGECOPY, BBO_ ANDJ ; 

In this case, the black area of the minimize-maximize menu remains black 
when copied to the client window, but the white area is displayed as the 
PATSYM_HALFTONE pattern. 

Here's another one: 

GpiSetPattern Chps, PATSYM_HORIZJ 

GpiBitBlt (hps, hps, 4L, aptl, ROP_PATCOPY, BBO_ ANDJ 
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This simply fills the entire client window with the PATSYM_HORIZ pattern. 
Now try adding two more statements so that you call GpiSetPattern and 
GpiBitBlt twice: 

GpiSetPattern (hps. PATSYM_HORIZJ ; 
GpiBitBlt (hps, hps, 4L, aptl. ROP_PATCOPY, BBO_ANDl ; 
GPi SetPattern (hps. PATSYM_ VERTl ; 
GpiBitBlt (hps. hps, 4L , aptl. ROP_PATPAJNT. BBO_ANDl ; 

This one (shown in Figure 6.5) is strange: The black area of the minimize
maximize menu is now copied as white, and thew hite area is a pattern of 
black dots which (if you think about it) appears to be an "intersection" of the 
horizontal and vertical line patterns. 

'f:\\11f~1~m~1:'.::1::)ih;::::.: •U'E?Hun::~: 
I~: ·: .. .---~ = .. =='·~ . ;·. 

ji:l,:/::,:j!';;:;:i';,,;,;,;,',,, ••.• ;',, 
... 

.. 

.. 
.. . . .. . 

.. . ... . 
. . .. . . . . . · .. · :::: .. ··: : 

......... 

Figure 6.5: The MINMAX2 display with a different raster operation 

Just what on earth is going on here? 
As mentioned, the GpiBitBlt function is not simply a bit-transfer fo.nction. 

It actually performs a bitwise operation between the following three bitmaps: 

.,. Source The source bitmap, expanded or compressed (if necessary) to 
be the same size as the destination rectangle 

"" Destination The destination rectangle before the GpiBitBlt call 
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~ Pattern The current pattern of the destination presentation space, re
peated horizontally and vertically to be the same size as the destination 
rectangle 

The result of this bitwise operation is copied to the destination rectangle. 
The raster operations are conceptually similar to the mix modes we encoun

tered in Chapter 5. The mix modes govern the way in which a graphics object 
(such as a line) is combined with a destination. You'll recaU that there were 16 
foreground mix modes-all the unique results obtained when Os and ls in the 
object are combined with Os and 1 sin the destination. 

The raster operations used in G piBitBlt involve a combination of three 
objects, and this results in 256 raster operations. There are 256 ways to com
bine a source bitmap, a destination bitmap, and a pattern. Fifteen of these 
raster operations are common enough to be given names (some of them 
rather obscure) in PMGPl.H. The raster operation identifiers all begin with 
the prefix ROP. If you examine how they're defined in PMGPI.H, you'll see 
that each is defined as a number (which also seems rather obscure); 

#define ROP _ NOTSRCCOPY 0x0033L 
#define ROP_ SRCCOPY 0x00CCL 
#define ROP_PATCOPY 0x00F0L 

Those numbers have real meaning; They define how the source, destination, 
and pattern bitmaps are combined to create a result. 

Table 6.1 shows the 15 raster operations that have names. 

Table 6.1: The 15 Raster Operations That Have Names Defined in PMGPl.H 

Pattern: 11110000 
Source: 11001100 
Destination: 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 Operation Value Identifier 

Result: 00000000 0 OxOO ROP_ZERO 

00010001 -(SID) Ox11 ROP _NOTSRCERASE 

00110011 -S Ox33 ROP _NOTSRCCOPY 

010001 00 S&-D Ox44 ROP_SRCERASE 

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 -D Ox SS ROP _DSTINVERT 

01011010 p " D Ox SA ROP _PATINVERT 

01100110 S" D Ox66 ROP _ SRCINVERT 

10001000 S&D Ox88 ROP_SRCAND 
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iable 6 .1: The 15 Raster Operations That Have Names Defined in PMGPl.H (Continued) 

Pattern: 11110000 

Source: 11001100 

Destination: 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 Operation Value Identifier 

Result: 10111011 -SID Ox BB ROP _MERGEPAINT 

11000000 P&S OxCO ROP_MERGECOPY 

11001100 s Ox CC ROP _SRCCOPY 

11101110 SID Ox EE ROP _SRCPAINT 

11110000 p OxFO ROP _PATCOPY 

11111011 Pl-SID OxFB ROP _PATPAINT 

11111111 Ox FF ROP_ONE 

This table is important in understanding and using raster operations, so 
let's spend a little time examining it. 

The numeric values of the ROP identifiers are listed in the second-to-last 
column. These numbers are the hexadecimal representations of the "result" 
bits shown in the first eight columns. These bits are the result of a bitwise oper
ation between the pattern, source, and destination bits shown at the top. The 
Operation column uses C syntax to show how the pattern, source, and destina
tion are combined. 

To begin understanding this table, it's easiest to assume that you're dealing 
with a monochrome system in which 0 is black and 1 is white. The result of 
the ROP _ZERO operation is all zeros regardless of the source, destination, and 
pattern, so the destination will be colored black. Similarly, ROP _ONE always 
causes the destination to be colored white. 

Let's take another look at these four lines of code shown earlier: 

Gp i SetPattern (hps, PATSYM_HORIZ) ; 
GpiBitBlt (hps, hps, 4L, apt1, ROP_PATCOPY, BBO_ANDJ ; 

Gpi Setpattern (hps. PATSYM_VERTJ : 
GpiBitBlt (hps, hps, 4L, aptl, ROP_ PATPAINT. BBO_ANDJ; 

This code was responsible for the display in Figure 6.5. As you can see from 
Table 6.1, ROP _PATCOPY causes the result bits to be the same as the pattern 
bits. The source and destination bitmaps are essentially ignored. In other 
words, ROP _PATCOPY simply copies the current pattern to the destination 
rectangle. 
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The ROP _PATPAINT raster operation involves a more complex operation. 
The result is equal to 

p I -s I D 

When the source bitmap is black (a 0 bit), the result is always white (a 1 bit). 
Figure 6.5 verifies this. When the source is white (1 ), the result is also white if 
either the pattern or the destination is white. In other words, the result will be 
black only if the source is white and both the pattern and the destination are 
black. Again, Figure 6.5 verifies this. Black dots appeared in the white area of 
the source bitmap where the lines of the pattern that were already on the desti
nation intersected the lines of the current pattern. 

When a raster operation does not require a source bitmap, you can set the 
second parameter of GpiBitBlt (the handle to the source presentation space) to 
NULL and the third parameter (the number of POINTL structures in the 
array) to 2L. The preceding example can also be written as 

Gp i SetPattern (hps, PATSYM_HDRIZJ ; 
GpiBitBlt (hps, NULL, 2L, aptl, ROP_PATCOPY. BBO_ANOJ ; 

G pi SetPat tern (hp s. PATSYM_V ER Tl ; 
GpiB i tBlt (hps. hps, 4L. aptl. ROP_ PATPAIN T, BBO_ANDJ ; 

You don't need to use one of the predefined identifiers for the raster opera
tion parameter to GpiBitBlt. You can use any number between 0 and 255. The 
hard part is determining what number to use for a particular effect. Here are 
some examples. 

Suppose you want to copy the white area of a source bitmap as white, but 
you want to display the PATSYM_HALFTONE pattern where the bitmap is 
black. You set up a little table similar to the one shown at the top of Table 6 .1 
and work out the bits: 

Pattern: 
Source: 
Destination: 

Result: 

11110000 
11001100 
10101010 

11111100 

Value 

OxFC 

When the source is 1 (white), the result is also 1. When the source is 0 (black), 
the result is the pattern. Thus the raster operation is OxFC. Here's the code: 

GpiSetPattern Chps. PATSYM _HALFTDNEJ 
GpiBitBlt Chps, hps, 4L, aptl, 0xFC, BBQ AND) 

Simple, right? 
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Let's try another. Where the source is white, you want the result to be col
ored with horizontal lines, and where the source is black, you want vertical 
lines. First, color the destination area using PATSYM_HORIZ and then set 
the pattern to PATSYM_ VERT: 

GpiSetpattern ( hps. PATSYM_HORIZl ; 
GpiBitBlt (hps, NULL, 2L. aptl. ROP _ PATCOPY. BBO_ ANDl 

GpiSetPattern (hps, PATSYM_VERTJ ; 

Now all you need is a raster operation that does the following: When the 
source is 1 (white), the result is the destination; when the source is 0 (black), 
the result is the pattern. Here's the table: 

Pattern: 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

Source: 
Destination: 

Result: 

11001100 
10101010 

10111000 

Value 

OxB8 

And here's the GpiBitBlt function that uses this raster operation: 

GpiBitBlt (hps, hps, 4L, apt1, 0xB8L, BBO_AND) 

RASTER OPERATIONS AND COLOR 
As I discussed in Chapter 5, a color display uses multiple bits for each pixel. 
For example, the standard VGA uses 4 bits per pixel and can display 16 colors 
simultaneously. Although the VGA can map these 4 bits to any one of 262,144 
possible colors, the mapping is usually defined so that the 4 bits represent an 
IRGB (Intensity-Red-Green-Blue) color scheme. 

Like the mix mode in Chapter 5, the GpiBitBltfunction performs the bit
wise operation between each of these color bits separately. For example, if 
the destination is CLR_RED (intensity and red bits set to 1) and the source is 
CLR_PALEBLUE (blue bit set to 1), an ROP _SRCPAINT raster operation will 
color the destination as CLR_PINK (intensity, red, and blue bits set to 1). 

If you are using a color display and you have used the Presentation Manager 
Scheme Palette window to set your window background and window text 
colors to something other than white and black, the preceding descriptions 
of some raster operations probably did not agree with your observations. 
Instead, you saw results that included the CLR_BACKGROUND and CLR_
NEUTRAL colors. 

Here's why: When the GpiBitBltfunction performs a bitwise operation on a 
source, destination, and pattern, all three bitmaps must have the same color 
format. GpiBitBltperforms the operation on the color bits separately. 
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Patterns are stored as monochrome bitmaps. They have 1 bit per pixel. Dur
ing GpiBitBlt, the pattern must be converted to a color bitmap. That is, on the 
VGA, each bit of the pattern must be converted to 4 bits so that they can be 
combined with the source and destination. GPI does this by converting the 1 
bits to the 4 IRGB bits that describe the current presentation space foreground 
color (the CLR_NEUTRAL color by default) and the 0 bits to the 4 IRGB bits 
for the current presentation space background color (CLR_BACKGROUND 
by default). 

I guarantee that this will be confusing at first. By default, CLR_NEUTRAL is 
black and CLR_BACKGROUND is white. This means that 1 bits in the pattern 
become black and 0 bits become white, which is exactly the opposite of the in
terpretation of bits in a monochrome system. 

For example, the PATSYM_ VERT pattern is mostly 0 bits except for the vertical 
lines, which are 1 bits. In a monochrome system, for example, PATSYM_ VERT 
would have white lines on a black background. But when the pattern is converted 
to a color bitmap (as it must be for GPI to display it on a color screen), the pattern 
appears as CLR_NEUTRAL lines on a CLR_BACKGROUND background, or 
black on white by default. 

BITBLT COMPRESSION 

I haven't yet discussed the last parameter to GpiBitBlt. This parameter governs 
how a source bitmap is altered when it is compressed to a smaller destination. 
Three options are available: BBO_OR, BBO_AND, and BBO_IGNORE. 

If you considered the problem of stretching or compressing a bitmap, you 
probably assumed that GPI simply duplicates rows and columns of pixels to 
stretch a bitmap. This is correct. You may also have assumed that GPI simply 
eliminates rows and columns of pixels to compress a bitmap. But that's only 
one of the three options-the one you get when you use BBO_IGNORE, 
which is often not satisfactory. 

For example, suppose you have a source bitmap that has a white back
ground and a I-pixel-wide outline of a square in black. When GPI compresses 
the bitmap, the rows and columns of the bitmap containing the black lines could 
be the rows and columns that GPI eliminates. The result will be entirely white. 

When you have a bitmap with a black image on a white background, use 
BBO_AND. GPI will not eliminate whole rows and columns but instead will 
combine adjacent rows and columns of the bitmap with a bitwise AND opera
tion. A result pixel will be white only if both adjacent pixels are also white. 
With a white image on a black background, use BBO _OR. Adjacent rows and 
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columns are combined with a bitwise OR operation so that a result will be 
black only if adjacent pixels are black. 

BBO_IGNORE is for use with color bitmaps. For color bitmaps, BBO_OR 
and BBQ _AND can result in the creation of colors not in the original bitmap, 
even when you're using ROP _SRCCOPY. 

BITMAP HANDLES AND BITMAP DRAWING 
We've been bl ting bitmaps around the video display but we haven't really 
gotten our hands on a bitmap, and it's not quite clear what we could do with 

one anyway. . 
Let's temporarily abandon the GpiBitBlt function and approach bitmaps 

from another direction. We'll first try getting a handle to a bitmap and draw
ing the bitmap on the video display. After we nail down a couple of additional 
concepts, we can again bring GpiBit Blt into our collection of tools. 

THE SYSTEM BITMAPS 
If you've been exploring the Presentation Manager programming utilities, 
you may have discovered that the Icon Editor can create a bitmap file with 
the extension .BMP. In Chapter 12, you'll learn how to use that bitmap as a 
"resource" in a program, load it into memory, and display it on the screen. 

But you needn't jump ahead that far yet. The Presentation Manager occa
sionally uses bitmaps called "system bitmaps." These bitmaps are stored as 
resources in DISPLAY.DLL, the device driver for the video display. As men
tioned, bitmaps are very device dependent and must often be different sizes 
for different video display drivers. Accordingly, the bitmaps are stored in the 
video display device driver. 

In preparation for getting your hands on a bitmap, you must define a variable 
to store a bitmap handle. A bitmap handle is of type HBITMAP: 

HBITMAP hbm ; 

An HBITMAP variable begins with hbm by convention. Now you can call 
WinGetSysBitmap: 

hbm = WinGetSysBitmap ( HWND _DESKTO P, idSysBitmap) ; 

This function returns a handle to a copy of a system bitmap. The idSysBitmap 
parameter is one of the identifiers that begins with SBMP defined in PMWIN.H. 

When you've finished using the bitmap, you should delete it: 

GpiD el eteBi tma p ( hbml ; 
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It's okay to delete a bitmap you obtain from WinGetSysBitmap. You're not 
deleting the system bitmap itself, only the copy that was made for you. 

DRAWING A BITMAP 
If you look over the identifiers beginning with SBMP, you'll find SBMP _MIN
BUTTON and SBMP _MAX.BUTTON. Of course! The Presentation Manager 
has to draw the minimize-maximize menu somehow. What it uses are these 
system bitmaps. 

This can only mean that we're not yet done with the MINMAX series of 
programs. It's time for MINMAX3, which is shown in Listing 6.3. 

Listing 6.3: The MINMAX3 program 

The MINMAX3.MAK F.ile 

#-----------------------
# M1NMAX3.MAK make file 
#- - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

mi nmax3. exe : nrinmax3. obj min max 3 "def 
$(P-RGLI NKl minmax3. minmax3. NUL. S(PRGLIBJ. minmax·3 

minmax3.obj : minmax3 .c 
S(PRGCC) minmax3.c 

The MINMAX3.C File 

/*-------- ------ --------- ·- -------- ---- ---
MINMAX3.C -- Minim i ze-Maximize Bitmap 

fc) Charles Petzold. 1993 
------------------ ----------------------•! 

#def ine lNCL_WIN 
#include <osl.h> 

MRESULT EXPENTRY Cl i entWndProc (HWND, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMl 

int main (void) 

static CHAR szCl ientClass [] - "M1nMax3" : 
stat i c ULONG f l FrameFlags = FGF _TITLEBAR 

HAB hab ; 
HMO hmq ; 

FCF _SlZEBORDER 
FC F_SHELLPOSIT!ON 

HWND hwndFrame. hwndC1i~nt 

QMSG qms"9 : 

FCF_SYSHENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF _TASKLIST 
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Listing 6.3: The MINMAX3 program (Continued) 

hab = WinJnitialize (0) 

hmq = WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) : 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREO"RAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWi ndew (HWND_ DESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE, 

&flFrameFlags, szClientClass, NULL, 

0L, 0, 0, &hwndCl ~entl 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 

Win~ispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFramel 

WinOestroyMsgOueue (hmq) 

WinTerminate ( habJ : 

return 0 
} 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc fHWND hwnd. ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl. MIARAM mp2J 

( 

static INT 

HBITMAP 

HPS 
PO:tNTL 

cxClient, cyClient 

hbmMin, hbmMax 
hps : 
aptl [2] : 

switch (msg) 

Ca5e WM_S1ZE: 
cxCliant - SHORTlfROMMP (mp2) 
c~Client = SHORT2FROMMP (mp2J 

teturn 0 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps = WinBeg1nPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE. NULL) : 

hbmMin - Wi nGetSysB itmap ( HWND_DESKTO P, SBHP _MI NBUTTON) 

hbmMax - WinGetSysBitmap (HWNe_DESKTOP, SBMP_MAXllUTfONJ 

aptl[0].x - 0 : II Target l~wer left 

aptl [0J.y = 0 : 
aptl[l],x cxClient 2 II Target upper right 

aptl[l].y - c.Y,Client 

WinDrawBitmap ( hps. hbmMin, NULL, aptl, 

CLR_NEUTRAL, CLR_BACKGROUNO. DBM_STRETCH) 

aptl[0].x - cxC1ient 2 ; 

a~tl[l].x - cxClient 

II Target left 
II Target right 
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Listing 6.3: The MINMAX3 program (Continued) 

Wi nDrawBi tmap (hp s. hbmMax, NULL, apt l . 
CLR_NEUTRAL, CLR_BACKGROUND. DBM_STRETCH) 

GpiDeleteBitmap (hbmMin) 
GpiOeleteBitmap ChbmMax) 

WinEndPaint Chps) ; 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2) 

The MINMAX3.DEF File 

; MINHAX3.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMOOE 

MINHAX3 WINDOWAPI 

'Hin -Max Bitmap (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 

While processing the WM_PAINT message, MINMAX3 obtains handles to 
the minimize and maximize bitmaps by calling WinGetSysBitmap twice. It 
stores the handles in hbmMin and hbmMax. The program then draws the two 
bitmaps on its client window by calling WinDrawBitmap and deletes the bit
maps using GpiDeleteBitmap. The MINMAX3 display is shown in Figure 6.6. 

THE WINDRAWBITMAP FUNCTION 

As you can tell by the Win prefix, WinDrawBitmap is a high-level drawing 
function. It is certainly convenient and will be welcomed by Microsoft Win
dows programmers. (Windows has no comparable function.) But you'll soon 
see that GPI offers a better approach to drawing bitmaps. 

The general syntax of WinDrawBitmap is 

WinOrawBitmap (hps, hbm, &rclSource. &ptlDest, clrForeground, 
clrBackground. fsOptions) ; 

The third parameter, &rclSource, is a pointer to a RECTL structure defining a 
rectangular area of the bitmap you want to draw. If you set this parameter to 
NULL (as MINMAX3 does), WinDrawBitmap draws the entire bitmap. 
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Figure 6.6: The MINMAX3 display 

The fourth parameter specifies the destination coordinates. If you do not 
include DBM_ STRETCH in the options, this parameter points to a POINTL 
structure specifying the lower-left corner of the destination. If you use 
DBM_ STRETCH, the parameter is an array of two PO INTL structures 
specifying the lower-left corner and upper-right corner. Alternatively, you 
can use a pointer to a RECTL structure for this parameter and cast it to a 
PPOINTL (a pointer to a POINTL structure). 

You specify two colors for the bitmap, clrForeground and cir Background. The 
cir Foreground is used for the 1 bits of the bitmap and cir Background is used for 
the 0 bits. (MINMAX3 uses both CLR_NEUTRAL and CLR_BACKGROUND.) 
If you have not changed the window background and window text colors in 
the Presentation Manager Scheme Palette window, the minimize and maxi
mize bitmaps are drawn as black squares on a white background. Alternatively, 
you can use the DBM_IMAGEATTRS option in the final parameter to use the 
colors currently selected for drawing images. 
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The jlOptions parameter can be a combination (using the C bitwise OR 
operator) of the following identifiers: 

Identifier Meaning 

DBM_NORMAL 

DBM_INVERT 

DBM_HALFTONE 

DBM_STRETCH 

Draw the bitmap normally 

Invert the colors of the bitmap 

Draw only every other bit of the bitmap 

Stretch the bitmap to fit the target area 

DBM_IMAGEATTRS Use the image attributes for color 

The DBM_NORMAL identifier is defined as 0, so that is the default if you use 
0 as the last parameter. Both the DBM_INVER T and DBM_HALFTONE flags 
allow you to use a small subset of the 256 raster operations to draw the bit
map. WinDrawBitmap uses the bitmap as the source and temporarily sets the 
current pattern to PATSYM_HALFTONE (which consists of alternating 0 and 
1 bits). The last parameter to WinDrawBitmap is equivalent to the following 
raster operations: 

WinDraw Bitmap Parameter 

DBM_NORMAL 

DBM_INVERT 

DBM_HALFTONE 

DBM_INVERT I DBM_HALFTONE 

Raster Operation 

ROP _SRCCOPY 

ROP_NOTSRCCOPY 

OxFC (PIS) 

Ox30 (P & -S) 

Remember that GPI converts both the source and pattern to a color bitmap 
before performing the logical operation on each set of color bits. Thus, when 
you use ROP _NOTSRCCOPY, the 1 bits in the bitmap are colored with the in
verse of the ROP_NEUTRAL color and the 0 bits are colored with the inverse 
of ROP _BACKGROUND. 

GETTING BITMAP INFORMATION 

We managed to obtain handles to system bitmaps and draw them on the 
MINMAX3 client window without knowing the size of the bitmaps. If you 
need this information, you can obtain it. First you define a variable of type 
BITMAPINFOHEADER: 

BI TMAPINFDHEADER bmp ; 
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The recommended prefix for structures of this type is bmp, which actually 
stands for "bitmap parameters." The BITMAPINFOHEADER structure is 
defined in PMGPI.H: 

typedef struct_BITMAPINFOHEADER 
{ 

ULONG cbfix 
USHORT ex ; 
USHORT cy ; 
USHORT cPlanes 
USHORT cBitCount 
} 

BITMAPINFOHEADER ; 

You first set the cbFixfield as the size of the structure, which is 12 bytes. 
Then you pass a pointer to this structure to GpiQueryBitmapParameters: 

GpiQueryBitmapParameters (hbm, &bmp) ; 

On return from the function, the ex and cy fields will contain the width and 
height of the bitmap in pixels. For a monochrome bitmap, the cPlanes and 
cBitCount fields are l. For color bitmaps, these two fields describe how the 
bitmap is organized to represent color. 

You also use the BITMAPINFOHEADER structure (or more preferably, the 
newer BITMAPINFOHEADER2 structure) when creating a bitmap. Let's get 
to it. 

WORKING WITH BITMAPS 
I mentioned earlier that you can create a bitmap using the Icon Editor pro
gram and store that bitmap as a resource in your program. This is certainly an 
easy approach to creating and using a bitmap. But we'll wait until Chapter 12 
to see how that is done. Meanwhile, it's instructive to create bitmaps and work 
with them directly in a program. 

THE BITMAP BITS 

W~at do y~u nee~ to create a bitmap that represents an image? One major re
qmrement is obviously the bits themselves. In a program, these bits are usually 
s~ored as a~ array of BYTE (unsigned character) values. For a monochrome 
bitmap, this array is organized as follows: 

.., The array begins with the bottom row of bits . 

.., The first byte in each row is the leftmost eight pixels. 
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.. The most significant bit in each byte is the leftmost pixel. 

.. The number of bits in each row must be a multiple of the size of a 
ULONG (32 bits). If the bitmap width is not a multiple of 32, the row 
must be padded at the right . 

.. A 1 bit generally represents the foreground color (black by default), and 
a 0 bit generally represents the background color (white by default). 

For example, suppose you want to create a small bitmap that contains the 
word "HELLO." You want the letters to be colored with the foreground color 
(black by default). The background will be white (by default). You can picture 
such a bitmap like this: 

llllll ll lllHI 
This is a 21-by-7 bitmap, with 7 rows of21 bits each. You can represent the 

bitmap as a string of bits where the background bits are 0 and the foreground 
bits are 1: 

0 00000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 
000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000 

Group each set of 8 bits into a byte. The leftmost bits are most significant. 
Each row must be padded at the right for a multiple of 4 bytes per row. It 
doesn't matter whether you pad the rows with Os or ls: 

0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 
0x57 0x44 0x70 0x00 
0x54 0x44 0x50 0x00 
0x76 0x44 0x50 0x00 
0x54 0x44 0x50 0x00 
0x57 0x77 0x70 0x00 
0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 
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Now reverse the order of the rows so thatthe array begins with the bottom 
row. You can define the resultant array in a program like this: 

static BYTE abHe l lo [] = ( 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00. 
0x57, 0x7 7, 0x70, 0x00, 
0x54, 0x44, 0x50, 0x00. 
0x76, 0x44. 0x50, 0x00. 
0x54. 0x44, 0x50. 0x00. 
0x57, 0x44, 0x70, 0x00, 
0x00, 0x00, 0x00. 0x00 } 

BITMAP CREATION AND INITIALIZATION 

To create a bitmap based on an array of bits, you use the GpiCreateBitmap 
function. This function returns a handle to the bitmap that you store in a 
variable of type HBITMAP. 

Before calling GpiCreateBitmap, you need two structures that are very similar: 
BITMAPINF02 and BITMAPINFOHEADER2. The first five fields of the BIT
MAPINFOHEADER2 structure are similar to BITMAPINFOHEADER: 

typedef struct _BITMAPINFOHEADER2 
( 

ULONG cbFix 
ULONG ex ; 
ULONG cy ; 

ULONG cPlanes 
UL ONG cBitCount 

BJTMAPINFOHEADER2 

For all purposes, the remaining fields can be set to zero to assume their de
faults. The fields of the BITMAPINF02 structure are the same as BITMAP
INFOHEADER2, but a final field-an array of one RGB2 structure-is added, 
as shown here: 

typedef struct _BITMAPINF02 
( 

ULONG cbFix 
ULONG ex ; 
ULONG cy ; 
U LONG cPl a nes 
ULONG cBitCount 

RGB2 argb2Color[l] 
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BITMAPINF02 

By convention, a BITMAPINF02 structure variable begins with bmi. The 
RGB2 structure defines a color as a combination of red, green, and blue bytes: 

typedef struct _ RGB2 

RGB2 

( 

BYTE bBl ue ; 
BYTE bGreen ; 
BYTE bRed ; 
BYTE fcOpt ions 
} 

The fourth field is not used with bitmaps. Each color byte can range from 0 

through OxFF (255). When all 3 bytes are set to 0, the color is black. When all 3 
bytes are set to 255, the color is white. You need one RGB structure for each 
color in the bitmap. For example, if the bitmap has 4 color bits per pixel, you 
need an array of 16 RGB structures: one for each of the 16 possible colors. 
These structures indicate to GPI what real color corresponds to each combina
tion of 4 bits. For a monochrome bitmap (which we'll be creating), you need 
an array of two RGB structures. 

In both structures, the cbFix field is set to the size of the structure. The ex 
and cy fields specify the size of the bitmap in bits. The cPlanes and cBitCount 
fields indicate how bits in the bitmap are organized to represent color. For a 
monochrome bitmap, these two fields are set to 1. 

So, to create a bitmap to contain the abHello array of bits, first define a BIT
MAPINFOHEADER2 structure variable and set the fields like this: 

BITMAPJNFOHEAOER2 bmp ; 

bmp.cbFix - sizeof (BITMAPINFOHEADER2) 
bmp.cx - 21 ; 
bmp. CY - 7 ; 
bmp.cPlanes - 1 
bmp.cBitCount - 1 

The BITMAPINF02 structure is set up similarly, but it needs two RGB2 val
ues that define how the 0 and 1 bits are interpreted. For a monochrome bit
map, the three fields of the first RGB2 structure should be set to 0, and the 
three fields of the second structure should be set to 255. 

And nowwe have a little problem. We need to define values of argb2Color[O] 
and argb2Color[ 1), but the definition of the BITMAPINF02 structure is large 
enough to accommodate only one RGB2 structure. We need a BITMAPINF02 
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structure large enough for two RGB2 structures. Here's one way to do it. Don't 
define a structure of type BITMAPINF02 like this: 

BITMAPINF02 bmi ; 

Instead, define a pointer to a BITMAPINF02 structure: 

BITMAP!NF02 * pbmi ; 

Then use mallocto allocate enough local memory for the structure: 

pbmi = malloc Csizeof (BITMAPINF02l + sizeof (RGB2ll ; 

The cbFix field is set equal to the size of the BITMAPINF02 structure ex
cluding the argb2Color field, so you can set the fields of the structure like this: 

pbmi ->cbFix = sizeof bmp ; 
pbmi->cx = 21 
pbmi ->cy = 7 
pbmi->cPlanes 1 ; 
pbm i- >cBitCount = 1 
pbmi ->argb2Col or[0].bBlue = 0 
pbmi->argb2Color [0].bGreen - 0 
pbmi ->argb2Color[0].bRed = 0 
pbmi->argb2Color[l].bB1ue = 255 
pbmi ->argb2Color[l].bGreen = 255 
pbmi->argb2Color[l].bRed = 255 

Now we're ready to call GpiCreateBitmap using the abHello array and these 
two structures: 

hbm = GpiCreateBitmap (hps, &bmp, CBM_ INIT. abHello, pbmil ; 

The first parameter to GpiCreateBitmap is a handle to a presentation space. 
For bitmaps to be displayed on the screen, you can use the handle returned 
from WinGetPS. If possible, GPI will use part of the video memory to store the 
bitmap. Even if the bitmap is stored in system memory, it is always associated 
with a particular device. The CBM_INIT identifier indicates that we want the 
bitmap to be initialized with the abHello data after the bitmap is created. 

After you call GpiCreateBitmap, you want to free the memory used for the 
BITMAPINF02 structure: 

free ( pbrni l ; 

When your program is finished using a bitmap, the bitmap should be deleted: 

GpiDeleteBitmap Chbml ; 
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You can also create a bitmap without initializing it. In this case, the bitmap 
initially contains random data. If we simply wanted to create an uninitialized 
21-by-7 bitmap, the GpiCreateBitmap function would be 

hbrn ~ GpiCreateBitmap (hps, &bmp, 0L, NULL, NULL) ; 

Notice that only the BITMAPINFOHEADER2 structure is required for this 
variation of the GpiCreateBitmap call. You don't need to tell GPI how to inter
pret color information when creating the uninitialized bitmap. 

THE BIT CAT 

Now that we have some of the concepts down, let's look at a program that cre
ates and displays a bitmap. Rather than the simple "HELLO" bitmap described 
previously, this program uses a more interesting bitmap. Remember the cat we 
displayed in Chapter 5 using Gpilmage? We'll now display that cat as a bitmap. 
BITCA Tl is shown in Listing 6.4. 

Listing 6.4: The BITCAT1 program 

The BITCAT1 .MAK File 

II· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
II BJTCATl .MAK make fi l e 
fl- - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - - - -

bitcatl . exe : bitcatl .obj bitcatl.def 
$(PRGLINK) bitcatl. bitcatl. NUL, $(PRGL!B), bitcatl 

bitcatl.obj : bitcatl.c bitcat . h 
$(PRGCC) bitcatl . c 

The BITCAT1.C File 

/*- ----- ----- -- ---- ----- ---- ------ -- ------- -
BlTCATl .C - - Bitmap Creation and Display 

(c ) Charles Petzold. 1993 ------------------------------------------*' 
/Ide fine I NCL_WIN 
#define I NCL_GPJ 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "bitcat.h" 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO, ULONG. MPARAM, MPARAMl 



Listing 6.4: The BITCATI program (Continued) 

int ma i n ( v o id J 
{ 

s~at i c CHAR szCl i entC1 ass [] = "BitCatl '' ; 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

HAB 
HMO 
HWNO 
OMSG 

hab ; 
hmq ; 

FCF _SIZEBOROER 
FCF_SHELLPOS!TION 

hwndFrame, hwndClient 
qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) ; 
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FCF_SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF_TASKLIST ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab. szClientClass. ClientWndProc, CS_SJZEREORAW. 0) 

hwndFrame ~ WinCreateStdWindow CHWNO_OESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE. 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass. NULL, 
0L. 0. 0, &hwndC1 i en t) 

while (WinGetMsg (hab. &qmsg, NULLHANDL~ 0. 0)) 
WinOispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinOestroyWindow ( hwndFrameJ 
WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 
} 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd. ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl. MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

static HB ITMAP 
static INT 
B!TMAPINF02 
BJTMA PINFOHEADER2 
HPS 
PO INTL 

switch (msg) 

hbm ; 
cxClient, 

* pbmi ; 
bmp ; 
hps ; 
aptl [4) 

case WM_C RE ATE: 

cyCl i ent 

II Create 32-by-32 monochrome bitmap 

memset (&bmp, 0. sizeof CBITMAPINFOHEAOER2)) 

bmp. cb Fix 
bmp. ex 
bm~.cy 

- sizeof (8!TMAPINFOHEAOER2) ; 
- 32 
= 32 ; 
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Listing 6.4: The BITCAT1 program (Continued) 

bmp.cPlanes - l 
bmp.cBi tCount -

pbmi - malloc (sizeof (BITMAP I NF02l + sizeof IRGB2J) 

memset (pbmi, 0, sizeof (BITMAPINFOHEADER2ll 

pbmi->cbFix - sizeof (BITMAPINFOHEADER2l 
pbm4->·cx - 32 ; 
pbmi - >cy - 32 ; 
pbmi ->cPlanes - l ; 
pbmi->cBitCount - l; 

pbmi->argbCo l or[0].bBlue - 0x00 
pbmi ->argbColor[0].bGreen - 0x00 
pbmi ->argbColor[0] . bRed - 0x00 
pbmi->argbColor[0J.fc0ptions - 0 

pbmi->argbColor[l].bBlue - 0xFF 
pbmi·>argbColor[l].bGreen - 0xFF 
pblll'i ->argbColor[lJ.bRed - 0xFF 
pbmi ->argbColor[l].fcOptions - 0 

hps - WinGetPS (hwndl 

II 0 bits (background) 

II l bits (foreground) 

hbm - GpiCreateBitmap (hps, &bmp. CBM_INIT, abBitCat. pbmi) 
WinReleasePS (hps) 

free ( pbmi) 
return 0 

case WM_SIZE: 
cxClient - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2) 
cyC 1 i ent - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2J 
return 0 : 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint Chwnd, NULLHANOLE, NULL) 

apt1[0].x - 0 
aptl[0].y - 0 

aptl[l].x - cxClient 
aptl[l].y - cyClient 

aptl[2].x - 0 
aptl [2).y - 0 

aptl[3] .x - 32 
ai:itl[3].y - 32 

II target lower left 

II target upper right 

II source lower left 

II source upper right 
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Listing 6.4: The BITCAT1 program (Continued) 

GpiWCBitBlt (hps, hbm, 4L. aptl. ROP_SRCCOPY, BBO_ANDJ ; 

apt l[ l) - aptl[3] II target upper right 

GpiWCB i tBlt (hps, hbm. 4 L. aptl. ROP _S RCCOP Y, BBO_ANOJ ; 

WinEndPaint (hps) 

return 0 ; 

case WH_OESTROY: 

GpiDe l eteBitmap ( hbml 

return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl. mp2J 

The BITCAT.H File 

I*·- - ---- -- - - ---- --- - - --

B!TCAT.H header file 

------------ --- -- --- --*/ 

st~tic BYTE abBitCat[] - l0x00, 0xFF, 0xFF, 0x00, 

0x00, 0xA2, 0x45, 0x00. 

0x00, 0xA2, 0x45, 0xl0, 

0x00, 0x9C. 0x39, 0x0B, 

0x00, 0x40, 0x02, 0x04. 

0x00, 0x40, 0x02. 0x04, 

0x00, 0x20. 0x04, 0x04, 

0x00 , 0xl0, 0x0B, 0x04, 

0x00. 0xl0, 0x0B. 0x10, 

0x00, 0x0B. 0x10. 0xC0, 

0x00, 0x07, 0xE0, 0x00, 

0x00, 0xFC, 0x 3F. 0x00, 

0x00, 0xFC, 0x3 F. 0x00, 

0x00, 0xlA, 0x5B. 0x00, 

0x00, 0x4B, 0xl2, 0x00, 

0x01, 0x04, 0x20, 0x80, 

The BITCAT1 .DEF File 

:--- -- -- --------- --------------------
; BITCATl.OEF module definition file 

: --- -.. - - ---- --------.. -- ---.. --- --- -- -.. 

0x00, 0xA2. 0x45, 0x0 

0x00, 0xA2, 0x45, 0xE 

0x00, 0xA2, 0x45, 0x0 

0x00, 0xC0. 0x03. 0 

0x00. 0x40, 0x0 

0x00, 0x20. 0x0 

0x00, 0x20, 0x0 

0x00, 0x10, 0x0 

0x00, 0x0B, 0xl0 

0x00, 0x0B, 0xl0 

0x00, 0x0B, 0 

0x00, 0x09. 0x90, 

0x00, 0x08. 0xl0. 

0x00, 0x 2B, 0xl4, 0x0 

0x00, 0xBF. 0xFl, 0x0 

0x01. 0x FB, 0xlF. 0x80 
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Listing 6.4: The BITCAT1 program (Continued) 

NAME 

DESCRIP TI ON 
PROTMODE 

BITCATl WINDOWAPI 

'B i tmap Creat i on and Display (c ) Char l es Petzold. 1993' 

The abBitCat array in BITCAT.H contains the bytes that define the picture 

of the cat. Note that the rows are in reverse order from the rows used in Gpiim

age. ( Gpiimage requires the top row first.) The BITCA Tl program creates the 

32-by-32 bitmap during the WM_ CREATE message and deletes it during the 
WM_DESTROY message. 

During the WM_PAINT message, BITCA Tl draws the bitmap twice using 

the WinDrawBitmap function. The first call draws the bitmap to fill the entire 

client window. The second call draws the bitmap in the lower-left corner of 

the client window in its actual pixel size. This is shown in Figure 6.7. 

Figure 6.7: The BITCAT1 display 
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BITMAPS AND BITBLTS 

I mentioned earlier that the WinDrawBitmap function is convenient but that 
GPI has a better way to draw a bitmap using our old friend, the GpiBitBlt func
tion. This will be demonstrated shortly in the BITCAT2 program. 

You may resist this new method at first because BITCAT2.C is longer than 
BITCATl.C and somewhat more complex. However, this method unleashes all 
the power available in the GpiBitBlt function when drawing a bitmap. This is 
where bitmaps and bitblts come together as two related tools. 

You'll recall that GpiBitBlt transfers a bitmap from one presentation space 
to another, possibly combining it with the current pattern set in the destina
tion presentation space. There doesn't seem to be any place in the function for 
a handle to a bitmap. To use the GpiBitBlt function to draw a bitmap, we must 
first make the bitmap part of a presentation space. This requires a concept that 
is very important for working with bitmaps: the memory device context. 

THE MEMORY DEVICE CONTEXT 

In Chapter 5, we worked briefly with the device context for the video display. 
"Device context" is a term used to describe the combination of an output 
device and its device driver. A presentation space is associated with a device 
context. When you call GPI drawing functions for a particular presentation 
space, GPI draws the objects on the device context associated with the presen
tation space. 

We're going to create a device context that exists only in memory. This de
vice context is not a real output device. It is called the memory device context. 
To create this device context, you call DevO penDC with a second parameter 
set to the identifier OD_MEMORY and the other parameters as shown here: 

hdcMemory - DevOpenDC Chab, OD_MEMORY, "•". 0L, NULL. NULL) ; 

You then create a presentation space associated with this memory device con
text by calling GpiCreatePS: 

hpsMemory = GpiCreatePS Chab. hdcMemory, &siz l . 
PU _ PELS I GP!F_ DEFAULT 
GPIT_ MI CRO I GPIA_ASSOCl 

This presentation space is associated with the memory device context. The 
third parameter is a pointer to a structure of type SIZEL with two fields 
named ex and cy. Before calling GpiCreatePS, you set these two fields to 0. 

Here comes the crucial step: You call GpiSetBitma p to set a bitmap in this 
presentation space: 

GpiSetBitmap (hpsMemory, hbml ; 
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This function seems a little strange at first. Near the beginning of this chapter, 
I said that you could imagine the entire video display as one big bitmap. The 
video adapter board contains a large block of memory that includes (in one 
form or another) the digital representation of the image on the screen. 

When you call GpiSetBitmap, the bitmap becomes the display surface of the 
memory device context associated with the presentation space. You can then 
use this presentation space as a source (or destination) with functions such as 
GpiBitBlt. Moreover, anything you draw on this presentation space is actually 
drawn on the bitmap. 

When you are finished using the presentation space, the memory device 
context, and the bitmap, you destroy them in this order: 

GpiDestroyPS (hpsMemory) 
DevCloseOC (hdcMemory) : 
GpiDeleteBitmap (hbm) : 

Now let's look at BITCAT2, which uses this approach. The program is 
shown in Listing 6.5. 

Listing 6.5: The BITCAT2 program 

The BITCAT2.MAK File 

#-----------------------* BIT CAT2. MAK ma ke fil e 
#-----------------------

bi tcat2.exe : bitcat2.obj bitcat2.def 
$CPRGLJNKl bitcat2, bitcat2. NUL, $(PRGL1Bl. bitcat2 

bitcat2.obj : bitcat2.c bitcat.h 
HPRGCC) bitcat2.c 

The BITCAT2.C File 

/•--- ----------------- ----------------------
BITCAT2.C -- Bitmap Creation and Display 

(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 
------------------------------------------*/ 

I/de fi ne INC L_Wl N 
I/defin e I NCL_GPI 
I/ in cl ud e <os2.h> 
I/i nclude <std l ib h> 
I/i ncl ude <st r ing.h> 
I/ i nclude "bitcat. h" 
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MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMJ 

int main (void) 

static CHAR szClientClass [] - •BitCat2" ; 
static ULONG f1FrameFlags • FCF_TlTLEBAR 

FCF_SIZEBOROER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITJON 

HAB 
HMO 
HWNO 
QMSG 

hab ; 
hmq ; 
hwndFrame, hwndClient 
qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgOueue (hab, 0) ; 

FCF _SYSMENU 
FCF_MINMAX 
FCF_ TASKLIST 
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WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass. ClientWndProc, CS_SJZEREORAW, 0) 

hwndFrame = WinCreateStdWindow (HWNO_DESKTOP. WS_VIS!BLE, 
&fl FrameFl ags. szCl i entCl ass. NU LL. 
0L. 0, 0. &hwndCl i en t l 

while (WinGetMsg (hab. &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 
WinOi spatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

Wi nOestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinOestroyHsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
ret ·urn 0 ; 

HRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO hwnd. ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 

{ 

static HB ITHAP hbm ; 

static HOC hdcHemory 
static HPS hpsMemory 
static INT cxCl i ent, cyCl i ent 
BITHAP1NF02 * pbmi ; 

B1THAPINFOHEAOER2 bmp 
HAB ha b ; 
HPS hps ; 

POI NTL apt l [4] 

SJZEL sizl ; 

switch (msg) 

ca s.e WM_ CREA TE: 
hab = Wi nQueryAnchorBlock (hwnd) 
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Listing 6.5: The BITCAT2 program (Continued) 

II Open memory DC and create PS associated with it 

hdcMemory - DevOpenDC Chab, OD_MEMORY, "*"· 0L, NULL. 0) ; 

s i zl. ex - 0 

sizl .cy - 0 

hpsMemory - GpiCreatePS (hab, hdcMemory, &sizl, 
PU_PELS I GP! F_OEFAULT I 
GPIT_MICRO ) GP !A_ASSOC) ; 

II Create 32 -by-32 bitmap 

memset C&bmp, 0, s i zeof (BIT MAP l N FOHEADER2)) 

bmp. cb Fix 
bmp . cx 

- sizeof (BITMAP!NFOHEAOERZ) ; 
- 32 : 

bmp.cy - 32 ; 
bmp . cPlanes - 1 
bmp . cB i tCount - l : 

hbm - GpiCreateBitmap (hpsMemory, &bmp, 0L, NULL. NULL) 

II Select bitmap into memory PS 

GpiSetBitmap (hpsMemory, hbm) ; 

II Set bi tmap bits from abBitCat array 

pbmi - malloc (sizeof (BITMAPINF02) + sizeof ( RGB)) 

memset (pbmi. 0, sizeof CBITMAPINFOHEAOERZ)) 

pbmi->cbFix 
pbmi ->cx 

- sizeof (BITMAPINFOHEAOERZ) 

pbmi ->.c,y 
pbmi - >°"Planes 

- 32 : 
- 32 ; 
- 1 

pbmi ->cBitCount - l ; 

pbmi->argbColor[0] . bBlue - 0x00 
pbmi->argbColor[0].bGreen - 0x00 
pbmi->argbColor(0].bRed - 0x00 
pbmi->argbCo l or[0].fc0ptions - 0 

pbmi->argbColor[l].bBlue - 0xFF 
pbm i- >argbColor[l].bGreen - 0xFF 
pbmi - >argbColor[l].bRed - 0xFF 
pbmi->argbColor[0].fc0ptions - 0 

II 0 bi ts (background) 

II 1 bits (foreground) 
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L.isting 6.5: The BITCAT2 program (Continued) 

GpiSetBitmapBits ChpsMemory. 0L. 32L. abBitCat, pbmiJ 

free ( pbmi J 
return 0 

case WM_SIZE: 
cxClient - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2J 
cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANOLE, NULL) 

apt1[0] .x - 0 
aptl[0].y - 0 

apt 1[1].x - cxC.1 ient 
aptl[l].y - cyClient 

aptl[2].x - 0 
aptl[2].y - 0 

aptl[3].X - 32 
aptl [3].y - 32 

II target lower left 

II target upper right 

II source lower left 

II source upper right 

GpiBitBlt (hps, hpsMemory, 4L, aptl, ROP_SRCCOPY, BBO_ANO) 

aptl[1] - aptl[3) : fl target upper right 

GpiBitBlt Chps. hpsMemory, 3L, aptl, ROP_SRCCOPY, BBO_ANO) 

WinEndPaint Chps) : 
return 0 : 

case WH_OESTROY: 
GpiOestroyPS ChpsHemory) 
DevCloseOC ChdcMemory) : 
GpiOeleteBitmap ( hbm) : 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc Chwnd. msg, mpl, mp2) 

irhe BITCAT2.DEF File 

; BITCAT2.0EF module definition file 
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Listing 6.5: The BITCAT2 program (Continued) 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTHOOE 

B!TCAT2 WlNOOWAP! 

'Bitmap Creation and Display (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 

The BITCAT2 program also requires the BITCAT.H header file from Listing 
6.4. As you can see from Figure 6.8, the program shows the same output as 
BITCATl. 

Figure 6.8: The BITCAT2 display 

During the WM_ CREATE message, BIT CA T2 opens a memory device 
context and creates a presentation space associated with that device context. 
BITCAT2 creates an initialized 32-by-32 bitmap exactly like BITCAT l. But 
then it calls GpiSetBitmap to set the bitmap in the presentation space. 

During the WM_P AINT message, BITCAT2 uses the GpiBitBlt function to 
draw the bitmap on the display. The source presentation space is simply the 
presentation space associated with the memory device context. Although BIT
CAT2 uses ROP _SRCCOPY, it could also select a nondefault pattern in the des
tination presentation space and use GpiBitBltwith all 256 raster operations. 
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For drawing bitmaps, GPI also provides two additional functions: GpiDraw
Bits and GpiWCBitBlt (the WC stands for "world coordinates"). 

DRAWING ON THE MEMORY DEVICE CONTEXT 

I said earlier that the bitmap is the display surface of the memory device con
text. Thus, when you use normal GPI functions to draw on the presentation 
space associated with this memory device context, you're actually drawing 
on the bitmap. This is one reason that you can create a bitmap without initial
izing it. You can create an image on the bitmap simply by drawing on the pre
sentation space. 

This is shown in the HELLOBIT program in Listing 6.6. 

Listing 6.6: The HELLOBIT program 

The MELLOBIT.MAK File 

#---------- ----- ---------
# HELLOBIT.HAK make file 
#- ---- ----- -------------· 

hellobit.exe: hellobit.obj hellobit.def 
$(PRGLINK) hellobit. hellobit, NUL, $(PRGLIBl, hellobit 

hellobit.obj : he1lobit .c 
$(PRGCC) hellobit.c 

The Hl!LLOBIT.C File 

/*··---------------------------------------
HELLOB!T.C -- "Hello, world" Bitmap 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
-----------------------------------------•/ 

#define INCL_WIN 
#define I NCL_G Pl 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <string.h> 

HRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO, ULONG. HPARAH, HPARAH) 

int main (void) 

static CHAR szC1ientClass [] ~ "Hel loBit" 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_T!TLEBAR 

HAB hab 

FCF _S!ZEBOROER 
FCF_SHELLPOSIT!ON 

FCF _SYS MENU I 
FCF_H!NHAX I 
FCF _ TASKL!ST 
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Listing 6.6: The HELLOBIT program (Continued) 

hmq ; HMO 
HWND 
OMSG 

hwndFrame. hwndCl ient ; 
qmsg ; 

hab - Wininitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_S!ZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwRdFrame - Winl:reate-StdWindow (HWND_DESKTOP, WS_V!S!BLE, 
&fl FrameFlags. szClientClass. NULL. 
0L. 0, 0, &hwndClient) 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg Chab, &qmsgl 

WinDestroyWindow ChwndFramel 
WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmql 
WinTerminate (habl ; 
return 0 ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULDNG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
( 

!ttatic CHAR 
static HBITMAP 
static HOC 
static HPS 

szHello [) •" Hello, world! " 
hbm ; 
hdcMemor y 
hpsMemory 

static INT cxClient, cyClient. cxString, cyString 
B!THAPJNFDHEADER2 bmp 
HAB hab ; 
HPS 
PO JN TL 
I NT 
SlZEL 

switch Cmsgl 

hp s ; 
apt l [ 4]. pt l 
x. y 
sizl 

case WM_CREA TE: 
hab - WinOueryAnchorBlock (hwndl ; 

II Open memory DC and create PS associated with it 

hdcMemory - DevOpenDC Chab, OD_MEMDRY, "*". 0L, NULL, 0) ; 

sizl .ex - 0 
sizl .cy - 0 
hpsHemory • GpiCreatePS (hab, hdcHemory, &si zl. 

PU_PELS I GPIF_DEFAULT 
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GPIT_ MICRO I GPIA_ASSOC) 

II Determine dimensions of text string 

GpiOueryTextBox (hpsMemory. sizeof szHello - ll, 
szHello, 4L, aptl); 

cxString - (SHORT) (aptl [TXTBDX_T09RIGHT).x 
aptl (TXTBDX_TOP-LEFT].x) 

cyString - (SHORT) (aptl [TXTBOX_TOPLEFT].y -
aptl [TXTBOX_BOTTDMLEFT].y) 
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II Create bitmap and set it in the memory PS 

memset C&bmp, 0, si zeof ( BITMAPINFOHEADER2)) 

bmp.cbFix - s i zeof ( BITMAPINFDHEADER2) 
bmp.cx - cxString 
bmp.cy - CY,String 
bmp.cPlanes - 1 
bmp.cBitCount - 1 : 

hbm - GpiCreateBitmap (hpsMemory, &bmp. 0L, 0L. NULL) 

GpiSetBitmap (hpsMemory, hbm) ; 

II Write the text string to the memory PS 

pt1.x - 0 
pt1 .y - - apt l [TXTBOX_BOTTDMLEFTJ. y 

GpiSetColor (hpsMemory, CLILTRUEl ; 
GpiSetBackColor (hpsMemory, CLR_FALSE) 
GpiSetBackMix (hpsMemory, BM_OVERPAINT) ; 
GpiCharStringAt (hpsMemory, &ptl, sizeof szHell o - ll, 

szHello) ; 
return 0 

case WH_S!ZE: 
cxClient - SHORTlFROMHP (mp2J 
cyC1ient - SHDRT2FROHMP (mp2) 
return 0 

case WH_PA!NT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd. NULLHANOLE, NULL) 

for (y - 0 ; y <- cyClient I cyString ; y++) 
for (x - 0 ; x <- cxClient I cxString : x++) 
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Listing 6.6: The HELLOBIT program (Continued) 

aptl[0J . x = x * c-xS t r ing 
aptl [0].y - y * cyString 

fl target lower left 

aptl[l].x ~ apt1[0] . x + cxString II upper right 
aptl[l].y - apt1[0] .y + cyStr ing 

apt l [2.J.x = 0 
aptl [2].y = 0 

11 source 1 ewer 1 eft 

GpiBitBlt (hps, hpsHemory, 3L. aptl, ROP_SRCCOPY, 
BBO_ ANO) ; 

WinEndPaint (hps) 
ret urn 0 ; 

case WM_DESTROY: 
GpiOestroyPS (hpsMemory) 
OevC loseOC ( hdcMemor y) ; 
GpiDeleteBitmap (hbml ; 
return 0 ; 

return WinDef WindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mpll 

The HELLOBIT.DEF File 

; HELLOB IT. DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMQDE 

HELLOB!T WINDOWAPI 

'Hello. world Bitmap (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 

HELLO BIT creates a memory device context and a presentation space asso
ciated with this memory device context during the WM_ CREATE message. 
Then it determines the dimension of the text "Hello, world!" by calling 
GpiQueryTextBox. The program creates a bitmap of these dimensions and 
sets the bitmap in the memory device context. 

HELLO BIT then writes the text string on the presentation space by calling 
GpiCharStringAt. The bitmap is monochrome, so the foreground color is set 
to CLR_TRUE (1 bits), and the background color to CLR_FALSE (0 bits). 
These are the best color values to use with monochrome bitmaps. HELLO BIT 
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also sets the background mix to BM_OVERPAJNT so that the background is 
filled in with 0 bits. 

During the WM_PAINT message, HELLOBIT covers the window with cop
ies of this bitmap by calling GpiBitBlt. This is shown in Figure 6.9. 
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Figure 6.9: The HELLOBIT display 

As in BITCAT2, the presentation space, device context, and bitmap are de
stroyed during the WM_DESTROY message. 

You might want to try a variation of HELLOBIT that uses WinDrawBitmap 
during the WM_PAINT message. In this case, you don't need the memory de
vice context or presentation space after you initialize the bitmap by calling Gpi
Char String At. You can destroy them after that call: 

GpiDestroyPS (hpsMemory) 
DevCloseDC ChdcMemoryl ; 

During the WM_DESTROY message you need only destroy the bitmap. Thus, 
the memory device context and presentation space serve simply as a mold to 
draw on the bitmap. You can then destroy the mold (calling GpiDestroyPS and 
DevCloseDC), leaving the bitmap behind. 
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One common use of a memory device context is for a "shadow bitmap." You 
create a bitmap large enough to encompass the client window and select that 
into a presentation space associated with a memory device context. Whenever 
you draw on the window, you also draw on the presentation space. During the 
WM_PAINT message, you can update the client window with a simple GpiBit
Blt call This approach is shown in the SKETCH program in Chapter 9. 

When a bitmap is set in a presentation space associated with a memory de
vice context, you can set the bitmap bits with an array of data using GpiSetBit
mapBits. This is yet another way to initialize a bitmap. You can also obtain the 
bitmap bits and store them in an array by calling GpiQueryBitmapBits. 

CUSTOMIZED PATTERNS 

Another use for bitmaps is to create your own customized patterns for area fill
ing. A pattern is based on an 8-by-8 bitmap. When a pattern is used to fill an 
area, the bitmap is simply repeated horizontally and vertically. 

For example, suppose you want to use a pattern that looks like a brick wall. 
Assuming you want the brick itself to be the foreground color ( 1 bits) and the 
cement between the bricks to be the background color (0 bits), the bitmap 
that you begin with might look like this: 

These bits (padded at the right so each row is 32 bi ts) are stored in the ab
Brick array in the BRICKS program in Listing 6.7. 

Listing 6.7: The BRICKS program 

The BRICKS.MAK File 

#---- ----- ---------- ---
# BRICKS .MAK make file 
1-------- -- -- ----------

bricks.exe : bricks .obj bricks.def 
$(PRGLINKJ bricks, bricks, NUL, SCPRGL!Bl, bricks 

bricks.obj : bricks.c 
$(PRGCCJ bricks.c 



Listing 6.7: The BRICKS program (Continued) 

The BAICKS.C File 

/* -- ---- -- ---------------------------------- --
BRICKS.C -- Customized Pattern from Bitmap 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
-----------------------------··-------------*/ 

#define I NCLWIN 
fdefine INCL_GPI 
g;nclude <os2.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
jfinclude <string.h> 

/ldefi ne LCIO_ BRI CKS_BITMAP lL 
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MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND, ULONG, MPARAM. MPARAM) 

int main (void) 
{ 

static CHAR szClientClass [] - "Bricks" : 
static ULONG f1FrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

HAB hab ; 
HMO hmQ ; 

FCF _SIZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 

HWND hwndFrame, hwndCl 1 ent 
OMSG qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) ; 

FCF_SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF _ TASKLIST : 

WinReg1sterClass Chab, szC1ientC1ass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW. 0) 

hwndFrame - W1nCreateStdWindow (HWND_DESKTOP. WS_VISIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass, NULL. 
0L, 0, 0. &hwndClient) 

while CWinGetMsg Chab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

W1nDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 
) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, fol'ARAM mp2) 
[ 
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Listing 6.7: The BRICKS program (Continued) 

static BYTE abBri ck [J - { 
0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 
0xF3, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 
0xF3, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 
0xF3, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00. 
0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 
0x3F, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 
0x3F, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 
0x3 F, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00 
} ; 

static HBJTMAP hbm ; 
static POINTL apt l [2] 
81TMAPINF02 * pbmi ; 

BITMAPINFOHEADER2 bmp 
HPS hps : 

switch (msg) 

case WM_CREAT E: 
II Create B by 8 bitmap 

memset l&bmp, 0, sizeof (81TMAPINFOHEADER2)) 

bmp. cbFix 
bmp.cx 
bmp.cy 

- s i zeof ( BITMAPINFOHEAO ERZ) ; 
- 8 
- 8 

bmp.cPlanes - l 
bmp.cBitCount - 1 

pbmi - malloc (sizeof (81TMAPINF02) + sizeof (RGB)) 

memset (pbmi. 0, sizeof IBITMAPINFOHEADER2ll 

pbmi->cbFix - sizeof CBITMAPINFOHEADER2) 
pbmi->cx - 8 
pbmi->cy - 8 
pbmi->cPlanes - 1 
pbmi->cBitCount -

pbmi->argbColor(0J.bBlue - 0x00 
pbmi->argbColor(0].bGreen - 0x00 
pbmi·>argbColor[0].bRed - 0x00 
pbmi->argbColor[0].fc0ptions - 0 

pbmi->argbColor[l].bBlue - 0xFF 
pbmi->argbColor[l].bGreen - 0xFF 
pbmi->argbColor[l].bRed - 0xFF 
pbmi->argbColor[l].fcOptions - 0 

l 
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. t· g 6 7• The BRICKS program (Continued) 
LIS In • ' 

hps - WinGetPS (hwnd) 
hbm - GpiCreateBitmap (hps, &bmp, CBM_INIT, abBrick. pbmi) 

WinRe1easePS (hps) 

free ( pbmi l 
return 0 

case WM_S!ZE: 
apt1[1).x - SHORTlFROHMP Cmp2) 
apt1[1] .Y - SHORT2FROMMP Cmp2) 

return 0 : 

case WM_PA !NT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint Chwnd, NULLHANOLE, NULL) ; 

GpiSetBitmapld ( hps, hbm, LCIO_BR!CKS_BJTMAP) ; 
GpiSetPatternSet ( hps, LCID_BRICKS_BITMAP) : 

GpiBitB1t (hps. NULLHANOLE. 2L, apt1, ROP_PATCOPY, BBO _ANDJ 

GpiSetPatternSet ( hps, LC!D_DEFAUL Tl ; 
Gpi De1 eJ;eSetid ( hps, LCIO_BR!CKS_B!TMAP) 

Wi nEndPa 1 n t (hp s l ; 
return 0 ; 

case WM_DESTROY: 
GpiDe1eteBitmap (hbm) 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc Chwnd, msg, mpl. mp2) 

The BAICKS.Dl!F File 

; BRICKS.DEF module definition file 

·----------------~---~--------------

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

BRICKS WINDOWAPI 

'Customized Pattern from Bitmap (cl Charles Petzo1d, 1988' 

During the WM_CREATE message, BRICKS creates an 8-by-8 bitmap 
initialized with these bits. During the WM_PAINT message, the bitmap is 
first tagged with an ID number: 

Gpi SetB i tma p Id (hp s, hbrn, LC ID_BRICKS BITMAP) 
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The LCID_BRICKS_BITMAP is defined in BRICKS.C as 1. (LCID stands for 
"local ID.") The bitmap is now an available pattern. You can use the GpiSetPat
ternSetfunction to make this pattern the current pattern: 
Gpi Se t Patt ernSet (h ps, LCJD _B RICKS BI TM AP) 

Notice that this is the GpiSetPatternSetfunction rather than the GpiSetPattem 
function normally used for selecting a pattern. 

BRICKS uses the GpiBitBlt function with the ROP _PATCOPY raster opera
tion to fill the window with the bitmap, as shown in Figure 6.10. 

Figure 6.10: The BRICKS display 

The program could also have used GpiBox with the DRO _FILL or 
DRO_OUTLINEFILL option to display the bricks pattern. After BRICKS 
uses the pattern, the current pattern set is established as the default pattern 
set (containing all predefined patterns): 
GpiSetPatternSet (hps. LC ID_OEFAULTl 

The LCID_DEFAULT identifier is defined in PMGPI.H. BRICKS then deletes 
the local ID: 

GpiDeleteSetld ( hp s , LCID_ BRI CKS_BITM AP) 
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You can define up to 254 customized patterns using local IDs ranging 
from I through 254. When you want to use a customized pattern, you call 
GpiSetPatternSetwith the local ID. When you want to use a predefined pat
tern, you first call GpiSetPattern Set with LCID_DEFAULT and then use 
GpiSetPattern with a PATSYM identifier. 

The local IDs for these customized patterns become part of the presentation 
space. Before releasing a cached micro-PS by calling WinReleasePS or WinEnd
Paint, you should set the pattern to the default and delete all the IDs. A bitmap 
cannot be deleted while it has a local ID. You can obtain the bitmap handle 
tagged with a local ID by calling GpiQueryBitmapHandle: 

hbm - GpiOueryBitmapHandle Chps. lcidl ; 

You'll recall from the last chapter that you use local IDs when creating fonts. 
You cannot use the same local ID for both a bitmap and a pattern at the same 
time. Also keep in mind that the GpiSetPS function deletes all local IDs. 

DRAWING PIXELS 
Finally, GPI has two functions that might seem important when you first 
begin programming for the OS/2 Presentation Manager. The GpiSetPel func
tion sets an individual pixel to the current foreground color: 

Gpi Set Pel (hps, &pt l l ; 

The GpiQueryPel function obtains the color of an individual pixel: 

lColor = GpiOueryPel (hps, &ptl) ; 

These two functions are used so infrequently in Presentation Manager pro
gramming that you can just about ignore them. 
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T o programmers who came to 05/2 after first learning graphics under 
Windows or the Macintosh, the 05/2 Graphics Programming Inter
face was a revelation. Even the very first version of the Presentation 

Manager offered more advanced graphics features and, consequently, pre
sented several new learning experiences. In this chapter, I'll cover several of 
these features: 

"' Bezier splines, a type of curved line very useful in interactive design 

"' Paths, a technique for drawing thick lines and creating arbitrary clipping 
regions 

"' Transforms, ways to scale, skew, or rotate graphics objects 

"' Outline fonts, fonts designed with vector outlines that are infinitely 
scalable and may be manipulated like other graphics objects 

If your graphics needs are not sophisticated, you can probably get by with 
the material covered in Chapters 5 and 6. But the advanced graphics techniques 
discussed in this chapter certainly give you more flexibility in displaying visual 
information to the user. So let's begin. 

BEZIER SPLINES 
When Pierre Bezier began his pioneering work in computer modeling in the 
1960s, he probably didn't realize the extent to which his work would eventually 
find its way into mainstream computer graphics. An engineer with the French 
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automobile company Renault, Bezier used a computer program called UNISURF 
to develop methods for defining the curvature of body panels for cars. 

At the time, automobile body panels were designed on paper, using simple 
drawing tools such as French curves. Clay models would be constructed, and, 
after that, stamps and dies for creating the panels. In the late 1950s, however, 
the advent of hardware that could create the dies directly from mathematical 
specifications dictated a new approach to defining shapes. 

The Bezier spline was part of the mathematics developed to assist in this 
process. Traditionally, a spline was a thin, flexible, piece of wood or metal that 
could be anchored at noncolinear points (that is, points that do not define a 
straight line) to form a curve. Such mechanical devices have now gone the 
way of the slide rule. These days, splines are mathematical formulas processed 
by a computer. 

In computer graphics, the Bezier spline has come to be regarded as the most 
important type of curved bne after the elJipse. Bezier splines are a valuable tool 
in computer-aided design (CAD) because they are welJ-suited for interactive 
manipulation, and they are often considered pleasing to the eye. But Bezier 
splines also have a powerful application in a different area of computer graph
ics that is not at all like CAD-namely, text. 

It turns out that Bezier splines are extremely useful in the definition of fonts 
based on vector outlines. These outline fonts (which I'll describe later in this 
chapter) give the programmer and user maximum flexibility in manipulating 
and displaying text. Bezier splines prove to be nearly ideal for defining the 
curves in the characters of these outline fonts. 

DRAWING BEZIEA SPLINES 

A Bezier spline in two dimensions is a curved line uniquely described by four 
points: two end points and two control points. For the moment (until we start 
tackling the mathematics behind the definition of the Bezier spline), I'll call 
the end points El and E2 and the control points Cl and C2. The Bezier curve 
begins at E 1 and ends at E2. The curve generally does not pass through Cl and 
C2; instead, the control points affect the curvature of the line by acting like 
magnets that pull the curve in one direction or another. 

To draw a Bezier spline in a Presentation Manager program, you use the 
GpiPolySpline function. GpiPolySpline draws one or more connected Bezier 
spline curves beginning at the current position. The function has the follow
ing syntax: 

GpiPolySpline (hps. lPoints, aptl) ; 
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The last parameter is an array of PO INTL structures and the second parameter 
is the number of PO INTL structures in this array. This is always a multiple of 3. 

To draw one spline curve, you need an array of three PO INTL structures. 
The GpiPolySpline function draws a curve from the current position to aptlf 2], 
using aptl[O] and aptl[l} as control points, as shown here: 

El~ Current Position 
Cl = aptl [fl] 
CZ = aptl [l] 
EZ"" aptl [2] 

When you specify six points in the array, the function draws two connected 
Bezier splines. The second curve continues from aptl{2], thus: 

El ~ aptl [2] 
Cl = aptl[3] 
CZ= aptl (4) 
E2 = aptl [5] 

The GpiPolySpline function sets the current position to the last point in the 
array, for example, aptl[2] for three points and aptl[ 5] for six points. 

The use of GpiPolySpline to draw two or more connected Bezier splines can 
be a little tricky. In general, the resultant composite curve will not be smooth 
at the point where the curves meet. If you want a smooth composite curve 
(using the example of two curves shown above), aptl{l], aptl[2], and aptl{3] 
must be colinear (that is, lie in the same straight line), with aptl[2} somewhere 
between the other two points. 

PLAYING WITH BEZIER SPLINES 
So, let's see what these Bezier curves look like with an interactive program. 
The BEZIER program is shown in Listing 7 .1. 

Listing 7 .1: The BEZIER Program 

The BEZIER.MAK File 

#----------------------
' BEZIER . MAK make file 
ft- - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

bez ier. exe : bezier.obj bezier.def 
$(PRGLJNK) bezier. bezier. NUL, $(PRGLJB). bezier 

bezier.obj : bezier .c 
$(PRGCC) bezier.c 
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Listing 7 .1: The BEZIER Program (Continued) 

The BEZIER.C File 

/*---------------------------------------
BEZIER.C -- Bezier Splines 

(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 
--- -· - - ·-·· --·. ------------·-·. ----·- ·-*/ 

/>define INCL_WIN 
/>define !NCL_GPI 
#include <os2.h> 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND. ULDNG, MPARAM, MPARAM) 

int main (void) 
{ 

static CHAR szClientClass [] - "Bezier" ; 
static ULONG fl FrameFlags - FCF _ TITLEBAR 

HAB 
HMO 
HWND 
QMSG 

hab ; 
hmq ; 

FCF_SIZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 

hwndFrame, hwndC 1 i ent 
qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) ; 

FCF _SYS MENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF _TASKLIST : 

WinRegisterClass (hab. szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWND_DESKTOP. WS_VISIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass, NULL. 
0L, 0, 0. &hwndClientl 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow ( hwndFramel 
WinOestroyMsgQueue (hmql 
WinTerminate (habl : 
return 0 : 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

static POINTL aptl[4] ; 
HPS hps ; 
I NT cxClient, cyClient 
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switch (msg) 
r 
case WM_SIZE: 

cxClient - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2) 
cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) 

apt1[0J.x = cxClient I 3 
apt1[0].y - cyClient 2 

aptl[l].x - cxClient 2 

aptl[l].y - 3 * cyClient I 4 

apt1[2J.x = cxClient 2 

aptl[2].y - cyClient I 4 

apt1[3J.x - 2 * cxClient I 3 
apt1[3J.y - cyClient I 2 

return 0 ; 

case WM_BUTTONlDOWN: 
aptl[l).x ~ MOUS£MSG(&msg)-)x 
aptl[l].y - MOUSEMSG(&msg)->y 

WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL, TRUE) 
break ; 

case WM_BUTTON2DOWN: 
aptl[2].x - MOUSEMSG(&msg)->x 
apt1[2J.y - MOUSEHSG(&msg)->y 

WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL, TRUE) 
break ; 

case WH_PA! NT: 
tips - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE, NULL) 
GpiErase (llps) ; 

II Draw dotted straight lines 

GpiSetLineType (hps, LINETYPE_DOTJ 
GpiMove (hp s. aptl + 0) 
Gpiline (hps, aptl + 1) 
GpiHove (hps. aptl + 2) 
GpiLine (hps, aptl + 3) 

II Draw spline 

GpiSetlineType (hps, LINETYP SOLID) 
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List ing 7 .1: The BEZIER Program (Continued) 

Gpi Move ( hps. aptl) 
GpiPolySpline (hps. 3. aptl + ll 

WinEndPaint (hps) ; 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd. msg, mpl . mpl) 
) 

The Bl!Zll!R.Dl!F File 

: BEZIER.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

OESCRIPTION 
PROTMOOE 

BEZ I ER WINDOWAPI 

'Bezier Splines (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 

When the program begins, it sets the two end points halfway between the 
top and bottom of the client window, with El one-third of the distance and E2 
two-thirds of the distance from the left of the window. The Bezier curve con
nects these two points, as shown in Figure 7 .1. 

The program also draws two dotted lines, the first from El on the left to 
the first control point Cl, located halfway across the client window and one
quarter the distance down. The second dotted line connects E2 with the second 
control point C2, located towards the bottom of the client window. I'll discuss 
the significance of these dotted lines shortly. 

The end po in ts El and E2 are fixed in place by the program, depending on 
the size of the client window, but you can change the two control points C 1 
and C 2 by clicking with the left and right mouse buttons, respectively. (Except 
for this mouse-button logic, the rest of the program is fairly straightforward. 
For now, you'll have to trust the mouse processing, which won't be treated in 
detail until Chapter 9.) 

If you move the first control point to the upper-left corner of the window 
and the second control point to the upper-right corner, the program will draw 
the Bezier spline shown in Figure 7 .2. Switching the positions of the two con
trol points causes a loop to appear in the Bezier spline curve, as shown in Fig
ure 7.3. Bezier spline curves with loops are not generally used. 
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Figure 7 .3: A third BEZIER display 

BEZIER SPLINE CHARACTERISTICS 
As you'll probably discover when experimenting with the BEZIER program, 
the Bezier spline lends itself well to interactive design. With a little practice, it 
becomes fairly easy to use the control points to pull the curve into a desired 
shape. The control points act like magnets on the curve in a fairly intuitive way. 

Other characteristics of the Bezier spline also make it suitable for use in in
teractive design. Some forms of spline curves do not necessarily touch any of 
the points used to define them, but the Bezier curve always passes through the 
two end points. This anchors at least part of the curve in place. 

If you think of the curve as being drawn from El to E2, then at El the curve 
is tangent to- and in the same direction as- a straight line that runs from 
El to Cl. Similarly, at the point E2, the curve is tangent to-and in the same 
direction as-a straight line that runs from C2 to E2. The dotted lines drawn 
by the BEZIER program help indicate this. 

Some complex curves have irregularities for certain combinations of points, 
which can cause strange behavior in the curve. For example, part of the curve 
could veer off into infinity. This is rarely desirable! The Bezier spline, by con
trast, stays well under control. Specifically, the curve is always bound by the 
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four-sided convex polygon (sometimes called a convex hull) that you can visu
alize by connecting the four points that define the curve. 

This polygon is not always defined in the same way. For example, the Bezier 
spline in Figure 7 .1 is bounded by the polygon formed by connecting El to Cl 
to E2 to C2 back to El. Figure 7 .2 shows a Bezier curve that is bounded by a 
polygon from El to Cl to C2 to E2 back to E 1. In Figure 7.3, the bounding poly
gon is from El to C2 to Cl to E2 back to El. These three examples account for 
all possibilities of how the convex hull is defined. 

Most importantly, Bezier spline curves are pleasing to the eye. This is sur
prising, considering that so little information is required to define the curve 
and considering how easy it is to manipulate them. 

THE MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION 

No discussion of the Bezier spline would be complete without the mathematics 
involved Although you don't have to worry about this when using Bezier splines 
in a Presentation Manager program, you may be surprised at the relative simpli
city of the curve formulas. (On the other hand, if you're not accustomed to stuff 
like this, you may be surprised at the complexity of the formulas!) 

The Bezier spline curve is a cubic polynomial, which means that the formu
las involve variables taken to the third power. It is expressed in terms of para
metric equations, in which the variables x and y are functions of a third 
variable, often called t You can think oft as "time;' ranging from 0 at the be
ginning of the line to l at the end of the line. 

The general form of a parametric cubic polynomial in two dimensions is 

x(t) - axf + bxt2 +ext+ dx 

y(t) = ayt3 + byt2 + eyt + dy 

where t ranges from 0 to l. The a, b, c, and d values are constants. To derive 
these constants for the Bezier spline, we need some assumptions. To do this, 
I'll have to abandon my earlier notation (El, E2, Cl, and C2) at this point, and 
instead refer to the four points in terms of subscripted values of x and y, as 
shown here: 

El= (x0,y0) 

Cl - (x1,Y1) 

C2 = (x2,Y2) 

E2 = (x3,y3) 
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We make four assumptions. The first assumption is that the curve passes 
through the point (X0>Yo) when tis 0. Thus: 

x(O) == x0 

y(O):::: Yo 

The second assumption is that the curve passes through the point (x3,y3) 
when tis 1: 

x(l) = X3 

y(l) = Y3 

These two assumptions ensure that the curve begins at El and ends at E2. The 
third and fourth assumptions involve the first derivatives of the two paramet
ric equations. This governs the slope of the line at the end points. For the be
ginning of the curve, the assumption is 

x'(O) = 3(x1 - x0) 

y'(O) == 3(y1 - Yo) 

Similarly, for the end of the curve, the assumption is 

x'(l) = 3(x3 - x2) 

y'(l) = 3(y3 -y2) 

Armed with these equations, you can solve for the constants Clx> bx, and so 
forth in terms of the constants Xo, x1, and so forth. Putting these constants 
back into the generalized third-degree parametric formulas shown above and 
performing some algebraic manipulation, you can derive the common form of 
the Bezier spline formulas: 

x(t) = (l-t)3x0 + 3t(l-t)2x1 + 3t2(1- t)x2 + t3x3 

y(t) = (1-t)3yo + 3t{l-t)2y1+3t2(1-t)y2 + t3y3 

There is a certain internal symmetry in these formulas that is very appealing, 
don't you think? 

PATHS 

If you've ever done any graphics programming in PostScript, you probably 
already know what a path is. It's almost impossible to draw anything at all 
under PostScript unless you use paths. The OS/2 Graphics Programming 



Interface (GPI) also supports paths. Although you don't have to use them for 
most drawing, they can be quite useful for advanced graphics programming. 

Let's begin with a few definitions: 
A path is a colJection of straight line and curve definitions stored internally 

in GPI memory. Some of these lines may be connected to each other. If so, 
these connected lines are known collectively as a sub path or a figure. Thus, a 
path is composed of one or more subpaths. Each subpath is a collection of 
connected lines. 

A subpath can be either closed or open. A subpath is closed if the end of the 
last line is connected to the beginning of the first line in the subpath. (A special 
function is available to close a subpath.) Otherwise, the subpath is open. 

CREATING A PATH 
To create a path in your presentation space, you first call 

GpiBegi nPath (hps, 1 Path) ; 

The lPath parameter is documented as a path ID, but it must be set to l. 
The GpiBeginPath function marks the beginning of a path bracket. After call

ing GpiBeginPath, only a limited number of GPI functions are allowed in the 
path bracket. (The complete list is in the Presentation Manager Programming 
Reference.) In particular, you can call functions that draw lines and set line at
tributes, plus a few others. The lines are not actually drawn but instead are 
stored in GPI memory as the path definition. (As we'll see towards the end of 
this chapter, if you have an outline font selected in the presentation space, text 
output functions such as GpiChar StringAt are also allowed within the path 
bracket. In this case, the character outlines become part of the path definition.) 

To make a closed subpath, you must call 

GpiCloseFigure (hps) ; 

after drawing the lines that comprise the subpath, even if you've made the end 
point of the last line the same as the beginning point of the first line. And if 
you've haven't made these two points the same, GpiCloseFigure will close the 
path with a straight line between those two points. If you don't call GpiClose
Figure, the subpath will be open. 

GpiCloseFigure also begins a new subpath. You can also begin a new subpath 
by calling GpiMove or another function that otherwise changes the current 
position without drawing a line. 

To end the path bracket you call 

GpiEndPath (hps) ; 
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At this point, the entire path definition is stored in GPI memory and things 
are back to normal. However, you'll probably want to use the path soon after 
creating it by calling one of the special path functions. These functions are 

.,. GpiOutlinePath 

.,. GpiStrokePath 

"' GpiFillPath 

"' GpiClipPath 

.,. GpiPathToRegion 

Each of these functions does something with the path and then deletes it from 
storage. There is no explicit path deletion function. In addition, you can call 
GpiModi fyPath prior to calling one of these five functions. (I'll discuss Gpi
ModifyPath later in this chapter.) 

OUTLINING THE PATH 

The simplest function that does something with a path is 

GpiOut l inePath (hps, lPath, l Opti o n) ; 

As with GpiBeginPath, the lPath parameter must be set to 1. Also, the lOption 
parameter must be set to 0. This function simply renders the path on an out
put device (such as the video display) by drawing it as a series of lines. It then 
deletes the path definition from memory. 

But why bother? Why not just draw the lines to begin with instead of stor
ing them in a path definition and then calling GpiOutlinePath?Well, in most 
cases, the effects are exactly the same, and there is no real reason to use the 
path. The GpiOutlinePath function was actually more important in OS/2 1.1, 
when this function provided the only way to draw outhned (rather than filled) 
characters using an outline font. The addition of the FATTR_SEL_OUTLINE 
text attribute (discussed later in this chapter) solved that problem. But even 
with the addition of the FATTR_SEL_OUTLINE attribute, GpiOutlinePath 
still has a unique purpose when used in conjunction with GpiModifyPath, as 
we shall see. 

As we saw in Chapter 5, lines have certain attributes. This is true whether you 
draw these ]jnes using the line-drawing functions, or by calJing GpiOutlinePath, 
or when you display an outline font created with the FATTR_SEL_OUTLINE 
function. First, there is the line type that you set using the GpiSetLineType 
function. This determines whether lines are solid (the default) or composed 



of various dots and dashes. Second, the lines have a width governed by use of 
the function 

GpiSetLineW i dth (hps, fxWidth) ; 

The second parameter is a fixed-point value, with the high word being an in
teger part and the low word being a fractional part. The value OxOOOlOOOO 
(the identifier LINEWIDTH_NORMAL) is the default-a line width that is 
"normal" for the particular output device (generally one pixel wide on video 
displays). You can also use LINEWIDTH_ THICK (the value Ox00020000) to 
double the width of the lines. These are the only two values that are guaranteed 
to yield unique results, and indeed are the only values that work on the VGA. 

The width of these lines is independent of any transforms that may be in ef
fect. If you use a transform that, for example, doubles the sizes of all graphics 
objects, line widths are not affected. This is known as the cosmetic line width, 
to differentiate it from the geometric line width that I'll discuss next. 

STROKING THE PATH 
The second function that renders a path is 

GpiStrokePath (hps. lPath. lOption) ; 

As with the GpiOutlinePath function, the lPath parameter must be set to 1 and 
the lOption parameter must be set to 0. 

Like the GpiOutlinePath function, GpiStrokePath renders the path on an 
output device by drawing it as a series of lines. However, GpiStrokePath 
draws geometric lines rather than cosmetic lines. These geometric lines are 
not affected by the GpiSetLineType or GpiSetLineWidth functions. Instead, 
the width of the lines is governed by the function 

GpiSetlineWidthGeom (hps, lWidth) ; 

The lW idth parameter is the desired line width in world coordinates (a concept 
to be discussed later in this chapter). What you need to know now is that the 
geometric line width is dependent on any transforms that may be in effect. The 
lines are actually treated as filled areas, and filled with the current area-filling 
pattern, which you set using GpiSetPattern. 

COSMETIC AND GEOMETRIC LINES 
The distinction between cosmetic and geometric lines is perhaps best illustrated 

with the following example. . , 
Suppose you use lines to create an architectural drawmg. You 11 probably 

want to use geometric lines for the walls of the structure, because these should 
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appear larger when you "zoom in" on the image. However, the lfoes that indicate 
measurements of the structure should be cosmetic lines-there is no reason 
for them to be thicker when you zoom in. 

One reason why paths are very important is that you simply can't draw geo
metric lines otherwise! Which, of course, immediately provokes the question: 
"Why not?" 

Once you begin drawing geometric lines that have a very thick width (say 
over a quarter inch or so), the ends and joins of these lines become visually im
portant. When drawing geometic lines using the GpiStrokePath function, two 
other line-drawing attribute functions play a part. The first is 

GpiSe t lin e End Chps, lEnd) : 

The lEndparameter can be LINEEND_FLAT (the default), LINEEND_
SQUARE, or LINEEND_ROUND. This affects the beginning of the first line 
and the end of the last line in an open path. (It does not affect a closed path at 
all.) With LINEEND _FLAT, the end of the line is cut off flatly. With LINE
END _SQUARE, the end of the line is also flat, but it is extended half the width 
of the line. With LINEEND _ROUND, the end of the line is capped off with a 
semi-circular area. 

When two lines within a subpath are joined, the appearance of the join is 
governed by 

GpiSetL i neJoin (hps, lJoin) ; 

where l]oin can be LINEJOIN_BEVEL (the default), LINEJOIN_ROUND or 
LINEJOIN_ MITRE. (Notice the British spelling of "miter" that reveals the 
origins of GPI in the IBM labs in Hursley, England.) The miter join comes to 
a point; the bevel join has the point chopped off; and the round join is, of 
course, round. 

Explanations are one thing, and visuals are another. So let's look at a short 
program that uses geometric lines to illustrate the three types of ends and 
joins. This is the END JOIN program shown in Listing 7.2. 

Listing 7.2: The ENDJOIN program 

The ENDJOIN.MAK File 

u---------. -----. -------
0 ENDJOJN.HAK make file 
ft- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

endjoin.exe : endjoin.obj endjoin.d~f 



Listin9 7 .2: The ENDJOIN program (Continued) 

$(PRGL!NK) endjoin, endjoin, NUL, S(PRGL!B), endjoin 

endjoin.obj : endjoin.c 
$(PRGCC) endjoin.c 

The ENDJOIN.C File 

/*- - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ENDJOIN.C -- Line Ends .nid Joins 
(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - . - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -*I 

(/define INCLWIN 
(/define INCLGPI 
#include <os2.h> 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND, ULONG. MPARAM. MPARAMI 

int main (void) 
( 

static CHAR szClientClass [J - "EndJoin" ; 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_T !T LEBAR FCF_SYSMENU 

FCF_SIZEBORDER FCF_MINHAX 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION FCF_TASKL!ST 

HAB hab ; 
HMQ hmq ; 
HWND hwndFrame, hwndClient 
OMSG qmsg : 

hab - WinJnitialize (01 
hmq = WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 01 : 

Wi nRegisterCl ass Cha b, szCl i entCl ass, Cl i entWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW, 01 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow CHWND_DESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE, 
&fl FrameFl ags, szCl i entClas s, NULL. 
0L, 0, 0, &hwndClientl 

whi l e (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 
WinD is patchMsg (hab, &qmsgl 

WinDestrayWindaw ChwndFramel 
WinDestrayMsgQueue Chmq) 
WinTerminate Chabl : 
return 0 

void DrawFigure (HPS hps, INT i, INT cxClient. INT cyClient) 
l 
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listing 7 .2: The ENDJOIN program (Continued) 

POINTL ptl 

ptl.x - (1+10 * i) * cxClient I 3ll 

ptl .y - 3 * cyClient I 4 ; 
GpiMove ( hps, &pt l) ; 

ptl .x - (5 + 10 * i) * cxClient I 3ll 

ptl .y - cyClient I 4 ; 
Gpil ine (hps, &ptl) ; 

ptl.x - (9 +Ill* i) * cxClient I 3ll 

ptl .y - 3 * cyClient I 4 ; 
GpiLine Chps, &ptll; 
) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO hwnd, ULONG msg. MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

static INT cxClient, cyClient ; 
static LONG alJoin [) - { LINEJOIN_ BEVEL. LINEJOIN_ROUNO, LINEJOIN_M!TRE I, 

alEnd [) - { L!NEENO_FLAT. L!NEENO_SOUARE. LINEENO_ROUNO I : 
HPS hps 
INT 

switch (msg) 

caH WM_SIZE: 
cxClient - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2l 
cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint Chwnd, NULLHANOLE. NULL) 

GpiErase Chps) 

for (i - ll : i < 3 ; i++) 
{ 

II Draw the geometric line 

GpiSetLineJoin Chps, alJoin [i)l ; 
GpiSetLineEnd (hps, alEnd [i]) : 

GpiSetL ineWidthGeom ( hps, cxC l ient I 20) 
GpiSetColor (hps, CLR,__OARKGRAYl 

GpiBeg1nPath (hps, ll : 
OrawFigure Chps, i, cxClient. cyClientl 
Gpi EndPath Chps) ; 

GpiSt kePath C hps. l. ll) 



Listing 7 .2: The ENDJOIN program (Continued) 

II Draw the cosmetic li ne 

GpiSetL ineWidth (hps, LJNEWIDTH_THICK) 
GpiSetColor Chps, CLR_BLACK) ; 

DrawFigure (hps, i, cxCl i ent, cyClient) 
} 

WinEndPaint (hps) 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc Chwrrd, msg, mpl, mp2J 

The ENDJOIN.Dl!F File 

; ENDJOJN . DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PRO THODE 

ENDJDJN WINDOWAPI 

'line Ends and Joins (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 

The program draws three sets of lines, to illustrate (from left to right), the 
flat, square, and round line ends, and the bevel, round, and miter line joins, as 
shown in Figure 7.4. 

Actually, for each of the three images, the program draws two lines using 
the same coordinates-one wide dark-gray geometric line, and the other a 
black cosmetic line using a thick (that is, double) width. This illustrates how 
the ends and joins correspond to the actual geometric ends of the lines. In par
ticular, notice how the square and round ends are extended past the actual end 
of the line, unlike the flat end. 

This brings me back to answering the question: "Why are paths required for 
drawing geometric lines?" The answer is that GPI cannot properly determine 
if two lines are joined unless the connected lines are accumulated in a path be
fore being drawn. For example, if GPI received a GpiLine call, it would have to 
draw the selected line-end design at the end of the line, even though another 
GpiLine call may folJow it, which would indicate a line-join design. 
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Miter join 

Figure 7 .4: The ENDJOIN display 

FILLING THE PATH 

So far, we've examined outlining a path (using cosmetic lines) and stroking a 
path (using geometric lines). You can also fill path interiors using the function 

GpiFillPath ( hps. lPath. lOpti on) : 

As usual, the lPath parameter is l. This function closes all open subpaths with 
straight lines. The interiors of the subpaths are filled using the current area
filling pattern. 

The lOption parameter can be either FPATH_ALTERNATE (the default if 
you specify a 0 parameter) or FPATH_ WINDING. This determines how sub
path interiors are filled if they overlap: 

.. For alternate fill mode, an interior is not filled if an imaginary line drawn 
from the interior to infinity crosses an even number of boundaries. 
Otherwise the interior is filled. 

11> For winding fill mode, an interior is not filled if an imaginary line drawn 
from the interior to infinity crosses the same number of boundary lines 
drawn in one direction as drawn in the opposite direction. Otherwise the 
interior is fiUed. 



Although G PI has functions to fill ar bitrariJy defined areas using an area 
bracket ( GpiBeginArea and GpiEndArea) rather than a path, text output func
tions are not allowed in area brackets. With paths, you can fill characters with 
nonsolid patterns such as hatch-marks. 

Two functions that have similar syntax to GpiFillPath are 

GpiSetClipPath (hps, lPath, lOpt ion) : 

where the /Option parameter can be either SCP _ALTERNATE or SCP _WIND
ING, and 

hRgn = GpiPathToRegion Chps. 1 Path. lOptionl : 

where the 10 ption parameter can be either FP ATH_ALTERNATE or FPA TH_ -
WINDING. 

The GpiSetClipPath function causes GPI to clip all drawing to the interior of 
the path. Thus, text characters can define a clipping area for some interesting 
effects (as we'll see towards the end of this chapter). GpiPathToRegion converts 
the path to a GPI region and returns a handle to the region. 

MODIFYING THE PATH 
So far you've seen five functions that you can call after creating a path: These 
functions can outline the path with a cosmetic line, stroke it with a geomet
ric line, fill it, make it into a clipping area, or convert the path into a region. 
Each of these functions deletes the path from GPI memory after completing 
the operation. 

After calling GpiEndPath and before calling one of the five functions discussed 
above, you can also call 

GpiModifyPath ( hps, 1 Path. 1 Mode) ; 

The /Path parameter must be l, and /Mode must be MPATH_STROKE. 
This function creates a new path from the old path: Think of the path as 

being stroked by a geometric line. The new path is the outline of that thick 
line. Every open path is converted into a closed path, and every closed path is 
converted into two closed paths. 

The PATHS program in Listing 7.3 illustrates combinations of modifying, 
outJfoing, stroking, and filling. 
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Listing 7.3: The PATHS program 

The PATHS.MAK File 

#- ------------ ------ --
!! PATHS.MAK make file 
!!---- -- -- - ------ - -- ---

paths.exe : paths.obj paths.def 

$(PRGLINKl paths. paths, NUL. $(PRGLJB). paths 

paths.obj : paths.c 

$(PRGCC) paths . c 

The PATHS.C File 

/•--------- ---- ------ ----------- ------ --
PATHS.C - - Path Functions 

(c) Char l es Petzold . 1993 

----- ---- --- -- --- ---- --- ---- ----- -- ---•/ 

I/define INCL_WIN 

!!define INCL_GPI 

!!include <os2.h' 

MRESULT EXPENTRV ClientWndProc (HWND, ULONG. MPARAM, MPARAMJ 

int ma i n (vo i d l 

static CHAR szC l ientClass [] - "Paths" ; 

static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TJTLEBAR FCF_ SVSMENU 

FCF _SJZEBORDER FCF _ MINMAX 

FCF _SHELLPOSITION FCF_ TASKLIST 

HAB hab ; 
HMO hmq ; 

HWND hwndFrame, hwndC 1 i ent 

OMSG qmsg : 

hab - Winlnitia l ize (0) 

hmq - WinCreateMsgOueue (hab. 0) : 

WinRegisterC l ass (hab, szC l ientC l ass. Cl ientWndProc. CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCrea t eStdWindow (HWND_ DESKTOP, WS_V!SIBLE, 

&f l FrameFl ags, szC l ientClass, NULL, 

0L. 0, 0, &hwndClientl 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 

WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) ; 



Us ting 7 .3: The PATHS program (Continued) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
( 

static INT cxClient, cyC lient ; 

HPS hps ; 

INT x, y ; 

POI NTL pt l 

switch (msg) 

cas-e WM SIZE: 
cxClient - SHORTlFROMMP Cmp2) 
cyClient - SHORTZFROMMP Cmp2) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE. NULL) 

GpiErase (hps) 

for (X - 0 x < 3 x++) 
for (y - 0 y < 2 y++) 

( 

II Create an open subpath 

GpiBeginPath ( hps, 1) ; 

ptl .x - (1 + 10 * x) * cxClient 30 
ptl .y - (4 + 5 * y) * cyClient 10 
GpiMove (hps. &ptl) ; 

ptl .x - (5+10*X)* cxClient 30 
ptl .y - ( 2 + 5 * y) * cyC li ent 10 
Gpi Line ( hps. &ptl) ; 

ptl .x - (9 + 10 * X) * cxC li ent 30 
ptl .y - (4 + 5 * y) * cyC l ient 10 
Gpiline ( hps. &pt 1) ; 

II Create a closed subpath 

ptl .x - (1 + 10 * x) * cxCliept 30 
ptl .y - (3 + 5 * y) * cyC l i ent 10 

GpiMove (hps, &ptl) ; 
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Listing 7 .3: The PATHS program (Continued) 

} 

ptl.x - (5 + Hl * x ) * cxClient 30 
ptl.y - (1 + 5 * y) * cyClient 10 
Gpiline (hps, &ptl) ; 

ptl. x - (9 + 10 * X) * 
ptl .y - (3 + 5 * y) * 
Gpil i ne (hps,&ptll ; 

GpiClosefigure (hps) 
GpiEndPath (hpsl 

II Possibly modify 

if (y - 0) 

( 

cxC l ient I 30 
cyC l ient I 10 

the path 

GpiSetlineWidthGeom (hps, cxClient I 30) 
GpiHodifyPath (hps, 1. HPATH_STROKE) 
J 

II Perform the operation 

GpiSetl ineWidth ( hps. LINEWJOTH_ THICK) 
GpiSetlineWidthGeom (hps, cxClient I 50) 
GpiSetPattern (hps. PATSYH_HALFTONEl ; 

switcfi (x) 
( 

case 0: GpiOut l i nePath ( hps, 1. 0) 
break ; 

case 1: GpiStrokePath (hps, l, 0) 
break ; 

case 2: GpifillPath (hps, 1, FPATH_ALTERNATE) 
break ; 

WinEndPaint (hps) 
return 0 ; 

return WinOefWindowProc (hwnd. msg, mpl, mp2J 

The PAT-HS . DEF File 

; PATHS.DEF module definition file 



Listing 7 .3: The PATHS program (Continued) 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PRO THODE 

PATHS WINDOWAPI 

'Path Funct ions (c) Charles Petzo l d, 1993' 

The program creates a path six times; the path contains an open subpath (a V 
shape) and a closed subpath (a triangle). From left to right on the top of the dis
play, the program outlines the path using a double-width cosmetic pen, strokes 
the path with a geometric pen that is 1/soth the width of the c]jent area, and fills 
the path. Both the stroking and the filling use the halftone area-fill pattern. On 
the bottom, these three operations are preceded by modifying the path with a 
geometric pen 1/30th the width of the client area. This is shown in Figure 7.5. 

R PATHS.EXE II 

Figure 7.5: The PATHS display 

The two outlined paths on the left side of the display show most clearly the 
effects of GpiModifyPath. The open V-shaped subpath is converted into a 
closed subpath that outlines the path as if it had been stroked with a geometric 
pen. The closed triangle subpath is converted into two paths, one on the 
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outside and one on the inside of the outlines of a geometric pen stroking. Of 
course, the little interior loops at the apexes look rather odd, but those are the 
results of the algorithm that GPI uses. 

TRANSFORMS 
Pixels: You can't draw without them; you can't draw with them. 

Pixels are the single greatest impediment to device-independent graphics 
programming. Draw a 100-pixel vertical )jne and what do you get? On the 
IBM Color Graphics Adapter ( CGA), the line will be half the height of the 
video display. On a 300-dots-per-inch laser printer, it's a mere third of an inch. 
Moreover, some graphics output devices have unequal horizontal and vertical 
resolutions, and that's a problem when you want to draw round circles and 
square squares. 

Many of the sample programs shown so far in this book have scaled their 
graphics output to the size of the client window or based graphics output on a 
character size. These techniques avoided problems of different device resolu
tions, but they have limited use in the real world. In real-world programming, 
you may want to use real-world measurements, such as inches or millimeters. 
Or, you may want to define an arbitrary coordinate system and treat the win
dow as a 1000 by 1000 coordinate space. Or, you may prefer that the origin-the 
point (0,0)- be in the center of the window rather than the lower-left corner. 

In Chapter 5, I showed how you can use the DevQueryCaps function to ob
tain all the information you need to compensate for the resolution of the out
put device and draw in real-world units. I also discussed the GpiSetPS 
function, which sets a GPI transform. A transform maps points in one coordi
nate space to points in another coordinate space. GPI defines a hierarchy of co
ordinate spaces to map the points you specify in GPI functions to the actual 
pixels of the output device. 

FROM WORLD TO MEDIA 

When you pass a PO INTL structure to a GPI function, GPI must convert the 
point to a particular pixel on the output device. The points you specify in GPI 
functions are points in a world coordinate space. This is a common concept in 
graphics programming. You can think of the world coordinate space as what
ever coordinate space is convenient for your application. In a micro-PS 
(which we've been using exclusively), GPI defines four transforms that pro
gressively convert points from the world coordinate space to points in four 
other coordinate spaces, as shown in Table 7 .1. 
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Table 7 .1: The Micro-PS Coordinate Spaces and Transforms 

souree Destination Thansfonn GPI Function 
coordinate Coordinate 

Space Space 

Work:! Model Model GpiSetModelTransformMatrix 

Model Presentation Page Default GpiSetDefaultViewMatrix 
Viewing 

Presentation Device (window Device GpiCreatePS, GpiSetPS, 
Page pixels) GpiSetPageViewport 

Device (window Media (screen Windowing (none) 
pixels) pixels) 

To denote a point in one of these coordinate spaces, I'll use the name of the 
coordinate space as a subscript to x and y. For example, the point 

(Xworld•Yworld) 

is a point in the world coordinate space, and 

(xpage•Ypage) 

is a point in the coordinate space known as the presentation page. 
The transforms are mathematical formulas that convert a point in one coor

dinate space to a point in the next coordinate space. By default, the model 
transform (which converts a point in the world coordinate space to a point in 
model coordinate space) is a unity transform, which means that it leaves the 
point unchanged. This is expressed mathematically as: 

Xmodel = Xworld 

Y model = Y world 

The default viewing transform is also a unity transform by default: 

Xpage = Xmodel 

Ypage = Y model 

For now, let's ignore the top half of Table 7 .1. Points in the world coordinate 
space are the same as points in the model coordinate space, which are the 
same as points in the presentation page. 
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THE WINDOWING TRANSFORM 
Let's begin at the bottom of the table with the windowing transform. This is 
the easiest one of the lot, particularly considering that you can't use a GPI 
function to change it. But it gives us an easy approach to the entire concept of 
transforms. 

The windowing transform maps from the device coordinate space (the win
dow) to the media coordinate space (the screen). Both the device space and the 
media space are in units of pixels. But the origin of the device space is the 
lower-left corner of the window, while the origin of the media space is the 
lower-left corner of the screen. 

You can express the windowing transform mathematically as 

Xmedia :::::: Xdevice + WX 

Ymedia:::::: Ydevice +WY 

where the point ( VVX, WY) is the point in media space corresponding to the 
lower-left corner of the window. This is a type of transform known as transla
tion. Points in one coordinate space are simply shifted a constant distance to 
convert to points in another coordinate space. 

For example, suppose the pixel at the lower-left corner of a window is at the 
point (50,100) relative to the lower-left corner of the screen. WX is 50 and WY 
is 100. The windowing transform converts the point (25,50) in device space 
(the window) to the point (25+WX,SO+WY) or (75,150) in media space (the 
screen). If the window happens to be positioned so its lower-left corner is to 
the left of the left side of the screen or below the bottom of the screen, then 
WX or WY (or both) will be negative. 

You cannot change the windowing transform because it is determined by 
the location of the window on the screen. In fact, there isn't even a Gpi or Dev 
function that allows you to determine where the window is located on the 
screen. But you can use a Win function called WinMapWindowPoints to deter
mine this. To convert from device (window) coordinates to media (screen) co
ordinates, you call 

W i nMa pWi nd owP oi nts ( hwnd. HWND_DESK TO P. ap t l , 1 Num P oi nts) ; 

where hwnd is the window handle, aptl is an array of PO INTL structures, and 
lNumPoints is the number of POINTL structures in the array. For example: 

ptl. x = 0 ; 
pt l .y = 0 : 
Wi nMapW i ndowPoi nts ( hwnd, HWND_DESK TOP, &pt 1 , 1) 
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On return from thjs function, the ptl structure fields will be the point (WX, WY)
the screen point that corresponds the origin of the window. To convert from 
media (screen) coordinates to device (window) coordinates, you call 

Wi nMapWi ndowPoi nts ( HWND_DESKTOP, hwnd, &pt l , 1) ; 

I've been speaking about this transform as it applies to windows. But some
thing similar happens with the printer page also. The origin of the media coor
dinate space is the lower-left corner of the printer page. The origin of the 
device coordinate space is the lower-left corner of the printable area of the 
page. Obtaining the offset of the device space from media space requires use of 
the DevQueryHardcopyCaps fonction. 

THE CONCEPT OF THE PRESENTATION PAGE 

I mentioned earlier that the model and default viewing transforms are unity 
transforms by default and don't really do anything. We'll see how to set these 
transforms shortly, but for now, world coordinates are the same as model coor
dinates, which are the same as page coordinates. I've also discussed the win
dowing transform that maps from device coordinates to media coordinates. 

This leaves us with the coordinate space called the presentation page (or 
more simply the page) and the device transform that maps from the presenta
tion page space to device space. 

GPI is a page-oriented graphics system. Conceptually, GPI constructs images 
on the presentation page and maps this page to device space. The presentation 
page is a rectangle that has a height and width specified in presentation page 
units. Presentation page units can be pixels, or units based on inches or milli
meters. For example, you can create a presentation page that is 100 pixels wide 
and 200 pixels high, or 300 millimeters wide and 400 millimeters high, or 5 
inches high and 6 inches wide-whatever is most convenient for your program. 

If the model and default viewing transforms are unity transforms, the 
points you specify in GPI functions are in presentation page units. GPI uses 
the device transform to convert these points to pixels in device space. If your 
presentation page is 5 inches wide and 6 inches high, the device transform will 
be different for different devices because different devices have a different 
number of pixels per inch. 

The point (O,O) in page space is always the lower-left corner of the presenta
tion page. But (as we'll see) this need not map to the point (O,O) in device space. 
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PAGE SIZE AND PAGE UNITS 

In Chapter 5, we saw how to change the device transform using the GpiSetPS 
function. Here's an example: 

SIZEL sizlPage 

siz lP age.cx = 0 
s i z 1 Page. cy = 0 
Gpi Set PS (hps. &siz lPage, PU _L OENGLISHl : 

Following this function call, all coordinates you specify in GPI functions are 
units of 0.01 inches. You can then draw a line from (0,0) to ( 100,200): 

ptl.x - 0 ; 
pt 1 .y = 0 ; 
GpiMove (hps, &ptl) 

pt 1 . x = 100 ; 
ptl.y - 200 ; 
Gpiline (hps. &ptll ; 

The line will begin in the lower-left corner of the window, and end one inch 
from the left side of the window (or printable area of the printer page) because 
100 units of 0.01 inches each is one inch. The line will end two inches from the 
bottom of the window or printable area of the printer page. 

The second parameter to G piSetPS is a pointer to a SIZEL structure. This 
indicates the size of the presentation page. Specifying 0 for both fields of this 
structure means that we want the presentation page to be the size of the output 
media. For a window presentation space, this is the size of the screen. For a 
printer presentation space, this is the size of the printable area of the page. 

The second parameter, a constant identifier with the prefix PU, specifies the 
page units: 

PU_ARBITRARY 

PU_PELS 

PU _LOMETRIC 

PU_HIMETRIC 

PU_LOENGLISH 

PU_HIENGLISH 

PU_TWIPS 

"square" pixels 

pixels 

0.1 millimeters 

0.01 mi!Jimeters 

0.01 inches 

0.001 inches 

1fi440 inch 
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I'll discuss PU_ARBITRARY a little later. The last five identifiers in the list set 
metric page units. These are page units based on millimeters and inches. The 
pU_LOMETRIC and PU_HIMETRIC set page units based on millimeters. 
(LO means low or coarser units; HI means high or finer units.) Similarly, 
PU_WENGLISH and PU_HIENGLISH set page units based on inches. 

PU_TWIPS requires a little more explanation: A twip is a fabricated word 
that stands for "twentieth of a point." A printer's point size is approximately 
1/n inch, but in computer graphics it is of ten assumed to be exactly 1/n inch. A 
twentieth of a point is thus 1/i«o inch. Page units of PU_ TWIPS are particularly 
suited for working with text. 

Setting the two fields of the SIZEL structure to 0 tells GPI to set the page 
size to the size of the output device (the whole screen or the printable area of 
the printer page). But this page size is measured in page units. For example, if 
you call 

GpiOueryPS (hps, &siz1Page) ; 

after setting page units of PU _LO ENGLISH, the ex and cy fields of the sizlPage 
structure will indicate the size of the output device in units of 0.01 inches, not 
in units of pixels. 

Calling the GpiSetPS function has enormous repercussions. This function 
causes such an upheaval in the presentation space that GPI is forced to set all 
attributes to their default values. When you call GpiSetPS, GPI automatically 
does processing equivalent to a call to 

Gpi Res etp S (hp s, GRES_ALLl ; 

All the attributes you have set are returned to their default values, just as if you 
had created a new presentation space. 

COORDINATE CONVERSION 
If you want to draw in uriits of inches or millimeters, you can set page units in 
the GpiSetPS functions to what you want, and simply draw in those units. 

However, the page units you set in GPI do not affect functions and messages 
that are part of the windowing environment of the Presentation Manager. For 
example, the WM_SIZE message will continue to report the size of the window 
in pixels, not the GPI page units you select. 

To help with this problem, GPI provides a function called GpiConvertthat 
lets you convert PO INTL structures from one coordinate space to another: 

GpiConvert (hps, 1Source. 1Target. lPoints, apt1); 
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With a micro-PS, the second and third parameters can be any of the follow-
ing identifiers defined in PMGPI.H: 

CVTC_WORLD 

CVTC_MODEL 

CVTC_PAGE 

CVTC_DEVICE 

These correspond to the first four coordinate spaces in Table 7.1. 
For example, when processing a WM_ SIZE message, you might want to 

save the dimensions of the window in page units rather than device units. Your 
newWM_SIZE message would begin like this: 

case WM_SIZE: 
sizlClient.cx = SHORTlFROMMP (rnp2l 
sizlClient.cy = SHORT2FROMMP (rnp2) 

GpiConvert (hps. CVTC _DEVICE. CVTC_PAGE. ll.(PPOINTL) &sizlClient) 

The WM_ SIZE message reports the window size in device units. Thus, the 
source presentation space in GpiConvertis CVTC_DEVICE. To convert to 
page units, the target is CVTC_PAGE. The two fields of the SIZEL structure 
(ex and cy) correspond to the two fields of a PO INTL structure (x and y), so a 
pointer to the sizlClient need only be cast to a PPOINTL for the last parameter 
of GpiConvert The function converts the dimensions in sizlClient to page units. 

THE DEVICE TRANSFORM: A FIRST GUESS 
I mentioned earlier that all the transforms can be represented by mathematical 
formulas. For example, the windowing transform formulas are 

Xmedia = Xdevice + WX 

Y media = Y device + WY 

where the point (WX,WY) is the point in media space (the screen) that corre
sponds to the lower-left corner of the window. This is a type of tranform 
known as translation. Both device space and media space are in units of pixels, 
but device space is off set from media space by WX and WY. 

The device transform that maps from the presentation page to device space 
is a little different. The device space is in units of pixels but the presentation 
page is in units indicated by the PU identifier you specify in the GpiSetPS func
tion. This requires a type of transform known as scaling. 
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We might guess that the device transform probably looks something like this: 

Xdevice = DX • Xpage 

Y device = DY • Y page 

DX and DY are scaling factors, where: 

DX= horizontal pixels per page unit 

DY= vertical pixels per page unit 

For example, if you run the DEVCAPS program from Chapter 5 on the VGA, 
you'll find that the resolution is 2667 pixels per meter, or about 68 pixels per 
inch both horizontally and vertically. If you set page units of PU_LOENGLISH 
(0.01 inches) on a window presentation space on the VGA, then GPI would set 
DX and DY to 0.68. Thus, the point ( 100,100) in presentation page space 
maps to the pixel at point (68,68) in device space. 

This is certainly valid, but it's not the entire story. The device transform ac
tually includes both scaling and translation, and GPI allows you to change it. 
Let's see how this works. 

THE PAGE VIEWPORT RECTANGLE 
When you set page units and a page size by calling GpiSetPS, GPI calculates a 
page viewport and maintains that as an attribute of the presentation space. GPI 
calculates the page view port based on the page units and page size you specify, 
and the pixel dimensions and resolution of the output device. 

The page viewport is a structure of type RECTL ("rectangle with LONG 
coordinates"), which (as review) is defined in PMGPl.H like this: 

typedef str uc t _REC TL 

{ 

LONG xLeft ; 

LONG yBot t om 

LON G x Right 

LONG yTop 

} 

REC TL ; 

By convention a variable of type RECTL has a prefix of rel. Notice that the 
RECTL structure can be seen as two POINTL structures stuck together; the 
first is the point at the lower-left corner of the rectangle and the second is the 
point at the upper-right comer. 

You can obtain the page viewport rectangle by calling GpiQueryPageViewport 

Gpi Quer yPageV i ewport ( hps, &re l l ; 
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You can take a look at the page viewport rectangle that GPI calculates for you 
by defining a RECTL structure and calling the function. 

Let's look at some concrete examples using a real output device, the Enhanced 
Graphics Adapter. The EGA does not have square pixels-that is, the pixel 
resolution is different in the horizontal and vertical directions-so this is a 
more"interesting" example than the VGA or 8514/A. The EGA is 640 pixels 
horizontally by 350 pixels vertically on a screen with an aspect ratio of 1.33 to 
1. A square-pixel video adapter working with such a screen needs 640 by 480 
pixels (like the VGA) or 1024 by 768 pixels (like the 8514/ A), or a different 
pair of numbers in the ratio of 1.33 to 1. 

Suppose you have an EGA and make the following caJJs for each of the 
seven PU identifiers: 

s i zl. ex = 0 ; 

s i zl. CY = 0 ; 
GpiSetPS (hps, &sizl . PU_ ... ) 

GpiQueryPS (hps, &sizl) ; 
GpiOueryPageViewport (hps, &rel) ; 

The following table shows the values you'll obtain from the GpiQueryPS and 
GpiQueryPageViewport functions. In all cases, the xieft and yBottom fields of 
the page viewport are set to OL and are not shown in this table. 

Page Size Page Viewport 

Page Units sizl.cx sizl.cy rcl.xRight rcl.yTop 

PU_PELS 640 350 640 350 

PU_ARBITRARY 640 467 640 350 

PU_LOMETRIC 2400 1750 640 350 

PU _HIMETRIC 23997 17500 640 350 

PU _LOENGLISH 945 689 640 350 

PU_HIENGLISH 9448 6890 640 350 

PU_TWIPS 13605 9921 640 350 

In all cases the page viewport is a rectangle that describes the dimensions of 
the screen in device units (pixels). The values of OL used in the SIZEL struc
ture passed to GpiSetPS indicate a default presentation page that is the size of 
the screen in page units. 
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For example, when you call GpiSetPSfor PU_LOMETRIC page units, the 
page is the size of the screen in 0 .1 millimeters. This table indicates that the 
screen is 240 miJJimeters wide and 17 5 millimeters high. Similarly, for PU _LO
ENGLISH page units, the page is the size of the screen in 0.01 inches. The 
screen is 9.45 inches wide and 6.89 inches high. 

Page units of PU_ARBITRARY require a bit more explanation. (Unfortu
nately, the word "arbitrary" seems to ref er more to the naming of this identi
fier than to what it actually does.) For devices with the same pixel resolutions 
in the horizontal and vertical directions, PU_ARBITRARY has the same result 
as PU_PELS. Otherwise, GPI will create a device transform close to PU_PELS 
but with an adjustment so that page units are equal in both directions. This 
lets you draw round circles and square squares more easily on devices such as 
the EGA. 

The presentation page and the page viewport are both rectangles the size of 
the screen. But the presentation page is specified in page units and the page 
viewport is in device units (pixels)-always 640 by 350. 

Now let's try something a little different. We'll set the page size to 1000 by 
1000 page units: 

siz l .ex = 1000 
sizl .cy = 1000 
Gpi SetpS (hps, &s i z l , PU ... ) 

Gpi OueryPS (hps, &siz l ) ; 
Gpi QueryPageViewport Chps, &re l l ; 

Now you'll see the following values: 

Page Size 

Page Units sizl.cx sizl.cy 

PU_PELS 1000 1000 

PU _ARBITRARY 1000 1000 

PU _LOMETRIC 1000 1000 

PU _HIMETRIC 1000 1000 

PU _LO ENGLISH 1000 1000 

PU _HIEN GLISH 1000 1000 

PU_TWIPS 1000 1000 

Page Viewport 

rd.xRight rd.yTop 

1000 1000 

467 

267 

27 

677 

68 

47 

350 

200 

20 

508 

51 

35 
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Although the page size is specified as 1000 by 1000, the physical size of the 
page is different because the page size is in page units. For PU _LOMETRIC, 
the page size is 1000 by 1000 in uni ts of 0 .1 millimeters, so the page is 100 mil
limeters square. For PU _HIENGLISH, the page is 1 inch square. 

The page viewport rectangle indicates the pixel dimension of the presenta
tion page. For example, the PU _LOMETRIC line tells us that the EGA has 267 
pixels horizontally and 200 pixels vertically in the 100 millimeter square pre
sentation page. Thus, the horizontal resolution is 2.67 pixels per millimeter, 
and the vertical resolution is 2.00 pixels per millimeter. (The DEVCAPS pro
gram reports the resolution of the EGA as 2667 and 2000 pixels per meter.) 

The PU _ HIENGLISH row tells us that the EGA has 68 pixels horizontally 
and 51 pixels vertically in the I-inch square page. This means that the resolu
tion of the EGA is 68 dots per inch horizontally and 51 dots per inch vertically. 

PU _ARBITRARY works a little differently when you explicitly set the page 
size than it does when you don't. However, it still sets the device transform so 
that page units represent equal physical differences in the horizontal and verti
cal directions. 

THE DEVICE TRANSFORM FORMULAS 

The device transform maps points in presentation page space to points in de
vice space. Earlier we guessed that the device transform formulas looked some
thing like this: 

Xdevice - DX • "Page 

Y device - DY • Y page 

where DX and DY are the horizontal and vertical pixels per page unit. But 
look at the tables of page sizes and page viewport rectangles shown above. DX 
and DY are simply the ratios of the page viewport to the page size: 

( rcl.xRight )· 
xdevice = x... sizl.cx · page 

( rclyTop) 
Y device sizl.cy · Ypage 
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The presentation page and page viewport rectangles are the same size, but 
are just expressed in different units. So the ratios are truly pixels per page 
unit. The four corners of the presentation page map to the four corners of 
the page viewport: 

Page Coordinate 

(0,0) 

(sizl.cx,O) 

( 0,sizl.cy) 

(sizl.cx,sizl.cy) 

Device Coordinate 

(0,0) 

(rcl.xRight,O) 

(O,rd.yTop) 

(rd.xRight,rd.yTop) 

You can visualize this by imagining the lower-left corner of the page viewport 
as corresponding to the origin of the window. But, as mentioned, it's actually a 
little more complex than this. Why should the page viewport be a RECTL 
structure if the xI.eftand yBottom fields are not used? Although GPI sets these 
to fields to OL when you call GpiCreatePS or GpiSetPS, they enter the device 
transform formula. 

The real device transform formulas are 

Xdevice = 

x (rcl.xRight - rd.xLeft) 
page + rd.xLef t 

sizl.cx 

Y device = 
y (rd.yTop - rcl.yBottom) 
--'-pa-'-g_e __________ + rd.yBottom 

sizl.cy 
These formulas still translate the four corners of the presentation page to the 

four corners of the pageviewport rectangle, as shown in the following table: 

Page Coordinate 

(0,0) 

( 0,sizl.cy) 

( sizl.cx,O) 

( sizl.cx,sizl. cy) 

Device Coordinate 

(rd.xLef t,rd. y Bottom) 

(rd.xLeft,rcl.yTop) 

(rcl.xRight,rcl.yBottom) 

(rcl.xRight,rcl.yTop) 

Thus, the lower-left corner of the page viewport rectangle (and hence the pre
sentation page) does not have to correspond with the lower-left corner of the 
window. If rcl.xle ft and rcl.y Bottom are nonzero, the page viewport is offset 
from the window. 
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PAGE SIZE 

The presentation page dimensions and the page viewport rectangle together de
fine the device transform. Does the page size have any significance beyond that? 

Not really. In theory, you could define any page size you want in the 
GpiSetPS function and GPI would calculate an appropriate page viewport rect
angle for the device transform. The page size is simply part of a mathematical 
construct. It is not a clipping rectangle. You can draw outside the boundaries 
of the presentation page. 

But keep in mind that the scaling operation of the device transform is a 
ratio of the page viewport size to presentation page size. If you set the page 
size very small, GPI attempts to set the page viewport appropriately and the 
ratio may be inaccurate. For example, imagine the table of page sizes and view
ports for the EGA shown above with page sizes of 10 by 10 rather than 1000 by 
1000. In some cases, the page viewport rectangle would have a width and 
height of zero! 

In general, using the default page size (which GPI sets when you set the two 
fields of the SIZEL structure to O) is the best approach. 

WHY DO I NEED TO KN OW ALL TH IS? 

You may have been happy using the simple PU identifiers to set page units. In
troducing the page viewport rectangle and the actual device transform formu
las at first seems like an excessively detailed view into the inner workings of 
GPI. But the importance of the device transform formulas becomes apparent 
with the introduction of the following function: 

GpiSetpageVi ewport ( hps. &rcll ; 

The page size and page units you specify in the GpiSetPS functions merely pro
vide GPI with information to set an initial page viewport rectangle. GpiSet
Page Viewportlets you alter the page viewport rectangle, and thus the device 
transform. 

The page viewport rectangle is an attribute of the presentation space. It is 
saved with GpiSavePS and restored with GpiRestorePS, but it is not reset with a 
call to GpiResetPS (regardless of the GpiResetPS parameter). The only way to 
reset the page viewport to default values is with a call to GpiSetPS or, of 
course, by calling GpiSetPage Viewport itself. 

NONSTANDARD PAGE UNITS 

Perhaps when you looked over the collection of seven PU identifiers, you were 
disappointed. You have an application where page units of 1/64 of an inch would 
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be ideal. In fact, page units of 1'64 inch would have been useful for the RULER 
program in Chapter 5. 

Using GpiSetPageViewport, you can indeed set the page viewport rectangle 
to give you page units of 1/64 inch. First set page units to Low English: 

sizlPage.ex = 0 ; 
sizlPage.ey = 0 ; 
GpiSe tPS (hab, &sizlPage, PU _L OENGLISHl ; 

At this point the page viewport rectangle is constructed to transform units of 
•/u:1J inch to pixels. You can obtain the page viewport rectangle and adjust the 
xRight and yTop fields like this: 

GpiOueryPageViewport (hps. &rel) ; 
rel .xRight - 100 * rel .xRight I 64 
rel.yTop - 100 *rel .y Top I 64 ; 
Gpi SetpageVi ewpor t <hp s. & rel l ; 

Keep in mind that the ratio of the page viewport rectangle to the page size 
represents the number of pixels per page unit. You increase the size of the 
page viewport rectangle because you want more pixels per page unit than 
PU_LOENGLISH. 

Here's another example. You may be a real pro with PostScript. You live, 
think, and breathe in terms of PostScript's default coordinate system-1/12 

inch, the printer's point size. Setting PU_TWIPS lets you work in units that 
are 1ho of a point or 1fi440 inch. You could use that and multiply all your coordi
nates by 20. Or, you could let GPI do that multiplication for you by altering 
the page viewport: 

sizl.ex ~ 0 ; 
sizl. ey = 0 ; 
GpiSetPS (hab. &sizl, PU_ TWIPS) ; 

GpiOueryPageVi ewport ( hps. &rel) ; 
rel .xRight *= 20 ; 
rel.yTop *= 20 ; 
GpiSetPageViewport (hps, &re l) 

ALTERING THE ORIGIN 
Sometimes it's more convenient for the coordinate origin-the point (0,0)
to be somewhere other than the lower-left corner of the window. For example, 
you may want to have the origin in the center of the window and to use nega
tive coordinates for drawing in the left and bottom halves of the window. 
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Let's take a look at the device transform again: 

x ( rcl.xRight - rcl.xLeft) 
page ft 

Xdevice = ------------ + rcl.xLe 
sizl.cx 

Y page ( rcl.yTop - rcl.yBottom) 
Y device = + rcl.yBottom 

sizl.cy 

So far, all the examples we've seen have used values of zero for rcl.xie ft and 
rcl.y Bottom. Change these values, and you change your origin. 

For example, suppose you want an origin in the center of the client window. 
You've obtained the size of the client window during the WM_ SIZE message 
and stored the dimensions in cxClient and cyClient. After using GpiSetPS to set 
the page units to what you want, here's the code to change the origin: 

GpiOueryPageViewport (hps, &rel l 

rel.xleft = exClient I 2 
rel .xRight += exClient I 2 
rel .yBottom = eyClient I 2 
rel.yTop += eyClient I 2 

Gpi SetPageVi ewport ( hps. &rel) 

Now the page coordinate (0,0) maps to the device point (cxClient/2,cyClient/2), 
the center of the window. Notice that we've had to increase the xRight and 
yTop fields as well as xieft and yBottom, because it's the difference between 
these fields that affects the scaling factor. 

Unfortunately, GPI won't let you set a page viewport rectangle with the 
yTop field less than the yBottom field. This would let you set up a system so 
that values on they axis increase going down the screen (like the Windows de
fault). But we'll see how to do that and more shortly. 

STRETCHING THE IMAGE TO FIT 

There are times when you may want to set up an arbitrary coordinate system 
(for example, the origin in the center and 1000 page units in each direction), 
and be assured that the image you draw will fit inside the window. You can do 
this by using the device transform. 

Let's take a look at the CIRCLE program shown in Listing 7.4 with precisely 
the coordinate system I just described. 



Listing 7 .4: The CIRCLE program 

The CIRCLE.MAK File 

·- ··--------- ------- ---
'CIRCLE.MAK make file 
·------- -------- -- -- ---

circle.exe : circle.obj circle.def 
$(PRGLINKJ circle, circ1e. NUL. $(PRGLIBJ, circle 

circle .obj : ci rcle.c 
$(PRGCCl circle.c 

The CIRCLE.C File 

/•--------·-------------------------·--- -
CIRCLE.C - - Transform Demonstration 

(c) Charles Petzold. 1993 
-------------------------- ---- ---------•/ 

lfdefine lNCLWIN 
IJdefine INCL_GPJ 
#include <os2. h> 

#define min(a,b) ((a) < (b) ? (a) : (b)) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND, ULONG, MPARAM. MPARAMJ 

int main (void) 
( 

static CHAR szClientClass [] - "Circle" : 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TJTLEBAR 

HAB hab : 
HMO hmq : 

FCF _S!ZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSJTJON 

HWND hwndframe, hwndCl i ent 
OMSG qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgOueue (hab, 0) : 

FCF _SYS MENU I 
FC F _HINHAX I 
FCF_TASKL!ST :· 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass. ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWNO_OESKTOP, WS_VJSIBLE. 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass, NULL, 
0L, 0, 0, &hwndClient) 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg. NULLHANOLE, 0. 0)) 
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Listing 7 .4: The CIRCLE program (Continued) 

WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinOestroyMsgQueue (hmql 
WinTerrninate (habl : 
return 0 

void DrawFigure (HPS hpsl 
( 

POINTL ptl 

ptl .x - -1000 
ptl .y - -1000 
GpiMove (hp s, &ptl l 

ptl .x - 1000 
ptl .y - 1000 
GpiBox (hps, DRO_ OUTLINE, &ptl, 2000, 2000) 
} 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULONG msQ, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
( 

static INT cxC 1 i en t, cyClient : 
HPS hps 
POINTL ptl ; 

RECiL rel : 
SIZEL s izel 

switch Cms g l 
( 

case WM...S1ZE: 
cxClient • SHORTlFROMMP (mp2J 
cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2l 

return 0 : 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint Chwnd. NULLHANOLE. NULL) 
GpiErase (hpsl : 

II Draw ellipse 

sizel .ex - 1000 : 
si?el .cy - 1009 : 
GpiSetPS (hps, &sizel, PU_PELSl 

rcl.xleft - cxClient 2 : 
.._ _____ -"'rc"--1'-.xRight - cxClient 



Listing 7.4: The CIRCLE program (Continued) 

rel .yBottom - cyClient 2 ; 
rel .yTop - cyClient ; 

Gp i SetPageVi ewport ( hps. &re l J 

DrawFigure (hpsJ : 

II Draw circle 

sizel.cx - 1000 ; 
sizel . cy - 1000 : 
GpiSetPS (hps. &sizel. PU_ARBITRARYJ 

ptl.x - cxClient 
ptl .y - cyClient 

GpiConvert (hps. CVTC_DEVJCE, CVTC_PAGE. 1. &ptlJ 

ptl .x - ptl .Y - min (ptl .x. ptl . yJ ; 

GpiConvert (hps, CVTC_PAGE. CVTC_OEVICE, 1. &ptll 

rel .xleft - exClient I 2 ; 

rel .xRight - (ptl .x + cxClientl 
rel .yBottom - eyClient I 2 ; 

rel .yTop - (ptl .y + cyClientJ 

GpiSetPageViewport (hps. &rel J : 

OrawFigure (hpsJ ; 

WinEndPaint (hpsl ; 
return 0 ; 

2 

2 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd. msg. mpl. mp2J 

The CIRCLE.DEF File 

: CIRCLE.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DES CR I PTJO'N 
P.ROTHDDE 

CIRCLE WI NOOWAPI 

'Transform Demonstration (cJ Charles Petzold. 1993' 
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This program uses two different device transforms to draw an ellipse that 
fills the client window, and to draw a circle that is as large as possible to fit 
within the client area without being distorted, even on devices that have un
equal horizontal and vertical resolution. The Draw Figure function in CIRCLE 
draws both figures by specifying identical coordinates, namely (-1000,-1000) 
for the lower-left corner of the bounding rectangle and (1000,1000) for the 
upper-right corner. How these coordinates are interpreted depends upon the 
device transform. 

For drawing the ellipse, we could set the page size to 2000 by 2000 and the 
page viewport size to the width and height of the client window with an origin 
in the center. But we don't have to. Because the device transform uses a ratio 
for scaling, we could use 1000 for the page size and half the width and height 
of the client window for the viewport rectangle. That's the approach I've 
taken. The CIRCLE program begins WM_P AINT processing by setting a page 
size of 100 0 by 1000 units with PU _PELS page units. The page units don't 
really matter because the program changes the page viewport anyway- with a 
width and height of half the client window, offset to the center. You can think 
of the presentation page as corresponding to the upper-right quadrant of the 
client window. 

Setting up a coordinate system for the circle is more complex because it 
needs to work on devices that have unequal horizontal and vertical pixel reso
lutions. The key is to set the page units to PU_ARBITRARY, again with a page 
size of 1000 by 1000. This sets a page viewport appropriate for the device, that 
is, compensating for possibly unequal horizontal and vertical pixel resolutions. 
But you would never use PU_ARBITRARY unless you plan to change the view
port rectangle. To what? 

We can't set the page viewport based on the size of the client window, be
cause then we'd be drawing an ellipse. Nor can we set the page viewport height 
and width to the minimum of the pixel height and width of the client window; 
that would work with square-pixel devices like the VGA, but it sure wouldn't 
work with the EGA. 

Instead we must use GpiConvertto convert the pixel size of the client area to 
page units. These page units are equal in horizontal and vertical directions. 
The program finds the minimum of the two values (this will be the page size 
of the circle radius) and then converts that minimum back to device units (pix
els), again using GpiConvert. This is what the program uses to set up the page 
viewport rectangle. The results are shown in Figure 7.6. 

Code like this is very useful for drawing clocks or similar round images that 
should adjust their size to the client area but not degenerate into ellipses. 



Figure 7 .6: The CIRCLE display 

CONSTRUCTING THE PICTURE 
When drawing in GPI, conceptually you construct a picture on the presenta
tion page, and the presentation page (or part of it) is displayed within the cli
ent window. As we've seen, a presentation page is of a particular size and 
particular units that you can set using GpiSetPS and GpiSetPageViewport 

As you construct a picture on the presentation page, you also have available 
two additional transforms: the modeling transform and the default viewing 
transform. The points you use in GPI functions are in world coordinate space. 
The modeling transform converts those points to model coordinate space. The 
default viewing transform converts the points in model space to the presenta
tion page space. 

The modeling and default viewing transforms are very similar and for some 
simple purposes they are interchangeable. But a general rule to follow is this: 
The transforms closest to the hardware (that is, the transforms at the bottom 
of Table 7. I) should be changed less frequently than the transforms furthest 
from the hardware. The simplest approach is to use the default viewing trans
form to apply to thew hole picture and different modeling transforms to apply 
to pieces of the picture. 
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For example, suppose you want to work with a coordinate system in which 
the center of the window is the origin. You can use the device transform or the 
default viewing transform to accomplish that. Suppose you also want to draw 
a picture in which a particular object is drawn at several different places in the 
picture. You can draw these objects with different modeling transforms. The 
same points are passed to the GPI drawing functions, but the modeling trans
form causes those points to be transformed. 

THE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 

Both the modeling transform and the default viewing transform are based on 
a standard two-dimensional transformation matrix common in many high
level graphics languages. 

In GPI, you specify a transformation matrix as a structure of type 
MATRIXLF. (The LF part of the structure name stands for "LONG" and 
"FIXED," the two data types used for the structure fields.) The MATRIXLF 
structure is defined in the PMGPI.H header file like this: 

typedef struct _MATRIXL F 
( 

FIXED fxM l l ; 
FIXED fxM12 ; 
LONG 1Ml3 ; 
FIXED fx M21 ; 

FIXED f xM22 ; 
LONG 1M23 
LONG 1 M31 
LONG 1 M32 
LONG 1 M33 
} 

MATRIXL F ; 

At first glance, the jumble of numbers in the field names looks like a real mess. 
But it's actually quite simple. The nine fields of this structure are the nine ele
ments of a 3-by-3 matrix: 

f:x:Mll f:x:M12 1M13 

f:x:M21 f:x:M22 lM23 

lM31 lM32 lM33 

The"M" in the field names stands for"matrix" and the numbers are simply 
the row and column positions of each field within the matrix. 
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The "l" prefix on some of the fields stands for LONG. The "fx" prefix stands 
for FIXED. Th~ FIXED data type is a 32-bit signed long integer that is interpreted 
by GPI as a 16-bit signed integer and a 16-bit unsigned fraction. The FIXED data 
eype allows GPI to use fractions without resorting to time-consuming floating
point operations. Here are some examples of FIXED values: 

FIXED Value Interpretation 

OxOOOOOOOl 1/ 65536 

Ox00002000 1/s 

OxOOOlOOOO 

OxOOOACOOO 10 3/4 

OxFFF8FOOO - 7 1/t6 

In some of the examples that follow, I use normal decimal point notation 
for FIXED numbers. Keep in mind that these are really 32-bit integers. 

You can convert a FIXED variable to a float or double variable by dividing 

by 65536.0: 

dNumber = (f:x:Number I 65536.0); 

You can convert a float or double variable to FIXED by multiplying by 65536 
and casting the result: 

f:x:Number =(FIXED) (65536 * dNumber); 

The transformation matrix is actually slightly simpler than the version 
shown above. When you use a MATRIXLF structure in the GPI transforma
tion functions, the lM13 and lM23 fields must be set equal to 0 and the lM33 
field must be set equal to 1: 

f:x:Mll fxM12 0 

fxM21 fxM22 0 

1M31 1M32 1 

GPI uses a matrix multi plication to convert a point (x,y) to a point (x',y'). 
First, GPI constructs a 1-by-3 matrix from the original point (x,y) by appending 
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a I. Then that matrix is multiplied by the 3-by-3 transformation matrix. The re
sultant l-by-3 matrix contains the points x', y', and I: 

x y 1 I 
fxMll fxM12 0 

fxM2 I fxM22 0 

IM31 1M32 

= x' y' 

If (x,y) is a point in world coordinate space, GPI applies the modeling trans
formation to determine the point (x',y') in model coordinate space. If (x,y) is a 
point in model coordinate space, GPI applies the default viewing transforma
tion and the resultant point (x',y') is in presentation page units. 

The matrix transformation can also be represented as a pair of formulas 
that describe the matrix multiplication: 

x' = (fxMl 1) x + (fxM21) y + 1M31 

y' = (fxMI2) x + (fxM22) y + IM32 

Note that the points x' and y' are functions of both x and y. This is not the case 
in the device transform and windowing transform. 

This type of transform is sometimes also called a linear transform because 
the x's and y's in the formulas above are simply multiplied by constants. There 
are no powers of x and y involved. Parallelograms always map to parallelo
grams and ellipses always map to ellipses. Still, however, the linear transform 
is quite powerful, allowing translation, scaling, skewing, and rotation. 

For a new presentation space, the modeling and default viewing transforma
tion matrices are both identity matrices. Only the fxMl 1, fxM22, and lM33 
fields are set to 1. The other fields are set to 0: 

LO 0.0 0 

0.0 1.0 0 

0 0 

Thus, the transformation formulas look like this: 
1 x = x 

y' =y 

Now let's look at some more interesting alternatives. 
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TRANSLATION 
Suppose you have some code in your program that draw~ a little house 10? . 
units wide and 100 units high firmly anchored (but not for long) at the ongm. 
Figure 7.7 shows how the house looks normally. 

300 

200 

100 

100 200 

Figure 7. 7: The house drawn with no transform 

Perhaps you'd like to draw this house using the same code but have it ap
pear in different places, or in different sizes, or even skewed or rotated. That's 
a perfect application for matrix transforms. 

Nonzero values of the lM31 and lM32 elements in the transformation ma
trix cause an image to be shifted or translated from one place to another with
out any distortion of the image: 

LO 0.0 0 

0.0 1.0 0 

1M31 IM32 1 
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The transformation formulas are 

x' = x + 1M31 

y' = y +1M32 

The matrix transform translates the point (O,O) to the point (1M3 l,1M32). If the 
matrix represents the default viewing transform, the point (0,0) in model coordi
nate space is the same as the point (lM31,lM32) in page coordinate space. 

For example, suppose you want to move the house to the lot next door, 100 
units to the right. You'd set IM31to100 and IM32to 0. The result looks like 
what's shown in Figure 7.8. 

300 

200 

100 

100 200 

Figure 7 .8: The house drawn with horizontal translation 

Or you can elevate the house 50 units by setting 1M31 to 0 and 1M32 to 50, as 
shown in Figure 7.9. This could be Dorothy's house on its initial ascent to Oz. 

You can use both fields of the structure to cause both effects at once. Nega
tive values will move the house to the left or down. 
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100 200 300 

Figure 7.9: The house drawn with vertical translation 

SCALING 
The fxMl 1 and fxM22 fields of the MATRIXLF structure are the scaling fields. 
If fxMl 1 is greater than 1.0, the resultant image is expanded along the x axis. 
\Glues less than 1. 0 cause the width of the image to be compressed. Similarly, 
fxM22 affects the height of the image. 

If all other fields of the matrix are set to their default values, the transforma

tion matrix for scaling is 

fxMll 0.0 0 

0.0 fxM22 0 

0 0 

and the transformation formulas are 

x' :;;:: (fxMl 1 )x 

y' :;;:: (fxM22)y 

In general, scaling causes a square to be transformed into a rectangle. This is 
useful if the family is growing and you need to expand the house, for example, 
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making it twice as wide and 50 percent taller by setting fxM 11 to 2. 0 and 
fxM22 to 1.5. The results of doing so are shown in Figure 7.10. 

300 

200 

100 

100 200 300 

Figure 7 .10: The house drawn with scaling 

REFLECTION 
Reflection is a form of scaling that uses negative scaling factors. Negative val
ues of the fxM 11 and fxMl 2 fields cause the image to be flipped horizontally 
or vertically. 

For example, if you use this transformation matrix 

-1.0 0.0 0 

0.0 1.0 0 

0 0 1 

then the transformation formulas are 
t x = -x 

y'=y 

This flips the image around the vertical axis, as shown in Figure 7.11. 



-300 

200 

100 

·200 ·100 100 

Figire 7 .11: The house drawn with vertical reflection 

Similary, this matrix 

1.0 0.0 0 

0.0 -1.0 0 

0 0 
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200 300 

causes a reflection around the horizontal axis and turns the object upside 
down, as you can see in Figure 7.12. This is what the house looks like if it's lo
cated in Australia. In either case, if our origin were at the lower-left corner of 
the client window, the image would be invisible. 

SHEAR 
The shear transformation effectively tilts one of the coordinate axes so that it 
is not at right angles to the other axis. The resultant drawing is distorted: A 
rectangle is mapped to a parallelogram. 

A nonzero value of fxM21 causes x-shear. 

1.0 0.0 0 

fxM21 1.0 0 

0 0 
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300 

200 

100 

100 200 

-100 

-100 

Figure 7 .12: The house drawn with horizontal reflection 

The transformation formulas are 

x' = x + (fxM21) y 

y' =y 

300 

This shifts a point left or right by an amount dependent upon the distance 
between the point and the horizontal axis. Figure 7 .13 shows a "strong wind" 
effect on the house by using an x-shear value of 2.0. 

Similarly, the fxM 12 field causes y-shear. The transformation matrix is 

1.0 fxM12 0 

0.0 1.0 0 

0 0 

Figure 7.14 shows our little house when they-shear factor fxM 12 is set to 1.0. 
Shear sometimes suggests a three-dimensional view of an object. But because a 
square is always mapped to a parallelogram, there is no real depth perspective. 
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300 

200 

JOO 

JOO 200 300 

Figure 7 .13: The house drawn with horizontal shear 

200 

JOO 

100 200 JOO 

Figure 7 .14: The house drawn with vertical shear 
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Now try this matrix that combines y-shear and negative x-shear: 

1.0 1.0 0 

-1.0 1.0 0 

0 0 

The result is shown in Figure 7.15. The image is rotated 45 percent counter
clockwise and enlarged about 40 percent. This suggests that a combination of 
scaling and shear can produce rotation, which is exactly the case. 

300 

100 200 300 

Figure 7 .15: The house drawn with vertical and horizontal shear 

ROTATION 

From basic trigonometry we know that to rotate an image a. degrees around 
the origin in a counterclockwise rotation requires the following formulas: 

x' = x *cos( a.) - y *sin( a.) 

y' = x *sin( a.)+ y *cos( a.) 



These formulas fit very nicely into the transformation matrix: 

cos(o:) 

-sin(o:) 

0 

sin(o:) 0 

cos(o:) 0 

0 
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For example, to rotate an image 45 degrees counterclockwise around the 
origin, use 

0.707 0.707 0 

-0.707 0.707 0 

0 0 

and you get the results shown in Figure 7.16. 

300 

200 

-200 -100 100 

Figure 7 .16: The house rotated 

200 

To rotate an image 90 degrees counterclockwise, use 

0.0 1.0 0 

-1.0 0.0 0 

0 0 

300 
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MATRIX MULTIPLICATION 

One reason that matrices are used to represent graphics transforms is that the 
cumulative effect of two transformations is equivalent to the product of the two 
matrices. For example, suppose you want to double the height of an object and 
then rotate the object 45 degrees counterclockwise, as shown in Figure 7.17. 

300 

·200 ·100 100 200 300 

Figure 7.17: The house doubled in height and then rotated 

You multiply the two matrices that describe these two transforms: 

1.0 0.0 0 

0.0 2.0 0 

0 0 

0.707 0.707 0 

-0.707 0.707 0 

0 0 

0.707 0.707 0 

-1.414 1.414 0 

0 0 

(A brief refresher on matrix multiplication: In the resultant matrix, the ele
ment in the ith row and jth column is the summation of element-by-element 
products of the ith row of the first matrix and the jth column of the second 
matrix.) 

Matrix multiplication is associative but not commutative. If you want to 
first rotate an object 45 degrees and then double the height, as in Figure 7.18, 
the composite transformation matrix would be calculated like this: 

0.707 0.707 0 

-0.707 0.707 0 

0 0 

1.0 0.0 0 

0.0 2.0 0 

0 0 1 

0.707 1.414 0 

-0.707 1.414 0 

0 0 
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300 

200 

-200 -100 100 200 300 

Figure 7.18: The house rotated and then doubled i1 height 

A combination of matrices is often used with rotation to choose the point 
around which the object is rotated. For example, suppose you have stored a se
ries of points that describes an object You want to rotate this object 90 degrees 
around the point ( 100,100). This is equivalent to translating the object by -100 
units on the x-axis and -100 units on the y-axis, rotating the image around the 
origin, and then translating it back 100 units on the x and y axes. The three 
matrices that describe these transforms are multiplied together in sequence: 

1.0 0.0 0 0.0 1.0 0 1.0 0.0 0 

0.0 1.0 0 -1.0 0.0 0 • 0.0 1.0 0 

-100 -100 0 0 100 100 

The result is 

0.0 1.0 0 

-1.0 0.0 0 

200 0 

This is the same as rotating the image 90 degrees and then translating it 200 
units along the x axis, as shown in Figure 7 J 9. You do not have to do the ma
trix multiplication in your program. You can instead have GPI do the multipli
cations for you, as we'll see shortly. 
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200 

100 

·200 -100 100 200 300 

Figure 7.19: The house rotated and then translated 

THE MATRIX TRANSFORM FUNCTIONS 
So far I've been describing the matrix transforms in a rather abstract way. 
There are, of course, functions to set or alter the model and default viewing 
transforms: 

Gp i SetModelTransformMatrix (hps. lCoun t .&matl f . lOptionsl ; 
Gpi SetDefaultViewMatrix ( hps, l Count, &mat l f. l Options) ; 

The third parameter is a pointer to a MATRIXLF structure and the second pa
rameter is the number of elements in that structure, which is 9. You can use 0 
to return the transform to the identify transform. The lOptions parameter is 

one of the following identifiers: 

Transform Identifier 

TRANSFORM_REPLACE 

TRANSFORM_ADD 

TRANSFORM_PREEMPT 

New Matrix 

Mnew = Mfuct 

~ew = Mold * Mfnct 

Mnew = Mfnct *Mold 

The Mnew matrix is the new transform matrix after the function, Mfnct is the 
matrix passed to the function, and Mold is the existing transform before the 
function is called. This is how you can force G DI to multiply matrices for you 
in the proper order. 



DRAWING A FLOWER 
We can put all this into practice by drawing a colorful flower using the 
FLOWER program shown in Listing 7.5. 

Listing 7.5: The FLOWER program 

The FLOWER.MAK Fil e 

#----------------------
# FLOWER.MAK make file 
n----------------------

flower.exe: flower.obj flower.def 
S(PRGL!NK) flower, flower, NUL, S(PRGLIB), flower 

flower . obj : flower.c 
StPRGCC) flower.c 

The FLOWER.C File 

/•·--·············-----------------------
FLOWER.C -- Transform Demonstration 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
.. ·- ----------- .................. ······•/ 

#define !NCL_W!N 
#define JNCL_GPI 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <math.h> 

#define TWOPI (2 * 3.14159) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAM) 

int m.ain (void) 
l 
static CHAR 
st at i c ULONG 

HAB 
HMO 
HWND 
OMSG 

szClientClass [] - "Flower" : 
flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

hab ; 
hmq : 

FCF _SI ZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 

hwndFrame. hwndClient 
qmsg : 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgOueue (hab, 0) ; 

FCF _SYSMENU I 
FCF _M!NMAX I 
FCF _TASKLIST : 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW. 0) 
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Listing 7 .5: The FLOWER program (Continued) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWND_DESKTOP. WS_V!S!BLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass. NULL. 
Ell, 0, 0, &hwndC l ient ) 

while CWinGetMsg Chab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0JJ 
Win Di spatchMsg Ch ab. &qmsgl 

WinDestroyWindow ChwndFrameJ 
WinDestroyMsgOueue Chmq) 
WinTerminate ChabJ : 
return 0 : 

VOID DrawPetal CHPS hpsl 
{ 

static AREABUNDLE ab - ( CLR_RED } 
static LINEBUNDLE lb - I CLR_BLACK 
static POI NTL aptl[] - 0. 0, 

475. ·125, 

Gpi SavePS ( hps) ; 

125, l25. 475. 125. 600. 0, 
125. -125, 0. 0 } 

GpiSetAttrs (hps, PRIM_AREA, ABB_COLOR, 0, CPBUNDLEJ &ab) 
GpiSetAttrs (hps. PRIM_LINE. LBB_COLOR, 0, CPBUNDLEJ & lb) 

GpiBeginArea Chps. BA_BOUNDARY I BA_ALTERNATEJ ; 

GpiMove Chps, aptl) 
GpiPolySpline Chps, 6. aptl + 1) 

GpiindArea ChpsJ : 
GpiRestorePS Chps, -1) 
) 

VOID DrawPet~ls CHPS hps) 
I 
static AREABUNDLE ab - I CLR_ YELLOW 1 : 
static LIN£BUNDLE lb - I CLR....BLACK J 
static POJNTL aptl [2] - C -150, ·150, 150, 150 } 
INT i ; 
MA TRIXLF matlf : 

GpiSavePS (hp S) ; 

GpiQueryModelTransformMatr1x Cnps, 9, &matlf) 

fer (1 - 0 ; i < B ; 1++) 
{ 

~----m~a~t_l~f. fxMll - (Fl XEDJ (65536 • cos CT WOP! • I 8)) 



Listing 7.5: The FLOWER program (Continued) 

matlf.fXM12 - (FIXED) (65536 * sin (TWOPI * i I 8)) 
matlf.fxM21 (FIXED) (65536 * -sin <TWOPI * i I 8)J 
matlf.fxM22 (FIXED) (65536 * cos <TWOPI * i I 8Jl 

GpiSetModelTransformMatrix (hps, 9, &matlf, TRANSFORM_REPLACEJ 

DrawPeta 1 ( hpsJ : 
} 

GpiSetAttrs (hps, PRIM_AREA, ABS_COLOR. 0, (PBUNDLE) &abJ 
GpiSetAttrs (hps, PRIM_LINE, LBB_COLOR. 0, (PBUNDLE) &lb) 

GpiMove < hps. aptl l : 
GpiBox (hps, DRO_OUTLINEFILL, aptl + 1, 300, 300) 

GpiRestorePS (hps. -ll : 
} 

iVOID DrawFlower (HPS hps. INT cxClient, INT cyClientJ 
{ 

MATRIXLF matlf : 
POINTL ptl, aptl [4] 

Gpi SavePS ( hps J : 

ptl.x F cxClient 
ptl .y - cyCl i ent 

GpiConvert (hps, CVTC_DEVICE, CVTC_PAGE. l, &ptl) 

aptH0J.x-0 
aptH.Bl .y - 0 

apt l[ 1]. x - 0 
aptl(l].y - ptl.y I 4 

apt 1( 2 l. x - 0 : 
aptl(Z].y • ptl .y 

aptl[3].x - ptl.x z 
aptl[3].y - ptl.y 2 

GpiSavePli Chpsl ; 

GpiSetLineWidthGeom <hps, 50) 

GpiBegtnPath (hps. lJ ; 
GpiMove (hps, aptll 
GpiPolySpline (hps, 3, aptl + ll 
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Listing 7 .5: The FLOWER program (Continued) 

Gpi EndPath (hpsl ; 

GpiStrokePath Chps, l, 0) 

GpiRestorePS (hps, - ll 

GpiOueryDefaultViewMatrix (hps, 9 , &mat l f ) 

matlf.1H31- ptl. x I 2 
matlf.1M32 - ptl .y I 2 

GpiSetDefaultViewMatrix (hps, 9, &matlf, TRANSFDRM_REPLACE) 

DrawPetals (hpsl : 

GpiRestorePS Chps. - ll 
} 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND hwnd, ULONG msg, HPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2J 
{ 

static INT cxClient, cyClient ; 
HP£ hps ; 
SIZEL sizel 

switch (msgJ 
{ 

case WH_SIZE: 
cxClient - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2J 
cyClient - SHORTZFROHHP (mp2l 

return 0 

case WH_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint Chwnd. NULLHANDLE, NULL) 
GpiErase C hp sJ 

size 1 . ex - 0 ; 
sizel.cy - 0 : 
GpiSetPS (hps, &sizel. PU_LOHETR!CJ ; 

OrawFlower Chps, cxClient, cyClientl : 

WinEndPaint Chpsl ; 
return 0 ; 

return WinOefWindowProc !hwnd, msg, mpl. mp2J 
} 



Listing 7 .5: The FLOWER program (Continued) 

The FLOWER.DEF File 

; FLOWER.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMOOE 

FLOWER WIN DOW AP I 

'Transform Demonstration (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 
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Many coordinate points are hard-coded in this program and based on 
PU_LOMETRIC page units. The page units are set during WM_PAINT pro
cessing and then the program then calls the DrawFlower function. 

DrawFlower uses a path to stroke a Bezier spline with a SO-unit thick pen from 
the lower-left corner of the client window to the center. It then sets the default 
viewing matrix so the origin is in the center of the window and calls DrawPetals. 

Draw Petals uses the model transform matrix to successively set a rotation 
angle of 0 degrees, 45 degrees, 90 degrees, and so forth. It then calls DrawPetal 
for each of the eight petals. Draw Petal again uses Bezier splines to draw each 
petal. The result is shown in Figure 7 .20. 

OUTLINE FONTS 
Working with text and fonts is often the hairiest part of graphics programming. 
Most of the rest of computer graphics is basic analytic geometry-drawing 
lines, rectangles, ellipses, and other curves (such as Bezier splines) on a two
dimensional space. Even the nonvector parts of graphics programming (bitmaps 
and color) don't veer too far from solid mathematical foundations. 

Fonts are different. To a typographer, fonts are art with a long history of 
sophisticated design. Designers of computer graphics systems that implement 
fonts with any degree of integrity must deal with classical typographical con
cepts, and application programmers must also learn about them. 

Text is meant to be read, and fonts must be readable. This is the most im
portant principle. There are subtleties in font design, font rendering, and page 
layout that affect readability even if they're not at all consciously noticeable to 
the average person. Moreover, text is not purely content; the style in which the 
text is printed on the page can affect the interpretation of the content, either 
positively or adversely. You don't want a wedding invitation to look like an of
fice memorandum, or a doctoral thesis to look like advertising copy. 
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Figure 7 .20: The FLOWER display 

Before even approaching these issues, however, the graphics programmer 
must deal with function calls, data structures, font metrics, point sizes, base
line increments, leading, kerning, justification, and other concepts. Working 
with text just isn't like drawing lines, rectangles, and bitmaps. 

When fonts first started appearing in printers, graphics applications, and 
graphical user interfaces such as the Macintosh and Windows, the fonts were 
almost always stored in a bitmap format. Basically, each character in the font 
is a tiny bitmap. 

Bitmap fonts (also called image fonts or-my preferred term-raster fonts) 
can be designed for maximum readability and rendered very quickly. How
ever, raster fonts have a very limiting disadvantage: They must be designed for 
a specific device resolution and font size. A particular raster font may be en
larged (generally in integral multiples) by duplicating rows and columns of 
pixels, but this creates noticeable jaggies. Conceivably, raster fonts could be de
creased in size by deleting rows and columns of pixels, but with the danger of 
losing important information. For example, the horizontal arm of a capital "A" 
might disappear. That wouldn't be nice at all. 
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In more recent years, outline font technology has come to the personal com
puter. In outline fonts (also called vector fonts), each character is defined by 
an outline of straight lines and curves. The coordinate points that define the 
outline can be scaled to a specific size. The outline is then filled. The curves 
that make up the outline are generally quadratic or cubic splines. In particular, 
the Bezier spline has proven to be very useful for font design. 

OUTLINE PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 

Because the characters in an outline font are defined by straight lines and curves, 
they are continuously scalable and can be manipulated like other graphics ob
jects. Outline fonts can be rotated and skewed, and the outlines can even define 
clipping regions. Outline fonts also solve the long-frustrating problem of device 
dependency by being renderable on every type of output device. 

There are a couple of problems with outline fonts, however. First, it is much 
faster to simply draw a bitmap than to algorithmically fill an area based upon 
on outline. For this reason, outline fonts implemented in printers and graph
ics systems are often initially converted to bitmaps at the time they are first 
needed and then cached in memory. This conversion is known as rasterization. 
Although the rasterization takes some time, once it's finished the display of the 
fonts can be as fast as the display of raster fonts. 

A more serious problem involves rounding errors when the coordinate 
points are scaled. For example, in many fonts the two legs of a capital "H" 
should be the same width. During the scaling and rasterization process, one 
leg could become a pixel wider than the other. This is particularly noticeable 
on low-resolution devices such as video displays, and it severely affects read
ability. While not nearly as noticeable on 300 dots-per-inch laser printers, it 
can still affect the appearance of the text. 

This was a real problem back in the days of 05/2 1.1, when the Presentation 
Manager supported a collection of simple outline fonts that clearly revealed 
these rounding errors in most disturbing ways. Moreover, the rasterized char
acter bitmaps were not cached in memory, resulting in pure performance. 

The solution to the rounding problem is to not blindly scale the outline co
ordinates, but to apply "hinting" algorithms that retain the correct propor
tions of the fonts. Thus, a hinted outline font is more like a little program than 
a collection of dumb data. 

Adobe was the first company to bring hinted outline fonts to mainstream 
personal computers in a big way, albeit in PostScript printers rather than on 
video displays. Until a few years ago, programs still had to approximate printer 
fonts on the video display by using raster fonts. To fix this problem, the Adobe 
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Type Manager (ATM) program was released first for the Macintosh and later 
for Windows, and was also integrated into the Presentation Manager begin
ning with OS/2 1.3. 

ATM supports Adobe "Type I" outline fonts. These are hinted fonts, and 
the rasterized bitmaps are cached in memory. The outline fonts may be used on 
the video display, PostScript printers, and non-PostScript printers. The Adobe 
Type 1 font format used in ATM is now publicly documented, and thousands of 
Type 1 fonts are available from Adobe and other font manufacturers. 

For this reason, the OS/2 Presentation Manager has evolved into an excel· 
lent platform for sophisticated text-based applications. The ATM support 
makes possible the on-screen WYSIWYG display of text destined for the 
printer, as well as many PostScript-like special effects. 

RASTERS VERSUS OUTLINES 
In Chapter 5, I discussed some text and font functions, but with a deliberate 
focus on the OS/2 raster fonts. Regardless of the flexibility of outline fonts, ras
ter fonts give us the two things we value most when working with fonts on our 
personal computers: performance and appearance. 

Raster fonts are faster than outline fonts. Before an outline font can be used, 
the characters must be rasterized and the character bitmaps stored in memory. 
This take time, even though the resultant bitmaps may potentially be as fast to 
display as raster fonts. 

In theory at least, raster fonts can also look a little better on the screen. The 
characters in a raster font are individually designed by a human being for max
imum legibility. This generally produces better results than a general-purpose 
outline font that is scaled to a particular point size. 

When approaching the subject of fonts under the OS/2 Presentation Man· 
ager, raster fonts are a good place to start because they inherently limit what 
you can do with them. You can only use the font sizes that are available, and 
you don't have many options, so you can simply ignore many of the font and 
text manipulation functions. That's why I stuck to raster fonts in Chapter 5. 

For strictly screen-based text that doesn't require character rotation and 
other special effects, raster fonts are fine. One problem, of course, is that you 
can't use the OS/2 raster fonts on most printers. But the worst thing about ras
ter fonts is that they simply aren't as fim to use as outline fonts. We'll have 
some fun with outline fonts later in this chapter. 
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FAMILIES, FACES, AND POINTS 
When working with outline fonts, it is necessary to delve more deeply into 
concepts of traditional typography. Traditionally, fonts have been identified 
simply by a typeface name and a size. Each typeface belongs to a type family. 
Type families have simple names such as Bookman, He~ve_tica, Garamond, and 
Times. Within each family, there are usually several vanat1ons: 

.,. The strokes of the characters can be light or heavy in various degrees, 
giving us typeface names such as Helvetica Ultra Light, Helvetica Thin, 
Helvetica Light, Helvetica Medium, Helvetica Bold, Helvetica Heavy, 
and Helvetica Black. 

.,. The widths of the characters can be narrower or wider than usual, for type
face names such as Helvetica Condensed, Helvetica Narrow, Helvetica 
Compressed, or Helvetica Extended . 

.,. The characters can be slanted to the right, giving us typeface names such as 
Helvetica Italic or Helvetica Oblique. Strictly speaking, oblique refers to 
characters that are simply slanted, while italic implies that the characters 
are also stylistically somewhat different from the Roman or upright font. 

These three variations can be combined in a single typeface name-for ex
ample, Helvetica Bold Extended Oblique. Typeface names can also include the 
copyright holder of the font and perhaps a code number meaningful only to 
the font manufacturer. 

In recent times, three font families have become a minimum standard (of 
sorts) for font support on printers and personal computers. These are Courier, 
Times, and Helvetica in normal, bold, italic, and bold italic versions. Add a 
symbol font and you have the basic "PostScript 13" font collection, usually a 
minimum standard on PostScript printers. 

Courier is a fixed-pitch font-that is, every character has the same width. 
Text printed in Courier looks like something that once came out of an obso
lete piece of noncomputer hardware known as a typewriter. Today, Courier is 
mostly used for computer program listings and manuscripts submitted to 
book and magazine publishers. (I'll be printing this chapter in Courier before 
sending it to Ziff-Davis Press.) 

Times is a very popular font for newspapers and magazines, and was origi
nally designed for the Times of London in the 1930s. Helvetica is a sans-serif 
typeface, without the little turns at the ends of the letter strokes. Because serifS 
are believed to aid readability by guiding the eye horizontally across the letters, 
sans-serif fonts are usually restricted to short blocks of text. 
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Because typeface names are usually copyrighted and must be licensed from 
the copyright holder, font clones with different names are very common. For 
example, in the OS/2 Presentation Manager, raster fonts are named Tms Rmn 
(which I've heard pronounced "tims rimmin") and Helv (pronounced "helv"). 
The Times font clone in 05/2 is called Times New Roman. 

Along with a typeface name, a font is identified by a size in points. In com
puter typography, a point is 1/n of an inch. (In traditional typography, a point 
is actually somewhat smaller.) The point size is often defined as the maximum 
height of the characters, measured from the bottom of the longest descender 
to the top of the highest ascender of the upper- and lowercase alphabet, ex
cluding any diacritical marks. However, that's really only an approximation; 
the actual size of the characters in a particular font of a particular point size is 
left up to the font designer. 

NIX FIXED PITCH 

Working with text in computer programs is simplified somewhat when the 
text uses fixed-pitch fonts (that is, fonts in which all the characters have the 
same width). However, fixed-pitch fonts are a typographical absurdity. Prior 
to the invention of the typewriter, it never occurred to anyone that a lowercase 
"i" should occupy the same amount of horizontal space as an uppercase "W." 
Many early computer printers had the same technological limitations as the 
typewriter, and character-mode video adapter boards were also limited to 
fixed-pitch fonts. 

It's pretty well established now that fixed-pitch fonts are more difficult to 
read than variable-width fonts. One reasonable explanation is that people do 
not read individual letters, but instead read combinations ofletters and even 
whole words at a glance. It helps a lot if these letters are in close proximity and 
form familiar patterns. 

Fixed-pitch fonts are also more wasteful of display real estate. For a particu
lar font height, more variable-width characters can fi.t into a line of text than 
fixed-width characters. Printed fixed-pitch text is also a problem. Because a 
whole printed page of fixed-pitch text is simply a grid of characters, the indi
vidual lines do not guide the reader's eye across the page. This is one reason 
why typewritten text is often double-spaced, wasting even more paper. 

With the widespread use of graphical video adapters and printers, fixed
pitch fonts are no longer necessary or desirable, except for material that is not 
read in a conventional sense, such as hexadecimal dumps and program list
ings. It's more work on the programmer's part to use variable-width fonts, but 
it's worthwhile because it aids readability-and saves trees as well. 
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THE 05/2 OUTLINE FONTS 
OS/2 is shipped with a standard set of 13 Adobe Type 1 fonts, as shown here: 

Family Name Face Names File 

Courier Courier COURIER.PSF 

Courier Italic 

Helvetica 

Courier Bold 

Courier Bold Italic 

Helvetica 

Helvetica Italic 

Helvetica Bold 

Helvetica Bold Italic 

Times New Roman Times New Roman 

Symbol Set 

Times New Roman Italic 

Times New Roman Bold 

Times New Roman Bold Italic 

Symbol Set 

HELVETIC.PSF 

TIMESNRM.PSF 

COURIER.PSF 

The .PSF ("PostScript Font") files are not standard Adobe file formats. Instead, 
they are resource-only files in the OS/2 linear executable format. The files com
bine both the Adobe font metrics and the hinted outline code. 

With raster fonts, the bold and italic versions are synthesized, meaning that 
a bold version of a raster font is created from the basic font by effectively dis
playing the character twice, the second time a little off set from the first. Simi
larly, italics are formed by tilting the bitmaps somewhat. With outline fonts, 
however, the italic, bold, and bold italic versions are separate and distinct, as 
in traditional typography. 

OS/2 old-timers may remember the collection of unhinted outline fonts in
cluded first in OS/2 1.1. These had the family and face names shown here: 

Family Name Face Names 

Courier Courier 

Courier Italic 

Courier Bold 

Courier Bold Italic 
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Family Name 

Swiss 

Roman 

Face Names 

Helv 

Helv Italic 

Helv Bold 

Helv Bold Italic 

TmsRmn 

Tms Rmn Italic 

TmsRmnBold 

Tms Rmn Bold Italic 

These unhinted outline fonts are not included in current versions of OS/2. 
However, programs that use these names to select outline fonts under OS/2 
will obtain the corresponding A do be Type 1 fonts. Programs that query all the 
fonts available in the system will find that the Presentation Manager reports 
the existence of a Tms Rmn outline font as well as a Times New Roman. 

FACE NAMES VERSUS ATTRIBUTES 
The early support of fonts in graphical environments such as the Macintosh, 
Windows, and the OS/2 Presentation Manager was not based very much on 
classical typography. You began with a face name such as Helvetica or Helv 
and then, for certain words or sections in your document, you'd apply an at
tribute such as boldface or italic. This is how the bitmap fonts in PM work. 

The Type 1 outline fonts supported by A Th1 are more closely bound to clas
sical typography. Rather than treating boldface and italics as attributes, these 
characteristic are part of the typeface name, such as Helvetica Bold, Helvetica 
Italic, and Helvetica Bold Italic. 

This may seem like a trivial difference, but it's really not, for it determines 
how users select fonts for use in their documents. Some slanted fonts may in
clude the word "Oblique" in their typeface names rather than "Italic." Some 
fonts may have different degrees of boldness, using words such as "Heavy," 
"Light," and "Dark." It's more complex than a simple matter of clicking a 
checkbox to turn on a boldface flag. 

The conflict between full typeface names and attributes gets a little weirder 
in OS/2 because the italic and boldface attributes-normally used to simulate 
these effects on bitmap fonts-are still valid for outline fonts. You can indeed 
apply a boldface attribute to a Helvetica font. However, it will be a simulated 
boldface and not the same as the real Helvetica Bold font. You can also apply 
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the boldface attribute to the Helvetica Bold font to get an even bolder font. 
The same goes fort he italic attribute. 

AN OVERVIEW OF FONT FUNCTIONS 

There are several different aspects to working with text and fonts under the 
OS/2 Presentation Manager, some of which were presented in Chapter 5: 

,. One important job is querying available fonts on the video display and 
printer. This involves the GpiQuer y Fonts function, which returns infi:>r
mation about all the fonts in an array of FONTMETRICS structures. 
These fonts could be presented to the user in a dialog box for selection. 
Beginning in OS/2 2.0, there's a built-in standard dialog box for font se
lection. This is invoked by the WinFontDlgfunction using a structure of 
type FONTDLG. 

,. To select a font for displaying text, you use the GpiCreatewgFont func
tion with the FATTRS ("font attributes") structure to create a logical font 
and GpiSetChar Setto set the font in the presentation space. 

ii" You can change certain attributes of the selected font using eight func
tions beginning with GpiSetChar. For outline fonts you must call GpiSet
CharBox to set the size of the font For outline fonts, you can also call 
GpiSetCharAngle to rotate the characters and GpiSetCharShear to give 
them a forward or backward tilt. 

ii" To determine information about the font currently selected in the presen
tation space, call GpiQueryFontMetrics using a FONTMETRICS struc
ture. This structure will give you much of the information you need to 
properly display the text 

Because outline fonts are defined by straight lines and Bezier curves, fonts 
can be manipulated and used like other lines in GPI. Fonts can be rotated and 
sheared, and the outlines of text characters can form part of a GPI path. You 
can use these techniques for several types of special effects. It's not something 
you'll want to do every day, but it's lots of fun and later in this chapter I'll dem
onstrate how it's done. 

FONT ENUMERATION 
Working with fonts sometimes reminds me of the Monty Python routine 
about the cheese shop. A customer at a cheese shop requests a kind of cheese, 
but the shop doesn't have it. He asks for another kind, and another, and an
other (eventually totalling over 40 kinds of cheese), but the shop doesn't have 
any of them. The customer finally shoots the shop's proprietor. 
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Similarly, I can imagine a font-hungry application running under the OS/2 
Presentation Manager requesting specific fonts and coming up empty: Garamond? 
No. New Century Schoolbook? No. Goudy Old Style? No. New Baskerville? 
No. Avant Garde Gothic? No. Helvetica Narrow? No. This process might go on 
for quite awhile considering that there exist over 10,000 different font designs. 

Of course, Times, Helvetica, and Courier are the Cheddar, Swiss, and Ameri
can of fonts. But even these popular designs might not be available on some 
output devices under their licensed names. For example, the version of Times 
in OS/2 is called Times New Roman. 

It's much more useful to first determine what fonts are available on an out
put device, and then to select from those. Determining available fonts is often 
called font enumeration. This is important stuff: The proprietor of that cheese 
shop might be alive today had he first properly enumerated the available 
cheeses to the customer. 

Despite the importance of font enumeration, an OS/2 program can select 
different outline fonts without first enumerating them. You fill the fields of a 
FATTRS ("font attributes") structure and pass a pointer to this stucture to Gpi
CreateLogFont. Although this technique doesn't always work very well with ras
ter fonts (because you must specify exactly the font height), it works much 
better with outline fonts. 

All you really need to know for setting up the FATTRS structure to select an 
outline font is the font face name. You can hard-code the face names of the 
standard 13 OS/2 outline fonts in your program. You know their names be
cause I listed them above. This might be a reasonable approach if you want to 
display richly formatted text that uses only Courier, Helvetica, and Times New 
Roman fonts in bold and italic versions. 

USING GPIQUERYFONTS 

The GPI function that enumerates fonts is GpiQueryFonts. The syntax of this 
function is a little awkward when examined out of the context of sample code. 
So let me show you first how the function is commonly used, and then we can 
look at the variations. 

I'll assume you have a handle to a presentation space stored in a variable 
named hps. This presentation space is associated with a device context for ei
ther the video display or a printer. You want to get information about all the 
fonts available on that device. The information will be returned to you as an 
array of FONTMETRICS structures. The FONTMETRICS structure is one of 
the largest structures in OS/2. It has 52 fields, the last of which is another struc
ture that has 11 fields. 
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The first step is to determine the number of fonts available on the device. 
You need a LONG variable; let's name it lFonts. First set lF'onts equal to zero 
and then call GpiQueryf'onts like so: 

Honts = .0 : 
Honts= Gp i Ou eryF on ts (h ps, OF _P UBLIC,NULL. &Honts, .0 , NU LLJ : 

Notice that a pointer to lFonts is passed to the function, and that lFonts also 
stores the function's return value. On return from GpiQuery Fonts, lf'onts will 
equal the total number of fonts available. 

Step two is to allocate a block of memory sufficient for an array of this 
many FONTMETRICS structures. You first need a variable defined as a 
pointer to a FONTMETRICS structure: 

PFON TMETRICS pfm : 

Then you can allocate the memory using your favorite memory allocation 
function: 

pfm = (PFON TMET RI CSJ calloc ( l Fonts,sizeof ( FON TMETRICSJJ : 

Just to give you some idea of the size of this memory block, the FONTMET
RICS structure is 228 bytes in length, and lFonts will be at least 41 when using 
a video presentation space. (The 41 fonts are the System Proportional font, the 
4 System Monospaced fonts, the 3 Courier, 6 Tms Rmn, and 6 Helv bitmap 
fonts, the 13 Adobe Type l outline fonts, and the 4 Tms Rmn and 4 Helv face 
names that duplicate the Times New Roman and Helvetica Type 1 fonts.) 

Step three is to call GpiQueryFonts a second time with the pfm pointer and 
the lf'ontsvariable set in step one: 

GpiOueryFonts (hps, OF _PUBLI C, NU LL, 
&Honts, sizeof (FON TMETR ICSJ , pfm) 

After this call, you can index the pfm pointer and access the fields of the 
FONTMETRICS structure for each font. 

THE GENERAL SYNTAX 
The general syntax of the GpiQueryFonts function is 

1RemFonts - GpiQueryFonts (hps,flOpt i ons. pszFacename.&lReqFonts. 1Metricslen, pfm) 

The fourth parameter is a pointer to a LONG variable. This variable must be 
set to the number of requested fonts. If lReqFonts is greater than the number 
of available fonts, the function will set the variable equal to the actual number 
of fonts. (You could then call realloc to shrink the memory block pointed to 
by pfm.) If lReqf'onts is less than the number of available fonts, the function 
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returns the number of remaining fonts in lRemFonts. However, there's no way 
to find out about those remaining fonts unless you call the function again re
questing all the fonts. 

In the example I just showed, the GpiQueryFonts fonction was first called 
requesting 0 fonts. In this case, the last two parameters can be set to 0 and 
NULL. The function returns the number of remaining fonts, which is the total 
number of fonts. 

The second parameter can be one or more flags beginning with the prefix QF. 
The QF _PUBLIC flag used in the example indicates that you want the fonts 
that are loaded by the OS/2 Presentation Manager during startup and which 
are available to all PM applications. (PM uses the GpiLoadPublicFonts function 
to load these fonts.) To have access to fonts that your application privately loads 
for its own purpose using GpiLoadFonts, you can use the flag QF _PRIVATE. You 
must use either the QF _PUBLIC or QF _PRIVATE flag, or both combined with 
the bitwise OR operator. Otherwise you won't get any fonts at all. 

The second two flags you can use are QF _NO_DEVICE and QF _NO_GE
NERIC. These flags refer to device fonts and generic fonts. A device font is a 
font that is built into the graphics output device, such as fonts built into your 
printer. For video displays there are no device fonts. However, the default Sys
tem Proportional font is considered to be a device font for purposes of this 
function call. 

The generic fonts for the video display are the bitmap fonts (other than the 
System Proportional font) and the Adobe Type 1 fonts supported by the 
Adobe Type Manager. For a printer, generic fonts are the Type 1 fonts sup
ported by ATM and whatever fonts are built into the printer. Don't use both 
the QF _NO _DEVICE and QF _NO_ GENERIC flags, or you won't get any 
fonts at all. 

The third parameter to GpiQueryFonts is normally set to NULL to enumer
ate fonts with all face names, but you can set this parameter to indicate a spe
cific face name such as Tms Rmn or Helvetica. This facility was more useful 
back in the days when programs dealt mostly with bitmap fonts. For example, 
by specifying Tms Rrnn a program could obtain all the sizes ofTms Rmn fonts 
available. However, it's much Jess useful with outline fonts or device fonts. If 
you specify Helvetica you'll only get one font. As mentioned, the bold, italic, 
and bold italic versions of the Helvetica font have different face names. 

The second to last parameter is normally the size of a single FONTMET
RICS structure, but it can be set to a smaller size if you're only interested in 
some of the fields in the beginning of the structure but not the later fields. 
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Now you may understand why I began with the example rather than the 
general syntax! For 95 percent of the times that you'll be using GpiQueryForzts, 
your code will look almost exactly like the code I showed in the example. 

THE OUTFONTS PROGRAM 
If you're now curious to see the outline fonts illustrated on the screen, let's 
take a look at the OUTFONTS program shown in Listing 7.6. 

Listing 7.6: The OUTFONTS Program 

The OUTFONTS.MAK File 

#----- -------------------
# OUTFONTS.MAK make file 
#------------------------

outfonts.exe : outfonts.obj outfonts.def 
$(PRGLJNKl outfonts, outfonts. NUL, SCPRGLIBl. outfonts 

outfonts.obj : outfonts.c 
SCPRGCC) outfonts.c 

The OUTFONTS.C File 

/•-------------------------------------------
OUTFONTS.C ·- Displays 05/2 Outline Fonts 

(c) Charles Petzold. 1993 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*I 

I/define INCL_WIN 
#define INCLGPI 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 

#define LCIO_FONT 
#define PTS1ZE 12 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO. ULONG. MPARAM. MPARAM) 

int main (void) 
{ 
static CHAR slClientClass [] - "OutFonts" 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF _TITLEBAR 

HAB hab 

FCF _SIZEBOROER 
FCF_SHELLPOS!TION 

FCF _SYSMENU 
FCF _MINMAX 
FCF _TASKLIST 
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Listing 7 .6: The OUTFONTS Program (Continued) 

hmq ; HMO 
HWND 
QMSG 

hwndFrame, hwndCl ient 
qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue Chab. 0) ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW. 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow CHWND_ DESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE. 
&fl Frame Flags, szClientCl ass, NULL, 
0L, 0, 0, &hwndCl ient) 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 
Wi nDi spatchMsg (h ab, &qmsg) 

WinOestroyWindow ChwndFramel 
WinOestroyMsgOueue (hmql 
WinTerminate Chabl ; 
return 0 ; 

LONG GetA1l0ut1ineFonts (HPS hps, PFONTMETRICS * ppfm) 
{ 

LONG 1, lA 11 Fnt, lOutFnt 
PFONTMETR!CS pfmA1l, pfmOut 

II Find number of fonts 

lA 11 Fnt - 0 ; 
lAllFnt - GpiOueryFonts (hps, QF_PUBLIC. NULL, &1A11Fnt, 0, NULL) 

if ClAllFnt ~ 0) 
return 0 ; 

II Allocate memory for FONTMETRICS structures 

pfmAll - CPFONTMETRICS) calloc (lAllFnt, sizeof (FONTMETRICS)) 

if CpfmAll ~ NULL) 
return 0 ; 

pfmOut - (PFONTMETRICSl calloc ClAllFnt, sizeof (FONTMETRICSll 

if (pfm&ut -- NULL) 
{ 

free ( pfmA 11 J 
return 0 ; 
} 
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II Get all fonts 

GpiQueryFonts (hps, OF_PUBLIC. NULL. &lAllFnt, 
sizeof CFONTMETRICS). pfmAll) 

II Get all the outline fonts 

liutFnt - 0 ; 

for Cl - 0 ; l < lAllFnt ; l++) 
if (pfmAll [l] .fsOefn & FM_DEFN_OUTLINE) 

pfmOut [lOutFnt ++] - pfmAll [l] ; 

II Cle.an up 

free CpfmA 11) ; 

OUTLINE FONTS 3S3 

pfmOut - (PFONTMETR!CS) realloc (pfmOut, lOutFnt * sizeof CFONTMETRICS)) 

* ppfm - pfmOut ; 

return lOutFnt ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd. ULONG msg. MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 

{ 

static FATTRS fat ; 
static LONG xRes. yRes. 1 Fonts 
static PFONTMETRICS pfm ; 
static SHORT cyClient 
CHAR szBuffer [FACESIZE + 32] 

FONTHET RIC S fm ; 
HOC hdc 
HPS 
LONG 
PO INTL 
SIZEF 

hps 
1 ; 
ptl 
sizef 

switch (msg) 
[ 

case WH_CREA TE: 
II Get the array of FONTMETRICS structures 

hps = Wi nGetPS (hwnd) ; 
GpiQueryFontAction (hps. QFA_PUBLIC) ; 

l Fonts - GetAllOut li neFonts (hps. & pfm) 

II Get the font resolution of the device 

hdc - GpiOueryOevice (hpsl ; 
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Listing 7 .6: The OUTFONTS Program (Continued) 

DevQueryCaps (hdc, CAPS_HORIZONTAL_FONT_RES, 1, &xRes) 
DevOueryCaps (hdc, CAPS_VERTICAL_FONT_RES, 1, &yResl 
WinRel easePS (hps) 

return 0 

case WH_SIZE: 
c~Client - H!USHORT Cmp2) 
return 0 

ca.se WH_PA!NT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint Chwnd, NULLHANDLE, NULL) 

GpiErase (hps) : 

II Get new fonts if they've changed 

if CQFA_PUBLIC & GpiQueryFantActian Chps, QFA_PUBLIC)) 
{ 

free (pfm) : 
lFants - GetAl l OutlineFants (hps, & pfml 
} 

II Set POINTL structure ta upper left earner of client 

p tl.x - 0 : 
ptl.y - cyClient 

II Set the character box far the paint size 

sizef.cx = 65536 * xRes * PTSIZE 72 
siz.ef .cy - 65536 * yRes * PTSIZE I 72 

GpiSetCharBax Chps, &sizef): 

II Loop through all the bitmap fonts 

far (l - 0 ; 1 < !Fonts ; l++l 
{ 

II Define the FATTRS structure 

fat.usRecardLength - sizeof CFATTRSl 
fat.fsSelectian - 0 
fat. 1 Hatch - 0 

strcpy Cfat.szFacename, pfm[lJ.szFacename) 

fat. idRegistry 
fat.usCadePage 

- pfm[lJ.idlEgistry 
- pfm[l].usCadePage 
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fat. l MaxBasel i neExt 
fat . l A veChar Width 
fat.fsType 

fat. fsFontUse 

- 0 ; 
- 0 ; 
- FATTR_FONTUSE_OUTLINE I 

FATTR_FONTUSE_TRANSFORMABLE 
- 0 ; 

II Create the logical font an'd select it 

GpiCreateLogFont (hps. NULL. LCID_FONT, &fat) 
GpiSetCharSet (hps. LCID_ FONT) 

II Query the font metrics of the current font 

GpiOueryFontMetrics (hps, sizeof (FONTMETRICS), &fm) 

II Set up a text str ing to display 

sprintf (szBuffer, "%s - %d points", 
fm . szFacename. PTSIZE) ; 

II Drop POJNTL structure to baseline of font 

ptl .y -- fm . lMaxAscender : 

II Display the character string 

GpiCharStringAt (hps. &ptl. strlen (szBuffer). szBuffer) 

II Drop PO!NTL structure down to bottom of text 

ptl .y -~ fm. l MaxDescender : 

II Select the default font; delete the logical font 

GpiSetCharSet (hps , LCID_ DEFAULT) 
Gp iDe l eteSetld (hp s, LC JD_ FONT) : 
} 

WinEndPaint (hps) 
return 0 : 

case WM_DESTROY: 
if ( l Fonts > 0) 

free ( pfm) 

return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2) 
) 
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Listing 7 .6: The OUTFONTS Program (Continued) 

The OUTFONTS.Dl!F File 

; OUTFONTS.OEF modu l e definition file 

NAME OUTFONTS W INDOWA PI 

DESCRIPTION 'Outline Fonts (c) Charles Petzold. 1993' 
PRO THODE 

The GetAllOutlineFonts function in OUTFONTS uses GpiQueryFonts to 
determine the number of fonts on the video display, and then calls GpiQuery
Fonts again to obtain descriptions of them all as an array of FONTMETRICS 
structures. The function then loops through all the fonts and copies those with 
the FM_DEFN_OUTLINE flag set in the fsDefn field of the FONTMETRICS 
structure to another array of FONT METRICS structures. These are the 
outline fonts. The function reallocates the memory for this second array and 
returns the array and the number of outline fonts. During the WM_PAINT 
message, OUTFONTS displays all the outline fonts. (I'll discuss the font 
selection code shortly.) Each font is displayed with a text string consisting 
of a space followed by the typeface name and point size. The results are 
shown in Figure 7.21. 

The 21 lines in the display show the standard 13 Adobe fonts. The Helvetica 
and Helv fonts are the same: GPI has simply retained the Helv name used in 
OS/2 1.1 for the old unhinted outline fonts, but uses the Adobe Helvetica 
font instead. The same goes for the Times New Roman and Tms Rmn fonts. 
If you've installed other fonts from Adobe type packages, you'll also see 
those listed. 

CREATING AND SELECTING THE FONT 

Creating and selecting a logical outline font is much the same as creating and 
selecting a logical bitmap font. You first set up the fields of an FATTRS struc
ture and pass it to the GpiCreateLogFon tfunction. At this point, the logical 
font is associated with a local ID (often called an "kid" and pronounced "el 
cid," but not to be confused with the Charlton Heston movie). You then use 
GpiSetCharSetto select that font-referenced by the local ID-into your pre
sentation space. 
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r-- OUTFOIHS.EXE r--r--
Times New Roman Italic -12 points 
Tms Rmn lta.lfo - 12 points 
Times N""' Roman Bold lt.alic -12 points 
Tms Rmn Bold Italic- 12 poi.rits 
Times New Roman Bold- 12 points 
Tms Rmn Bold-12 points 
TimesNewRoman- 12points 
Tms Rmn - 12 point.s 
Helvetica Italic - 12 points 
Hefv ftaJic - 12 points 
Helvetica Bold Italic - 12 points 
Helv Bold Italic - 12 points 
Helvetica Bold - 12 points 
Helv Bold -12 points 
Helvetica - 12 points 
Helv - 1 2 points 
:!;'i'µilo A_ U't - J2 !OOW'tO 

Courier Itetlic - 12 points 
Courier Bold Italic - 12 points 
Courier Bold - 12 DOints 
Courier - 12 points 

Figure 7 .21: The OUTFONTS display 

However, there are a couple of differences between selecting bitmap and 
outline fonts, as shown in the WM_PAINT processing in OUTFONTS.C. For 
outline fonts, you set the lMaxBaselineExtand lAveCharWidth fields of the 
FATTRS structure to zero. The size of the font is not specified here. Also, you 
set the fsType field to the combination of the FATTR_FONTUSE_ OUTLINE 
and FATTR_FONTUSE_ TRANSFORMABLE flags. The first flag ensures that 
you get an outline font. The second flag indicates that you want a font that is 
subject to graphics transforms. This is true of all outline fonts anyway, but I 
tend to include the second flag regardless. 

You set the point size of the font using the GpiSetCharBox function: 

GpiSetCharBox (h p s, &si ze fl ; 

where the second parameter is a pointer to a SIZEF structure. The structure 
has two fields (ex and cy) that are treated as 32-bit fixed-point values. The high 
16-bit part is an integer value and the lower 16 bits represent a fraction of 
65,536. The cyfield indicates something called the em-height of the font 
(which is equivalent to the point size) and the ex field indicates the em-width
the point size in horizontal coordinates. 
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Normally, the ex and cy fields are set to the same value, which is the point 
size in logical units. There are two exceptions: If your logical units are unequal 
in the horizontal and vertical directions-which is the case for the pixel resolu
tion of the EGA-you can compensate for that by using unequal values of ex 
and cy. You can also use unequal values if you want the font to appear wider or 
narrower than normal. 

It is customary to call GpiSetChar Box after the font has been selected in the 
presentation space. However, because the character box attribute applies to the 
presentation space, you can call it at any time while the presentation space 
handle is valid. Unless you later set it to a different value, it will apply to all 
outline fonts subsequently selected in the presentation space. To speed along 
the display of the fonts, I've chosen to call GpiSetChar Box once before looping 
through the font displays. 

The tricky part here is converting a point size to pixels. During the WM_ -
CREATE message, I call DevQueryCaps to obtain the horizontal and vertical 
font resolution of the video display. As you may recall from Chapter 5, the font 
resolution is an "ideal" video display resolution. For the VGA, the font resolu
tion is given as 96 pixels per inch, whereas the real resolution of the VGA is 
more like 68 pixels per inch. The use of the font resolution to size outline fonts 
results in larger character sizes, which are more readable on the screen. 

When OUTFONTS calculates the ex and cy fields of the SIZEF structure, it 
multiplies the point size by the font resolution (in pixels per inch) and divides 
by 72-the number of points in an inch. This yields the size of the font in pix
els. This pixel size is multiplied by 65,536 to convert to a fixed-point value. For 
a 12-point font on the VGA, for example, the pixel em-height and em-width 
are 16. 

You can experiment with OUTFONTS by setting the fsSelection field of the 
FATTRS structure to FATTR_SEL_UNDERSCORE or FATTR_SEL_STRIKOUT. 
You can also use the FATTR_SEL_ITALIC or FATTR_SEL_BOLD attributes, 
but these are simulations applied to the font. A Times New Roman Italic font 
is not the same as a Times New Roman font with the italic attribute, and a 
Times New Roman Bold font is not the same as a Times New Roman font with 
the boldface attribute. This will be obvious when you see the difference in the 
lowercase "a" of the simulated italic version of the Times New Roman font and 
the real Times New Roman Italic font. 

A fifth constant you can use with outline fonts (but not raster fonts) is 
FATTR_SEL_OUTLINE. This creates hollow characters consisting only of out
lines. (Despite what IBM's documentation says, however, using this attribute 
does not result in faster display performance.) 
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SIMPLIFIED FONT SELECTION 

Now it's time to encapsulate outline font selection in some easy-to-use func
tions that you can use in your own Presentation Manager programs. At the 
very simplest, selecting an outline font for use in a presentation space requires 
only that you specify the font face name. (Actually, that's not precisely true, as 
we shall see.) After selecting an outline font, you can then scale it to any de
sired size. 

Listing 7 .7 shows two files named OLF.H and OLF.C (OLF stands for "out
line font"). To use the three functions in the OLF module, include OLF.H in 
your program, compile OLF.C, and link with OLF.OBJ. 

Listing 7. 7: The OLF Files 

The OLF.H File 

/*--- --------- --- ------ ---· ------- ----- -------
OLF.H -- Easy access to OS/2 outline fonts 

(cl Charles Petzold. 1993 --------- --- -------------- ------------------*' 
typedef struct 

( 

i nt iNumFaces 
char szFacename [l) [FACESIZE] 
) 

FACELIST ; 

typedef FACELIST * PFACELIST 

PFACELIST GetAllOutl inefonts (HPS hpsl ; 

LONG CreateOutlineFont (HPS hps. LONG lcid. char* szFacename, 
SHORT fsAttributes, SHORT usCodePage) ; 

800L ScaleOutlineFont (HPS hps. int iPointSize. int iPointWidth) 

The OLF.C File 

/•------ -------- ---------------- --------- --- --
OLF.C -- Easy access to OS/2 outline fonts 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
--- ----- ---- - - ---- -- -- ------ ---- ---- - - ----- -•/ 

/I define I NCL_GP I 
/linclude <os2.h> 
~include <stdlib.h> 
/linclude <string.h> 
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Listing 7 .7: The OLF Files (Continued} 

#include "olf.h" 

PFACELIST GetAllOut l i neFonts (HPS hps) 
{ 

static PFACELIST pfl : 
LONG l, l Fonts 
PFONTMETRICS pf m ; 

II Check for changed fonts 

if ( ! (QFA_PUBLIC & GpiQueryFontAction (hps, QFAc..PUBLIC)) && pfl !- NULL) 
return pfl : 

II Delete old st ructure if necessary 

if (pfl != NULL) 
free (pfl) ; 

II Determi ne the number of fonts 

lFonts = 0 ; 
lFonts = Gp i QueryFon t s (hps, QF_PUBLIC, NULL, &lFont s, 0. NULL) 

if (l Fonts ~ 0) 
return NULL 

II Allocate memory for FONTMETRICS structures 

pfm = (PFONTMETRICSl cal lac (l Fonts, sizeof ( FONTMETRICSl) 

if (pfm ~ NULL) 
return NULL 

11 Get a 11 fonts 

GpiQueryFon t s (hps, QF_PUBLIC, NULL. &lFonts, 
sizeof (FONTMETRICSJ, pfm) 

II Alloca t e memory for FACELIST structure 

pfl - malloc (sizeof CFACELISTJ) 
pfl->iNumFaces - 0 ; 

11 Loop through a 11 fonts 

fo r ( l = 0 ; 
{ 

< l Fonts l++) 

II Check if outline font 
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if (pfm[l].fsOefn & FM_DEFN_OUTLINEJ 
{ 

II Reallocate FACELIST structure & store face name 

pfl - real Joe (pfl. si zeof CFACELIST) + 
pfl->iNumFaces * FACESIZE) 

strcpy (pfl->szFacename[pfl->iNumFaces]. pfm[l].szFacename) 

pfl->iNumFaces ++ ; 
} 

II Clean up 

free (pfmJ 

return pfl 

LONG CreateOutlineFont (HPS hps, LONG 1cid, char* szFacename. 
SHORT fsAttributes. SHORT usCodePage) 

FATTRS fat : 
LONG l Return 

II Set up FATTRS structure 

fat.usRecordlength 
fat. fsSelection 
fat. 1Match 
fat.idRegistry 
fat. usCodePage 
fat. lMaxBaselineExt 
fat. lAveCharWidth 
fat. fsType 

fat. fs FontUse 

- sizeof (FATTRSJ 
- fsAttributes 
- 0 : 
- 0 ; 
- usCodePage 
- 0 ; 
- 0 ; 
- FA TTR_FONTUSE_OUTLINE I 

FATTR_FONTUSE_TRANSFORMABLE 

- 0 

strcpy (fat.szFacename, szFacename) 

II Create the font 

lReturn - GpiCreateLogFont Chps, NULL. lcid, &fat) 

II If no match, try a symbol code page 

if (lR~urn -- FONT_DEFAULT && usCodePage ~ 0) 
{ 
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Listing 7.7: The OLF Files (Continued) 

fat.usCodePage - 65400 : 

lReturn - GpiCreateLogFont (hps, NULL, lcid, &fat) 

return l Return 

BOOL ScaleOutlineFont (HPS hps, int iPointSize, int iPointWidth) 
{ 

HOC hdc : 
LONG xRes. yRes 
l'OINTL aptl[2] 
SIZEF sizef 

II Get font resolution in pixels per inch 

hdc - GpiOueryOevice (hps) : 

DevOueryCaps (hdc, CAPS_HORIZONTAL_FONT _RES, 1, &xRes) 
DevOueryCaps ( hdc. CAPS_VERTICAL_FONT_ RES, 1, &yRes) 

II F1rrtl desired font size in pixels 

if (iPointWidth ~ 0) 
iPointWidth - iPointSize 

a pt l[ 0 J. x - 0 ; 
aptl [0].y - 0 : 
aptl[l].x - (16 * xRes * iPointW1dth + 360) 720 
aptl[l].y - (16 * yRes * iPointSize + 360) 720 

II Convert to page coordinates 

GpiConvert (hps, CVTC DEVICE, CVTC_PAGE. 2L, aptl) 

II Set the character box 

sizef .ex - (aptl[l].x 
sizef.cy - (aptl[l).y 

aptl[0).x) << 12 
aptl[0].y) « 12 

return GpiSetCharBox (hps, &sizef) 

The GetAllOutlineFonts function enumerates all the outline fonts and stores 

them in a structure of type FACELIST, which is defined in OLF.H. This struc

ture consists simply of an integer value indicating the number of typeface 

names, followed by an array of zero-terminated 32-character face names. By 
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now the font enumeration logic should look very familiar, so I won't bore you 
with the details. 

The CreateOutlinef'ont function creates a logical outline font. The function 
takes five parameters. The hps parameter is the handle to the presentation 
space, and lcid is the local ID to be associated with the logical font. (A program 
later selects the font into the presentation space by calling GpiSetCharSet.) The 
next parameter is the font typeface name. 

You use zero or more constants beginning with the FATTR_SEL prefix for 
the fsAttributes parameter. The final parameter to CreateOutlineFont is us
CodePage, which you can set to 0 for the default code page. 

The ScaleOutlineFont function scales a selected font to a particular point 
size. Because outline fonts can be scaled to fractional point sizes, the two siz
ing parameters (iPointSize and iPointWidth) are given in decipoints, which are 
1/10 of a point. Thus, if you want a 12.5 point font, set iPointSize to 125. 

For a normally proportioned font, you can set the iPointWidth parameter to 
the same value as iPointSize, or to 0. Or, you can make a narrower or wider 
font by using different values of iPointSize and iPointWidth. For example, if 
you set iPointSize to 120 and iPointWidth to 60, the 12-point font will be half 
the normal width. An iPointWidth value of 240 will give you a font that has 
double the normal width. Do not confuse the iPointWidth parameter with the 
average width of the font characters. 

I decided to write CreateOutlineFontso that it was not dependent on the font 
information obtained by GetAllOutlineF'onts. This means you can use Create
Outlinef'ont without first enumerating the fonts. Simply pass one of the 13 
standard OS/2 typeface names to the fonction. These face names are Courier, 
Helvetica, and Times New Roman by themselves (or followed by Italic, Bold, 
or Bold Italic) plus Symbol Set. 

The CreateOutlineFontfunction begins by setting up an FATTRS structure 
using the szFacename, f sA.ttributes, and usCodePage parameters to the function. 
The fsTypefield is set to the combination of FATTR_FONTUSE_OUTLINE and 
FATTR_FONTUSE_ TRANSFORMABLE for creating an outline font. The func
tion then calls GpiCreateLogFont, passing a pointer to the FATTRS structure. 

There's only one little problem: This won't work for a font that consists of 
non-Latin characters, such as the Symbol Set font. To create a logical font with 
non-Latin characters, you must set the usCodePage field of the FATTRS func
tion to 65400. Otherwise, GpiCreateLogFon twill get the system default font 
and return the value FONT _DEFAULT. 

If your program knows it wants to create a symbol font, you can pass 65400 
as the usCodePage parameter to the CreateOutlineFontfonction. Otherwise, 
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CreateOutlineFont does the work for you. It checks if the return value from 
GpiCreateLogFontis FONT _DEFAULT, resets the usCodePage field to 65400, 
and calls GpiCreateLogF'ont again. 

Of course, creating the logical font is only the first step. The font must later be 
selected in the presentation space by calling GpiSetCharSet. And, for outline 
fonts, the selected font must be scaled to a particular size by calling GpiSetChar
Box. As we've seen, this function takes a parameter of type SIZEF, a structure 
that contains two fields for the desired em-height and em-width of the font. The 
em-height is the point size of the font measured in vertical coordinates, and the 
em-width is the point size of the font measured in horizontal coordinates. These 
two values are generally the same (at least in physical dimensions) . 

For typographers and other people who work with text, sizing a font by 
specifying the point size makes perfect sense. However, there are some program
ming problems in which text must fit within a particular fixed width or rectan
gle. In this case, choose a trial point size and measure the dimensions of the text 
using GpiQueryTextBox. Then scale the point size up or down. The OLFSTRl 
and OLFSTR2 programs shown later in this chapter illustrate this technique. 

As mentioned, the ScaleOutlineFontfunction in OLF.C takes a decipoint size 
directly. However, the character box dimensions passed to the GpiSetCharBox 
function must be given in world coordinates. This requires a calculation to 
convert the decipoint sizes passed to ScaleOutlineFont. 

It's obvious that we want the ScaleOutlineFon t function in OLF.C to work re
gardless of whether we're drawing in units of pixels, inches, or millimeters. 
That is, the physical size of a 12-point font on the screen or printer page 
should be independent of the device transform. This much is clear. 

The default viewing and model transforms are often used to zoom into a 
graphics drawing and see it in a larger size. For example, you may want to 
make the drawing double the size. In such a zoomed-in image, you want a 12-
point font to be displayed as twice the normal size. Thus, the physical size of 
the font should be affected by the default viewing and model transforms, but 
not the device transform. 

Let's see how to solve this problem. 

SCALING THE FONT 

The function ScaleOutline Font in 0 LF.C takes font sizes in decipoints and per
forms all the necessary conversions to pass values to GpiSetCharBox. It begins 
by using DevQueryCaps to obtain the horizontal and vertical font resolution 
(in dots per inch) of the output device. For the VGA, these values will be 96 
dpi; for most laser printers, the resolution is 300 dpi. 
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The ScaleOutlineFon tfunction defines an array of two PO INTL structures. 
The x and y fields of the first are set to 0. The fields of the second are set to the 
point size in pixels. This is calculated by dividing the decipoint size by 720 to 
eonvert to inches, and multi piing by the device resolution in pixels per inch. 
In the formulas in ScaleOutlineFont, the multiplication occurs first, then 360 is 
added for rounding, and the result is divided by 720. 

You'll notice that the calculation also includes a multiplicative factor of 16. As 
you'll recall, the point sizes in the SIZEF structure are fixed point values-a 16-
bit integer part and a 16-bit fractional part. In theory, I should be using 65536 
rather than 16, but that might cause an overflow. I'll discuss my rationale for 
using 16 shortly. 

Now we have the character box dimensions of the font in pixels. Next, the 
ScaleOutlineFontfunction passes the two POINTL functions to GpiConvert. The 
CVTC_DEVICE and CVTC_PAGE parameters indicate that we want device 
coordinates (pixels) converted to page coordinates. This is how the parameters 
to ScaleOutlineFont are made independent of the device transform but not the 
default page or model transforms. 

Let's take an example: Suppose that your program has set page units to 
"high English," which means that coordinates are specified in 0.001 inches. 
You've also set a model transform that dou hies coordinates and sizes. That is, 
you want the image to be visually twice as large as normal. You want a 12-point 
font On the VGA, this font is 16 pixels tall. That's the font resolution of the 
VGA (96 dots per inch) times the decipoint size (120) divided by 720. (Let's 
ignore the multiplication by 16 in the calculations for this example.) 

The GpiConvertfunction converts the 16-pixel device units to page units by 
multiplying by 7086 (the height of the VGA screen in 0.001 inches) and divid
ing by 480 (the height of the VGA in pixels) to get a height of 236. This means 
that the em-height of the 12-point font is 0.236 inches. (I realize that 0.236 
seems to be the em-height for a 17-point font because 0.236 times 72 is about 
17, but that's because we're using the video font resolution-higher than the 
actual resolution-for calculating the font size. I'll discuss an alternative later 
in this chapter.) 

So, we now have a font with an em-height of 236 milli-inches. When it 
comes time to display the font, the model transform doubles the height of the 
font from 236 to 472. Then the device transform converts it to pixels by multi
plying by 480 and dividing by 7086. That's 32 pixels. So, the 12-point font has 
been doubled in size by the model transform. 

I still haven't finished discussing the ScaleOutlineFontfunction. After the 
GpiConvert call, the function subtracts the coordinates of the first POI NTL 
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structure (originally initialized to 0) from the second POINTL structure, and 
shifts the results left by 12 bits. Together with the earlier multiplication by 16, 
this converts an integer value into a fixed-point value in preparation for call
ing GpiSetCharBox. 

The use of two POINTL structures-the first initialized to an origin of 
(0,0)-allows for cases where the device transform includes translation as well 
as scaling. This is only possible if a program has used GpiSetPageViewport, but 
it's something from which the ScaleOutlineFont function protects itself. The 
two POINTL structures ensure that an actual width and height are being calcu
lated rather than just a point. 

WORKING WITH FIXED POINT 

Many traditional graphics programming systems use floating point extensively 
for coordinates and sizes. However, GPI sticks to integers for performance pur
poses. In cases where floating point might be more appropriate-such as the 
character box-32-bit fixed-point values are used, providing some of the preci
sion of floating point but without the performance hit. 

At first, it doesn't seem necessary to use a fixed-point value for the character 
box. Let's take an example with the EGA. (This stuff is easiest to illustrate with 
the EGA because the vertical font resolution is 72 dpi, and hence, a pixel is l 
point high.) Suppose you want a 12.25-point font. In theory (assuming device 
coordinates), you should specify the character box as OxOOOC4000. But GPI 
eventually has to rasterize the font-that is, turn the characters into bitmaps 
that have distinct pixel dimensions. Because there is no such thing as a frac
tional pixel, the 12.25-point rasterized font will be no different than a 12.00-
point font or an 11.75-point font. 

The implication here is that fractional point sizes have no meaning on the 
EGA, and not much more on the VGA.And on 300 dpi laser printers, it doesn't 
make much sense to specify fonts with a resolution better than about a quarter 
of a point. 

In reality, however, GPI does take fractional character box sizes into account. 
On the EGA, fonts with point sizes from 11.50 to 12.50 will alJ have an em
height of 12 pixels, but some of the character widths will be different, reflecting 
the different point sizes. We'll see an example of this in this chapter. 

ScaleOutlineFont allows specifying the point size in decipoints. If we want 
this 1/1oth point resolution to be reflected in fonts displayed on the EGA and 
VGA, we must specify character box dimensions with fractional parts that also 
have at least a 1/ioth resolution. This is why the calculation of the pixel size of 
the font includes a multiplication by 16. If you're using device coordinates, the 
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character box dimensions will have fractional parts of OxOOOO, Oxl 000, 
Ox2000, and so forth. Every distinct decipoint size passed to ScaleOutlineFont 
will produce a unique character box dimension. 

Watch out when using fixed-point values, however: If you raise that value of 
16 much higher, you run the risk of overflow, either in the calculation of the 
pixel dimensions of the font, or deep down in GPI in the GpiConvert fonction. 

FONT RES OR REAL RES? 
The ScaleOutlineFontshown in OLF.C uses the font resolution of the device 
(in pixels per inch) to convert the point size to a pixel size. The font resolution 
of video displays is normally higher than the actual resolution. For a VGA, for 
example, the font resolution is 96 dpi, while the actual resolution is closer to 
68 dpi. (For printers, the font resolution is consistent with actual resolution.) 

The video font resolution is a value set by the designers of the video device 
driver. It is chosen to accomplish three goals: 

"" First, it's easier to design bitmap fonts when there is a simple relationship 
between pixels and points. For example, the VGA font resolution of 96 
dpi means that there are 4 pixels for every 3 points. 

.. Second, when using the video display to preview printer output, it is 
helpful if video fonts are slightly larger than printer fonts because the 
video display is usually viewed from farther away than people normally 
read text from paper. 

"" Third, video displays are usually wider than paper, so using slightly 
larger fonts on the screen takes better advantage of video real estate when 
the video display is used to preview printer output. 

However, when displaying outline fonts on the video display, it is possible to 
scale them based on the actual resolution of the display rather than the font reso
lution. Here's how to modify ScaleOutlineFontto do it. First, instead of using 
the CAPS_HORIZONT AL_FONT _RES and CAPS_ VERTICAL_FONT _RES 
parameters to DevQueryCaps, use CAPS_HORIZONTAL_RESOLUTION and 
CAPS_ VERTICAL_RESOLUTION. These parameters give you the resolution 
of the device in the ungainly units of pixels per meter. For the VGA, the values 
are both 2667. Second, to calculate the pixel size of the font, use formulas simi
lar to those shown in ScaleOutlineFont Multiply the resolution by the point 
size, but divide by the magic number 28346. That's the number of decipoints 
in a meter (a number that rarely comes up in day-to-day lite). 
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HAVING FUN 

The most significant advantage of outline fonts over raster fonts is, of 
course, infinite scalability. You're not stuck with a few different discrete 
point sizes. You can simply scale the font to whatever point size you want. A 
second advantage is that the same outline fonts can be used on any graphics 
output device, so you get visual compatibility between the video display and 
the printer. The third advantage is that working (and playing) with outline 
fonts can be lots of fun. You begin with predefined character outlines and 
manipulate them in various ways to create sometimes very striking designs. 
It's now time to take that OLF module discussed earlier and put it to work 
with several sample programs. 

Because these sample programs will simply process WM_PAINT messages, 
I've written a «shell" module (called OLFDEMO) that handles all the standard 
PM program overhead. This is shown in Listing 7.8. 

Listing 7.8: The OLFDEMO files 

The OLFDEMO.C File 

'* __ ___ _________ ____________ __ ________ _______ ___ ___ __ _ _ 
OtfDEHO.C -- OS/2 Outl i ne Fonts Demonstration Shell 

(cl Charles Petzold, 19.93 
--·------------- ---------- -- ------- ----------- - - -·- --*/ 

#define !Ntl_WIN 
ltdef1 ne INCL_ GPI 
#include <os2.h> 

extern vo id PaintClient (HPS hps, SHORT cxClient. SHORT cyClient) 

MRESULT EXP~N1RY GlientWndProc CHWND, ~LONG, MPARAH, MPARAMJ ; 

int main Cvoldl 
{ 

static CHAR uClientC1ass [) - ''OlfOemo" ; 
static ULONG fl frameF1ags - FCF _ TITtEBAR FCF _SYSHENU 

FCF _SIZEBOROER FCF _HINl+AX 
FCF_SHELLPOSIT!ON FCF_TASKLl£T 

HAB hab ; 
HHO hmq ; 
HWND hwndframe, hwndC1 i ent 
OHSG qmsg ; 

hab - Winfnitia1tze (0) 
hmq - WtnCreateHsgQueue (~ab, 0) ; 

Wi nRegisterClass Chab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 
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hwndFrame = WinCreateStdWirfduw CHWND_OESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE, 
&fl rrameFlags. s:iC 11entClass, 
NULL, 0L, NULUtANDLE. 0, &hwndClient) 

while (WinGetMsg Chab. &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0. 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg} 

WinOestroyWindow (hwndFramel 
WinOestroyMsgQueue Chmq) 
WinTerminate (habJ ; 
rettirn 0 ; 
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MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO hwnd, ~LONG msg, MPARAH mpl. MPARAM mp21 
( 

static SHORT cxClient. cy.Client 
HP-S hps ; 

sw itch fmsgJ 

c~se WM_SIZE: 
oxClient = LO\JS.f!ORT (mp2l 
cyClient = HllJSHORT (mp2) 
return 0 ; 

ca s.e WH_PAINT: 
hps - \.jinBeginPaint Chwnd, NULLHANDLE, NULL) 

GpiErase Chps) ; 

PaintClient Chps, C<XClient, cyClient) 

WinEndPa int C·hps) 
retu.rn 0 ; 

return Winfre-fWindowProc (hwnd. msg, mpl. mp2) 
} 

The OLFDEMO.DEF File 

; OLFOEHD.DEf modµle definition file 

NAME 

DE'SQR I P-T. ~ON 
PR01iHODE 

WINOOWAPI 

'05/2 Outline Fonts Demo (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 
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To create a complete program, all we need is a makefile and another module 
containing a routine called PaintClient, which is the function that OLFDEMO.C 
calls during the WM_PAINT mesage. The three parameters to PaintClient are 
the handle to the presentation space, and the width and height of the client 
window in pixels. This PaintClient fonction can also use functions in OLF.C 
to enumerate the outline fonts, create a logical font, and scale the font to a 
desired size. I'll be using the OLF and OLFDEMO files in all the remaining 
sample programs in this chapter. 

LISTING THE FONTS 
The first test of the OLF module is to list all the outline fonts in the client win
dow. The OLFLIST.MAK and OLFLIST.C files shown in Listing 7.9 show how 
this is done. 

Listing 7 .9: The OLFLIST program 

The 0 LFLIST .MAK File 

Ir - - · - · - · · - - - - - - - - - - - - --
# OLFLIST.MAK make file 
·-----------------------

olflist.exe: olflist.aoj olfdemo.obj elf.obj olfdemo.def 
S(PRGLINKJ olflist olfdemo olf, olflist, NUL, $CPRGLIBJ, olfdemo 

olflist.obj : olflist.c olf.h 
$(PRGCC) olflist.c 

olfdemo.obj : olfdemo.c 
$(PRGCCJ olfdemo.c 

olf .obj : olf.c olf.h 
S(PRGCC) olf.c 

The 0 LFLIST .C File 

l•-- --------·-········· ··· ··-···- ---------
OLFLIST.C -- Lists O'S/2 Outline Fonts 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
--------------------·········-··········•/ 

tldefine INCL_WIN 
#define INCL_GPI 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 



Listing 7.9: The OLFLIST program (Continued) 

1R ncl ude '"ol f. )1"" 

ildefine LCID_FONT 
ildefi ne PTSIZE 120 
ffdefi ne PHIIOTH 120 

void Pai ntCl i ent (HPS hps, SHORT cxCl i ent, SHORT cyCl ient) 

CHAR szBuffer [FACESIZE + 32] 
FONTMETRICS fm ; 
int ; ; 

PF ACE LIST pfl 
PO INTL ptl 

II Get pointer to FACELIST structure 

pfl - GetAllOutlineFonts Chpsl ; 

II Set POINTL structure to upper left corner of client 

ptl .x - 0 : 
ptl .y - cyClient 

II Loop through all the outline fonts 

for ( i - 0 ; i < pfl ->i Numfaces : i++) 
r 

II Create the logical font and select it 

CreateOutlineFont (hps, LCIO_FONT. pfl->szfacename[i], 0. 0) 
GpiSetCharSet (hps, LCID_FONT) ; 

II Scale the selected font 

ScaleOutl ineFont (hps. PTSIZE. PHIIOTH) 

II Query the font metrics of the current font 

GpiQueryFontMetriCS (hps. sizeof (FONTMETRICS), &fm) 

II Set up a text string to display 

sprintf ( szBuffer. "%s - %d decipoints. width %d". 
fm.szFacename. PTSIZE, PHIIDTHJ ; 

II Drop POINTL structure to baseline of font 

ptl.y -- fm. lMaxAscender ; 
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Listing 7 .9: The OLFLIST program (Continued) 

II Di splay the character string 

GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl. strlen (szBuffer), szBufferl 

II Drop POlNTL structure down to bottom of text 

ptl .y -- fm. lHaxOescender ; 

II Select the default font; delete the logical font 

GpiSetCharSet ( hps, LCID_DEFAULT) 
GpiDeleteSetld (hps, LCIO_FONT) ; 

if (ptl .y < 0) 
break ; 

The PaintClientroutine in OLFLIST.C first calls the function in OLF.C 
named GetAllOutlineFonts. This function returns a pointer to a pointer of type 
PFACELIST, a structure defined in OLF.H. This structure consists of an integer 
value indicating the number of outline font typeface names, followed by an 
array of these typeface names. 

OLFLIST loops through all these typeface names, passing each face name to 
the OLF routine CreateOutlineFont. This function associates the font with a 
local ID. A call to GpiSetCharSetselects the font into the presentation space. 
OLFLIST then calls ScaleOutlineFOnt to scale the font to a particular point size 
in units of decipoints. In OLFLIST, the PTSIZE and PTWIDTH parameters 
passed to this function are both defined as 120, indicating a 12-point font. 

Then OLFLIST calls GpiQueryFontMetrics to determine the pixel dimensions 
of the font. The PO INTL structure named ptl is used to position the character 
string_ It is initialized at the point (O,cyClient) which is the upper-left corner of 
the client window. The function decreases ptl.y by the the lMaxAscender field 
of the FONTMETRICS structure, displays the string, and then decreases ptl.y by 
the lMaxDescender field. The results are shown in Figure 7 .22. 

UNEQUAL HEIGHTS AND WIDTHS 

Normally, the two size parameters to ScaleOutlineFont are set to the same 
value-the size of the font in decipoints. The second parameter indicates the 
height of the font, and the third parameter is the width. (Alternatively, a pro
gram can set the third parameter to 0, and the ScaleOutlineFont function will 
set the width to the same value as the height.) 



Times New Roman Italic -120 decipcints, width 120 
TJ11,S Rmn Italic - 120 decipoints, Width 120 
Times New Roma.i Bold lraiic-110 decip<Mts, width 110 
Tms Rmn Bold lraiic- 110 decipoints, width 110 
Times New Roman Bold-120 decipoints, width 120 
rrms Rmn Bold-120 decipoints, width 120 
rr'imes New Roman - 120 decipoint.s, width 120 
rr'ms Rmn - 120 decipoint.s, width 120 
Helvetica Italic -120 decipoints, width 120 
Hefv Italic - 120 decipoints, width 120 
Helvetica Bold Italic - 120 decipoints, width 120 
Helv Bold Italic - 120decipoints, width 120 
Helvetica Bold -120 decipoints, width 12 O 
Helv Bold -120 decipoints, width 120 
HelveNca - 120 deoipoints, width 120 
Helv - 120 decipoints, width 120 
Pltµf)oA Th t - 120 OEX<lWW<O, <m0t1] 120 
Courier ttalic - 120 decipoints, width 120 
couri er Bold Italic - 110 ctecipoints, width 120 
couri er Bo l a - 120 aecipoi nts, wiath 120 
Courier - 120 deci poi nts, wi dth 1 20 

Figure 7.22: The OLFLIST display 
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You can experiment with different font height and width values by changing 
the PTSIZE and PTWIDTH constants defined in OLFLIST.C, and recompiling. 
For example, if you set PTWIDTH to 60, the 12-point font will have character 
widths appropriate for a 6-point font, as shown in Figure 7.23. Similarly, you 
can change PTWIDTH to 240, in which case the font characters will have 
widths appropriate for 24-point fonts, as shown in Figure 7.24. 

SCALING THE FONTS 

I wrote the ScaleOutlineFont function in OLF.C so that it accepts font sizes in 
units of decipoints. We should hope to see slightly different character sizes for 
each unique decipoint size. The OLFSIZE program shown in Listing 7.10 tests 
this hypothesis. This programs selects a Times New Roman Italic font and 
scales the font in decipoint increments beginning at I 0 points. The results are 
shown in Figure 7.25. 

After scaling the font, the program formats a character string consisting of 
the typeface name and the decipoint size. It then uses the GpiQueryTextBox 
fonction to determine the horizontal and vertical dimensions of this string (in 
pixels), and displays that information also. 
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mt:CaBoH · !lll dicipiillt, ril~60 
IN' B o~ . !20 O!cilJ)ints, wiHh &O 

Hrl1stl- t20tll:ipiints,"Mifh lll 
Hav· t:lld'l~.~idlllll 

fu-JlJfitl'llJ'l'O,~@ 

t'ollrier ltalk . m de:ifoirts, widtl! 61 
co11·ier Bold lCalic · 120 drelpoints, Jlidtll 60 

ier !Illa · 120 l!S::ip:>int3, width u 
ier · l!U decipohts, ofldth Ill 

Figure 7.23: The OLFLIST display with 12·point font heights and 6-point font widths 

I I• 

Times .lVei,v Roman Italic - ..120 decipoin ts . vvidth 
Tms Rmn Italic - ..l 20 decipoints. vvidth 240 
Ti1nes lVe-..v .Ro1nan Bord Iea¥ic - I20 decpoine-s, 
Tnss ..R~ Bord Iea¥ic - I20 decpoines_.. -,videh .24 
Times New Roman. Bold - 1.20 decipoin.ts, wid· 
Tms R.nin. Bold - 120 decipoints, width 240 
Tim.es New Roma.ri - 120 decipoirits, vvidth 240 
Tm.s Rr.cm - 1 20 decipoirits> vvidth 240 
Helvetica lt:alic - 1.20 ctecipoint:.s, vvictt:h .240 
He/v lt-alic - 1.20 cfecipoirrt.s, vvicfth .240 
Helvetica Bold Italic - "120 decipoints,, I/Via 
Helv Bold Italic - "120 decipoints,. llYidth 24 
Helvetica Bold - 120 d ecipoints, width 241 
Helv Bold - 120 d ecipoi nts, width 240 
Helvet:ica. - 1 20 decipoint:s, vvidth 240 
Helv - 1 20 decipoint:s, vvidth 240 
~'Vµ..J3oA, ::Es.-c - 1 2 0 0 .S.?C'-?l:<>"l.V-CC::.-, «>'-0-CTl 2 40 
C=u~~~~ xc=1~= 120 d~=~P=~~ c= , 
Ccn.:z.rier .Boi el It:;a.J. .ic: .120 d.ecipo~ 
co==ie= Bold 120 deciPoi~ts, ~= 
C=~=i~= 1 20 d~cip= i=ts, ~i dth 

Figure 7 .24: The OLFLIST display with 12-point font heights and 24-point font widths 
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OLFSIZE.EXE I I 
'.flmesNIJW J/oman ltzlic. JOOdacrpoL>tfs (220 x 16) 
1Jmes New Roman ltsJ1c- lOI d&olpoi•zt.r (222x16) 
Tvnes ~ Rom:m l/JJ/ic .JQ.2 decipoinfs (126x 17) 
17'i'nes NewJl.~an !Wi:: .103 dc.::ipoinls (:228x17) 
!rimes /ielv Roman lt<Z/ic-104 decipoints (250x D) 
T<>nes New Roman liaJic -105 decipoD-lts (232 x 17) 
Times N-Rcmanltalic- 106 do:ipaints (13.f x 17) 
(fimts Nev1 Roman Italic· 107 decipoi•ts (236 x 17) 
.,imesNewRomanltalic-108decipaints (238xl7) 
tf'imts N ewRoma.-. ltaTic · 109 decipomts (241x17) 
Ttnies New Raman Italic -llOd~CipoinllJ (243x 18) 
'Tunes New Roman ltalfe · 111 decipoin1$· (Pl 5x 18) 
ffunesNew Roman Italic. 1I2 decipoints (247 x 18) 
Times New Romcm !tali!:. 113 decipoints (U9 x 18) 
Turw New Roman fto.lic-114 decipoints (251x18) 
;Tilnes New Ro1>1a11 Italic. 115 decipoint:; {253 x 1 8) 
(l'ilnesNe Roman Italic- JJ6decipoi11ts(256 xl8) 
''(['tmes New Roman Italic -117 decipol>lts (259x18) 
Times NewRoma11 Italic -118 decipoints (261 x21J) 
Times NewRoma.nfta[ic - l 19decipoints (263 x 20) 

tl'lmes New Roman Italic . 120 decipoints (265 x 20) 
Times New Roman Italic -121 decipoints (267 x 20) 
Times New Roman Italic -122 decipoints (269x 21J) 
[imes New Roman Italic · 123 deei points ( 271 x 20) 

!Times New Roman ltal'tc- 124 de a points (714 x 20) 
'=:I!.:__ ~--.f~......_'(.'lC 1 ' ' •• .6._-L:l.7....t:..-_,!11\\ 

Figure 7.25: The OLFSIZE display 

Listing 7 .10: The OLFSIZE program 

The OLFSIZE.MAK File 

#···· - ····-· · ·········-· 

# OLFSIZE.MAK make file 
#· ·· --·····- · · ·· · ···· · ·· 

olfsize.exe : o1fsize.obj olfdemo.obj elf.obj olfdemo.def 
$(PRGLINK) olfsize olfdemo olf. olfsize. NUL, $(PRGL!B). olfdemo 

olfsize.obj : olf size.c 
$( PRGCC) olfsize . c 

olfdemo .obj : o lfdemo. c 
$ ( PRGGCJ olfdemo. c 

olf obj : o1f.c olf.h 
$ (P RG CC) olf.c 

01f. h 
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Listing 7 .10 : The OLFSIZE program (Continued) 

The OLFSIZE.C File 

l~---- ----- - ---------------------- -- ------

OLFSIZE .C -- OS/2 Outline Fonts Sizes 
(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 

--- --- -- --------------- -------- ------ ---•/ 

#define INCL_WIN 
#define INCL_GPI 
#incl ude <os2.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "olf.h" 

#define LCIO_FONT 
#define FACENAME "Times New Roman Italic" 

void PaintClient (HPS hps, SHORT cxClient, SHORT cyClientl 

CHAR szBuffer [FACESIZE + 32] ; 
FONTMfTRJCS fm ; 
int i ; 

PO INTL aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_COUNT], ptl ; 

II Set PO!NTL structure to upper left corner of client 

ptl .x = 0 ; 
ptl .y - cyCl i ent 

II Create the logical font and select it 

CreateOutlineFont (hps, LC!D_FONT, FACENAME, 0, 0) 
GpiSetCharSet (hps, LC! O_FDNTJ ; 

II Lo op through the font sizes 

i - 100 

whi1e (ptl .y > 0) 
{ 

II Scale the selected fo nt 

ScaleDut lineFont (hps, i. i l ; 

II Query the font metrics of the current fo nt 

GpiQueryFontMetrics (hps, sizeof (FONTMETRICSJ, &fml 



Listing 7 .10: The OLFSIZE program (Continued) 

- II Set up a text str i ng to display 

sprintf (szB uffer, "Xs - %d decipoints". fm.szFacename, i J 

GpiOueryTextBox (hps. strlen (szBufferl. szBuffer, 
TXTBOX_COUNT, apt lTextBox) ; 
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sprintf (szBuffer. "%s - %d decipoints (%d x %d)", fm.szfacename. i. 
aptlTextBox[TXTBOX_CONCATJ . x, 
aptlTextBox[TXTBOX_TOPLEFT] .y -
aptlTextBox[TXTBOX_ BOTTOMLEFT] . y) 

II Drop POJNTL structure to baseline of font 

ptl.Y -- fm.lHaxAscender ; 

II Display the character string 

GpiCharStringAt (hps. &ptl, strlen ( szBuffer), szBufferl 

II Drop POINTL structure down to bottom of text 

ptl .y -- fm. lHaxOescender ; 

i++ 

II Select the default font; delete the log i cal font 

GpiSetcn.:irSet (hps, LCID_DEFAULTJ 
GpiDeleteSetld (hps, LC!D_FONT) 
) 

As you can see, the strings displayed in the client window are all of different 
lengths, even though the character heights often remain constant over a range 
of point sizes. For example, the 10.2-point font yields a character string that is 
17 pixels high and 226 pixels wide. The 10.9-point font is also 17 pixels high, 
but 241 pixels wide. All these dimensions are rounded to the nearest pixel, of 
course, but it's obvious that the ScaleOutlineFont function in OLF.C is main
taining decipoint resolution in scaling the font, as I discussed earlier. 

THE GPIQUERYTEXTBOX FUNCTION 

Working with outline fonts often requires a good facility with using the 
GpiQueryTextBox function, so a quick review of this function is in order. 
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To use GpiQueryTextBox, you need an array of 5 P OINTL structures. The 
TXTBOX_COUNT constant defined in the PMGPI.H header file is defined as 
5, so you can use that: 

POINTL apt l [TXTBOX _ COUNT] ; 

You call GpiQueryTextBox like so: 

GpiQueryTextBox (hps, lStrlen,szString, TXTBOX_COUN T. aptl) ; 

The function assumes that the string will be displayed with the baseline of the 
left side of the first character positioned at the origin, the point (0,0). You can 
use the constants TXTBOX_TOPLEFT, TXTBOX_BOTTOMLEFT, TXTBOX_
TOPRIGHT, and TXTBOX_BOTTOMRIGHT to index the array of POINTL 
structures and determine the relative coordinates of the four comers of a box 
that encloses the string. In addition, you can use the TXTBOX_CONCAT con
stant to determine that point at the baseline of the right side of the string. 

Assuming the string will be displayed horizontally (that is, it will not be ro
tated by caUs to GpiSetCharAngle or rotational transforms), they coordinates 
of the PO INTL structures are consistent with the lMaxAscender and /Max
Descender fields of the FONT METRICS structure (although they may differ 
by a pixel or two, apparently because of rounding). However, even though 
lMaxDescender is usually a positive number (indicating a descent below the 
baseline), they coordinates of the bottom-left and bottom-right POINTL 
structures will be less than zero. 

Thus, you can determine the width of the string using 

aptl [TXTBOX_ CONCAT].x 

The height of the string is 

aptl[TXTBOX_TOPLEFTJ.y - aptl[TXTBOX_BOTTOMLEFTJ.y 

Notice the negative sign to convert the bottom-lefty coordinate to a positive 
number. 

STRETCHING TO AN AREA 

Sometimes it's necessary to make a character string fit within the confines of a 
fixed rectangle. This involves scaling the font to a particular point size, determin
ing the character box dimensions, and then rescaling it. This is demonstrated 
in the OLFSTRl ("outline font stretch l") program shown in Listing 7.11. 



I.is ting 7. 11: The OLFS TR1 pro gr am 

The OLFSTR1 .MAK File 

#----- ------ --- --- -----· 
11 OLFSTRl.MAK make file 

·-- --- ------ -- ---- -- ----

olfstrl.exe : olfstrl.obj olfdemo.obj olf.obj olfdemo.def 
S(PRGLINKJ olfstrl olfdemo olf, olfstrl, NUL. S(PRGLIB). olfdemo 

olfstrl.obj : olfstrl.c olf.h 
S(PRGCC) olfstrl.c 

olfdemo.obj : olfdemo.c 
S(PRGCCl olfdemo.c 

elf.obj : olf .c olf.h 
$(PRGCC) olf.c 

The OLFSTR1 .C File 

l•--------------------- ----------------------
OLFSTRl.C -- Stretched OS/2 Outline Fonts 

(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 
----- -- ----- ----- -- ----- ------------- ------*/ 

I/define lNCLWIN 
I/define INCLGPJ 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "olf.h" 

l/defi ne LCID_FONT 

void PaintCl i ent (HPS hps, SHORT cxCl i ent, SHORT cyCl i ent) 
( 

static CHAR szText (] - "Hello!" 
FONTMETRICS fm ; 
int iPtHt. iPtWd ; 
POINTL ptl, aptl(TXTBOX_COUNT] 

II Create the logical font. select it, and scale it 

CreateOutlineFont (hps, LCJD_FONT, "Helvetica", l:l, l:l) 

Gpi SetCharSet ( hps, LCID_FONT) : 
Sca·leOutlineFont (hps, 121:l, 121:l) ; 

II Scale font to client window size 
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listing 7 .11: The OLFSTR1 program (Continued) 

Gp iQu eryTextBo x ( hps, str len (szText) , szTex t , TXTBOX_COUNT . aptl ) 

i PtHt - (int) (120 * cyClien't I (aptl[TXTBOX_TOP LEFT]_y -
apt l[ TXT BO X_BO TTOMLEFT]. y J) 

iPtWd ~ (in t) ( 120 * cxClien t I apt l[ TX TBO X_CONCAT] . x ) 

Seal eOutl i neFont <hps. i PtHt. i PtWdl 

II Display the text string 

GpiQueryFontMetrics (hps. sizeof (FONTMETRICSJ. &f m) 

ptl .x - 0 ; 
ptl .y ~ cyClient - fm. lMaxAscender 

Gp i CharStr i ngAt (hps, &pt l . strlen (szText). szText) ; 

II Select the de f ault font; delete the logical fo nt 

GpiSetCharSet (hps, LCIO_OEFAULTJ 
GpiOeleteSetld (hps, LCIO_FONTJ ; 
} 

The program displays the word "Hello!" scaled to the client window di
mensions. It first scales the font to a 12-point size, and then obtains the char
acter box dimension and calculates a new point height and point width for 
another call to ScaleOutlineFont_ Of course, the word "Hello!" does not com
pletely fill the client area because of the space required for descenders and 
accent marks. 

Figure 7.26 shows three instances of OLFSTRl running under OS/2 2.1, two 
very extreme (one very narrow and one very wide) and one about normal. 
This display demonstrates the flexibility of outline fonts; you can squeeze 
them and stretch them into any rectangular size. 

If you wish to preserve correct dimensions of the font characters, you can 
use code similar to that shown in OLFSTR2 in Listing 7 .12. 

In this case, the point size is calculated as the minimum of the scaled point 
height and point width. The results are shown in Figure 7.27. 

Notice that the character string is now centered in the client window, either 
horizontally or vertically, depending on the proportions of the client window. 
Centering the string horizontally is easy: You subtract the width of the string 
(available from the GpiQueryTextBox function) from the width of the client 
window and divide by 2. That's the starting position of the string from the cli
ent window. 
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Figure 7.26: The 0LFSTR1 display 

Listing 7 .12: The OLFSTR2 program 

The OLFSTR2.MAK File 

it- ----- ---------------- -
it OLFSTR2.MAK make file 
Ii- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- -

olfstr2.exe : olfstr2.obj olfdemo.obj olf .obj olfdemo.def 
$(PRGLINK) olfstr2 olfdemo olf. olfstr2. NUL. $(PRGLIBJ. olfdemo 

o]fstr2.obj : olfstr2.c 
$ ( PRGCC) olfstr2 . c 

o lfdemo . obj : olfdemo. c 
$ ( PRGCC) o l fdemo.c 

olf.obj : olf.c olf.h 
$(PRGCCJ olf .c 

olf .h 
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Listing 7.12: The OLFSTR2 program (Continued) 

The OLFSTR2.C File 

/*·------------ --- ---------------------····--
OLFSTR2.C -- Stretched OS/2 Outline Fonts 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
- - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - . -- - - - - - . - - -*I 

fldefine lNC L_WlN 
tldefine INCL_GPI 
flinclude <os2.h> 
llinclude <stdlib .h> 
flinclude <string.h> 
flinclude "olf.h" 

tldefine LCIO_FONT 

void PaintClient CHPS hps, SHORT cxClient, SHORT cyClientl 
( 

static CHAR szText [] - "Hello!" : 
int i PtH t. i PtWd, i Pt Size ; 
POINTL ptl. aptl[TXTBOX_COUNT] 

II Create the logical font, select it, and scale it 

CreateOutlineFont (hps, LCIO_FONT, "Helvetica". 0, 0) 
Gp iS et Ch arSet (hps, LCIO_FONT) ; 
ScaleOutlineFont Chps, 120, 120); 

II Scale font to client window size 

GpiQueryTextBox (hps, strlen (szTextJ, szText, TX1BOX_COUNT, aptl) 

iPtHt =(int) (120 * cyClient (aptl[TXTBOX_TOPLEFT] .y · 
aptl[TXTBOX_BOTTOMLEFT].y)J 

iPtWd (int) (120 * cxClient aptl[TXTBOX_CONCAT].xl ; 

iPtSize =min (iPtHt, iPtWdl ; 

ScaleOutlineFont (hps, iPtSize. iPtSizel 

II Display the text string 

GpiQueryTextBox Chps, strlen (szText), szText, TXTBO~_COUNT, aptll 

ptl.x ~ CcxClient - aptl[TXTBOX_CONCAT].x) I 2 
ptl _y - (cyClient aptl [TXTBOX_TOPLEFT].y 

aptl[TXTBOX_BOTTOMLEFT].y) 2 



Listing 7 .12: The OLFSTR2 program (Continued) 

GpiCharStringAt Clips. &ptl. strlen (szTextl. szTextl ; 

II Select the default font; delete the logical font 

GpiSetCharSet Chps. LCIO_OEFAULTJ 
GpiOeleteSetld (hps, LCID_FONT) ; 
J 

Hello! 
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Hello J 

e o! 
Figure 7.27: The OLFSTR2 display 

Centering the string vertically required a bit of algebra before I actually 
wrote out the code. Let SP be the space above and below the text string, let TL 
be they coordinate of the top-left corner of the text box, and let BL be they co
ordinate of the bottom-left corner. 

Thus, the height of the client window is 

cyClient = 2 *SP+ TL - BL 
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The negative sign before BL is necessary to make it a positive number. So, we 
can calculate SP like so: 

SP= (cyClient - TL + BL) I 2 

Keeping in mind that the GPI origin is the lower-left corner of the client 
window and that values of y increase going up, we can write a formula for the 
position of the baseline by subtracting SP and TL from cyClient: 

ptl.y = cyClient - SP - TL 

Substitute SP in the equation and you get this: 

ptl.y = cyClient - (cyClient - TL+ BL) I 2 - TL 

This reduces to the following: 

ptl.y = (cyClient - TL - BL) I 2 

And that's the formula I use in OLFSTR2.C. 

FONT ROTATION 
Because Adobe outline fonts are defined internally by a series of Bezier splines, 
the characters can be easily rotated, either by using the default viewing or model 
transform, or by calling GpiSetChar Angle. 

The GpiSetCharAnglefunction has two parameters: the presentation space 
handle and a point to a GRADIENTL structure. This structure has two fields 
named x and y that indicate a point relative to the origin. A line from the origin 
to this point defines the angle of the font baseline. For example, calling GpiSet
Char Angle using a GRADIENTL structure with the point ( 1, 1) will cause char
acter strings to be displayed with a baseline that is 45 degrees counterclockwise 
from the horizontal. 

The OLFROT program shown in Listing 7.13 shows how to use the GpiSet
Char Angle function to display the string "Rotated Font" with character angles 
progressively incremented by 22.5 degrees. 

1.isting 7 .13: The OLFROT program 

The OLFROT .MAK File 

1------------------ - ---
# OLFROT. MAK make file 
ti ..................... . 

olfrot .exe : olfrot.Obj olfdemo.obj olf.Obj o11demo.def 
$( PRGLINJO olfrot oHl1_emo olf, olfr1lt._ N"UL. $(PRGLIB1. olfdemo 



Listin9 7 .13: The OLFROT program (Continued) 

olfrot.obj : olfrot.c olf.h 
$(PRGCCJ o1frot.c 

olfdemo.obj : olfdemo.c 
$CPRGCC) olfdemo.c 

olf.obj : olf.c olf.h 
$(PRGCCl olf.c 

The OLFROT .C File 

l*·---------------------------------------
OLFR-OT.C - - Rotat,ed osn Outline Fonts 

Cc) Charle~ Petlold. 19~3 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -*I 

ffdefine INCL_WIN 
I/de.fine lNCL_GP'I 
//int1 uil 'e <cts2. h5 
finclude ~math.h> 
#include ~str i ng.h> 

/f.incluCle "olf. h .. 

l/defi ne LC ID_FONT 
#define TWO_PI H * 3.14"59) 

void PaintClient CHPS hps. SHOR.T cxClient, SHORT ~yClient) 

( 

static CH~R szText [] - " Rotated Font" ; 
double dMigle : 
GRADIENTL gradl 
POI-NTL ptl : 

II Set POINTL stru.cture to center of clien"t 

ptl .x - r;-xClient I 2 
p,tl.y - cyClient I 2 

II Create trre logi ~ a1 font. select it, an-d scale it 

CreateautlineFont <hps, LCID_FONT, "Helvetica", 0. 0) 

GpiSetCharSet ( hps, LC ID_ FONT) ; 
!icaleOutlineFont Chps. 240. 240) : 

II Loop through the ch~racter angles 

for (dAngle - 0 ; dAngle < 360 ; dAngle +- 22.5) 
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Listing 7 .13: The OLFROT program (Continued) 

II Set the character angle 

gradl.x - (LONG) (100 *cos (TWO_PI * dAngle I 360)) 
gradl.y ~(LONG) (100 *sin (TWO_PI * dAngle I 360)1 

GpiSetCharAng1e ( hps, &gradl) : 

II Dis play the character string 

GpiCharStringAt (hps. &ptl. strlen (szTextJ, szTextl 
} 

II Select the default font: delete the logical font 

GpiSetCharSet (hps, LCIO_OEFAULT) 
GpiOeleteSetld Chps, LCID_FONTJ : 
} 

The program sets the fields of a PO INTL structure to the center of the client 
window. A pointer to this structure is later passed to GpiChar StringAt to indi
cate the starting position of the string relative to the baseline of the left side of 
the first character. 

The program loops through angle values starting at 0 and incremented by 
22.5 degrees. An angle of 0 indicates that the string is to be positioned nor
mally with the baseline parallel to the horizontal axis. Each successive string 
has a baseline 22.5 degrees counterclockwise from the last. The program sets 
the two fields of the GRADIENTL structure by converting the angles to radi
ans, passing the angles to the C cos and sin functions (for the x and y structure 
fields, respectively), and multiplying by 100 (to convert to a sufficiently large 
integer). The results are shown in Figure 7.28. 

REFLECTED TEXT STRINGS 

It may not have occurred to you, but you can use negative values in the SIZEF 
structure that you pass to GpiSetCharBox, and consequently, in the font point 
sizes you pass to ScaleOutlineFont. But what does it mean to have a negative 
point size? 

If you set the character box with a negative ex field in the SIZEF structure, a 
character string displayed with GpiCharStringAt (or some other GPI text output 
function) will run from right to left rather than left to right. But it's not like the ef
fect produced by the GpiSetCharDirection call: With a negative character box 
width, all the characters are flipped around the vertical axis. It's almost as if you 
held a mirror at the left side of the character string and looked at the reflection. 
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Figure 7 .28: The OLFROT display 

If the cy field of the SIZEF structure is negative, the text string is displayed 
upside down. All the characters are flipped around the horizontal axis, and ap
pear as if you held a mirror along the baseline of the string. If both the ex and 
cy fields are negative, the string is displayed upside down and right to left with 
characters flipped around both the vertical and horizontal axes. 

In all cases, the point specified in the GpiSetCharStringAtfunction indicates 
the baseline of the left side of the first character--even if the ascents of the 
characters are below the baseline, or if the left side of the first character is 
actually displayed at the right. 

I know this can be confusing, so let's look at an example. The OLFREFL 
(«outline font reflection") program shown in Listing 7.14 displays the charac
ter string "Reflect" using the four combinations of positive and negative char
acter box sizes. 

The function shown in OLFREFL.C sets a PO INTL structure to the center 
of the client window. This is the starting position of the displayed text. The 
function displays the character string with a 72-point Times New Roman font. 
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Listing 7 .14: The OLFREFL program 

The OLFREFL.MAK File 

#---------------- -------
' OLFR[FL .MAK make file 
II - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

olfrefl.exe : olfrefl .obj olfdemo.obj elf.obj olfdemo.def 
$(PRGLINKl olfrefl olfdemo elf. olfrefl. NUL. $(PRGL1Bl. olfdemo 

olfrefl.obj: olfrefl.c olf.h 
$CPRGCC) olfrefl .c 

elf.demo.obj : olfdemo.c 
$(PRGCC) olfdemo.c 

elf.obj : olf.c olf.h 
$(PRGCC) olf.c 

The OLFREFL.C File 

/*- - - -- - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... - - - .. - - - - - - -

OLFREFL.C -- Reflected OS/2 Outline Fonts 
(cl Charles Petzold. 1993 ------------ ------- --- --------- ---- --- -. -- "*' 

/,!define lNCL_WIN 
/!define lNCL_GPI 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "olf.h" 

#define LCIO_FONT 

void PaintCl ient CHPS hps, 

stat i c CHAR s zTex t [) 

int i ; 

POI NTL ptl ; 

SHORT cxClient. SHORT cyClientl 

- "Reflect" ; 

II Set POI NTL structure to center of client 

ptl .x - cxCl i ent 2 
ptl .y - cyClient 2 

II Create the logical font and select it 

CreateOutlineFont (hps. LCID_FONT, "Times New Roman", 0. 0) 
GpiSetCharSet (hps. LCIO_FONTl 



Listing 7.14: The OLFREFL program (Continued) 

for ( i - 0 ; i < 4 : i++ J 
( 

ScaleOutlineFont (hps. Ci > 1) ? -720 720. 
(i & 1) ? -720 720) 

II Display the character string 

GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl. strlen (szText). szText) 
} 

11 Select the default font; delete the 1 ogical font 

GpiSetCharSet (hps, LCIO_OEFAULTJ 
GpiOe 1 eteSetld ( hps, LCIO_FONT) ; 

J 
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The character string is displayed four times-the first using positive charac
ter box dimensions (displayed in the upper-right corner of the client window), 
the second using a negative width (displayed at the upper-left corner), the 
third using a negative height (lower-right corner), and the fourth using a nega
tive width and height (lower-left corner). The results are shown in Figure 7.29. 

Figure 7.29: The OLFREFL display 
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COMBINING EFFECTS 

In the OLFROT program shown earlier, I used the GpiSetCharAnglefunction 
to display text strings running at various angles around the screen. However, 
unlike negative character box values, the character angle does not change the 
actual appearance or ordering of the characters. If you tilted your monitor, the 
strings would still look normal. 

You can combine character angles and negative character box dimensions. 
The OLFREFL2 program in Listing 7 .15 shows an example of this. 

Listing 7 .15: The OLFREFL2 program 

The OLFAl!FL2.MAK File 

IF - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
II OLFRE FL 2-MAK make file 
#-- ------- -------- ------ -

ol frefl2 .exe : olfrefl2 . obj olfdemo . obj elf .obj olfdemo .def 
SCPRGLINK) olfrefl2 olfdemo elf. olfrefl2, NUL . $(PRGLIBl. olfdemo 

olfrefl2 .obj : olfrefl2.c alf .h 
$(PRGCCl alfrefl2.c 

alfdema . ooj : aHdema.c 
$ ( PRGCCl al fdema. c 

elf.obj : alf .c alf.h 
S(PRGCCl alf.c 

The OLFAEFL2.C File 

/*--- -- - -- --- - - - -- -- ------- - ------ ----- - -- ---- -- - -- ----- - -
OLFREFL2 . C -- Reflected and Rotated OS/2 Outline Fonts 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -* I 

ldefine INCL __ WIN 
ldefine INCL_GPI 
I/ include <as2.h> 
I/ include <string.h> 
#include "alf . h" 

ldefine l!CIO_FONT 

void PaintCl i ent (HPS hps, SHORT cxClient. SHORT cyClientl 
{ 

static CHAR szText [J - "Reflect" ; 
GRAD IENTL gradl : 



. t' g 7 15· The OLFREFL2 program (Continued) 
I.IS In ' • 

int i ; 
POINTL pt l ; 

II Set POINTL structure to center of client 

ptl . x ~ cxCl i ent I 2; 
ptl .y = cvyCl i ent I 2 ; 

II Create the logical font and select it 

CreateOutl ineFont (hps, LCID_FONT, "Times New Roman", 0, 0) 

GpiSetCharSet ( hps. LCID_FONT) 

II Set character angle 

gradl . x - 1 
gradl.y - 1 

GpiSetCharAngle (hps. &gradl l 

for ( i - 0 ; i < 4 ; i++J 
{ 

ScaleOut li neFont (hps, (i > ll 
( i & 1) 

· 720 720, 
·720 720) 

II Display the character string 

GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl. strlen (szText), szTextl 

} 

II Select the default font; delete the logical font 

Gpi SetCharSet (hp s. LC !D_DEFAUL Tl 
GpiDeleteSetld (hps, LCID_FONTl ; 
) 
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The function in OLFREFL2.C is the same as that in OLFREFL.C except that 
it calls GpiSetChar Anglewith x and y fields of the GRADIENTL structure set 
to 1. As you can see in Figure 7.30, the display looks a lot like OLFREFL except 
that everything is rotated 45 degrees counterclockwise. 

THE CHARACTER SHEAR 
Another way to manipulate outline fonts is by using the GpiSetChar Shear func
tion. This function determines the "shear" of the characters-that is, the extent 
to which they tilt to the right or left. For example, a smalJ character shear to 
the right gives characters an oblique or italic appearance. 
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Figure 7.30: The OLFREFL2 display 

It's important to understand the distinction between the character angle 
and the character shear. Setting a nondefault character angle simply rotates the 
characters without distorting them in any way. That is, the baseline becomes 
nonhorizontal. The character shear distorts the characters by tilting them. But 
the baseline is still horizontal (unless, of course, you also use GpiSetCharAngle 
or some transform function that performs rotation). 

The GpiSetCharShearfunction requires a PO INTL structure. A line drawn 
from (O,O) to the point (x,y) indicates the angle of the shear. The default is the 
point (O,l), which defines a vertical line indicating that the characters stand 
straight up with no shear. A character shear of (0, -1) produces the same effect. 
The character shear does not flip characters. 

If they field of the PO INTL structure is 0, that would indicate an infinite 
shear to the right or the left. Characters would simply be flattened out on the 
baseline and proceed to infinity. For this reason, y fields of 0 raise an error. One 
exception is when both the x and y fields are set to 0, which sets the default 
character shear. 

The OLFSHEAR program shown in Listing 7.16 demonstrates what different 
character shears look like. 



Listing 7.16: The OLFSHEAR program 

The OLFSHEAR.MAK File 

II- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
/I OLFSHEAR.MAK make fi 1 e 
11- -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

olfshear.exe : olfshear_obj olfdemo.obj olf .obj olfdemo.def 
$CPRGLINKl olfshear ol fdemo olf. olfshear. NUL, SCPRGL!Bl. olfdemo 

olfshear.obj : olfshear.c olf.h 
s ( PRGCCl al fshear. c 

olfdemo.obj : olfdemo.c 
$CPRGCC) olfdemo.c 

olf.obj : olf.c olf.h 
S(PRGCC) olf .c 

The OLFSHEAR.C File 

/*·---·-------------------------------------
OLFSHEAR.C - - Sheared OSl2 Outline Fonts 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
------ ------------------------------------•! 

//define INCL_WIN 
#define INCL_GPI 
Ii ncl ude <os2.h> 
//include <math.h> 
Iii ncl ude <stdio.h> 
Iii nc 1 ude <string . h> 
//include "olf .h" 

#define LCID_FONT 
/fdef i ne TWO_PI 

1 

(2 * 3.14159) 

void PaintClient CHPS hps, SHORT cxClient, SHORT cyClient) 

CHAR szBuffer [32] ; 
double dAngle ; 
FONTMETR!CS fm ; 
PO INTL ptl, ptlShear 

II Set POINTL structure to near-left top of client 

ptl .x - cxClient 8 ; 
ptl.y ~ cyClient 
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Listing 7.16: The OLFSHEAR program (Continued) 

II Create the logical font. select it. and scale it 

Crea teOutl i neFont ( hps. LC!O_FDNT. "Helvetica .. , 0. 0) 
GpiSetCharSet (hps, LCIO_FONT) ; 
ScaleOutlineFont lhps. 160, 160) 

GpiOueryFontHetrics Chps. sizeof (FONTHETRJCS). &fm) 

II Loop through the shear angles 

for (dAngle - 0 ; dAngle <• 360 ; dAngle ~ 22.SJ 
{ 

II Set the shear angle 

ptlShear.x - ( LDNGJ ( 100 * cos (TWO_Pl * dAngle I 360)) 
ptlShear.y - (LONG) ( 100 * sin (TWO_PJ * dAngle I 360 )) 

GpiSetCharShear lhps. &ptlShearl ; 

II Display the character string 

ptl .y -- fm.lMaxAscender : 

GpiCharStringAt ( hps, &ptl. 
Spl"intf (szBuffer, "Character Shear (%.lf) degrees". dAngle). 

szBuffer) ; 

ptl .y -- fm. lMaxOescender 
} 

II Select the default font: delete the logical font 

GpiSetCharSet (hps, LCIO_OEFAULT) 
GpiOeleteSetld ( hps, LCIO_FONT) ; 

I 

This program displays 17 character strings down the client window. The 
function in OLFSHEAR.C loops through 17 angles from 0 degrees through 
360 degrees, measured counterclockwise from the horizontal. As in the OL
FROT program shown earlier, these angles are converted to points by calling 
the C sin and cos functions. To avoid rounding problems, the points are scaled 
to 100 units. 

Figure 7.31 shows the output from this program. The display looks almost 
as if someone had smeared it with their fingers. 



Character Shear (0.0) degrees 
~~~~~ 
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~~~~~~ 

Figure 7 .31: The OLFSHEAR display 
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Let's look a little closer. The first line of text uses an angle of zero degrees 
(measured counterclockwise from the horizontal) which is converted to the 
point (100,0). That indicates an infinite shear to the right, which is an error, so 
the text is displayed normally. The second line is a shear angle of 22.5 degrees. 
In this string, the vertical bar of the "h" is at an angle of 22.5 degrees from the 
horizontal. 

The 90 degree line is the default. The point passed to the GpiSetCharShear 
function is (0,100). After this, the characters tilt progressively to the left. How
ever, a character shear of 180 degrees raises an error, so the character shear is 
not changed and the line is displayed with the previous character shear of 
157.5 degrees. 

Character shears greater than 180 degrees produce the same effects as the 
angles 180 degrees less, so the display simply repeats itself. Character shears 
from 202.5 degrees through 337.5 degrees are the same as shears from 22.5 
degrees through 157.5 degrees. 
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COMBINING EFFECTS 1 PART 2 

The OLFROT program shown earlier used GpiSetCharAngle to display 16 
strings rotated around the center of the client window. One interesting exer
cise is to combine the GpiSetCharAngle and GpiSetCharShear functions to cre
ate a display similar to OLFROT, but with the vertical bars of the characters 
always vertical. This is shown in the OLFROT2 program in Listing 7.17. 

Listing 7.17: The OLFROT2 program 

The OLFROT2.MAK File 

fF- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
# OLFROT2.MAK make file 
1f - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

alfrat2.exe : alfrat2.abj alfdema.abj elf.obj alfdema.def 
HPRGLINK) alfrat2 alfdema elf, alfrat2, NUL, $(PRGLIB), alfdema 

alfrat2.abj : alfrat2.c alf.h 
S(PRGCC) alfrat2.c 

alfdema.abj : alfdema.c 
S(PRGCCJ alfdema.c 

elf.obj : alf . c alf.h 
S(PRGCC) alf .c 

The OLFROT2.C File 

; .. - - - - - - ----- ---- ----- -- - -- - - - - - - - - -- -- -. - - - --------- - -

OLFROT2.C -· Rotated and Sheared OS/2 Outline Fonts 
(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 

------- ---- --------------------------- -- --- ---- ------ .. / 
#define INCL_ WIN 
I/define !NCL_GPI 
I/include <os2 .h> 
I/include <math.h> 
I/include <string.h> 
#include "olf.h" 

#define LCID_FONT 
(fdefine TWO_PI (2 .. 3.14159) 

void PaintClient CHPS hps, SHORT cxClient, SHORT cyClientl 
[ 

static CHAR szText [] - " Rotated Font" ; 
double dAngle : 
GRADIENTL gr ad l ; 
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PO INTL ptl. ptlShear : 

II Set POINTL structure to center of client 

ptl .x - cxClient 2 
ptl.y - cyClient 2 

II Create the logical font, select it, and scale it 

CreateOutlineFont Chps, LCID_FONT, "Helvetica'', 0, 0) 
Gp iSetCharSet (hp s. LCIO_FONT) : 
ScaleOutlineFont Chps, 240. 240) : 

II Loop through the character angles 

for (dAngle - 11.25 : dAngle < 360 ; dAngle += 21.5) 
[ 

II Set the character angle 

gradl .x - (LONG) ( 100 * cos CTWO_PI * dAngle 360)) 
gradl.y - (LONG) (100 * sin CTWO_Pl * dAngle 360)) 

GpiSetCharAngl e (hps, &gradl) : 

II Set the character shear 

ptlShear.x - (LONG) (100 *cos (TWO_Pl * (9'g dAngle) 360)) 
pt1Shear.y - (LONG) (100 *sin CTWO_PI * (90 dAngle) 360)) 

GpiSetCharShear (hps, &ptlShear) : 

II Display the character string 

GpiCharStringAt ( hps, &ptl, strlen ( szText), szTextl 
} 

II Select the default font: delete the logical font 

Gp1SetCharSet (hps, LCIO_OEFAULTJ 
GpiOeleteSetid (hps, LCID_FONTJ : 
} 
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To a void infinite shear angles, I begin the angle loop at 11.25 degrees and 
increment by 22.5 degrees. This angle is used directly for computing the point 
passed to the G piSetChar Angle function. To calculate a character shear that com
pensates for the character angle, I subtract the character angle from 90 degrees 
and use that to calculate the point passed to the GpiSetCharShear fonction. 
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As you can see in Figure 7.32, the vertical stroke of the "F"(and other char
acters, of course) is always vertical. Towards the center of the display, the shear 
is so extreme that the text is unreadable. 

Figure 7.32: The OLFROT2 display 

THREE~DIMENSIONAL EFFECTS 
Look at the right side of Figure 7.32, avoiding the unreadable strings. Does it 
seem to you as if the top three character strings are going into the display and 
the bottom three are coming out of the display? Character shear that is some
what more extreme than normal italic text can produce some interesting three
dimensional effects. The tilt of the characters makes it seem as if we're looking 
at the string from an angle. 

The OLFSHAD ("outline font shadow") program shown in Listing 7.18 
uses character shear to create a three-dimensional-like "shadow" for a char
acter string. 

The function in OLFSHAD.C begins by coloring the background of the cli
ent window blue. It then displays the string "Shadow" using a Times New 
Roman font in dark blue. This is the shadow. The font is scaled to 216 points, 
but with an em-width of 72 points. Thus, the font is three times as high as a 
normal 72-point font. The program sets the character shear point to (2,1). 



Listing 7 .18: The OLFSHAD program 

The OLFSHAD.MAK File 

#-----------------------
11 OLFSHAD.MAK make file 
1-----------------------

olfshad .exe : olfshad.obj olfdemo.obj elf .obj olfdemo.def 
$(PRGL!NK) olfshad olfdemo elf, olfshad. NUL, S(PRGLIB), olfdemo 

olfshad .o bj : olfshad.c olf.h 
$ (PRGCC) olfshad.c 

olfdemo.obj : olftjemo.c 
$( PRGCC) olfdemo. c 

elf.obj : olf.c olf.h 
$(PRGCCl olf.c 

The OLFSHAD.C File 

/*-----------------------------------------
OLFSHAD.C -- Shadowed OS/2 Outline Font 

(c) Charle-s Petzold. 1993 
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -*I 

#define INC L_WIN 
#define INCL_ GPI 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "olf .h" 

lldefi ne LC! D_FONT 

void PaintClient (HPS hps. SHORT cxClient. SHORT cyClient) 
( 

static CHAR szText [] - "Shadow" 
POINTL ptl. ptlShear ; 

II Color the client window 

GpiSetColor (hps. CLR_B LU El ; 

ptl.x~0; 

ptl .y = 0 ; 
Gpi Move ( hps. &ptl l 

ptl .x - cxClient ; 
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Listing 7 .18: The OLFSHAD program (Continued) 

ptl .y - cyC1ient ; 
GpiBox (hps. DRD_FILL, &ptl, 0. 0) ; 

II Create the logical font 

CreateOutlineFont (hps. LCID_FONT, "Times New Roman", 0, 0) 
GpiSetCharSet (hps, LC!D_FONTl 

II Display the shadow 

GpiSetColor (hps, CLR_OARKBLUE) 

Sea le Out l i neFont I hps. 2160. 720) 

ptlShear.x - 2 ; 
ptlShear.y - 1 ; 
GpiSetCharShear lhps, &ptlShearl 

ptl .x ~ cxClient I 8 ; 
ptl .y - cyClient I 4 ; 
GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl, strlen (szText). szTextl 

II Display the text 

GpiSetColor (hps, CLR_RED) 

Sca1e0utl1neFont Chps, 720, 720) 

ptlShear.x - 0 ; 
ptl ~hear.y - 1 ; 
GpiSetCharShear (hps. &pt1Shear) ; 

GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl, strlen (szTextl, szTextl ; 

II Select the default font; delete the logical font 

GpiSetCharSet (hps, LC!D_OEFAULT) 
GpiOeleteSetld (hps, LCID_FONTl ; 
J 

Next, the function displays the same string, with a point size of 72 points and 
no shear. The results are shown in Figure 7.33. As you can see, it looks as if the 
character string is standing up, throwing a tall, sheared shadow behind it. 
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Figure 7.33: The OLFSHAD display 

PATHS AND FONTS 
As you saw earlier in this chapter, a path is a collection of line definitions 
stored internally in GPI. To create a path, you call line-drawing functions 
within a "path bracket:' which is delimited by calls to GpiBeginPath and Gpi
EndPath. A Presentation Manager program can then use the path for outlin
ing, stroking, filling, clipping, or converting to a region. 

Outlining and stroking paths are in one way quite similar: In both cases, 
GPI draws the path as a series oflines. But there the similarity ends. An out
lined path is basically the same as drawing the lines without using a path. The 
lines can have a style (such as being composed of dots and dashes) and a width. 
The width is Umited to a normal width and a thick (that is, double) width. This 
is known as the "cosmetic" line width. It is not affected by any transforms that 
influence the size of other graphics objects. 

GPI draws a stroked path using a line with a "geometric" width. The geomet
ric width can be as wide as you want, and it is affected by transforms. GPI fills 
cosmetic lines with the current area-filling pattern, and also allows specifying 
different line ends and joins. It is not possible to draw geometric lines without 
using paths. 
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The connection between paths and outline fonts is very simple: When an 
outline font has been selected into a presentation space, you can call text out
put functions within the path bracket. The character outlines become part of 
the path. 

OUTLINED CHARACTERS 
Let's try it. The OLFLINE program shown in Listing 7.19 uses a path and the 
GpiOutlinePath function to draw outlined characters. 

Listing 7.19: The OLFLINE program 

The OLFLINE.MAK File 

#-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
II OLFLINE.~K make file 
II------ - - ------- --------

olfline.exe : olfline.obj olfdemo.obj elf.obj olfdemo . def 
SCPRGLINK) olfline olfdemo elf. olfline, NUL, S(PRGLIB), olfdemo 

olfline.otlj : olfline.c 
$( PRGCCl olfline . c 

olfdem1.obj : olfdemo.c 
S(PRGCC) elf demo . c 

e l f.obj : olf.c olf.h 
S(PRGCC) olf.c 

elf. h 

The OLFLINl!.C File 

/*·----------------------------------------
OLFLINE . C -- Out~ined OS/2 Outline Font 

(c) Charles Petzold. 1993 
-------- --- ----------------------- -- -----• / 

#define INCL_WIN 
I/define INCL_GPI 
#include <os2.h> 
I/include <string.h> 
I/include "olf.h" 

I/define LCID_FONT 

void Pa intClient CHPS hps, SHORr cxClient, SHORT cyClient) 
( 

stati:c GHAR szTed: [] - "Hello!" ; 
POINTL ptl, aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_COUNT] 
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II Create and size the logi.cal font 

createOutlineFont Chps. LCHLFONT. "Times New Roman Italic", 0, ill 
GpiSetCharSet (hps. LCID_FONT) ; 
scaleOutlineFont ( hps, 1440, 1440) 

II Get the text box 

GpiQueryTextBox (hps, strlen (szText), szText. 
TXTBOX_COUNT. aptlTextBox) ; 

II Create the path 

GpiBeginPath (hps. ll ; 

ptl .x = ( cxClient 
ptl.y = (cyClient 

aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_CONCAT).xl I 2 
apt,JTextBox [TPBOX_TOPLITTJ.y 
aptlTextBox (TXTBOX_BOTTOMLEFTJ.y) I 2 

GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl, strlen (szTextJ, szTextJ ; 

GpiEndPath (hps) ; 

II Outline the path 

GpiSetLineWidth (hps. LINEWIDTH_THICK) 
GpiOutlinePath (hps, 1, 0) 

II Select the default font; delete the logical font 

GpiSetCharSet ( hps, LCIO_DEFAUL T) 

GpiOeleteSetld (hps, LC ID_ FONT) ; 
J 
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The program begins by using the CreateOutlineFont and ScaleOutlineFont 
functions in OLF.C to create a Times New Roman Italic font and scale it to a 
144-point size. It then uses GpiQueryTextBoxto obtain the text box dimen
sions of the string "Hello!" This information is used to center the text string in 
the client window. The program begins the path bracket by calling G piBegin
Path, draws the character string by calling GpiChar String At, and ends the path 
bracket with GpiEndPath. 

At this point, nothing has yet been drawn on the client window. OLFLINE.C 
calls GpiSetLineWidth to select a thick line, and then GpiOutlinePath to render 
the path on the window, as shown in Figure 7.34. 
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({)) ! 
Figure 7 .34: The OLFLINE display 

Of course, you can get the same effect without a path by using the FATTR_
SEL_OUTLINE attribute when creating the font. However, if you wanted to 
use the normal filled font together with the outlined font, you'd have to create 
two fonts. Using the path., you only need one. 

A DROP-SHADOW FONT 

One case when you need both a normal font and an outline font is when draw
ing a text string with a "drop shadow." Earlier I drew a font shadow using an 
abnormally talJ font tilted to one side using the G piSetCharShear function. 
This made it appear as if the font were standing up perpendicular to the sur
face on which the shadow was thrown. 

A drop shadow, on the other hand, makes the object appear as if it's sus
pended in front of the screen. By convention, such shadows are drawn as if the 
light source originates from the upper-left corner of the video display. 

The OLFDROP program shown in Listing 7.20 shows how to draw an out
lined font with a drop shadow. 



Listing 7 .20: The OLFDROP program 

The OLFDROP.MAK File 

/t- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I OLFDROP.MAK make file 
1- - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - -

olfdrop.exe : olfdrop.obj o1fdemo.obj elf.obj olfdemo.def 
S(PRGLINK) olfdrop olfdemo elf, olfdrop, NUL, $CPRGLIB), olfdemo 

elf drop.obj : olfdrop.c elf .h 
$(PRGCC) olfdrop.c 

olfdemo.obj : olfdemo.c 
$(PRGCCJ olfdemo.c 

elf.obj : elf .c elf .h 
$(PRGCC) olf.c 

The OLFDROP.C File 

I*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

OLF0ROP.C -- Drop Shadow 0512 Outline Font 
(cl Charles Petzold. 1993 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*I 

iJdefine I NCL_WIN 
fldef in e INCL_ GP! 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "olf.h" 

#define LCID_FONT 

void PaintClient (HPS hps, SHORT cxClient, SHORT cyCliept) 
{ 

sta'tic CHAR szText [] - "Hello!" ; 
PO!NTL ptl. aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_COUNT] 

II Create and size the logical font 

CreateOutlineFont lhps, LCID_FONT. "Times New Roman Italic", 0. 0) 
GpiSetCharSet C hps. LCIO_FONTl ; 
ScaleOutlineFont Chps, 1440, 1440) 

II Get the text box 

GpiQueryTextBox (hps. strlen (szTextJ, szText, 
TXTBOX_COUNT, aptlTextBox) ; 
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Listing 7.20: The OLFDROP program (Continued) 

II Display the font normal l y twice 

ptl . J\ - (cxClient 
ptl.y ~ (cyClient 

aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_CONCAT].x) I 2 
aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_TOPLEFTJ.y 
aptlTe-xtBox [TXTBOX_BOTTOMLEFT].y) I 2 

GpiCharStringAt Chps. &ptl, strlen (szText), szText) ; 

ptl .x -- Hl 
ptl .y +- Hl 

GpiSetCo lo r Chps. CLR_BACKGROUNO) ; 
GpiCharStri ngAt Chps. &ptl, strlen (szText), szText) 

II Create the path 

GpiBeginPath Chps, 1l 
GpiCharStringAt (hp..s, &ptl, strlen (szText), szText) 
GpiEndPath Chps) ; 

II Outline the pgth 

GpiSetColor ( hps, CLR_NEUTRAL) 
GpiSetlineWidth Chps, LINEWIOTH_ TH!CK) 
GpiOutlinePath (hps, 1. 0) ; 

II Select the default font; delete the logical font 

GpiSetCharSet Chps, LCJO_DEFAULT) 
GpiOe l eteSetld (hp s. LClD_FONT) ; 
} 

As in OLFLINE, the program creates a 144-point Times New Roman Italic 
font. The program then draws normal text centered in the client window; this 
is the shadow. The program switches to the background color by calling 
GpiSetColorwith the CLR_BACKGROUND parameter. (By default, the back
ground color is white, but it can be changed by the user.) The text is drawn 
again, offset 10 pixels from the left and bottom of the first text string. (This 
offset looks fine on a VGA, but in a real program you'll probably want to cal
culate the off set in a more device-independent manner.) This is the interior 
of the outlined font. 

The program then creates a path containing the font out]jne, switches back to 
the foreground color using GpiSetColor with the CLR_NEUTRAL parameter 
(which indicates black by default), and calls GpiOutlinePath. The results are 
shown in Figure 7.35. 
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Figure 7 .35: The OLFDROP display 

Another approach to drawing a font with a three-dimensional appearance is 
shown in the OLFBLOK program in Listing 7.21. 

Listing 7 .21: The OLFBLOK program 

The OLFBLOK.MAK File 

it- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
II OLFBLOK.MAK make file 
ff- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

olfblok.exe : olfblok.obj olfdemo.obj elf.obj olfdemo.def 
$(PRGLINK) olfblok olfdemo elf, ol fblok, NUL, S(PRGLIB), olfdemo 

olfb l ok.obj : olfblok.c ol f.h 
SCPRGCC) olfblok.c 

olfdemo.obj: olfdemo.c 
SCPRGCC) olfdemo.c 

elf.obj : olf .c olf .h 
S(PRGCC) olf.c 
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Listing 7 .21: The OLFBLOK program (Continued) 

The OLFBLOK.C File 

l• ------------------------- ---------------
OLFBLOK.C -- Blocked 0512 Outline Font 

(c) Charles Petfold. 1993 
----- --- -- - - - -- --- --- - -- -- - - -------- - - --•I 

I/defi ne INCL_WIN 
I/define INCL_GPI 
I/include <os2.h> 
I/include <string.h> 
I/include "olf.h" 

I/define LC! D_FONT 

void PaintClient (HPS hps, SHORT cxClient. SHORT cyClientJ 
( 

static CHAR szText [] - "Hello!" ; 
int i ; 
PO INTL ptl. aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_COUNT] 

11 Create and size the logical font 

CreateOutlineFont (hps. LCID_FONT, "Times New R(llllan Italic". 0, 0) 
GpiSetCharSet (hps. LCID_FONTJ ; 
ScaleOut lineFont (hps. 1440, 1440) 

II Get the text box 

GpiQueryTextBox (hps, strlen (szText), szText, 
TXTBOX_COUNT. aptlTextBox) 

II Display the font normally 

ptl .x - (cxClient aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_CONCAT].x) I 2 
ptl.y ~ (cyClient - aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_TOPLEFT].y 

aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_BOTTOMLEFT].y) 2 

for (i - 0 : i < 16 ; i++) 
{ 

GpiCharStringAt (hps. &ptl, strlen (szText), szTextl 

ptl .x -
ptl .y ++ 
} 

GpiSetColor (hps, CLR_BACKGROUNO) ; 
GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl, strlen (szText). szText) 

II Create the path 
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Gp i Beg i nPath (hps. ll 
Gp i CharStringAt (hps, &ptl. str l en (szText). szTextl 

Gp i EndPath (hpsl ; 

II Out l ine the path 

GpiSetColor (hps, CLR....NEUTRAU 
GpiSet li neW i dth (hps. LINEWIDTH_THICKl 
GpiOutl i nePath (hps. 1. 0) 

II Select the default font: delet.e the log i cal font 

GpiSetCharSet (hps, LCIO_ DEFAULTl 
GpiDeleteSetld ( hps, LCIO_FONTJ ; 

J 
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This program is very similar to OLFDROP, but instead of drawing just one 
normal black font, this program draws 16 of them, each progressively off set by 

one pixel up and to the left. This is capped off by a normal white font, and 
then an outlined black font. The result is shown in Figure 7.36. The characters 
appear as if they were carved blocks. 

Figure 7.36: The OLFBLOK display 
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STROKING THE FONT 

So far, we've been looking at effects possible with outlining a path by calling 
GpiOutlinePath. You can also render the path by calling GpiStrokePath, 
which draws the path as a geometric thick line filled with the current area
filling pattern. 

The OLFWIDE program in Listing 7.22 demonstrates this. 

Listing 7.22: The OLFWIDE program 

The OLFWIDE.MAK File 

ifo-. - .. - - - . - - - . - - - - - - - - - -
# OLFWIOE.HAK make file 
If -- · - - - -· - - - - - - -- - -- - -- -

olfwide.exe: olfwide.obj olfdemo.obj elf.obj olfdemo.def 
$(PRGLINK) olfwide olfdemo elf. elf wide, NUL. $(PRGLIB). olfdemo 

olfwide.obj : olfwide.c olf.h 
SCPRGCCJ olfwide.c 

olfdemo.obj : olfdemo.c 
$(PRGCC) olfdemo.c 

elf.obj : olf.c olf.h 
$(PRGCC) olf.c 

The OLFWIDl!.C File 

/*·------------------------------------------
OLFWIDE.C · - Wide-Lined 05/2 Outline Font 

(Cl Charles Petzold, 1993 
-------------------------·----·---·--------•/ 

#define IHCL.._WIN 
#define INCL_GPJ 
#include <os2.h> 
#i nclude <string.h> 
#include "olf .h" 

#define LCID_FONT 

void PaintClient (HPS hps. SHORT cxClient. SHORT cyClient) 
r 
static CHAR szText [] •"Hello!" ; 
POINTL ptl, aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_COUNT] 

II Create and size the logical font 
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CreateOut lineFont (hps. LCID_FONT. "Times New Roman Italic", 0. 0) 
GpiSetCharSet (hps, LCID_FONT) ; 
Seal eOutl i neFont (hps, 1440, 1440) 

II Get the text box 

GpiOueryTextBox (hps, strlen (szText). szText. 
TXTBOX_COUNT, aptlTextBox) ; 

II Create the path 

GpiBeginPath (hps, ll ; 

ptl .x - (cxClient 
ptl.y - (cyClient 

aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_CONCATJ.x) I 2 
aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_TOPLEFT].y 
aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_BOTTOMLEFT].y) I 2 

GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl, strlen ( szTextl. szText) ; 

GpiEndPath (hps) ; 

II Stroke the path 

GpiSetl ineWidthGeom (hps, 10) ; 
GpiietPattern (hps, PATSYM_HATCH) 
GpiStrokePath (hps. 1. 0J : 

II Create the path again 

GpiBeginPath (hps, 1) 

GpiCharStringAt (hps. &ptl, strlen (szText). szTextl 
GpiEndPath (hps) ; 

II Modify and outline the path 

GpiModifyPath (hps, 1. HPATH_STROKE) 
GpiOutlinePath (hps. 1. 0) 

II Select the default font; delete the lo9ical font 

GpiSetCharSet (hps, LCID_DEFAULT) 
GpiDe l eteSetld ( hps, LCID_FONT) ; 
1 
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As in the previous programs, the program creates a 144-point Times New 
Roman Italic font and draws the "HelJo!" text string within a path bracket. 
OLFWIDE then calls GpiSetLineWidthGeom to set the geometric line width at 
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10 pixels. (In a real program, you'd want to use a more device-independent ap. 
proach to setting that width.) The program then sets the area-filling pattern to 
PATSYM_HATCH-a pattern that is a series of horizontal and vertical lines
and calls GpiStrokePath. This renders the font outlines as a series of 10-pi:xel
wide lines filled with the PATSYM_HATCH pattern. 

The OLFWIDE program then creates another path with the same text string, 
and calls GpiModifyPath. You'll recall from earlier that GpiModifyPath takes an 
existing path and replaces it with a new path that represents the outline of the 
geometrically thick line that would be rendered by calling GpiStrokePath. Thus, 
this modified path outlines the area-pattern just drawn. The program finishes 
up by calling GpiOutlinePath to outline that pattern. The results are shown in 
Figure 7.37. 

ol 
Figure 7.37: The OLFWIDE display 

To see the separate effects of stroking and outlining the modified path, you 
may want to comment out either the GpiStrokeP~h or ~piOutlinePath calls in 
OLFWIDE.C and recompile the program. In parttcular, tf you remove the cal~ 
to GpiStrokePath, you'll see rather strange-looking results. We saw ~om~ of thts 
oddness in the PATHS program earlier in this chapter: When two Imes m the 
path are joined at an angle, the modified path often has a little interior loop. 
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You'll also notice little lines in the interior of the path where the path curves. 
These are results of GPI's path-modification algorithm. 

FILLING THE PATH 

The third function that uses a path is called GpiFillPath, and as its name implies, 
it fills the interior of the path using the current area-filling pattern. This is differ
ent from GpiStrokePath, which strokes the path using the area-filling pattern. 

However, the GpiFillPath and GpiStrokePath functions are related: GpiStroke
Path is equivalent to GpiModifyPath followed by GpiFillPath. IBM's Presentation 
Manager Programming Reference indicates that GpiStrokePath "is provided to 
enable device drivers to optimize storage, if possible." What happens is that Gpi
ModifyPath greatly increases the storage necessary to store the path. A device 
driver might be able to implement GpiStrokePath without requiring that ad
ditional storage. 

Anyway, let's take a look at a sample program called OLFFILL, shown in 
Listing 7.23. The program is quite similar to OLFWIDE, but a little simpler. 
The program creates the path twice. With the first path, OLFFILL sets the area
filling pattern to PATSYM_HATCH and calls GpiFillPath. After creating the 
second path, the program calls GpiOutlinePath. The results (obviously much 
more normal looking than the OLFWIDE display) are shown in Figure 7.38. 

Listing 7.23: The OLFFILL program 

The OLFFILL.MAK File 

ifp-- - ---------- · ----- - --
# OLFFILL.MAK make file 
#----- ------- ---- -- -----

ol ffill.exe : olffill.obj olfdemo.obj elf.obj olfdemo.def 
$(PRGLINKJ olffill olfdemo olf, olffill. NUL, $(PRGLIBl, olfdemo 

olffill .obj : olffill .c olf.h 
$(PRGCC) olffill.c 

olfdemo.obj : olfdemo.c 
$ ( PRGCCJ olfdemo. c 

elf.obj : olf.c olf.h 

$(PRGCCJ olf.c 
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Listing 7.23: The OLFFILL program (Continued) 

The OLFFILL.C File 

l*----------------------------------------
OLFFILL.C -- Filled OSl2 Outline Font 

(c) Charles Petzold. 1993 
------------------- ---------------------*I 

/!define INCL_WIN 
/! define INCL_GPI 
/!i nclude <os2.h> 
/! i nclude <string.h> 
/!i ncl ude •olf.h" 

/!define LCIO_FONT 

void PaintClient (HPS hps. SHORT cxClient. SHORT cyClientl 
[ 

static CHAR szText [) - •Hello!" : 
POINTL ptl, aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_COUNT) 

II Create and size the logical font 

CreateOutlineFont (hps, LCIO_FONT, "Times New Roman Italic", 0, 0) 
Gpi SetCharSet (hp s, LCID_FONTl ; 
ScaleOutlineFont (hps, 1440, 1440) 

II Get the text box 

GpiQueryTextBox (hps. strlen (szText), szText, 
TXTBOX_COUNT, aptlTextBoxl ; 

II Create the path 

GpiBeginPath Chps. 1) ; 

ptl .x = CcxClient 
ptl .y CcyCl ient 

aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_CONCAT) .xl I 2 
aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_TOPLEFT] .y 
aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_BOTTOMLEFT).y) 

GpiCharStringAt (hps. &ptl, str l en (szText), szText) ; 

Gpi EndPath ( hps l 

I I Fi 11 the path 

GpiSetPattern (hps, PATSYM_HATCH) 
GpiFillPath (hps, 1, 0) ; 

2 



Listing 7.23: The OLFFILL program (Continued) 

II Create the path again 

Gp i BeginPath (hps, 1J 

GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl. strlen (szTextJ. szTextJ 
Gp iEndPath (hp s J ; 

/ I Out l i ne the path 

Gp iO utli ne Pa th (h ps, 1. 0) 

II Se l e ct the de f ault f ont: delet e th e l og ic al f on t 

GpiSetCharSet (hps, LCID_DEFAULTl 

GpiDeleteSetld (hps. LCID_FONT) ; 

) 

Figure 7 .38: The OLFFILL display 

PATHS AND CLIPPING 

of 
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When I first began learning graphics programming, the whole concept of 
clipping really mystified me. Most graphics programming environments sup
port some type of clipping, but I couldn't understand why it was stressed so 
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much-that is, why clipping was considered so important in the total feature 
list of a graphics programming system. 

Clipping is basically instructing the graphics programming environment to 
restrict drawing to a particular area of the display (either the video screen or 
the printer page). When you set a clipping area, you are telling the graphics 
system not to draw outside of that area. Any graphics object you subsequently 
draw appears only within the area you set. 

What mystified me about clipping is this: If you don't want to draw outside 
of a particular area, why not just avoid doing so? 

Well, as every graphics programmer eventually learns, clipping is not usually 
strictly necessary, but it is often very convenient. Clipping makes certain things 
much easier than they would be otherwise. For example, GPI prohibits you from 
drawing outside the window with which the presentation space is associated. 
This is very convenient, because you don't have to worry about drawing on 
another program's window. 

Just as GPI supports several levels of coordinate transforms, it also supports 
several levels of clipping. However, by far the most versatile clipping involves 
paths. After you create a path, you can use the path as a clipping area by calling 

GpiSetCl i pPath (hps, lP ath, lOption) ; 

To set the clipping path, the lPath parameter must be equal to l, as is nor
mal with the path functions. The lOption parameter can be a combination of 
identifiers defined in PMGPI.H, beginning with the prefix SCP. These identifi
ers are defined like so: 

#define SCP_ ALTERNATE 0L 
lfdefine SCP _WINDING 2L 
#define SCP_ANO 4L 
#define SCP _ RESET 0L 

You need to include SCP _AND when setting the clipping path. This causes 
the area defined by the path to be intersected with the current clipping path. 
The SCP _ALTERNATE and SCP_ WINDING constants determine how over
lapping areas are interpreted. To reset the presentation space to no clipping, 
use a 0 value for the lPath parameter, and an SCP _RESET value (also equal to 
0) for the /Option parameter. 

The OLFCLIP program in Listing 7.24 shows an example of using an out
line font for clipping. The program uses the same path we've been using, but 
after calling GpiSetClipPath, it draws a series of colored Bezier splines. The re
sults are shown in Figure 7 .39. Now, try doing that without clipping. 



OLFCLIP.EXE rr--

' 
Figure 7.39: The OLFCLIP display 

Listing 7 .24: The OLFCLIP program 

The OLFCLIP.MAK Fiie 

II- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
U DLFCLIP . HAK make file 
#----------------------· 

olfclip.exe : olfclip.obj olfdemo.obj elf.obj olfdemo.def 
SCPRGLJNK) olfclip olfdemo elf. olfclip, NUL. S(PRGLJB). olfdemo 

olfcl1p.obj : olfclip.c olf.h 
S(PRGCCJ olfclip.c 

olfdemo.obj : olfdemo.c 
SCPRGCCJ olfdemo.c 

elf .obj : olf.c olf.h 
$CPRGCCJ olf.c 
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Listing 7.24: The OLFCLIP program (Continued) 

The OLFCLIP.C File 

l*-----------------------------------------
OLFCLIP.C -- OS/2 Outline Font Clipp ing 

(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 
-------------------- -- -------------------*I 

II def ine lNCL_ WIN 
lldefine INC L_GPI 
llinclude <os2.h> 
llinclude <str ing.h> 
llinclude "o lf. h" 

lldefine LCIO_ FONT 

void PaintClient (HPS hps, SHORT cxClient. SHORT cyClient) 

static CHAR szText [) - "Hello!" ; 
int 
PO !NTL 

i ; 

ptl. aptl[3), aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_COUNT] 

II Create and size the logica l fon t 

CreateOut l i ne Font (hps, LCID_FONT, "Times New Roman Italic", 0, 0) 
GpiSetCharSet Chps. LCID_FONT) ; 
ScaleOutl i neFont Chps, 1440, 1440) 

II Get the text box 

GpiQueryTextBox Chps. strlen (szText), szText, 
TXTBOX_COUNT, aptlTextBox) ; 

II Create the path 

GpiBeginPath (hps. ll ; 

ptl .x - (cxClient 
ptl .y - CcyCl ient 

aptl Tex tBox [TXTBOX_CONCAT).x) I 2 
aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_TOPLEFT).y 
aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_BOTTOMLEFTJ.yl 

GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl. strlen CszTextJ. szText) ; 

GpiEndPath Chps) ; 

II Set the cl i pping path 

GpiSetCl i pPath (hps. 1. SCP_AND I SCP_ALTERNATE ) 

2 



Us ting 7 .24: The OLFCLIP program (Continued) 

II Draw Bezier splines 

for (i - 0 ; i < cyCl i ent i++ J 
{ 

GpiSetColor (hps, (i 16) % 6 + lJ 

pt 1. x - 0 ; 
~l.y - i ; 
GpiMove (hps, &ptl) ; 

apt1[0).x - cxClient I 3 
aptl[0].y - i + cyC l ient 3 

aptl[l) . x = 2 * cxCl i ent I 3 
aptl[l].y - i - cyClient I 3 

aptl[2].x - cxClient 
aptl[2] .y - i 

Gp i PolySpline Chps, 3, aptl ) 
} 

II Sel ect the default font; delete the logical font 

GpiSetCharSet ( hps. LCIO_DEF.AUL Tl 
tlP.iOelet.eS-etld (hps, LCID_FONTJ ; 

I 

BACK TO WORK 

Now that we've had some fun with outline fonts, it's time to get serious. 
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I don't know about you, but for me the idea of writing a modern word pro
cessor for a graphical environment such as the OS/2 Presentation Manager is 
downright scary. Users have come to expect both ease of use and sophistica
tion from such software, and these goals are often at odds. Also, knowing the 
folks at PC Magazine who review word processors, I would be very hesitant 
about creating a product that could withstand their incisive scrutiny! 

Still, however, one of the objectives of learning how to work with fonts 
under OS/2 is to understand how graphical word processors do what they do, 
and to imitate some of that in our own applications. That means we have to 
tackle the issue of formatted text. 

CHAR.ACTER AND PARAGRAPH FORMATTING 

I_ mention word processors because they illustrate clearly many of the op
tions you can use in displaying text. At the very least, word processors divide 
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formatting into three major categories: character formatting, paragraph for
matting, and page formatting. 

If you look at the menus or dialog boxes of your word processor, you'll find 
that character formatting involves (at the very least) a selection of a font and 
point size, and the setting of character attributes-italics, boldface, underline, 
and strikeout. We've seen in this chapter how to do this. Of course, word pro
cessors often support other character attributes, specifically subscripting and 
superscripting, and perhaps small capitals (where a word is displayed entirely 
in capital letters but at a smaller size than normal). Because these attributes 
usually require changing the font point size by a specific percentage of the nor
mal point size, you'll be spending a lot of time analyzing the information avail
able in the FONTMETRICS structure before implementing these features. 

Paragraph formatting determines how a paragraph is displayed. This involves 
such options as indentation, line spacing, and alignment. Here I'd like to ilJus
trate how to implement line spacing and alignment options. Although many 
modem word processors (and to a greater extent, desktop publishing programs) 
allow very specific line spacing options, I'll be illustrating the traditional simple 
ones: single spacing, double spacing, and the compromise-spacing by LS lines. 

I'll also show how to do the four standard types of paragraph alignment: left, 
right, centered, and justified. Of course, you can probably guess that justified 
text (in which each line of text occupies the foll space in the text column) is 
the most difficult. As we'll see, however, GPI provides a couple of fonctions 
that make displayingjustifi.ed text a lot easier than it would be otherwise. The 
GpiQueryTextBox function plays a part, of course, but other functions help 
out also. 

ALIGNING TEXT 
You can use GpiQueryTextBox for determining the width of a character string 
using the aptl{TXTBOX_ CONCAT}.xvalue. This is what you use for breaking 
a paragraph into successive lines of text. 

Let's assume you have a single paragraph of text stored in memory. For pur
poses of simplicity, none of the individual words in the paragraph contain any 
character formatting, and there are no hyphenated words or anything like that. 
The paragraph just consists of words separated by spaces. You need to display 
this paragraph in a rectangle. The top of the rectangle determines the vertical 
starting point of the text, and the width of the rectangle is the column width 
in which the text must fi.t. 

Whether you want left, right, center, or justified alignment, the initial pro
cess is the same and conceptually quite simple. You begin with the beginning 
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of the paragraph and search for the first space character. Then, using GpiQue
ryTextBox, you find the width of the string before that space character. This is 
the width of the first word of the paragraph. Most likely, this will be less than 
the column width. So, you search for the next space character, and find the 
width of the first two words (and the space between them) together. You keep 
doing this until the width of the text is greater than the column width. Then 
you back up one word and that's your line break. 

Now you have the substring that will be displayed as the first line of the for
matted paragraph, and you can continue with the second line. 

Regardless of the character alignment you choose, any particular line in the 
formatted paragraph will have the same number of words. The width of the 
text in each line will be less than or equal to the column width. Let's call the 
difference the "surplus space." The only difference between the four character 
alignments is where this surplus space goes. 

With left-aligned text, the surplus space appears at the right side of the 
column; with right-aligned text, it appears at the left; with centered text, it's 
divided equally between the left and right sides of the column. And with 
justified text, the surplus space is .... Well, let's think about it. 

BREAK AND CHARACTER SPACE 

For justified text, the immediate instinct might be to divide the surplus space 
between all the characters in the string. However, the publishing convention is 
to justify the text line by distributing the surplus space not between each indi
vidual character, but in the spaces between the words. That is, all the space 
characters in the text line are made slightly wider by an equal amount. 

Fortunately, there's a GPI function that sets a device context attribute that 
performs precisely this job with a minimum of fuss: 

GpiSetCharBreakExtra (hps. fxExtra) ; 

The second parameter is a FIXED value. It's a fixed-point number with an inte
gral part in the high 16 bits and a fractional part (that is, a fraction of 65536) 
in the low 16 bits. You calculate fxExtra by multiplying the surplus space by 
65536 and dividing by the number of spaces in the text line. After you call this 
function, any text you display will have a space character that is wider by fxEx
tra than the normal space character. 

Of course, there's always the possibility that only one word fits in the column. 
This can happen very easily when you're writing about the OS/2 Presentation 
Manager and bandy about such words as GpiQuerySegmentTransformMatrix. 
Sometimes such a word wiJI be hyphenated and wilJ straddle two columns, but 
all (or part) of it might nearly fill the full column width, preventing any other 
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word from appearing there. You can't use GpiSetCharBreakExtra because there 
are no spaces in the line. 

In this case, you need to insert extra spaces between the characters. And once 
again GPI provides a hassle-free function to do this: 

GpiSetCharEx t ra (hps, f xExtra) ; 

In this case you calculate fxExtra by multipling 65536 by the surplus space and 
dividing by the number of characters in the word less l. 

Interestingly enough, GpiSetCharExtra also solves the problem of a text line 
containing a single word that is too wide to fit in the column. This might hap
pen if you're writing about GpiQuerySegmentTransformMatrixand haven't im
plemented any hyphenation logic. If the surplus space is negative, fxExtra 
becomes so also, and GpiSetCharExtra will scrunch up the text. It might not 
look that good, but at least it will still fit within the boundaries of the column. 

THE SAMPLE PROGRAM 

Now that we know the theory, let's look at a simple implementation. The OLF
JUST program is shown in Listing 7.25. The OLFJUST.C file contains the sam
ple paragraph used to illustrate paragraph formatting. It is the first paragraph 
of Mark Twain's Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, terminated by a zero byte. 

Listing 7.25: The OLFJUST program 

The OLFJUST.MAK File 

#------------------ -----
# OLFJUST.MAK make file 
#-- - ·- ---- ---··---- --- --

olfjust . exe : olfjust.obj o1fdemo.obj elf.obj olfdemo.def 
$(PRGLINK) olfjust olfdemo elf. olfjust. NUL. $(PRGLIB). olfdemo 

o1fjust .obj : olfjust . c olf.h 
$(PRGCC ) olf just.c 

olfdemo.obj : olfdemo.c 
$CPRGCC) olfdemo.c 

elf.obj : olf .c olf .h 
$CPRGCC) olf.c 



Listing 7.25: The OLFJUST program (Continued) 

The OLFJUST.C File 

1·--- -- ------ --- ------- -·--- ----- -------- ---
0LFJUST.C -- Justified 0512 OLitline Fo~ t 

(c) Cnarles Petrold. 199.3 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --1< I 

#define !NCLWIN 
ifdefi ne INC L_GP I 

#include <os2.h> 
~include "olf. h~' 

#define LCIO_FONT 
#define FACENAME 
f)defi ne PTWI OTH 

/)define PTHEIGHT 

"Times New Roman" 

a00 

#define ALI GN_LEFT 

#define ALIGN_RIGHT 

#define ALIGN_CENTER 
#define ALIGN_JUST 

I/define SPACE_S!NGLE 

#define SPACE_HALF 

#define SPACE_DOYBLE 

200 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 

2 
3 

VOID Justify (HPS hps. PCHAR pText, PRECTL prcl. SHORT nAlign, SHORT nSpace) 
[ 

int i llTeakCount. i Surp 1 us 
pStart, pEnd ; PC HAR 

PO INTL ptlStart, aptlTextBox [TXTBOX_COUNT] 

ptlS-tart.y - prcl ->yTop ; 

do 

iBreakCount - ll 

while (*pText -- ') 
pText++ ; 

pStart ~ pText 

do 

whi'le (;ipText - ' ') 
pText++ ; 

II until end of text 

II Skip over leading blanks 

II until line is known 

I/ Skip over leading blanks 

II Find next bTeak oint 
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Listing 7.25: The OLFJUST program (Continued) 

while (*pText l= '\x00' && *pText !~ ' ') 
pText++ : 

II Determine text width 

GpiQueryTextBox (hps, pText - pStart, pStart, 
TXTBOX_COUNT, aptlTextBoxl ; 

II Normal case: text less wide than column 

if (aptlTextBox[TXTBOX_CONCAT].x < Cprcl ->xRight - prcl->xleft)) 
( 

iBreakCount+t ; 
pEnd - pText ; 
) 

II Text wider than window with only one word 

else if (iBreakCount ~ 0) 

pEnd - pText 
break 
) 

II Text wider than window. so fix up and get out 

i B reakCount- -
pText - pEnd ; 
break 
) 

while (..-pText !- '\x00') ; 

II Get the final text box 

GpiQueryTextBox (hps, pEnd - pStart, pStart, 
TXTBOX_COUNT, aptlTextBox) ; 

II Drop down by maximum ascender 

ptlStart.y -- aptlTextBox[TXTBOX_TOPLEFT].y ; 

II Find surplus space in text line 

iSurplus - prcl->xRight - prcl->xleft -
aptlTextBox(TXTBOX_CONCAT].x 

II Adjust starting position and 
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II space and character spacing 

switch (nAl ign) 

case ALIGN_LEFT: 
ptlStart.x - prcl->xleft 
break ; 

case ALIGN_RIGHT: 
ptlStart.x - prcl·>xleft + iSurplus 
break 

case ALIGN_CENTER: 
pt1Start.x - prcl->xleft + iSurplus I 2 
break 

case ALIGN_J~ST: 
ptlStart.x - prcl->xl eft 

if (•pText 
break 

'\x00') 

if (iBreakCount > 0) 
GpiSetCharBreakExtra ( hps. 

65536 * iSurplus I iBreakCount) 

els.e if (pEnd - pStart - 1 > 0) 

Gp1SetCharExtra (hps, 
65536 * iSurplus (pEnd · pStart - 1)) 

break ; 

II Display the string & return to normal 

Gp1CharStringAt (hRS, &ptlStart, pEnd - pStart, pStart) 
GpiSetCharExtra !hps, 0) ; 

GpiSetCharBreakExtra (hps, 0) ; 

II Drop down by maximum descender 

ptlStart.y +- aptlTextBox[TXTBDX_BDTTOMLEFT] . y 

II Do additional 1 ine-spacing 

switch <nSpace) 
{ 

case SPACE_HALF: 
ptlStart .y 

br 

(aptlTextBox[TXTBOX_TOPLEFT] .y · 
aptlTextBax[TXTBOX_BOTTOMLEFT] .y) I 2 
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Listing 7 .25: The OLFJUST program (Continued) 

case SPACE_DOUBLE: 
ptlStart.y 

break ; 

aptlTextBox[TXTBOX_TOPLEFT].y -
aptlTextBox[TXTBOX_BOTTOMLEFT].y 

while (•pText !- •\x00' && ptlStart.y > prcl->yBottom) 
} 

void PaintClient <HPS hps, SHORT cxClient. SHORT cyClient) 
{ 

static CHAR szText [) -

"Yau don't know about me. without you have read a book by " 
"the name of \"The Adventures of Tom Sawyer,\" but that " 
"ain't no matter. That book was made by Mr. Mark Twain, " 
"and he told the truth, mainly. There was things which he • 
"stretched, but mainly he told the truth. That is n_othing. " 
"I never seen anybody but lied. one time or another. " 
"without it was Aunt Polly, or the widow. or maybe Mary. " 
"Aunt Pally - Tom's Aunt Pally, she is - and Mary, and the " 
"Widow Douglas, is all told about in that book - which is " 
"mostly a true book; with some stretchers, as I said before." 

RECTL rel ; 

II Create and size the logical font 

CreateOutlineFont (hps, LCIO_FONT, FACENAME. 0, 0) 
GpiSetCharSet Chps. LCID_FONTl : 
ScaleOutlineFont (hps, PTWIOTH. PTHEIGHTJ ; 

11 Display the text 

rel .xleft - 0 
rel .yBattom - 0 
rcl.xRight ~ cxClient 
rel .yTo.p - cyClient 

Justify (hps, szText, &rel, ALIGN_JUST, SPACE_SINGlEl ; 

II Select the default font; delete the logical font 

GpiSetCharSet Chps, LCID_OEFAULT) 
GpiOeleteSetid Chps, LCJO_FONTJ ; 
} 
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To avoid using menus (which you have not yet learned about), the program 
is hard-coded to display the paragraph using a 24-point Times New Roman 
font. (You can change that in the program's #define statements and recompile 
if you wish.) The program displays the formatted paragraph using the full 
width of the window. The program is set up for a single-spaced justified dis
play, but you can also change that with parameters to the program's Justify 
function call in PaintClient. 

Figure 7.40 shows two instances of this program running under the Presen
tation Manager. The first instance shows the paragraph with a fairly normal 
width, and illustrates the text justification achieved by using GpiSetChar
BreakExtra. The second instance at the right of the screen has an extremely 
narrow column width, and several lines in the paragraph show what GpiSet
CharExtra can do for you. Most lines contain only one word with letters that 
are spread across the column. Further down, the word "Adventures" would 
normally be too wide to fit within the column, but GpiSetCharExtra caused 
the letters to be squeezed closer together. 

You don't know about me, without you have Y o 
ead a book by the name of "The Adventures of d o n ' t 
~om Sawyer," but that ain't no matter. That n o w 
j~ook was made by Mr. Mark Twain, and he told ab o u 
!the truth, mainly. There was things which he e , 
!stretched, but mainly he told the ~uth. Th~t is without 
!nothing. I never seen anybody but hed, one time ou have 
or another, without it was Aunt Polly, or the ead 
widow, or maybe Mary. Aunt Polly - Tom's ook by 
Aunt Polly, she is - and Mary, and the Widow e name 

ouglas, is all told about in that book - which is of "The 
ostly a true book; with some stretchers, as I Advmtlle5 

aid before. of Tom 

Figure 7.40: The JUSTIFY display 

Justify begins by initializing they field of the PO INTL structure named 
pt/Start to the top of the display rectangle. This structure will later be used to 
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indicate the starting position of each line of text. The code in the main do loop 
is executed once per line. The iBreakCountvariable is used to store the number 
of break characters (spaces) in the line and is initialized to 0. After skipping over 
any leading spaces in the text pointed to by the pTextvariable, the function 
saves the pointer value in pStart, indicating the beginning of the text line. 

The nested do loop is executed for each word in the line. Again, the function 
skips over any leading spaces pointed to by pText, and then searches for either 
a space (indicating the end of a word) or the concluding carriage return char
acter. GpiQueryTextBox is used to determine the length of the string. There are 
three cases: If the text width is less than the column width, iBreakCount is in
cremented and the pEnd pointer is set to the end of the substring. If a single 
word is wider than the column, pEnd is also set to the end of the substring and 
the function breaks out of the do loop. Otherwise, a series of two or more 
words is wider than the column. That means that the substring contains one 
too many words. The iBreakCount variable is decremented and pText is set to 
the previously set pEnd in preparation for scanning the next line of text. 

The Justify function then calls GpiQueryTextBox again to get the dimensions 
of the final text box for the line. They field of the pt/Start structure is decre
mented to reflect the ascender part of the character height. The surplus space 
is calculated by subtracting the text width from the column width. 

At this point, the function is ready to set the x field of pt/Start depending 
on the selected alignment. For left justification, it's simply the left side of the 
rectangle. For right justification, it's the left side of the rectangle plus the sur
plus space. For centered text, it's the left side of the rectangle plus half the 
surplus space. 

For justified text, the text string also begins at the left side of the rectangle. 
For a positive iBreakCount, the function calls GpiSetCharBreakExtra as de
scribed earlier. Otherwise, the line contains one word and the function calls 
GpiSetCharExtra. At this time, Justify can display the line of text by calling Gpi
Char StringAt. The function then uses the height of the font and the selected 
line spacing to decrease they field of the pt/Start structure in preparation for 
the next line. 

DEALING WITH ADDED COMPLEXITIES 

For purposes of clarity, Justify illustrates what is perhaps the simplest paragraph
formatting code possible. If the paragraph contains any words with character 
formatting (italics, boldface, underscores, or strikeouts), the function is not 
quite adequate. 
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The combination of paragraph formatting and character formatting adds 
complexities, but not insurmountable ones. Basically, as you scanned the para
graph looking for line breaks, you'd have to select different fonts based on the 
various character attributes. You can't use GpiQueryTextBoxto find the total 
length of the string because the fonction is based on the font currently selected 
in the presentation space. You'll have to break the text down into pieces de
pending on which words (or letters) are formatted and which ones aren't. 

If you want to display some words in color, you don't have exactly the same 
problems. You must still display the text in pieces, but because text color is an 
attribute of the presentation space instead of part of the font definition, you 
can still determine line breaks as shown in the Justify function. 

Another complexity involves hyphens. There are actually several different 
ways in which hyphens must be treated. 

Compound words such as "hurdy-gurdy" contain a hyphen that should 
appear whenever the word is displayed. If the "hurdy-" part of the word fits 
on the line but the "gurdy" part does not, the line can break between the two 
parts. Thus, you can treat the hyphen almost the same as a space character, 
except that a space character doesn't appear at the beginning or end of a line 
while the hyphen must appear at the end of the line. 

Then there's the notorious "no break" hyphen. These appear in words such 
as "A-1." This word would look very strange if "A-" appeared at the end of one 
line and "1" appeared at the beginning of the next. In this case, you want all 
three characters to appear on the same line. 

Long words can be broken at the end of a line by using a hyphen between 
syllables of the word. The hyphen should not appear otherwise. These hyphens 
can be inserted during text display using a dictionary or a good hyphenation 
algorithm, or the user can insert them manually. 

This hyphen problem gets worse: Although the Huckleberry Finn paragraph 
shown in the program seems to contain a few hyphens, I'm not using them 
correctly. Hyphens should be used in words such as "hurdy-gurdy," but to sep
arate a phrase in a sentence-such as this one right here-an "en dash" or "em 
dash" should be used instead. An en dash is half the width of an em dash, 
which is as wide as the point size of the font. The en dash is also used in place 
of the word "to" as when referring to "the Boston-New York shuttle." 

WAIT-THERE'S MORE 

There are still a few text functions I haven't discussed in this chapter. These 
allow very high control over the placement of characters in a string, and also 
determining where they appear. 
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The GpiQueryCharStringPos and GpiQueryCharStringPosAt functions fill up 
an array of PO INTL structures with the starting positions of all the characters 
in a text string. These functions are useful for implementing"hit-testing"
that is, determining which character in a displayed string a user is clicking 
with the mouse. 

If you're so inclined, you can do precise character-by-character positioning 
of a text string using the GpiChar StringPos and GpiCharStringPosAt functions. 
However, unless you want irregular character spacing, the GpiSetCharExtra 
and GpiSetCharBreakExtra functions are much easier to use. 

The GpiQueryWidthTable function gives you the width of any (or all) of the 
characters in the current font, and GpiQueryKerningPairs gives you all the 
kerning pairs. These are pairs ofletters (such as "To") that can be placed some
what closer than normal to look a little better. 

Exploration of these functions is-as teachers are wont to say after an excep
tionally long lecture-left as an exercise for the student. 
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D espite the sophisticated user interface of the Presentation Manager 
(including the mouse, menus, and dialog boxes), the keyboard is still 
the primary means of user input in most applications. Even if you 

write a Presentation Manager program that makes extensive use of the mouse, 
you should probably also include a keyboard interface that duplicates many of 
the common mouse functions. 

A Presentation Manager program receives keyboard input in the form of 
messages. You process these keyboard messages in the same way you process 
other messages. In fact, because user input is closer to one's intuitive concept 
of a message, working with these keyboard messages should be easier in some 
ways than handling other types of messages. 

As you've seen in previous programs, the Presentation Manager itself han
dles a large part of keyboard processing. The keystrokes involved in choosing 
an item from the system menu are handled outside the client window proce
dure, as are the keyboard accelerators that duplicate system menu options. 
Many child window controls (discussed in Chapter 11) have their own key
board interface. The Presentation Manager also takes care of keyboard process
ing in a program's menu (Chapter 13) and dialog boxes (Chapter 14 ). But this 
isn't to say that keyboard handling is easy. The Presentation Manager delivers a 
lot of information to your program with the keyboard message. You need to 
recognize what is important and what you can safely ignore. 

Keyboard processing becomes more complex if you want to ensure that 
your programs can survive the transition to a system with a foreign keyboard. 
By"foreign keyboard" I mean any type of keyboard that differs from the one 
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on your desk. This includes a variety of European keyboards, keyboards used 
in Far Eastern countries that generate double-byte character codes, and even 
keyboards for non-PC computers that might someday run versions of the Pre
sentation Manager. The Presentation Manager has a device-independent key
board interface, but-as is the case with other device-independent interfaces
you have to help. You can even design your Presentation Manager programs so 
that they can be recompiled for a system with a keyboard that generates codes 
in the EBCDIC (Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code) charac
ter set used on IBM mainframes and minicomputers. 

THE KEYBOARD AND CODES 
A keyboard always generates numeric codes of various sorts. Within a pro
gram, you make an implicit assumption about how these codes relate to the 
keys that generate them. 

You can think of the keyboard in one of two ways: as a collection of distinct 
physical keys or as a means of generating character codes. When you treat the 
keyboard as a collection of keys, any code generated by the keyboard must 
identify the key and indicate whether the key is being pressed or released. 
When you treat the keyboard as a character input device, a code generated by 
a particular keystroke identifies a unique character in a character set. For a 
U.S. keyboard on the PC, this character set is ASCII. For a European keyboard, 
however, it is an extended ASCII character set that includes accented letters 
and other symbols not in the standard ASCII character set. For a keyboard on 
an IBM mainframe, it is the EBCDIC character set. If you obtain a character 
code from the keyboard and echo it to the display, it should look the same as 
the character printed on the top of the key. That is, the visual appearance of 
the character on the screen shouldn't surprise the user. This requires that the 
keyboard driver and display driver are working with the same character set or 
codepage. 

Because many of the keys on the keyboard aren't associated with character 
codes, you must usually treat the keyboard as both a collection of keys and a 
character generator. You can divide the keyboard into four general groups of 
keys: 

'" Toggle keys The Caps Lock, Num Lock, and Scroll Lock keys and possi
bly the Insert key. Pressing the key turns the state of the key on; pressing 
it again turns the state off. 
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~ Shift keys The Shift, Ctrl, and Alt keys. The shift keys affect the inter
pretation of other keys. 

~ Noncharacter keys The function keys, the cursor movement keys, 
Pause, Escape, Delete, and possibly the Insert key. These keys aren't asso
ciated with characters but instead often direct a program to carry out a 
particular action. 

~ Character keys The letter, number, and symbol keys, the space bar, the 
Tab key, Backspace, and Enter. (The Tab, Backspace, and Enter keys can 
also be treated as noncharacter keys.) 

Often a single physical key can generate different character codes depending 
on the state of the shift keys. For example, the A key generates a lowercase "a" 
or an uppercase A depending on whether or not the Shift key is held down. 
Sometimes two different physical keys (such as the two Enter keys on an IBM 
enhanced keyboard) can generate the same character code. 

The Presentation Manager handles the keyboard somewhat differently from 
other PC keyboard interfaces with which you may be more familiar. To put 
this into perspective, let's examine these other keyboard interfaces. 

PRE-OS/2 KEYBOARD PROCESSING 
The hardware of the keyboard on a PC generates a hardware scan code. This is 
an 8-bit code that identifies the physical key and indicates whether the key is 
being pressed or released. Hardware scan codes are generally numbered se
quentially across the rows of keys. 

In the DOS world, the PC BIOS processes each keystroke through its Inter
rupt Ox09 handler. For hardware scan codes corresponding to shift keys and 
toggle keys, the Interrupt 09H handler stores the current state of the key. For 
character keys, the hardware scan code is converted into an ASCII character 
code based on the state of the shift and toggle keys and is stored in a small 
buff er. For noncharacter keys, the hardware scan code is converted into an 
"extended keyboard code" and also stored in the buffer. 

A program running under DOS can obtain keystrokes from the buff er 
through various DOS function calls or the BIOS Interrupt Oxl6. For character 
keys, Interrupt Oxl6 returns the ASCII character code and the hardware scan 
code. For noncharacter keys, the extended keyboard code is returned, and the 
ASCII code is set to 0. 

In summary, the PC BIOS works with three types of codes: 

~ Hardware scan code Generated from keyboard hardware 
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.,. Extended keyboard code Identifies noncharacter keys in combination 
with the Shift, Ctrl, or Alt key 

.,. ASCII character code Identifies character keys based on the Shift, Ctrl, 
or Caps Lock key 

THE OS/2 KERNEL AND THE KEYBOARD 

When OS/2 is running, the keyboard is handled by the OS/2 kernel rather than 
the PC BIOS. However, the OS/2 keyboard interface closely mimics the opera
tion of the BIOS. A program running under the OS/2 kernel obtains keyboard 
input by calling the DosRead, KbdCharln, or KbdStringln function. The Kbd
Char In function is the most general and is similar to Interrupt Oxl6. The key
board information from KbdCharln is stored in a structure of type KBDKEYINFO. 

Two fields of KBDKEYINFO identify the key. The chChar field contains an 
ASCII character code. If this field is 0, the chScan field contains an extended 
keyboard code. The fsState field is a 16-bit integer with flags that identify the 
current state of the shift and toggle keys. 

Enter the Presentation Manager Rather than use Dos Read or the Kbd func
tions to obtain keyboard input, a Presentation Manager program receives key
board information in the form of messages. These messages contain more 
information about keyboard activity than is available from the OS/2 KbdCharln 
function. When a key is pressed or released, the Presentation Manager decodes 
the key and stores the information about the keystroke in a system message 
queue. This keyboard message is later routed to the message queue of the win
dow with the input focus (a concept discussed later in this chapter) and then 
retrieved by the program. 

The Presentation Manager differs from other PC keyboard interfaces prima
rily in the treatment of the noncharacter keys. The Presentation Manager 
doesn't use the extended keyboard codes, which are too dependent on the 
specific hardware of the PC and would make little sense for versions of the 
Presentation Manager adapted for different hardware. Instead, an attempt has 
been made to virtualize the codes for noncharacter keys. A fourth type of key
board code has been introduced: the virtual key code. Like the hardware scan 
code, the virtual key code generally identifies a physical key and isn't dependent 
on a particular shift state. (There are a few exceptions.) 

Armed with this historical perspective, let's examine the Presentation Man
ager keyboard message. 
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THE WM_ CHAR MESSAGE 
In most cases a Presentation Manager program can obtain all the information 
it needs about keyboard input by processing the WM_ CHAR message in the 
client window procedure. The information encoded in the mpl and mp2 pa
rameters is shown in Figure 8.1. 

8-bit 
hardware 
scan code 
(scancode) 

16-bit 
virtual 

key code 
(vkey) 

8-bit 
repeat 
count 

(cRepeat) 

16-bit 
character 

code 
(chr} 

Figure 8.1: The WM_ CHAR mp1 and mp2 parameters 

16-bit 
fiags 
(fs) 

You can use a variety of macros defined in PMWIN.H-such as SHORTl
FROMMP and CHAR3FROMMP-to extract each of these fields. Or you can 
use a macro called CHARMSG designed specifically for processing WM_ CHAR 
messages. You use CHARMSG like this: 

CHARMSGC&msg)·>ident if ier 

where identifier is one of the identifiers in parentheses shown in Figure 8.1. 
This macro references the mpl and mp2 parameters to the window procedure 
from the stack. But watch out: If you want to use the CHARMSG macro in a 
subroutine called from the window procedure, the subroutine must be de
clared the same way as a window procedure, and you must pass msg, mpl, and 
mp2 to the subroutine in that order. 

The lower 16 bits of mpl contain a series of flags that further describe the 
keyboard message. The individual flags can be extracted using identifiers be
ginning with the letters KC defined in the PMWIN.H header file. These flags 
are shown in Figure 8.2. 
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ll 51l 4l l 3ll 2lll l1019181 16 1 14 13121 1 101 
Meaning if bit is set 

~"~ Valid ASCII character code 

KC_ "1RlUALKEY VaW vi1t"al key code 

KC_SCANCODE Valid hardware scan code 

KC_SHIFr Shit key is down 

KC_CTRL Clrl key is down 

KC_ALT Alt key is down 

KC_KEYLJP Key is beirg released 

KCPREVOOWN Key was previously down 

KC_LONEKEY The only key pressed 
is being released 

KC_DEADKEY Key is a dead key 

KC_ COMPOSITE Key is a composite 
L!sing a diacritc 

KCJNVALIDCOMP Key is an invalid composite 

KC_ TOGGLE Identifies toggle state 

KC_l\IVALIDCHAR Key is not an llvalid 

Figure 8.2: Flags defined in the WNl_CHAR mp1 parameter 

You can test these flags with one of two expressions, for example: 

SHOR Tl FROMMP (mpll & KC SHIFT 

or 

CHARMSG (&m sgl-> fs & KC _SH IFT 

Both expressions return a nonzero value if the KC_ SHIFT flag is set (meaning 
the Shift key is down) or 0 if the flag is 0 (meaning the Shift key is up). 

LOOKING AT THE KEYS 

As I discuss the various codes and flags in the mpl and mp2 parameters, you 
may find it helpful to observe what the Presentation Manager actually gives 
your program in the WM_CHARmessage when you press a particular key. To 
do this, you can use the KEYLOOK program, which is shown in Listing 8.1. 
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Listing 8.1: The KEYLOOK program 

The KEYLOOK.MAK File 

/fo- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
# KEYLOOK.MAK make file 
t- ---------- ---------- --

keyloDk.exe : keylook.obj easyfont . obj keylook.def 
$(PRGLINIO keylook easyfont, keylo'Ok, NUL. $(PRGLIBJ, keylook 

keylook.obj : keylook.c easyfont.h 
SCPRGCC) keylook.c 

easyfont.obj : easyfont.c easyfont.h 
$(PRGCCJ easyfont.c 

The KEYLOOK.C File 

/*---- -- --------- ------ ------- ------ ------
KEYLOOK.C -- Displays WM_CHAR Messages 

(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 

---- ·--- ------------ ------ ------ ------- -*/ 

lfodefine INCL_ WIN 
I/define I NCL_GPI 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#i nclude "easyfont h" 

#define LCID_FIXEDFONT ll 
#define MAX_ KEYS 100 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO, ULONG, MPARAM. HPARAMJ 

CHAR szClientClass [] - "Keylook" ; 

int main (vo:id) 
( 

static ULONG flFram~Flags a FCF_TITtEBAR 

HAB hab ; 
HMO hmq ; 

FCF _S IZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 

HWND hwndFrame, hwndClient 
QHSG qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 

hm~ - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) 

FCF _SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF _TASK LIST ; 
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Listing 8.1: The KEVLOOK program (Continued) 

WinRegisterClass Chab. szClientClass. ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREORAW, 0J 

hwndFrame ~ WinCreateStdWindow CHWND_ DESKTDP, WS_VISIBLE, 

if (hwndFrame 1~ NULLHANDLE) 
{ 

&fl FrameFlags. szCl ientC lass, NULL, 
0L. 0, 0, &hwndClient) ; 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0JJ 
WinDispatchMsg Chab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow <hwndFrame) 
) 

WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate Chab) 
return 0 : 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
f 
static CHAR szHeader [) - "Scan Rept IN TG IC CM OK LK PO KU" 

"AL CT SH SC VK CH Virt Char" ; 
static CHAR szUndrLn [) 

static CHAR szFormat [J - "%4X %4dx %2d %2d %2d %21l %2d %2d %2d %2d" 
" %2d %2d %2d %2d %2d %2d %4X %4X %c" 

static INT cxChar, cyChar, cyOesc, cxClient, cyClient. iNextKey : 
static struct [ 

CHAR 
FONTMETRICS 
HPS 
INT 
PO INTL 
REC TL 

switch (msgJ 
( 

MPARAM mpl ; 
MPARAM mp2 ; 
BOOL fVal id 
) 

key [MAX_KEYS] ; 
szBuffer [80) ; 
fm : 
hps : 
iKey, iJndex. iFlag 
ptl : 
rel, rclrnvalid ; 

case WM_ CREA TE: 
hps - W1nGetPS Chwnd) 
EzfQueryFonts ChpsJ : 

if (!EzfCreateLogFont (hps, LCIO_FIXEOFONT, FONTFACE_MONO, 
FONTSIZE_l0, 0)) 
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Listin9 8.1: The KEVLOOK program (Continued) 

WinReleasePS Chps} : 

WinMessageBox (HWND_DESKTOP, HWND_DESKTOP, 
"Cannot f i nd the System Monospaeed font.", 
szClientClass, 0, MB_OK I MB_WARNING) ; 

return MRFROMSHORT (l} 

GpiSetcharSet Chps, LCID_FIXEDFONTl ; 

GpiQueryFontMetries (hps, sizeof fm, &fm) 
exChar - fm. lAveCharWidth ; 
cyChar - fm. l MaxBase lineExt 
cyDesc - fm . lMaxDescender ; 

GpiSetCharSet (hps, LCID_DEFAULT) 
Gpi DeleteSetid (hps, LCID FIXEDFONT) 
WinReleasePS (hps l ; 
return 0 

case WM_SIZE : 
cxClient - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2) 
cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) 
return 0 

case WM_CHAR: 
key [iNextKeyJ .mpl - mpl ; 
key [iNextKey].mp2 ~ mp2 ; 
key [iNextKey].fValid - TRUE 

iNextKey - CiNextKey + l} % MAX _KEYS 

WinSetRect (hwnd, &rel, 
0, 2 * eyChar, cxClient. cyClient - 2 * eyChar) 

WinScrollW i ndow Chwnd, 0, eyChar, &rel, &rel. 0, NULL, 
SW_ INVALIDATERGN) 

WinUpdateWindow (hwnd) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE, &rclinval id) ; 
Gpi Erase (hps) ; 
EzfCreateLogFont (hps, LCID_FIXEDFONT, FONTFACE_MONO, 

FONTSIZE_10, 0) 
GpiSetCharSet ( hps, LCID_FIXEDFONT) ; 
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Listing 8.1: The KEYLOOK program (Continued) 

ptl .x - cxChar ; 
ptl .y - cyOesc ; 
GpiCharStringAt (hps. &ptl. sizeaf szHeader - ll, szHeaderl 

ptl .y +- cyChar 
GpiCharStringAt ( hps. &ptl. sizeaf szUndrln - ll, szUndrlnl 

far ( i Key - 0 : i Key < MAX_KEYS ; i Key++) 
( 

ptl .y +- cyChar 

i Index - ( iNextKey - i Key - 1 + MAX_KEYSJ % MAX _ KEYS 

if (ptl.y > rel Invalid.yTap 11 
ptl .y > cyClient - 2 * cyChar 11 

!key [ilndex].fValid) 
break ; 

mpl - key [ilndex].mpl 
mp2 - key [iindex].mp2 

iFlag - SHORTlFROMMP (mpll 

GpiCharStringAt Chps, &ptl, 
(LONG) sprintf (szBuffer, szFormat, 

CHAR4FROMMP (mpl), II scan code 
CHAR3FROMMP (mpll. II repeat count 
i Fl a g & KC_INVALIOCHAR ? 1 0. 
i Flag & KC_ TOGGLE 0, 
i Fl a g & KC_INVALIOCOMP ? 0, 
i Flag & KC COMPOSITE ? 0. 
iFl ag & KC OEAOKEY ? 0, 
i Flag & KC_LONEKEY ? 0. 
i Flag & KC PREVOOWN ? 0. 
i Flag & KC KEYUP ? 0, 
ifl ag & KC_ALT 0, 
iFlag & KC_CTRL ? 1 0, 
i Flag & KC_ SHI FT ? l 0. 
iFlag & KC_SCANCOOE ? 1 0, 
i Flag & KC_VIRTUALKEY ? 1 0. 
iFlag & KC_CHAR ? 0. 
SHORT2FROMMP (mp2l. II virtual key 
SHORTlFROMMP (mp2 l. II character 
i Flag & KC_ CHAR ? SHORTlFROMMP (mp2) 

s zBuf fer) ; 

ptl .y - eye lient - cyChar + cyOesc : 
GpiCharStringAt Chps, &ptl. sizeof szHeader - ll, szHeaderJ 

. '), 
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L.istin9 8.1: The KEYLOOK program (Continued) 

ptl . y -- c:yC.ha r ; 
GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl, s izeof szUndrLn - 1 L. szUndrLn) 

GpiSetCharSet (hps, LClO_OEFAULTJ ; 
GpiOe l eteSetld ( h ps, LCIO_FIXEDFONTJ 
WinEndPaint (hpsJ ; 
return 0 ; 

return WinOefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2J 

The KEYLOOK.DEF File 

; KEYLOOK.OEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMOOE 

KEYLOOK WINOOWAPI 

'Key Look Program (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 

Compiling KEYLOOK also requires the EASYFONT.C and EASYFONT.H 
files from Chapter 5. KEYLOOK uses a fixed-pitch Courier font to ease the dis
play of WM_ CHAR information in the window. If a Courier font is not avail
able, KEYLOOK displays a message box and returns 1 from the WM_ CREATE 
message. This aborts creation of the program's window and causes the WtnCre
ateStdWtndow cell in main to return NULL. Figure 8.3 shows KEYLOOK run
ning under the Presentation Manager after the word "Keyboard" has been typed. 

KEYLOOK displays the contents of each WM_ CHAR message it receives, 
starting with the high fields of mpl and working down. The heading in KEY
LOOK uses abbreviations to identify this information: 

Heading 

Scan 

Re pt 

IN 

TG 

IC 

CM 

Description 

Hardware scan code in hexadecimal 

Repeat count in decimal 

KC_INVALIDCHARflag (0or1) 

KC_ TOGGLE flag 

KC_INVALIDCOMP flag 

KC_ COMPOSITE flag 
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I l<EYLOOK.EXE 
Scan Rept JN TG JC CM DK LK PO KU AL CT SH SC VK CH Virt Char 

2A 1x 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 9 0 
25 h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 46 K 
25 h 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 254B 
2A h 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 9 0 
12 h 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 65 e 
12 h 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1265 
15 1x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 79 y 
15 lx 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1579 
30 h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 62 b 
30 h 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3062 
10 lx 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 6F 0 
18 h 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 186F 
lE h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 61 a 
lE 1x 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1E61 
13 h 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 72 r 
13 h 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1372 
20 h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 64 d 
20 h 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2064 

- - -- -- --
Scan Rept IN TG IC CM DK LK PD KU AL CT SH SC VK CH Vi rt Char 

Figure 8.3: The KEYLOOK display 

Heading Description 

DK KC_DEADKEY flag 

LK KC_LONEKEY flag 

PD KC_PREVDOWN flag 

KU KC_KEYUP flag 

AL KC_ALT flag 

CT KC_CTRL flag 

SH KC_SHIFT flag 

SC KC_SCANCODE flag 

VK KC_ VIRTUALKEY flag 

CH KC_ CHAR flag 

Virt Virtual key code in hexadecimal 

Char ASCII character code in hexadecimal 
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Following the hexadecimal representation of the character code, KEYLOOK 
also displays the character itself. 

THE THREE KEYBOARD CODES 

The mpl and mp2 parameters accompanying the WM_ CHAR message con
tain three codes that identify the key or character. These are the hardware scan 
code, the virtual key code, and the character code. 

Hardware scan code If the KC_SCANCODE bit is set, the upper 8 bits of 
mpl contain a valid hardware scan code. The KC_SCANCODE bit is set for all 
WM_ CHAR messages you receive in a window procedure. The hardware scan 
code can be extracted with the expression 

CHAR4FROMMP (mpl) 

or 

CHARMSGC& msgJ·>scancode 

Presentation Manager programs usually ignore this code. The hardware scan 
codes will be quite different for non-PCs that may run a future version of the 
Presentation Manager. Using the scan code will guarantee that you'll have to 
modify your programs to run on these machines. You're also on your own 
here: There is no support in the header files for using the scan codes; you'll 
have to do some research on scan code values in the PC technical reference 
manuals. 

Virtual key code If the KC_ VIRTUALKEY bit is set, the upper 16 bits of 
mp2 contain a valid virtual key code. The virtual key code can be extracted 
with the expression 

SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) 

or 

CHARMSGC&msgJ·>vkey 

If the KC_ VIRTUALKEY flag is 0, the upper 16 bits of mp2 are also set to 0. 
The virtual key code is used for keys that don't generate characters. The code 
generally identifies the key being pressed or released independent of the shift 
states. (The major exception is for the keyboard number pad.) I'll discuss the 
virtual key codes in detail later in this chapter. 
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Character code If the KC_ CHAR flag is set, the lower 16 bits of mp2 contain 
a valid character code. A character code is present in the WM_ CHAR message 
only when the key is being pressed (that is, the KC_KEYUP flag is 0) and the 
key generates a character. While processing the WM_ CHAR message, you can 
obtain the character code with the expression 

SHORTlFROMMP (mp2l 

or 

CHARMSG ( &msgJ ->chr 

The character code reflects the state of the Shift key at the time the key is 
pressed. On IBM PCs and compatibles, this character code is usually from the 
ASCII character set. For European keyboards, however, the character code 
could have a value of 128 or above for letters and symbols not present in the 
ASCII character set. You can better code your programs for easy adaptation to 
other implementations of the Presentation Manager by making no assump
tions about the character set. 

If you run KEYLOOK and type a letter key in combination with the Ctrl key, 
you'll notice that the Presentation Manager sets neither KC_ VIRTUALKEY nor 
KC_ CHAR flag to 1 for the letter key. 

This presents a problem for programs that need to recognize Ctrl-letter key 
combinations, such as modem communications programs that need to recog
nize Ctrl-letter combinations typed at the keyboard in order to send the ASCII 
control code to the communications port. For example, when the user types 
Ctrl-S to suspend incoming data, the program needs to convert that key com
bination to an ASCII code of Ox13 (known as XOFF). 

These Ctrl-letter keys have to be handled as a special case: If the KC_ VIRTU
ALKEY, KC_ CHAR, and KC_KEYUP flags are set to 0, the KC_CTRL flag is set 
to 1, and the character code is not 0, the character code is the ASCII code of 
the letter being typed. You can convert that character code to an ASCII control 
code with this expression: 

(CHARMSG (&msgJ ->chrl & 0xlF 

PROCESSING VIRTUAL KEYS AND CHARACTERS 

The processing of a WM_ CHAR message in a window procedure is often di
vided into two parts: processing character keys and processing noncharacter 
keys. For a few keys (Enter, Backspace, space bar, and Tab), both the KC_ VIR
TUALKEY and KC_ CHAR flags are set. You can process these keys as virtual 
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keys or character keys. The number pad generates both virtual codes and char
acter codes if Num Lock is on. I'll discuss the number pad shortly. 

The easiest approach is to examine the KC_CHAR flag first and process the 
character keys if the flag is set. You can then check the KC_ VIRTUALKEY flag 
and process noncharacter keys. The code looks something like this: 

case WM_CHAR: 
[ ot her program lines J 

i f CCHARMSGC&msgJ->fs & KC _ CHARl 
{ 

swi tc h CCHARMSG(&msgJ->chrl 
{ 

[ process charac t er keys J 

else i f CCHARMSG(&msg)->fs & KC_V I RTUALKEYJ 
{ 

sw i tch CCHARMSGC&msg)->vkeyJ 

[ process noncharacter keys ] 

other pro gram lines J 
return 1 

The two sections marked "process character keys" and "process non character 
keys" each have a series of case statements for processing particular keys or 
characters. 

A Closer Look at Virtual Key Codes When processing a virtual key, you use 
a switch and case construction to compare the virtual key code to identifiers 
beginning with VK_ defined in the PMWIN.H header file. The virtual key 
codes defined in PMWIN .H fall into several categories. Here is the group of 
identifiers for the function keys: 

VK_Fl VK_F7 VK_Fl3 VK_F19 

VK_F2 VK_F8 VK_Fl4 VK_F20 

VK_F3 VK_ F9 VK_Fl5 VK_F21 

VK_F4 VK_FlO VK_Fl6 VK_F22 

VK_F5 VK_Fll VK_Fl7 VK_F23 

VK_F6 VK_Fl2 VK_Fl8 VK_F24 
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A machine that runs the Presentation Manager is required to have only the 
first ten function keys on the keyboard. The others are optional. The function 
keys don't generate character codes. The F 10 key invokes the menu in Presenta
tion Manager programs, so VK_MENU is defined to be the same as VK_FlO. 

The cursor movement keys generate the following virtual key codes: 

VK_LEFT 

VK_RIGHT 

VK_UP VK_PAGEUP VK_HOME 

VK_DOWN VK_PAGEDOWN VK_END 

The Insert and Delete keys generate the following virtual key codes: 

VK_INSERT VK_DELETE 

The IBM enhanced keyboard has a set of dedicated cursor movement keys, 
as well as Insert and Delete. These keys always generate the virtual key codes 
just shown. The KC_ CHAR flag is 0. 

The number pad on IBM keyboards can be used for either typing numbers 
or for cursor movement, as well as for inserting or deleting. If Num Lock is 
toggled off, the number pad generates virtual key codes rather than character · 
codes. If Num Lock is toggled on, the number pad generates the virtual key 
codes as well as character codes for numbers and the decimal point. For this 
reason, it's best to process character keys before virtual keys. 

The Shift key reverses the meaning of Num Lock for the number pad keys. 
The virtual key codes for the number pad are important only if your program 
needs to differentiate between characters from the number pad and the same 
characters generated otherwise. 

The spacebar, Tab, Enter, and Backspace keys generate both virtual codes 
and character codes. Their virtual key codes are as follows: 

VK_SPACE 

VK_TAB 

VK_BACKSPACE 

VK_NEWLINE 

VK_ENTER 

The VK_NEWLINE code is generated from the Enter key on the main key
board, and VK_ENTER is generated from the Enter key on the number pad of 
the IBM enhanced keyboard. You can process any of these five keys as virtual 
keys or character keys. 

One slightly problematic key combination is Shift-Tab. This combination 
generates a virtual key code of VK_BACKTAB. But the character code is the 
same as for an unshifted Tab key. If you differentiate between a Tab and a Shift
Tab, you'll want to process the VK_BACKTAB virtual key before processing 
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character keys. Or you can check the state of the KC_SHIFT flag while process
ing Tab as a character key. 

Although an ASCII character code is defined for Escape, the Escape key gen

erates only a virtual key code: VK_ESC. 
The following virtual key code identifiers are for the shift and toggle keys: 

K_SHIFT 

K_CTRL 

K_ALT 

VK_ CAPSLOCK 

VK_NUMLOCK 

VK_SCRLLOCK 

VK_ALTGRAF 

The VK_ALTGRAF key is the right Alt key on some European versions of the 
IBM enhanced keyboard. 

Certain key combinations generate these virtual key codes: 

VK_BREAK 

VK_PAUSE 

VK_PRINTSCRN 

VK_SYSRQ 

Although the Presentation Manager does nothing with these key combina
tions, you may want to process them. 

Finally, there are three virtual key codes that you never receive with a 

WM_ CHAR message: 

VK_BUTTO Nl VK_BUTTON2 VK_BUTTON3 

These ref er to mouse buttons. I discuss how to use these identifiers in the next 
chapter. 

GOING DOWN, GOING UP 
If the user simply presses and releases a key, the window procedure usually re
ceives two WM_ CHAR messages. The KC_KEYUP flag in the WM_ CHAR 
mpl parameter indicates whether the message signals a key press or release. 

Action 

Key is pressed 

Key is released 

KC_KEYUP 

0 

1 

For character keys, the KC_ CHAR flag is set (and the character code is 
valid) for key presses. For the Alt key, the window procedure receives only one 
WM_ CHAR message fort he key press. The frame window uses the release of 
the Alt key to activate the program's menu. For the Fl and FlO keys, the window 
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procedure receives a WM_ CHAR message only for the release. The window 
procedure receives a WM_HELP message for the Fl key press. 

Often the key-down and key-up WM_ CHAR messages come in pairs with 
nothing in between, but that's not always the case. For example, when the user 
presses the Shift key and a letter and then releases the letter and the Shift key, 
the program receives four WM_ CHAR messages, in this order: 

Action KC_KEYUP Virtual Key Character 

Press Shift 0 VK_SHIFT 0 

Press A key 0 0 A 

Release A key l 0 A 

Release Shift l VK_SHIFT 0 

For most purposes, you can ignore these WM_ CHAR messages when the 
KC_KEYUP bit is set to l. Thus the processing of the WM_ CHAR message 
can include logic like this: 

case WM_CHAR: 
[ other program lines J 

if ( CHARMSG(&msgJ->fs & KC_KEYUP) 
return 0 ; 
[ other program l ines J 

If the user presses and holds down the key, the program receives a series of 
WM_ CHAR messages because of the typematic action of the key. This is indi
cated by the KC_PREVDOWN flag: 

Action KC_KEYUP KC_PREVDOWN 

Key is pressed 

Key is held down 

Key is released 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

You receive one WM_ CHAR message when the key is initially pressed, a se
ries of messages as the key is held down, and a final WM_ CHAR message when 
the key is released. A program can use the KC_PREVDOWN flag to distinguish 
between an initial key press and a typematic repeat of a key. Note that the 
KC_PREVDOWN flag is not set when the key is released, even though the key 
was previously down. 
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The mpl parameter also contains an 8-bit repeat count that you can extract 
with the expression 

CHAR3FROMMP (mpl) 

or 

CHARMSGC&msg)->cRepeat 

Most often, this value is l. It can be greater than 1 only for a typematic repeat 
when the KC_KEYUP flag is 0 and KC_PREVDOWN is 1. A repeat count 
greater than 1 indicates that the keyboard hardware generated a typematic re
peat of a keystroke while a WM_ CHAR message for the same key was still in 
the message queue. What it really indicates is that your program can't keep up 
with the pace of typematic key repeats. 

How you handle the repeat count requires some thought. Weve all experi
enced the nuisance of "overscrolling" a word processing document or spread
sheet. By ignoring the repeat count, you avoid this problem. But you probably 
always want to use the repeat count when processing character input. This usu
ally involves a simple for loop in the WM_ CHAR processing: 

for (i = 0 ; i < CHARMSG(&msgJ->cRepeat ; i ++) 
{ 

[ process key ] 

The KC_LONEKEY flag is set only for a key release. It indicates that no other 
key was pressed between the time the key was pressed and released. You can 
ignore the KC_LONEKEY flag unless you think of a particular application for it. 

THE SHIFT STATES 

The KC_SHIFT, KC_CTRL, and KC_ALT flags in the WM_ CHAR mpl parame
ter indicate the state of the Shift, Ctrl, and Alt keys at the time a key was pressed 
or released. When the flag is set to 1, the Shift key was pressed. You can also use 
the WinGetKeyState function (discussed later in this chapter) to obtain this in
formation. When you process a character key, you don't have to look at the 
KC_ SHIFT flag because the character code itself is based on the current state of 
the Shift key. The shift-state information is most useful during WM_ CHAR mes
sages for noncharacter keys, particularly the cursor movement keys. 

The KC_TOGGLE flag is most useful for the Caps Lock, Num Lock, and 
Scroll Lock keys if your program displays the current state of these keys. The 
KC_ TOGGLE flag is set if the keystroke is turning on the lock state. However, 
you can treat any key as a toggle key by examining this flag. 
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The KC_DEADKEY, KC_ COMPOSITE, and KC_INVALIDCOMP flags are 
used with "dead keys" generated from some European keyboards. I'll discuss 
these flags in reference to the upcoming TYPEAWAY program. 

OTHER KEYBOARD MESSAGES AND FUNCTIONS 

Although processing the WM_ CHAR message is the most important part of 
keyboard handling, it's not the only part: Several other important concepts, 
messages, and functions relate to the keyboard. We'll look at these and then 
apply this information in a program that illustrates several aspects of keyboard 
handling. 

ACTIVE WINDOWS AND FOCUS WINDOWS 

The keyboard must be shared among all applications running under the Pre
sentation Manager. When a keyboard event occurs, the Presentation Manager 
stores the information about the event in the system message queue. The Pre
sentation Manager later converts this event to a WM_ CHAR message posted 
to a particular program message queue for a particular window. The window 
that gets the WM_ CHAR message is the window with the "input focus," also 
called the "focus window." 

The concept of input focus is closely related to the concept of active win
dow. The active window is always a top-level window, that is, a child of the 
desktop window. The active window is positioned above all other top-level 
windows on the screen. A standard window frame indicates that it is active by 
highlighting its title bar. A dialog box indicates that it is active by highlighting 
its border. The user generally controls which window is active by using the Alt
Esc or Alt-Tab key combinations to switch from one window to another or by 
clicking on a particular window with the mouse. 

The focus window (if any) is always the active window itself or a descendant 
of the active window. The Presentation Manager posts WM_ CHAR messages 
to the focus window. When a program first creates a standard window, the frame 
window is the active window, and the client window is the focus window. 

Thus, in a standard window without any additional child windows, the client 
window procedure always receives WM_ CHAR messages when the frame win
dow is active. (If the program creates some children of the client window, 
these child windows can get the input focus. We'll examine this subject in 
Chapter 11.) If a particular descendant of the active window has the input 
focus when the user changes the active window by pressingAlt-Esc or Alt-Tab, 
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the same descendant regains the input focus when the frame window again 
becomes active. 

The Presentation Manager sends a WM_SETFOCUS message to a window 
procedure when the window is gaining the input focus or losing the input 
focus. A program can determine which window has the input focus by calling 
the WinQueryFocus function. We'll use this message and fimction in the TYPE
AWAY program coming up soon. 

I mentioned at the beginning of this section that the Presentation Manager 
first stores keyboard messages in a system message queue. It does this because 
one of these messages (an Alt-Tab key combination, for instance) could change 
the active window and hence the window with the input focus. The messages 
for the keys that follow the Alt-Tab must go to a different program. This 
wouldn't work properly if the messages were posted in a program's message 
queue when the keystrokes occurred. 

GETTING KEYBOARD STATES 

A program can obtain the state of a particular key at any time by calling 

lKeyState = WinGetKeyState (HWND_DESKTDP. lVirtKey) ; 

The lVirtKeyparameter can be any of the virtual key identifiers beginning with 
VK. The lKeyState return value has the high bit set if the key is down. Because 
WinGetKeyState returns a signed long integer, you can determine if a key is 
down simply by testing if the return value is negative. The low bit is set if the 
key is toggled on. The low bit has little meaning for keys other than toggle keys, 
but it can allow you to treat any key as a toggle key. 

WinGetKeyState is synchronized with the WM_ CHAR messages. It reports 
that a particular key is pressed or released only if the WM_ CHAR message for 
the press or release has already been retrieved from the message queue. This 
synchronization is to your advantage: If you call WinGetKeyState during pro
cessing of a WM_ CHAR message, it reports the state of keys at the time of the 
keyboard action that resulted in the message. If you need to know the state of 
a key "right now" rather than as of the most recent WM_ CHAR message, you 
can call the WinGetPhysKeyState function instead. 

USING A CURSOR 

When you process keystrokes, you often echo characters to the client window. 
To indicate where the next character will appear in the client window, a pro
gram can create a cursor. 
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Note: The terminology used in Microsoft Windows is different from the Pre
sentation Manager terminology. The small bitmap on the screen that you 

move with the mouse is called the pointer. In Windows it is called the cursor. 
The Presentation Manager cursor is a small blinking box or line generally in

dicating an entry point for keyboard input. In Windows this is called the 
caret. There are no carets in the Presentation Manager. You point with the 
mouse and curse with the keyboard. 

You create a cursor using the function 

Wi nCreateC urs or (hwnd. xPos , yPo s. cxW i dth, cyHe i gh t , fl Flags, &rc l Cl i p ) ; 

The xPos and yPos parameters indicate where the lower-left corner of the cursor 
is to appear relative to the lower-left corner of hwnd. Generally, the lower-left 
corner of the cursor will correspond to the lower-left corner of a character cell. 

The cxWidth and cyHeightparameters are the size of the cursor. You can use 
0 for either of the two parameters to set the size equal to the width of a thin 
border. These are the most common combinations of ex Width and cyHeight 
(based on cxChar and cyChar character dimensions): 

cxWidth cy Height Cursor Form 

cxChar 

cxChar 

0 

cyChar 

0 

cyChar 

Box 

Underline 

Vertical line 

The box and underline cursors most closely mimic cursors in nongraphics 
programs. The vertical line cursor is the best suited for use with a font with vari
able character widths because you can position the vertical line between two 
adjacent characters. If you use a box or underline cursor with a variable-pitch 
font, you have to change the width of the cursor as it's moved over the charac
ters. This requires that you destroy and recreate the cursor-a nuisance for you, 
and an annoyance to the user, who would be faced with a pulsating cursor. 

The flFlags parameter can be CURSOR_ SOLID (which equals 0, so it's the 
default) for a solid cursor or CURSOR_HALFTONE for a cursor with only 
half the bits present. You can use the C bitwise OR operator to include the 
CURSOR_FLASH flag and make a blinking cursor. If you create a box cursor, 
you can include the CURSOR_FRAME flag to draw only the frame of the cur
sor and not the interior. 

The last parameter to WinCreateCursor is a pointer to a RECTL structure, 
which defines a clipping region relative to hwnd. The cursor won't be visible 
outside this rectangle. Specifying NULL for this parameter sets the clipping 
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region equal to the entire area of the window at the time of the WinCreate

Cursor call. 
When the cursor is first created, it is invisible. You can show it by calling 

Wi nShowCursor (hwnd. TRUE) ; 

You can hide the cursor by calling 

WinShowCursor (hwnd. FALSE) ; 

You need to hide the cursor when you write to the screen during a message 
other than WM_PAINT. 

After the cursor is created, you can change the position with another call to 
WinCreateCursor: 

WinCreateCursor (hwnd, xPos. yPos. 0, 0, CURSOR _SETPOS, NU LL) ; 

This is a special version of the WinCreateCursor call. The size and clipping re
gion parameters are ignored. The only flag you can use is CURSOR_SETPOS. 
(Do not, however, use CURSOR_SETPOS when you are creating the cursor.) 

Finally, to destroy the cursor, you call 

WinDestroyCursor (hwnd) ; 

When using a cursor, you must remember this very important rule: Only one 
cursor can be present in the Presentation Manager at anytime. Do not create a cur
sor during the WM_ CREATE message and destroy it during WM_DESTROY. 
Instead, you create the cursor when the window gets the input focus and de
stroy the cursor when the window loses the input focus. And take note of this: 
If the clipping region of the cursor depends on the size of the window (as it 
does if you specify NULL as the last parameter to WinCreateCursor when you 
create the cursor), you should destroy and re-create the cursor when you re
ceive a WM_ SIZE message. This is the only way to change the clipping region 
of the cursor. 

The cursor logic can be tricky, so let's look at the code involved with maintain
ing a cursor in the context of a program that also does other keyboard handling. 

SAMPLE KEYBOARD PROCESSING 

The TYPEAWAY program, shown in Listing 8.2, demonstrates several of the 
concepts covered in this chapter. When TYPEAWAY's window first appears, 
the cursor is positioned in the upper-left corner of the client window. To use 
the program, simply type away. What you type is what you see. 

TYPEAWAYuses a fixed-pitch Courier font and requires the EASYFONT.C 
and EASYFONT.H files shown in Chapter 5. 
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Listing 8.2: The TYPEAWAV program 

The TYPEAWAY. MAK File 

#---- --- --- ---- -- ---- ----
11 TYPEAWAY.MAK make file , __ ___ ____ __ ___ ____ : __ __ _ 

typeaway.exe : typeaway.obj easyfont.obj typeaway.def 
$(PRGLINK) typeaway easyfont. typeaway, NUL, $(PRGL!B), typeaway 

typeaway.obj : typeaway.c easyfont.h 
$(PRGCCl typeaway.c 

easyfont.obj : easyfont.c easyfont.h 
$(PRGCCJ easyfont.c 

The TYPEAWAY.C File 

/• ----------------- ---- ----- --- ---------- --
TYPEAWAY . C - - Typing Program 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
--- ---- ------- -- -- ------- --- ---- --- ------•/ 

/{define INCL_WIN 
/{define INCL_GPI 
I/include <os2.h> 
I/include <stdio.h> 
I/include <stdlib.h> 
I/include "easyfont.h" 

/{define LCIO_FIXEDFONT ll 
/{define BUFFER(x,y) (•(pBuffer + y * xMax + x)) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO, ULONG, MPARAM. MPARAM) 

CHAR szClientClass [) - "TypeAway" ; 
HAB hab 

int main (void) 

static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR FCF_SYSMENU I 
FCF _SIZEBORDER FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF _SHELLPOSIT!ON FCF _ T ASKLIST ; 

HMO hmq ; 
HWND hwndFrame. hwndCl i ent ; 
OMSG qmsg ; 

hall. - Wininitijjl ize (0) 
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Listing 8.2: The TYPEAWAY program (Continued) 

i-- hmq - WinCreateMsgOueue (hab. 0) ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab. szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWND_DESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass, NULL, 
0L, 0, 0, &hwndClient) ; 

if (hwndFrame !- NULLHANDLE) 
( 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 

Win Di spatchMsg (ha b, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
} 

WinDestroyMsgOueue (hmqJ 
WinTerminate (hab) 
return 0 ; 

VOID GetCharXY (HPS hps, INT •pcxChar, INT •pcyChar, INT •pcyDesc) 

[ 

FONTMETRICS fm 

GpiOueryFontMetrics (hps, sizeof fm, &fm) 

•pcxChar - fm. lAveCharWidth ; 
*PcyChar - fm. lMaxBaselineExt 
*PCYDesc - fm.lMaxDescender ; 
) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mpZ) 

( 

static BOOL flnsertMode - FALSE 
static CHAR •pBuffer ; 
static INT cxClient, cyClient, cxChar, cyChar. cyDesc, 

BOOL 
CHAR 
HPS 
INT 
PO INTL 

xCursor, yCursor, xMax. yMax ; 
fProcessed ; 
szBuffer [20] 
hps ; 
i Rep, i ; 
ptl 

RECTL rel ; 

swit<:h (msg J 

case WM_CREATE: 
hps - WinGetPS (hwndJ 
EzfOueryfonts (hps) ; 

if (!EzfCreateLogFont (hps, LCID_FIXEDFONT, FONTFACE_MONO, 
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Listing 8.2: The TYPEAWAY program (Continued) 

FONTSIZE_l0, 0)) 

WinReleasePS (hpsl ; 

WinMessageBox (HWNO_OESKTOP. HWNO_OESKTOP, 
"Cannot find the System Mono spaced font.". 
szClientClass. 0. MB_OK I MB_WARNING) 

return MRFROMSHORT (1) 

Gpi SetCharSet (hp s. LCIO_FIXEOFONTJ ; 

GetCharXY (hps. &cxChar. &cyChar. &cyOesc) 

GpiSetCharSet ( hps. LCIO_OEFAULTJ 
GpiOe l eteSetld (hp s. LCIO_FIXEOFONTJ 
WinReleasePS (hpsl ; 
return 0 

case WM_S!ZE: 
cxClient ~ SHORTlFROMMP (mp2) 
cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) 

xMax ~ cxCl ient 
yMax - cyClient 

cxChar 
cyCha r 2 

if ( pBuffer !- NULL) 
free (pBuffer) ; 

if (NULL - (pBuffer - mall oc (xMax * yMax + ll l l 
{ 

else 

WinMessageBox (HWNO_OESKTOP, hwnd, 
"Cannot allocate memory for text buffer.\n" 
"Try a smaller window.", szClientClass. 0, 
MB_OK I MB_WARNINGl 

xMax - yMax - 0 ; 

for (i - 0 ; i < xMax • yMax i++l 
BUFFER ( i. 0) - • ' ; 

xCursor - 0 
yCursor - 0 
} 

if (hwnd - Win ueryfocus (HWNO_OESKTOPJJ 
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Listin9 8.2: The TYPEAWAY program (Continued) 

WinOestrayCursar (hwndl ; 

WinCreateCursar (hwnd, 0, cyClient - cyChar, 
cxChar. cyChar, 
CURSOR_SOLIO I CURSOR_FLASH. tWLLl 

WinShawCursar (hwnd. xMax > 0 && yMax > 0) ; 

I 
return 0 ; 

case WM_SETFOCUS: 
if ( SHORTlFROMMP (mp2 l l 

{ 

WinCreateCursar (hwnd. cxChar * xCursor, 
cyClient - cyChar * ( 1 + yCursor). 
ex Char, cyChar. 
CURSOR_SOLID I CURSOR_FLASH, NULL) 

WinShowCursor (hwnd, xMax > 0 && yMax > 0) ; 

else 
WinOestroyCursor (hwndl 

return 0 

case WM_CHAR: 

if CxMax -- 0 11 yMax -- 0) 
return 0 

if ( CHARMSG(&msg)->fs & KC_KEYUPl 
return 0 ; 

if (CHARMSG(&msgl->f s & KC_INVALIDCHARl 
return 0 ; 

if (CHARMSG(&msgl->fs & KCINVALIOCOMPl 
{ 

xCursor - CxCursor + ll % xMax ; 
i f ( xC u rs or =• 0) 

yCursor - (yCursor + 1) % yMax 

II Advance cursor 

WinAlarm (HWNO_OESKTOP, WA_ERRORl ; II And beep 

for (iRep - 0: iRep < CHARMSGC&msgJ->cRepeat iRep++l 
{ 

f Processed - FALSE ; 

ptl .x - xCursor * cxChar 
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Listing 8.2: The TYPEAWAY program (Continued) 

ptl .y - cyClient - cyChar * (yCursar + 1) + cyOesc 

/*---------------------------
Process same virtua l keys 

---------------------------*/ 

if CCHARHSGC&msg)->fs & KC_VIRTUALKEY) 

f Pra.cessed - TRUE ; 

sw i tch CCHARMSGC&msg)->vkey) 

'* ____ _______ ___ _ 
Backspace key 

------- - - - - ----./ 

case VK_BACKSPACE: 
if (xCursar > 0) 

{ 

WinSendMsg Chwnd. WM_CHAR, 
MPFROM2SHORT (KC_VIRTUALKEY, 1), 
MPFROM2SHORT (0, VK_LEFT)) 

WinSendMsg Chwnd, WM_CHAR. 

break ; 

MPFROM2SHORT ( KC_VIRTUALKEY, l), 
MPFROH2SHORT (0, VK_OELETE)) 

'* _____ ___ _ 
Tab key 

-- --- ----*/ 

case VI<._ TAB: 
i - min (8 - xCursor % 8, x·Max - xCursor) 

WinSendHsg (hwnd. WM_CHAR, 
MPFROM2SHORT (KC_CHAR. i), 
MPFROM2SHORT ((USHORT) 0)) 

break ; 

'*· ---- -------- ----------- -
Backtab (Shift -Tab) key 

-- -------- ----- --------- -*! 

case VK_ BACKTAB: 
if (xCursor > 0) 
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Listing 8.2: The TYPEAWAY program (Continued) 

i = (xCursor - ll % 8 + 1 ; 

WinSendMsg (hwnd. WM_CHAR. 
MPFROM2SHORT (KC_VIRTUALKEY, ii. 
MPFROM2SHORT (0, VK_LEFTll : 

br~ak : 

'*··--------- -------------
Newline and Enter keys 

--------- ---------------*! 

case VK NEWLINE: 
case VK_ENTER: 

xCursor - 0 
yCursor - (yCursor + ll % yMax 
break 

default: 
f Processed = FALSE 
break : 

/*·-------------------- ---
Process character keys 

------------------------*/ 

if ( l fProcessed && ((CHARMSG(&msgl->fs & KC_CHARl 11 
(CHARMSG(&msgl->fs & KC_OEAOKEYlll 

II Shift line if finsertMode 
if (flnsertModel 

far ( i - x Max - l : i > x Cursor : i - - J 
BUFFER Ci. yCursorl 

BUFFER Ci - 1. yCursorl 

II Store character in buffer 

BUFFER CxCursor. yCursorl = 

CCHARI CHARMSG(&msgl -> chr 

II Display char or new line 

WinShowCursor Chwnd. FALSE) 
hps - WinGetPS (hwndl ; 

EzfCreateLogFont (hps. LCIO_FIXEDFONT, 
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Listing 8.2: The TYPEAWAY program (Continued) 

FONTFACE_ MONO. FONTS JZ E_l 0. 0) 

Gp iSe t CharSet ( hps , LCID _ FIXEDFONTr 

Gpi SetBackMix (hps . BM_OVERPA JNT) ; 

if (f l nsertModeJ 

GpiCharStringAt (hps. &ptl, 

(LONG) (xHax - xCursorJ. 

& BUFFER (xCursor. yCursorJJ 

else 

GpiCharStringAt (hps. &ptl. ll . 

(CHAR *l & CHARHSG(&msgl->chr) 

Gpi SetCharSet ( hps. LCID_OEFAUL TJ ; 

GpiOeleteSetid (hps, LCIO_ FIXEOFONTJ 

WinReleasePS (hpsl ; 

WinShowCursor (hwnd, TRUE) ; 

II I ncr ement cursor 

if ( ! (CHARMSG(&msgl->fs & KCOEAOKEYJ J 

if ( 0 - (xCursor - (xCurs· or + 1) % xHax l J 

yCursor - (yCursor + ll % yHax 

f Processed - TRUE 

} 

/•------- ---- --- --- ------ --- ---- --
Process remaining virtual keys 

-----·------ --- ---- -- ---- --- ---·*/ 

if ( !fProcessed && CHARMSGC&msgl->fs & KC_ VIRTUALKEYJ 

{ 

f Processed - TRUE ; 

switch (CHARHSGC&msgl->vkeyJ 

/*·- -------------- ------
Cursor movement keys 

-·- · -·- ---- --- --- ---- -•I 

case VK_LEFT: 

xCursor - CxCursor - l + xHaxJ % xHax 

if CxCursor ~ xMax - ll 

yCurS-Or - (yCursor - l + yHaxl % yHax 

bre'llk ; 

case VICRIGHT: 

xCursor ~ (xCursor + lJ % xMax 
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Listing 8.2: The TYPEAWAY program (Continued) 

if (xCursor - 0) 

yCursor - (yCursor + 1) % yMax 
break ; 

case VK_UP: 

yCursor ~max (yCursor - 1. 0) 
bre-ak ; 

case VK_DOWN: 

yCursor = min (yCursor + 1, yMax - 1) 

break ; 

case VK_ PAGEUP: 

yCursor - 0 
break ; 

case VK_ PAGEDDWN: 

yCursor - yMax - 1 
break ; 

case VK_HOME: 

xCursor - 0 

break : 

case VK_ END : 

x'Cursor - xMax - 1 

break : 

'* ______ _____ _ 
Insert key 

-- ----------•/ 

case VK _ INSERT: 

finsertMo~e - flnsertMode ? FALSE TRUE 
WinSetRect (hab, &rel. 0. 0, 

cxCl ient. cyChar) : 

Winlnva 1 idateRect ( hwnd. &rel. FALSE) 

break : 

/*·-- --- - - --- -
Delete key 

---- ------ --*/ 

case VK DELETE: 

for ( i = xCursor : i < xMax - 1 : ;++) 

BUFFER (i, yCursorl -

BUFFER (i + 1. yCursorl 
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Listing 8.2: The TYPEAWAY program (Continued) 

BUFFER (xMax, yCursor) - ' ' ; 

WinShowCursor Chwnd. FALSE! ; 
hps - WinGetPS (hwnd) ; 
EzfCreateLogFont (hps, LCID_FIXEDFONT, 

FONTFACE_MONO, FONTSIZE_l0, 0) 
GpiSetCharSet (hps, LCIO_FIXEOFONT) 
GpiSetBackMix (hps, BM_OVERPAINT) 

Gp~CharStringAt (hps, &ptl. 
(LONG) (xMax - xCursor), 
& BUFFER CxCursor. yCursor)) 

GpiSetCharSet (hps. LCID_OEFAUL Tl ; 
GpiOeleteSetid (hps, LCIO_FIXEOFONTl 
WinReleasePS Chps) : 
WinShowCursor (hwnd, TRUE) ; 
break 

default: 
fProcessed - FALSE 
break ; 

WinCPeateCursor Chwnd, cxChar * xCursor. 
cyClient - cyChar * (1 + yCursor), 
0, 0. CURSOl\...SETPOS, NULL) : 

return 0 : 

ca-se WH_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd. NULLHANOLE, NULl) : 
GpiErase Chps) : 
EzfCreateLogFont (hps, LCIO_FIXEOFONT, FONTFACE_MONO. 

GpiSetCharSet Chps, LCIO_FIXEOFONTl : 

ptl .x - cxChar ; 
ptl .y - cyOesc : 
GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl. 

FONTSIZE_10, 0) 

(LONG) sprintf <szBuffer. "Insert Mode: %s", 
flnsertMode? "ON" : "OFF"), 

szBuffer) : 

ptl.x - 0 : 
pt 1 .y • 3 * cyChar I l 
Gpi Move ( hps. &pt 1 ) 

ptl .x - cxClient : 
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Listing 8.2: The TYPEAWAY program (Continued) 

Gpiline (hps, &ptl} : 

if (xMax > 0 && yMax > 0} 
( 

for ( i - 0 ; i < yMax i++) 
( 

ptl.x - 0 
ptl .y - cyClient - cyChar * ( i + 1 ) + cyDesc 

GpiCharStri ngAt (hps, &ptl. (LONG} xMax. 

GpiSetCharSet (hps. LCIO_OEFAULT) ; 
GpiOel eteSetld (hps. LCIO_FIXEOFONT) 
WinEndPaint (hps} ; 
return 0 ; 

case WM_OESTROY; 
if <pBuffer !- NULL} 

free (pBuffer) ; 
break : 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2) 

Th'e TYPEAWAY. DEF File 

; TYPEAWAY.DEf module definition file 

NAME TYPEAWAY WINOOWAPI 

& BUFFER (0, i}) 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMOOE 

'Typing Program (c) Charles Petzold, 1993" 

You can move the cursor to any position within the client window using the 
cursor movement keys. They work as follows: 

Key Cursor Movement 

Right Arrow One character right (wraps to next line) 

Left Arrow One character left (wraps to previous line) 

Down Arrow One line down 
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Key 

Up Arrow 

Home 

End 

PgUp 

Cursor Movement 

One line up 

Beginning ofline 

End ofline 

Top line (same column position) 

PgDn Bottom line (same column position) 

TYPEAWAY also processes the following keys: 

Key Action 

Insert 

Delete 

Return 

Turn Insert mode on and off 

Delete character at cursor position, move rest of line to left 

Move cursor to beginning of next line 

Tab Move cursor to next tab position based on 8-column 
increments 

Shift-Tab Move cursor to previous tab position 

Backspace Delete character to left of cursor, move rest of line to left 

The characters you type are stored in a block of memory allocated using 
malloc. This allows TYPEAWAY to re-create the client window when the window 
procedure receives a WM_PAINT message. TYPEAWAY frees this memory block 
and allocates a new one whenever the size of the window changes. This means 
that the contents of the buffer aren't preserved following a WM_SIZE message. 

Let's first isolate the cursor logic, because that is perhaps the trickiest to 
deal with. Cursor creation and destruction occur during processing of the 
WM_SETFOCUS message: 

case WM_SETFOCUS: 
if (SHORTlFROMMP (mp2)) 

( 

else 

WinCreateCursor (hwnd, cxChar * xCursor. 
cyClient - cyChar * (1 + yCursor, 
cxCha r. cyCha r. 
CURSOR_SOLID I CURSOR_FLASH. NULU 

WinShowCursor (hwnd, xMax > 0 && yMax > 0) 

WinDestroyCursor (hwnd) 
return 0 ; 
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The mp2 parameter is nonzero if the window is getting the input focus and 
o if it's losing the input focus. These two types of WM_SETFOCU S messages 
are equally balanced during the !if etime of a window. This ensures that the 
program doesn't attempt to create a second cursor or destroy a nonexistent 
cursor. The window loses the input focus before it's destroyed, at which time 
the cursor will also be destroyed. 

When the TYPEAWAY client window receives the input focus, it creates a 
solid blinking cursor which it positions based on the size of the client area, the 
size of a character, and the cursor position (in terms of a row and column) 
stored in the variables xCursor and yCursor. The WinShowCursor function nor
mally requires TRUE as the second parameter to display the cursor. The xMax 
and yMaxvariables are the number of character columns and rows in the cli
ent window, so this code displays the cursor only if the client window can fit at 
least one character. 

The cursor is also destroyed and re-created during processing of the WM_SIZE 
message. This is necessary to change the clipping region of the cursor when 
the window size changes. But note that TYPEAWAY does this only if the client 
window has the input focus. Otherwise, the cursor doesn't exist and will be re
created during the next WM_SETFOCUS message. 

if (hwnd = WinOueryFocus ( HWND_ DESKTOP, FALSE) l 
{ 

WinDestroyCursor (hwndl ; 

WinCreateCursor ( hwnd. 0, cyCl ient - cyChar. 
cxChar, cyChar. 
CURSDR_SOLID J CURSOR_FLASH. NULL) 

WinShowCursor (hwnd. xMax > 0 && yMax > 0) 
} 

The cursor is automatically hidden during a WM_PAINT message. This pre
vents a program from writing over the cursor. However, if you write on the 
window during messages other than WM_PAINT (as TYPEAWAY does), you 
must hide and show the cursor. TYPEAWAY writes on the window during 
WM_ CHAR Before calling WinGetPS, the cursor is hidden: 

WinShowCursor (hwnd, FALSE) ; 

After a call to WinReleasePS, the cursor is shown again: 

Wi nShowCursor ( hwnd, TRUE) ; 
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After the key has been processed and the character (if any) written to the cli
ent window, the cursor is repositioned: 

WinCreateCursor (hwnd. cxChar * xCursor, 
cyC l ient - cyC har * Cl + yCursorl. 
0, 0, CURSOR_SETPOS. NULL) ; 

The processing of the WM_ CHAR message is fairly straightfoward and easy 
to follow because of the switch and case structure. The program first checks to 
see that at least one character can fit in the client window: 

i f (x Ma x ~ 0 I I yMa x == 0 ) 
re tu rn 0 ; 

It then checks to see that the message is for a key press: 

if (CHARMSGC&msg) ->fs & KC_KEYUP) 
return 0 : 

Most of the key processing logic is repeated based on the repeat count: 

for CiRep = 0: iRep < CHARMSGC& msg) ->cRepeat; iRep++) 

TYPEAWAY also throws away WM_ CHAR messages whenever the KC_IN
VALIDCHAR flag is set. (This is rarely the case.) 

I've chosen to process some virtual keys first. These are the Backspace, Tab, 
Shift-Tab, and Enter keys, which also generate character codes. 

The Backspace, Tab, and Shift-Tab keys are processed by sending the win
dow function other WM_ CHAR messages. This simplifies the logic for these 
keys. The character keys are processed next by displaying the character at the 
current cursor position. Then, the remaining virtual keys (cursor movement 
keys, Insert , and Delete) are processed. 

DEAD KEYS AND FOREIGN LANGUAGE KEYBOARDS 

TYPEAWAY shows the correct processing of dead keys and composite keys. 
These keys are generated on some foreign language keyboards to create charac
ters containing diacritics (sometimes called accent marks). These characters 
require two keystrokes. The first keystroke is the diacritic itself and is called a 
dead key. The second keystroke is a letter and is calJed a composite key. The let
ter is combined with the diacritic mark to form a composite character. 

You can process dead keys and composite keys using the KC_DEADKEY, 
KC_ COMPOSITE, and KC_INVALIDCOMP flags that accompany the 
WM_ CHAR message. This will allow your program to be converted more eas
ily to a foreign language. If foreign language conversion is not of concern to 
you, you can ignore these flags. A compromise approach is to throw away 
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~LC HAR messages when the KC_DEADKEY flag is set. Near the beginning 

0 fyour WM_ CHAR processing, you'd have 

if (CHARMSGC&msgl->fs & KC_DEADKEYl 
r etu r n l'l : 

But this doesn't give good feedback to the user or provide error processing of 
incorrect combinations of dead keys and letters. 

If you add dead-key logic to your program, you'll need to test the logic. You 
must make the Presentation Manager believe that it is running on a foreign 
language keyboard that uses dead keys (for example, the German keyboard), 
by issuing the following statement from an OS/2 command line: 

KEYB GR 

You'll probably find that using this German keyboard is not easy. The Y and 
Z keys are reversed, and all the symbols are in different places. You can switch 
to the U.S. keyboard and codepage using the following OS/2 command: 

KEYB US 

Here's how dead keys work: A German user who wishes to type a letter with 
a diacritic first presses the dead key. The key corresponding to the + and = key 
on the U.S. keyboard generates dead keys on the German keyboard. When un
shifted, the dead key is an acute diacritic (').When shifted, the dead key is a 
grave diacritic (').A Presentation Manager program should display this dia
critic but not advance the cursor. 

The user then follows this dead key with an uppercase or lowercase A, E, I, 0, 
or U. The resultant character is the letter with the diacritic. The program dis
plays this character and advances the cursor. If the user wants to type the acute 
or grave mark by itself, he or she follows the dead key by pressing the spacebar. 
A dead key followed by any other key is considered an error, and the program 
should indicate this by beeping. In this case, your program should advance the 
cursor past the diacritic and display the new key anyway, just as if the dead key 
were followed by the space bar and then the new key. 

The TYPEAWAY's code for correctly handling dead-key combinations is not 
very large. You can consider three cases: 

"" Case 1 If the KC_ CHAR and KC_DEADKEY flags are set, the character 
code is the code for the diacritic. You display this character, but do not 
advance the cursor. In TYPEAWAY, this is handled at the end of the sec
tion that processes character keys. The character is stored in the buffer 
and displayed, but the cursor is advanced only if the KC_DEADKEY flag 
is not set. 
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... Case 2 If the KC_CHAR and KC_ COMPOSITE flags are set, the char
acter accompanying the message will be the composite character. (If the 
dead key is followed by a space bar, the character code accompanying the 
WM_ CHAR message for the spacebar is the previous dead-key charac
ter.) You display the character and advance the cursor. This is exactly 
how you process a normal character key, so you do not need to check the 
KC_ COMPOSITE flag. TYPEAWAY ignores it . 

... Case 3 If the KC_INVALIDCOMP flag is set, the dead key was followed 
by a character or virtual key that cannot be combined with the dead key. 
You advance the cursor past the dead key and beep the speaker to indi
cate an error. Then you process the WM_ CHAR message as usual. In 
TYPEAWAY, this is done near the beginning of the WM_ CHAR message 
processing. 

READING CHARACTER STRINGS 
Because a program gets WM_ CHAR messages one at a time, there doesn't 
seem to be anything in the Presentation Manager that corresponds to the Kbd
Stringfrz function to read an entire character string. In the Presentation Man
ager you do this a little differently. You create a child window control of the 
predefined WC_ENTRYFIELD class. This window accepts typed input, under
stands cursor movement keys, and can even scroll the input left and right if it's 
too long to fit in the window. We'll create such a child window control in 
Chapter 14. 
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MOUSE BUTTONS AND HIT-TESTING 

TRACKING AND CAPTURING 



A 11 user input to a Presentation Manager program comes from the 
keyboard and the mouse. The keyboard is adequate for alpha
numeric input and rudimentary cursor movement. The mouse pro-

vides a more intimate connection between the user and the objects on the 
screen. As an extension of the user's fingers, the mouse can point, grab, and 
move. As you've seen in the sample programs from previous chapters, the Pre
sentation Manager takes care of all mouse input involving menus, scroll bars, 
and the moving and sizing of windows. Your programs will be concerned 
mostly with mouse activity that occurs within the client window. 

When you program for the Presentation Manager, however, you should try 
to duplicate the most common mouse functions with a keyboard interface. 
Obviously, some programs (drawing programs and page-layout programs) be
come awkward when controlled solely from the keyboard, so in those cases you 
might feel justified in not providing a keyboard interface that duplicates all the 
mouse functions. That's up to you and what you feel your users require. 

The Presentation Manager supports a mouse that has one, two, or three but
tons. You must decide how many mouse buttons you'll use in your program. 
The easiest approach is to go for the lowest common denominator and use 
only one mouse button. 

MOUSE AND POINTER BASICS 
Let's begin with a few simple definitions, starting with the distinction between 
the mouse and the pointer. The mouse is the object that sits on the desk. The 
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pointer is a small bitmapped picture on the screen. When you move the 
mouse with your hand, the Presentation Manager moves the pointer. 

Clicking the mouse is pressing and releasing a mouse button. Double-clicking 
is pressing and releasing the mouse button twice in succession. For an action 
to qualify as a double click, both clicks must occur within a fixed period of 
time (by default, half a second) and with the pointer in approximately the 
same area of the screen (within an area about half the size of a system font 
character). Dragging the mouse is holding down the mouse button and mov
ing the mouse. For example, you drag the mouse to change the position or size 
of a window. 

MORE ABOUT THE POINTER 
The Presentation Manager moves the pointer in response to mouse move
ments. The Presentation Manager includes several predefined pointer shapes, 
with the most familiar being the arrow pointer used by default on most win
dows. Four other predefined pointers (double-headed arrows of various types) 
are used on the sizing border. You can also create your own customized point
ers, as described in Chapter 12. 

The displayed size of the mouse pointer is dependent on the resolution of 
the video display. For example, on the VGA a pointer is 32 pixels wide and 32 
pixels high. A program can obtain the dimensions of the pointer from Win
QuerySys Value using the S V _ CXPOINTER and S V _ CYPOINTER parameters. 

Every pointer has a hot spot, which is a single pixel position within the pointer 
bitmap. For the standard arrow pointer, the hot spot is the tip of the arrow. The 
Presentation Manager uses the hot spot as the position of the pointer. 

THE POINTER POSITION 
Programs that use the mouse for input must often determine the position of 
the pointer or, more precisely, the coordinates of the pointer's hot spot. Such 
programs can make this determination in three ways: by calling WinQuery
PointerPos, by calling WinQueryMsgPos, or by processing WM_MOUSEMOVE 
messages. 

THE WINQUERYPOINTERPOS FUNCTION 
The WinQueryPointerPos function fills in the x and y fields of a POINTL struc
ture with the current pointer position in screen coordinates, relative to the 
lower-left corner of the screen. 

Win OueryPointerPos (HWND_DESKTOP, &ptl) 

You can call this function at any time. 
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THE WINQUERYMSGPOS FUNCTION 

Yoo can use the second method, the WinQueryMsgPos function , while process
ing a message in a window procedure. This function reports the screen coordi
nates of the pointer at the time a message was last placed in the program's 
message queue: 

WinOueryMsgPos (hab, &ptl) ; 

If the window procedure calls this function while processing a nonqueued 
message, this pointer position could be long out of date. The pointer position 
obtained from WinQueryMsgPos is originally part of the QMSG structure that 
the Presentation Manager fills in when you retrieve a message from the mes
sage queue with WinGetMsg. However, the pointer position isn't passed to the 
window procedure along with the more important QMSG fields (the window 
handle, message number, mpl, and mp2). You use WinQueryMsgPos to get this 
field. This function is sometimes useful when you need to determine the 
pointer position at the time a key on the keyboard was pressed. 

Both WinQueryPointerPos and WinQueryMsgPos return the pointer coordi
nates relative to the lower-left corner of the screen, but they don't necessarily 
return the same value. WinQueryPointerPos returns the pointer position at the 
time the function is called, whereas WinQueryMsgPos returns the position at the 
time the message currently being processed was posted in the message queue. 

PROCESSING THE WM_MOUSEMOVE MESSAGE 

The third way to obtain the pointer position is by processing the WM_MOUSE
MOVE message in the window procedure. The pointer coordinates are stored 
in mpl. You can extract the x (horizontal) coordinate with the expression 

xPointe r = SHORTlF RO MM P (m pll ; 

and extract they (vertical) coordinate using 

yPointer = SHORT2FROMMP (mpl) ; 

The PMWIN.H header file also includes a MOUSEMSG macro that is simi
lar to the CHARMSG macro discussed in Chapter 8. You can use MOUSEMSG 
to obtain the pointer position like this: 

case WM_MOUSEMOVE: 
xPoin t er - MOUSEMSG(&ms gl-> x : 
yP ointer = MOU SEMS G( &ms g)- >y ; 

Unlike the pointer position obtained from WinQueryPointerPos and Win
QueryMsgPos, the pointer position in the WM_MOUSEMOVE message is in 
window coordinates relative to the lower-left corner of the window receiving 
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the message. Under normal circumstances, a window procedure receives 
WM_MOUSEMOVE messages only when the pointer is positioned over the 
window. Thus, the coordinates in mpl won't be negative. (The exception is when 
a program "captures the mouse;' a technique I'll discuss later in this chapter.) 

You'll recall from Chapter 8 that a window procedure receives WM_ CHAR 
messages when the window has the input focus. The mouse is handled differ
ently: A window procedure receives WM_MOUSEMOVE messages when the 
pointer is positioned over the window, regardless of the active window and the 
focus window. If the mouse pointer is positioned over overlapping windows, 
the topmost window receives the WM_MOUSEMOVE message. 

ProcessingWM_MOUSEMOVE messages is generally the easiest way for a 
program to determine the pointer position, for two reasons: 

Ill- The message notifies a window procedure when the mouse has moved . 

.., The coordinates of the pointer position are relative to the window rather 
than the screen. 

WM_MOUSEMOYE MESSAGE DEFAULT PROCESSING 

After processing most messages, the window procedure returns a 0. Any message 
that a window procedure does not process must be passed to WinDejWindow
Proc for default processing. 

But WM_MOUSEMOVE messages should be handled a little differently. 
The Presentation Manager documentation recommends that a window proce
dure return 1 if it processes a WM_MOUSEMOVE message and 0 if it does 
not. But this is just a convention. The value you return from the window pro
cedure is not used for anything important; it is simply returned from the 
WinDispatchMsg call that originally dispatched the WM_MOUSEMOVE mes
sage to the window procedure. 

Rather than return a 0 or 1 from the window procedure, you'll probably 
want to conclude your WM_MOUSEMOVE processing with a break state
ment. This will cause WinDefWindowProcto be called for the same message. 
WinDefWindow Proc processes WM_MOUSEMOVE messages by setting the 
pointer shape to the default tilted arrow. 

If you had the source code to WinDefWindowProc, you'd probably find that 
it looked something like this: 

MRESULT AP IENTRY Wi nDefW indowProc ( HP S hps. ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2 l 
{ 

[ . . . . ] 

swit ch (m sg) 
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[ . . . . ) 

case WM_MOUSEMOVE: 
WinSetPointer (HWNO_DESKTOP . 

WinQuerySysPointer (HWNO DESKTOP. SPTR_ARROW. FALSE)) 

return 0 
. . . . ] 

return 0 

The WinQuerySysPointer function returns a handle to a system pointer. The 
SPTR_ARROW identifier refers to the tilted arrow pointer. The WinSetPointer 
call uses that pointer handle to set the pointer shape. 

If you want a different pointer shape when the pointer is positioned on your 
client window, you can call WinSetPointerwhile you are processing WM_MOUSE
MOVE and return from the window procedure without calling WinDefWi.ndow
Proc. You can set the pointer to any of the system pointers (obtained from 
WinQuerySysPointer using the SPTR identifiers) or to a customized pointer 
(discussed in Chapter 12) . 

If you do not call WinSetPointerwhile processing the WM_MOUSEMOVE 
message, you should call WinDefWindowProc so the tilted arrow pointer is set. 
Otherwise, the pointer used by another window (for example, the double
headed arrows used by the sizing border window) may continue to be used 
when the pointer is inside the client window. 

PROCESSING WM_MOUSEMOYE MESSAGES 
The WEB program, shown in Listing 9.1, processes WM_MOUSEMOVE mes
sages. Whenever this program receives a WM_MOUSEMOVE message, it draws 
a series of lines from the pointer position encoded in mpl to the four corners 
and four sides of the client window. The pattern looks like a web (Figure 9.1). As 
you move the mouse around the window, the center of the web follows. When 
you move the mouse outside the client window, the client window stops receiv
ing WM_MOUSEMOVE messages; thus the web stops changing shape. 

Listing 9.1: The WEB program 

The Wl!B.MAK File 

#---- ---- --- --- ---- -
fl WEB.MAK make file 
#------ --- --- -- --- --

web . exe : web .obj web.def 
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Listing 9.1: The WEB program (Continued) 

S(PRGLINK) web, web, NUL, HPRGLIBl' web 

web.obj : web.c 
$(PRGCCl web.c 

The WEB.C File 

/• - -- - ---- - -- --- - -- --- - -- - ----- - - - --·- .. 
WEB .C -- Mouse Movement Demo Program 

(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 
-·----- -------- -----··------- ---· -··--•/ 

i~define INC L_WIN 
i~de fine IflC L_GPI 
#include <os2.h> 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMI 

int main (void) 
( 

static CHAR szClientC l ass [] - "Web" : 
static ULONG flFrameF lags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

HAB 
HMQ 
HWNO 
QMSG 

hab ; 
hmq ; 

FCF _SIZEBOROER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 

hwndFrame, hwndClient 
qmsg ; 

hab ~ Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 01 : 

FCF_SYSMENU I 
F c F _MI.NMAX I 
FCF TASK LIST 

WinRegisterCl ass (ha b, szCl i entCl ass, Cl i entWndPr oc, 
CS_SIZEREORAW J CS_SYNCPAINT, 01 ; 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWNO_OESKTOP, WS _VISIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientC l ass, NULL. 
0L. 0, 0, &hwndC1ient) 

while (W i nGetMsg (hab. &qmsg, NULLHANOLE. 0, 0)) 
WinOispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinOestroyWindow (hwndframel 
WinOestroyMsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 
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usting 9.1: The WEB program (Continued) 

VOrD DrawWeb (HPS hps, POINTL •pptlPointerPos, POINTL *PPtlClientl 
{ 

POINTL ptl : 

ptl.x - 0 : 
pt l.y ~ 0 ; 
GpiMove ( hps, &pt l J : 
Gp1line (hps. pptlPointerPosl 
Gpiline (hps, pptlClientl ; 

pt 1. x - 0 : 
ptl .y - pptlClient->y 
GpiMove Chps, &ptl J : 
Gpi line (hps, pptl PointerPos) 

ptl .x - pptlCl ient->x 
ptl .y - 0 ; 
Gpiline (hps. &ptl) : 

ptl.x - pptlClient->x I 2 
pt l.y - 0 ; 
GpiMove ( hps, &pt 1 J ; 
Gpiline (hps, pptlPointerPosl 

ptl .ya pptlClient->y 
Gplline (hps. &ptl) : 

pj;l. x - 0 : 
ptl .y - pptlCl ient->y I 2 ; 
GpiMove (hps, &ptll : 
Gpiline (hps, pptlPointerPosl 

ptl.x • pptlClient->x 
Gpil ine (hps. &ptl l : 
} 

II lower Left - -> Pointer --> Upper Right 

II Upper Left --> Pointer --> lower Right 

II lower Center --> Pointer --> Upper Center 

II left Cent.er - -> Pointer --> Right Center 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd. ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2l 
( 

static POINTL ptlClient. ptlPointerPos : 
HPS hps ; 

switch (msgl 
[ 

case WM_SIZE: 
ptlClient.x - SHORTlFROMMP (mpll 
ptlClient.y - SHORT2FROMMP Cmp2) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_~OUSEMOVE: 
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Listing 9.1: The WEB program (Continued) 

hps - WinGetPS (hwnd) : 
Gpi SetMix ( hps, FM_ INVERT) 

DrawWeb (hps. &ptlPointerPos, &ptlClient) 

ptlPo i nterPos.x - MOUSEMSG(&msg)->x 
ptlPointerPos.y - MOUSEMSG(&msg)-)y 

DrawWeb (hps. &ptl PointerPos. &pt lCl ient) 

WinReleasePS (hpsl : 
break : II do default processing 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint Chwnd. NULLHANDlE. NULL) 
GpiErase (hps) : 
GpiSetMix ( hps. FM_rnVERTJ 

DrawWeb Chps, &ptl PointerPos, &pt lCl ientl 

WinEndPaint (hps) : 
return 0 : 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg. mp!, mp2) 

THE WEB.DEF FILE 

: WEB.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

WEB WINDOWAPI 

'Mouse Movement Demo Program (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 

ERASING AND REDRAWING 
WEB draws lines using a series of GpiMove and GpiLine calls in the Draw Web 
function. When WEB receives a WM_MOUSEMOVE message, it must erase 
the lines previously drawn and draw new lines based on the new mouse posi
tion. One way to erase the old lines is to write over them using a different mix 
mode. The default mix mode, called FM_OVERPAINT, causes any object you 
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Figure 9.1: The WEB display 

draw to overpaint whatever was previously in the client window. You can instead 
set a mix mode of FM_INVERT: 

GpiSetMix (hps, FM_ INVERTl ; 

This causes the Presentation Manager to draw the lines by inverting the color 
of the client window background. Thus if you set the mix mode to FM_INVERT 
and draw over the old lines, the lines are effectively erased. 

The WM_MOUSEMOVE code first sets the mix mode to FM_INVERT and 
then calls Draw Web to erase the previous web: 

case WM_MOUSEMOVE: 
hps = WinGetPS Chwnd) ; 
GpiSetMix Chps, FM_INVERTl 

DrawWeb (hps, &ptlPointerPos, &ptlClientl ; 

The new position of the pointer is stored in ptlPointerPos, and the program 
calls Draw Web again to draw the new web: 

ptlPointerPos.x = MOUSEMSG C&msg) -> x 
ptlPointerPos.y = MOUSEMSG <&msg) -> y ; 
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DrawWeb (hps, &ptlPointerPos. &ptlClient) 

Wi nReleasePS (hps) ; 
brea k ; 

But there's a potential bug in this web. Both WM_MOUSEMOVE and 
WM_PAINT are queued messages. The WM_PAINT message is a low-priority 
message. If both a WM_MOUSEMOVE message and a WM_PAINT message 
are in the message queue, WM_MOUSEMOVE is retrieved first. 

If the pointer is positioned over a window when the window is first created, 
the Presentation Manager places an initial WM_MOUSEMOVE message in 
the program's message queue even if the mouse isn't moving during that time. 
This is of ten the first queued message the window procedure receives. The 
WM_PAINT message is usually the second queued message. But the code in 
WEB assumes that the window procedure receives a WM_PAINT message 
(and draws an initial web) before the first WM_MOUSEMOVE message (which 
begins by erasing the previous web). The fix for this is relatively easy. The win
dow class is given a CS_SYNCPAINT style: 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass. ClientWndProc, 
CS_SIZEREDRAW I CS_SYNCPAINT, 0) ; 

This class style makes WM_PAINT messages nonqueued. The window 
procedure receives a WM_PAINT message immediately whenever part of 
the window is invalid. The first WM_PAINT message then precedes the 
first WM_MOUSEMOVE message. 

If you move the mouse quickly within WEB's client area, you'll notice a lag 
between the position of the pointer and the center of the web. This results 
from the delay between the time the WM_MOUSEMOVE message is posted 
and the time it is actually processed. You can force the web to follow the move
ment of the mouse more closely by replacing the following two statements: 

ptlPointerPos.x ~ MOUSEMSG(&msgJ->x 
ptlPointerPos .y = MOUSEMSG(&msgJ->y 

with the following code: 

Wi nOueryPointerPos (HWND_ DESKTOP, &pt1 Poi nterPos l ; 
W i nMapWi ndowPoi nts ( HWND_DESKTO P. hwnd, &pt 1 Poi n terPos. 1) ; 

The WM_MOUSEMOVE message continues to notify the window procedure 
of a change in the pointer position, but the program obtains a more up-to
date pointer position from the WinQueryPointerPos function. The position 
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must be converted from screen coordinates to client window coordinates with 
WinMa p Window Points. 

You'll notice with both methods that no matter how quickly you move the 
mouse around the client window, the program never has to "catch up" to a 
stream of unprocessed WM_MOUSEMOVE messages. That's because the 
Presentation Manager doesn't fill up your message queue with multiple 
WM_MOUSEMOVE messages-it posts them only as quickly as you can pro
cess them. If the queue already contains a WM_MOUSEMOVE message when 
a new WM_MOUSEMOVE message is ready, the Presentation Manager re
places the message currently in the queue. Therefore, only one WM_MOUSE
MOVE message exists at a time in the message queue. 

MousE BUTTONS AND HIT-TESTING 
A mouse can have one, two, or three buttons. A program can obtain the num
ber of mouse buttons from WinQuerySysValue: 

lNumButtons - WinOuerySysValue (HWNO_OESKTOP. SV_CMOUSEBUTTONSJ ; 

If the return value is 0, no mouse is installed. A program can check for the 
presence of a mouse in this manner or by calling WinQuerySysValuewith the 
SV _MOUSEPRESENT parameter. 

The PMWIN.H header file defines several identifiers that you use in button
related functions and messages. These identifiers contain the words BUT
TON I, BUTTON2, and BUTTON3 to refer to the three buttons. The follow
ing table shows how these identifiers normally correspond to the actual 
buttons on the mouse: 

Number of Mouse Buttons 

One 

Two 

Three 

Identifier 

BUTTON! BUTTON2 BUTTON3 

Center 

Left 

Left 

Right 

Center Right 

You can write your programs for a three-button mouse and then include 
special logic to mimic the third button for a two-button mouse and the second 
and third buttons for a one-button mouse. But the easiest approach is to assume 
that the mouse has only one button and to work entirely with the functions 
and messages that pertain to BUTTONl. The Presentation Manager's own 
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window procedures for the menu, scroll bar, sizing border, title bar, push but
tons, and so forth all work this way. 

Left-handed users often prefer to use their index finger for the first button. 
For this reason, the Presentation Manager Control Panel allows the user to 
switch the orientation of the buttons, like this: 

Identifier 

Number of Mouse Buttons 

One 

BUTTON! BUTTON2 BUTTON3 

Two 

Three 

Center 

Right 

Right 

Left 

Center Left 

This swapping of the mouse buttons is transparent to your program; usually 
you needn't worry about it. The user knows which physical button is the first 
button, and that's all that's important. (But if you're writing a training program 
that draws a mouse on the screen and labels the buttons, you can determine if 
the mouse buttons have been swapped by calling WinQuerySysValue with the 
SY _SWAPBUTTON parameter.) 

A program can determine whether a mouse button is currently pressed or 
released by calling WinGetKeyState, the function used in Chapter 8 to deter
mine the state of keys on the keyboard: 

lKeyState = WinGetKeyState CHWND_DESKTOP, VK_BUTTONll ; 

The high bit of /KeyState is set (that is, lKeyState is negative) if the first 
mouse button is currently held down. You can use the VK_BUTTON2 and 
VK_BUTTON3 identifiers to determine the state of the second and third buttons. 

BUTTON MESSAGES 

A window procedure is notified of button presses and releases by the following 
messages: 

Button 

2 

3 

Pressed 

WM_BUTTON lDOWN 

WM_BUTTON2DOWN 

WM_BUTTON3DOWN 

Released 

WM_BUTTONlUP 

WM_BUTTON2UP 

WM_ BUTTON3UP 
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If the user presses and releases the mouse button twice to qualify as a dou
ble click, the window procedure receives the two messages shown above for 
the first click and the following pair of messages for the second click: 

Button 

2 

3 

Pressed Again 

WM_BUTTON 1 DBLCLK 

WM BUTTON2DBLCLK 

WM BUTTON3DBLCLK 

Released 

WM_BUTTONlUP 

WM_BUTTON2UP 

WM_BUTTON3UP 

The Presentation Manager routes these messages to window procedures in 
the same way it routes the WM_MOUSEMOVE message: The window under
neath the pointer at the time of the button action determines the window pro
cedure that receives the message. The pointer position is stored in the mpl 
parameter, just as it is in the WM_MOUSEMOVE message. 

WinDefWindowProcperforms some important default processing of button 
down messages: 

case WM_BUTTONlDOWN: 
case WM_BUTTON2DOWN: 
case WM_BUTTON3DOWN: 

WinSetActiveWindow (HWND_DESKTOP. hwnd) ; 

hwndOwner = WinQueryWindow (hwnd, OW OWNER) 

if (hwndOwner !=NULL) 
return WinSendMsg ChwndOwner. msg, mpl. mp2) 

else 
return 0 ; 

The WinSetActiveWindow call sets the active window to hwnd. If hwnd is not 
a top-level window, then hwnd is a descendant of a top-level window and that 
top-level window becomes active. This allows the user to bring a window to 
the foreground by clicking the client area with the mouse. You should either 
include a call to WinSetActiveWindow in your button down processing or call 
WinDejWindow Proc. 

WinDefWindowProc also sends the message to the window's owner, under 
the assumption that, if the window is not interested in the message, the win
dow's owner might be. 

HIT·TESTING 

When you draw graphic figures or text on the screen, you determine the coor
dinates of each object (whether figure or text) and call the appropriate GPI 
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functions to draw it. Often a program uses a mouse interface to allow a user to 
point to and manipulate these graphic objects. But that means your program 
must work backward from the pointer coordinates to determine which of 
these objects the mouse is pointing to. 

This process is called hit-testing. Hit-testing can be complex, particularly if 
your client window contains figures that overlap or text in a variable-pitch 
font. To help out, GPI includes a built-in facility to draw a series of objects and 
then determine which object coincides with a particular point. You'll want to 
use this facility for complex hit-testing, but for simple hit-testing, you can use 
the old-fashioned techniques, which I'll discuss in this section. 

SIMPLE HIT-TESTING 

The CHECKER! program, shown in Listing 9.2, demonstrates some simple 
hit-testing logic. The program draws 25 rectangles in a 5-by-5 grid. When you 
click within one of these rectangles, CHECKERl draws an X in it When you 
click again, the X disappears. 

Listing 9.2: The CHECKER1 program 

The CHECKER1 .MAK File 

#- ------- -- -- --- -- -------
# CHECKERl.MAK make file 
#------------------- ---- -

checkerl.exe : checkerl.obj checkerl.def 
$(PRGLINK) checkerl. checkerl, NUL, $(PRGLIB), c~ckerl 

checkerl .obj : checkerl.c 
$(PRGCC) checkerl.c 

The CHl!CKl!R1.C File 

/• -- ---- -- ----------- -------- ------- --- -- ----
CHECKERl.C -- Mouse Hit - Test Demo Program 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
---------- ------ -------- ---------------·-··*/ 

I/define INCLWIN 
#include <os2.h> 

#define DIVISIONS 5 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAM) 
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int main (void) 
{ 

static CHAR szClientClass [] - "Checkerl" 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

HAB hab ; 
HMO hmq ; 

FCF _SIZEBOROER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 

HWND hwndFrame, hwndCl 1 ent 
OMSG qmsg ; 

hab ~ Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq = WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) ; 
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FCF_SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF _ TASKLIST 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow CHWND_DESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass, NULL, 
0L. 0. 0, &hwndClient) 

while (WinGetMsg Chab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

Wi nDestroyWindow ( hwndFrame) 
WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmql 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 

VOID Drawline CHPS hps, LONG xl, LONG yl, LONG x2, LONG y2) 
{ 

POINTL ptl 

ptl .x - xl 
ptl .x - x2 
} 

ptl .y - yI 
ptl.y - y2 

GpiMove ( hps, &pt l) 
Gpi Line ( hps, &ptll 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

static BOOL fBlockState [DIVISIONS] [DIVISIONS] 
static INT xBlock. yBlock ; 
HP6 hps ; 
INT x. Y : 
RECn rel ; 

switch (msg) 
{ 

case WM SIZE: 
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Listing 9.2: The CHECKER1 program (Continued) 

~~~~~~~x~B~lo-c~k~--S~H~O~R~T-l~FR~O~M-M~P-(~m-p-2~)-/-:-:D-I~V-IS~I~O~N~S~~~~~~~~~~--. 

yBlock - SHDRT2FRDMMP (mp2l I DIVISIONS 
return 0 ; 

case WM_BUTTONlDOWN: 
case WM_BUTTDNlDBLCLK: 

if (x81ock > 0 && yB lock > 0) 
{ 

else 

x - MOUSEMSGCclmsg)->x I xBlock 
y - MOUSEHSGC&msgJ->y I yBlock 

if (x <DIVISIONS && y < DIVISlONS) 
{ 

else 

fBlockState [x)(y] - !fBlockState [x)[y] 

rel .xRight - xBlock + (rel .xLeft - x • xBlock) 
rel .yTop - yBlock +(rel .yBottom - y • yBloekl 

WininvalidateRect (hwnd, &rel. FALSE) ; 
I 

WinAlarm (HWND_DESKTOP. WA_WARNING) 

WinAlarm (HWND_DESKTOP. WA_WARNING) ; 

break ; II do default processing 

case WH_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE. NULL) 
GpiErase (hps) 

if (x8lock > 0 && yBlock > 0) 
for (x - 0 : x < DIVISIONS ; x++) 

for (y - 0 ; y < DIVISIONS y++) 
{ 

rel .xRight - xBlock + (rel.xleft - x • xBlock); 
rel .yTop - yBlock + (rcl.yBottom - y * yBlock); 

WinDrawBorder (hps, &rel, 1. 1. 
CLR_NEUTRAL. CLR_BACKGROUND. 
DB_STANDARD I DB_INTERIOR) ; 

if (fBloekState [x][y]J 
( 

Drawl ine ( hps. rel .xLeft. rel .yBottom. 
rel .x Right. rel .yTop) 

Drawline (hJ!S, rel .xLeft, rel .yTop, 
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WinEndPaint (hpsl 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProe (hwnd, msg, mpl. mp2l 

The CHECKER1.DEF File 

; CHECKERl.DEF module definition file 

NAME CHECKER! WINDOWAPI 
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rel .xRight. rel .yBottoml 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMDDE 

'Mouse Hit-Test Program No. I (el Charles Petzold, 1993' 

A sample CHECKERl display is shown in Figure 9.2. 

F CHECKERl.EXE I 

Figure 9.2: The CHECKER1 display 
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Each rectangle in CHECKER! has the same width and height. The program 
determines the dimensions of the rectangles during the WM_SIZE message by 
dividing the client window width and height by 5. These dimensions are stored 
in xBlock and yBlock. The JBlockState array stores the state (checked or not 
checked) of each block. The state is TRUE if the rectangle contains an X and 
FALSE if it doesn't. The WM_PAINT message code tests the values in this 
array to determine if it should draw the Xs in the rectangles. 

The WM_BUTTONlDOWN code must work backward from the pointer 
coordinates to determine the particular block being clicked on. Because all the 
blocks are the same height and width, this task is fairly trivial, requiring only 
that the pointer coordinates be divided by the rectangle size: 

x = MOUSEMSGC&msg)->x I xBlock ; 
y = MOUSEMSGC&msg) ->y I yBlock ; 

The values of x and y can range from 0 to 4, identifying the rectangle that 
the user clicked on. The value of JBlockState for that rectangle is inverted: 

fBlockState [x][y] = !fBlockState [x][y] : 

The rectangle is then invalidated to generate a WM_PAINT message. If the 
width or height of the client window isn't evenly divisible by 5, the program leaves 
a strip across the right or top of the window that isn't covered by any of the rectan
gles. If the user clicks on that area, the x or yvalue (calculated as shown above) will 
be greater than 4, in which case CHECKER! beeps to indicate the error. 

Before we proceed to a more sophisticated hit-testing technique, let's add a 
keyboard interface to this program. 

EMULATING THE MOUSE WITH THE KEYBOARD 

I said at the outset of this chapter that you should try to write your Presenta
tion Manager programs so they are usable with either a mouse or the key
board. So far, I've been shamelessly ignoring that rule in order to concentrate 
on mouse logic. The CHECKER2 program, shown in Listing 9.3, adds a key
board interface to CHECKER I. You can use the cursor movement keys to 
move the pointer from rectangle to rectangle. The spacebar or Enter key draws 
an X or removes the X in the rectangle under the pointer. 

Listing 9.3: The CHECKER2 program 

The CHECKER2.MAK File 

#----------- -- --- -- ------
# CHECKER2.MAK make file 
II- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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LiStin9 9.3: The CHECKER2 program (Continued) 

checker2.exe : checker2 .abj checker2 . def 
H PRGLINK) checker2. checker2, NUL, $( PRGLIB). checker2 

checker2.abj : checker2 . c 
$(PRGCC) checker2 . c 

The CHECKER2.C File 

/*- ------ -------------------- -------------------- ---- --- --- ------ ----
CHECKER2.C - - Mouse Hit-Test Demo Program with Keyboard Interface 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
--- - -- -- -- - -- - - - - - ----- - --- -- -- - --- - --- - --------------- -- --- -- -----*/ 

/fdefine INCL_ WIN 
1incl ude <as 2 .h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 

/fdefine DIVISIONS 5 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndPrac <HWNO, ULDNG, MPARAM. MPARAMJ 

i nt main (void) 
{ 

static CHAR szClientClass [] - "Checker2• 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

HAS 
HMQ 

HWNO 
QMSG 

hab : 
hmq ; 

FCF _SIZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 

hwndFrame, hwndC l ient 
qmsg ; 

hab ~ Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) : 

FCF _SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF _TASKLIST ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndPrac. CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindaw (HWtlO_OESKTOP, WS_V!SIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags , szClientClass. NULL, 
0L. 0, 0, &hwndClient) 

while CWinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0. 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinDestrayWindaw ChwndFrame) 

WinDestrayMsgQueue Chmql 
WinTerminate Chab) : 
return 0 ; 
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Listing 9.3: The CHECKER2 program (Continued) 

VOID Draw l ine ( HPS hps. INT xl. ItH yl. INT xz. INT yZ ) 

POHHL ptl 

pt 1 .x - xl 
ptl ,ll· - xz 
} 

ptl .y - y 1 

ptl .y - yZ 
GpiMove (hps. &ptl l 
Gpiline (,hps. &-ptl) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hw nd. ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl. MPARAM mpZ) 
I 
static BOO L 
static INT 
HPS 
INT 
PO INTL 
RECTL 

fB lockState [DIVISIONS] [DIVISIONS ] 
xBlock, yBlock ; 
hps : 
x, y ; 

ptl 
rel ; 

switch (msg) 

case WM_SIZE; 
xB1 eek - SHORTlFROMMP (mpZJ DIVISIONS 
yBlock - SHORTZFROMMP (mpZJ DIVISIONS 
return 0 ; 

case WM _BUTTONlDOWN: 
ea5e WM_BUTTONlDBLCLK: 

if (xBlock > 0 && yBloek > 0) 
{ 

else 

x - MOUSEMSG(&msgl·>x I xBlock 
y - MOUSEMSG(&msg)·>y I yBlock 

if (x <DIVISIONS && y <DIVISIONS) 
( 

else 

fBlockState [x][y) - !fBloekState [x][y] 

rel .xRight - xBlock + (rel .xleft - x * xBlockl 
rel .yTop - yBlock + (rel .yBottom - y * yBloekl 

WininvalidateReet (hwnd. &rel. FALSEJ ; 
} 

WinAlarm (HWND_DESKTOP, WA_WARNING) 

WinAlarm CHWND_OESKTOP, WA_WARNINGJ ; 

break ; ~-------- '' do default processing 
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L.isting 9.3: The CHECKER2 program (Continued) 

case WM._SETFOCUS: 
if (WinQuerySysValue (HWND_DESKTOP. SV_MOUSEPRESENTJ ~ 0) 

WinShowPointer (HWND_DESKTOP. 
SHORTlFROMMP (mplJ ? TRUE : FALSEJ ; 

return 0 

case WM_CHAR: 
if (x81ock -- 0 11 yBlock - 0) 

break ; 

if (CHARMSG(&msgJ->fs & KC_KEYUP) 
break ; 

if (! (CHARMSG(&msgJ->fs & KC_VIRTUALKEY)J 
break ; 

WinQuer yPointerPos (HWND_OESKTOP, &pt 1 J 
WinMapWindowPoints (HWNO_DESKTOP, hwnd, &ptl. l) 

x - max (0, min (DIVISIONS l, ptl .x I xBlockJJ 
y - max (0, min (DIVISIONS - l, ptl .y I yBlockJJ 

switch (CHARMSG(&msg)->vkeyJ 
r 
case VK_LEFT: 

x-- ; 
break ; 

case VK_RIGHT: 
x++ ; 

break ; 

case VK_DOWN: 
y-- ; 

break ; 

case VK_UP: 
y++ ; 

break ; 

case VK_HOME: 
x - 0 ; 

y - DIVISIONS 
break ; 

case VK_END: 
x - DIVISIONS 
y - 0 ; 

- 1 

- l 
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Listing 9.3: The CHECKER2 program (Continued) 

break ; 

case VK_NEWLINE: 
case VK_ENTER: 
case VK_SPACE: 

WinSendMsg (hwnd, WM_BUTTONlDOWN, 
MPFROM2SHORT (x * xBlock. Y. * yBlockl, NULU 

break 

default: 
return 0 · 

x - (x + DIVIS10NSl % DIVISIONS 
y - (y + DIVLSIONSl % DIVISIONS 

ptl .x - x * xBlock + x81ock 2 
ptl .y - y * yBlock + yBlock 2 

WinMapWindowPoints (hwnd, HWND_DESKTOP, &ptl, ll 
WinSetPointerPos (HWNO_DESKTDP, ptl.x, ptl .y) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE, NULL! 
GpiErase (hpsl 

if (xBlock > 0 && yBlock > 01 
for (X - 0 ; x ( DIVISIONS ; x++) 

for (y - 0 ; y < DIVISIONS y++) 
( 

rel .xRight - xBlock +(rel .xLeft - x * xBlockl; 
rcl.yTop - yBlock + ( rcl.yBottom - y * yBlockl; 

W1nDrawBorder (hps, &rel. 1. 1, 
CLR_NEUTRAL, CLR_BACKGROUND, 
DB_STANDARD I DB_INTERIORJ ; 

if (fBlockState [x][y]) 
l 

WinEndPaint Chpsl 
return 0 ; 

DrawLine Chps, rel .xLeft, rel .yBottom, 
rel .xRight, rel .yTopJ 

Drawl ine (hps, rel .xleft, rel .yTop, 
rel .xRight, rel .yBottoml 
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Listing 9.3: The CHECKER2 program (Continued) 

return WinOefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl. mp2J 

The CHECKER2.DEF File 

; CHECKER2.DEF module definition file 

NAME CHECKER2 WlNDOWAPI 

OESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

'Mouse Hit-Test Program No. 2 (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 

The first problem to be solved in a program like the one in Listing 9.3 involves 
the pointer itself. If no mouse is installed, how can the program use the pointer? 
Well, it's easier than you may think. Even if a mouse isn't installed, the pointer still 
exists and has a position on the display. You can determine that position from Win
QueryPointerPos and set the position by calling WinSetPointerPos. If there's no 
mouse, calling WinSetPointerPos is the only way to move the pointer. Obviously, a 
user without a mouse would be annoyed to have a pointer sitting in the center of 
the display, so the Presentation Manager hides the pointer to make it invisible. 

The Presentation Manager maintains a value called the pointer level, which 
determines whether the pointer is visible. Initially, the pointer level is set to 0 
if a mouse is installed and to l if a mouse isn't installed. To decrement the 
pointer level, call 

WinShowPointer CHWND_DESKTOP. TRUE) ; 

The Presentation Manager will not decrement the pointer level below zero. 
To increment the pointer level, make the following call: 

WinShowPointer (HWND_DESKTOP, FALSE) ; 

The Presentation Manager displays the pointer only if the pointer level is 
equal to 0. (You can obtain the current pointer level from WinQuerySysValue 
with the SV _POINTERLEVEL parameter.) 

CHECKER2 shows how this works in practice. The program calls WinShow
Pointer in only one place-while processing the WM_SETFOCUS message: 

case WM_SETFOCUS: 
if (WinQuerySysValue (HWND_DESKTOP, SV_MOUSEPRESENT) == 0) 

WinShowPointer (HWND_OESKTOP, 
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SHORTI FROMMP (m p2 l ? TRUE : FALS E l : 
r e t urn 0 

You'll recall from the discussion of WM_SETFOCUS in Chapter 8 that mp2 
is TRUE if the window is gaining the input focus and FALSE if the window is 
losing the input focus. 

If a mouse isn't installed (indicated by a 0 value returned from WinQuery
Sys Value with the SV _MOUSEPRESENT parameter), the initial pointer level 
is l, and the pointer is hidden. When CHECKER2 gets the input focus, it dec
rements the pointer level to 0. The pointer becomes visible. When CHECKER2 
loses the input focus, the pointer level is incremented back to 1 to hide the 
pointer again. 

This logic allows CHECKER2 to display the pointer whenever it has the 
input focus. Normally, input focus has nothing to do with the pointer. But 
CHECKER2 uses the keyboard to mimic the action of the mouse. It only makes 
sense to display the pointer when CHECKER2 has the input focus, because 
that's when CHECKER2 gets WM_ CHAR messages. 

The button and repainting logic in ClientWndProc is the same as that in 
CHECKER I. The bulk of the new code is the addition of WM_ CHAR process
ing. When CHECKER2 receives a WM_ CHAR message, it obtains the position 
of the pointer in screen coordinates and converts the position to client window 
coordinates: 

Wi nOu e ryPo i nt erPos ( HWND_ DESKTOP, &ptl) ; 
Wi nMapWindowPoints ( HWND_DESKTOP, hwnd, &pt l , ll ; 

The pointer could be outside the client window entirely. The program deter
mines the values of x and y (ranging from 0 to 4) that identify the rectangle 
closest to the pointer: 

x - max (0 , min <D IVI SIONS - 1. ptl .x I xBl ockll ; 
y =m ax C0 , mi n (DIVI SIONS - 1 , ptl. y I yBloc kll ; 

(The identifier DIVISIONS is defined as 5 near the top of the program.) 
These values of x and y are then incremented or decremented depending on 
the particular cursor movement key being pressed. The VK_NEWLINE, 
VK_ENTER, and VK_SPACE keys are processed by sending the window a 
WM_BUTTONIDOWN message to simulate a mouse button action. 

The new x and y values must then be converted back to a pointer position. 
The following formulas calculate a point in window coordinates at the center 
of the rectangle identified by x and y: 

pt l .x = x * xBloc k + x Bl oc k I 2 
pt l .y = y * yB l oc k + yB l oc k I 2 : 
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CHECKER2 then converts that point to window coordinates and sets the new 

pointer position: 

llinMapWi ndowPoi nts ( hwnd, HWND _DESKTOP, &pt l , 1 l 

!linSetPointerPos (HWND_DESKTOP, ptl.x, ptl .y) 

HIT-TESTING WITH CHILD WINDOWS 

Now let's try a different approach to hit-testing-one that involves creating 
child windows that process WM_BUTTONlDOWN messages themselves. The 
CHECKER3 program is shown in Listing 9.4. 

Listing 9.4: The CHECKER3 program 

The CHECKER3.MAK File 

·------------------------
' CHECKER3.MAK make file 
#- -- ----- ---- ---- -- ------

checker3.exe : checker3.obj checker3.def 
$ ( PRGLIN K) checker3. checker3, NUL. $(PR GLIB J. checker3 

checker3.obj : checker3.c 
$(PRGCCJ checker3.c 

irhe CHECKER3.C File 

/*------- -------------------------------------------------------
CHECKER3.C -- Mouse Hit-Test Demo Program with Child Windows 

(c) Charles Petzold. 1993 
---- --------- --- ----- -·------- --- -·------- --- ·--- -- -·------- --•/ 

!~define INCL_W IN 
!hnc lude <os 2. h> 

#define DIVISIONS 5 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND. ULONG, MPARAM. MPARAM) 
MRESULT EXPENTRY ChildWndProc CHWND, ULONG, MPARAM. MPARAM) 

HAB hab 

int main (void) 

static CHAR szClientClass [] - "Checker3" 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

FCF _SI ZEBORDER 
FCF _SYSMENU 
FCF _MINMAX 
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Listing 9.4: The CHECKER3 program (Continued) 

FCF SHELLPOSITION FCF_TASKLIST 
HMO hmQ ; 
HWNO hwndFrame, hwndClient : 
QMSG qmsg ; 

hab Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq = WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) : 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREORAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow CHWND_DESKTDP, WS_VISIBLE. 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass, NULL. 
0L, 0, 0. &hwndClient) 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 
WinDi spatchMsg lhab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow ( hwndFrame) 
WinDestroyMsgQueue lhmQ) 
WinTerminate lhab) ; 
return 0 : 

VOID Draw line (HPS hps, LONG xl, LOHG yl, LOHG x2, LOHG y2) 

POIHTL ptl 

ptl.x ~ xl 
ptl .x - x2 
} 

ptl .y - yl 
ptl.y - y2 

GpiMove (hps. &ptl) 
Gpi Line lhps, &ptl) 

MRESULT EXPEHTRY ClientWndProc (HWHD hwnd, ULOHG msg, MPARAH mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

static CHAR szChildClass [] - "Checker3.Child" 
static HWHD hwndChild [DIVISIONS][DIVISIONS] 
INT xBlock, yBlock, x. y ; 

switch Cmsg) 

case WM CREATE: 
WinRegisterClass (hab, szChildClass, ChildWndProc, 

CS SIZEREDRAW, sizeof (USHORT)) ; 

for (x - 0 ; x < DIVISIOHS : x++) 
for (y - 0 ; y < DIVISIONi y++) 

hwndChild [x][y] = 

WinCreateWindow 
hwnd, II Parent window 

-, 
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Listing 9.4: The CHECKER3 program (Continued) 

szChildClass, 
NUL l , 
WS_VISIBLE, 

II 
II 
II 

Window class 
Window text 
Window style 

0, 0, 0, 0. 
hwnd, 
HWND_BDTTOM, 
y « s I x. 
NULL, 

II Position & size 

NULL) ; 
return 0 

case WH_SIZE: 
xBlock - SHORTlFROMMP (mpZ) DIVISIONS 
yBlock - SHORT2FROMMP (mpZ) DIVISIONS 

for (x - 0 ; x < DIVISIONS ; x++) 
for (y - 0 ; y < DIVISIONS ; y++) 

II Owner window 
II Placement 
II Chi 1 d wind ow 
II Control data 
II Pres. Par ams 

WinSetWindowPos (hwndChild (x][y], 0, 

return 0 ; 

x * xBl ock, y * yBlock, xBlock, yBlock, 
SWP_MOVE I SWP_SIZE) ; 

case WM_BUTTONlDOWN: 
case WM_BUTTONlDBLCLK: 

WinAlarm <HWND_DESKTOP, WA_WARNING) ; 
break ; 11 do default processing 

case WM_ERASEBACKGROUND: 
return MRFROMSHORT (1) 

return WinDefWindowProc Chwnd, msg, mpl, mpZ) 

ID 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ChildWndProc (HWND hwnd. ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl. MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

HPS hps 
RECH rel 

switch (msg) 
{ 

case WM_ CREA TE: 
WinSetWindowUShort (hwnd, 0, 0) 
return 0 ; 

case WH_BUTTONlOOWN: 
case WM_BUTTONlDBLCLK: 

WinSetActiveWindow CHWND_DESKTOP, hwnd) ; 
WinSetWindowUShort Chwnd, 0. !WinQueryWindowUShort (hwnd, 0ll 
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Listing 9.4: The CHECKER3 program (Continued) 

Wi nlnval idateRect {hwnd , NULL, FALSE) 

return 0 ; 

case WM_ PAINT: 

hps - WinBeg i nPaint ( hwnd, tW LLHAtWLE, NULL) 

WinQue r yWindowRect (hwnd, &re l ) 

WinDrawBorder ( hps, &rel, l. 1 , CLR_NEUTRAL, CLR_BACKGROUND, 

DB_STANDARD I DB_INTERIORJ 

if ( Wi nOu.er yWindowUShort ( hwnd, 0 l l 
{ 

Drawline (hps, rel .xleft, rel . yBottom. 

Drawl i ne ( hps, 

WinEndPa i nt (hps J 

return 0 ; 

rel .xRight, 

rel .x l eft. 
rel .xR i ght, 

r el . yTopJ ; 

re l .yTop, 

rel .yBottomJ 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2J 

The CHECKER3.DEF File 

; CHECKER3.DEF module definition file 

NAME CHECKER3 WINDOWAPI 

DESCRIPTION 

PROTMODE 
'Mouse Hi t-Test Program No . 3 (el Charles Petzold, 1993' 

While processing the WM_ CREATE message, ClientWndProcregisters an
other window class named "Checker3.Child." Windows that are created based 
on the "Checker3.Child" class use the ChildWndProc window procedure for 
message processing. CHECKER3 then creates 25 child windows based on the 
"Checker3.Child" class: 

for (x = 0 ; x < DIVI SIONS ; x++l 
f or (y = 0 ; y < DIVISIONS ; y++) 

hwn dChi l d [ x] [y] = 

Wi nCreateW i ndo w ( 
hwnd. 11 Pa r ent window 
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szChi 1 dC l ass , II Window class 
NULL. II Window text 
WS_ VI SIBLE , II Window style 
0, 0, 0, 0, II Position and size 
hwnd, II Owner wi ndow 
HWNO_BOTTOM, II Placement 
y « 8 I x. II Child window ID 
NULL, II Contro l data 
NULL) ; II Pres. Pa rams 

You've seen WinCreateW ind ow before. I used it in the WELCOME 4 pro
gram in Chapter 3 to create three child windows based on predefined window 
classes. CHECKER3 uses WinCreateWindow to create windows based on the 
"Checker3.Child" class. 

In the WinCreateWindow function, the size and position parameters for these 
25 child windows are all set to 0. The windows must be sized and positioned 
based on the size of CHECKER3's client window. The sizing and positioning 
occur during the WM_SIZE message: 

case WM_SIZE: 
xBlock = SHORTlFROMMP (mp2) DIVISIONS 
yBlock ~ SHORT2FROMMP (mp2l DIVISIONS 

for (x = 0 ; x < DIVISIONS ; x++) 
fo r (y = 0 ; y < DIVISIONS ; y++) 

WinS etWindowPos (hwndChild [x] [y], NULL. 

return 0 ; 

x * xBlock, y * yBlock, xBlock, yBlock, 
SWP _ MOVE I SWP_SIZE) ; 

Each child window is set to one-fifth the height and one-fifth the width of 
CHECKER3's client window. Basically, instead of drawing 25 rectangles, 
CHECKER3 creates 25 child windows of the same size and position as the rect
angles in CHECKERl and CHECKER2. ClientWndProc doesn't do much else 
except call WinAlarm when it receives a WM_BUTTONl DOWN message. 
ClientWndProc receives this message only if the mouse is clicked in an area of 
the client window not covered by one of the children. 

Messages to the 25 child windows are processed in ChildWndProc. When 
CHECKER3 registers the "Checker3.Child" window class, it reserves 2 bytes of 
additional space (the size of a USHORT) for each window created based on 
that class: 

WinRegi sterCla ss (hab, szChi ldCl as s , Chi ldWndProc, 
CS_SIZEREDRAW, sizeof (USHORT)) 
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ChildWndProc can access that USHORT by ca!Jing the WinSetWindowUShort 
and WinQueryWindowUShort functions. It uses the space to store the current 
state (X or no X) of the window. ChildWndProc initializes the reserved USHORT 
to 0 (meaning no X) when it receives a WM_ CREATE message: 

case WM_CREATE: 
WinSetWindowUShort (hwnd. 0. 0) : 
return 0 : 

ChildWndProc actually processes this code 25 times, once for each of the 25 
child windows. For each WM_ CREATE message, the value of hwnd is different. 
A different reserved USHORT is initialized to 0 with each message. 

Each of the 25 child windows also receives a WM_PAINT message. Each 
window paints itself. The logic is somewhat simpler than in CHECKER! and 
CHECKER2 because the rectangle and the lines encompass the entire area of 
the child window. For example, to paint the rectangle around the window, the 
child need only obtain its window rectangle from WinQueryWindowRect and 
use that RECT structure directly in WinDrawBorder: 

Wi nOueryW i ndowRect ( hwnd, &rel) 
WinDrawBorder (hps, &re l , 1. L CLR_NEUTRAL, CLR_BACKGRDUND, 

DB_STANDARD J DB_INTERIOR) : 

The processing of the WM_BUTTONIDOWN message is also quite simple: 

case WM _ BUTTONlDOWN: 
case WM_ BUTTONlDBLCLK: 

WinSetActiveWindow (HWND_DESKTOP, hwnd) ; 
Wi nSet Wi ndowUShort ( hw nd. 0, !Wi nQuer yW i ndowUShort ( hwnd. 0)) 
Wi ninval i dateRect Chwnd, NULL. FALSE) : 
return 0 ; 

A particular child window receives a WM_BUTTONlDOWN message if 
the child is underneath the pointer when the button is clicked. The code here 
obtains the value stored in the reserved USHORT using WinQueryWindow
UShort, inver~s it, and then stores it again using WinSetWindowUShort. The 
entire area of the child window is then invalidated to generate a WM_PAINT 
message for that child. 

CHECKER3.C is longer than CHECKERI.C, and my explanation of 
CHECKER3 is longer than my explanation of CHECKER!. Nevertheless, I 
claim that CHECKER3 is simpler than CHECKER!. The reason? There's no 
real hit-testing in this program. If the child gets hit with a mouse click, it 
changes its own state without even examining the pointer position. If the 
rectangles in CHECKER! were all different sizes, the hit-testing in that 
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program would obviously be much more complex. But if the child windows in 
CHECKER3 were all different sizes, the logic in ChildWndProcwouldn't have 
to be changed at all. 

Just as you use subroutines to modularize your programs, you can use child 
windows to modularize the area of the client window and simplify mouse mes
sage processmg. 

TRACKING AND CAPTURING 
So far we've seen a program that processes WM_MOUSEMOVE messages and 
a series of three programs that process WM_BUTTONlDOWN messages. 
However, you'll often have to use a combination of mouse movement and 
mouse button messages. You begin an action when a button is pressed, follow 
the movement of the mouse around the window, and then finish up when the 
button is released. This is sometimes called "tracking" the mouse, and some 
complexities are involved. 

SIMPLE MOUSE TRACKING 

The BLOKOUTl program in Listing 9.5 uses simple mouse tracking logic. 

Listing 9.5: The BLOKOUT1 program 

The BLOKOUT1 .MAK File 

#--- ------ ---- -----------* BLOKOUTl . MAK make file 
1f- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - -

blokoutl.exe : blokoutl.obj blokoutl.def 
S(PRGLINKJ blokoutl, bl okoutl. NUL, $(PRGLIB). blokoutl 

blokoutl . obj : blokoutl . c 
HPRGCCJ blokoutl. c 

The BLOKOUT1 .C File 

/*·--- ---- -- --------------- -- ------------ --
BLOKOUTl . C -- Mouse Button Demo Program 

(cl Cha rl es Petzold. 1993 

-------- ---- ----- -- ---- ---- --- --- --------•/ 

#define INCL_WIN 
#define INCL_GPI 
#include <os2 . h> 
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Listing 9.5: The BLOKOUT1 program (Continued) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND, ULDNG, MPARAM, MPARAM) 

int main (void) 
{ 

static CHAR s·zClientCl ass [] - "81 okOutl" 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

HAB hab ; 
HHO l!mq ; 

FCF _SIZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 

HWND hwndFrame, hwndCl i ent 
QMSG qmsg ; 

hab • WinTnitialize (0J 
hmq - WinCreateMsgOueue (hab. 0J ; 

FCF _SYSMENU I 
FCF_MINMAX I 
FCF_TASKLIST ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW. 0J 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWND_DESKTOP, WS_V!SIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass. NULL, 
0L. 0, 0, &hwndCl ient) 

while (WinGetHsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchHsg (hab, &qmsgJ 

Win9estroyWindow (hwndFrameJ 
WinDestroyHsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate (habl ; 
return 0 ; 

VOID DrawBoxOutline CHWND hwnd, POINTL *PPtlStart, POINTL *PPtlEnd) 
{ 

HPS hps ; 

hps ~ WinGetPS (l!wndl ; 
GpiSetHix (hps, fl'L!NVERTJ 

GpiHove (hps, pptlStartl ; 
GpiBox (hps, DRO_OUTLINE, pptl End, 0L, 0L) 

WinReleasePS Chpsl ; 
} 

HRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND hwnd, ULONG msg, HPARAM mpl. MPARAM mp2l 
{ 

static BOOl fButtonDown, fValidBox : 
static POINTL ptlStart, ptl End, ptlBoxStart, ptlBoxEnd 
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Listing 9.5: The BLOKOUT1 program (Continued) 

HPS hps ; 

switch (msgl 

case WM_BUTTONlDOWN: 
ptlStart.x - ptlEnd.x ~ MOUSEMS~(&msgl->x 
ptlStart.y - ptl End.y - MOUSEMSGC&msgJ->y 

DrawBoxOutline (hwnd. &ptlStart, &ptlEnd) 

fButtonDown - TRUE ; 
break ; 

case WM_MOUSEMOVE: 
if ( fButtonDown) 

{ 

II do default processing 

DrawBoxOutline (hwnd. &ptlStart, &ptlEndJ 

ptlEnd.x - MOUSEMSG(&msg)->x 
ptlEnd.y - MOUSEMSG(&msg)->y 

DrawBoxOutl ine (hwnd. &ptlStart, &ptlEndl ; 

break ; 

case WM _B UTTO N 1 UP: 
if (fButtonDownJ 

{ 

II do default processing 

DrawBoxOutline (hwnd. &pt lStart, &ptlEnd) 

ptlBoxStart - ptlStart : 
ptlBoxEnd.x • MOUSEMSGC&msgJ->x 
ptlBoxEnd.y - MOUSEMSG(&msg)->y 

fButtonDown - FALSE ; 
fValidBox - TRUE ; 
WininvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL, FALSE) 
) 

return 0 ; 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - Wi nBeg i nPai nt ( hwnd, NULLHAtWLE, NULL) 
GpiErase (hpsl 

if (fValidBoxJ 
{ 

GpiMove (hps. &ptlBoxStartl : 
GpiBox (hps, DRO_OUTLINEFILL, &ptlBoxEnd, 0L, 0Ll 
) 
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Listing 9.5: The BLOKOUT1 program (Continued) 

if (fButtonDown) 
{ 

GpiSetMix ( hps. FM_INVERT) 

GpiMove (hps, &ptlStart) ; 
GpiBox (hps, DRO_OUTLINE. &ptlEnd. 0L, 0L) 
) 

WinEndPaint Chps) 
return 0 ; 

return WinOefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl. mp2) 
) 

The BLOKOUT1 .DEF File 

; BLDKOUTl.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

BLOKOUTl WINDOWAPI 

'Mouse Button Demo Program (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 

You can use this program to block out a rectangular area within the client 
window. When you press button 1, BLOKOUTl saves the pointer position and 
uses it as one corner of a rectangle. You then move the mouse with the button 
pressed down. The current position of the pointer is the opposite corner of the 
rectangle. As you move the mouse, BLOKOUTl displays the rectangle outline. 
When you release the mouse button, the program draws the filled rectangle. 

Figure 9.3 shows one rectangle already drawn and another rectangle in 
progress. 

When WndProcreceives a WM_BUTTONlDOWN message, it saves the po
sition of the pointer in two static PO INTL structures: 

ptlStart.x = pt lEnd.x = MOUSEMSG(&msg)->x; 
pt lStart.y = pt lEnd.y = MOUSEMSG(&msg)->y; 

It then calls the function DrawBoxOutline to draw a rectangle using GpiBox 
with the FM_JNVERT mix mode between these two points. (The rectangle 
will be only one pixel after this first call to DrawBoxOutline.) The fButton
Down variable is set to TRUE so that the program knows the button is down 
during subsequent messages. 
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Figure 9.3: The BLOKOUT1 display 

The WM_MOUSEMOVE message is processed only if fButtonDown is 
TRUE. DrawBoxOutline is called again to erase the previous box, the new 
pointer position is stored in pt/End, and the new rectangle outline is drawn. 

The WM_BUTTONl UP message is also processed only if fButtonDown is 
TRUE. ClientWndProc first erases the previous rectangle and then saves the 
two opposite corners in the POINTL structures ptlBoxStartand ptlBoxEnd. 
The fButtonDown variable is set to FALSE and the client window is invalidated. 
The WM_PAINT processing draws a filled rectangle based on these two points. 

At first, nothing seems to be wrong with this program. But a problem does exist. 

THE PROBLEM 
Try this: What happens if you press the mouse button within BLOKOUTl 's cli
ent window but then move the pointer outside the window? BLOKOUTl will 
stop receiving the WM_MOUSEMOVE messages. Now you release the mouse 
button. BLOKOUTl doesn't get that WM_BUTTONl UP message because the 
pointer is outside the client window. 

Now move the mouse pointer back within BLOKOUTl's client window. 
ClientWndProc still thinks the mouse button is pressed because fButtonDown 
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is set to TRUE! This is clearly not good. The program doesn't know what's 
going on. 

An alternative is to dispense with the jButtonDown variable and use WinGet
KeyState to test the state of the button during the WM_MOUSEMOVE mes
sage. But this is also a problem. What happens if you press the mouse button 
outside of BLOKOUTl 's client window and then move the pointer inside? 
WinGetKeyStatewill report that the mouse button is pressed, but BLOKOUTl 
will not have a valid starting point for the rectangle because the button was 
pressed outside the client window. 

How about using a combination of the jButtonDown logic and the WinGet
KeyState function? You're welcome to try, but think a bit about what you really 
want to do here. You want the ability to follow the mouse pointer even when it 
ventures outside the client window. You want to process all of the WM_MOUSE
MOVE messages between WM_BUTTONlDOWN and WM_BUTTONlUP, 
regardless of whether the mouse is inside or outside the client window. 

You can do this. This process is called "capturing the mouse." 

THE SOLUTION: CAPTURING THE MOUSE 

Capturing the mouse is simpler than baiting a mousetrap. You simply call 

WinSetCapture (HWND_DESKTDP, hwnd) ; 

After you call WinSetCapture, all mouse messages will be directed to hwnd's 
window procedure regardless of where the pointer is positioned. (Note that 
the coordinates of the pointer will still be relative to the lower-left corner of 
the window, so they could be negative.) To release the mouse, use the follow
ing call: 

Wi nSet Cap tu r e ( HWND_D ES KTOP , NU LL) ; 

A window that has captured the mouse is called the capture window. Only 
one window can be the capture window at any time. You can obtain the win
dow handle of the capture window by calling WinQueryCapture. The function 
returns NULL if there is no capture window, as is usually the case. 

The BLOKOUT2 program, shown in Listing 9.6, demonstrates how to cap
ture the mouse. 

BLOKOUT2 captures the mouse on a WM_BUTTONlDOWN message. 
Rather than using thejButtonDownvariable from BLOKOUTl, BLOKOUT2 
uses an fCapture variable that it sets to TRUE when the mouse is captured. 
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Listing 9.6: The BLOKOUT2 program 

The BLOKOUT2.MAK File 

ii- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
# BLOKOUT2.MAK make file 

·- -----------------------

blokoUt2.exe : blokout2.obj blokout2.def 
$(PRGLINKJ blokout2, bl okout2, NUL. $(PRGLIBJ , blokout2 

blokout2.obj : blokout2.c 
$(PRGCCJ bl okout2.c 

The BLOKOUT2.C File 

/•-------------------------------------------- -------
BLOKOUT2.C -- Mouse Button & Capture Demo Program 

(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 

----- --------- ---- ---------- ------- --- ------- --- ---•/ 

ildefine INCl__WIN 
ildefine INCl_GPJ 

#include <os2.h> 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND, ULONG, MPARAM. MPARAM) 

int main (void) 

l 
static CHAR szClientClass [] - "Blok0ut2" 

static ULONG flFrameflags = FCF_TITLEBAR 

HAB hab ; 
HMO hmq ; 

FCF _SIZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOS!TION 

HWND hwndFrame, hwndClient 
OMSG Qmsg ; 

hab - Wininitialize (0) 

hmQ - WinCreateMsgOueue Chab. 0) ; 

FCF __ SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF _ TASKLIST 

WinRegisterClass Chab, szClientClass. ClientWndProc, CS_SJZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndframe = WinCreateStdWindow (HWND_DESKTOP. WS_VISIBLE. 
&flFrameflags, szClientClass, NULL. 
0L, 0, 0. &hwndClientJ 

while CWinGetMsg (hab. &Qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg Chab. &Qmsg) ; 
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Listing 9.6: The BLOKOUT2 program (Continued) 

Wi nDestroyWindow ( hwndFramel 
WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 

VOID DrawBoxDutline (HWND hwnd. POINTL •pptlStart, POINTL •pptlEnd) 

HPS hps : 

hps - WinGetPS (hwndl ; 
Gpi SetMix (hps. FM_ IN VER Tl 

GpiMove (hps. pptlStartl : 
GpiBox Chps. DRO_OUTLINE. pptlEnd. 0L, 0L) 

WinRe leasePS (hps) ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2 ) 
( 

static BOOL fCapture. fValldBox ; 
static PO INTL pt l Start, pt 1 End. pt l Box Sta rt, ptl BoxEnd 
HPS hps ; 

switch (msg) 
{ 

case WM_BUTTONlDOWN; 
pt lStart.x - ptlEnd.x - MOUSEMSGC&msg) - >x 
ptlStart.y - ptlEnd . y - MOUSEMSGC&msgl ->y 

DrawBoxOutline (hwnd. &ptlStart, &ptlEnd) 

WinSetCapture CHWND_DESKTOP, hwndl ; 
fCapture - TRUE ; 
break ; II do defau l t processing 

case WM_MOUSEMOVE; 
if (fCapture) 

{ 

DrawBoxOut l ine (hwnd, &ptlStart, &ptl End) 

ptlEnd.x - MOUSEMSG(&msg)-)X 
ptlEnd.y - MOUSEMSGC&msg)->y 

DrawBoxOutline (hwnd, &pt lStart. &ptlEndl : 
J 

break ; II do default processing 
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case WM_BUTTONlUP: 

if (fCapture) 

( 

DrawBoxOutline Chwnd, &ptlStart, &ptlEnd) 

ptlBoxStart - ptlStart ; 
ptlBoxEnd . x - MOUSEMSG(&msgl->x 
ptl Box End .y - MOUSEMSGC&msg) -> y 

Wi nSetCapture CHWND_DESKTOP, NULLHANDLEJ 
fCapture - FALSE ; 

fValidBox ~ TRUE ; 

Win Inv a 1 idateRect ( hwnd, NULL. FALSE) 

return 0 

case WM_CHAR: 
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if (fCapture && CHARMSGC&msgJ - >fs & KC_ VIRTUALKEY && 
! CCHARMSGC&msgl - >fs & KC_ KEYUP) && 

CHARMSGC&msgJ - >vkey -~ VK_ESC) 

DrawBoxOut l ine (hwnd, &ptlStart. &ptlEnd) 

WinSetCapture CHWtW_DESKTOP. NULLHANDLE) ; 

fCapture - FALSE ; 
) 

return 0 ; 

case WM_PAINT: 

hps - WinBeginPaint [hwnd, NULLHANDLE, NULL) 

GpiErase Chpsl 

if (fValidBox l 

{ 

GpiMove (hps, &ptlBoxStartl ; 
GpiBox (hps, DRO_OUTLINEFILL, &ptlBoxEnd, 0L, 0LJ 
) 

if (fCapture) 

( 

GpiSetMix ( hps, FM_INVERT) ; 
GpiMove (hps, &ptlStartl : 

GpiBox (hps, DRO_OUTLINE, &ptl End, 0L, 0L) 
} 

WinEndPaint Chps) 

return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd. msg, mpl. mp2) 
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Listing 9.6: The BLOKOUT2 program (Continued) 

The BLOKOUT2.DEF File 

; BLOKOUT2.0EF modul e definit i on f i le 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PR OT MODE 

BLOKOU T2 WINDOWAPI 

'Mouse Button & Capture Demo Program (c) Char les Petzold, 1993' 

If the size of the BLOKOUT2 window is less than the full screen, you'll no
tice that BLOKOUT2 continues to receive WM_MOUSEMOVE messages even 
when you move the pointer outside the client window. When you release the 
button (either while the pointer is inside or outside the client window), BLOK
OUT2 releases the mouse. 

BLOKOUT2 also processes the WM_ CHAR message. If you press the Es
cape key while blocking out a rectangle, the program erases the rectangle 
you've been drawing and releases the mouse. This is how you can cancel the 
blackout. Otherwise, much of BLOKOUT2 is exactly the same as BLOKOUTl. 
Capturing the mouse adds very little overhead to mouse processing and helps 
out a great deal in many cases. 

The Presentation Manager WinTrackRectfunction is also a big help in jobs 
that require a rectangle to be stretched or moved using the mouse and key
board, particularly when the rectangle must be displayed outside the program's 
window. The title bar window and sizing border window use WinTrackRectto let 
you move and resize the standard window. I'll show you how to use WinTrack
Rect in the BLOWUP program in Chapter 15. 

THE SKETCH PROGRAM 

You've heard of CAD programs? You've heard of paint programs? The pro
gram in Listing 9.7 is neither of these. It's called SKETCH and is just about the 
most primitive drawip g program possible. 

To draw in SKETCH, you press button i and move the mouse. To erase (or, 
more precisely, to draw using the background color) you press button 2 and move 
the mouse. To clear the entire window, you ... well, you have to end the program, 
load it again, and start all over. (I said that this is a primitive program, didn't I?) 
Figure 9.4 shows the SKETCH program with the word "Hello" drawn on the win
dow, an homage to those early advertisements for the Apple Macintosh. 



Figure 9.4: The SKETCH display 

Listing 9.7: The SKETCH program 

The SKETCH.MAK File 

·- ---- ------ ------ -----
#SKETCH.MAK make file 
·------------------- ---

sketch .exe : sketch.obj sketch.def 
$(PRGLINKl sketch. sketch, NUL, S(PRGLIB), sketch 

sketch.obj : sketch.c 
$( PRGCCl sketch . c 

The SKETCH.C File 

/•-- ----- ----- ---------- ------ -- ---- --- --
SKETCH.C -- Mouse Sketching Program 

(cl Char l es Petzold, 1993 
--------- -- --- ----- --·-- ----------- ----*/ 
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Listing 9 .7: The SKETCH program (Continued) 

/!define HlCL_ W!N 
/fdefine INCLGPI 
/!include <os2.h> 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc IHWND, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMJ 

HAB hab 

int main Cvoidl 

static CHAR szClientClass [] - "Sketch" ; 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TJTLEBAR 

HMO hmq ; 

FCF _SI ZEB ORDER 
FCF_SHELLPDSITION 

HWND hwndFrame, hwndCl i ent ; 
QMSG qmsg ; 

hab = Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq = WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0J ; 

FCF _SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINH AX I 
FCF_TASKLIST ; 

WinRegisterClass lhab. szClientClass. ClientWndProc. CS_SIZEREDRAW. 0J 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWND_DESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE. 
&flFrameFlags, szCl1entClass, NULL. 
0L, 0. 0. &hwndClientl ; 

if (hwndFrame -~ NULLHANDLEJ 

else 

WinMessageBox (HWND_DESKTOP, HWND_DESKTOP. 
"Not enough memory to create the " 
"bitmap used for storing images.", 
szClientClass. 0, MB_OK I MB_WARNINGl 

while (WinGetMsg (hab. &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg Chab, &qmsgJ 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrameJ ; 
} 

WinOestroyMsgQueue (hmql 
WinTerminate (habl 
return 0 ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2J 
[ 

static BITMAPINFOHEADER2 bmp ; 
static BOOL fButtonlDown, fButton2Down 
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Listing 9 .7: The SKETCH program (Continued) 

static HBITMAP 
static HOC 
static HPS 
static PDINTL 
HPS 

hbm ; 
hdcMemory ; 
hpsMemory ; 
ptl PointerPos, aptl [3] ; 
hpsWindow ; 

LONG 
SJZEL 

cxFul lScrn, cyFull Scrn ; 
si zl ; 

switch (msgl 
{ 

case WM_CREATE: 
cxFullScrn - WinQuerySysVa1 ue (HWNO_DESKTDP. SV_CXFULLSCREENJ 
cyFullScrn - WinQuerySysValue CHWNO_DESKT8P, SV_CVFULLSCREENJ 

II Create Memory DC and PS 

hdcMemory - OevOpenDC (hab, DD_MEMORV, "+" 0L, NULL. 0J 

s i zl. ex - 0 ; 
sizl.cy - 0; 
hpsMemory - GpiCreatePS (hab, hdcMemory, &sizl. 

PU_PELS I GPJF_DEFAULT I 
GPJT_MJCRO I GPJA._ASSOCJ ; 

II Create monochrome bitmap, return l if cannot 

bmp.cbFix - sizeof CBITMAPINFOHEADER2l 
bmp. ex - cxFul1Scr11 
bmp.cy - cyFullScrn 
bmp.cPlanes - 1 
bmp.cBitCount - 1 ; 

hbm - Gpi CreateBitmap (hpsMemor y, &bmp, 0L. 0L, NULL) 

if Chbm - 0) 
{ 

GpiOestroyPS (hpsMemory) 
OevC1oseDC (hdcMemoryJ 
return MRFROMSHORT (1) ; 

II Set bitmap in memory PS and clear it 

Gp1SetB1tmap (hpsMemory. hbm) ; 

aptl[l].x - cxFullScrn : 
aptl[l].y - cyFullScrn : 
Gp1Bit8lt ChpsMemory, 0, 2L. aptl, ROP_ZERO, BBO_ORJ 
return 0 ; 
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Listing 9.7: The SKETCH program (Continued) 

case WM_BUTTONlDOWN: 
if ( ! fButton2DownJ 

Wi nSetCapture <HWND _ DESKTO P, hwndJ 

ptlPointerPos.x - MOUSEMSG(&msgJ->x 
ptlPointerPos.y - MOUSEMSG(&msgJ->y 

fButtonlDown - TRUE ; 
break ; 

case WM_BUTTONlUP: 
if ( ! fButton2DownJ 

II do default processing 

WinSetCapture <HWNO_ OESKTOP, NULLHANDLEJ 

fButtonlDown - FALSE ; 
return 0 ; 

case WM_BUTTON2DOWN: 
if ( ! fButtonlDownJ 

WinSetCapture (HWNO_OESKTOP. hwnd) 

ptlPointerPos.x - MOUSEMSG(&msgJ->x 
ptlPointerPos.y - MOUSEMSG(&msg)-)y 

fButton2Down - TRUE ; 
break ; 

case WM BUTTON2UP: 
if ( ! fButtonlOownJ 

II do default processing 

WinSetCapture CHWND_DESKTOP. NULLHANDLEJ 

fButton2Down - FALSE ; 
return 0 ; 

case WM_MOUSEMOVE: 
if ( !fButtonlDown && !fButton2Down) 

break ; 

hpsWindow - WinGetPS (hwnd) ; 

GpiSetColor (hpsMemory, fButtonlDown ? CLR_TRUE : CLR_FALSEJ 
GpiSetColor (hpsWindow, 

fButtonlDown ? CLILNEUTRAL : CLR_BACKGROUNDJ ; 

GpiMove (hpsMemor y. &pt 1 Point erPosJ 
GpiMove (hpsWindow. &ptl PointerPosJ 

ptlPointerPos.x = MOUSEMSG(&msgJ->x 



Listing 9,7: The SKETCH program (Continued) 

pt1PointerPos.y - MOUSEMSG(&msg) >y 

Gpi Line ( hpsMemory, &pt1 PointerPos) 
Gpi Line ( hpsWindow, &pt1 PointerPos) 
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WinRe1easePS (hpsWindowJ ; 
break ; II do defau1t processing 

case WM_PAINT: 
hpsWindow ~ WinBeginPaint ( hwnd, NULLHANDLE. (PRECTll aptl) 

aptl[2) - aptl[0) : 

GpiBitBlt (hpsWindow, hpsMemory, 3L, aptl, ROP_SRCCOPY. 
BBO_ OR) ; 

WinEndPaint (hpsWindow) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_DESTROY: 
GpiDestroyPS (hpsMemory) 
DevCloseDC (hdcMemory) ; 
GpiDeleteBitmap (hbm) : 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd. msg. mpl, mp2l 

The SKETCH.DEF File 
. .. ___ __ ____ ___ _ - -- -- --- -- -- -- - -- - __ _ 

; SKETCH.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

SKETCH W!NDOWAPI 

'Mouse Sketching Program (c) Char1es Petzold, 1993' 

During the WM_ CREATE message, SKETCH creates a monochrome bit
map the size of the maximized window. If this is not possible, SKETCH re
turns 1 from the WM_ CREATE message. Returning 1 from WM_ CREATE 
aborts the creation of the standard window. In main, SKETCH checks the 
value of hwndFrame to see if WinCreateStdWindow was successful. If not, 
SKETCH displays a message box informing the user of the problem. 
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This bitmap is used in a memory device context for saving any drawing you 
do and updating the window during the WM_PAINT message. A bitmap used 
in this way is sometimes called a shadow bitmap. Whenever SKETCH draws 
something on the window, it also draws the same thing on the bitmap. Conse
quently, WM_PAINT processing is very simple. AJl that's required is a GpiBit
Blt call to update the window from the bitmap. 





WHY THE TIMER IS NECESSARY 

TIMER BASICS 

THREE TIMER PROGRAMS 



T he Presentation Manager timer is a form of input that periodically 
notifies a window procedure when a specific amount of time has 
elapsed. Your program specifies this time in the WirzStartTimer f unc-

tion. The Presentation Manager then periodically posts WM_ TIMER messages 
to the program's window procedure. 

A clock is the most obvious application for a timer. The WM_ TIMER mes
sages tell the program to update the clock display. (Later in this chapter we'll 
tackle two clock programs that use the timer.) You can also use the timer to 
periodically update a status report (as is done in the FREEMEM program also 
shown in this chapter) or to pace screen activity for animation or computer
aided instruction. 

WHY THE TIMER IS NECESSARY 
In previous chapters you've seen how the Presentation Manager provides alterna
tives to several categories of OS/2 kernel functions. For example, a Presentation 
Manager program doesn't use the OS/2 kernel VIO functions to write to the dis
play. Instead, the program writes to the screen using the Presentation Manager 
GPI functions. Similarly, a Presentation Manager program doesn't use the OS/2 
kernel KBD or MOU functions for keyboard or mouse input. Instead, the pro
gram processes keyboard and mouse input in the form of messages. 

The Presentation Manager timer is also a substitute for OS/2 kernel func
tions-specifically those functions that involve suspending a thread of execu
tion. For example, if you were to write a clock program for the OS/2 kernel, 
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you would probably use the DosSleep function to suspend the thread for a set 
period of time. On return from DosSleep, the program would update the clock 
and call DosSleep again. But in a single-thread Presentation Manager program, 
DosSleep would suspend the normal processing of messages in that thread, 
even messages for such basic tasks as moving and resizing the window or se
lecting an item from the program's system menu. It's clear that for the Presen
tation Manager-which requires threads to process messages as quickly as 
possible-you shouldn't call functions such as DosSleep or wait on a sema
phore in a message queue thread if you want optimum performance. That's 
why the Presentation Manager includes the timer. Message queue threads use 
the timer to regain periodic control in the absence of user input and other 
messages to the thread's windows. Chapter 17 discusses some alternatives to 
this use of the timer, including the use of multiple threads of execution. 

TIMER BASICS 
The timer is a fairly simple facility involving two functions and one message. 
The Presentation Manager defines two ways to set a timer. Both use the same 
WinStartTimer function but in a somewhat different format. The first method 
is by far the most common. 

THE COMMON METHOD OF USING A TIMER 

The BEEPER! program, shown in Listing 10.1, demonstrates how to start a 
timer, process WM_ TIMER messages, and stop the timer. BEEPER! sets the 
timer to go off once every second. The window procedure responds to a WM_ -
TIMER message by beeping and changing the color of its client window, alter
nating between red and blue. 

Listing 10.1: The BEEPER1 program 

The BEEPER1 .MAK File 

#~- ---------- ---- -··-- --

# BEEPERl.MAK make file 
#-----------------------

beeperl.exe : beeperl.obj beeperl.def 
HPRGLINKl beeperl, beeperl, NUL, $( PRGLIB), beeperl 

beeperl.obj : beeperl.c 
SC PRGCCl beeper l. c 



Listing 10.1: The BEEPER1 program (Continued) 

The BEEPER1.C File 

/*·---------------------------- -----------
BEEPERl.C ·· Timer Demo Program No. 1 

(cJ Charles Petzold. 1993 
--------- ------ -------------------------*/ 

jfdefine INCLWIN 
!!inc lude <os2.h> 

!!define IO_ TIMER 1 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMJ 

int mai n (void) 
{ 

static char szClientCla ss [] - "Beeperl" ; 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

HAB hab ; 
HMO hmq ; 

FCF _SIZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITIDN 

HWNO hwndFrame. hwndClient 
OMSG qmsg ; 

hab - Winln i tialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab. 0) ; 

FCF_SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF _ TASKLIST 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, Cl ientWndProc, 0L. 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow CHWNO_OESKTOP, WS_V!SIBLE. 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass, NULL, 
0L, 0. 0, &hwndClientl 

WinStartTimer (hab. hwndClient. IO_T!MER. Hl00l; 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANOLE. 0, 0)) 
WinO i spatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) ; 

WinStopT imer (hab, hwndClient, IO_ TIMER) 

Wi nOestroyWindow (hwndFramel 
WinOestroyMsgQueue (hmql 
WinTerminate Chabl ; 
return 0 ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWNO hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
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Listing 10.1: The BEEPER1 program (Continued) 

static BOOL fFlipFlop 
HPS hps 
RECTL rel 

switch (msg) 

case WM_TIMER: 
WinAlarm (HWND_DESKTOP, WA_NOTE) ; 
fFlipFlop = !fFlipFlop ; 
Wininva 1 i dateRect ( hwnd, NULL, FALSE) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps = WinBeginPaint Chwnd, NULLHANDLE, NULL) 

WinOueryWindowRect (hwnd, &rel) ; 
WinFillRect Chps, &rel, fFlipFlop CLR_BLUE CLR_REO) 

WinEndPaint (hpsl 
return 0 ; 

return WinOefWindowProc Chwnd, msg, mpl, mp2J 

The BEl!PER1 .DEF File 

; BEEPERl.DEF 111odule definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

BEEPERl WINDOWAPI 

'Timer Demo Program No. 1 (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 

The general syntax of the WinStartTimer function is 

WinStartTimer (ha b. hwnd. i dTimer. ulMsecinterva l) 

The hwnd parameter is the window handle that designates which window 
function receives the WM_ TIMER messages. The idTimer parameter is a num
ber you select to identify this particular timer. 

The ulMsednterval parameter specifies a time interval in milliseconds (msec). 
This is the rate at which the Presentation Manager posts the WM_ TIMER 
messages in the message queue. Setting this parameter to 0 causes the system 
to deliver WM_ TIMER messages as fast as the system clock. Al though the 
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parameter is a ULONG (and thus could theoretically represent a time interval 
of about 48 days), values over 65535 simply do not work. The maximum time 
interval is 65535 msec, or about 651/i seconds. 

BEEPERl starts a timer in main immediately following the WinCreateStd
Window call: 

WinStartTimer Chab. hwndClient. IO_TIMER, 1000) ; 

This tells the Presentation Manager to post a WM_ TIMER message to hwnd
Client once every 1000 msec. The ID_ TIMER identifier is defined near the top 
of the program: 

#define IO_TIMER 1 

The low USHORT of the mpl parameter that accompanies the WM_ TIMER 
message is this ID number. 

BEEPER! processes the WM_ TIMER messages in ClientWndProc: 

case WM_ TIMER: 
WinAlarm (HWND_DESKTOP, WA _NDTEl ; 
f FlipFlop = !fFlipFlop ; 
Winlnval idateRect Chwnd, NULL. FALSE) 
return 0 ; 

The code simply beeps the speaker, inverts the value of the static BOOL vari
able fFlipFlop, and calls WininvalidateRectto invalidate the entire client win
dow and generate a WM_PAINT message. During the WM_PAINT message, 
BEEPERl uses the fFlipFlop variable to determine the color (blue or red) used 
to paint the client window: 

WinQueryWindowRect Chwnd. &rel l ; 
WinFillRect Chps, &rel. fFlipFlop? CLILBLUE: CLR_REDl ; 

The window procedure receives WM_ TIMER messages during the entire 
time the window exists. Only when BEEPERI exits the message queue in main 
on receipt of a WM_ QUIT message does the program stop the timer: 

WinStopTimer Chab, hwndClient. ID_TIMERl : 

BEEPERl then terminates normally. 
A program doesn't need to start and stop the timer in main. If the program 

doesn't need a timer for its entire duration, it can start or stop the timer from 
the window procedure. Although BEEPERl ca uses its client window to be re
painted once a second by calling WininvalidateRect, a program can also call 
WinGetPS to do some painting while processing the WM_ TIMER message. 
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The CLOCK program shown later in this chapter paints during the WM_
TIMER message. 

TIMER IMPRECISION 

If you can tolerate the program's incessant beeping, you can learn a lot about 
the timer by experimenting with BEEPER! while running other Presentation 
Manager programs. The first discovery is that the timer is not a precise and 
regular clock tick. There are several reasons for this. 

The resolution of the timer depends on the resolution of the hardware clock 
in the computer. Under OS/2, the hardware clock generates an interrupt every 
31.25 msec, or 32 times per second. The rate of the WM_ TIMER messages on 
a PC is always an integral multiple of 32 msec. You can't receive WM_ TIMER 
messages more frequently than 32 msec. 

The WM_ TIMER message isn't sent directly to the window procedure but is 
instead placed in the program's message queue. WM_ TIMER messages are low 
priority- WinGetMsg retrieves other queued messages (except WM_PAINT) 
before WM_ TIMER messages. There can be a delay between the time the mes
sage is placed in the queue and the time the window procedure gets it. How
ever, the Presentation Manager doesn't load a message queue with multiple 
WM_ TIMER messages if the program can't process them. The message queue 
never contains more than one timer message of a particular timer ID. 

LIMITED AVAILABILITY OF TIMERS 

The Presentation Manager allows only a limited number of timers to be set 
throughout the system-specifically 40. A program can determine how many 
timers are still available in the Presentation Manager by calling 

lAv ai l Time rs = Win OuerySysValue (HW ND_DESKTOP, SV_CTIM ERS J ; 

However, it's often easier simply to call WinStartTimer. If WinStartTimer 
returns 0, no timer was available. 

If your program can't work properly without a timer (as is obvious! y the 
case for a clock application), the program has no choice but to terminate if no 
timer is available. You should display a message box informing the user of this 
problem. If you set the timer in main after the WinCreateStdWindow call, here 
is one way of dealing with the lack of an available timer: 

hwndFrame = WinCrea t eS t dWindow ( ... ) ; 

if (W i nStartTimer (hab, hwndC li ent, IO_TIMER, 1000)) 
[ 

while (W i nGe tMsg (h ab . &qmsg , NU LL. 0, 0)) 



else 

Wi nD is patchMsg (hab, &qmsg) ; 

Wi nStopTimer (hab, hwndCl ient . ID_TIM ER ) 
} 

Win MessageBox (HWND_DESK TOP, hwndC li ent, 
"Too many clo cks or timers", 
"Program Name", 0, MB OK I MB_I CONEXC LAMATIONJ 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFramel 
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If WinStartTimer returns a nonzero value, the program enters the message 
loop and later calls WinStopTimerwhen it exits the message loop. Otherwise, 
the program displays a message box, destroys the frame window, and termi
nates normally. You should perform this check in every program you write 
that uses a timer. 

A ONE·SHOT TIMER 
In some applications you may not need a timer that repeatedly sends WM_
TIMER messages. Instead, you may want to send only one WM_ TIMER mes
sage after a specified period of time. In this case you can set the timer normally 
and call WinStopTimer during processing of the WM_ TIMER message: 

case WM_ TIMER: 
[ other program li nes ) 

Wi nStopTimer (hab, hwnd, ID_TIMERl 
return 0 ; 

Calling WinStopTimer not only stops future WM_ TIMER messages but also 
clears the message queue of any pending WM_ TIMER messages. You'll never 
receive a stray WM_ TIMER message after you call WinStopTimer. 

A TIMER OVER 651/2 SECONDS 
The maximum timer interval is 65,535 msec, or 651'2 seconds. If you need a 
timer interval greater than this (for example, 30 minutes), you can first set a 
static variable that contains the duration in minutes: 

iMinuteWait - 30 : 

You then set a timer for 1 minute: 

Wi nStartTimer (hab. hwnd. ID_TIMER. 60000) 
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During WM_ TIMER processing, you decrement and test iMinuteWait: 

case WM_ TIMER: 
if (-- i Minu t eWa i t ~ 0) 

{ 

other program lines J 

return 0 

An alternative method is to call DosGetDateTime to get the current time 
when you first start the timer. During the WM_ TIMER message you can call 
DosGetDateTime again to determine if 30 minutes have elapsed. 

The WinGetCurrentTime function can also be helpful here. This function 
returns the elapsed time in milliseconds since OS/2 was first booted. This is a 
ULONG value that rolls over to 0 a bout every 48 days. Let's assume again that 
you want to set a 30-minute timer interval. First, define a static ULONG variable: 

static ULONG ulStartTime ; 

Then call WinGetCurrentTime and WinStartTimer: 

ulStartTime = WinGetCurrentTime (hab) ; 

WinStartTimer (hab. hwnd. ID_TIMER. 60000) ; 

During the WM_ TIMER message, check to see if 30 minutes have elapsed: 

case WM_TIMER: 
if (WinGetCurrentTime (hab) - ulStartTime > 30 * 60 * 1000) 

{ 

other program lines ] 

return 0 

RESETTING THE TIMER TIME 

You may need to change the interval of the WM_ TIMER messages. For exam
ple, you may have originally set the timer for 1-second intervals: 

WinStartTimer (hab, hwnd, ID_TIMER. 1000) ; 

If you later need to change that to 5-second intervals, you can simply call Win
StartTimer again with the same timer ID and a different elapsed time: 

WinStartTimer (hab, hwnd, ID_TIMER. 5000) ; 

The nextWM_TIMER message will now arrive in 5 seconds. 
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USING MULTIPLE TIMERS 

If you like, you can set multiple timers in your program. Suppose you want 
one timer for !-second intervals and another timer for_ I-minute intervals. You 
first define two IDs: 

#define ID_SECTIMER 1 
ltdefine ID_MH./TIMER 2 

To start the timers, make two WinStartTimer calls: 

WinStartTimer (hab, hwnd, ID_SECTIMER, ll:Hl0l ; 
WinStartTimer (hab, hwnd, ID MINTIMER, 6llllllll) ; 

The processing of the WM_ TIMER message can use a switch and case con
struction to do different processing based on the timer ID stored in mp 1: 

case WM_TIMER: 
switch (SHDRTlFRDMMP (mpl)) 

{ 

case ID_SECTIMER: 
[ once-per-second processing 

return ll ; 

case ID MINT I MER: 

break ; 

[ once-per -min ute processing 
return ll ; 

Before your program terminates, it stops both timers: 

WinStopTi mer (hab, hwnd, ID_SECTIMER) ; 
WinStopTimer (hab, hwnd, ID_MINTIMER) ; 

But considering that the Presentation Manager makes only a limited number 
of timers available, you should feel a little guilty about hogging system re
sources like this. A better approach is to set only one timer (the one with the 
shortest interval) and then derive longer intervals from that. 

THE TIMERS YOU DON'T SET 

Even if you never call WinStartTimer in your program, WM_ TIMER messages 
may still be posted through your message queue and even dispatched to your 
client window procedure. Sometimes you need to make special provisions for 
these messages. 

You'll recall that the TYPEAWAY program in Chapter 8 creates a blinking 
cursor. The blink is controlled by a timer. Because the client window procedure 
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in TYPEAWAY doesn't explicitly process WM_ TIMER messages, the messages 
are passed on to WinDefWindowProc. That's where the cursor-blinking logic is. 
If you add the following lines to TYPEAWAY's client window procedure, the 
cursor won't blink: 

case WM_TIMER: 

return 0 ; 

Child window scroll bars and edit fields (discussed in Chapters 11 and 14) 
also use the timer to blink their cursors. If you create a scroll bar or edit win
dow, the WM_ TIMER messages come through the program's message queue 
but are dispatched to the window procedure associated with the child window. 

If you set a timer in a program that also creates a blinking cursor, you should 
process only those WM_ TIMER messages with the ID number you use (for 
example, ID_ TIMER). All other WM_ TIMER messages should be passed on 
to WinDejWindowProc. The logic looks like this: 

case WM_ TIMER: 
if (SHORTlFROMMP (mpll ~ ID_TIMER) 

( 

process timer message J 
return 0 ; 

break ; 

If you set multiple timers, you can use switch and case statements and break 
for the default case, as shown earlier in the example of multiple timers. 

The IDs for the cursor, scroll bar, and flashing window timers are defined in 
PMWIN.H using the identifiers TID_CURSOR, TID_SCROLL, and TID_
FLASHWINDOW. These are set equal to OxFFFF, OxFFFE, and OxFFFD, so you 
should avoid using those IDs for any other timers. 

THE UNCOMMON METHOD OF USING A TIMER 

The examples in all of the preceding sections of this chapter use the following 
form of the WinStartTimer call: 

WinStartTimer (hab. hwnd. idT imer. ulMseci nterval ) ; 

where idT imer is a predefined constant. 
The second form of the WinStartTimerfunction requires that you first de

fine a variable to store the timer ID: 

UL ONG i dTimer ; 
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You then call the WinStartTimer function like this: 

;dTimer = WinStartTimer (hab. NULL. 0, ulMseclnterval) 

The second parameter (normally set to the window handle) is set to ~ULL 
in this form of WinStartTimer. The Presentati.on M~nager ignor~s the third pa
ameter and instead returns a timer ID (or 0 1f no timer was available) from 
~he function. You use this ID when stopping the timer: 

WinStopT i mer (hab. NULL, idTimer) ; 

This form of WinStartTimer requires that the WM_TIMER message be handled 
in a special way. Although the message is posted to the message queue associated 
with the thread, the window handle of the message is set to NULLHANDLE. This 
means that the message won't be dispatched to a window procedure. Instead, it 
must be processed after it is retrieved from the message queue. The BEEPER2 pro
gram, shown in Listing 10.2, illustrates how this is done. 

Listing 10.2: The BEEPER2 program 

The BEEPER2.MAK File 

#-----------------------
' BEEPER2.MAK make file 
#------------------·----

beeper2.exe : beeper2.obj beeper2.def 
$(PRGLINK) beeper2. beeper2. NUL. $(PRGLIB), beeper2 

beeper2.obj : beeper2.c 
J(PRGCCJ beeper2.c 

The BEEPER2.C File 

/*·---------------------------------------
BEEPER2.C -- Timer Demo Program No. 2 

(cJ Charles Petzold, 19..93 
--------------------------------·-------*/ 

!idefine INCL._ WIN 
#include <os2.h> 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO, ULDNG, MPARAM. MPARAM) 

BOOL fFlipFlop ; 

int main (void) 
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Listing 10.2: The BEEPER2 program (Continued) 

static char szClientClass [] - "Beeper2" 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF _TITLEBAR 

HAB hab ; 

HMO hmQ ; 
HWND hwndFrame, 
OMSG qmsg ; 

UL ONG i dTimer ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 

FCF _SIZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOS!TION 

hwndC lient 

hmQ - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab. 0) ; 

FCF _SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF _ T ASKLIST ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass. ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow ( HWfW_DESKTOP, WS_V I SIBLE. 
&flFrameFlags. szClientClass. NULL, 
0L. 0, 0, &hwndClientJ 

idTimer - WinStartTimer (hab, NULLHANDLE, 0, 1000) 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &QmSg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 
{ 

if (Qmsg.msg -- WM_ TIMER &! SHORTlFROMMP (Qmsg.mplJ -- idTimerJ 
{ 

else 

WinAlarm CHWND DESKTOP , WA...NOTEJ ; 
fFl ipFlop • ! fFl 1 pFlop ; 
Winlnval idateRect (hwndClient. NULL. FALSE) 
} 

Win Di spatchMsg (hab, &Qmsg) 

WinStopTimer (hab, NULLHANDLE, idTimerJ 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrameJ 
WinDestroyMsgOueue (hmQ) 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2J 
{ 

HP S hps 
RECTL rel 

switch (msg) 
{ 

case WM PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE, NULL) 
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WinQueryWindowReet (hwnd, &rel) 
Win Fill Reet (hps, &rel, fFl i pFlop ? CLR BLUE CLR_REO) 

WinEndPaint (hps) ; 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mpZJ 

The BEEPER2.DEF File 

·- - - - - - - ~-- ----------- ---- -- -- -- --- --

; BEEPER2 .DE F module definition file 
·- -- - -- - --- --- ----- -- ---- -- -- --- --- --
' 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

BEEPER2 WINDOWAPI 

'Timer Demo Program No. 2 (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 

BEEPER2 doesn't process the WM_ TIMER message in its client window 
procedure but instead has the timer logic within the message loop: 

while CWinGetMsg C hab. &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0 l) 
( 
if (qmsg.msg ~WM_ TIMER && SHDRTlFROMMP (q msg.mpll 

( 

e 1 s e 

WinAlarm (HWND_DESKTOP, WA NOTE) : 
fFlipFlop = !fFlipFlop ; 
Wi nlnva l idateRect (hwndCl ient. NULL. FALSE) 
) 

WinDispatchMsg (hab. &qmsgJ ; 

idTimerl 
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BEEPER2 checks to see if the msg field of the QMSG structure is equal to 
WM_TIMER and if the low USHORT of the mpl parameter is equal to the 
timer ID returned from WinStartTimer. If the check is successful, BEEPER2 pro
ceeds like BEEPER! when it received a WM_ TIMER message. If not, BEEPER2 
dispatches the message to the window procedure. This form of the WinStart
Timer function might be appropriate for a program that creates several threads 
of execution and needs a timer in a thread that doesn't create any windows. 

If you move or resize BEEPER2's window, or invoke the system menu, 
you'll notice that the WM_TIMER messages seemingly stop. These operations 
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involve the use of a different message loop than the one in your program, so 
any WM_ TIMER message in the queue is ignored. 

THREE TIMER PROGRAMS 
Now let's put what we've learned into practice by writing three useful programs: 
a free memory display and two clocks (one digital, one analog). 

A FREE MEMORY DISPLAY 

The FREEMEM program, shown in Listing I 0.3, creates a tiny window and 
positions it in the lower-left corner of the display. The window displays, in 
bytes, the amount of free memory in OS/2. The display is updated every sec
ond. That's where the timer helps out. 

Listing 10.3: The FREEMEM program 

The FREEMl!M.MAK File 

1f- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -
If FREEMEM.MAK make fi 1 e 
H- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

freemem.exe : freemem.obj freemem.def 
S(PRGLINK) freemem, freemem, NUL, $(PRGLIBJ. freemem 

freemem.obj : freemem.c 
$(PRGCCJ freemem.c 

The FREEMEM.C File 

/*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

FREEMEM.C -- Free Memory Display 
(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*/ 

/fdefine me L_WIN 
/fdefine INCL_GPI 
/fdefine INCL_OOS 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <string.h> 

/fdefine ID_ TIMER l 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMJ 
VOID SizeTheWindow (HWND) ; 
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int main (void) 
{ 

static CHAR szClientClass[J - "FreeMem" 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_T!TLEBAR 

HAB 
HMO 
HWtm 
QMSG 

hab ; 
hmq ; 

FCF _BOROER 

hwndFrame, hwndClient 
qmsg ; 

hab = Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq ~ WinCreateMsgQueue (hab. 0) : 

FCF _SYSMENU 
FCF_ TASK LIST 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, Cl ientWndProc. 0L, 0) 

hwndfra me = WinCreateStdWindow (HWNO_OESKTOP, WS _VISIBLE. 
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&fl FrameF lags, szCl i entClass . NULL. 
0L. 0, 0. &hwndCl i en t l : 

Si zeTheWindow (hwndframe) ; 

if (W inStartTimer (hab, hwndCl i ent. IO_ TIMER, 1000)) 
{ 

else 

while CWinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANOLE. 0 , 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) ; 

Wi nStopTimer (hab, hwndC l i ent. IO_ TIMER) 
J 

WinMessageBox (HWND_DESKTOP, hwndClient, 
"Too many clocks or timers", 
szClientC l ass, 0, MB OK I MB_WARNING) 

Wi nDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinOestroyMsgQueue ( hmq) 
Win Terminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 

VOID SizeTheWindow CHWNO hwndFrame) 

stati~ CHAR szText (] - "I,234,567,890 bytes" 
HPS hps ; 
PO INTL aptl[TXTBOX_COUNT] 
REC TL rel ; 

hps ~ WinGetPS (hwndFrame) 
GpiQueryTextBox (hps, sizeof szText - ll, szText, TXTBOX_COUNT. aptl) 
Wi nRel easePS ( hps) ; 
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Listing 10.3: The FREEMEM program (Continued) 

rel .yBottom - 0 
rel .yTop - 3 * (aptl[TXTBOX_TOPLEFT].y 

aptl[TXTBOX_BOTTDMLEFT] .yl I 2 ; 
rel .xLeft - 0 
rel .xRigh~ - (sizeof szText + lL) * (aptl[TXTBOX_BOTTOMRIGHTJ.x 

aptl[TXTBDX_BOTTOMLEFT].x) I (sizeof szText - lll ; 

WinCaleFrameRect (hwndFrame, &rel. FALSE) ; 

Wi nSetWindowPos (hwndFrame. NULLHANDLE. rel .xLeft. rel .yBottom, 
rel .xRight - rel .xleft, rel .yTop - rel .yBottom, 
SWP_SlZE I SWP_MOVE) ; 

VOJD FormatNumber (CHAR *PehResult, ULDNG ulValue) 

BOOL fOisplay ~ FALSE ; 
INT iDigit ; 
ULONG ulOuotient, ulDivisor - 1000000000L 

for (iDigit - 0 ; iDigit < 10 ; iDigit++) 
{ 

ulQuot;ent - ulValue I ulDivisor ; 

if (fDisplay I I ulQuotient > 0 I I iDigit -- 9) 
{ 

fOisplay - TRUE ; 

*PChResult++ - (CHAR) ( '0' + ulQuotient) 

if ((i01git % 3 - 01 && iDigit 1- 9) 
*PchResult++ - ', · ; 

} 

ulValue -- ulOuotient • ulDivisor 
ulOivisor /- 10 
} 

•pehResult - '\0' : 
} 

MRESULT EXPENTRV Cl1entWndProe (HWNO hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAH mpl, HPARAH mp2J 
{ 

stat ia A£CTL rel ; 
static ULONG ulFreeHem, ulPrevHem 
CHAR szBuffer (24] : 

HPS hps; 

switch <ms g) 

~ WM Sil E: 
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WinOueryWindowRect (hwnd. &rel) 

return 0 ; 
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case WM_T!MER: 
OosOuerySyslnfo (QSV_TOTAVAILMEM. QSV_ TOTAVAILMEM. 

(PB YTE) &ul FreeMem. s i zeof (UL ONG)) 

if (ulFreeMem 1- ul PrevMem) 
( 
WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd. NULL. FALSE) 

ulPrevMem - ulFreeMem ; 

return 0 ; 

case WM_ PAINT: 
hps - Wi nBegi nP a int ( hwnd, NULLHANOLE. NULL) 

FormatNumber ( szBuffer. ul FreeMem) 
strcat (szBuffer. " bytes") ; 

WinOrawText (hps. -1. szBuffer. &rel. 
CLR_NEUTRAL. CLR_BACKGROUtW. 
OT_CENTER I OT_VCENTER I OT_ERASERECT) 

WinEndPa int (hp s) ; 
return 0 ; 

return Wi nOefWindowProc (hwnd. msg, mpl. mp2) 

The FAEEMEM.DEF file 

· --- ----- -- ---- ---- --- ---- ---- ---- ---
; FREEMEM.OEF module definition fi1e 
. - - - - -- -- - - -- - -__ .. - - ----- - - ---- - ... - - - --

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMOOE 

FREEMEM WINOOWAPI 

•Free Memory Display (c) Charles Petzold. 1993' 

FREEMEM starts the timer in main and displays a message box if WirzStart
Timer returns 0. The processing of the WM_ TIMER message in ClierztWrzd
Proc is fairly simple. After obtaining the amount of free memory from the 
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DosQuerySyslnfo function, the program invalidates the client area ifthe amount 
of memory has changed since the last timer message: 

if Cul FreeMem ! - ul PrevMem) 
( 

Winlnval i dateReet (hwnd, NUL L, FAL SE) 

ulPrevMem - ulFreeMem ; 
) 

FREEMEM saves the previous free memory size in ulPrevMem. Only if that 
size differs from the current value returned from DosQuerySyslnfo will FREEMEM 
invalidate the window to generate a WM_PAINT message. The WM_PAINT 
processing calls the function FormatNumberto convert the memory size into a 
text string with comma separators. 

FREEMEM creates a window of a fixed size positioned in a set area of the 
display, so it is worthwhile to take a closer look at how this is done. The Win
CreateStdWindow function in FREEMEM uses frame creation flags of 
FCF _ TITLEBAR, FCF _SYSMENU, FCF _BORDER, and FCF _ TASKLIST. The 
FCF _SIZEBORDER, FCF _MINMAX, and FCF _SHELLPOSITION flags are not 
used. Because the window doesn't contain the minimize/maximize menu, the 
Minimize and Maximize options on the system menu are grayed and disabled. 

A program that does not use the the FCF _SHELLPOSITION flag when cre
ating the standard window must call WinSetWindowPos to give the frame win
dow a size and position. This is done in FREEMEM's SizeTheWindowfunction. 
Because the size of the client window must be based on the size of the text 
string it displays, the function first calls GpiQueryTextBoxfor a maximum pos
sible string length. SizeTheWindowthen defines the screen coordinates of a 
RECTL structure that contains the position and size of this client window. 

The positioning of the client window in the lower-left corner of the screen is 
indicated by the yBottom and xLeft fields. To allow a little margin around the 
text, the client window rectangle is set to 1 'h times the height of the text box, 
with a width sufficient for the string plus a slight margin. 

That RECTL structure is the position and size of the client window. The 
WinCalcFrameRect function converts this rectangle to a frame window posi
tion and size: 

Wi1iCale Fr ameReet (hwndFrame. &rel, FALSE) ; 

SizeTheWindow can then set the position and size of the frame window: 

WinSetWi ndowPos (hwndFrame. NULLHANDLE. rel .xLeft, re l .yBottom, 

rel .xRight - r el .xLeft, rel .yTop - rel .yBottom, 

SWP_ SIZE SWP_ MDVE); 
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This window won't be the active window. Because the program's purpose is 
to display some information, FREEMEM needn't be the active window when 
it is first displayed. If we wanted FREEMEM to be the active window when it 
was first displayed, we could have included SWP _ACTIVATE among the last 
parameters to WinSetWindowPos. 

Figure 10.l shows FREEMEM running in the lower-left corner of Presenta
tion Manager. 

Figure 10.1: The FREEMEM display 

A DIGITAL CLOCK 

Listing 10.4 shows the DIGCLOCK program, a digital clock that occupies a 
small window positioned in the lower-right corner of the display. The dock 
displays the day of the week, the date (month/day/year), and the time. It is up
dated (with help from Presentation Manager timer) every second. 

Listing 10.4: The DIGCLOCK program 

The DIGCLOCK.MAK File 

#------------------------
# DIGCLOCK.HAK make file 
It- --- ------------- ----- --

digclock.exe : digclock.obj digclack.def 
!CPRGLINKl digclack. digclock. NUL. $(PRGL!Bl. digclock 

digclack.obj : digclack.c 
SCPRGCCJ digclock.c 

The DIGCLOCK.C File 

'*·----------------------------------------
DJGCLOGK.C -- Digital Clock 

(cl Charles Petzold. 1993 
-----------------------------------------*/ 
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Listing 10.4: The DIGCLOCK program (Continued) 

//define INC L_ WIN 
/Ide fine I NCL_GPI 
/ldefine INCL_DDS 
/linclude <os't' .h> 
/linc1ude <stdio.h> 

/ldefine ID_TIMER 1 

MRESUL T EXPENTRY Cl i entWndProc ( HWND, ULONG, MP A RAM, MPARAM) 
VOID SizeTheWindow (HWNDl ; 

int main (void) 

static CHAR szClientClass[] - "DigClock" ; 
flframeFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR I FCF_ SYSMENU 

FCF _BORDER I FCF _TASKLIST 
static ULONG 

HAB 
HMO 
HWND 
QMSG 

hab ; 
hmq ; 
hwndFrame, hwndClient 
qmsg ; 

hab ~ Winlnitia1ize (0) 
hmq ~ WinCreateMsgOueue (hab, 0) ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientC1ass. Cl i entWndProc. 0L, 0) 

hwndFrame ~ WinCreateStdWi ndow (HWND DESKTOP, WS_VIS!BLE. 
&f1FrameF1ags, szClientClass, NULL. 
0L. 0, 0, &hwndClient) ; 

SizeTheWindow (hwndFrame) ; 

if (WinStartTimer (hab, hwndClient. ID_ TIMER, 1000)) 
{ 

else 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0. 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) ; 

WinStopTimer (hab, hwndClient, ID TIMER) 
} 

W i nMe~sageBox CHWND_DESKTOP, hwndC1ient, 
"Too many clocks or timers", 
szC1 i entClass, 0, MB _OK I MB WARNING) 

Wi nDestroYWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 
} 
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VOID SizeTheWindow (HWND hwndFrame) 
{ 

FONTMETRICS fm ; 
HPS hps 
RECTL rel ; 

hps - WinGetPS {hwndFrame) 
GpiQueryFontMetrics (hps, (LONG) sizeof fm, &fm) 
WinReleasePS {hps) 

rel .yBottom - 0 ; 
rel .yTop 

rel. xRight 

rel .xleft 

- 11 * fm.lMaxBaselineExt I 4 ; 
- WinOuerySysValue (HWND_ DESKTOP. SV_CXSCREEN) 
- rel .xRight - 24 * fm.1AveCharWidth 

WinCalcFrameRect (hwndFrame. &rel. FALSE) : 
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WinSetWindowPos {hwndFrame. NULLHANOLE, rel .xLeft, rel .yBottom. 
rel .xRight - rel .xLeft. rel .yTop - rel .yBottom. 
SWP_SIZE I SWP _ MOVE) ; 

VOID UpdateTime (HWND hwnd. HPS hps) 
{ 

static 9,QQL 

static CHAR 
fH ave Ctr y!nfo - FALSE ; 
*SZDayName [] - { "Sun", "Mon", "Tue", "Wed", 

"Thu", "Fri", "Sat"); 
static CHAR szDateFormat [] - " %s %d%s%0Zd%s%02d " : 
static COUNTRYCODE ctryc - { 0, 0 } 
static COUNTRYINFO ctryi ; 
rnAR szBuffer [20] ; 
DATETIME dt ; 

REC TL 

UL ONG 
rel ; 

u1Datalength 

II Get Country Information, Date and Time 

if (!fHaveCtryinfo) 
{ 

DosGetCtr ylnfo ( s i zeof ctryi. &ctr ye, &etryi. &ulDatalength) 
fHaveCtryJnfo - TRUE 
} 

DosGetDateTime (&dt) 
dt.year %- 100 

I I Format Date 

if (ctryi .fsDateFmt -- 0) 

II mm/dd/yy format 
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Listing 1 0.4: The DIGCLOCK program (Continued) 

sprintf (szBuffer. szDateFormat. szDayName [cit.weekciay], 
cit.month. ctryi .szDateSeparator, 
cit.ciay, ctryi .szDateSeparator, cit.year) 

II cicilmmlyy format 
else if Cctryi.fsDateFmt - 1) 

else 

sprintf CszBuffer. szDateFormat, szDayName [cit.weekciay], 
cit.ciay, ctryi.szDateSeparator. 
cit.month. ctryi .szDateSeparator. cit.year) 

II yylmmlcici format 

sprintf (szBuffer. szDateFormat. szDayName [dt.weekday], 
cit.year. ctryi .szDateSeparatar. 
dt.month. ctryi.szDateSeparater, dt,day) 

II Display Date 

WinQueryWindowRect C hwnd, &rel l ; 
rel .yBottom +- 5 * rel .yTop I 11 ; 
WinDrawText (hps, -1. szBuffer. &rel, CLR_NEUTRAL. CLR_BACKGROUND. 

DT_CENTER I DT_VCENTER) : 

11 Format Time 
II 12-hour format 

if ((etryi .fsTimeFmt & 1) - 0) 

else 

sprintf (szBuffer, " %d%s%g2d%s%02d %cm ", 
Cdt.hours + lll % 12 + l, ctryi .szTimeSeparator. 
dt.minutes. ctryi.szTimeSeparator, 
dt.seconds, dt.hours I 12 ? 'p' : 'a'l ; 

II 24-hour format 

sprintf (szBuffer, " 'H2dls%02d%s%02d ", 
dt.hours. ctryi .szTimeSeparator. 
dt.minutes. ctryi .szTimeSeparator. dt.secondsl 

II Display Time 

WinQueryWindowRect (hwnd, &rel) 
rel .yTop ·• 5 * rel .yTop I 11 : 
WinOnneText ( hps, -1. szBuffer, &rel, CLR_NEUTRAL, CLR_BACKGROUND. 

OT_CENTER I DT_VCENTER) ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWnciProe CHWND hwnci. ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2l 
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HPS hps; 

switch (msg l 
( 

case WM_TIMER: 
hps - WinG~tPS (hwndl ; 

GpiSetBackMix (hps, BM_OVERPAINT) 

Update Time (hwnd, hps) 

WinReleasePS (hps) ; 

return 0 ; 

case WM_PAJNT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd. NULLHANDLE. NULL) 

GpiErase (hpsl : 

Update Time ( hwml. hpsl 

WinEndPaint (hpsl 

return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2l 

The DIGCLOCK.Dl!F File 

: DIGCLOCK.DEF module d.efinition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 

PROTl'tODE 

OIGCLOCK WINDDWAPI 

'Digital C1ock (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 
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To position and size the window, DIGCLOCK uses a technique similar to 
that used in FREEMEM. To allow a little margin around the two lines of 
text, I made the client window 23/4 times the height and 24 times the width of 
an average system font letter: 

rcl.yBottom = 0 ; 
rcl.yTop = 11 * fm.lMaxBa se lineExt I 4 : 
rel .xRight - WinQuerySy sVal ue (HWND_DESKTDP. SV CXSCREEN) 
rcl.xleft = rcl.xRight - 24 * fm.lAveCharWidth ; 
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During both the WM_ TIMER and WM_PAINT messages, ClientWndProc 
calls the UpdateTime function to display the date and time. UpdateTime makes 
use of two OS/2 kernel functions: DosGetDateTime to obtain the date and time 
and DosGetCtryinfo to obtain information about the format of the date and 
time applicable for the country specified in the user's CONFIG.SYS file. Thus 
the format of the date and time in DIGCLOCK looks much like the format 
used in the OS/2 DATE, TIME, and DIR commands. The UpdateTime func
tion is mostly a collection of various sprint[ statements that format the date 
and time for display. The function writes the two lines of text to its client win
dow using WinDrawTe.xt. 

Figure 10.2 shows DIGCLOCK running in the lower-right corner of Presen
tation Manager. 

Figure 10.2: The DIGCLOCK display 

AN ANALOG CLOCK 

An analog clock program doesn't have to concern itself with different date and 
time formats, but the complexity of the graphics more than outweighs that 
convenience. The analog CLOCK program is shown in Listing 10.5. Most of 
the code in this program is devoted to displaying the face and hands of the 
clock, so that's what I'll discuss in this section. 

Figure 10.3 shows CLOCK dominating the full Presentation Manager session. 
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Figure 10.3: The CLOCK display 

Listing 10.5: The CLOCK program 

The CLOCK.MAK File 

#---------------------
# CLOCK.MAK make file 
#-- -- -----------------

clock.exe : clock.obj clock.def 

• • • •• . . • •• 

$(PRGLINKJ clock, clock. IWL, HPRGLIBJ. clock 

clock.obj : clock.c 
$(PRGCCJ clock.c 

The CLOCK.C File 

/•- --- ---------- -- --- ---- ----·-- ---- ----
CLOCK.C -- Analog Clock 

(c) Charles Petzold. 1993 
--------------------------------------•/ 
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Listing 10.5: The CLOCK program (Continued) 

/ldefine I NCL_ W!N 
/ldefine INCL_GPI 

/linclude <os2.h> 
/!include <stdlib.h> 

/ldefine ID_ TIMER 1 

typedef struct 
{ 

INT cxCl i ent 
INT cyCl i ent 
INT cxPi"Xel Diam 
I NT cyPixel Di am 
} 

WI NDOWINFO ; 

typedef WINDOWINFO *PWINDOWINFO ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND, ULONG. MPARAM. MPARAM) 

int main (void) 
( 

static CHAR szClientClass[] ="Clock" ; 

static ULONG flFrameFlags ~ FCf_TITLEBAR 

HAB 
HMO 
HWND 
OMSG 

hab ; 
hmq ; 

FCF _SIZEBORDER 

FCF_SHELLPOS!TION 

hwndFrame, hwndClient 

qmsg : 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 

hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) ; 

FCF _SYSMENU I 
FCF_MINMAX I 
FCF _ TASKLIST ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow CHWND_DESKTOP, WS_V!SIBLE. 

&fl FrameFl ags. szClientClass, NULL. 
0L, 0, 0, &hwndClient) 

if (WinStartTimer (hab, hwndClient. ID_TIMER, 1000)) 
{ 

else 

while (WinGetMsg Chab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 

WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsgJ ; 

WinStopTimer (hab, hwndClient, ID_ TIMER) 
} 

WinMessageBax (HWND_DESKTOP, hwndClient, 
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Listing 10.5: The CLOCK program (Continued) 

VOID 

"Too many clocks or timers", 

szClientClass, 0. MB OK I MB_WARNINGJ 

WinOestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 

WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmql 

WinTerminate (habl ; 

return 0 ; 

RotatePoint (POINTL aptl[ ]. INT iNum, INT iA"'!Jlel 

( 

static INT iSin (60] = 

( 

0, 105. 208, 309, 407. 

866. 914, 951, 97 8, 995. 

866, 809. 743. 669, 588. 

0, -104. -207, -308. -406. 

-865. -913, -950. -977. -994, 

-865. -808. -742. -668. -587, 

} ; 

INT i Index : 

POI NTL pt Hemp ; 

for ( i Index - 0 ; i Index < i Num ; i Index++) 
( 

500, 

1000. 
500. 

-499. 
-999, 

-499. 

588. 
995, 

407, 

-587. 
-994, 

-406, 

669. 
97 8. 
309. 

-668. 

-977. 
-308, 

ptlTemp.x - (a~l[1lndex].x * 1Sin [(iAngle + 15) % 60] + 
apt 11: i Ind ex J . y * i S in [ i Ang le] l I 10 00 

ptlTemp.y - (aptl[iindex].y * iSin ((iAngle + 15) % 60] 

aptl[ilndex].x * iSin [iAngle]l I 1000 

aptl[iindex) = ptlTemp 
} 

VOID ScalePoint (PO INTL aptl[]. INT iNum, PWINDOWINFO pwi l 

( 

l NT i Index 

for ( iindex - 0 ; ilndex < iNum ; iindex++l 
{ 

aptl[ilndex).x - aptl[iindex].x * pwi->cxPixelDiam I 200 

aptl[ilndex).y a aptl[i!ndex].y * pwi - >cyPixelDiam 200 

} 

VOID TranslatePoint (PO!NTL aptl [), INT iNum. PWINDOWINFO pwi) 

INT i Index ; 

743, 809, 

951. 914, 

208. 105. 
-742, -808. 
-950, -913. 
-207. -104 
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Listing 10.5: The CLOCK program (Continued) 

for (ilndex = 0 ; i Index< iNum ; ilndex++) 
( 

aptl[ilndex].x +- pwi->cxClient I 2 
aptl[i!ndex].y +- pwi->cyClient I 2 
) 

VO I D DrawHand <HPS hps. PO INTL apt l In []. INT i Num, I NT iAngle, 
PWIN DOW!NFO pwi ) 

INT i!ndex; 
PO!NTL aptl [5] 

for (i!ndex = 0 i Index< iNum ; i!ndex++) 
ap t l [i!ndex] - aptl!n [i Index] ; 

RotatePo int ( aptl, i Num , iAngle) 
ScalePoint (aptl, iNum, pwi) 
TranslatePoint (aptl. i Num. pwi) ; 

GpiMove (hps, aptl) ; 
GpiPolyl ine (hps, iNum - lL. aptl + 1) 
) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mp!, MPARAM mp2) 

r 
static DA TE TIME dtPrevious : 
static HOC hdc ; 

static LONG x Pixels PerMete r, yPixel sPerMeter ; 

static PO INTL apt lHour [5] - ( 0,-15. 10,0. 0,60. 
aptlMinute [5] - ( 0' -20. 5 '0. 0,80. 
apt lSecond [2] - { 0. 0, 0,80 ) ; 

static WINDOW!NFO wi ; 

DATET!ME dt ; 
HPS hps ; 
INT i Di amMM. iAngle 
POINTL aptl [3] 

switch (msg) 

case WM_ CREATE: 
hdc ~ WinOpenWindowDC (hwnd) ; 

DevQueryCaps (hdc. CAPS_VERTICAL_RESOLUT!ON, 
ll. &yPixelsPerMeter) : 

DevQueryCaps (hdc, CAPS_HORIZONTAL_RESOLUTION, 
IL. &xPixelsPerMeter) ; 

-10 .0. 0, - 15 J. 
- 5. 0, 0, - 20 ). 



Listing 10.5: The CLOCK program (Continued) 

OosGetOateTime (&dtPrevious) 
dtPrevious.hours - (dtPrevious.hours * 5) % 60 + 

dtPrevious.minutes I 12 
return 0 

case WM_SIZE: 
wi.cxClient - SHORTlFROMMP ( mp2) 
wi.cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) 
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iOiamMM - min (wi.cxClient * 1000L xPixelsPerMeter, 
wi . cyCl ient * 100~L I yPixelsPerMeter) 

wi.cxPixelOiam - xPixelsPerMeter * iOiamMM I 1000 
wi.cyPixelDiam - yPixelsPerMeter * iOiamMM 1000 
return 0 ; 

case WM_T!MER: 
OosGetDateTime (&dt) 
dt.hours - (dt.hours * 5) % 60 + dt.minutes I 12 

hps - WinGetPS (hwnd) ; 
GpiSetColor (hps, CLR_BACKGROUNO) 

OrawHand (hps, aptlSecond, 2, dtPrevious.seconds, &wi) 

if (dt. hours !- dtPrevious.hours 1 1 
dt.minutes !- dtPrevious .minutes) 

OrawHand (hps, aptlHour. 5, dtPrevi ous. hours, &wi) 
OrawHand (hps. aptlMinute, 5, dtPrevious.minutes, &wi> 

GpiSetColor (hps, CLR._NEUTRAL) ; 

DrawHand (hps, aptlHour, 5, dt.hours, &wi) 
DrawHand (hps, aptlMinute. 5. dt.minute.s, &wi) 
DrawHand (hps, aptlSecond, 2. dt.seconds, &wi) 

WinReleasePS (hps) 
dtPrevious - dt ; 
return 0 ; 

cue WM_PA INT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE, NULL) 
GpiErase (hps) ; 

for (iAngle - 0 ; iAngle < 60 iAngle++) 
( 

apt1[0J.x - 0 ; 
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Listing 10.5: The CLOCK program (Continued) 

aptH0J.y ~ 90 

Rotate Point (aptl, 1. iAngl e) 
ScalePo1nt (aptl, 1. &wi) 
TranslatePoint (aptl, 1. &wiJ ; 

aptl[2J.x - aptl[2].Y - iAngle % 5 ? 2 10 

ScalePoint (aptl + 2, 1. &wi) 

aptl[0].x -- aptl[2].x 2 
aptlC0J.y -~ aptl [2J.y 2 

aptl[lJ.x - aptl[8].x + apt1[2).x 
a~tl(l].y - aptl[0).y + aptl(2J.y 

GpiHove (hps, aptl) ; 
GpiBox (hps, ORO_OUTLINEFILL. aptl + 1, 

aptl[2].x, aptl[2).y) : 

DrawHand (hps, aptlHour, 5, dtPrevious.hours, &wi) 
OrawHand (hps, aptlHinute, 5, dtPrevious.minutes. &wi) 
DrawHand (hps. aptlSecond, 2. dtPrevious.seconds. &wi) 

WinEndPaint (hps) ; 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc Chwnd, msg, mpl, mp2) 

The CLOCK.Dl!F File 

; CLOCK.~EF module definition file 

NAME 

DES'CRIPHON 
PROTHOOE 

CLOCK WINDOW AP! 

'Analog Clock Cc) Charles Petzold. 199.3' 

In the CLOCK program, I have chosen not to take advantage of the various 
transform functions I discussed in Chapter 7. Instead, all the translation, scal
ing, and rotation logic is done manually, so to speak. 

To draw a round clock face, CLOCK defines its own coordinate system. The 
center of the clock (which is positioned in the center of the client window) is 
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the point (0, 0) in this coordinate system. The horizontal and vertical axes 
both range from - 10 0 to + 10 0. 

While processing the WM_ CREATE message, CLOCK obtains two values 
from DevQueryCaps that report the horizontal and vertical resolution of the 
display in pixels per meter: 

DevOueryCaps (hdc, CAPS_VERTICAL_RESOLUTIDN. ll. &yPixe1sPerMeter) ; 
DevOueryCaps (hdc. CAPS _HORIZDNTA L_ RESO LUTIDN. ll. &xPixe l sPerMeterl 

During the WM_ SIZE message, the diameter of the clock face in milJime
ters is calculated based on the width and height of the client window: 

iDiamMM =min (wi .cxC l ient * 1000L I xPixe1sPerMeter. 
wi .cyClient * 1000L I yPixe1sPerMeter) ; 

This value is then converted to a diameter in pixels for both the horizontal and 
vertical axes: 

wi .cxPixe1Diam = xPixelsPerMeter * iDiamMM I 1000 ; 
wi.cyPixe1Diam = yPixelsPerMeter * iDiamMM I 1000 ; 

As I noted above, CLOCK defines its own coordinates to range from -100 to 
+ 100 on the horizontal and vertical axes. Th us, on the horizontal axis, the 
width in pixels of the clock face is cxPixelDiam, but this corresponds to 200 
units in CLOCK's coordinate system. 

CLOCK has two functions to translate one or more PO INTL structures 
from its own coordinate system to the window coordinates used in the GPI 
functions: ScalePoint and Translate Point. 

ScalePointuses the relationship between these two coordinate systems to 
convert a point in CLOCK's coordinate system to pixels: 

aptl [ i index] .x = aptl [ilndex].x * pwi->cxPixe1Diam I 200 ; 
aptl[i i ndex].y = aptl[ilndex].y * pwi ->cyPixe1Diam I 200 : 

CLOCK's coordinate system defines (0, 0) as the center of the client win
dow. The point (0, 0) in window coordinates is the lower-left corner of the 
window. TranslatePoint converts the point accordingly: 

aptl[ i Index] .x += pwi - >cxC 1i ent I 2 : 
aptl[i i ndex].y += pw i- >cyC1ient I 2; 

The more complex aspect of CLOCK involves the rotation of points around 
the clock face. Let's look at an example. The hour hand of the clock is defined 
as an array of PO INTL structures that specify a starting position and four line 
segments: 

static POINTL aptl Hour[5] = { 0. -15. 10 ,0. 0,60. -10.0, 0. -15 } 
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But these are the coordinates only when the hour hand points straight up, 
at midnight or noon. What are the coordinates of the hour hand at 3:00? To 
get those coordinates, the points have to be rotated 90 degrees clockwise 
around a circle. It's time for a trigonometry refresher: If the original point is 
(x, y) and the clockwise angle of rotation is a, then the new point (x', y') is cal
culated with the following formulas: 

x' = x COS a+ y SIN a 
y' = y COS a - x SIN a 

This is done in the RotatePoint function. Because a clock face is divided into 60 
increments, all that's needed are 60 sine and cosine values in increments of 6 
degrees. The cosines can be derived from the sines by offsetting the angle by 
90 degrees. 

To avoid introducing floating-point math in CLOCK (which would increase 
the CLOCK.EXE size), the iSin array in RotatePointcontains the 60 required 
sine values scaled by a factor of 1000. The rotation formulas in RotatePoint are 

ptlTemp .x = (aptl[ilndex].x * iSin [(iAngle + 15) % 60 J + 
aptl [i Index].y * iSin [iAngle]l I 1000 

ptlTemp.y = (aptl[ilndex].y * iSin [ ( i Ang 1 e + 15 l % 60 ] -

aptl[ilndex].x * iSin [ iAngl e] l I 1000 

aptl[iindex J = pt l Temp ; 

The DrawH and function in CLOCK is passed an array of points that define 
a clock hand at 12:00. It calls the RotatePoint, ScalePoint, and TranslatePoint 
functions to rotate the points and convert them from CLOCK's coordinate sys
tem to window coordinates. DrawHand then calls GpiMove and GpiPolyLine to 
draw the hand. During processing of the WM_PAINT message, CLOCK draws 
the face of the clock and the three hands at the current time. Processing dur
ing the WM_ TIMER message updates the position of the clock hands based 
on the new time obtained from DosGetDateTime. 





CONTROL WINDOW BASICS 

THE BUTTON CLASS 

THE SCROLL-BAR CLASS 



C ontrol windows (sometimes called child window controls or simply 
controls) are child windows that take the form of objects such as but
tons, scroll bars, list boxes, and text entry fields. A control window 

processes mouse and keyboard input and notifies its owner of significant input 
events. Although the input originates with the keyboard and the mouse, it is 
filtered through the control, so you can treat control windows as additional 
means of high-level input to your program. 

For example, in a spreadsheet program you might want to display a small 
push button labeled "Recalculate" on your client window. You can do this in 
one of two ways. The first way requires the program itself to draw the push 
button on the client window. The client window procedure then has to process 
mouse messages and do some hit-testing to determine when the user clicks on 
the push button. But an easier approach is to create a push button control win
dow that is a child of your client window. The window procedure for the push 
button window is inside the Presentation Manager. 

That window procedure draws the button, processes the mouse messages, 
and sends your client window a message when the button is clicked. By put
ting child windows to work, your program can delegate the drawing and the 
mouse hit-testing jobs. 

We've already explored some of the concepts involved in creating and using 
control windows. The WELCOME4 program in Chapter 3 created a push 
button, scroll bar, and text-entry field based on preregistered window classes. 
Creating each control window required only one WinCreateWindow call. (The 

557 
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only problem was that WELCOME4 didn't know quite what to do with these 
control windows after it created them.) 

Although the control windows in WELCOME4 were based on preregistered 
window classes, you can also create your own classes of control windows. For 
example, the CHECKER3 program in Chapter 9 created 25 child windows on 
the surface of its client. These child windows processed mouse clicks by draw
ing or erasing an X mark on the child window. The child windows added a 
layer of processing between the user and CHECKER3's client window that sim
plified mouse input processing. 

CHECKER3's client window was ignorant of the state (X or no X) of each of 
the 25 child windows. But it's not difficult to imagine each of the child win
dows sending messages to the client window whenever the child window was 
checked or unchecked. We might also have added a facility that allowed the cli
ent window to send the child window a message requesting information about 
the state of a particular rectangle. Had we done this in CHECKER3, the child 
windows would have been sophisticated enough to qualify as control windows. 

Control windows appear most often in dialog boxes. You'll discover in Chap
ter 14 that defining the position and size of control windows in a dialog box is 
simplified by using a dialog box template. The dialog box logic within the Pre
sentation Manager also assists greatly in much of the overhead involved with 
using controls, including shifting the keyboard input focus between the win
dows. However, it's a good exercise to create a few control windows yourself to 
get a better understanding of dialog boxes and a greater appreciation for the 
work the Presentation Manager assumes when you use dialog boxes. 

CONTROL WINDOW BASICS 
Using control windows involves three major jobs: 

~ You create a control window by calling WinCreateWindow. Most often, 
the window class has been preregistered by the Presentation Manager, 
which means that the window procedure for the class is in the Presenta
tion Manager PMWIN.DLL dynamic link library. You specify the style, 
position, and size of the control window, and WinCreateWindow returns 
a handle to the window. The program can later adjust the position and 
size of the control by calling the Win Set Window Pas function. 

~ Your program can send messages to the control window using WinSendMsg. 
These messages can either set the state of a control or query the current 
state. The identifiers for the messages you send to controls begin with a 
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prefix that indicates the type of control window that responds to the mes
sage. For example, messages that begin with BM are messages you send 
to button controls, and messages that begin with SBM are messages you 
send to scroll-bar controls . 

.,.. You receive notification messages from the control window when a signif
icant input event occurs. This usually results from the user clicking on 
the control window with the mouse or-if the control window has the 
input focus-pressing a key that affects the control. The notification mes
sages are usually WM_ COMMAND and WM_ CONTROL messages for 
most control windows and WM_ VSCROLL and WM_HSCROLL mes
sages for scroll bars. 

CREATING THE WINDOW 

You create a control window by calling the WinCreateWindow function, which 
generally looks like this: 

hwnd = Wi nCreateWindow ( 
hwndParent, II Parent window 
szClass. II Window class 
szText, II Text 
ws_ .... II Window style 
xPosition. II Position 
yPosition. 
cxWidth, II Width 
cyHei ght. II Height 
hwndOwner, II Owner window 
hwndPlacement, II P 1 a cement 
id, II Child ID 
pCtr lD ata. II Ctrl data 
pPresParamsl II Pres params 

When you create a control window based on a preregistered window class, the 
last two parameters (far pointers to control data and presentation parameters) 
are often set to NULL. The other parameters are described in the following 
paragraphs. 

THE PREDEFINED WINDOW CLASSES 

In the CHECKER3 program in Chapter 9, the window class parameter in 
WinCreateWindowwas a text string identifying a window class that the program 
registered. For control windows based on a preregistered window class, this 
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parameter is an identifier beginning with the letters WC. These identifiers are 
as fo!Jows: 

Preregistered Type of Window 
Window Class 

WC_FRAME Standard frame window 

WC_COMBOBOX Combination edit field/list box 

WC_BUTTON Push button, check box, and so forth 

WC_MENU Menu (including system menu and min/max menu) 

WC_STATIC Static text string and rectangle 

WC_ENTRYFIELD Text entry field 

WC_LISTBOX List box 

WC_SCROLLBAR Scro!J bar 

WC_TITLEBAR Standard title bar 

WC_MLE Multiline edit control 

WC_SPINBUTTON Scro!Jable choices 

WC_CONTAINER Object holder 

WC_ SLIDER Value-modification 

WC_ V ALUESET Mutually exclusive choices 

WC_NOTEBOOK Page-oriented information 

The WC_FRAME identifier isn't commonly used in the WinCreateWindow 
function because WinCreateStdWindow creates a frame window. The WC_MENU 
and WC_TITLEBAR identifiers ref er to windows that are usually part of the 
standard window created with WinCreateStdWindow. Excluding those identifi
ers leaves us with the other control window classes. This chapter will discuss 
some of the most common controls, which are the WC_BUTTON, WC_ST ATIC, 
and WC_SCROLLBAR classes. 

THE WINDOW STYLE 
The window style parameter of WinCreateWindow is one or more identifiers 
that define the appearance and functionality of the window. The style identifi
ers you use depend on the window class. For example, when creating a scroll
bar control window, you specify either SBS_ VERT or SBS_HORZ, depend
ing on whether you want a vertical or horizontal scroU bar. When you create a 
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button control, the window style identifies the button as a push button, a 
radio button, or a check box. The identifier WS_ VISIBLE usually is included 
in the window style. If you omit it, the window is created but not displayed. 
You must later call WinShowWindow to display the window. 

Some control windows (such as buttons) display text, which you specify in 
the text parameter to WinCreateWindow. You can later change the text using 
the WinSetWindowText function. The position parameters give the coordinates 
of the lower-left corner of the control relative to the lower-left corner of its par
ent window. The size parameters specify the control's width and height. You 
can change the position and size using the WinSetWindowPosfunction. 

THE OWNER AND THE PARENT 

When you create a child window, you assign it both a parent window and an 
owner window. The parent window determines where the control is positioned. 
The position parameters in WinCreateWindow specify the coordinates of the 
control window relative to the lower-left corner of the control's parent. If the 
parent window is moved, the child window is moved also. Like all child win
dows, a control window is clipped on the surface of its parent; it can't appear 
outside the area its parent occupies. 

The control window sends notification messages not to its parent but to its 
owner. The window procedure associated with the owner window is responsi
ble for interpreting these notification messages. Usually, the same window serves 
as both the parent and the owner of the control. For example, if you create a 
control window on the surface of your client window, the client window is 
usually both the parent and the owner of the control window. You can specify 
a different parent and owner if you want the notification messages to be pro
cessed by a window other than the one on which the control is located. 

A third window handle can be passed to the WinCreateWindowfunction to 
specify how overlapping siblings appear on the screen. (This is identified as 
hwndPlacement in the WinCreateWindowcall.) This parameter must be either 
a window handle of a sibling, HWND _TOP, or HWND _BOTTOM. The termi
nology often becomes confusing: An HWND_BOTTOM window obscures an 
HWND _TOP window if the two windows overlap. If you specify a handle of a 
sibling window, that sibling will be obscured by the new window if the win
dows overlap. If you create several sibling windows using HWND_ TOP, the 
most recently created window will be obscured by the others. Specifying 
HWND _BOTTOM for several siblings causes the most recently created 
window to obscure the siblings that it overlaps. 
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If your child windows do not overlap, you can use either HWND_TOP or 
HWND _BOTTOM for all of them. 

THE CHILD ID 
The child ID is a very important parameter of the WinCreateWindow function. 
This ID number should be unique for each child of a particular window. The 
control window uses the ID to identify itself when it sends the owner a notifi
cation message. You can use any number you want for a child ID, but it's safest 
to use numbers less than 32,768 so as not to conflict with predefined IDs used 
by the frame window. If you create many control windows, you should choose 
IDs that let you conveniently determine which control is sending you a notifi
cation message and what you do with information from the control. For exam
ple, the sample programs in this chapter often use the IDs as indexes to arrays. 

Although the WinCreateWindow function returns a handle to the child win
dow, it's not essential that you save it. You can always determine the child win
dow handle from the child ID by using the following function: 

hwndChi1d - WinWindowFromID (hwnd, id) ; 

The hwndparameter is the window handle of the parent of hwndChild. The 
id parameter is the ID you specify when creating the child window. 

Knowing the handle of a child window, you can also obtain the ID: 

i d - WinQueryWindowU Short (hwndChil d, QWS ID) 

THE BUTTON CLASS 
Let's begin with buttons, which are almost the simplest type of control win
dow. (Static control windows are actually simpler because they don't process 
input at all.) When you create a button control window, you specify the 
WC_BUTTON window class in the WinCreateWindow function. The window 
style indicates the type of button. The most common button window styles are 
BS_PUSHBUTTON, BS_CHECKBOX, and BS_RADIOBUTTON. 

A push button is a rectangle that contains text. When you click on the button 
or-if the button has the input focus-press the space bar, the button flashes 
and sends a notifi.cation message to its owner. Push buttons generally signal 
simple actions: "Do this." 

A check box is a small square (about the height of a character) followed by a 
text string. Clicking the button causes an X to appear in the box; clicking it 
again removes the X. A program often uses check boxes for various program 
options. 
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A radio button is a small circle followed by text. Like a check box, a radio 
button can be either checked or unchecked. Clicking on the radio button 
checks it, but clicking again doesn't uncheck it. Generally, a group of radio but
tons is used to indicate mutually exclusive options. Checking one button 
unchecks all the other buttons in the same group, much as selecting one but
ton on a car radio "unselects" any other selected buttons. 

A PUSH BUTTON DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM 
The BUTTONS I program, shown in Listing 11.1, creates two push buttons, 
labeled "Smaller" and "Larger." These buttons appear in the center of the client 
window. When you dick on the Smaller button, the program's window decreases 
in size by 10 percent. When you dick on Larger, the window size increases by 
10 percent. 

Listing 11.1: The BUTTONS1 program 

The BUTTONS1 .MAK File 

#---------------·--------
# BUTTONSl.MAK make file 
#------------------------

buttonsl.exe : buttonsl.obj buttonsl.def 
$ ( PRGLINK) buttons 1, bu tto nsl. NU L, $ ( PRGLIB) , buttonsl 

buttonsl.obj : buttonsl.c 
$(PRGCC) buttonsl.c 

~he BUTTONS1.C File 

!•-------------------------------· 
BUTTONSl.C -- Push Button Demonstration 

(cl Charles Petzo1d, 1993 
------------- ---------------- -- ------- -- -•! 

#define INCL_WIN 
I/define INCL_GPI 
#include <os2.h> 

MRESULT EXPENTRY C1ientWndProc CHWNO. ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMJ 

int main (void) 

static CHAR szClientClass[] - "Buttonsl" ; 
static ULONG fl FrameFlags ~ FCF_ T!TLEBAR 

FCF _SIZEBOROER 
FCF _SYSMENU 
FCF _MINMAX 
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Listing 11.1: The BUTTONS1 program (Continued) 

FCF_SHELLPOSITION FCF_TASKLIST 
HAB 
HMO 
HWND 
OHSG 

hab ; 
hmq ; 
hwndFrame. hwndCl i ent 
qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateHsgOueue (hab. 0) : 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREORAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWND_DESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass. NULL, 
0L, 0, 0, &hwndCl ientl 

while (WinGetHsg (hab, &'qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 
WinOispatchHsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinOestroyHsgQueue (hmq) 
Win Terminate ( hab) ; 
return 0 ; 

HRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO hwnd, ULONG msg, HPARAH mpl, HPARAH mp2) 
( 

static CHAR •szButtonLabel[] - { "Smaller", "Larger" 
static HWNO hwndFrame, hwndButton[2] : 
static !NT cxClient, cyClient, cxChar, cyChar; 
FONTHETRICS fm ; 
HPS hps ; 
INT id ; 
RECTL rel ; 

switch (msg) 

case WH_CREATE 
hwndFrame = WinQueryWindow (hwnd, QW_PARENT) 

hps - WinGet.PS ( hwndl ; 
GpiQueryFontHetrics (hps. sizeof fm, &fm) 
cxChar - fm.lAveCharWidth 
cyChar - fm.lHaxBaselineExt 
WinReleasePS ( hpsl 

for (id - 0 ; id < 2 ; id++) 
hwndButton[id] - WinCreateWindow 

hwnd, 
W!:_BUTTON, 

11 Parent 
II Class 
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szButtonLabel[id], 

WS_VISJBLE I 
BS_PUSHBUTTON, 

0, 0, 

12 * cxChar, 

2 * cyChar, 

hwnd, 

HWNO_BOTTOM, 

id. 

II Text 

11 Style 

11 Pas it ion 

11 Width 

11 Height 

II Owner 

II Placement 

II JO 
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NULL. 
NULL) 

11 Ctr1 Data 

II Pres Params 

return 0 ; 

case WH_SIZE : 

cxClient - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2l 

cyCl ient - SHORT2FRDMMP (mp2) 

for _(id - 0 : id < 2 ; id++) 

Wi nSet WindowPos ( hwndButton (id], NULL HANDLE, 

cxClient I 2 + (14 * id 13) * cxChar, 

(cyCl ient - 2 * cyCharl I 2. 

0, 0, SWP_MOVEl ; 

return 0 ; 

case WM_COMMAND: 

WinOueryWindowRect (hwnd, &rel) ; 

WinMapWindowPoints (hwnd. HWND_OESKTOP, (PPO!NTL) &rel. 2) 

switch (COMMANOMSG(&msgl->cmdl 
{ 

case 0: 

rel .xLeft +- cxClient 20 

rel .xRight cxClient 20 

rel .yBottom +- cyClient I 20 

rel .yTop cyC l i ent I 20 

break 

_ease 1: 
rel .xLeft -- cxClient 20 

rel .xRight +- exClient 20 

rel .yBottom -- eyClient 20 

rel .yTop 

break ; 

+- eyClient 20 

WinCaleFrameReet (hwndFrame, &rel. FALSE) 

WinSetWindowPos (hwndFrame, NULLHANDLE. 

rel .xLeft, rel .yBottom. 

rel .xRight - rel .xleft, 

II Child ID 

II "Smaller" 

11 "Larger" 
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Listing 11.1: The BUTTONS1 program (Continued) 

rel .y Top - re l .yBattam, 
SWP_MOVE SWP SIZE) 

return 0 ; 

case WM_ERASEBACKGROUND: 
r ·eturn MRFROMSHORT ( 1) 

return WinDefWindawPrac (hwnd. msg. mpl. mp2) 

The BUTTONS1.DEF File 

; BUTTONSl.OEF module definition file 

NAME BUTTONSl W! NDOWAPI 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

'Push Button Demo (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 

Figure 11. l shows BUTTONSl running under the Presentation Manager. 
The Larger button is in the process of being triggered by the mouse. 

BUTTONS I creates these two push buttons during processing of the 
WM_ CREATE message in ClientWndProc: 

for (id = 0 ; id < 2 ; id++) 
hwndButton [id] = WinCreateWindow 

hwnd, II Parent 
WC_BUTTON, II Cla ss 
szButtonLabel [id]. II Text 
WS _VISIBLE I II Style 

BS_PUSHBUTTO N, 
0, 0, II Position 
12 * cxChar. II Width 
2 * cyChar. II Height 
hwnd, II Owner 
HWN D_BOTTOM. II Placement 
id, II ID 
NULL, II Ctr l data 
NULL) II Pres para ms 

The window handles are saved in the hwndButton array. The two IDs are set 
to 0 and l, as are the indexes to this array. The szButton Label array contains 
the two text strings that appear inside the buttons. 
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Figure 11.1: The BUTTONS1 display 

The height of the buttons is set to two times the height of a character, which 
is a standard height for push buttons. The width of a push button should be at 
least the length of the text string inside the button plus two additional character 
widths. Twelve times the width of a character is adequate for the two buttons 
in this program. 

The position parameters of WirzCreateWirzdoware set to 0. Because the buttons 
will be positioned in the center of the client window, the position can be deter
mined only when the program knows the size of the client window. This requires 
that ClierztWrzdProc call WirzSetWirzdowPos during the WM_SIZE message: 

for (id ~ .0 ; id < 2 ; id++) 
WinSetWindowPos (hwndButton [id], NULLHANDLE. 

cxClient I 2 + (14 * id - 13) * cxChar. 
(cyClient - 2 * cyChar) I 2, 
.0 . .0, SWP_MOVE); 

The third and fourth parameters give the position of the control relative to 
the lower-left corner of the client window. These messy looking formulas 
place the buttons side by side in the center of the client window. (Such for
mulas disappear when you work with controls in dialog boxes.) 
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Push buttons send WM_ COMMAND messages to their owners when they 
are clicked on. The following mpl and mp2 parameters accompany the WM_
COMMAND message: 

WM_ COMMAND Parameter Meaning 

SHORTlFROMMP (mpl) Child ID 

SHOR Tl FROMMP ( mp2) CMDSRC_PUSHBUTTON 

SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) Nonzero for mouse input; 0 for key
board input 

The CMDSRC_PUSHBUTTON identifier indicates that the WM_ COM
MAND message is sent by a push button. (As you'll see in Chapter 13, menus 
and keyboard accelerators also send WM_ COMMAND messages to the client 
window. In these cases the low USHORT of mp2 is either CMDSRC_MENU 
or CMDSRC_ACCELERATOR.) The only way to identify the push button 
sending the message is to examine the child ID in the low USHORT of mpl, 
which is why it's so important to give each push button a unique ID. 

PMWIN.H contains a COMMAND MSG macro that you can use much as 
you'd use the CHARMSG and MOUSEMSG macros. The following expression 
returns the child window ID: 

COMMANDMSG(&msgl ->cmd 

The following expression identifies the source of the message: 

COMMANDMSGC&msg)->source 

The following expression is TRUE if the mouse was used: 

COMMANOMSG(&msg)->fMouse 

In the BUTTONS! program, the push button on the left (containing the 
text "Smaller") has an ID of 0. The push button with the text "Larger" has an 
ID of 1. The processing of the WM_ COMMAND message in BUTTONS LC is 
structured like this: 

case WM_COMMAND: 
[other program lines] 
switch (COMMANDMSG(&msgl - >cmdl 

( 

case 0: 
[process message from "Smal l er" push button ] 
break 

case 1: 



[process message from "Larger" push button] 
break ; 

[other program l i nes] 
return 0 ; 
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When ClientWndProc receives a WM_ COMMAND message, it must alter 
the size of the program's window. The program first obtains the client win
dow's rectangle from WinQueryWindowRectand then translates the coordi
nates to window coordinates using WinMapWindowPoints. Depending on the 
ID of the push button that sent the message, BUTTONS! adjusts the four fields 
of the rectangle to increase or decrease the size. It then determines the frame 
rectangle that corresponds to this client rectangle by calling WinCalcFrameRect. 
BUTTONS! then sets the new size and position of the frame rectangle by call
ing WinSetWindowPos. 

When BUTTONS! calls WinSetWindowPos, the client window procedure 
receives a WM_ SIZE message. As I've mentioned, BUTTONS! responds to 
this by calling WtnSetWindowPos to set the new position of the push button 
controls. Because the frame window is resized equally in all four directions 
and the push button controls are always positioned in the center of the win
dow, the push buttons remain in the same position relative to the screen. 

CONTROLS AND KEYBOARD INPUT FOCUS 

When you click on one of the push buttons in BUTTON SI, the push button 
obtains the input focus, as indicated by a dotted line around the text of the 
button. Whenever a push button has the input focus, you can also press the 
spacebar to trigger the button. However, this is the only keystroke that the 
push button responds to in a meaningful way. When a dialog box contains 
push buttons and other controls, you can move the input focus between con
trols by using the Tab key and, sometimes, the cursor movement keys. The dia
log box logic in the Presentation Manager adds this additional keyboard 
interface; it isn't part of the keyboard logic in individual control windows. In 
the COLORSCR program shown later in this chapter, we'll examine a way to 
add a keyboard interface to move the input focus between control windows. 

RADIO BUTTONS TO rNDICATE CHOrCES 

The BUTTONSl program created two push button control windows. Now 
let's go a little further and write a program that has a few more controls. The 
DRAWLINE program, shown in Listing 11.2, creates 26 control windows: 24 
radio buttons and 2 group boxes. 
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Listing 11.2: The DRAWLINE program 

The DRAWLINE.MAK File 

ii- - - - -- - - -- -- - - - -- - - - - - - -
II ORAWLINE.HAK make file 
II- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

drawline.exe : drawline.obj drawl ine.def 
$(PRGLINK) drawline, drawline, NUL. $(PRGLIB), drawline 

drawline.obj : drawline.c 
$(PRGCCl drawline.c 

The DRAWLINE.C File 

/*--------------------------------------------
DR'AWLINE.C -- Draw line from radio buttons 

(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 
--- ---------------------------------- -------*/ 

#define INCL_ WIN 
#define INCL_GPI 
#include <os2.h> 

HRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc <HWNO, ULONG, HPARAH, HPARAHl 

int main Cvoidl 
( 

static CHAR szClientClass[] - "OrawLine" ; 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

HAB hab ; 
HMO hmq ; 

FCF_SIZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 

HWND hwndFrame. hwndCl i ent 
OHSG qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateHsgQueue Chab, 0) : 

FCF _SYS MENU I 
FCF _HINHAX I 
FCF_TASKLIST ; 

WinRegisterClass Chab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndframe - WinCreateStdWindow CHWND_OESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags. szClientClass, NULL, 
0L, 0, 0. &hwndClientl 

while CWinGetHsg Chab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchHsg Chab, &qmsgl : 



Listing 11.2: The DRAWLINE program (Continued) 

WinOestroyWindow (hwndFramel 
WinOestroyHsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 

return 0 ; 
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HR£SULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc <HWNO hwnd, UlONG msg, HPARAH mpl, HPARAH mp2) 

( 

static CHAR *SZGroupText[] - "Col or". "Type" ) ; 

static CHAR ,..szColorText[) - "Background", "Blue". "Red", 

"Pink". "Green". "Cyan", 

"Yellow". "Neutral", "Dark Gray", 

"Dark Blue''. "Dark Red", "Dark Pink", 

"Dark Green", "Dark Cyan", "Brown", 
"Pale Gray" ) 

static CHAR *SZTypeText [] - ( "Oct". "Short Dash", 

"Dash Oct", "Double !lot", 

"long Dash", "Dash Ooubl e Oct", 

"Solid", "Invisible" J : 
static HWNO hwndGroup[2]. hwndRadioColor[l6], hwndRadioType[B) ; 

static INT i CurrentColor - 7, I I Neutral 

iCurrentType - 6 ; II Solid 

static POINTL aptl(S] 
FONTHETRICS fm ; 

HPS hps ; 
INT i. id, cxChar, cyChar 

switch (msg) 

case WM CREA TE : 
hps - Wi nGetPS ( hwnd) : 

GpiOueryFontHetrics (hps, sizeof fm. &fml 

cxChar - fm . lAveCharWidth 

cyChar - fm.lHaxBasel ineExt 

WinReleasePS (hpsl 

for (i - 0 ; i < 2 i++) 

hwndGroup[i] - WinCreateWindow 
hwnd, 
WC_STATIC, 
szGroupText[i). 

WS_VISIBLE I 
SS GROUPBOX, 

II Parent 
II Class 
II Text 
II Style 

(8 + 42 * i) * cxChar. 
4 * cyChar. II Position 
( 26 + 12 * ( l - i)) * 

cxChar, 11 Width 
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Listing 11.2: The DRAWLINE program (Continued) 

14 * cyChar, 
hwnd, 
HWNO_ TOP, 
i + 24, 
NULL, 
NULL) 

for ( i - 0 ; i < 16 ; i++) 

hwndRadioColor[i] - WinCreateWindow 
hwnd, 
WC_BUTTDN, 

II Height 
II Owner 
II Placement 
II ID 
II Ctrl Oat a 
II Pres Pa rams 

II Parent 
II Class 

szColorText[i], II Text 

'for Ci - 0 ; i < 8 : i++) 

WS_V ! SIBLE J II Style 
BS_RAO ID BUTTON, 

(10 + (i > 7 ? 18 : 0)) 
* cxChar. 

(31 - 3 * (i % 8)) 
* cyChar I 2. 

16 * cxChar. 
3 * cyChar I 2, 
hwnd, 
HWND_BDTTQM. 
i, 
NULL. 
NULL) 

II 

II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 

x Position 

y Position 
Width 
Height 
Owner 
Placement 
I 0 
Ctrl Ila ta 
Pres Pa rams 

hwndRadioType[i] - WinCreateWindow 
hwnd, 11 Parent 

II Class WC_BUTTON, 
szTypeText[i], 
WS_VISIBLE I 

BS_RAOIOBUTTON, 

II Text 
II Style 

52 * cxChar. 11 Posit ion 
(31 - 3 * i) * cyChar I 2, 
22 * cxChar. II Width 
3 * cyChar I 2, II Height 
hwnd, 
HWNO_BOTTOM, 
i + 16. 
NULL, 
NULL) ; 

11 Owner 
II Placement 
II ID 
11 Ctrl Data 
II Pres Pa rams 

Win!tendMsg (hwndRadioColor[iCurrentColor], 
BM_SETCHECK, MPFROMSHORT Cl), NULL) 

WinSendMsg ChwndRadioType[iCurrentType]. 
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BM_SETCHECK. MPFROMSHORT (1), NULL) : 

aptl[0).x - aptl[3).x - aptl[4].x - 4 * cxChar : 
aptl[l].x - aptl[2].x - 80 * cxChar 

aptl[0].y - aptl[l].y a aptl[4J.y ~ 2 * cyChar 
aptl[2].y - aptl[3J.y - 20 * cYChar ; 

return 0 ; 

case WH_CONTROL: 
id - SHORTlFROHHP lmpl) 

if (id < 16) 
( 

II Color IOs 

WinSendMsg (hwndRadioColor[iCurrentCo1or], 
BM_SETCHECK. MPFROMSHORT (0), NULL) 

iCurrentColor a id ; 

WinSendHsg (hwndRadioColor[iCurrentColor], 
BM_SETCHECK. HPFROMSHORT (1). NULL) 

else if (id < 24) 11 Line Type IDs 

WinSendMsg (hwndRadioType[iCurrentType], 
BM_SETCHECK, HPFROMSHORT (0), NULL) 

iCurrentType - id - 16 ; 

WinSendMsg (hwndRadioType(iCurrentType], 
BM_SETCHECK, HPFROMSHORT (1), NULL) 

WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd. NULL. TRUE) ; 
return 0 ; 

case WH_PAINT: 

} 

hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE. NULL) 
GpiErase lhps) : 

GpiSetColor (hps, iCurrentColor) : 
GpiSetL ineType ( hps. i CurrentType + LINETYPl_DOTJ 
GpiHove ( hps, apt 1 l ; 
GpiPolyLine (hps. 4L, aptl + ll ; 

WinEndPaint (hps) 
return 0 ; 
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Listing 11.2: The ORA WLINE program (Continued) 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd. msg, mpl. mp2) 

The DRAWLINE.DEF File 

; DRAWL!NE.DEF mod~le definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PRDTMDDE 

DRAWL!NE WINDOWAPI 

'Draw Line from Radio Buttons (c) Charles Petzold. 1993' 

DRAWLINE displays two groups of mutually exclusive radio buttons. You 
specify a line color with one group and a line type (dotted, dashed, solid, and 
so forth) with the other group. DRAWLINE responds by drawing four-line seg
ments (using the GpiPolyLine function) based on the color and line type you 
choose. Each group of radio buttons is enclosed in a group box, which is a con
trol window of the WC_STATI C class. A group box looks like a box with some 
text at the top. The group box doesn't process keyboard and mouse input and 
doesn't send messages to its owner. 

As in BUTTONS 1, DRAWLINE creates the control windows in ClientWnd

Proc during processing of the WM_ CREATE message. The IDs for the first 16 
radio buttons (those that specify the line color) are 0 through 15. The IDs for 
the eight line-type radio buttons are 16 through 23. The two group boxes have 
IDs of 24 and 25. DRAWLINE avoids processing the WM_ SIZE message by po
sitioning these control windows relative to the lower-left corner of the client 
window. This allows the position to be specified in the original WinCreateWin
dow function. When you first execute ORA WLINE, you may have to increase 
the size of the window to see all the controls. The DRAWLINE window is 
shown in Figure 11.2. 

After DRAWLINE creates the 16 radio buttons, it sends BM_SETCHECK 
messages to 2 radio buttons: 

WinSendMsg (hwndRadioColor [iCurrentColor]. 
BM_SETCH ECK. MPFROMSHORT (1). NULL) 

WinSendMsg (hwndRadioType [iCurrentType]. 
BM_SETCHECK. MPFROMSHORT (1), NULL) 
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- DRAWLINE.EXE r-r-

,---- --------- --- --- --------- --- --- - - ------, 
' : 

Colar Type 

ii Background ii Dark Gray fill Dot 

Iii Blue fill Dark Blue ii Short Dash 

\jjlRed ii Dark Red filDash Dot 

Iii Pink r;il Dark Pink !:ii Double Dot 

r;il Green fill Dark Green Iii long Dash 

r;ICyan ii Dark Cyan filfDash Doubl!ltD~ 

Iii Yellow r;il Brown fil Solid 

ril Neutral ii Pale Gray ii lnvls ible 

L_ __ - -- - -- -- -- -------- - - -- - ------ -- -- - - -- --~ 

Figure 11.2: The DRAWLINE display 

The BM_SETCHECK message tells a radio button to check or uncheck it
self, depending on the value of mpl. These two statements cause a check to ap
pear in the default radio button in each group-the buttons labeled "Neutral" 
and "Solid." The program keeps track of which radio button is checked in each 
group with the two static variables iCurrentColor and iCurrentType. When the 
program begins, the two variables are initialized to 7 and 6, which are the val
ues of CLR_NEUTRAL and LINETYPE_SOLID. 

When a radio button control is clicked, the control window sends its owner 
a WM_ CONTROL message (not the WM_ COMMAND message a push but
ton sends its owner). The mpl and mp2parameters for radio buttons are 

WM_ CONTROL Parameter 

SHORTlFROMMP (mpl) 

SHORT2FROMMP (mpl) 

mp2 

Meaning 

Child ID 

Notification code 

Control window handle 
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As in the WM_ COMMAND message, the control window identifies itself by 
the child ID in the low USHORT of mpl. (Although the mp2 parameter also 
identifies the control because it contains the control's window handle, some 
controls that send their owners WM_ CONTROL messages use mp2 for other 
purposes.) 

The high USHORT of mpl is a notification code. Radio buttons send 
WM_CONTROLmessages to their owners to indicate one of two occurrences, 
as follows: 

Notification Code 

BN_CLICKED 

BN_DBLCLICKED 

Meaning 

Clicked with mouse 

Double-clicked with mouse 

DRAWLINE ignores the notification code and accepts either a single click or a 
double click. 

DRAWLINE processes the WM_ CONTROL message by first obtaining the 
ID number from mpl: 

case WM_CONTROL: 
id = SHORTlFROMMP CmplJ ; 

If the ID number is from 0 to 15, the radio button being clicked is in the first 
group of buttons-those that specify the line color. DRAWLINE must uncheck 
the currently checked radio button in the group and then check the radio but
ton that has sent it the WM_ CONTROL message: 

if (id < 16) 
( 

11 Color IDs 

WinSendMsg (hwndRadioColor (iCurrentColorJ, 
BM_SETCHECK, MPFROMSHORT (0), NULL) ; 

iCurrentColor ~ id ; 

WinSendMsg (hwndRadioColor [iCurrentColorJ, 
BM_SETCHECK, MPFROMSHORT (1), NULL) ; 

Notice that the ID number is used as an array index and as the value stored 
in iCurrentColor. If the ID is from 16 to 23, the radio button is in the second 
group (line type): 

else if (id < 24) 
{ 

II Line type IDs 

WinSendMsg (hwndRadioType [ iCurrentType], 
BM_SETCHECK, MPFROMSHOR T (0 l, NULL) ; 
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iCurrent Type =id - 16 : 

WinSendMsg ChwndRadioType [iCurrent Type). 
BM_SETCHECK, MPFROMSHORT Cl), NULL) ; 

Here the ID must be adjusted by subtracting 16 before it's used as an array 
index and saved in iCurrentType. In either case, the client window is invali
dated to generate a WM_PAINT message: 

Winlnva l idateRect Chwnd, NULL. TRUE) : 

During processing ofWM_PAINT, DRAWLINE uses the iCurrentColorand 
iCurrentTypevariables to set the color and line type: 

GpiSetColor (hps, iCurrentCo lorl; 
Gp i Set Li neType Chps. i CurrentType + LINETYPE _OOTl 

It then draws the line in the specified color and type. 

THE SCROLL-BAR CLASS 
A program uses scroll bars to allow a user to specify a single value from a con
tinuous range of integer values (even though the user may not think of using 
the scroll bar in quite this way). As you saw in the series of SYSV ALS programs 
in Chapter 4, you can add a vertical and a horizontal scroll bar to the standard 
window by including the frame creation flags FCF _ VERTSCROLL and FCF _ -
HORZSCROLL in the WinCreateStdWindow function. The vertical scroll bar is 
always positioned to the right of the client window, and the horizontal scroll 
bar is always positioned below the client window. (They are children of the 
frame window rather than the client window.) The scroll bars send messages to 
their owner (the frame window), which then passes the messages to the client 
window. You can also create vertical or horizontal scroll-bar control windows 
anywhere on your client window. These scroll bars send messages to their 
owner, which most often is the client. 

The COLORSCR program, shown in Listing 11.3, shows how this is done. 
This program creates three vertical scroll bars-labeled "Red;' "Green;' and 
"Blue"-in the left half of its client window. Each has a range from 0 to 255. 
As you move the slider on each scroll bar, the right half of the client window 
uses the WinFillRect function to color itself with the composite color based on 
the red, green, and blue values. 
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Listing 11.3: The COLORSCR program 

The COLORSCR.MAK File 

#------------------------
# COLORSCR.MAK make file 
·---·--------------------

colorscr.exe : colorscr.obj colorscr.def 
$(PRGL!NK) colorscr, colorscr, NUL, $(PRGLIBl, colorscr 

colorscr .obj : colorscr.c 
$(PRGCC) colorscr . c 

The COLORSCR.C File 

/*··------------------------------------------------------
COLORSCR.C -- Color Scroll using ch i ld wi ndow controls 

(cl Charles Peticold, 1993 
--------------------------------------------------------*/ 

#def i ne JNCL_WJN 
/ldefi ne JN CL_ GP! 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWNO, ULONG, MPARAM. MPARAM) 
MRESULT EXPENTRY ScrollProc (HWNO. ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMl ; 

HWNO hwndScroll[3], hwndFocus 
PFNWP pfn0ldScro11[3] 

int main (void) 
( 

static CHAR szClientClass[] - "ColorScr" : 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCf_TITLEBAR 

HAB hab ; 
HMO hmq ; 

FCF _S!ZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 

HWNO hwndFrame, hwndC lien t 
QMSG qmsg ; 

hab • Wininitialize (0) 
hmq • WinCreateMsgQueue Chab, 0) ; 

FCF_SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF _TASK LIST 

WinRegisterClass Chab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW. Ill 

hwndFrame - Wi nCreateStdWindow (HWNO_OESKTOP . WS_VISIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass, NULL, 
Ill, 0, 0, &hwndClient) ; 



Listing 11.3: The COLORSCR program (Continued) 

WinSetFocus (HWND_DESKTOP. hwndFocus - hwndScroll[0]) 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 

Win Di spatchMs g (ha b, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow ( hwndFramel 

WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmql 

Wi nTerminate (ha b) : 

return 0 : 
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MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

static CHAR 
static HWND 

static INT 
static LONG 
static REC TL 

CHAR 

*apchColorlable[] - ("Red", "Green", "Blue"}: 

hwndlabe1[3], hwndValue[3] : 
cyChar, iColor[3] : 

alColoTindex[] - { CLR....RED. CLR_GREEN, CLR BLUE 

rclRightHalf 

szBuffer[l0] 
FONTMETRICS fm : 
HPS hp s : 
INT i. id, cxClient, cyClient 

switch (msg) 

case WM_CREATE : 

hps - WinGetes (hwnd) : 
GpiOuer yFontMetrics ( hps, (LONG) s i zeof fm, &fm) 

cyChar - fm.lMaxBaselineExt 

WinReleasePS (hps) 

for (i = 0 ; i < 3 i++J 
( 

hwndScroll [i] - WinCreateWindow 
hwnd, II 
WC_SCROLLBAR, II 
NULL, II 
WS_VISIBLE I II 

SBS_ VERT. 
0, 0, II 
0, 0, II 
hwnd, II 
HWNO_BOTTOM, II 
i, II 
NULL. II 
NULL) II 

hwndLabel [i] - WinCreate 

Parent 
Class 
Text 
Style 

Position 
Size 
Owner 
Placement 
l D 
Ctrl D at-a 
Pres Pa rams 
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Listing 11.3: The COLORSCR program (Continued) 

hwndValue[i] 

hwnd, 11 Parent 

WC_STAT!C, II Class 

apchColorLable[i], II Text 

WS_VISIBLE I II Style 

SS_ TEXT I OT_CENTER. 

0, 0, II Position 

0, 0, 

hwnd, 
HWNO_BDTTOM, 

i + 3, 

NULL. 
NULL) ; 

- WinCreateWindow 
hwnd, 
WC_STATJC, 

"0". 
WS_VISIBLE I 

SS _TEXT I 
0, 0, 

0. 0, 
hwnd, 
HWNO_BOTTOM, 

i + 6. 
NULL, 
NULL) ; 

II Size 
11 Owner 
II P 1 a cement 

II IO 

II Ctrl Data 

II Pres Params 

II Parent 
II Class 
II Text 
II Style 

OT _CENTER, 

II Position 
II Size 

II Owner 

II Placement 

II IO 

II Ctrl Data 

II Pres Pa rams 

pfnOldScroll[iJ = 

WinSubclassWindow (hwndScroll(i], Scroll Proc) ; 

WinSetPresParam (hwndScroll [i]. PP_FOREGROUNOCOLORINDEX. 

sizeof (LONG), alColorlndex + i) : 

WinSendMsg ChwndScroll[i], SBM_SETSCROLLBAR, 

MPFROM2SHORT ( 0, 0 ), MPFROM2SHORT (0. 255) J 

return 0 ; 

case WM_SIZE : 

cxClient = SHORTlFROMMP (mp2) 

cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2J 

for (i = 0 ; i < 3 ; i++) 
( 

WinSetWindowPos ( hwndScrol l [ i]. NULLHANDLE, 

(2 * i + 1J * cxClient I 14. 2 * cyChar. 

cxClient I 14. cyClient - 4 * cyChar, 

SWP _SIZE I SWP _MOVEJ ; 
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WinSetWindowPos (hwndlabel [ i]. NUL LHANDLE, 
(4 * i + ll * cxCl i ent I 28, 
cyClient 3 * cyChar I 2, 
cxClient I 7. cyChar. 
SWP_SIZE I SWP_MOVEJ ; 

WinSetWindowPos (hwndValue[i], NULLHANDLE, 
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(4 * i + 1) • cxClient I 28, cyChar I 2, 
cxClient I 7, cyChar, 
SWP_S!ZE I SWP _MOVE) ; 

WinOueryWindowRect (hwnd, &rclRightHalfl 
rclRightHalf.xleft - rclRightHalf .xRight 2 

return 0 : 

case WM_VSCROLL 
id = SHORTlFROMMP (mpl) ; II ID of scroll bar 

switch ( SHORT2FROMMP (mp2)) 
( 

case SB_LINEDOWN : 
iColor[id] - min (255, i Color[id] + 1) 

break ; 

case SB LINEUP 
iColor[id] - max (0, iColor[id] - ll 
break ; 

case SB_PAGEDOWN 
iColor[id] - min (255, i£olor[id] + 16) 
break : 

case SB PAGEUP 
iColor[id] = max (0, iColor[id] - 161 

break ; 

case SB SLIOERTRACK 
iColor[id] - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2) 
break 

default : 
return 0 ; 

WinSendMsg (hwndScroll[id]. SBM_SETPOS, 
MiPFROM2SHORT CiColor[id]. 0). NULL) 

sprintf ( szBuffer, "%d'', iColor[id]J : 
WinSetWindowText (hwndValue[id]. szBuffer) 
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Listing 11.3: The COLORSCR program (Continued) 

WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd. &rclRightHalf, FALSE) 
return fl ; 

case WM_PAI NT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE. NULL) : 

GpiCreateLogColorTable (hps, LCOL_RESET. LCOLF_RGB. 
flL. fll. NULLJ ; 

WinFillRect (hps, &rclRightHalf. (ULONG) iColor[fl] « 16 
(ULONG) iColor[1] « 8 
(ULONG) iColor[2]) ; 

WinEndPaint (hps) 
return fl ; 

case WM_ERASEBACKGROUNO: 
return MRFROMSHORT (1) 

return WinOefWindowProc (hwnd. msg, mpl, mp2) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY Scro11Proc (HWNO hwnd. ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl. MPARAM mp2) 
l 
INT id ; 

id = WinOueryWindowUShort (hwnd, OWS_IO) II 10 of scroll bar 

switch (msg) 
{ 

case WM_CHAR: 
if ( !(CHARMSG(&msg)->fs & KC_VJRTUALKEY)) 

break ; 

switch (CHARMSG(&msgJ->vkey) 
[ 

case VK_ TAB: 
if (!(CHARMSG(&msgJ->fs & KC_KEYUPJJ 

{ 

hwndFocus • hwndScroll[(id + 1) % 3] ; 
WinSetFocus (HWND_OESKTOP. hwndFocus) ; 
J 

return MRFROMSHORT (1) ; 

case VK_BACKTAB: 
if (! (CHARMSG(&msgJ->fs & KC_KEYUPJJ 

( 

hwndFocus - hwndScroll ((id+ 2) % 3) ; 
WinSetFocus (HWND_DESKTOP. hwndFocusJ ; 

_J 
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return MRFROMSHORT Cll ; 

default: 
break 

break ; 

case WM_BUTTO~lDOWN: 
WinSetFocus CHWND_OESKTOP, hwndFoC\ls - hwndl 
break : 

return pfnOldScroll[id] (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2) 

The COLORSCR.DEF File 

: COLORSCR.OEF module definHi on file 

NAME 

DES CRI PT! ON 
PROTMOOE 

COLORSCR WINDOWAPI 

'Color Scroll Cc) Charles Petzold, 1993' 
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COLORSCR creates nine control windows-three scroll-bar windows and 
six static text windows. Three static text windows are positioned on top of the 
scroll bars and display the labels "Red," "Green," and "Blue." The text windows 
on the bottom of each scroll bar display the current position (0 through 255) 
of the scroll bar. These values correspond directly to the red, green, and blue 
values used to create the composite color. The COLORSCR window is shown 
in Figure 11.3. 

The nine windows are created during processing of the WM_ CREATE 
message in ClientWndProc. The child IDs and the arrays the program uses 
for storing the window handles are as follows: 

Window Type Child ID Window Handle Array 

Scroll bar 0 to 2 hwndScroll 

Static text 

Static text 

3 to 5 

6 to 8 

hwndLabel 

hwndValue 
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Red Q'een 

12B 0 

Figure 11.3: The COLORSCR display 

The three scroll bars have the window class WC_ SCROLLBAR and the win
dow style WS_ VISIBLE I SBS_ VERT. The SBS_ VERT style indicates that the 
scroll bars are vertical. COLORSCR gives the six static text windows the win
dow style WS_ VISIBLE I SS_TEXT I DT_CENTER. The SS_ TEXT identifier is 
one of several window styles available for windows of the WC_STATIC class. 
The DT_CENTER identifier is normally used with the WinDrawTextfunction, 
but you can also use it as a window style with SS_ TEXT to center the text 
within the width of the window. The position and size parameters are set to 0 
in the WinCreateWindow call. ClientWndProcpositions and sizes the windows 
during the WM_SIZE message. 

When you include scroll bars as part of the standard window, vertical scroll 
bars always have a standard width, and horizontal scroll bars always have a 
standard height. You can obtain these standard widths and heights from the 
WinQuerySys Value function using the SV _ CXVSCROLL and SV _ CYHSCROLL 
parameters. However, when you create scroll bars using the WinCreateWindow 
function, the scroll bars can be any size you want. You can make long, thin 
scroll bars or short, pudgy scroll bars. COLORSCR always sets the width of the 
three vertical scroll bars at one-fourteenth the width of the client window. This 
is done while processing the WM_ SIZE message. If you want to use standard 
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widths and heights for the scroll bars you create in your programs, get the 
values from WinQuerySysValue. 

After creating the scroll bars during the WM_ CREA TE message, COLOR
SCR sends them a SBM_SETSCROLLBAR message to set the range and cur
rent position: 

WinsendMsg C hwndScrol l [i]. SBM _SETSCROLLBAR, 
MPFROM2SHORT (0, 0), MPFROMZSHORT (0, 255)) 

The SYSV ALS programs in Chapter 4 use this same message. 

PROCESSING THE SCROLL-BAR MESSAGES 
The scroll bars in COLORSCR send WM_ VSCROLL messages to the client 
window. WM_ VSCROLL and WM_HSCROLL messages are accompanied by 
mpl and mp2 parameters, as follows: 

WM_xSCROLL Parameter Meaning 

SHORTlFROMMP (mpl) 

SHORT2FROMMP (mpl) 

SHOR TIFROMMP ( mp2) 

SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) 

Child lD 

0 

Slider position (for some commands) 

Command 

This is the same information used for scroll bars created in a standard 
window. The SYSVALS program didn't look at the control ID, because the 
program had only one vertical scroll bar and one horizontal scroll bar. If you 
include scroll bars as part of the standard window and then create additional 
scroll bars using WinCreateWindow, you can distinguish between the scroll 
bars by examining the lD number. The scroll bars that are part of the standard 
window have the predefined IDs FID_ VERTSCROLL and FlD_HORZSCROLL. 

COLORSCR defines a static array named iColor to store the current posi
tion of each of the three scroll bars. The index to this array is the same as the 
scroll-bar ID. The processing of the WM_ VSCROLL message thus begins by 
obtaining the ID number from mpl: 

case WM_VSCROLL : 
id~ SHORTlFROMMP Cmpll ; 

COLORSCR then alters the appropriate value stored in iColor based on the 
scroll-bar command in the high USHORT of mp2: 

switch CSHORT2FROMMP Cmp2ll 
{ 

case SB_LINEDOWN 
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i Co l or [id] ~ min {255, i Co l or [id] + 1) 

brea k : 

c as e SB LIN EU P 
iColor [id]= max (0, iColor [id] - 1) 
break ; 

case SB PAGEDOWN 
i Color [id] = min {25 5, i Color [id] + 16) 
break : 

case SB_ PAGEUP 
i Co l or [ i d] = max (0, i Color [id] - 16) 
break ; 

case SB SL! DERTRACK 
i Co lor [ id] = SHORTlFROMMP {mp2l 
break 

default : 
return 0 ; 

The program sets a new position of the scroll-bar slider by sending it an 
SBM_SETPOS message. The window handle of the scroll bar is stored in the 
hwndScroll array that is also indexed by the ID number: 

Wi nSendMsg { hwndScro 11 [id], SBM_SET POS, 
MPFROMZSHORT {iColor [ id]. 0). NULL) ; 

COLORSCR must also change the text in the static control window dis
played at the bottom of the scroll bar. It does this by first converting the num
ber to its ASCII value by calling sprintf and then calling WinSetW indowText. 
The window handles are stored in the hwndValue array. The right half of the 
client window is then invalidated to generate a WM_PAINT message: 

WininvalidateRect {hwnd. &rclRightHalf, FALSE) ; 

The rclRightHalfRECTL structure contains the coordinates of the right half 
of the client window. These are set during the WM_ SIZE message. 

The WM_PAINT processing is fairly simple. COLORSCR first calls G pi
CreateLogColorTable to specify that color indexes are to be interpreted as 32-
bit RGB values: 

Gpi CreateLogColorTabl e (hps. LCOL_RESET, LCOLF _RGB. 
0L. 0 L. NULL) ; 
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The program then combines the current red, green, and blue color values 
stored in the iColor array into one ULONG and calls WinFillRect to color the 
right half of the client window with that color: 

Win Fi 11 Rect ( hps , &rel Ri ghtHa l f, CU LONG ) iColo r [0] « 16 I 
(lJL QN GJ i Color [l] « 8 I (ULO NGl iColor [ 2]) 

CHANGING THE KEYBOARD INPUT FOCUS 

Unlike BUTTONSl and DRAWLINE, COLORSCR has a complete keyboard 
interface and doesn't require a mouse. You can move the position of the scroll-bar 
slider using the cursor-movement arrow keys, and you can move the keyboard 
input focus from one scroll bar to another using the Tab and Shift-Tab keys. 

As you saw in the SYSV ALS program in Chapter 4, the scroll bars include 
their own keyboard interface for the cursor movement keys. Once a scroll-bar 
window has the keyboard input focus, it can understand and interpret these 
keys. That's not the problem. The problem is that once a control window gets 
the input focus, it doesn't properly interpret the Tab key. We need to find a 
way to give a scroll bar the input focus (so that it uses the cursor movement 
keys) and then be able to take away the input focus when the Tab key is 
pressed. But how can ClientWndProc know that the Tab key is pressed when 
the scroll bar is getting all the WM_ CHAR messages? 

The solution involves a technique called window subclassing. Essentially, this 
technique allows your program to get first dibs on all messages sent to a partic
ular window created by your program (but not to windows created by other 
programs). You can process some of these messages and then allow the win
dow's normal window procedure to process the others. You can prevent the 
normal window procedure from receiving some messages, or you can alter 
messages before they get to the window procedure. 

Let's look at COLORSCR to see how this works in practice. Toward the 
end of COLORSCR.C is a function called ScrollProc that is defined as if it 
were a normal window procedure. It is an EXPENTR Y function, has a return 
value of MRESULT, and accepts the four parameters normally passed to win
dow procedures. 

After creating the three scroll-bar windows during processing of the WM_
CREATE message, COLORSCR calls WinSubclassWindow to specify that all 
messages to these three scroll-bar windows should be sent to ScrollProc instead: 

pfnOldScrol l [i] = 
WinSubclassWindow ChwndScroll [i], Scrol l Proc) ; 
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The pfnOldScroll array is a global variable defined near the top of 
COLORSCR.C: 

PFNWP pfnDldScroll[3] : 

This array holds the addresses of the original window procedures for the three 
scroll bars. 

Now let's look at ScrollProc. When a message is sent to any of the three scroll 
bars, ScrollProc gets the message rather than the normal scroll-bar window 
procedure. ScrollProcobtains the control ID associated with the scroll-bar win
dow receiving the message: 

id= WinOueryWindowUShort (hwnd, OWS_IOl : 

ScrollProc then checks to see if the message is WM_ CHAR, if the message 
contains a valid virtual key code, if the key is being pressed, and if the virtual 
keyisVK_TAB orVK_BACKTAB. 

For VK_ TAB, ScrollProc determines the window handle that is to receive the 
input focus: 

hwndFocus = hwndScroll[(id + l} % 3] 

The new focus window is the scroll bar with the next highest ID. ScrollProc 
then uses this hwndFocus variable to set the new focus window: 

WinSetFocus (HWND_DESKTOP, hwndFocusl : 

ScrollProc also sets the focus to one of the scroll bars when it receives a WM_ -
BUTTONlDOWN message. 

ScrollProc sends all messages (except the VK_ TAB and VK_BACKTAB key
strokes) to the old scroll-bar window procedure stored in pftiOldScroll: 

return pfnOldScroll [id] (hwnd, msg, mpl. mp2l : 

This allows the normal processing in the scroll-bar window procedure to occur. 
Of course, we must make sure that the first scroll bar gets the input focus 

when the program starts up. Following the WinCreateStdWindow call in main, 
COLORSCR sets the input focus to the first window: 

WinSetFocus CHWND_DESKTDP, hwndFocus = hwndScroll [0]l : 

Without this statement, the first scroll bar wouldn't get the input focus until it 
was clicked. 

CREATING YOUR OWN CONTROLS 
In Chapter 9's CHECKER3 program, you created child windows that helped 
simplify mouse processing. These child windows were not really control windows 
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because they had two deficiencies: They had no keyboard interface and they 
did not notify their owner when they were toggled. Now let's try something simi
lar, but this time let's make the children full-fledged control windows. 

In this exercise, we're going to reinvent the push button. While we're at it, 
we're going to make our push buttons look a little fancier than the ones built 
into the Presentation Manager. This new push button will have a more distinct 
three-dimensional appearance. 

MOUSE CAPTURE AND INPUT FOCUS 

You may want to experiment with BUTTONS I (and with other programs that 
create control windows based on the predefined window classes) to help you 
understand what is going on in the window procedure for the control. 

For example, you'll find in BUTTON SI that triggering the button with the 
mouse requires that you both press and release the mouse button while the 
pointer is positioned within the control. If you press the mouse button when 
the pointer is within the control, the control is inverted. If you move the 
mouse pointer outside the control with the mouse button pressed, the control 
returns to normal. Moving the pointer back within the button inverts the but
ton colors again. 

Obviously, the window procedure is capturing the mouse (a concept dis
cussed in Chapter 9). This is the only way the window procedure can deter
mine that the mouse pointer has moved outside the control window. 

Clicking the push button with the mouse causes a dotted outline to appear 
around the text. This indicates that the control has the input focus and requires 
that the window procedure give itself the input focus when the button is clicked. 
When the push button has the input focus, you can also trigger the button by 
pressing the spacebar. This requires that the window procedure for the control 
also process some keystrokes. 

THE NEW BUTT ON WINDOW PROCEDURE 

Let's look first at the NEWBTN.C file shown in Listing 11.4. 

Listing 11.4: The NEWBTN file 

The NEWBTN.C File 

/•------------------------------- --- ----- --------------------·--
NEWBTN.C -- Contains window procedure for new 30 push button 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
--- -- ------- ------------------- ------------- ---- --------------•/ 
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Listing 11.4: The NEWBTN file (Continued) 

/!define INCL_WIN 
/!define INCL_GPI 
/!include <os2.h> 
/!include <stdlib.h> 
/!include <string.h> 

/!define LCID_ITALIC l l 

/•- -. ---- - - - ... --- - - - - - ---- --------- ------ -------- --
Structure for storing data unique to each window 

- - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*I 
typedef struct 

{ 

PSZ pszText 
BOOL fHaveCapture 
BOOL fHaveFocus ; 
BOOL flnsi deRect ; 
BOOL fSpaceOown 
} 

NEWBTN ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY NewBtnWndProc (HWNO, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAM) 
VOID OrawButton ( HWNO, HPS. PNEWBTNJ ; 

l•-- ------------------------------------------ -- -----------
RegisterNewBtnClass function available to other modules 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·*I 

BOOL APIENTRY RegisterNewBtnClass CHAa hab) 
{ 

return WinRegisterClass Chab, "NewBtn", NewBtnWndProc, 
CS_SIZEREDRAW, sizeof (PNEWBTNl) 

/•--------------------------------
NewBtnWndProc window procedure 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . --•I 

MRESULT EXPENTRY NewBtnWndProc CHWNO hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

BOOL fTestlnsideRect 
HPS hps ; 
CREA TESTRUCT •pcrst ; 
PO INTL ptl ; 

NEWBTN •pNewBtn 
WNDPARAMS •pwprm 
REC Ti rel ; 
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pNewBtn - WinQueryWindowPtr (hwnd, 0) 

switch CmsgJ 
{ 

case WM_CREATE: 
pNewBtn - mal Joe (sizeof Ct4EWBTNJ J 

II Initialize structure 

pNewBtn~>fHaveCapture - FALSE 
pNewBtn->fHaveFocus - FALSE 
pNewBtn->f!nsideRect - FALSE 
pNewBtn->fSpaceDown - FALSE 

II Get window text from creation structure 

pcrst - (PCREATESTRUCTJ PVOIDFROMMP Cmp2J ; 
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pNewBtn->pszText - malloc Cl+ strlen (pcrst->pszTextJ) 
strcpy (pNewBtn ->pszText. pcrst->pszText) 

WinSetWindowPtr Chwnd, 0. pNewBtn) ; 
return 0 ; 

case WM_SETWINDOWPARAMS : 
pwprm - CPW NDPARAMS) PVO !Df ROMMP (mpl) ; 

// Get window text from window parameter structure 

if (pwpr m- >fsStatus & WPM_TEXT) 
( 

free CpNewBtn->pszTextJ ; 
pNewBtn->pszText - malloc Cl + pwprm->cchTextJ 
strcpy ( pNewBtn->pszText, pwprm->pszText) ; 
) 

return MRFROMSHORT (1) 

case WM_OUERYW!NOOWPARAMS: 
pwprm - (PWNDPARAMSJ PVOIDFROMMP Cmpll : 

II Set window parameter structure fields 

if (pwprm-)fsStatus & WPM_CCHTEXT) 
pwprm->cchText - strlen (pNewBtn->pszTextJ 

if (pwprm->fsStatus & WPM_ TEXT) 
strcpy Cpwprm->pszrext, pNewBtn->pszText) 
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Listing 11.4: The NEWBTN file (Continued) 

if (pwprm->fsStatus & WPM_CBPRESPARAMSJ 
pwprm->cbPresParams - 0 ; 

if (pwprm->fsStatus & WPM_PRESPARAMSl 
pwprm ->pPresParams = NULL ; 

if (pwprm->fsStatus & WPM_CBCTLDATAl 
pwprm->cbCtlData = 0 : 

if (pwprm->fsStatus & WPM_CTLDATA) 
pwprm->pCtlData = NULL 

return MRFROMSHORT (1) 

case WM_BUTTONlDOWN: 
WinSetFocus (HWND_OESKTOP, hwndl : 
WinSetCapture (HWNO_OESKTOP, hwnd) 
pNewBtn->fHaveCapture = TRUE ; 
pNewBtn->flnsideRect - TRUE ; 
Winlnval idateRect (hwnd. NULL, FALSE) 
r:eturn 0 ; 

case WM_MOUSEMOVE: 
if ( ! pNewBtn ->fHaveCap tur el 

break ; 

WinQueryWindowRect (hwnd, &rel) 
pt 1 .x - MOUSEMSG(&msgl->x 
ptl .y - MOUSEMSG(&msgl->y 

II Test if mouse pointer is still in window 

fTestlnsideRect - WinPtinRect (WinQueryAnchorBlock (hwnd), 
&rel, &ptl l ; 

if (pNewBtn->flnsideRect !- fTestinsideRect) 
( 

pNewBtn->finsideRect - fTestinsideRect ; 
WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL. FALSE) ; 
) 

break : 

case WM_BUTTONlUP: 
if (!pNewBtn->fHaveCapture) 

break ; 

WinSetCapture (HWNO_DESKTOP, NULLHANDLE) 
pNewBtn->fHaveCapture FALSE 
pNewB - fJnsideRect - FALSE ; 
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WinQueryWindowRect (hwnd, &rel} 
ptl .x - MOUSEMSG(&msgl->x 
ptl.y = MOUSEMSG(&msgl->y 
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ll Post WM_COMMANO if mouse pointer is in window 

if (WinPtinRect (WinQueryAnchorBlock (hwndl, &rel, &ptl l l 
WinPostMsg (WinQueryWindow <hwnd, OW_OWNER}, 

WM_COMMA ND, 
MPFROMSHORT (WinQueryWindowUShort (hwnd, QWS_!D)), 
MPFROM2SHORT (CMDSRC_OTHER, TRUE)) 

Winlnval idateRect (hwnd. NULL, FALSE) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_ENABLE: 
WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL. FALSE) 
return 0 : 

case WM_SETFOCUS: 
pNewBtn->fHaveFocus - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2} 
WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL. FALSE} ; 
return 0 

case WM_CHAR: 
if (!(CHARMSG(&msgl->fs & KC_VIRTUALKEYl II 

CHAR MSG ( &msg l ->vke y !- VK_SPACE 11 
CHARMSG(&msg)·>fs & Kc_PREVDOWNl 

break : 

II Post WM_COMHAND when spacebar is released 

if (!(CHARHSG(&msg}->fs & KC_KEYUP)) 
pNewBtn->fSpaceOown - TRUE : 

else 

pNewBtn->fSpaceDown - FALSE ; 
WinPostHsg (WinQueryWindow (hwnd, OW OWNER), 

WH_COHHAND, 
"PFROHSHORT (WinQueryWindowUShort (hwnd, QWS_!Dll, 
HPFROH2SHORT (CMOSRC_OTHER, FALSE)) 

WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL, FALSE} 
return 0 ; 

case WH_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE, NULL} 
Dr wButton (hwnd. hps, pNewBtnl ; 
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Listing 11.4: The NEWBTN file (Continued) 

WinEndP ai nt (hps) : 
return 0 ; 

case WM_DESTROY: 
free (pNewBtn->pszTextl 
free ( pNewBtn l 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl. mp2) 
} 

/*------ -------------- ------- --- - -------------- ---- - -~--- -

Draws filled and outlined polygon (used by DrawButtonl 
--- - -------- ------ ------ ---- - ------ --- - --- - - ---- -- -- -- - -*/ 

VOID Polygon (HPS hps, LONG lPoints, POJNTL aptl[]. LONG lColor) 
[ 

II Draw interior in spec1fied color 

GpiSaveP"S (hpsl ; 
GpiSetColor (hps, lColorl ; 

GpiBeginArea ( hps, BA_NOBDUNDARY I BA_AL TERNA TEl 
GpiMove (hps, aptl l : 
GpiPolyline (hps, lPoints - 1. aptl + ll : 
GpiEndArea (hpsl : 

GpiRestorePS (hps, -IL) : 

II Draw boundary in default color 

GpiMove (hps, aptl + lPoints - 1) : 

GpiPolyLine (hps, lPoints. aptl) : 
} 

I•- - . - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - . -
Draws square button ---------------------*' 

VOID DrawButton (HWND hwnd, HPS hps, PNEWBTN pNewBtnl 
[ 

FATTRS fat ; 
FONTMETRJCS fm : 
HOC hdc : 
LONi 1 Color, lHorzRes, 1VertRes, cxEdge, cyEdge : 
POINTL apt1[10], apt1TextBox[TXTBOX_COUNT], pt1Shadow, ptlText 
RECTL rel ; 

~------" Find 2 mil 1 imeter edge width in pixels __________ _ 
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Listin9 11.4: The NEWBTN file (Continued) 

hdc ~ GpiQueryOevice (hpsl ; 
OevQueryCaps (hdc, CAPS_HORIZONTAL_RESOLUTION, IL, &lttorzRes) 
OevQueryCaps ( hd c, CAF'S _ VERTICAL_RESOLUTION, 1 L. & l Vert Res) 

cxEdge - lttorzRes 500 
cyEdge - lVertRes 500 

II Set up coordinates for drawing the button 

WinQueryWindowRect (hwnd. &rel) 

aptl [0].x - 0 ; 
aptl[l] . x - cxEdge 
aptl[2].x - rcl.xRight cxEdge 
aptl [3] .x - rel .xRight - 1 ; 
aptl[4).x - rel .xRight l ; 
aptl[5).x - rel .xRight cxEdge 
aptl[6].x - cxEdge 
aptl[7].x - 0 ; 
aptl[BJ.x - 0 ; 
aptl[9].x - cxEdge 

aptl[0].y = 0 ; 
aptl[l).y = cyEdge 
aptl[2).y - cyEdge 
aptl [3].y - 0 : 
aptl [4] .y = rel .yTop 
aptl[SJ.y - rcl.yT01J 
aptl[6).y ~ rcl.yTop 
aptl[7J.y - rcl.yTop 
aptl[B].y - 0 ; 
aptl[9].y - cyEdge 

II Paint edges at bottom and right side 

GpiSetColor (hps. CLR_BLACKJ ; 
lColor - (pNewBtn->fins1deRect I I pNewBtn-~fSpaceOownl 

CLR_PALEGRAY : CLR_DARKGRAY ; 
Polygon (hps. 4L. aptl + 0, lColorl 
Polygon (hps, 4l, aptl + 2. lColorJ 

II Paint edges at top and left side 

1Co1or - (pNewBtn->flnsideRect 11 pNewBtn->fSpaceDown) ? 
CLR_OARKGRAY : CLR_WHITE ; 

Polygon (hps, 4L. aptl + 4, 1Color) 
Polygon (hps. 4L, aptl + 6, lColorl 

II Paint interior area 

GpiSavePS (hpsl ; 

l ; 
cyEdge 

- cyEdge 
1 ; 

GpiSetColor (hps. (pNewBtn·>flnsideRect I I pNewBtn·>fSpaceOownl 
CLR_DARKGRAY : CLR_PALEGRAY) 

GpiHove (hps, aptl + ll ; 
GpiBox (hps, ORO_FILL, aptl + 5, 0L, 0Ll ; 
Gpi RestorePS ( hps, -1 ll ; 
GpiBox (hps, DRO_OUTLINE, aptl + 5, 0L, 0L) 

II If button has focQs. use it~lic font 
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Listing 11.4: The NEWBTN file (Continued) 

GpiQueryFontMetrics (hps. (LONG) sizeof fm, &fm) 

if (pNewBtn->fHaveFocusJ 
{ 

fat.usRecordLength 
fat. fsSelection 
fat. 1 Match 

- sizeof fat ; 
- FATTR_SEL_ITALIC 
- 0 ; 

fat. idRegistry 
fat.usCodePage 
fat. lMaxBaselineExt 
fat. lAveCharW i dth 
fat.fsType 
fat.fsFontUse 

- fm. idRegistry ; 
- fm.usCodePage ; 
- fm.lHaxBaselineExt 
- fm.lAveCharWidth 
- 0 
- 0 

strcpy (fat. sz Facename, fm. szFacename) 

GpiCreateLogFont (hps, NULL. LCIO_ITALIC. &fat) 
GpiSetCharSet (hps, LCIO_ITALIC) 
J 

II Calculate text position 

GpiQueryTextBox (hps, (LONG) strlen (pNewBtn->pszText), pNewBtn ->pszText, 
TXTBOX_COUNT. aptlTextBox) ; 

ptlText.x - (rel .xRight 
ptlText.y - (rel .yTop 

aptlTextBox[TXTBOX_CONCAT].xl I 2 
aptlTextBox[TXTBOX_TOPLEFTJ.y 
aptlTextBox[TXTBOX_BOTTOMLEFT].y) 2 

ptlShadow.x ~ ptlText.x + fm. lAveCharWidth I 3 
ptlShatlow.y - ptlText.y fm. lMaxBaselineExt I 8 

II Display text shadow in black. and text in white 

GpiSetColor (hps, CLR_BLACKJ ; 
Gp iCh a rStri ngAt (hp s, &ptlShadow, (LONG) st r len ( pNewBtn ->pszText), 

pNewBtn->pszText) ; 
GpiSetColor (hps, CLR,_WHITE) ; 
GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptlText, (LONG) strlen (pNewBtn ->pszTextl. 

pNewBtn->pszText) ; 

II X out button if the window is not enabled 

if (!WinlsWindowEnabled ( hwnd)) 

GpiMove (hp s. aptl + 1) 
Gpi Line (hps, aptl + 5) 

GpiMove (hp s. aptl + 2) 

GpiLine ( hps, aptl + 6) 
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II Clean up 

if (pNewBtn->fHaveFocusJ 
( 

GpiSetCharSet (hps, LC!D_OEFAULTJ 
GpiOeleteSetld (hps, LCJO_!TALICJ 
} 
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This file contains several functions. Two functions are called from outside 
the module: RegisterNewBtnClass registers a window class called "NewBtn" 
that uses the window procedure NewBtnWndProc, another function in 
NEWBTN.C. 

Often a program creates more than one child window based on the same 
window class. This means that you cannot use static variables to store informa
tion unique to each child window: These static variables would be shared by 
all windows that are based on that class and created within the same process. 
For this reason, only automatic variables (used during the course of processing 
a single message) are defined within NewBtnWndProc. 

Information unique to each window is stored in a structure of type NEWBTN, 
defined in the NEWBTN.C file. When RegisterNewBtnClass registers the win
dow class, the last parameter of WinRegisterClass is set to the size of a far 
pointer to the NEWBTN structure. This reserves some memory space that is 
unique to each window. During the WM_ CREATE message, NewBtnWndProc 
calls malloc to allocate a block of memory the size of the NEWBTN structure. 
The pointer returned by malloc is stored in the variable pNewBtn. After the 
fields of this structure are initialized, the pointer is saved in the memory re
served by the WinRegisterClass function: 

WinSetWindowPtr (hwnd. 0. pNewBtn) ; 

The WM_ CREATE message is the first message that the window procedure 
processes when creating a new window. For all other messages, the pointer 
stored in the reserved area will be valid. NewBtnWndProc obtains that pointer 
before processing any specific message: 

pNewBtn ~ WinQueryWindowPtr (hwnd, 0) ; 

This allows the window procedure to use the window-specific information 
stored in the structure. 

Some windows have a window text that the window displays. For example, 
push buttons display their window text in the center of the button. Windows 
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that have a window text must save the text themselves. This requires some ad
ditional processing in the WM_ CREATE message. DuringWM_CREATE, a 
pointer to the initial window text of the window (which is the string passed as 
the window text parameter to WinCreateWindow) is stored in the pszText field 
of a CREATESTRUCT structure for the window. 

The mp2 message parameter contains a pointer to this structure. NewBtn
WndProc must determine the length of this text, allocate memory for storing 
the text by calling malloc, copy the text into this memory, and save the pointer 
returned from malloc in the NEWBTN structure. 

The window text can be changed by a call to WtnSetW ind ow Text and queried 
by a call to WinQueryWindowText. These functions send WM_SETWINDOW
PARAMS and WM_QUERYWINDOWPARAMS messages, respectively, to the 
window procedure. This requires that NewBtn WndProc also process these two 
messages. 

During the WM_BUTTONIDOWN message, NewBtnWndProccaptures the 
mouse and sets the fHaveCapture field in the NEWBTN structure to TRUE. 
The window procedure tests this field during the WM_MOUSEMOVE and 
WM_BUTTONIUP message to determine if it can ignore the message. For 
both of these messages, NewBtn WndProc uses the WinPtlnRect to determine if 
the mouse pointer is still within the area occupied by the control window. If 
the mouse pointer is within the window during a WM_BUTTONlUP message, 
NewBtnWndProcposts a WM_ COMMAND message to its owner. 

The WM_ COMMAND message can also be posted during the WM_ CHAR 
message. The window procedure posts this message when the spacebar is re
leased. Because NewBtnWndProcwill receive WM_CHAR messages only when 
the control has the input focus, it need not check that it has the input focus 
when processing the keystrokes. 

During the WM_PAINT message, NewBtnWndProccalls DrawButton to 
draw the button. The processing is lengthy but does nothing we didn't see in 
Chapter 5 when exploring the GPI functions. Rather than outlining text to 
indicate the button's input focus, I decided to display italic text. 

CREATING THE NEW BUTTONS 

To test this new window class, we need a program that creates a couple of 
these new buttons. This is BUTTONS2, shown in Listing 11.5. 

You'll notice that the BUTTONS2 make file compiles both NEWBTN.C and 
BUTTONS2.C and links them. 



Listing 11.5: The BUTTONS2 program 

The BUTTONS2.MAK File 

If- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -
# BUTTONS2.MAK make file 
·------------------------

buttons2.exe : buttons2.obj newbtn.obj buttons2.def 
$(PRGLJNK) buttons2 newbtn, buttons2. NUL, $(PRGLJ8), buttons2 

buttons2.obj : buttons2 .c 
$(PRGCCl buttons2.c 

newbtn.obj : newbtn.c 
S(PRGCCJ newbtn.c 

The BUTTONS2.C File 

/•- -- --- ---------- --- --- ---- ------ ---- --- --
8UTTONS2.C -- New Button Demonstration 

(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 
----- ----------------------------------- -•/ 

#define JNCL_WIN 
Vfdefine INCLGPJ 
#include <os2.h> 

BOOL APIENTRY RegisterNewBtnClass (HABl ; II In NEWBTN.C 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMl ; 

nt main (void) 

static CHAR szClientClass[] - "Buttons2" ; 
static ULONG flFrameFlags = FCF_TITLEBAR 

FCF_SrZEBOROER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 

HAB hab ; 
HMO hmq ; 
HWNO hwndFrame, hwndC1 ient 
OMSG qmsg ; 

hab = Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) ; 

FCF _SYSMENU I 
FCF_MINMAX I 
FCF_TASKLIST ; 
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WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame = WinCreateStdWindow CHWNO_ OESKTOP, WS_VJSIBLE, 
&f1 FrameF1ags, szC1 i entCl ass, NULL, 
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Listing 11.5: The BUTTONS2 program (Continued) 

0L. 0, 0, &hwndClient) 

while (WinGetMsg Chab, &qmsg, NULLHANOLE, 0, 0JJ 
WinOispatchMsg (hab, &qmsgJ 

WinOestroyWindow ChwndFrame) 
WinOestroyMsgQueue (hmqJ 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWNO hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2J 
[ 

static CHAR *SZButtonlabel(] - [ "Smaller", "Larger" 
static HWNO hwndFrame, hwndButton[2] ; 
static INT cxClient, cyClient. cxChar, cyChar ; 
FONTMETRICS fm ; 
HAB hab ; 
HPS hps ; 
INT id ; 
RECTL rel ; 

switch Cmsg J 

case WM_CREA rE: 
hab - WinQuery.t.nchorB1ock C hwnd J ; 
hwndFrame - WinQueryWtndow Chwnd, OW_PARENT) 

hps ~ WinGetPS ChwndJ ; 
GpiQueryfontMetrics Chps, sizeof fm, &fm) 
cxChar - fm. 1AveCharW1dth 
cyChar - fm. 1MaxBaseltneExt 
WinReleasePS lhpsl ; 

RegisterNewBtnClass (habJ 

for lid - 0 ; id < 2 ; id++J 
hwndButton[id] - WinCreateWindow 

hwnd, 
"NewBtn", 
szButtonlabel[id], 
WS_VIS!BLE. 
0, 0. 
12 * cxChar. 
2 * cyChar. 
hwnd, 
HWNO_BOTTOM, 
i d. 
NULL, 

II Parent 
II Class 
II Text 
II Style 
II Position 
II Width 
II Height 
II Owner 
II Placement 
11 ID 
11 Ctrl Data 
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NULL) ; 

return 0 ; 

case WM_SIZE : 
cxClient - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2J 

cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) 

for ( i d - 0 ; id < 2 ; i d+ +) 
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II Pres Params 

WinSetWindowPos (hwndButton[id]. NULLHANDLE, 

cxClient I 2 + (14 * id 13) * oxChar, 

(cyClient - 2 * cyChar) I 2, 

0 • 0 , SWP MOVE l 

return 0 ; 

case WM_COMMAND: 

Wi nQueryWindowRect lhwnd. &rel) ; 

WinMapWindowPoints (hwnd, HWND_ OESKTOP, CPPDINTLJ &rel. 2 l 

sw i tch (COMMANDMSG(&ms g)-)c md) II Child ID 

{ 

case 0: II "Smaller" 

rcl . xLeft +- cxClient 20 

rcl.xRight cxClient 20 

rcl.yBottom +- cyClient 2.0 

rel .yTop cyCl i ent 20 

break 

case 1: 
rel.xLeft exCl i ent 20 

rel . xRi ght -exC l i ent 20 

rel .yBottom -- cyClient 20 

rel .yTop +- cyClient 20 

break ; 

Wi nC al eFrameReet ( hwndFrame. &rel. FALSE) 

WinSetWindowPos ( hwndFrame. NULL HANDLE. 

rel. xLeft, rel .yBottom, 

rel.xRight - rel. xLeft, 

rel .yTop - rel .yBottom, 

SWP_ MOVE I SWP_SIZE) ; 

return 0 ; 

case WM_ERASEBACKGROUND: 

return MRFROMSHORT (ll 

return Wi nDef WindowProe (hwnd. msg, mpl. mp2) 

II "Larger" 
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Listing 11.5: The BUTTONS2 program (Continued) 

The BUTTONS2.DEF File 

; BUTTONS2 . 0EF module def i nition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMOOE 

BUTTONS2 WINOOWAP I 

'New Button Demo (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 

BUTTONS2 is almost identical to BUTTON SL The only real difference is that 
ClientWndProccalls RegisterNewBtnClass during the WM_CREATE message. 
This is the routine in NEWBTN.C. The two push buttons are created based on 
the "NewBtn" class. 

Figure 11.4 shows BUTTONS2 running under the Presentation Manager. 

,- BUTTOUS2.E><E rr 

··-

Figure 11.4: The BUTTONS2 display 

You might like the look of these new push buttons and wonder if you could 
somehow use them in dialog boxes. We'll do exactly that in Chapter 14. 
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U ntil now, our Presentation Manager programs have been missing a 
few features. The programs haven't included a menu bar across the 
top of the window, or dialog boxes invoked from menu items, or 

even a customized icon displayed when the program's window is minimized. 
Icons, menus, and dialog boxes are all examples of program resources. Re

sources are read-only data objects that are stored in a program's .EXE file but 
that are not part of the program's normal code and data. In most cases, re
sources aren't loaded into memory when OS/2 runs the program; the resources 
reside on disk in the .EXE file until specifically needed. When resources are 
loaded into memory, the memory blocks they occupy are read-only. Thus OS/2 
can allow the resources in memory to be shared by multiple instances of the 
same program. OS/2 can also discard resources if memory space is needed and 
then reload them from the .EXE file later. 

The Presentation Manager BSEDOS.H header file defines 21 resource types, 
but only the first 10 are commonly used by programs. The identifiers for these 
resource types begin with the letters RT (as listed in the following table). You 
can also define your own resource types. This chapter covers bitmaps, icons and 
pointers, text strings, and programmer-defined resources. Menus and keyboard 
accelerator tables are covered in Chapter 13 and dialog boxes in Chapter 14. 

Resource Type 

RT_POINTER 

RT_BITMAP 

Description 

Icon or mouse pointer 

Bitmap 

607 
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Resource Type 

RT_MENU 

RT_DIALOG 

RT_STRING 

RT_FONTDIR 

RT_FONT 

RT_ACCELTABLE 

RT_RCDATA 

RT_MESSAGE 

Description 

Menu template 

Dialog box template 

Text string 

Font directory 

Font 

Keyboard accelerator table 

Programmer-defined data 

Message string 

Using resources in your Presentation Manager programs is an option rather 
than a requirement. If you want, you can instead define menus, dialog boxes, 
icons, and so forth in the program's normal data area. However, you'll find 
that using resources is easier because OS/2 development tools help you create 
and edit resources. We'll examine one of these tools (the Icon Editor program) 
in this chapter. 

BASIC CONCEPTS 
A program's .EXE file (or a dynamic link library's .DLL file) is divided into sev
eral sections, as shown in Figure 12. l. Following the new .EXE header, the pro
gram's code and data objects occupy separate blocks in the .EXE file. Tables in 
the header allow OS/2 to identify the beginning of each block in the .EXE file, 
the size of the block, and characteristics of the block. Resources are organized 
similarly. They follow the normal code and data blocks in the .EXE file and 
likewise are identified by tables in the header section. You can thus think of an 
OS/2 program as consisting of code, data, and resources. 

Each resource (with the exception of the RT _STRING and RT_MESSAGE 
types) occupies a separate block in the .EXE file. Text and message strings are 
stored with multiple strings in each block. Most of the resources are stored in 
a special format that is unique for that resource type. Your program doesn't 
need to know the format of the resource in the .EXE file, because the Presenta
tion Manager usually loads the resource and takes care of any translation nec
essary to put it into a format suitable for use with other Presentation Manager 
functions. 
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Old .EXE header 

Optional MS-DOS 
.EXE program 

New .EXE header 

Program 
code and data 

segments 

Resource segments 

Figure 12.1: The OS/2 .EXE and .DLL file format 

OS/2 KERNEL SUPPORT OF RESOURCES 

Each resource in the program's .EXE file is identified by a type ID and a name 
ID, both of which are 32-bit numbers. The identifiers beginning with RT 
("resource type") correspond to type IDs of 1 through 21. The Presentation 
Manager reserves type ID numbers up through 255 for its own use. You are 
free to use resource type IDs of 256 and above for programmer-defined resource 
types. The name ID uniquely identifies a particular resource of a particular 
type. For example, a .EXE file can have several bitmap resources, each of 
which occupies a different block in the .EXE file. They all have a type ID of 
RT_BITMAP, but each bitmap has a different name ID. 

The OS/2 kernel includes a function called DosGetResource that allows a 
program to load resources from the .EXE file into memory. (For the moment, 
let's ignore the problem of how the resources get into the .EXE file in the first 
place.) Generally, a Presentation Manager program needs to use DosGetResource 
only for the programmer-defined resources. For the predefined resource types, 
the Presentation Manager includes other functions to load resources. But 
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given that these Presentation Manager functions ultimately use the DosGet
Resource function to load the resource into memory, it's worthwhile to under
stand this function. 

Before calling DosGetResource, you need several variables: 

U LONG i dType. i dName : 
PVOID pResource : 

Based on the values of idType and idName, DosGetResource loads a resource 
from the program's .EXE file into memory and returns a pointer to the mem
ory block containing the resource: 

DosGetResource (NULL. i dType. i dName. &pResource) : 

The memory block belongs to your process. You can use pResource as a nor
mal pointer to access the resource. But because the memory block is read
only, you can't write to it Otherwise, it's a normal memory block. You can 
use DosQueryMem to find the size of the block and DosFreeMem to free the 
block from memory. 

When the first parameter of DosGetResource is NULL, 05/2 loads the resource 
from the program's .EXE file. Y6u can also load a resource from a dynamic link 
library. Let's assume the dynamic link library containing the resource is named 
MYLIB.DLL. You first need to define a variable of type HMODULE to hold 
the module handle: 

HMODULE hmod : 

You then call DosLoadModule to obtain the module handle: 

DosLoadModule (NULL, 0, "MYLIB.DLL". &hmodl: 

The first parameter of DosLoadM odule can optionally be set to the address of a 
buffer area that 05/2 uses if it can't obtain the module handle. Generally, 05/2 
will fill this buffer by using the name of the module that contributed to the 
failure of the function. The second parameter is the length of this buffer. 

After you obtain the module handle, you can use it as the first parameter to 
DosGetResource to load a resource from the dynamic link library: 

OosGetResource (hmod, idType. idName. &pResource) : 

After you free the resource and no longer need it, you can free the module handle: 

DosFreeModule (hmod) : 

I'll discuss the use of dynamic link libraries in more depth in Chapter 16. 
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THE OS/2 KERNEL MESSAGE FACILITY 

Although the DosGetResource function allows you to load resources of any type 
into memory, the only real use of resources within the OS/2 kernel is for message 
strings. These are text strings that contain replaceable parameters to display 
messages from OS/2 and the various OS/2 commands. The MKMSGF.EXE 
program creates a binary file with the extension .MSG based on an ASCII file 
containing message texts and codes. The MSG BIND.EXE program then adds 
these messages as resources to a program's .EXE file. An OS/2 program can 
either access a message from the .MSG file or load the message from its own 
.EXE file using the DosGetMessage function. If the message text has replaceable 
parameters (indicated by% l, %2, and so forth), the DosGetMessage function 
can insert other text (such as file names) into the message text. Because the mes
sages aren't in the program's normal data block, OS/2 programs that use this 
messaging facility can be customized more easily for foreign-language markets. 

THE RESOURCE SCRIPT 
Although Presentation Manager programs can use the OS/2 message facility, 
they also need resources of other types. To add these resources to a program's 
.EXE file, the programmer first prepares an ASCII file called a resource script. 
By convention, this file has the extension .RC. The resource script file includes 
some resources in an ASCII format and can also reference other files that con
tain binary resources, such as icons, mouse pointers, and bitmaps. Listing 12.l 
shows a sample resource script named SAMPLE.RC that contains a reference 
to an icon file, a menu template, a keyboard accelerator table, and a string 
table. It's not important right now that you understand the format of the state
ments in this file. We'll cover the details as we study each resource in depth. 

Listing 12.1: The SAMPLE.RC file 

/•----------------------- ----- --------------
SAMPLE.RC -- Sample Resource Script File 

--- --- ----------- -- ---- --------- ---- - - - -- -*/ 

/!inc l ude <os2 .h> 
#inc l ude "sample.h" 

POINTER IO_RESOURCE sample . i co 

MENU IO_ RESOURCE 
( 

SUBMENU "-File", 
{ 

MENUITEM "-New", 

IDM_Fl LE 

I OM _NEW 
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Listing 12.1: The SAMPLE.RC file (Continued) 

MENU ITEM "-Open ... ", I OM_OPEN 
MENUITEM "-Save", IDM_SAVE 
MENUITEM "Save -As ... ". JOM_SAVEAS 
MENUITEM SEPARATOR 
MENU ITEM "E-xi t ", IOM_EXIT 
MENUJTEH "A-bout", IOH_ABOUT 
} 

SUBHENU "-Edit", IOH_EDIT 
{ 

HENUJTEH "-Undo\tAlt+BkSp", 
HENUITEH SEPARATOR 
HENUITEH "Cu-t\tShift+Delete", 
HENUITEM "-Copy\tCtrl+Insert", 
HENUlTEH "-Paste\tShift+lnsert", 
MENUITEH SEPARATOR 
MENUITEH "C-lear\tOel", 
) 

IDH_UNDO 

IOH_CUT 
I OH_COPY 
!DH_PASTE 

!OH_ CLEAR 

MENUJTEH "Fl-Help", 
} 

IOM_HELP. HIS_HELP I HlS_BUTTONSEPARATOR 

ACCELTABLE IO_RESOURCE 
{ 

VK_BACKSPACE, 
VK_OELETE. 
VK_INSERT. 
VK_INSERT. 
VK_OEL£TE. 
J 

STRING TABLE 
{ 

IOH_UNDO, 
IDH_CUT. 
1 OH_COPY, 
IDH_PASTE. 
!DH_ CLEAR. 

"Sample" 

VI RTUALKE Y . 
VJRTUALKEY. 
VJRTUALKEY. 
VI RTUALKEY. 
VJRTUALKEY 

ID S_APPNAME. 
IOS_TITLEBAR. 
} 

"Sample Titlebar Text" 

ALT 
SHIFT 
CONTROL 
SHH"T 

The keywords POINTER, MENU, ACCELTABLE, and STRING TABLE all 
correspond to predefined resource types. The SAMPLE.ICO file referenced by 
the POINTER statement is a separate binary file containing a bitmap of the 
program's icon. The file also contains several identifiers beginning with the let
ters ID, IDM, IDS, and IDD. Some of these are resource name IDs. They are all 
constants defined in a separate header file, SAMPLE.H, shown in Listing 12.2. 
This header file must also be included in the program's C source code file so 
that the program can ref er to these resources using the identifiers. 
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Listin9 12.2: The SAMPLE.H file 

/ *- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SAHPLE .H - Sample Header File for Resource IDs 

-- ---- -- --- ------------ -------- -------------- ---*/ 

/ldefine ID _ RESOURCE 

/*- --- -------------
!DH - - Menu lDs 

-----------------•/ 

/ldefine I DH_FILE HJ 
//define IDM_NEW 11 
/ldefine IDH_OPEN 12 
/ldefine IDM_SAVE 13 
/ldefine ! DH_SAVEAS 14 
/ldefine IDH_EXIT 15 
/ldef ine IDH_ABOUT 16 

/!define 1 DM_EDJT 20 
/ldef ine lDH_UNDO 21 
fjdef i ne 1 DH_CUT 22 
/ldefine IDH_COPY 23 
/idef ine 1 OH_PASTE 24 
/ldef ine I DH_CLEAR 25 

/ldefine 1 DH_HELP 30 

'* _________ _______ __ _ 
IDS -- String IDs 

---------- ---------*/ 

/ldefine IDS_APPNAHE 1 
/ldefine IDS_TITLEBAR 2 

THE RESOURCE COMPILER 

The ASCII resource script must be compiled to a binary form. By convention, 
the extension of the compiled resource file is .RES. The compiled resources 
must then be added to the program's .EXE file or to the dynamic link library's 
.DLL file. Both of these jobs-compiling the resources and adding them to the 
.EXE file-are handled by the RC.EXE resource compiler_ You can do them 
separately or in a single step. 

Compiling the resources To compile the ASCII.RC file into a binary .RES 
file without adding the resources to a .EXE file, use the command 

RC - r SAMPLE 
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or 

RC - r -i \ BCOS2 \IN CLUDE SAMPLE 

if you're using the Borland compiler. The .RC extension on SAMPLE is as
sumed. This command creates a SAMPLE.RES file. 

Adding the resources to .EXE To add the compiled resources to the .EXE 
file, use the command 

RC SAM PLE . RES 

This adds the compiled resources in SAMPLE.RES to the SAMPLE.EXE file. 
(If the .EXE file contains any resources already, they are replaced with the new 
resources.) Optionally, you can include the name of the .EXE file if it's different 
from the .RES file: 

RC SAMPLE. RES MYEX E. EX E 

The .RES extension is required in this form of the command to differentiate it 
from the next form of the command. 

Compiling and adding as a single step You can do both jobs in one step 
with the command: 

RC SAMPLE 

The .RC extension on SAMPLE is assumed. This command compiles the 
resources to create a SAMPLE.RES file and then adds the resources to the 
SAMPLE.EXE file. If the name of the .EXE file is different from the .RC file, 

you can use 

RC SAMP LE MYEX E. EX E 

Presentation Manager programmers usually set up their make files to com
pile the resources and add them to the .EXE file in two separate steps. This re
sults in a faster edit-make-run cycle, because compiling the resources often 
takes much longer than adding them to the .EXE file. During development of 
a program, you'll generally make more changes to the C source code file than 
to the resource script file. You don't need to recompile the resources. Instead, 
you want to compile the C source code file, link it, and add the compiled re
sources. Typically, a make file for a program containing resources looks like 
SAMPLE.MAK, shown in Listing 12.3. 

The first compile step indicates that SAMPLE.C and SAMPLE.Hare depen
dent files for the creation of SAMPLE.OBJ. The header file defines constants 
used by the program to reference the resources. The second step in the make 



Listing 12.3: The SAMPLE.MAK file 

#-- -- ---- ---------- ----
# SAMPLE.MAK make file 
/j - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

sample .exe : sampl e.obj sample.d ef sampl e . re s 
$(PRGLINKl samp le . sample, NUL , $C PRGLIB). sample 
re sample . re s 

sample . obj : samp le .c sa mple.h 
$(PRGCC) sample.c 

sample.res : sample . re sample.h 
$( PRGRC ) sample 
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file runs RC.EXE with the -r parameter to compile the ASCII SAMPLE.RC file 
into a binary SAMPLE.RES file. This step also requires both SAMPLE.H and 
SAMPLE.I CO. The third step is executed if SAMPLE.OBJ, SAMPLE.DEF, or 
SAMPLE.RES is updated. This links the program and then adds the resources 
to the .EXE file using RC.EXE again. 

Figure 12.2 shows the general procedure for creating a Presentation Man
ager program that uses resources. You create the source code fi]eslisted in the 
five boxes across the top of the diagram. The rest of the process is handled by 
the make file. 

BITMAP RESOURCES 

We learned about bitmaps in Chapter 6.A bitmap is a block of memory, organ
ized by rows and columns, where the bits represent a graphical image. In a 
monochrome bitmap, each bit in the bitmap corresponds to a display pixel. A 
color bitmap requires multiple bits per pixel to contain color information. The 
Presentation Manager and Graphics Programming Interface include several 
functions for creating, manipulating, and displaying bitmaps.Although we 
were able to define a bitmap in a program by a series of bytes in Chapter 6, it's 
usually much easier to create the bitmap in the Icon Editor program supplied 
with IBM's C Developer's WorkSet/2 or in the Resource Workshop included 
with Borland's C++ for OS/2. These programs let you draw a bitmap, icon, or 
mouse pointer using the mouse, and let you save them in files. A bitmap has 
the file name extension .BMP. 
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Figure 12.2: Creating a Presentation Manager program that uses resource 

USING THE BITMAP RESOURCE IN A PROGRAM 

After you create a bitmap file, you need to reference the bitmap file name in a 
resource script and assign the bitmap a name ID. In the program you use that 
name ID to load the bitmap into memory. Assuming the program's name is 
SAMPLE and the bitmap file is SAMPLE.BMP, the SAMPLE.RC resource 
script file contains the following statement to reference the bitmap file: 

BITMAP idName sample.bmp 
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The idName value is simply an unsigned number or an identifier defined in a 
header file #define stat em en t. BITMAP is a resource compiler keyword. When 
you compile the resource script and add the resources to the program's .EXE 
file, the .EXE file contains a resource with a type ID of RT _BITMAP and a 
name ID of idName. 

A program loads a bitmap resource into memory using the GpiLoadBitmap 
function. First, the program must define a variable of type HBITMAP: 

HBITMAP hbrn ; 

The GpiLoadBitmap function returns a handle to the bitmap: 

hbm = GpiloadBitrnap (hps, hmod. idNarne, lWidth. lHeightl 

The GpiLoadBitma p function works only with resources of the RT_BITMAP 
type. The name ID identifies the particular RT_BITMAP resource. 

The hpsparameter to GpiLoadBitmap is a handle to a presentation space. 
The Presentation Manager uses this handle for two purposes. The first is to 
convert the colors of the bitmap into a form suitable for the device context. 
(If you're working with a monochrome bitmap, the bitmap can be loaded 
without any color conversion.) The second purpose of the presentation space 
handle is to allow GPI to store the bitmap in an unused part of the display's 
memory. For a monochrome bitmap, you can set the parameter to NULL 

The hmod parameter is set to NULL if you're loading the bitmap from the 
program's .EXE file. Otherwise, this is the module handle of a dynamic link 
library file. The idName is the ID number of the bitmap you want to load. The 
lWidth and {Height parameters indicate the resultant size of the bitmap when 
the Presentation Manager loads it into memory. The bitmap can be compressed 
or stretched. If you set both parameters to OL, the bitmap will retain the size 
you specified when you created the bitmap file in the Icon Editor. 

Before the program terminates, you delete the bitmap from memory: 

GpiDeleteBitmap (hbrnl : 

A SAMPLE PROGRAM 
The LOADBMPl program, shown in Listing 12.4, demonstrates how to in
clude a bitmap as a resource in a program, load the bitmap into memory, and 
display it on the client window. The LOADBMP.BMP file is a 64-by-32-pixel 
bitmap file that was created in the Icon Editor program in about 10 seconds 
(and looks it). 
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Listing 12.4: The LOADBMP1 program 

The LOADBMP1 .MAK File 

#--------- --- ------ ------
' LOADBMPl.MAK make file 
·--- ---- -------- ---------

loadbmpl.exe : loadbmpl . obj loadbmpl . def loadbmp.res 
HPRGLINK) loadbmpl, loadbmpl. NUL, S(PRGLIBl, loadbmpl 
re l oadbmp. res 1oadbmp1. exe 

loadbmpl . obj : loadbmpl.c loadbmp.h 
$ ( PRGCCl 1 oadbmpl. c 

l oadbmp. res : l oadbmp. re l oadbmp . h 1 oad bmp .bmp 
$ CPRGRCl l oadbmp 

The LOADBMP1.C File 

/• ·- --- ----- --------- -- -- --- -------------------------
LOADBM~l .C -- Loads a Bitmap Resource and Draws it 

(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 
------ ----- --- ------ ---- -------- -· ---- · ------ - - ---- •/ 

#define l NCL_W!N 
#include <os2.h> 
#include "1 oaabmp. h" 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAM) 

int main (void) 

stat i c CHAR szClientClass [ ] - "LoadBmpl" 
stat i c ULONG f1 FrameFlags - FCF_ T!TLEBAR 

HAB ha b ; 
HMO hmq ; 
HWNO hwndFrame. 
QMSG qmsg ; 

hab - Winln1tialize (0) 

FCF _S IZEBOROER 
FCF_ SHELLPOSI TION 

hwndClient 

hmq - WinCreateMsgOueue (hab, 0) : 

FCF_SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF _ TA SKLIS T 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass. ClientWndProc. CS_ SIZEREDRAW, 0 ) 

hwn-dFrame - WinCreateStdWindow <HWNO_OESKTOP, WS_V LS!BLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szCl i entClass. NULL, 
0L, 0, 0, &hwndC 1 ient) : 
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while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 

Wi nOi spatchMsg (ha b, &qmsg) 

WinOestroyWindow (hwndFrameJ 

WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmql 
WqnTerminate (hab) ; 

return 0 ; 
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HRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAH mp2J 

( 

static INT cxClient. cyClient ; 

HBITMAP hbm 
HPS hps 
POI NTL ptl 

switch (msg) 
( 

case WM_SIZE: 
cxClient Q SHORTlFROMMP (mp2J 

cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2J 

return 0 : 

case WM_PA!NT: 
hps - WinBeg i nPa i nt (hwnd, NULLHANDLE. NULL) 

GpiErase (hps) ; 

hbm - GpiLoadBitmap (hps. 0, IDB_HELLO. cxClient, cyClientl 

if (hbml 
( 

ptl.x-0 
ptl.y - 0 

WinDrawBitmap Chps, hbm. NULL, &ptl, 
CLR_BACKGROUND. CLR_NEUTRAL. DBM_NORHALJ 

GpiDeleteBitmap (hbml : 
J 

WinEndPaint (hps) ; 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd. msg, mpl, mp2) 
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Listing 12.4: The LOADBMP1 program (Continued) 

The LOADBMP.RC File 

/ *- ---------------- -------- - ---- ---
LOADBMP.RC resource scri pt f i le 

------ -------- --------- --- ----- --*/ 

#include "loadbmp.h" 

BITMAP I DB_ HELLO 1 oadbmp. bmp 

The LOADBMP.BMP Image 

The LOADBMP.H File 

/*·----- -- -- ------ --- -- --
LOADBMP.H header file 

----------------- ------*/ 

#define IDB_HELLO 55 

The LOADBMP1 .DEF. File 

; LOADBMP1.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

LOADBMPl WINDOWAPI 

'Loads Bitmap Resource and Draws it (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 
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I decided to give the bitmap a name ID of 55. The identifier IDB_HELLO is 
defined in LOADBMP.H for this purpose: 

#define IOB_HELLO 55 

The IDB prefix stands for "ID for a bitmap." 
This statement in the LOADBMP.RC resource script file references the file 

containing the bitmap: 

BITMAP IOB_HELLD loadbmp.bmp 

The LOADBMP.RC resource script is compiled by the following command in 
1he make file: 

re - r l oadbmp 

The resource compiler creates a binary LOADBMP.RES file that contains the en
tire LOADBMP.BMP file. When RC.EXE is run the second time in the make file, 
the bitmap resource in LOADBMP.RES is added to the LOADBMPLEXE file: 

re loadbmp.res loadbmpl.exe 

Following this step, the LOADBMPl.EXE file includes a resource block con
taining the entire bitmap. The header section of the .EXE file identifies the 
resource type ID (RT_BITMAP) and name ID (55). The program can then 
gain access to that resource. 

During the WM_PAINT message in LOAD BM PLC, the bitmap resource is 
loaded into memory and stretched to fill the size of the client window: 

hbm - GpiLoadBitmap (hps, NULL. IOB_HELLO, cxClient, cyClientl ; 

Note that the second parameter is set to NULL to indicate that the resource is 
part of the program's .EXE file. The IDB_HELLO identifier is the name ID of 
the resource defined in LOADBMP.H. (Obviously, I could have dispensed with 
the LOADBMP.H file in this example and used 55 in place of IDB_HELLO in 
both the resource script and the program. But for more complex resources 
such as menus and dialog boxes, the header file becomes very important, so 
we might as weU get accustomed to using it.) 

GpiLoadBitmap returns NULL if the bitmap can't be loaded into memory. 
The rest of the WM_PAINT logic continues only if hbm isn't NULL: 

if (hbm) 
( 

ptl. x = ll 
ptl .y = ll 

WinOrawBitmap (hps. hbm. NULL, &ptl. 
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CLR_BACKGROUNO, CLR_NEUTRAL, DBM_NORMALJ 

GpiDeleteBitmap (hbm) ; 
} 

This draws the bitmap on the client window and then deletes it from memory. 
The LOADBMPI window is shown in Figure 12.3. 

I • I I • 

I 

Figure 12.3: The LOADBMP1 display 

AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO LOADING BITMAPS 

LOADBMPI loads the bitmap and then deletes it whenever it needs to repaint 
the client window. Another approach is to load the bitmap during the WM_
CREA TE message, keep it in memory for the duration of the program, and 
then delete it during the WM_DESTROY message. 

The LOADBMP2 program, shown in Listing 12.5, iJlustrates this approach. 
The LOADBMP.H, LOADBMP.RC, and LOADBMP.BMP files from Listing 
12.4 are also required to compile the program. 
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The LOADBMP2.MAK File 

fj- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~ lDADBMP2.MAK make file 
ffe------------------------

1oadbmp2.exe : 1oadbmp2.obj loadbmp2.def loadbmp.res 
$ ( PRGLINK) 1 oadbmp2, 1 oadbmp2, NUl. $ ( PRGL! B). l oadbmp2 
re loadbmp.res 1oadbmp2.exe 

loadbmp2.obj : loadbmp2.c loadbmp.h 
$(PRGCC) l oadbmp2.c 

loadbmp.res : loadbmp.rc loadbmp.h loadbmp.bmp 
$(PRGRC) loadbmp 

The LOADBMP2.C File 

, ... --- -- -- - - - - - - - --- - - ----- -- - -- - --- -- --- - - - ------ - - - -
lDADBMP2.C - - loads a Bitmap Resource and Draws it 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
----- ---- ---- - -- - ----- --- -- --- ---- -- -- --- -------- ---•/ 

/ldefine INCL__W!N 
/linclude <os2.h> 
/linclude "loadbmp.h" 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND. ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMl 

int main (void) 
( 

static CHAR szClientClass [] - "LoadBmp2" 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_T!TLEBAR 

HAB hab ; 
HMQ hmq ; 

FCF _SI Z EBDRDER 
FCF_SHELLPDS!TIDN 

HWND hwndFrame, hwndCl i ent 
QMSG qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) ; 

FCF _SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF _TASKLI ST : 
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WinRegisterClass Chab, szClientClass. ClientWndProc. CS_S !ZER EDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow CHWND_DESKTDP, WS_V!SIBLE. 
&fl FrameFlags, szClientClass. NULL, 
0L. 0. 0, &hwndClient) ; 
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Listing 12.5: The LOADBMP2 program (Continued) 

while CWinGetMsg (hab. &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 
Win Di spatchMsg (ha b, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmqJ 
WinTerminate <habl ; 
return 0 · 

MRESULT EXPENTRV ClientWndProc CHWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2J 
( 

static HBITMAP hbm 
HPS hps 
REC TL rel 

switch (msg) 
( 

case WM_CREATE: 
hps - Wi nGetPS Chwnd) ; 
hbm- GpiLoadBitmap Chps, 0, IDB_HELLO, 0L, 0L) 

WinReleasePS ( hps) : 
return 0 ; 

case WM_PAI NT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd. NULLHANDLE, NULL) 

GpiErase ChpsJ ; 

WinOueryWindowRect (hwnd, &rel) 

if ( hbmJ 
WinDrawBitmap ( hps, hbm, NULL, ( PPO!NTL) &rel. 

WinEndPaint ( hps) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_DESTROV: 
if (hbm) 

CLR_BACKGROUND, CLR_NEUTRAL, DBM_STRETCH) 

Gpi DeleteBitmap ( hbmJ 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc Chwnd, msg, mpl, mp2J 

The LOADBMP2.Dl!F File 

; LOADBMP2.DEF module definition file 
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Usting 12.5: The LOADBMP2 program (Continued) 

HAME LOADBMP2 WINDOWAPI 

DESCRlPTION 
pROTMDDE 

·Loads Bitmap Resource and Draws i t (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 

In LOADBMP2.C, the last two parameters of GpiLoadBitmap are set to 0, so 
the bitmap isn't stretched when loaded into memory: 

case WM_C REA TE: 
hps - WinGet PS ( hwnd) ; 

hbm - Gp i Load Bi tmap ( hps, NULL, I DB_ HELLO. 0L, 0L ) 

WinReleasePS (hps) ; 

return 0 ; 

The WM_PAINT logic stretches the bitmap in the WinDrawBitmap function: 

WinOueryWindowRect (hwnd , &rel) ; 

if ( hbm) 
Wi nDr awB itmap ( hps, hbm , NULL, ( PP OI NTL} &re 1, 

CLR_ BACKGROUND. CLR_ NEUTRAL, DBM_STRETCH) 

LOADBMP2 deletes the bitmap while processing the WM_DESTROY message: 

case WM_DESTROY : 

i f ( hbml 

GpiDe1ete Bitmap Ch bml ; 

re t urn 0 ; 

It's OK to handle small bitmaps in this way, but you should be leery of keep
ing large bitmaps in memory for long periods. Even though the Presentation 
Manager can discard bitmaps from memory and reload them from the pro
gram's .EXE file, common courtesy requires that you not be greedy with mem
ory space. 

!CONS AND MOUSE POINTERS 
Icons and customized mouse pointers are identical in structure and are often 
interchangeable. In fact, both icon and pointer resources are stored in the pro
gram's .EXE file with a resource type of RT_POINTER. Some Presentation 
Manager functions that seemingly apply to pointers ( WinLoadPointer and 
WinDestroyPointer, for example) can also be used with icons. 
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You can use icons in your program in two ways: as a symbolic representa
tion of the program when the program's top-level window is minimized, and 
as little pictures you can draw on the program's client window. You can create 
and use a customized mouse pointer in your program to substitute for the de
fault mouse pointer. For example, the Icon Editor program itself has a custorn
ized mouse pointer that looks like a bucket of paint. 

DESIGNING ICONS AND POINTERS 

You use the Icon Editor or Resource Workshop to create icons and pointers. 
These are essentially bitmaps. Icon files have a .ICO extension, and pointer 
files have a .PTR extension. 

When you create an icon or pointer in the Icon Editor, it has a dimension of 
32 by 32 pixels and 16 colors. This is appropriate for a VGA display; for dis
plays of higher or lower resolution, the Presentation Manager may expand or 
compress the image. A program can obtain the displayed dimensions of icons 
and pointers by calling the WinQuerySysValue function with parameters of 
SV _CXICON, SV _CYICON, SV _CXPOINTER, and SV _CYPOINTER. For 
most video display adapters, the Presentation Manager uses the same dimen
sions for both icons and pointers. 

The icon and pointer files actually contain three bitmap images-two mono
chrome and one color. The two monochrome bitmaps allow two additional 
"colors" called "screen" and "inverse screen." The "screen" color is transparent. 
When the Presentation Manager displays the icon or pointer, whatever was 
originally behind it shows through. The "inverse screen" color inverts the back
ground behind the image. A black background becomes white, white becomes 
black, and green becomes magenta. 

Because an icon or pointer can be displayed against a background of almost 
any color, a few simple rules apply in designing the images: If the icon or 
pointer is mostly black, give it a white outline. If the icon or pointer is mostly 
white, give it a black outline. Use the "screen" color to make the icon or 
pointer nonrectangular (such as the common arrow pointer). Use "inverse 
screen" to add a dash of inverted color when the icon or pointer is displayed 
against a color background. 

REFERENCrNG THE FILE IN THE RESOURCE SCRIPT 

The statements in your resource script that reference the icon and pointer files 
are very similar to the statement used for bitmaps. You reference an icon file as 
a resource with the following statement: 

POINTER idNa rne sarnple.ico 
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You reference a pointer file with the following statement: 

PO INTE R idName sampl e.pt r 

POINTER is a keyword recognized by RC.EXE. 
The use of the POINTER keyword for both icons and pointers may seem a 

little strange. As I mentioned earlier, icons and pointers are identical in struc
ture and are in many ways interchangeable. Both icons and pointers are stored 
in a program's .EXE file with a resource type of RT_POINTER. If a different 
keyword (for example, ICON) were used to identify icons in a resource script, 
you might be tempted to use the same name ID for an icon resource and a 
pointer resource. The name IDs for any icons and pointers in a resource script 
must be unique. 

FIVE STEPS FOR ADDING AN ICON TO A PROGRAM 

By far the most common use of an icon is for a symbolic representation of a 
program when the window is minimized. You can add such an icon to a pro
gram by following these five steps: 

1 Create an icon in the Icon Editor or Resource Workshop. Give the file the 
same name as your program but with a .ICO extension, for example, 
SAMPLE.I CO. 

2 Create a SAMPLE.RC resource script file containing a POINTER state
ment. For example: 

POINTER 555 sampl e. i co 

This statement defines a pointer resource (which is actually an icon) with 
a name ID of 555. 

3 Change your program's make file so that it looks like this: 

s amp l e.exe : sample.obj s amp l e.def samp l e.res 
$(PRGLINKJ samp l e. samp l e, NUL, $(PRGLIBl. samp l e 
re samp l e . res 

sample.obj : sample.c 
$(PRGCCJ samp l e.c 

sample.res : samp l e.re samp l e . ico 
$(PRGRCJ samp l e 

4 Change the definition of flFrameFlags to include the FCF _ICON style: 

static ULONG flFrameFlags = FCF_TITLEBAR 
FCF _SI ZEBORDER 

FCF _SYSMENU 
FCF_MINMAX 
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FCF _SHELLPOS IT ION I FCF _ T ASKLIST I 
FCF _ ICON ; 

5 Change the call to WinCreateStdWindow so the second-to-last parameter 
is the name ID of the bitmap: 

hwndFrame = WinCreateStdWindow (HWNO_OESKTOP. WS_VIS IBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass, NULL . 
0L, NULL, 555. &hwndCl ient) : 

You're done. Remake the program. 
As you'll see in the next chapter, the second-to-last parameter to WinCreate

StdWindow is actually the name ID of three different resources. If you include 
the frame creation flag FCF _MENU, the Presentation Manager uses that same 
name ID to load the program's menu. If you include FCF_ACCELTABLE, the 
same name ID references the program's keyboard accelerator table. 

You might want to use an identifier defi.ned in a header file for the name ID 
of these three resources. In the programs in this chapter and the next two chap
ters, I use the identifier ID _RESOURCE for this purpose and define it to be 
equal to 1. In this case, a SAMPLE.H header file has the following statement: 

#define IO_RESOURCE 1 

The SAMPLE.RC resource script looks like this: 

#include "sample.h" 
POINTER IO_RESOURCE sample.ico 

The SAMPLE make fi] e is changed so that it recompiles the source code file 
and resource script file if the header file changes: 

sample.exe : sample.obj sample.def sample.res 
S(PRGLINKJ sample. sample. NUL, S(PRGLIBJ, sample 
re sample. res 

sample . obj : sample.c sample.h 
S(PRGCCl sample.c 

sample.res : sample.re sample.ico sample.h 
S(PRGRCJ sample 

The SAMPLE.C file includes the header file near the top of the program: 

#include "sample.h" 
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and the second to last parameter of the WinCreateStdWindow function uses 
the defined name rather than a number: 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWND _ DESKTDP, WS_VISIBLE. 

&fl Fra meFl ag s, szCl ientCla ss . NULL . 

0L. NU LL. ID_ RESDURCE, &hwndCl i ent) 

DRAWING ICONS AND SETTING POINTERS 

Besides using an icon as a symbolic representation of a program, you can draw 
an icon on your client window. Because of the similarity between icons and 
pointers, the functions for loading and destroying icons are the same as those 
used for pointers. 

You first define a handle of type HPOINTER to store a handle to the icon: 

HPOINTER hlcon ; 

You then load the icon into memory using the WinLoadPointerfunction: 

hicon = Win l oadPointer ( HWND _ DESKTOP, hmod, i dName) ; 

The hmod parameter is NULL if the icon is stored in the program's .EXE file. 
You can then display the icon on a presentation space using the function: 

WinDrawPoi nter ( hps, x, y. hlcon, i Flags l ; 

where x and y are the coordinates of the presentation space corresponding to 
the lower-left comer of the icon. The iFlags parameter can be DP _NORMAL 
to draw the icon normally, DP _INVERTED to invert the icon, and DP _HALF
TONED to draw only every other bit of the icon. You might want to use icons 
in this way in a menu that you create and manage. You use the inverted icon 
when the user selects an option and the"halftoned" icon when a menu option 
is disabled. 

Before your program terminates, you destroy the icon: 

WinDestroyPointer (hlconl ; 

You can also use the WinLoadPointer and WinDestroyPointerfimctions with 
mouse pointers. If you create a customized mouse pointer and include it in your 
resource script, you can get a handle to the pointer in your program ljke this: 

hptr - WinloadPointer (HWND_ DESKTOP. hmod. idNamel ; 

You'll probably do this during the WM _CREATE message. The hptrvariable 
is defined as type HPOINTER. 
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The easiest way for your program to use this new pointer is to set the 
pointer during the WM_MOUSEMOVE message: 

ca se WM_MOU SEM OVE: 
WinSetPoi nter (H WN O_DESK TO P, hpt r) ; 

[ ot her progr am lines ] 

You can also test the coordinates of the mouse pointer during the WM_MOUSE
MOVE message and set a different pointer depending on where the pointer is 
located in the client area. If you divide your client area into several areas with 
the use of child windows, each child window might set its own pointer. 

During processing of the WM_DESTROY message, you destroy the pointer: 

WinDestroyP oin t er (hptr) ; 

The RESOURCE program, shown in Listing 12.6, contains an icon and a 
pointer resource. The icon is a square pattern that shows four colors (black, 
white, "screen," and "inverse screen"). The program references the icon name ID 
in the WinCreateStdWindow call and while processing the WM_ CREATE mes
sage. RESOURCE draws the icon on the four corners of its client window and 
shows what the "halftoned" and inverted icons look like. The customized 
pointer is displayed whenever the mouse is within RESOURCE's client window. 

Listing 12.6: The RESOURCE program 

The RESOURCE.MAK File 

#-- --- -- -- ------ -------- -
# RESOURCE.MAK make file 
II- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

resource . exe : resource .obj resource .def resource .res 
$(PRGLINK) resource, resource, NUL. $(PRGLIBl. resource 
re resource.res 

resource.obj : resource.c resource.h 
$(PRGCCl resource.c 

resource . res : resource .re resource.h resource . ice resource .ptr 
$(PRGRC) resource 

The RESOURCE.C File 

/ *- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - -

RESOURCE .C -- Uses an Icon and Pointe-r Resource 
(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -* / 
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i/define I NCL_WJN 
/ldefi ne I NCL_GPI 
/!include <os2.h> 
#include "resource.h" 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND, ULDNG, MPARAM, MPARAM) 

int main (void) 
{ 
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static CHAR szClientClass [) = "Resource" 
static ULONG flFrameFlags = FCF_ TITLEBAR 

FCF _SJZEBOROER 
FCF_SHELLPOSJT!ON 
FCF ICON 

FCF _SYSMENU 
FCF _MINMAX 
FCF _ TASKLIST 

hab ; 
hmq ; 

HAB 
HMO 
HWND 
OMSG 

hwndFrame. hwndClient 
qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame = WinCreateStdWindow (HWND_OtSKTOP. WS_VISIBLE, 
&fl FrameFlags, szC11entClass, NULL. 
0L. 0, ID_RESOURCE. &hwndCl ient) ; 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0. 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWirnlow (hwndFrameJ 
WinOestroyMsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate <habl ; 
return 0 ; 

HRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULONG msg. MPARAM mpl. MPARAM mp2l 
{ 

static HPOINTER hlcon, hptr ; 
static INT 
HPS 
RECTL 

switch (msg) 

cxClient, cyClient. cxlcon, cylcon 
hps 
rel ; 

case WM CREATE: 
hi con - Win LoadPoint er (HWND_DESKTOP. 0, ID_RESOURCE) 
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Listing 12.6: The RESOURCE program (Continued) 

hptr - WinLoadPointer CHWND_DESKTOP. 0, IDP_CIRCLE) ; 

cxlcon - WinQuerySysValue CHWND_DESKTOP, SV_CXICON) 
cylcon - WinQuerySysValue CHWND_ DESKTOP, SV_CYICONJ 
return 0 

case WM_S I ZE: 
cxClient - SHORTlFROMMP <mp2) 
cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) 
return 0 

case WM_MOUSEMOVE: 
WinSetPointer (HWND_DESKTOP, hptr) 
return MRFROMSHORT (1) ; 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE. NULL) 

WinOueryWindowRect (hwnd, &rel) ; 
WinFillRect (hps, &rel. CLR_CYANJ 

WinDrawPointer (hps, 0, 0, hlcon. DP_NORMALJ ; 
WinDrawPointer ( hps, 0, cyC li ent - cylcon. hicon. DP _ NOR MAU 
WinDrawPointer (hps, cxClient - cylcon. 0, hlcon, DP_NORMALJ 
WinDrawPointer (hps. cxClient - cxlcon. cyClient - cylcon, 

hlcon. DP_NORMAL) ; 

WinDrawPointer (hps. cxClient I 3. cyClient I 2, hlcon. 
DP _HALFTONED) ; 

WinDrawPointer (hps. 2 * cxClient I 3, cyClient I 2. hlcon. 

WinEndPaint (hps) : 
return 0 ; 

case WM_DESTROY: 
WinDestroyPointer Chicon) ; 
WinDestroyPointer (hptrl ; 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg. mpl. mp2) 

The Al!SOURCE.AC File 

I* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

RESOURCE-RC resource script file 
----------------------------------*/ 

finclude "resource.h" 

DP _INVERTED) : 



Listing 12.6: The RESOURCE program (Continued) 

POINTER ID_RESOURCE resource.ice 
pOINTER IDP_CIRCLE resource . ptr 

The RESOURCE.ICO Image 

;r'he RESOURCE.PTR Image 
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Listing 12.6: The RESOURCE program (Continued) 

The RESOURCE.ff File 

/*------------------------
RESOURCE.H header file 

---- ----- ---- ----- -- ----*/ 

#define JD_RESOURCE l 
fdefine JDP_CJRCLE 2 

The RESOURCE.DEF File 

; RESOURCE.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

RESOU6CE WINDOWAPI 

'Icon and Pointer Resources Cc) Charles Petzold, 1993' 

THE STRING RESOURCE 
For bitmaps, icons, and pointers, there are some clear advantages to using 
resources rather than defining the images in your program's source code file. 
The Icon Editor program lets you draw the image and save it as a binary file; 
you don't have to worry about the format of the bits and bytes_ So the next 
type of resource-the text string-may initially seem a little strange. Rather 
than put text strings in your C source code file, you can instead include them 
in the program's resource script. But why on earth would you want to do this? 

As you'll see in the next two chapters, a program's resource script also con
tains the program's menu and dialog box templates_ If the resource script also 
contains all the text strings used by the program, converting the program to a 
foreign language requires that only the resource script (or files referenced by 
the resource script) be changed. The .C source code file doesn't even have to 
be recompiled. Of course, if your programs are intended only for yourself, a 
few friends, your corporation, or a domestic market, then using string resources 
provides no benefit, except perhaps-if the strings are handled properly-a 
slight saving in memory space when the program is running under the Presen
tation Manager. 
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oEFINING AND LOADING STRING RESOURCES 
You include strings in a resource script using the STRINGT ABLE block: 

STRINGTABLE 
{ 
idStringl. "This little string went to market" 
idString2, "This litt l e string stayed home" 

[ other str i ng definitions J 

A resource script can have only one string table that contains all the program's 
strings. Each string is one line long, with a maximum of 255 characters. You 
can use the keywords BEGIN and END rather than the curly braces if you're 
nostalgic for Pascal syntax. 

In your program, you load a particular string into a character array with the 
following function: 

WinLoadString Chab, hmod, idString, iBufferLen, achBuffer); 

As in the previous resource-loading functions, hmod is NULL if the strings are 
resources in the program's .EXE file. The function copies up to ( iBujferLen-1) 
characters into the character array addressed by achBuffer and appends a 0 
character. 

To use the WinLoadString function, you need a character array in your 
program large enough to hold the string: 

CHAR achString [256] ; 
[ other program lines ] 

WinLoadString (hab, NULL, idString, sizeof achString, achString) ; 

Following this statement, achStringcontains the NULL-terminated string that 
was identified by idString in the resource script. 

You probably want to load strings only when you need them for display pur
poses. In that case, make the string arrays local variables in fonctions so that 
the space is freed up when the function ends. 

USING STRINGS FOR ERROR MESSAGES 
Here's an example of how a program can use strings to display error messages 
in a message box. Suppose your program works with files and has three error 
messages: "File not found," "File too large to edit," and "File read-only." You 
first define three identifiers in the program's header file: 

#define IDS_FILENOTFOUND 
#def i ne IDS_FILETOOBIG 2 
#define IDS_FILEREADONLY 3 
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The string table in the resource script looks like this: 
STRINGT ABLE 

IDS_FILENOTFOUND. "File %snot found." 

IDS_ FILETOOBIG, "Fi l e %s too large to ed it. " 

IDS_FILEREADONLY, "File %sis read -only." 

1 

In your program you define a function that displays one of these messages 
with a particular file name: 

VOID ErrorMessage CHWND hwnd. IN T i Error. CHAR * szFi leName) 
{ 

CHAR achString (40] ; 

CHAR achFormattedStri ng [256] ; 

WinloadString Cha b. NULL. iError. sizeof achString, achString) 

sprintf (achFormattedString, achString, szFileNamel 

W i nMess a geBox (HW ND_DESKTOP. hwnd, a chFormattedSt ring. 

NUL L, 0, MB_OK MB_ICONEX CLAMATION) ; 

When the program needs to display the "File is not found" message, it calls 
the Error Message function with the IDS_FILENOTFOUND identifier and 
the file name: 

ErrorMessage Chwnd. IDS_F ILENOTFOUND, szFil eName) ; 

PROGRAMMER-DEFINED RESOURCES 
The programmer-defined resource provides a way for you to attach arbitrary 
data to your program's .EXE file and load it into memory during program 
execution. Perhaps this data is in a binary form, and it's inconvenient to make 
it part of the program's source code file. Or perhaps you have a large text file 
(for example, a file that contains reams of"help" text) that your program must 
access. Make it a programmer-defined resource. 

The POEPOEM program, shown in Listing 12.7, shows how this is done. 
This program displays the text of Edgar Allan Poe's "Annabel Lee" in its client 
window. The text of the poem is a programmer-defined resource. The pro
gram's resource script also defines the text strings used in the program in a 
string table, as well as the program's icon. 
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Listing 12. 7: The POEPOEM program 

The POEPOEM.MAK File 

#-----------------------
# POEPOEM.MAK make file 
#-----------------------

poepoem .exe : poepoem. obj poepoem. def poep.oem_ res 
HPR!RlNKl poepoem. po<epoem, NUL, $(PRGLIBJ, poepoem 
re poepoem.res 

poepoem.obj : poepoem.c poepoem.h 
$(PRGCCJ poepoem.c 

poepoem.res : poepoem.ra poep-0em.ico poepoem.asc poepoem.h 
$(PRGRCJ poepoem 

The POEPOEM.C File 

/k -------------··· ·-- --------· ·------ ------- ------- ·------
POEPOEM .C · · Ol!monstrates Programmer-Defined Resources 

(c} Charles Petzold, 1993 
---- ---- -- --------· ----- -------- -·--·- ·-·-----··- ----· -·*/ 

/ldefi ne INCL_W!N 
lfdefine INCL... .GP! 
//define INC L_OOS 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include "poepoem.h" 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWNO, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMJ 

int main (vo id) 
( 

static CHAR szClientClass [10] ; 
stat i c CHAR szTitleBar [64] ; 
static ULONG flFrameF1ags = FCF_TTTLEBAR 

HAB ha b ; 
HMO hmq ; 

HWND hwndFrame, 
OMSG qmsg ; 

hab = Wininitial i~e (0) 

FCF _S l ZEB ORDER 
FCF_ SHELLPOSIT!ON 
FCF _VERT SCROLL 

hwndC l i ent 

hmq = WinCreateMsgQueue tttab, 0) 

FCf_SYSMENU 
FCF MINMAX 
FCF _TASK LIST 
FCF _ICON ; 
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Listing 12.7: The POEPOEM program (Continued) 

WinLoadString (hab, 0, IDS_CLASS, sizeof szCl ientClass, szClientClassl -WinloadString (hab. 0, IDS_TITLE, sizeof szTitleBar, szTitleBarJ 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SJZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWND_DESKTOP, WS_VJSIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass, szTitleBar, 
0L, 0, ID_RESOURCE. &hwndClientJ ; 

while (WinGetHsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchHsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinDestroyHsgQueue (hmqJ 
WinTermina te (ha bl ; 
return 0 ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWNO hwnd, ULONG msg, HPARAH mpl, MPARAH mp2J 
( 

static CHAR *PResource ; 
static HWND hwndScroll ; 

static INT cyCl ient, cxChar, cyChar, cyDesc, 
iScrollPos, i NumL in es ; 

FON THE TRI CS fm ; 
HPS hps ; 

l NT il i nelengt h. iLine 
PC HAR pText ; 

PO !NTL ptl ; 

ULONG ulHemSize, ulHemFlags 

switch CmsgJ 

case WH_CREAH: 

I*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Load the resource. get size and address 

---------- - ------------------------------*/ 

DosGetResource (0, IDT_TEXT, IDT_POEM. (PPVOIDJ & pResource) 
DosOueryHem (pResource, &ulHemSize, &ulHemFlags) ; 

/*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oetermine how many text lines are in resource 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - ·*/ 

p~ext - pResource ; 

while (pText - pResource < ulHemSize) 
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Listin9 12. 7: The POEPOEM program (Continued) 

if (*pText ' \0' 11 *PText = '\xlA') 
break 

if (*pText '\ r') 
i Numl in es ++ ; 

pText++ 
} 

I*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Initialize scroll bar range and position 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -* / 

hwndScroll - WinWindowFromID ( 
Wi nOueryWindow (hwnd, OW_PARENTJ. 
F!D_VERTSCROLL) ; 

Wi nSendMsg (hwndScrol l, SBM_SETSCROLLBAR, 
MPFROM2SHORT (iScrollPos, 0), 
MPFROH2SHORT (0, iNumlines - 1)) 

/ *- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Query character size 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -* I 

hps a Wi nGetPS (hwnd) ; 

GpiQueryFontMetrics (hps, (LONG) sizeof fm, &fmJ 

cxChar - fm.lAveCharWidth 
cyChar - fm.lHaxBaselineExt 
cyDesc - fm.lHaxDescender 

WinReleasePS (hpsJ ; 
return 0 

case WH_SJZE: 
cyClient - SHORT2FROHHP (mp2) 
return 0 

case WM_ CHAR: 
return Wi nSendHsg (hwndScroll , msg. mpl. mp2 J 

case WH_VSCROLL: 
switch (SHORT2FROHHP (mp2)) 

{ 

case SB_L!NEUP: 
iSc ro 11 Pos 
break ; 
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Listing 12.7: The POEPOEM program (Continued) 

case SB_ LINEOOWN: 
iScrollPos +
break ; 

case SB_ PAGEUP: 
iScrollPos -- cyClient I cyChar 
break ; 

case SB_PAGEDOWN: 
iScrollPos +- cyClient I cyChar 
break ; 

case SB_SLIDERPOSITION: 
iScrollPos - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2) 
break 

default: 
return 0 ; 

iScrollPos - max (0, min {iScrollPos, iNumLines - 1)) 

WinSendMsg ChwndScroll, SBM_SETPOS, 
MPFROM2SHORT (iScroll Pos, 0), NULL) 

Winlnval idateRect (hwnd, NULL. FALSE) 
return 0 : 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - W1nBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANOLE. NULL) 
GpiErase {hpsl ; 

pText - pResource 

for (iline - 0 ; iLine < 1NumLines 
{ 

i Li neL eng th - 0 : 

1 Line++) 

while (pText [iL inelength] !- '\r'l 
iLineLength ++ · 

ptl .x - cxChar ; 
ptl.y - cyClient - cyChar * Ciline + 1 - iScrollPos) 

+ cyDesc 

GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl, (LONG~ ib1nelength, pTextl 

pText +- iLineLength + 2 ; 
l 



Listing 12. 7: The POEPOEM program (Continued) 

WinEndPaint (hps) ; 
return 0 : 

case WM_DESTRDY: 
DosFreeResource (pResource) 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl. mp2) 

~he POEPOEM.RC Fiie 

I* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - -

PDEPDEM.RC resource script file 
------ -- -------------------------*/ 

Uinclude "poepoem.h" 

DINTER ID_RESOURCE poepoem.ico 

RESOURCE IDT_TEXT IDT_POEM poepoem.asc 

TR ING TABLE 
[ 

IDS_CLAS~ "PoePoem" 

PROGRAMMER·DEFINED RESOURCES 641 

TDS_TITLE. "POEPOEM - ""Annabel Lee"" by Edgar Allan Poe" 
} 

he POEPOEM.ICO Image 
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Listing 12. 7: The POEPOEM program (Continued) 

The POEPOEM.ASC File 

It was many and many a year ago, 
In a kingdom by the sea , 

That a ma i den there li ved whom yo u ma y know 
By the name of Annabel Lee; 

And this ma i den she live·d with no other thou.ght 
Than to l ove and be loved by me. 

was a ~hild and she was a child 
In this kingd ~m by the sea, 

But we l ove.d w1th a l ove that was more than love 
I and my Annabel lee --

With a love that the winged seraphs of Heaven 
Coveted her and me. 

And this w<1.s the reason that, long ago, 
In this kingdom by the sea, 

A wim:I blew out of a clo ud, chi 11 ing 
My beautifu·l Annabel Lee; 

So that her highborn kinsmen came 
And bore her away from me, 

To shut her up in a sepulchre 
In this kingdom by the sea . 

The angels, not fial f so happy in Heaven, 
W~nt envying her and me --

Yes! that was the reason (as all men know, 
In this kingdom by the seal 

That the wind came out of the cloud by night, 
Chilling and killing my Annabel Lee. 

But our love it was stronger by far than t~e love 
Of those who were older than we - -
Of many far wiser than we --

And neither the angels in Heaven above 
Nor the demons down under the sea 

Can ever di~sever my snul from the soul 
Of the beautiful Annabel Lee: 

For the moon never beams, without bringing me dreams 
Of the beautiful Annabel Lee; 

And the stars never rise, but I feel the bright eyes 
Of the beautiful Annabel L~e: 

And so, all the night-tide, I l ie down by the side 
Of m~ darling -- my darling -- my life and my bride, 

In her sepulchre there by the sea 
In her tomb by the sounding sea . 

(May, 1849] 
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Listing 12. 7: The POEPOEM program (Continued) 

The POEPOEM.H File 

/*- - - - --- ----------------

POEPOEM.H header file 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*I 

lidefi ne ID_ RESOURI:E 

#define !OT_TEXT 1024 
I/define IDT _POEM 1 

/!def i ne IDS_ CLASS 00 
lldef i ne IDS_ TITLE 1 

The POEPOEM.DEF F.ile 

; POEPDEM. DEF mo1:lu,J.e definit i on file 

NAME POEl"OEM WINDOWAPI 

DESCRIPTION 
PR OT MODE 

'Programmer -Defined Resource (cl Charles Pet<:old, 1993' 

The POEPOEM.ASC file contains the text of the poem. This text is made a 
programmer-defined resource by referencing it in the resource script with this 
statement: 

RESOURCE IDT_T EXT IDT_POEM poepoem.asc 

The IDT_ TEXT and IDT POEM identifiers are defined in POEPOEM.H: 

#define IDT_ TEXT 1024 
#define IDT_P OE M 1 

IDT_ TEXT is the resource type ID. Programmer-defined resources must have 
type IDs of 256 or greater. IDT _POEM is the name ID. 

During processing of the WM_ CREATE message, POEPOEM obtains a 
pointer to the resource by calling the OS/2 DosGetResource function: 

DosGetResource (NULL, IDT _T EXT, IDT_POEM. CPPVOIDl & pResource) 

When OS/2 loads the resource into memory, it allocates a memory block and 
returns the pointer to the memory block in the pResourcevariable. A program 
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can also use other OS/2 functions with this memory block, such as DosQuery
M em, to find the size of the block. The only action that a program can't take is 
to write on this memory block. Resources loaded into memory using DosGet
Resource are always read-only. However, a program can allocate another mem
ory block and copy the data for later modification. 

During the WM_ CREATE message, POEPOEM determines the number of 
lines of text in the poem and sets the range of a scroll bar accordingly. All 
WM_ CHAR messages to the client window are sent to the scroll bar to give 
the program a complete keyboard interface. POEPOEM displays the text dur
ing the WM_PAINT message. The only assumption it makes is that each line 
of text is terminated by a carriage return and a line feed. 

During the WM_DESTROY message, POEPOEM frees the memory block: 

DosFreeResource(pResourcel ; 

You'll notice that POEPOEM.C itself contains no displayable text. The text 
used in the title bar is defined in the resource script. We've thus made it easier 
for translators to convert the program to a foreign-language version. Of course, 
they would also need to translate the text of "Annabel Lee:' which I'm afraid 

·would be a far more challenging job. 





CONVENTIONAL MENUS 

OTHER APPROACHES TO MENUS 

Two GAMES 



T he menu is an important part of the consistent user interface in Pre
sentation Manager programs. Users learn a new program more 
quickly if the program has a menu that works like the menus in 

other Presentation Manager programs. 
In one sense, putting a menu in a Presentation Manager program is fairly 

easy. You define the menu template in a resource script file, and you process 
WM_ COMMAND messages from the menu in your client window procedure. 
The Presentation Manager takes care of all the keyboard and mouse processing 
involved with the menu. However, menus are also one of the more complex as
pects of the Presentation Manager's windowing environment because they 
should be extensively tailored to the program's needs. 

Let's nail down some terminology first. A menu is a control window created 
by WinCreateStdWindow as part of the standard window. A menu contains sev
eral items, each of which can be selected using either the mouse or the key
board. The horizontal menu that appears below the window's title bar is called 
the program's main menu or top-level menu or the action bar. I'll generally use 
the term "top-level menu." 

Some menu items invoke another menu called a pop-up menu or a drop
down menu or a pull-down menu or a submenu. I'll use the term "submenu" 
because that's the word used in several identifiers defined in the Presentation 
Manager header files. From the perspective of a program, each submenu is a 
separate window. Thus, when you create a top-level menu that invokes three 
su bmenus, you're actually creating four menu-control windows. 
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A Presentation Manager program also usually contains three other menu
control windows. One is the system menu, which contains one item: a little 
bitmapped picture to the left of the title bar. The system menu invokes a sub
menu. The minimize/maximize icon to the right of the title bar is also a menu. 
It contains two items, both of which are bitmaps. 

Menu items can be enabled or disabled. A disabled menu item appears in 
gray text. Although the user can click on a disabled menu item or use the key
board to move a reverse-video bar to the menu item, the menu beeps and does 
not send a WM_ COMMAND message to the program. 

CONVENTIONAL MENUS 
The CONVMENU program, shown in Listing 13.l, contains a conventional 
menu and demonstrates some sample menu processing. This program and the 
discussion that follows cover just about everything you'll need to know to im
plement a menu in most of your programs. The CONVMENU program also 
contains a keyboard accelerator table. Keyboard accelerators are key combina
tions that usually duplicate some menu items. 

Listing 13.1: The CONVMENU program 

The CONYMENU.MAK File 

#--------------- ------ ---
# CONVMENU.MAK make file 
#---------------------·--

convmenu.exe : convmenu.obj convmenu.def convmenu.res 
$(PRGLINKl convmenu. conYmenu, NUL, $(PRGL!Bl, eonvmenu 
re convme nu. roes 

convmenu .obj : convmenu.c convmenu.h 
$(PRGCCl convmenu.c 

eonvmenu.res : convmenu.rc conv. menu.h 
SCPRGRCl convmenu 

The CONYMENU.C File 

/•------------ --- --------------- -----------
CONVMENU.C -- Conve~tiona1 Menu Use 

(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 
--------- ------------------------ --------• / 



Listing 13.1: The CONVMENU program (Continued) 

gdefi ne INCL_WIN 
Wdef ine INCL_GPI 
If include .< os2 . h> 
Utnclude "convmenu.h" 

fjdefi ne ID_ TIMEB 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO, ULONG. MPA~M. MPARAM) 

CHAR szCl ientClass[J = "Con9Menu" ; 
HAS hab 

int main {void) 
[ 

static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TlrLEBAR 
FCF_SIZEBDRDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 
FU _MENU 

liMO hmq ; 
HWND hwndFrame, hwndCl i ent ; 
OMSG qmsg ; 

h<l'b = WinfnHi alile (0) 
hmQ - WinCr-eateMsgQue.ue Chab. 0) : 

FCF_SYSMENU 
FCF _MINMAX 
FCF _TASK LIST 
FCF _ACCEL TABLE 

Wi nRegisterClass (hab. szC1ientC1ass, ClientWndProc. 0L. 0) 
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hwndFr ame - Wi nCreateStdWindow CHWNO_OESKTOP, WS_VISJB.LE. 
&flFrameFlags. szCl i entClass. NULL. 
0L, 0, IO_Rt:SOURCL &hwndClient) ; 

while CTRUE) 
[ 

while (WinGetMsg Chab, &qmsg, NULLHANOLE, 0, 0)) 
WinOi spatchAsg Chab, &qmsg) : 

i f CMBIO_ OK -- WinMessageBox (HWNO_OESKTOP. hwndClient. 

bPeak ; 

WinCancelShutdown (hmQ. FALSE) 
} 

WinDestroYWi n·dc5w ChwndFrame) 
WinOestroy-HsgQueue (hmQ) 
WfnTerminate {hab) ; 
return 0 1 

J 

"Really want to end program?". 
szClientClass, 0, 
lfl_OKCANCEL I MB_OUERY)) 
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Listing 13.1: The CONVMENU program (Continued) 

MRESUL T EXPENTRY Cl ientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULDNG msg. MPARAM mp!. MPARAM mp2) 

{ 

static BOOL fTimerGoing - FALSE ; 
stat i c COLOR colBackground [ ] - { 

0xFFFFFFL. 0xC0C0C0L. 0x808080L. 
0x404040L. 0x000000L 
J 

stat i c HWND 
static INT 
HPS 

hwndMen u ; 
i Currentsackground a !DM_ WHJTE 
hps 

REC TL re l ; 

switch (msg) 

case WM_CREA TE: 
hwndHenu - WinWindow FromID ( 

WinOueryWindow ( hwnd, OW _PARENT), 
FID MENU) : 

return 0 ; 

case WM_INITMENU: 
sw i tch (SHORTlFROMMP (mpll) 

( 

case IDH_ TIMER: 

break ; 

Wi nSendMsg (hwndHenu, MM_SETITEMATTR, 
MPFR0M2SHORT ( IDM_START, TRUE), 
MPFROM2SHORT CMlA_ DISABLED. 

!fTimerGoing && 

Wi nOuerySysValue (HWND_DESKTOP, SV_CTIMERSl 
0 : MIA_DISABLED)l 

WinSendMsg (hwndMenu, MM_SETITEHATTR, 
MPFROM2SHORT (I DM_STOP, TRUE). 
HPFROM2SHORT (MIA_DISABLED, 

fTimerGo ing ? 0 : MIA_DISABLED)l 

return 0 

case WH_COHHAND: 
sw itch (COHMANDMSGC&msgJ->cmd) 

( 

case ID H NE W: 
Wi nMessageBox (HWND_DESKTOP. hwnd, 

"Bogus \"New\" Dialog", 
szClientC1ass. 0. MB_OK I MB_INFORMATIONl 

return 0 
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case IDM_OPEN : 
WinMessageBox (HWND_DESKTOP, hwnd, 

"Bogus \"Open\" Dialog", 
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szClientClass. 0, MB_OK I MB_INFORMATIONJ 
return 0 

case !DM_SAVE: 
WinMessageBox (HWND_DESKTOP, hwnd. 

"Bogus \"Save\" Dialog", 
szClientClass, 0, MB_OK I MB_INFORMATION) 

return 0 

case IDM_SAVEAS: 
WinMessageBox (HWND_DESKTOP, hwnd, 

"Bogus \"Save As\" Dialog", 
szClientClass, 0, MB_OK I MB_INFORMATIONl 

return 0 

case IDM_E XIT: 
WinSendMsg (hwnd. WM_CLOSE. 0L, 0L) 
retur~ 0 : 

case IDM_START: 
if (WinStartTimer ( hab, hwnd, !D_ TIMER. 1000)) 

fTimerGoing = TRUE 
else 

WinMessageBox (HWND_DESKTOP, hwnd, 
"Too many clocks or timers", 
szClientClass, 0, 
MB OK I MB_WARNINGJ 

return 0 

case IDM_ STOP: 
WinStopTimer (h ab, hwnd, ID_ TIMER l 
fTimerGoing - FALSE : 
return 0 ; 

case IDM. _WHITE: 
case IDM_LTGRAY: 
case IDM_GRAY: 
case IDM._DKGRAY: 
case IDM_BLACK: 

WinSendMsg (hwndMenu, MM_SETITEMATTR. 
MPFROM2SHORT (iCurrentBackground, TRUE), 
MPFROM2SHORT CMlA_CHECKED, 0)) 

iCurrentBackground - COMMANDMSG(&msg)->cmd 

WinSendMsg (hwndMenu, MM_SETITEMATTR. 
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Listing 13.1: The CONVMENU program (Continued} 

MPFROM2SHORT (iCurrentBackground, TRUEJ, 

MPFROM2SHORT (MIA_CHECKED, MIA_CHECKEDJl 

WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd, tWLL. fALSEJ ; 

return 0 : 

case I DM_HELP: 
WinMessageBox (HWND_DESKTDP. hwnd. 

"Bogus \"Help\" Dialog", 

szClientClass, 0, MB_OK I MB_INFORMATIONJ 

return 0 

case IDM_ABOUT: 

break ; 

case WM_HELP: 

WinMessageBox (HWND_DESKTOP, hwnd, 

"Bogus \"About\" Di alog", 

szClientClass. 0, MB_OK I MB INFORMATION) 

return 0 

WinMessageBox (HWND_OESKTOP. hwnd, 

return 0 : 

case WM_ TI MER: 

"Help not yet implemented", 

szC·JientC1ass, 0, MB_OK I MB_WARNING), 

WinAlarm (HWtW_DESKTOP. WA_NOTEJ 

return 0 ; 

case WH_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE. NULL) 

GpiSavePS (hpsJ ; 

GpiCreateLogColorTable (hps, 0L, LCOLF_RGB, 0L, 0L. NULL) 

WinQueryWindowRect (hwnd. &rel) ; 

WinFillRect (hps. &rel. 
colBackground [iCurrentBackground - IDH_WHITE]J 

GpiRestorePS (hps, -lLJ 

WinEndPaint (hpsJ ; 

return 0 ; 

case WM_DESTROY: 
if (fTimerGoingJ 

[ 

WinStopTimer (hab, hwnd, ID_ TIHERJ 
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fTimerGoing - FALSE ; 
} 

return 0 ; 

return WinOefWindowProc Chwnd, msg, mpl, mp2) 

The CONVMENU.RC File 

/*---- - -------------------- ---------
CONVMENU.RC resource script file 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*/ 

#include <os2.h> 
#include "convmenu.h" 

MENU IO_RESOURCE 
[ 

SUBMENU "-File", 
[ 

MENUJTEM "-New''. 

IOM_FI LE 

MENUITEM "-Open ... ", 
MENUJTEM "-Save\t5hift+F3", 
MENU ITEM "Save -As ... ", 
MENUITEM SEPARATOR 
MENUITEM "E-xit\tF3". 
} 

SUBMENU "-Timer", 
{ 

IDM_TIMER 

!OM_NEW 
!OM_ OPEN 
I OM_SAVE 
I Di'LSAVEAS 

IDM_EXJT 

I DM_START 
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MENUITEM "-Start", 
MENUITEM "S-top", I OM_STOP,, MIA_OISABLEO 
J 

SUBMENU "-Background", 
( 

IDM_BACKGROUNO 

MENU ITEM "-White\ tCtrl+ W", IOM_WHITE,, 
MENU ITEM "-Light Gray\ tCtrl+L", I OM_L TGRAY 
MENUITEM "-Gray\tCtrl+G", IDM_GRAY 
MENUITEM "-Dark Gray\tCtrl+O", IOM_OKGRAY 
MENUJTEM "-Black\tCtrl+B", I OM_ BLACK 
} 

SUBMENU "-Help", 
{ 

!OM_ TOP HELP 

Ml A_ CHECKED 

MENUITEM "-Help ... " 
MENUITEM SEPARATOR 
MENUITEM "-About ... ", 
} 

IOM_HELP, MIS_ HELP 

IDM_ABOUT 
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Listing 13.1: The CONVMENU program (Continued) 

ACCEL TABLE ID_RESOURCE 
( 

VK_F3, IDM_SAVE. VIRTUALKEY. SHIFT 
VK_F3. IDM_EXIT , V IRTUALKEY 
"'w'·, IDM_WHITE, CONTROL 
"l", I OM_L TGRAY. CONTROL 
"g". IOM_GRAY. CONTROL 
"d", I DM_DKGRA Y. CONTROL 
"b". IOM_BLACK, CONTROL 
} 

The CONVMENU.H File 

/*--- --- ·- -- --- --- ------ --
CONVMENU.H header file 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*I 

/!define ID _ RESOURCE 

/!define IDM_ FI LE 
/fdefine IDM_TIMER 2 
#define IDM_BACKGROUNO 3 
#define IDM_TOPHELP 4 

I I. Top - level items 

#define IDM_NEW 
#define IOM_OPEN 

10 II "File" submenu 
11 

/!define I OM_SAVE 12 
ildefi ne IDM_SAVEAS 13 
IFdefi ne IDM_EX IT 14 

#define IOM_START 
#define IOM_STOP 

#define IDM_WHITE 
#define IOM_LTGRAY 
/!define I OM_ GRAY 
;l~defi ne I DM_DKGRAY 
#define IOM_BLACK 

#define IOM_HELP 

20 // "Timer" submenu 
21 

30 II "Background" submenu 
31 
32 // Program logic assumes these 
33 II five numbers are consecutive 
34 

40 II "Help" submenu 
ffdef ine IOM_ABOUT 41 

The CONVMENU.DEF File 

; CONVMENU.DEF module definition file 
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NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMOOE 

CONVMENU WINOOWAPI 

'Conventional Menu Demo (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 
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The File submenu in CONVMENU contains standard options that don't do 
anything in this program except display some message boxes. (In the next 
chapter you'll see how to invoke dialog boxes from menu items.) The Timer 
menu starts and stops the timer. The timer causes the program to beep once a 
second. When the timer is active, the Start option is disabled; when the timer 
is inactive, the Stop option is disabled. The Background menu changes the 
background color of the client window. This menu uses check marks to indicate 
the current color. 

DEFINING THE MENU 

Y~u define a menu template in a resource script file. The menu template begins 
with the MENU statement, which indicates the resource name ID of the menu 
The menu in CONVMENU.RC has a resource name ID of ID RESOURCE . 
which is defined in CONVMENU.H. The actual definition of the menu is ~n
closed within a pair of curly braces: 

MENU I D_ RESOURCE 
[ 

[ menu definition J 

If you want to, you can use the BEGIN and END keywords rather than the 
curly braces. 

Between the curly braces, you specify the items on the top-level menu with 
one or more MENUITEM or SUBMENU statements. The SUBMENU state
ment indicates a menu item that invokes a submenu, and the MENUITEM 
statement indicates a menu item that doesn't: 

MENU ID_ RESOURCE 
{ 

SUBMENU "-File", IDM_ F I LE 
[ 

[ definition of submenu J 

SUBMENU "-Timer", !DM_TIMER 
[ 

[ definition of submenu ] 
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} 

SUBMENU "-Background", IDM_ BACKGROUND 
( 

[ definition of submenu J 
} 

SUBMENU "-Help", IOM_ TOPHELP 
{ 

[ definition of submenu ] 

Thus the top-level menu in CONVMENU contains the options "File,""Timer,» 
"Background;' and "Help." 

The syntax of the MENUITEM and SUBMENU statements is the same. Each 
statement contains a text string and a menu item ID followed by optional style 
and attribute identifiers: 

MENUITEM "Text", idMenuitem [,[style flags][, attribute flags)] 
SUBMENU "Text", idMenuitem [.[style flags][, attribute flags]] 

The text string is the text that appears in the menu. A tilde (-)character causes 
the letter that follows the tilde to be underlined when the text is displayed. A 
user can type that letter in combination with the Alt key to select the menu item 
from the keyboard. The underlined letters within the top-level menu and each 
submenu should be unique. It's recommended that you use the first letter, the 
first consonant, or a subsequent consonant. 

The menu item ID is a 16-bit number that the Presentation Manager uses to 
identify the menu item in messages from the menu to your client window. You 
also use the menu item ID to send messages to the menu. The menu definition 
in CONVMENU.RC uses identifiers that are defined in CONVMENU.H and 
begin with the letters IDM ("ID for a menu item"). 

The optional styles and attributes are one or more identifiers beginning 
with the letters MIS ("menu item style") or MIA ("menu item attribute"). I'll 
describe these styles and attributes shortly. 

The SUBMENU statement indicates a menu item that invokes a submenu. 
The submenu is defined by one or more MENUITEM statements within a pair 
of curly braces that follow the SUBMENU statement, like this: 

SUBMENU "-Ti mer". I OM_ TIMER 
( 

MENUITEM "-Start", IDM START 
MENUITEM "S-top", IOM_STOP,, MIA_DISABLED 
} 
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This indicates that the Timer item on the top-level menu invokes a submenu 
containing the items Start and Stop. Multiple levels of submenu nesting are 
also supported. 

Tue text in submenu items can contain a tab character indicated by "\t." The 
text that follows the tab character appears to the right when the submenu is 
displayed. You generally use this to indicate the keyboard accelerator for the 
menu item, as in the submenu invoked by File: 

SUBMENU "-File". 
( 

I DM _ FILE 

MENU ITEM "-New". 
MENU ITEM "-Open •. . ". 
MENU ITEM "-Save\tShift+F3", 
MENU ITEM "Save -As .•. ". 
MENU ITEM SEPARATOR 
MENU ITEM "E-xit\ tF3 ". 
} 

IDM_NEW 
IDM_OPEN 
IDM_SAVE 
IDM_SAVEAS 

IDM_EXIT 

The F 3 key in combination with the Shift key is a keyboard accelerator for 
Save. This text only indicates to the user what the keyboard accelerators are. 
I'll discuss later how you make these key combinations function as keyboard 
accelerators. 

The ellipsis( ... ) in some text strings indicates that the item invokes a dialog 
box. The File submenu also includes the following line, which draws a horizon
tal line between the Save As and Exit menu items: 

MENUITEM SEPARATOR 

ID CONFUSION 
We first worked with IDs in connection with child windows. A child window 
ID is assigned by the program when it creates a child window. The child win
dow uses this ID to identify itself to its parent. In the last chapter we began 
working with resource type IDs and resource name IDs. These IDs identify 
unique resources within a program. 

Now we have menu item IDs. Don't confuse these with resource name IDs 
or child window IDs. The menu item ID identifies a particular menu item 
within a top-level menu or a submenu. (However, the menu item IDs are 
sometimes related to child window IDs. For example, IDM_FILE is the menu 
item ID of the File item on CONVMENU's top-level menu. It is also the child 
window ID of the submenu invoked by the File item. But the submenu isn't a 
child window of the top-level menu. This is obvious, because the submenu is 
displayed outside the area occupied by the top-level menu.) 
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THE STYLES AND ATTRIBUTES 
Every menu item has a style and an attribute, each of which is represented 
within the Presentation Manager by bit flags within a I6~bit integer. You can 
override the default style and attribute using identifiers beginning with MIS 
and MIA in the menu definition. 

Menu item styles Styles fall into several groups of mutually exclusive op
tions. The first four style bits determine the contents of the visible part of the 
menu item: 

Style Bit 

MIS_TEXT 

MIS_BITMAP 

MIS_SEPARATOR 

MIS_OWNERDRAW 

Description 

Text string 

Bitmap 

Horizontal dividing line in submenu 

Item that will be drawn by program 

When you omit a style identifier for a menu item, RC.EXE uses the MIS_TEXf 
style as a default. In CONVMENU's menu, all menu items (except the separator 
bar in the File menu) have the MIS_ TEXT style. In the GRAFMENU program 
shown later in this chapter, we'll use the MIS_BITMAP style. The MIS_SEPARA
TOR style serves as an alternative to using the MENUITEM SEPARATOR state
ment. The MIS_OWNERDRAW style requires that your program itself draw 
the item whenever the menu is displayed. The Presentation Manager sends 
the client window procedure WM_MEASUREITEM and WM_DRAWITEM 
messages when the item must be drawn. 

The next group of style bits determines the organization of the menu items 
in rows and columns: 

Style Bit 

MIS_BREAK 

MIS _BREAKSEPARATOR 

Description 

Menu item starts in a new row or column 

Menu item starts in a new row or column 
with a line drawn between the rows or 
columns 

MIS_BUTTONSEPARA TOR Menu item is separated by a bar-the 
user can't use the cursor movement keys 
to move to the item 

The MIS_BREAK and MIS_BREAKSEPARATOR styles are used most often in 
submenus that contain a large number of items. These styles aren't required in 
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top-level menus because the Presentation Manager automatically breaks the 
menu into multiple lines when the window is too narrow to display the menu 
as a single line. 

The next set of style bits determines the message that the Presentation 
Manager sends the program when a menu item has been chosen by the user. 
Normally, the message is WM_COMMAND. These two bits override that: 

Style Bit Description 

MIS_SYSCOMMAND Choosing menu item generates a 
WM_SYSCOMMAND message 

MIS_HELP Choosing menu item generates a 
WM_HELP message 

The WM_SYSCOMMAND message is usually reserved for system menu items. 
Because these items generate WM_SYSCOMMAND messages, you can process 
WM_ COMMAND messages from the menu without worrying about receiving 
system menu messages. 

Although these last two menu item styles have little to do with each other, 
in a practical sense they are mutually exclusive. In a resource script menu 
template, the MIS_SUBMENU style is assumed when you use the SUBMENU 
statement rather than a MENUITEM statement. 

Style Bit Description 

MIS_SUBMENU Item invokes a submenu 

MIS_STATIC Item can't be chosen 

Menu item attributes These five identifiers determine the attribute of the 
menu item: 

Attribute Bit Description 

MIA_ NO DISMISS If item in submenu is chosen, the submenu 
remains down 

MIA_FRAMED 

MIA_ CHECKED 

MI A_ DISABLED 

MIA_HILITED 

Item is enclosed in a box (top-level menu only; used 
by Presentation Manager when item is selected) 

Check mark appears to left of item (submenu only) 

Item is shown in gray text and can't be chosen 

Item is shown in reverse video (used by Presenta
tion Manager when item is selected) 
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The difference between a menu item style and a menu item attribute is fairly 
simple: A program can change an item's attribute but not its style (unless the 
entire item is replaced). 

The MIA_ CHECKED and MIA_DISABLED attributes are used in CONV
MENU.RC for the White and Stop menu items respectively. You'll see shortly 
how a program can change these attributes. 

INCLUDING THE MENU IN THE STANDARD WINDOW 
You make the menu part of the standard window by including the FCF _MENU 
frame creation flag in the definition of flFrameFlags, just as you include the 
FCF_ICON flag discussed in the last chapter. 

When the frame flags include FCF _MENU, the second-to-last parameter of 
WinCreateStdWindow must be set to the resource name ID of the menu, which, 
in CONVMENU.RC, is ID_RESOURCE. The Presentation Manager uses this 
same resource name ID to load the program's icon when the frame flags include 
FCF _ICON and to load the program's keyboard accelerator table when the 
frame flags include FCF_ACCELTABLE. 

After the WinCreateStdWindowfunction returns, you can obtain the handle 
of the top-level menu by using the following function: 

hwndMenu ~ WinWindowFromID ChwndFrame, FIO_MENU) 

Or, within the client window procedure, you can use 

hwndMenu - WinWindowFromID ( 
WinQueryWindow (hwnd, OW_PARENT), 
FID_MENU) ; 

Often the client window procedure obtains the window handle of the menu 
during the WM_ CREATE message and stores it in a static variable for later use. 

RECEIVING MENU MESSAGES 
The Presentation Manager sends the frame window procedure WM_ COMMAND 
messages when the user chooses an enabled menu item from the menu. (This 
message will be WM_SYSCOMMAND or WM_HELP if the menu item style 
includes the MIS_SYSCOMMAND or MIS_HELP style bit.) The frame win
dow passes the messages to the client window procedure. If a disabled menu 
item is chosen, no WM_ COMMAND message is generated. 
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The mpl and mp2parameters that accompany a WM_COMMAND message 
are shown here: 

WM_ COMMAND Parameters Description 

SHORTlFROMMP (mpl) 

SHORTlFROMMP (mp2) 

SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) 

Menu item ID 

CMDSRC_MENU 

Nonzero if selected by mouse, 0 if 
selected by keyboard 

WM_ COMMAND is the same message that a push button window sends its 
owner. For a push button, the low USHORT of mpl is the child window ID, 
and the low US HORT of mp2 is CMDSRC_PUSHBUTTON. Keyboard acceler
ators send WM_ COMMAND messages with the low USHORT of mpl equal 
to CMDSRC_ACCELERATOR. If you're receiving WM_ COMMAND messages 
from menus, accelerators, and push buttons, it's easiest to ignore mp2 and test 
only the low USHORT of mpl. You should thus make all ID numbers unique 
unless you deliberately want the program to process WM_ COMMAND mes
sages from two or more different sources in the same way. (This is often the · 
case with keyboard accelerators, because you use them to duplicate menu 
items.) As you learned in Chapter 11, you can also use the COMMANDMSG 
macro for decoding the message parameters of a WM_ COMMAND message. 
For example, the expression 

COMMANDMSG C&msg) -> cmd 

is the menu item ID. 
In ClientWndProc, the processing of the WM_ COMMAND message looks 

like this: 

case WM_COMMAND: 
switch CCDMMANDMSG C&rnsg) -> crnd) 

[case statements for menu item IDs] 

break : 

You'll note that the switch and case construction includes case statements only 
for IDs associated with menu items in the menu's MENUITEM statements. 
The window procedure never receives WM_ COMMAND messages for the 
menu item IDs in SUBMENU statements because these items invoke submenus 
and aren't commands in themselves. The WM_ COMMAND processing in 
CONVMENU.C also lacks a case statement for IDM_HELP because that 
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menu item generates a WM_HELP message. In the WM_ COMMAND message 
processing, the IDM_NEW, IDM_OPEN, IDM_SAVE, IDM_SAVEAS,and 
IDM_ABOUT items cause the program to display message boxes. Normally, 
these items would cause the program to create and display a dialog box. 

WORKING WITH CHECKED MENU ITEMS 

The submenu invoked by the Background item on CONVMENU's top-level 
menu allows the user to choose one of five colors that the program uses to 
color the background of the client window: 

SUBMENU "-Background", 
{ 

TDM_BACKGROUNO 

MENU ITEM "-White\ tCt r l+W". 
MENUTTEM "-Li ght Gray \ tCtrl+L", 
MENU ITEM "-Gray\ tCtr1+G ". 
MENU ITEM "-Dark Gray\tCtrl+D", 
MENU ITEM "-Black\ tCtr l+B", 
} 

IDM_WHITE •. MIA_ CHECKED 
IDM_L TGRAY 
I OM_ GRAY 
I DM_DKGRAY 
IDM_BLACK 

When the Presentation Manager first creates the window, the White item ap
pears with a check mark to the left of the text. Check marks are used most 
often for mutually exclusive menu options, as is the case here. 

Within ClientWndProc, the iCurrentBackground variable is initialized with 
the menu item ID of the checked item: 

static INT iCurrentBackground = IDM_WHITE ; 

When ClientWndProc receives a WM_ COMMAND message for one of the five 
items in this submenu, it must remove the check mark from the item currently 
checked, add a check mark to the item that the user has chosen, and change 
the color of the client window. 

Processing of the WM_ COMMAND message is the same for all five items in 
this submenu: 

case WM _CO MMAND: 
switch (COMMANDMSG C&msg) -> cmdl 

[other program Jines] 

case IOM_WHITE: 
case IDM_LTGRAY: 
case IDM _GRAY; 

case I DM_ OKGRA Y: 
case IOM_BLACK: 
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To process these commands, CONVMENU first removes the check mark 
from the menu item that is currently checked. The ID of that menu item is 
stored in iCurrentBackground. The program can remove the check mark by 
sending the menu window a MM_ SETITEMA TTR message: 

WinSendMsg (hwndMenu, MM_SETI TEMATTR, 
MPFROM2SHORT (iCurrentBackground, TRUE), 
MPFROM2SHORT CMIA _CHECKED, l:J)) : 

The m pl parameter of this message contains two USHORT values. The low 
USHORT of mpl has the ID of the menu item to be changed. However, you're 
sending this message to the window whose handle is hwndMenu. That's the 
window handle of the top-level window, not the submenu that contains the 
five color items. The high USHORT of mpl must be set to TRUE to tell the 
window procedure for the top-level menu to search through the submenus for 
a menu item with an ID equal to iCurrentBackground. 

The low USHORT of mp2 contains the attribute bit (or bits) to be changed. 
In this case, we want to change the MIA_ CHECKED attribute bit. The high 
USHORT of m p2 is set to the new value of these attribute bits, in this case 0. 
This removes the MIA_ CHECKED attribute from the menu item. 

CONVMENU sets iCurrentBackground equal to the item the user has chosen 
from the menu: 

iCurrentBackground = COMMANDMSG C&msg) -> cmd ; 

The program then sends the menu another MM_SETITEMATTR message. 
This is identical to the first message except that the high USHORT of mp2 is 
set to MIA_ CHECKED: 

WinSendMsg (hwndMenu, MM_SETITEMATTR. 
MPFROM2SHORT ( i CurrentBackground. TRUE). 
MPFROM2SHORT CMIA_CHECKED. MIA_CHECKEDll 

The menu item chosen by the user now has the MIA_ CHECKED attribute, 
and a check mark is drawn to the left of the item. 

Most WM_ COMMAND processing of mutually exclusive check-marked 
menu items requires little more than these three statements. Structurally, the 
code is very similar to that used in the DRAWLINE program in Chapter 11 
to check and uncheck radio buttons. In CONVMENU, the only job left is to 
repaint the client window with the new color. This is accomplished by invali
dating the window to generate a WM_PAINT message: 

WininvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL, FALSE) : 
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During the WM_PAINT message, CONVMENU calls GpiCreateLogColorTable 
to use RGB color indices, obtains the dimensions of the client window, and 
uses WinFillRect to color it: 

WinQueryWindowRect (hwnd, &rel) ; 
WinFillRect (hps, &rel , 

colBackground [sCurrentBackground - IDM_WHITE]J ; 

The colBackground array is initialized in ClientWndProc to contain the five 
color values corresponding to the five menu items: 

stati c COLOR col Background [] = ( 
0xFFF FFFL, 0xC0C0C0 L, 0x808080L, 
0x404040L, 0x000000L 
) ; 

The only assumption the program logic makes is that the five menu item ID 
numbers are consecutive. The CONVMENU.H file contains a little note to 
this effect. 

#define IDM _WHITE 30 II Background submenu 
#define IDM - LTGRAY 31 
#define IDM_GRAY 32 II Program l og i c assumes these 
#define IDM_DKGRAY 33 II five nu mbers are consecut ive 
/!def i ne I DM_BLAC 34 

ENABLING AND DISABLING MENU ITEMS 

Another useful attribute of menu items is MIA_ DISABLED. When a menu 
item is disabled, it appears in gray text. A disabled menu item doesn't generate 
a WM_ COMMAND message. 

CONVMENU uses disabled menu items on its Timer submenu. When the 
program begins, the Stop item is disabled, as indicated in the menu definition 
in CONVMENU.RC: 

SUBMENU "-Timer", 
{ 

!OM_ TIMER 

MENUITEM "-Start", 
MENUITEM "S-top", 
) 

IDM_START 
IDM_STOP,, MIA_DISABLED 

It makes no sense to stop the timer when it hasn't been started yet. When 
you choose Start from the menu, CONVMENU disables the Start item and 
enables Stop. 

We could handle this enabling and disabling in the same way that we re
moved and added the check mark, with some additional logic required for 
starting and stopping the timer. However, in CONVMENU, the processing of 
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WM_COMMAND messages for IDM_START and IDM_STOP doesn't alter 
tlie menu item attributes. Instead, IDM_START simply starts the timer, and 
JDM_STOP stops it: 

case IDM_START: 
if (WinStartTimer (hab, hwnd, ID_TIMER, 1000)) 

fTimerGoing = TRUE 
else 

WinMessageBox (HWND _DES KTOP, hwnd, 

return 0 ; 

case IOM_S TOP: 

"Too many clocks or timers", 
szC 1 i entCl ass, 0, 
MB OK MB_ICONEXCLAMATION) 

WinStopTimer (hab, hwnd, ID_TIMER) 
fTimerGoing = FALSE : 
return 0 ; 

CONVMENU enables and disables the menu items while processing the 
WM_INITMENU message. The Presentation Manager sends a window proce
dure a WM_INITMENU message when it's about to display a submenu. The 
low USHORT of mpl is the ID of the top-level menu item that invokes the 
submenu. The program can take this opportunity to change the submenu. 
CONVMENU processes the WM_INITMENU message like this: 

case WM_INITMENU: 
switch (SHORTlFROMMP (mpl)) 

{ 

case IDM_ TIM ER: 

break ; 

WinSendMsg (hwndMenu, MM_SETITEMATTR, 
MPFROM2SHORT (IDM_START, TRUE), 
MPFROM2SHORT (MIA_DISABLED, 

! fTimerGoing && 

WinOuerySysValue (HWND_DESKTOP, SV_CTIMERSJ ? 
0 : MIA_DISABLED)) ; 

WinSendMsg (hwndMenu, MM _S ETITEMATTR. 
MPFROM2SHORT (!DM_STOP, TRUE), 
MPFROM2SHORT (MIA_DISABLED, 

fTimerGoing? 0 : MIA_ DISABLED)) 
return 0 ; 
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CONVMENU ignores WM_INITMENU messages unless they involve the 
Timer su bmenu. 

The first WinSendMsg call sets the MIA_DISABLED bit on the Start item if 
the timer is already active (indicated by a TRUE value of fTimerGoing) or if no 
timers are available (which you can determine from the WinQuerySysValue 
function). The second WinSendMsg call sets the MIA_DISABLED bit on the 
Stop item if the timer isn't currently active. 

HANDLING THE EXIT COMMAND 

When ClientWndProcreceives a WM_ COMMAND message with the IDM_EXIT 
menu item ID, it sends itself a WM_ CLOSE message: 

case IDM_ E XIT: 
Wi nSendMsg ( hwnd, WM_C LOSE. 0 L, 0 LJ : 
return 0 ; 

WM_ CLOSE is the same message the system menu sends the window proce
dure when the user chooses Close from the system menu. Most of the pro
grams I've written so far have not processed the WM_ CLOSE message but 
have simply passed it on to WinDejWindowProc. WinDejWindowProc responds 
to the WM_ CLOSE message by posting a WM_ QUIT message to the pro
gram's message queue, which causes the message loop in main to end and the 
program to terminate. Some programs (those that work with files, for exam
ple) will want confirmation that the user really wants to end the program. 

A program can be terminated not only from an Exit item on the pro
gram's menu or from the Close item on the system menu, but when the user 
shuts down the OS/2 system. In this case, the Presentation Manager posts a 
WM_ QUIT message to the program's message queue. 

To handle all of these cases, a program that needs to request confirmation 
from the user before terminating must do so after receiving a WM_ QUIT mes
sage. This requires that you add some logic to the message loop. Here's how 
CONVMENU does it: 

while (TRUE) 
{ 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULL, 0, 0)) 

WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) ; 

if (MBID_OK ~ WinMessageBox (HWND_DESKTOP, hwndClient, 
"Really want to end program?", 
szClientClass, 0, 
MB_OKCANCEL MB_ICONQUESTION)) 



break ; 
WinCancelShutdown (hmq, FALSE) 
} 

WinoestroyWindow (hwndFrarnel 
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The WM_ QUIT message causes WinGetMsg to return 0 and drop out of the 
message loop. CONVMENU then displays a message box with OK and Cancel 
buttons and asks if the user really wants to end the program. If the user answers 
by pressing OK, the break statement is executed and termination begins with 
WinDestro y Wind ow. 

Otherwise, the program calls WinCancelShutdown (which halts any system 
shutdown that might have been initiated), ignores the WM_ QUIT message, 
and goes back to the message loop. 

In CONVMENU.RC, the Exit menu item is defined like this: 

MENU ITEM "E-xit ConvMenu\tF3". IDM_EXIT 

It could have been defined like this: 

MENUITEM "E-xit ConvMenu\tF3". SC_CLOSE. MIS_ SYSCOMMAND 

This causes the Exit item to generate a WM_SYSCOMMAND message with 
the low USHORT of mpl equal to SC_ CLOSE. This is the same message gener
ated from the system menu when the user selects Close. WinDefWindowProc 
processes this message by sending the window procedure a WM_ CLOSE mes
sage. If! had used this, I wouldn't have required the IDM_EXIT identifier or 
the code to send the window procedure a WM_ CLOSE message. 

THE WM_HELP MESSAGE 

The menu template in CONVMENU.RC includes this menu item: 

MENUITEM "-Help ... ", IDM_HELP, MIS_HELP 

The MIS_HELP style indicates that the menu item generates a WM_HELP 
message. The mpl and mp2 parameters that accompany the WM_HELP 
message are the same as those for WM_ COMMAND messages: 

WM_HELP Parameters Description 

SHORTlFROMMP (mpl) Menu item ID 

SHORTlFROMMP (mp2) CMDSRC_MENU 

SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) Nonzero if selected by mouse, 0 if selected 
by keyboard 
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A push button can also generate a WM_HELP message if it's given the style 
BS_HELP. For push buttons, the low USHORT of mpl is the child ID, and the 
low USHOR T of mp2 is CMDSRC_PUSHBUTTON. The WM_HELP message 
helps you consolidate all your help processing in one place. Regardless of the 
presence of a menu item for Help, pressing the F 1 key always generates a 
WM_HELP message. Fl is a built-in keyboard accelerator. The mpl parameter 
is 0, and the low USHORTof mp2 is CMDSRC_ACCELERATOR. 

CONVMENU responds to the WM_HELP message by reporting that "Help 
is not yet implemented." In a real program, you can create a window that reads 
help text (probably from a programmer-defined resource) and display it. 

THE KEYBOARD ACCELERATOR TABLE 

CONVMENU.RC also includes a keyboard accelerator table, which lets the 
user duplicate menu items from the keyboard. The accelerator table is defined 
as shown here: 

ACCELTABLE ID_RESOURCE 
{ 

VK_F3, IDM_SAVE, VI RTUALKEY, SHIFT 
VK_F3. IDM_EXIT, VIRTUALKEY 

"w"' IDM_WHITE. CONTROL 

"l"' IDM_L TGRA Y. CONTROL 
"g't I I DM_GRA Y. CONTROL 
"d" I IOM _ DKGRAY. CONTROL 
"b" 1 IDM_BLACK. CONTROL 

Note that the resource name ID of the accelerator table is ID _RESOURCE, 
which is the same ID as the menu. The resource is loaded by the Presentation 
Manager because the window frame style bit of FCF _ACCELTABLE is in
cluded in the definition of flFrameFlags. 

The first field in each line is the key, which is either a virtual key code or an 
ASCII code in quotes. These keys generate WM_ COMMAND messages. The 
second field specifies the ID that accompanies the WM_ COMMAND message. 
These are the same IDs used in the menu. Following the IDs are some options. 
The VIRTUALKEY keyword is required if the first field is a virtual key code. 
SHIFT specifies that the Shift key must be used; CONTROL specifies that the 
Control key must be used. Defining this table and including FCF_ACCEL
TABLE in the definition of flFrameFlags frame style is all that's required for 
keyboard accelerators that duplicate menu items. 
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OTHER APPROACHES TO MENUS 
Now that we've studied the most common form of the Presentation Manager 
menu, let's look at a few unusual approaches and then complete this chapter 
with a couple of games. 

ALTERING THE SYSTEM MENU 
Small programs often need a menu for only one or two items-an About box 
and a Help screen, perhaps. If you would rather not give such programs their 
own menu, you can add the required menu items to the system menu. Al
though this practice isn't recommended, it illustrates some useful concepts in
volved with menu handling. The "poor person's menu" technique is shown in 
the POORMENU program in Listing 13.2. 

Listing 13.2: The POORMENU program 

The POORMENU.MAK File 

#------ --- ---- -- ---- -----
# POORMENU . MAK make f i le 
#·---- ---- --------- ------

poormenu. exe : poormenu. obj poormenu.def 
S(PRGLINKJ poormenu. poormenu, NUL. S(PRGLIB). poormenu 

poormenu. obj : poormenu . c 
S(PRGCC J poormenu.c 

The POORMENU.C File 

/•--- ---------- --------· ----- ----- --- ----- -
POORMENU .C -- Poor Person's Menu 

(c) Charles Petzold. 1993 
----- -- ----- ---------- ----------- --------•/ 

#def ine INCL_WIN 
#inc l ude <os2.h> 

#def ine IOM_ABOUT 10 
#def i ne IDM_HELP 11 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWNO, ULONG, MPARAM. MPARAM) 

CHAR szCapt ion [) - "Poor Person\'s Menu" ; 

int ma in (vo i d l 
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Listing 13.2: The POORMENU program (Continued) 

static CHAR szClientClass[] • "PoorMenu" : 
sta~ic ULONG flFrameFlags • FCF_TITLEBAR 

HAB 
HMO 
HWND 
QMSG 

hab : 
hmq : 

FCF _SIZE BORDER 
FCF SHELLPOSITION 

hwndFrame. hwndC li ent 
qmsg : 

hab Wininitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab. 0) : 

FCF _SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF _TASKLIST 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass. ClientWndProc. 0L. 0) 

hwndframe = WinCreateStdWindow CHWND_DESKTOP. WS_VISIBLE, 
&flframeflags. szClientClass. NULL. 
0L, 0, 0. &hwndClientl 

while (WinGetMsg (hab. &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmq) 
Wi nTerminate (hab) ; 
re turn 0 : 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl , MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

static CHAR 

static MENU ITEM 

HWND 
INT 
MENU ITEM 

switch Cmsg) 
{ 

*SZMenuText [3] - [ NULL. 
"A-bout PoorMenu ... ". 
"-Help ... " } 

mi [ 3] - { 

MIT_END. MIS_ SEPARATOR. 
MIT _END, MIS_ TEXT, 
MIT END. MIS_TEXT. 
} : 

hwndSysMenu, hwndSysSubMenu 
i Item. idSysMenu 
miSysMenu ; 

0, 0. 
0, IDM_ABOUT, 
0. I DM_HELP, 

case WM_CREATE: 
hwndSysMenu • Wi nWindowFrom!D ( 

WinQueryWindow Chwnd, OW _PARENTl. 
FID_SYSMENUl : 

0, 0. 
0, 0, 
0. 0 
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L.isting 13.2: The POORMENU program (Continued) 

i dSysMenu • SHORTlFROMMR (Wi nSendMsg (hwndSysMenu, 
MM_ITEMIDFROMPOSITION, 
NULL. NULL)} ; 

WinSendMsg (hwndSysMenu. MM_QUERYITEM. 
MPFROM2SHORT (idSysMenu, FALSE). 
MPFROMP C&miSysMenu}} : 

hwndSysSubMenu - miSysMenu.hwndSubHenu 

for (i Item - 0 i Item < 3 : iitem,;+J 
WinSendMsg ChwndSysSubMenu. MM_INSERTITEM. 

HPFROMP (mi + i Item). 
MPFROMP (szMenuText [iltem])) : 

return 0 ; 

case WM_COMMAND: 
switch CCOMMANDMSGC&msgJ ->cmd} 

{ 

case IDM_ABOUT: 
Wi nMessageBox CHWND_OESKTOP, hwnd, 

return 0 

case IDM_HELP: 

"(CJ Charles Petzold, 1993". 

szCaption. 0. MB_OK I MB_INFORMATION) 

WinMessageBox CHWNO_DESKTOP, hwnd, 

return 0 

break ; 

"Help not yet implemented", 
szCaption, 0, MB_OK I MB_WARNINGJ 

case WM_ERASEBACKGROUNO: 
return MRFROMSHORT ClJ 

return WinDefWindowProc Chwnd. msg, mpl, mp2) 

The POORMENU.DEF File 

: POORHENU.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PR OT MODE 

POORHENU WINDOWAPI 

'The Poor Persons Menu (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 
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During processing of the WM_ CREA TE message in Client WndProc, POOR
MENU obtains the window handle of the system menu: 

hwndSysMenu = WinWindowFromlD ( 
WinOueryWindow (hwnd, OW_PARENT), 
FIO_SYSMENU) ; 

This is actually the handle to the top-level system menu-the single bitmap 
that is displayed to the left of the title bar. What we need is the handle to the 
system submenu. 

Sending the system menu an MM_ITEMIDFROMPOSITION message 
obtains the menu item ID of the system menu bitmap. Because this bitmap 
is the only item in the system top-level menu, it's located at position 0: 

idSysMenu = SHORTlFROMMR (WinSendMsg (hwndSysMenu. 
MM_ITEMIDFROMPOSITION. 
NULL, NULL)) ; 

POORMENU then sends the system menu an MM_QUERYITEM message 
to fill in a MENUITEM structure with the characteristics of this menu item: 

WinSendMsg (hwndSysMenu, MM_QUERYITEM, 
MPFROM2SHORT ( idSysMenu, FALSE), 
MPFROMP (&mi SysMenu)) ; 

The MENUITEM structure is defined in PMWIN.H like this: 

typedef struct _MENUITEM 
[ 

SHORT iPosition : 
U LONG a f Sty l e : 
ULONG a fAttribute 
ULONG id ; 
HWND hwndSubMenu 
ULONG hltem 
} 

MENUITEM ; 

This contains all of the information about the particular menu item. The 
hwndSubM enu field has the window handle of the sub menu: 

hwndSysSubMenu = miSysMenu.hwndSubMenu ; 

POORMENU then sends this submenu three MM_INSERTITEM messages 
to add three items to the system menu-a separator bar and two text strings: 

for (iltem = 0 ; iitem < 3 ; iltem++) 
WinSendMsg (hwndSysSubMenu, MM _INSERTITEM, 
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MPFRDMP (mi + i Item). 
MPFRD MP (szMen uText [ ii t ern])) 

The mi and szMenuText arrays are defined near the top of ClientW ndProc. 
Figure 13.l shows the new system menu in POORMENU. 

Figure 13.1: The POORMENU system menu 

THE POP·UP MENU 

Another unusual (but certainly not inadvisable) alternative is to display a 
menu somewhere other than near the top of the standard window, indeed any
where within the client window. This is useful if your program requires a lot of 
mouse activity. In that case it would be more convenient for the user to invoke 
a menu without moving the mouse pointer to the top of the program's win
dow. You could even have different menus depending on the area of the client 
window in which the user is working. 

By convention, you invoke such detached pop-up menus using the right 
mouse button. This is because most Presentation Manager programs use the 
left mouse button for most mouse manipulations. 
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A special function-called WinPopupMenu-is available specifically for this 
purpose, and the POPMENU program shown in Listing 13.3 shows how to 
use it. 

Listing 13.3: The POPMENU program 

The POPMENU.MAK File 

#---- ------------- -- ----
!~ POPMENU.MAK make file 
u- ----------------------

popmenu.exe : popmenu.obj popmenu.def popmenu.res 
$(PRGLINK) popmenu, popmenu, NUL. S(PRGLIB). popmenu 
re popmenu.res 

popmenu.obj : popmenu.c popmenu.h 
S(PRGCCJ popmenu.c 

popmenu.res : popmenu.rc popmenu.h 
SCPRGRC) popmenu 

The POPMl!NU.C File 

/*- ----- ------- ------- --------------------
POPMENU.C -- Popup Menu Demonstration 

(c) Charles PetL01d, 1993 
--------------------- ------- ---- --------•/ 

!~define INCL_WIN 
#include <osZ.h> 
#include "popmenu.h" 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO, ULONG, MPARAM. MPARAMJ 
MRESULT EXPENTRY AboutOlgProc (HWNO, ULONG, MPARAM. MPARAM) 

int main (void) 
( 

static CHAR szClientClass[] - "PopMenu" ; 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

HAB hab ; 
HMO hmq ; 

FCF _SIZEBOROER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 
FCF _MENU 

HWNO hwndFrame, hwndCl i ent 
OMSG qmsg ; 

hab = Winlnitialize (0) 

FCF _SYSMENU 
FCF _MINMAX 
FCF _TASK LIST 
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Listing 13.3: The POPMENU program (Continued) 

hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, 0L, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWNO_OESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass. NULL, 
0L. 0. IO_RE50URCE. &hwndClientl ; 

while (Win'GetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANOLE. 0, 0)) 
WinOispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinOestroyWindow (hwndFramel 
WinOestroyMsgQueue (hmql 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl. MPARAM mp2l 
{ 

static HWNO hwndMenuPopup 
HPS hps ; 
PO INTL ptlMouse 

switch ( msg J 

case WM_CREATE: 
hwndMenuPopup - WinLoadHenu <hwnd, 0, IO_RESOURCE) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_BUTTON200WN: 
ptlMouse.x • SHORTlFROMMP (mpll 
ptlMouse.y - SHORT2FROMMP (mpll 

WinMapWi ndowPoints ( hwnd, HWNO_OESKTOP, &pt lMouse, 1 l 

WinPopupMenu (HWNO_OESKTOP, hwnd, hwndMenuPopup, 
ptlMouse.x, ptlMouse.y, 0, 
PU_HCONSTRAIN I PU_VCONSTRAIN 
PU_MOUSEBUTTONl I PU_MOUSEBUTTON2 
PU_KEYBOAROl ; 

return 0 ; 

case WM_COMMANO: 
switch ( COMMANOMSG(&ms gl->cmd) 

c 
case IOM_ABOUT: 

W i nMessageBox ( HWNO_OESKTOP, hwn d, 
"PopMenu (c) Charles Petzold, 1993", 
"PopMenu", 0. MB OKJ 
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Listing 13.3: The POPMENU program (Continued) 

return 0 ; 

break ; 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps • WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANOLE. NULL) 
Gpi Erase ( hps) ; 
WinEndPaint Chps) ; 
return 0 ; 

return WinOefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mpZ) 

The POPMBNU.RC File 

/*-·--------------------------
POPMENU.RC resource script 

- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*I 

Hinclude <os2.h> 
Hi ncl ude "popmen u. h" 

MENU IO_RESOURCE 
( 

SUBMENU "-File", 
{ 

MENU ITEM "-Hew", 
MENUITEM "-Open", 
HENUITEM "-Save", 
MENUITEH "Save -As", 
HENUITEH SEPARATOR 

-1 

IOM_NEW 
!OM _OPEN 
IOH_SAVE 
IDM_SAVEAS 

HE~U ITEM "A-bout PopMenu ... ", IDM_ABQUT 
) 

SUBHENU "-Edit", -1 
{ 

MENUITEM "Cu-t", IOM_CUT 
HENUITEM "-Copy", IOM_COPY 
HENUITEH "-Paste", !OM_ PASTE 
HENUITEH "C-lear", !OM_ CLEAR 
) 

SUBHENU "-Options", -1 
{ 

SUBHENU "-Color". ·1 

I 
HE NU ITEM "-Red", I OM_ RED 
HENUITEM "-Green". IOM _GREEN 
HENUITEH "-Blue", IOH_BLUE 
} 

SUBHENU "-Size", -1 
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MENUITEM "-Sma 11", 
MENU!TEM "-Medium", 
MENU!TEM "-Large", 
} 

SUBMENU "S-peed", 
( 

MENU!TEM "-Slaw", 
MENU!TEM "-Medi um", 
MENU!TEM "-Fast". 
} 

The POPMENU.H File 

/k- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
POPMENU.H header file 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -*I 

if define IO_RESOURCE 1 

t/defi ne IOM_NEW 
if define !OM_ OPEN 2 
jfdefi ne IOM_SAVE 3 
/fdefine IOM_SAVEAS 4 
t/defi ne IOM_ABOUT 5 
/fdefine IOM_CUT 6 
#define IOM_COPY 7 
#define I OM_ PASTE B 
/{define !OM_ CLEAR 9 
i~de.fi ne IOM_REO Hl 
#define !OM_ GREEN 11 
/fdefine !OM_ BLUE 12 
/fdefine IOM_SMALL 13 
/fdefi ne !OM _MEDIUM 14 
ifdefi ne IOM_LARGE 15 
/fdefine IOM_SLOW 16 
jfdefi ne !DM_MEOSPEEO 17 
if define IOM_FAST 18 

The POPMENU.DEF F.ile 

-1 

; POPMENU.OEF module definition file 

AME POPMENU WINOOWAPI 

!OM_ SMALL 
IOM_MEOlUM 
IOM_LARGE 

!OM_SLOW 
!OM_MEO SPEE 0 
IOM_FAST 
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Listing 13.3: The POPMENU program (Continued) 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

'Popup Menu (c) Charles Petzold, 1993. 

The POP MENU.RC file has a single menu definition that the program uses 
for both the normal top-level menu and the detached pop-up menu. Note that 
the menu includes nested pop-ups. In a real program, you could have several 
detached pop-ups. ClientWndProc obtains the handle of this menu during the 
WM_ CREATE message. When the program detects a WM_BUTTON2DOWN 
message, it obtains the mouse pointer coordinates and converts them to screen 
coordinates. This is necessary for the fourth and fifth parameters of WinPopup
Menu. The last parameter is a series of flags. The PU_HCONSTRAIN and 
PU_ VCONSTRAIN flags restrict the display of the menu to the client window. 
The PU _MOUSEBUTTO Nl, PU _MOUSEBUTTON2, and PU _KEYBOARD 
flags allow a variety of means for making a menu selection. 

The detached pop-up menu is shown in Figure 13.2. 

I POPMENU.EXE lfT 

I 

l·. 1 ~ 
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USING GRAPHICS IN MENUS 

You needn't always use text strings in menus; you can also use bitmaps. You 
either define these bitmaps as resources or create them right in the program. 
The GRAFMENU program, shown in Listing 13.4, takes the former approach. 

Listing 13.4: The GRAFMENU program 

The GRAFMENU.MAK File 

·---- ---- ------------- ---
' GRAFMENU.MAK make f i le 
·-- ---- --- ------------ ---

graf menu.exe : grafmenu. abj gr a fmen u. def grafme nu . res 
$( PRGLINKl gr afmen u, grafmenu, N UL. $ ( PRGLI BJ. grafmenu 
re grafmenu. res 

grafmenu.obj : grafmenu.c grafmenu.h 
$(PRGCCl grafmenu . c 

grafmenu.res : grafmenu.rc grafmenu.h bighelp . bmp 
SCPRGRC) grafmenu 

The GRAFMl!NU.C File 

/• -------- -------- ------ ----- ------··------
GRAFMENU.C -- A Menu with Graphics 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
-- ------- -------···- -- -·------ -- ---------*/ 

!fdefi ne INCL_ WIN 
!!define I NCL_GPI 
# inc l ude <os2 .h> 
# inc l ude "grafmenu.h" 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO. ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMl 

CHAR szC li entClass() - "GrafMenu" ; 

i nt main (void) 
{ 

static ULONG flFrameFlags ~ FCF_T!TLEBAR FCF _SYSMENU 
FCF _SIZEBOROER FCF _MINMAX 
FCF _SHELLPOSITLON FCF _ TASKLIST 
FCF _MENU ; 

HAB hab ; 

HMO hmq : 

HWNO hwndFrame. hwndC l ient 
QMSG qmsg : 
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Listing 13.4: The GRAFMENU program (Continued) 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmQ ~ WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass. ClientWndProc, 0L. 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow CHWNO_OESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass. NULL, 
0L, 0, IO_RESOURCE. &hwndCl i entl ; 

while (WinGetHsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANOLE. 0, 0)) 
WinOispatchHsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinOestrayWindow C hwndFramel 
WinOestroyHsgQueue Chmql 
WinTerminate (habl ; 
return 0 

HRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWNO hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl. MPARAH mp2} 
{ 

static MENUITEH miBigHelp - [ 0, 
HIS_ BITMAP I MIS_HELP. 
0. 
IOM_HELP, 
NULLHANOLE, 
NULLHANOLE } 

FONTHETR!CS 
HBITHAP 
HPS 
HWNO 

switch fmsgl 
l 

fm ; 
hbm ; 
hps : 
hwlldMenu 

case WH_CREATE: 

/*·---------------------
Load bitmap resource ---------------------"*' 

hps - W1nGetPS fhwndl ; 
GpiQueryFontHetrics (hps. sizeof fm, &fml : 
hbm - Gp1 LoadBitmap (hps, 0, IOB_BIGHELP, 

II iPosition 
II afStyle 
II afAttribute 
II id 
N hwndSubMe.nu 
II hltem 

64 * fm.1AveCharW1dth I 3, 
64 * fm.l~aKBasel1neExt I Bl 

WinReleasePS fhpsl ; 

/*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Attach bitmap to menu 

- - - - ------ -- ----- - -----*' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Listing 13.4: The GRAFMENU program (Continued) 

miBigHelp.h1 t em • (U LONG) hbm 

hwndMenu - WinWindowFromID ( 
Wi nOuer yWindow (hwnd, OW_PARENT), 
FIO_MENU) ; 

WinSendMsg (hwndMenu, MM_SETITEM, 
MPFROM2SHORT (0, TRUE), MPFROMP (&miBigHelp)) 

return 0 ; 

case WM_COMMANO: 
switch (COMMANDMSG(&msg)-)cmd) 

{ 

case I OM_NEW: 
case IOM_OPEN: 
case IDM_SAVE: 
case IDM_SAVEAS: 
case 1DM_ABOUT: 

WinAlarm CHWNO_OESKTOP, WA_NOTE) 
return 0 ; 

break ; 

case WM_HELP: 
WinMessageBox CHWNO_OESKTOP, hwnd, 

return 0 ; 

"Help not yet implemented", 
szClientClass. 0, MB_OK I MB_WARNING) 

case WM_ERASEBACKGROUNO: 
return MRFROMSHORT Cl) 

return WinOefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2) 

iThe GRAFMl!NU.RC File 

/* ---- ---------- ------------------- -
GRAFMENU.RC resource script file 

-------- --- -----------------------*/ 

#include <os2.h> 
//include "grafmenu.h" 

BITMAP IOB_BIGHELP bighelp.bmp 

MENU IO_RESOURCE 
{ 
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Listing 13.4: The GRAFMENU program (Continued) 

SUBMENU "-File". 
{ 

I OM _ FI LE 

MENUITEM "-New", 
MENUITEM "-Op'en •.. ". 
MEN UfTEM "-Save". 
MENUITEM "Save -As .. ,". 
MENUITEM SEPARATOR 

I OM_ NEW 
I OM_ OPEN 
I OM_SAVE 
IOM _SAVEAS 

MENU'!TEM "A-b.out GrafMenu ... ", IOM_ABOUT 
MENUITEM IDM_HELP 
} 

The BIGHELP.BMP Image 

T-he GRAFMENU.H File 

/* ---- --------------------
GRAFMENU .H header file 

---- ------------- ----- -*/ 

/fdef ine I O_RESOURCE 1 

if defi ne I OB_BIGHELP 

I/define I OM_FILE 

l/defi ne IOM _ NEW Hl 
l/defi ne IDM_OPEN 11 
I/define IOM_SAVE lZ 
If define IDM_SAVEAS 13 
lfdefi ne !OM_ ABOUT 14 
lfdefi ne IOM_HELP 15 



Listing 13.4: The GRAFMENU program (Continued) 

The GRAFMENU.DEF File 

; GRAFMENU.OEF module definit ion f ile 

NAME 

OESCRI PTION 
PROTMOOE 

GRAFMENU WINOOWAPI 

'Graphics Ml!'llu (c) Charle>S Petzold. 1993' 

OTHER APPROACHES TO MENUS 683 

The BIGHELP.BMP file is a 64-by-64 bitmap created in the Icon Editor. In 
designing the bitmap, I tried to capture the frazzled emotions of a person at
tempting to learn a new program. The bitmap is included as a resource in 
GRAFMENU.RC and is given the resource name ID of IDB _BIGHELP. The 
definition of GRAFMENU's menu has an empty string as the last menu item: 

MENU IO_RESOURCE 
{ 

SUBMEN U "-File". 
{ 

MENUITEM "-New", 
MEN U ITEM "-Open . .. ". 
MENUITEM "-Save". 
MENUI TE M "Save -As ... •. 
MENUITEM SEPARATOR 

I OM _FI LE 

MENUI TE M "A-bout GrafMenu ... ". 
MENU ITEM 
} 

I OM _NEW 
I OM_OPEN 
IDM_SAVE 
I OM _SAVEAS 

IDM_ABOUT 
I OM HE LP 

This is the menu item that wiJJ use the bitmap. 
During the WM_ CREATE message, GRAFMENU calls WinQueryFontMetrics 

to obtain the size of a system font character. When the bitmap is loaded into 
memory, it is stretched in proportion to the character size: 

hbm ~ Gpi Load Bitmap ( hps. NULL, IDB_BIGHELP. 
64 * fm. l AveCharW idth I 3. 
64 * fm.lMaxBaselineExt I 8} 

Thus, regardless of the video display resolution, the bitmap will appear in a 
size relative to the other text in the menu. 
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GRAFMENU defines a structure named miBigHelp of type MENU ITEM 
that is already initialized with everything except the handle of the bitmap. Set
ting the hitem field to the bitmap handle requires an assignment statement: 

miBigHelp.hltem ~ (ULONGJ hbm ; 

The program then obtains the window handle of its menu: 

hwndMenu = Wi nW i ndowFrom!D ( 
Win OueryWindow (hwnd, OW _PARENTl . 
FID_MENU l ; 

and sends the menu an MM_SETITEM message: 

WinSendMsg (hwndMenu, MM_SETITEM, 
MPFROMZSH OR T (0 . TRUE), MPF ROMP (&mi BigHe l pl l 

When the user now pulls down the File menu, the big, bitmapped "Help" offers 
a comforting beacon of hope, as shown in Figure 13.3. 

Figure 13.3: The GRAFMENU menu 

In desperation the user chooses that option, and GRAF MENU responds by 
displaying the message box: "Help not yet implemented:' Oh, well. 



Two GAMES 
I don't know if you've realized it yet, but with the introduction of menus to 
our arsenal of Presentation Manager programming tools, we have reached the 
point where we can code up a few games. 
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Even if you're a hardcore corporate programmer with no time for frivolous 
activities, I hope you won't recoil at this thought. There is a reason why games 
are often some of the first programs to be written for graphical user interfaces. 
Games are heavily interactive, and they tend to be graphics-intensive and require 
fast feedback to the user. So, creating games is an excellent way for programmers 
to gain experience with the keyboard, mouse, and graphics. 

JEU DE TAQUIN 

The first example is not exactly a game, but more of a puzzle. It was invented 
in the 1870s, probably by the famous puzzle-maker Sam Loyd. For a while it 
was all the rage, particularly in Europe, and was known under various names, 
including the 15-puzzle, the 14-15 puzzle, and (in France) Jeu de Taquin, 
meaning "teasing game." 

In its classic form, the puzzle consists of 15 square blocks, numbered 1 
through 15. The squares are arranged in a 4-by-4 grid, leaving one blank space. 
You can move the squares around the grid by shifting a square horizontally or 
vertically into the blank space, which in turn opens a different blank space. 

As Sam Loyd presented it, the numbered squares were arranged in consecu
tive order, except with the 14 and 15 reversed. He offered $1,000 to anyone who 
could find a way to shift the squares around to correct the order of the 14 and 
15. No one collected the reward because, from that starting point, the puzzle is 
insolvable. 

A mathematical analysis of the 14-15 puzzle appeared in an 1879 article in the 
American Journal of Mathematics. If you're interested, the underlying math is 
summarized in Volume 4 of The World of Mathematics, by James R. Newman 
( 1956, republished in 1988 by Temp us Books, an imprint of Microsoft Press.) 

This was one of the first puzzles created for the Apple Macintosh (where it 
was imaginatively called PUZZLE), and also appeared in early versions of the 
Microsoft Windows Software Development Kit, where it was called MUZZLE. 
(Trivia note: MUZZLE was the only program that demonstrated how to write 
for Windows using Microsoft Pascal.) Both these programs initially displayed 
the 15 squares in consecutive (solved) order and presented a menu option to 
scramble the squares. Using the mouse, you can attempt to restore the order of 
the squares or put them into different orders, such as going down the columns 
ratherthan across the rows. 
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I've called my PM version TAQUIN, and it's shown in Listing 13.5. 

Listing 13.5: The TAQUIN program 

The TAQUIN.MAK File 

u-- ----------- --- ------
H TAQUIN.MAK make file 
#----------- -----------

taquin . exe : taquin.obj taquin.def taquin.res 
HPRGLINKJ taquin, taquin, NUL, S(PRGLIBJ. taquin 
re taquin.res 

taquin.obj : taquin.c taquin . h 
$(PRGCC) taquin . c 

taquin . res : taquin.rc taquin.h taquin.ico 
$( PRGRCJ taquin 

The TAQUIN.C File 

/*· - ·· - - --------·------- -----------------

TAOUIN.C -- ~eu de Taquin 
(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 

-------------------- -- -- ---------------*/ 

bdefine INCL_WIN 
bdefine INCL_GPI 
Jfi n cl ude <.os l. h > 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include "taquin.h" 

#define NUMROWS 
#define NUMCOLS 

4 
4 

II greater than or equal to l 
II greater than or equal to 3 

#define SCRAMBLEREP 
#define SOUARESIZE 

100 
67 

II make larger if using more than 16 squares 
II in l/100th inch 

MRESULT EXPENTRY C1ientWndProc (HWNO, ULONG. MPARAM. MPARAMJ 

int main (void) 
( 

stat 111 CttAR szCl ientCl ass[] - "Taquin" 
static ULONG flframeFlags - FCF_SYSMENU 

HAB hab 

FCF_BOROER 
FCF _MENU 
FCF _TASKLIST 

FCF _ TITLEBAR 
FCF _MINBUTTON 
FCF _ICON 



Listing 13.5: The TAQUIN program (Continued) 

HMO 
HWNO 
OMSG 

hmq ; 
hwndFrame, hwndClient 
qmsg : 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab. 0) ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szCl ientClass. ClientWn~Proc. 0L, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindo.w ( HWND_DESKTOP. WS_VISIBLE. 
&fl FrameFl ags, szCl ientClass. NULL. 
0L. 0. IO_RESOURCE, &hwndCl ient) : 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinOestroyMsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd. ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2l 
( 

static INT aiPuzzle[NUMROWS][NUMCOLSJ. 

CHAR 
HPS 
HWND 
INT 
P01NTL 
REC TL 
SIZEL 

iBlankRow. iBlankCol. cxSquare, cySquare 
szNum[l0] 
hps : 
hwndFrame 
iRow. iCol. iMouseRow. iMouseCol. 
ptl : 
rel. rel Invalid, rel Intersect ; 
sizl 

switch (msg) 

case WM CREA TE. 
II Calculate square size in pixels 

hps - WinGetPS (hwndl 
sizl .ex - sizl. cy - 0 
GpiSetPS ( hps. &si zl. PU_LOENGLISH) 
ptl .x - SQUARESIZE : 
ptl .y - SQVARESIZE : 
GpiConvert (hps. CVTC_PAGE. CVTC_DEVICE. lL. &ptl) 
WinReleasePS (hps) 

cxSquare - ptl .x 
cl_?quare - ptl .y 
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Listing 13.5: The TAQUIN program (Continued) 

II Calculate client window size and position 

rcl.xLeft - (WinQuerySysValue (HWNO_OESKTOP, SV_CXSCREENl 
NUMCOLS * cxSquarel I 2 ; 

rcl.yBottom - (WinQuerySysValue (HWNO_OESKTOP, SV_CYSCREENl -
NUMROWS * cySquarel I 2 ; 

rel .xRight - rel .xleft + NUMCOLS * cxSquare 
rel .yTop - rel .yBottom + NUMROWS * cySquare ; 

II Set frame window position and size 

hwndframe - WinQueryWindow (hwnd, QW_PARENTl 
WinCalcFrameRect Chwndframe, &rel, FALSE> 
WinSetWindowPos (hwndframe, NULLHANOLE, 

rel .xLeft, rcl.yBottom, 
rel .xRight · rel .xLeft, 
rel .yTop - rel .yBottom, 
SWP_MOVE I SWP_SIZE I SWP_ACTIVATE) 

II Initialize the aiPuzzle array 

WinSendMsg (hwnd, WM_COMMANO. MPFROMSHORT (IOM_NORMALl, NULL) 
return 0 : 

Cillie WM_PAHH: 
hps - WinBeginPaint Chwnd, NULLHANDLE, &rclinvalidl 

II Draw the squares 

for ( i Row - NUMROWS · 1 ; i Row >- 0 
for (iCol - 0 ; iCol < NUMCOLS 

( 

iRow-· l 
iCol++l 

rel .xleft - cxSquare * iCol ; 
rel .yBottom - cySquare * i Row ; 
rel .xRight - rel .xLeft + cxSquare 
rel .yTop • rel .yBottom + cySquare 

if (!WinintersectRect (0, &rel Intersect, 
&rel. &rel Invalid)) 

continue : 

if (iRow -- 1BlankRow I& iCol -- iB1ankCol) 
W1nfil1 Rect ( hps. &rel , CLR_BLACKl : 

else 

WinDrawBorder (hps, &rel. 5, 5, 
CLR.._PALEGRAY, CLR_OARKGRAY, 

.__~ ________________ ,....,,Be=;:STANOARO I OB_INTERIOR) ; 



Listing 13.5: The TAQUIN program {Continued) 

WinDrawBorder (hps, &re l . 2. 2, 
CLR_BLACK, 0L. DB_STANDARDl ; 

sprintf (szNum, "%d". aiPuzzle[ i Row][iCol ) l 

WinDrawText (hps. -1, szNum. 
&rel. CLR_WHITE, CLR_DARKGRAY, 
DT_CEN TER I DT_VCENTER) : 

WinEndPaint (hps) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_BUTTONlDOWN : 
iMouseCol - MOUSEMSGC&msgl->x 
iMouseRow - MOUSEMSG(&msg)·>y 

cxSQuare 
cySquare 

II Check if mouse was i n valid area 

if ( i MouseRow < 0 11 iMouseCol < 0 I I 
i Mouse Row >- NUMROWS I I i MouseCol >- NUMCOLS 11 

( i MouseRow !• iBl ankRow && i MouseCol !- iBlankCo l l 11 
( i MouseRow - iBlankRow && i Mouse Col iBlankCol)) 

break : 

II Move a row right or left 

if (iMouseRow -- iBlankRow) 
( 

else 

if (iMouseCol < iBlankCol) 

else 

for Ci Col - iBlankCol : iCol > iMouseCol ; iCol--) 
aiPuzzle[iBlankRow)[iCol] -

aiPuzzle[iBlankRow][iCol - l] : 

for (iCol - i BlankCol ; iCol < iMouseCol : iCol++) 
aiPuzzle[iBlankRow][ i ColJ -

aiPuzzle[iBlankRow][iCol + 1) ; 

II Move a column up or down 

if (iMouseRow < iBlankRow) 

else 

for (iRow - iBlankRow ; i Row > iMouseRow : iRow· ·) 
aiPuizle[iRow][iBlankCol] -

aiPu·zzle[iRow - l][iBlankCol] ; 

for CiRow - iBlankRow : !Row< iMouseRow iRow++J 
aiPuzzle[iRow][iBlankCol] -
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Listing 13.5: The TAQUIN program (Continued) 

aiPuzzle[iRaw + l][iBlankCal] 

II Calculate invalid rectangle 

rel .xLeft cxSquare * min ( iMauseCal. 
rel .yBattam ~ cySquare * min ( iMauseRaw. 
rel .xRight - cxSquare * (max CiMauseCal. 
rel .yTap - cySquare * (max ( i Mau.seRaw. 

II Set new array and blank 

iBlankRaw - iMauseRaw 
iBlankCol - iMouseCal 
aiPuzzle[iBlankRow][iBlankCol] - 0 : 

II Invalidate rectangle 

WininvalidateRect (hwnd, &rel. FALSE) ; 
break : 

case WM_CHAR: 

iB lankCal) 
i Bl ankRawl 
iB lankCall 
iB lankRawl 

values 

if (!(CHARMSG(&msg)->fs & KC_VIRTUALKEYJ I I 
CHARMSG(&msgJ->fs & KC_KEYUPJ 

return 0 ; 

II Mimic a WH_BUTTONlDDWN message 

iMauseCol - iB l ankCol 
iHouseRow ~ iBlankRow 

switch CCHARMSG(&msgl->vkeyl 
{ 

case VK_ LEFT 1 

case VK_RIGHT: 
case VK....UP: 
c--ase VK_DOWN: 
default: 
) 

iMouseCol++ 
iMouseCol · -
iHouseRow-
iHouseRow++ 
return 0 : 

WinSendMsg (hwnd, WM_BUTTONlDOWN, 

break 
break 
break 
break 

+ lJ 
+ 1) 

HPFROH2SHORT (iMouseCol * cxSquare, 
iMouseRow * cySquareJ, NULL) 

return 0 : 

case WH_COMMAND: 
switch ( COMMANDHSG(&msgl · >cmdl 

II Initialize aiPuzzle array 

case IDM NORMAL: 



Listing 13.5: The TAQUIN program (Continued) 

case IDM_INVERT: 
for ( i Row - 0 ; iRow < NUMRO.WS ; i Row++) 

for ( i Col - 0 ; i Col < NUMCOLS ; iCol++) 
aiPuzzle[iRow][iCol] - iCol + 1 + 

NUMCOLS * (NUMROWS - iRow - 1) 

if (COMMANOMSG(&msg)->cmd ~ IOM_INVERT) 
{ 

aiPuzzle[0][NUMCOLS-2] - NUMCDLS * NUMROWS -
aiPuzzle[0][NUMCOLS-3] - NUMCOLS * NUMROWS 1 
} 

aiPuzzle[iBlankRow - 0][iBlankCol - NUMCOLS - 1) ~ 0 ; 
Winlnval idateRect (hwnd, NULL, FALSE) ; 
return 0 ; 

II Randomly scramble the squares 

case IDM SCRAMBLE: 

break ; 

WinSetPointer CHWNO_OESKTOP, WinOuerySysPointer 
HWNO_OESKTOP, SPTR_WAIT, FALSE)) 

srand ((int) WinGetCurrentTime (0)) 

for (i - 0 ; i < SCRAMBLEREP ; i++) 
( 

WinSendMsg (hwnd. WM_BUTTONlOOWN. 
MPFROM2SHORT (rand() % NUMCOLS * cxSquare, 

iBlankRow * cySquare). NULL) ; 
WinUpdateWindow (hwnd) ; 

WinSendMsg (hwnd. WM_BUTTONlOOWN, 
MPFROM2SHORT (iBlankCol * cxSquare, 

rand () % NUMROWS * cySquare), NULL) 
W inUpdateWindow ( hwnd) ; 
J 

WinSetPointer (HWND_DESKTOP, WinOuerySysPointer 
HWND_DESKTOP, SPTR_ARROW, FALSE)); 

return 0 : 

return WinOefWindowProc (hwnd. msg, mpl. mp2) 

:The TAQUIN.RC File '* __________________________ _ 
TAOUIN.RC resource script 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - -*/ 
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Listing 13.5: The TAQUIN program (Continued) 

#i nclude <os2.h> 
#include "taquin h" 

POINTER ID_RESOURCE taquin.ico 

MENU IO_RESOURCE 
( 

SUBMENU ·-options". 
{ 

MENUITEM "-Normal Reset". 
MENU!TEM "-Inverted Res et", 
MENU ITEM "-Scramble" . 
) 

-The TAQUIN.ICO File 

The TAQUIN.H File 

f*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TAQUIN.H header file 

----------------------*/ 

//define IO_RESOURCE 

//define IDM_NORMAL 
//define IDM_INVERT 2 
//define !OM_SCRAMBLE 3 

-1 

ID~LNORMAL 

IOM_INVERT 
IOM_SC RAMS LE 



Listing 13.5: The TAQUIN program (Continued) 

The TAQUIN.Dl!F Fiie 

: TAOUIN.OEF module def i nition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMOOE 

TAQUIN WINOOWAPI 

'Jeu de Taquin (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 

The menu is quite simple, listing just three options: resetting the squares, 
resetting them with the 14 and 15 reversed, and scrambling them. Beyond the 
menu processing, the program is mostly devoted to the graphics of drawing 
the puzzle and the mouse processing. 

A LIFE PROGRAM 
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The game of Life was invented by Cambridge mathematician John Conway 
and popularized by Martin Gardner in his "Mathematical Games" columns in 
Scienti fie American. It has been a favorite of programmers ever since. Gardner's 
columns on Life are collected in his book Wheels, Life, and Other Mathematical 
Amusements (W. H. Freeman and Co., 1983). "Some Facts of Life," by David J. 
Buckingham (Byte, December 1978), is one of the best articles on the subject. 
Hackers, by Steven Levy (Anchor Press/Doubleday, 1984), has some good stories 
on early addictions to Lifo at MIT. 

The Life playing board is a grid. Each cell in the grid can be either "alive" 
or "empty." You begin by defining a pattern of live cells. Then you take (or 
rather, the Life program takes) the grid through successive generations. For 
each new generation, a cell can die (change from alive to empty) or be born 
(change from empty to alive) based on the contents of the cell's eight imme
diate neighbors. 

If a live cell has one or no neighbors, it dies from loneliness. If a live cell has 
four or more neighbors, it dies from overpopulation. If an empty cell has ex
actly three neighbors, a new cell is born. 

The Presentation Manager version of Life is shown in Listing 13.6. 
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Listing 13.6: The LIFE program 

The LIFE.MAK File 

if- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - -- -
# LIFE.MAK make file 
If· · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

life.exe : life.obj life.def life.res 
$(PRGLINK) life, life, NUL, S(PRGL!B), life 
re 1 ife. res 

l ife.obj : life . c life.h 
$CPRGCC) 1 ife.c 

life.res : life.re life.h life.ice 
HPRGRC) life 

The LIFE.C File 

I+- - - - - - - . - - - - - . - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

LIFE.C -- John Conway's Game of Life 
(cl Charles Petzold. 1993 

--- -- --------------------- --- ---------+/ 

/!define INCL_ WIN 
#define I NCL_GPI 
#include <osl.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string .h> 
#include "life . h" 

#define IO_ TIMER 
#define GRIO(x,yl (pbGrid [(y) + xNumCells + (x)]) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY Cl ientWndProc (HWHO, ULONG. MPARAM, MPARAM) 

CHAR szC1ientClass [) - "Life" 

int main (void) 
{ 

static ULONG flFranreFlags - FCF _TITLEBAR FCF _SYSMENU 
FCF _SIZEBOROER FCF _MINMAX 
FCF _SHELLPOSITION FCF_TASKLIST 
FCF _MENU FCF _ICON ; 

HAB h.ab ; 
HMO hmq : 
HWNO hwndFrame. hwndCl i ent 
OMSG qmsg ; 



Listitg 13.6: The LIFE program (Continued) 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab. 0) ; 

Wi nRegisterC lass (ha b, szCl ientCl ass, Cl i entWndProe. CS_SI ZEREORAW. 0) 

hwndframe • WinCreateStdWindow ( HWNO_OESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass. NULL, 
0L. 0, IO_RESOURCE, &hwndClient) ; 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANOLE, 0, 0)) 
WinOispatehMsg (hab. &qmsg) 

Wi nOestroyWindow (hwndFra me J 
WinOestroyMsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 

VOID ErrorMsg (HWNO hwnd, CHAR *SZMessage) 
( 

WinMessageBox (HWNO_OESKTOP. hwnd, szMessage, szClientC1ass, 0, 
MB OK I MB_WARNING) 

VOID OrawCell (HPS hps, INT x, INT y, INT exCell. INT eyCell. BYTE bCell) 
{ 

RECH rel 

rel.xleft - x * exCe11 
rel .y8ottom - y * cyCell 
rel .xRight - rel.xleft + cxCell - l 
rel .yTop - rel .y8ottom + cyCell · l 

Win Fi 11 Rect ( hps, &rel, ( bCe11 & 1 J ? CLR_NEU.TRAL CLR_BACKGROUNO) 
) 

VOID OoGenerat ion ( HPS hps. PBYTE pbGri d, INT xHumCe11 s. INT yNumCe11 s, 
INT exCell, !NT cyCel1 l 

IN T x, y, sSum 

for (y - 0 ; y < yNumCells · 1 ; y++) 
f.or (x ~ 0 ; x < xNumCe11s ; x++) 

{ 

if (x-0 I I x--xNumCe1ls -1 II y~0l 
GRID (x,y) I- GRID (x,y) « 4 ; 

else 
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Listing 13.6: The LIFE program (Continued) 

sS um = (GRID ( X - 1 , y ) + II Left 
GRID ( X 1, y - 1) + II lower Left 
GRID ( X y - 1) + II Low er 
GRID ex + 1. y - 1)) » 4 II Lower Right 

sS um +- GRID <x + 1. y ) + II Rig ht 
GRID (x + 1. y + 1 ) + II Upper Right 
GRID (X y + 1) + I I Upper 
GRID (x - 1, y + 1) II Upper Left 

sSum = (sSum I GR ID (x, y)) & 0x0F 

GRID ( x, y) «- 4 

if es Sum - 3 ) 

GRID ( x, Y) I• 1 ; 

if (GRID ex, y) !- GRID (x, y) » 4) 

DrawCell (hps, x, y, cxCell, cyCell, GRID (x, y)) 

VOID DisplayGenerationNum CHPS hps, INT xGen. INT yGen. INT iGene r ation) 
[ 

static CHAR szBuf fer [ 24 ] - "Generation " ; 
PO INTL ptl 

ptl .x - xGen 
ptl .y - yGen 

sprintf (szBuffer + 11. "'.td" , iGenerationl 

GpiSavePS (hps) : 

GpiSetBackHix (hps, BH_OVERPA!NT) 
GpiChar§tr1ngAt (hps. &pt l , strlen (szBufferl. szBufferl 

GpiRestorePS (hps. -lll : 
} 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULDNG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mpZl 
[ 

static BOOL 
static HAB 
static HWND 
static INT 

fTimerGoing 
hab : 
hwndHenu : 
i Generation, cxChar. cyChar. cyDesc, cxClient, cyClient, 
xGenNum, yGenNum, cxCell. cyCell. xNumCells, yNumCel l s, 
i Seal eCell - Z ; 



Listing 13.6: The LIFE program (Continued) 

static PBYTE pbGrid 
FONTMETRICS fm ; 
HPS hps ; 
INT 
POINTL 

x. y ; 

ptl ; 

switch (msgl 

case WM_CREA TE: 
hab - WinQueryAnchorB lock (hwndl 

hps - WinGetPS (hwnd) ; 
Gpi QueryFontMet ri cs (hps. s izeof fm. &fml 
cxChar - fm.lAveCharWidth 
cyChar = fm.lMaxBaselineExt 
cyDesc - fm.lMaxDescender 
WinReleasePS (hps) ; 

hwndMenu = WinWindowFromID 

return 0 

case WM_SIZE: 

WinQueryWindow (hwnd, QW_PARENT), 
FID_MENU) ; 

if (pbGrid !- NULL) 
{ 

free ( pbG rid) 
pbGrid = NULL 
) 

if ( fTimerGoingl 
{ 

WinStopTimer (hab. hwnd, ID_ TIMER) 
fTimerGoing - FALSE ; 
} 

cxClient = SHORTlFROMMP (mp2) 
cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) 

xGenNum - cxChar ; 
yGenNum - cyClient - cyChar + cyDesc 

cxCell = cxChar * 2 I iScaleCel1 
cyCell = cyChar iScaleCell ; 

xNumCells - cxClient I cxCell ; 
yNumCells = (cyClient - cyChar) I cyCell 

if (xNumCells <- 0 I I yNumCells <- 0) 
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Listing 13.6: The LIFE program (Continued) 

ErrorMsg lhwnd. MNot enough room for even one cell .Ml 

else if (NULL - (pbGrid - callee lxNumCells. yNumCellslll 
ErrorHsg (hwnd, "Not enough memory for this many cells .Ml 

Win Ena b leHenultem (hwndMenu. IOM_S IZE. TRUE) : 
WinEnableMenultem (hwndMenu, IOM_START, pbGrid !- NULL) 
WinEnab leHenuJtem 
W1nEnableHenuJtem 
WinEnableHenultem 

iGeneration - 0 ; 
return 0 : 

case WM_BUTTONlDOWN: 

(hwndHenu. IOM_STOP. 
(hwndMenu. I OM_STEP. 
(hwndMenu. IOM_CLEAR. 

x - MOUSEHSGl&msgl->x 
y - HOUSEHSGl&msgJ->y 

cxCell 
cyCell 

FAUiEl 
pbGri d !- NULL) 
pbGrid !- NULL) 

if (pbGrid !- NULL && !fTimerGoing && x < xNumCells && 
y < yNumCe lls l 

else 

hps - WinGetPS (hwnd) ; 
OrawCell (hps, x, y, cxCell. cyCell, GRID (x, y) A- ll 
WinReleasePS (hpsl ; 
l 

WinAlarm IHWND_DESKTOP, WA_WA RNIN GJ 
break : 

ca311! WH_COHHAND: 
switch CCOHHANDHSG(&msgl->cmd) 

{ 

case IDH_LARGE: 
case I OH_SHALL: 
case IOH_TINY: 

WinCheckHenultem ( hwndHenu, i Seal eCell. F ALSEJ : 
iScaleCell - COHMANDHSGC&msgJ->cmd : 
WinCheckHenultem lhwndMenu. iScaleCell, TRUE) ; 

WinSendHsg lhwnd. WM_SIZE, NULL, 
HPFROH2S HORT CcxClient. cyClientll 

WininvalidateRect Chwnd. NULL. FALSE) : 
return 0 ; 

case IOH_START: 
1f ( !WinStartTimer lhab. hwnd. ID_ TIMER, 1)) 

ErrorHsg (hwnd, MToo many clocks or timers. Ml 
else 



Listing 13.6: The LIFE program (Continued) 

fTimerGoing =TRUE ; 

WinEnableMenultem (hwndMenu. 
WinEnableMenultem ( hwndMen u. 
WinEnableMenultem ( hwndMenu, 
WinEnableMenultem ( hwndMenu. 
WinEnableMenultem ( hwndMenu, 
) 

return 0 ; 

case IDM_STOP: 
WinStopTimer (hab. hwnd. ID_ TIMER) 

fTimerGoi ng = FA"LSE : 

IOM_SIZE. 
!DM_START, 
IDM_STOP, 
IOM_STEP. 
IDM_CLEAR, 

WinEnableMenuitem ( hwndMenu. ID~LSIZE, TRUE) 

WinEnableMenuitem ( hwndMenu, IOM_START. TRUE) 

FALSEJ 
FALSE) 
TRUE) 
FALSE) 
FALSE) 

: 
: 

WinEnableMenuitem (hwndMenu, IOM_STOP. FALSE) : 
WinEnableMenultem ( hwndMenu, !OM_STEP. 

WinEnableMenultem (hwndMenu. IDM _CLEAR, 

return 0 ; 

case IOM_STEP: 
WinSendMsg (hwnd, WM_TIMER, NULL. NULL) 

return 0 ; 

case IOM_CLEAR: 
iGeneration = 0L : 

TRUE) 
TRUE) 

memset (pbGrid. 0. xNumCells * yNumCellsl 

WininvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL. FALSE) ; 

return 0 : 

break : 

case WM_TIMER: 
hps - WinGetPS (hwnd) ; 

; 

: 
; 

: 

: 

DisplayGenerationNum (hps. xGenNum. yGenNum. ++iGeneration) ; 

DoGeneration (hps. pbGrid, xNumCells, yNumCells, cxCell. cyCell); 

WinReleasePS (hps) 
return 0 : 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANOLE, NULL) 

GpiErase (hpsl : 

if (pbGrid !- NULL) 
{ 

or ( x - I · <- xNumCells x++J 
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Listing 13.6: The LIFE program (Continued) 

ptl.x - cxCell * x - 1 
ptl .y - 0 ; 
GpiMove (hps, &ptl) ; 

p~ .y - cyCell * yNumCells - 1 
Gpiline <hps. &ptl) ; 
) 

for (y - 1 ; y <- yNumCel ls y++l 
{ 

ptl.x - 0 
ptl.y - cyCell * y - 1 
GpiMove Chps. &ptll ; 

ptl .x - cxCel l * xNumCell s - 1 
Gpiline (hps, &ptl); 
) 

for (y - 0 ; y < yNumCells ; y++) 

for <x - 0 ; x < xNumCells ; x++) 
if (GRID (x, y) & 1) 

DrawCel l ( hps, x, y. cxCel l, cyCel l. 
GRID (x. y)) ; 

D1splayGenerationNum (hps, xGenNum, yGenNum, iGeneration) 
) 

WinEndPa1nt (hpsl ; 
return 0 ; 

case WM_OESTROY: 
if (fTimerGoingl 

WinStopTimer Chab, hwnd, IO_ TIMER) 

if ( pbGrid !- NULL) 
free (pbGridl 

return 0 : 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl. mp2) 

The LIFl:.RC File 

/•- .. -------'" --- - -- --- -------- -
LIFE. RC resource sc r 1pt file 

---- -------- ---- --- -- ----- ----•/ 

lincl d <os2.h> 



Listing 13.6: The LIFE program (Continued) 

?fin elude "life. h" 

POINTER IO_RESOURCE life.ico 

MENU IO_RESOURCE 
{ 

SUBMENU "-Cell-S1ze", 
( 

MENUITEM "-Large", 
MENUITEM "-Small", 
MENUITEM "-Tiny", 
} 

MENUITEM "-Start!", 
MENUITEM "S-top!", 
MENUITEM "Ste-p!", 
MENUITEM "C-lear!", 
} 

The LIFE.ICO File 

The LIFE.H File 

f*--------------------
LIFE.H header file 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - -*/ 

#def1ne ID_RESOURCE 

#define IOM_SIZE 10 

ldefine IDM_LARGE 

IOM_SIZE 

IOM_LARGE 
IOM_SMALL .. MIA_CHECKED 
!OM_ Tl NY 

I OM_START 
IDM_STOP,, MIA_OISABLED 
I OM_ STEP 
I OM_ CLEAR 

I* Values !Ll;ed in 
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Listing 13.6: The LIFE program (Continued) 

/fdefi ne IDM_SMALL 2 '* program logic *' #define IDM_TINY 4 '* for cell size *' 
/fdefi ne IDM_CLEAR 20 
#define !DM_START 21 
#define IDM_STDP 22 
#define IDM_STEP 23 

The LIFE.DEF File 

; LIFE.DEF module definition file 

NAME LIFE WINDDWAPI 

DESCRI PT! ON 
PROTMODE 

'Game of L1fe Program (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 

The LIFE.RC resource script defines one submenu that specifies the size of 
the cells, and four top-level items without submenus: Start, Stop, Step, and 
Clear. I made these items part of the top-level menu so you can more easily 
choose them with the mouse. By convention, items on the top-level menu that 
don't invoke submenus are followed by exclamation points. 

You can use the mouse to toggle cells between an alive and an empty state. 
You start the program by choosing Start from the top-level menu. LIFE uses a 
timer to advance through the generations. You stop the timer by choosing 
Stop. You can advance through the generations manually with Step. The grid is 
cleared when you choose Clear from the top-level menu or when you change 
the cell size. Changing the size of the window also clears the grid. 

I won't describe the workings of this program because little of the logic is 
related to menu processing. However, note that the program often enables and 
disables some menu items when the user chooses a menu item. The program 
can then avoid extensive testing during processing of the WM_ COMMAND 
message. For example, when LIFE gets a WM_ COMMAND message indicating 
that Start has been chosen from the menu, it doesn't have to check whether the 
timer is already going, because once the timer is going, the Start option is dis
abled. I think of this technique as an active rather than a passive approach to test
ing the validity of menu items. At the time a menu item becomes invalid, you 
send the menu a message to disable the item. Then you don't have to worry 
about getting WM_ COMMAND messages for that menu item. 





THESIMPLE"ABOUT"BOX 

A MORE COMPLEX DIALOG BOX 

MODELESS DIALOG BOXES 



W e have already looked at several ways a Presentation Manager program 
can obtain input from the user. The most rudimentary is the direct 
processing of keyboard and mouse input to the program's client 

window. But we have also seen how a program can create child control windows 
(such as buttons, scroll bars, and menus) either implicitly as part of the standard 
window or explicitly with Win Create Window calls. These control windows pro
vide a layer of processing between user input and the program. 

Now we'll go one step further and create dialog boxes. A dialog box is a win
dow that contains various child control windows. Programs generally use dialog 
boxes to obtain user input beyond that which can easily be handled in a menu. A 
menu item can indicate with an ellipsis ( ... ) that it invokes a dialog box. 

You define the layout of control windows in a dialog box by creating a dialog 
box template as part of the resource script file. In your program you create a 
dialog box window based on this template. You're essentially farming out to 
the Presentation Manager the job of creating, sizing, and positioning all control 
windows within the dialog box window. 

In Chapter 11 we created control windows on the surface of the program's 
client window, and we encountered some difficulties in handling the keyboard 
interface. When you create a dialog box, these problems go away. The dialog 
box logic within the Presentation Manager implements a keyboard interface 
that allows the user to move the input focus between controls using the Tab 
key and the cursor movement keys. 

Dialog boxes come in two flavors: modal and modeless. The modal dialog 
box is the most common. When a program creates a modal dialog box, the user 
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can switch control to another window in the program only after the dialog box 
is destroyed. A modeless dialog box is more akin to a normal top-level window 
that you might create in your program (such as those in the WELCOME2 pro
gram in Chapter 3). The user can switch control between the dialog box and 
the program's client window. With one exception (the HEXCALC program), 
all of the dialog boxes in this chapter are modal dialog boxes. 

THE SIMPLE "ABOUT" BOX 
One simple modal dialog box is often called an ''About" box. Traditionally, this 
dialog box is invoked when a user chooses the menu option About, usually 
from the Help submenu. (In the productivity tools included with OS/2 2.1, the 
menu item that invokes such a dialog box is called Product Information.) The 
dialog box usually contains a one- or two-line description of the program, a 
copyright notice, the program's icon, and a single push button labeled "OK." 
Pressing the spacebar or the Enter key destroys the dialog box. The ABOUT! 
program, shown in Listing 14.l, does little but display a standard About box. 

Figure 14.l shows the ABOUTl dialog box. 

Figure 14.1: The ABOUT1 dialog box 

THE DIALOG BOX TEMPLATE 

The first step in adding a dialog box to a program is to create a template that 
describes the layout of child control windows within the dialog box window. 
You create a dialog box template in one of two ways. It's easiest to use the Dia
log Editor program supplied as part of the IBM C Developer's WorkSet/2, or 
the Borland C+++ Resource Workshop. This programs can save a dialog box 
template as an ASCII file with the extension .DLG. You then include the DLG 
file in your RC resource script file using the following statement: 

rcinclude mydialog.dlg 



Listing 14.1: The ABOUT1 program 

The ABOUT1.MAK File 

u---------------- ------
n ABOUTl.MAK make file 
n--------- -- - ----- -----

aboutl.exe : aboutl.obj aboutl.def abouti.res 
$(PRGLINKJ aboutl, aboutl, NUL, $CPRGLIBJ, aboutl 
re aboutl . res 

aboutl.obj : aboutl.c about.h 
SCPRGCCJ aboutl.c 

aboutl .res : aboutl . rc about.h about. ice 
SCP RGRCJ aboutl 

The ABOUT1 .C File 

/*·------------------------- ---- ----------- --- ----------- --
ABOUTl .C -- Demonstration of About Box Dialog Procedure 

(cl Charles Petzold , 1993 
-------- ---------------- ------ ---------------------------*/ 

#define INCL_WIN 
#include <os2.h> 
#include "about.h" 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND, ULONG, MPARAM. MPARAM) 
MRESULT EXPENTRY AboutDlgProc (HWND, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMJ 

int main CvoidJ 
{ 
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static CHAR szClientClass[] - "Aboutl" ; 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

FCF _SIZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 
FCF _MENU 

FCF_SYSMENU I 
FCF_MINMAX I 
FCF _TASKLIST I 
FCF_ICON 

HAB hab ; 
HMO hmq ; 
HWND hwndFrame, hwndClient 
QMSG qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitia lize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue Chab, 0) ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, 0L, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow CHWND_DESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass, NULL, ___ ~ 
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Listing 14.1: The ABOUT1 program (Continued) 

0L, 0. ID_RESOURCE, &hwndClient) ---.._ 

while (WinGetMsg Chab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg Chab. &qmsg ) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate (hab) : 
return 0 ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

switch Cmsg) 
[ 

case WM_COMMAND: 
switch (COMMANDMSGC&msg)->cmd) 

{ 

case IDM_NEW: 
case IDM_OPEN: 
case IDM_SAVE: 
case IDM_SAVEAS: 

WinAlarm CHWND_DESKTOP, WA_NOTE) 
return 0 ; 

case IDM_ABOUT: 
WinDlgBox (HWND_DESKTOP, hwnd, AboutDlgProc, 

NULLHANDLE, IDD_ABOUT, NULL) ; 
return 0 ; 

break ; 

case WM_ERASEBACKGROUND: 
return MRFROMSHORT (1) 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY AboutDlgProc (HWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

switch (msg) 
( 

case WM_COMMAND: 
switch CCOMMANDMSG(&msg)->cmd) 

( 

case DID_OK: 
case DID_CANCEL: 

J 

WinDismissDlg Chwnd, TRUE> 
return 0 ; 



1.Jsting 14.1: The ABOUT1 program (Continued) 

break ; 

return Wi nDe f DlgProc (hwnd, msg, mpl. mp2) 

The ABOUT1.H File 

/*·-- -------- ------- ----
ABOUTl .H header file 

------ --- --- --- -------*/ 

Udefi ne 

Odefine 

Udefine 
Odefine 
I/define 
Odefi ne 
Odefine 

Odefine 

ID_RESOURCE 

IDM_F I LE 

IDM_NEW 
IDM_OPEN 
IDM_SAVE 
IDM_SAVEAS 
I DM_ABOUT 

IDD_ABOUT 

1 

Hl 
11 
12 
13 
14 

The ABOUT1 .RC File 

/*· -- -- -- --- -------------- --- -----
ABOUTl.RC resource script file 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --*I 

#include <os2 . h> 
finclude "about.h" 

POINTER lD_RESOURCE about.ice 

MENU ID_RESOURCE 
( 

SUBMENU "-File", lDM_FILE 
( 

MENU ITEM "-New", IDM_NEW 
MENU ITEM "-Open .. . ". lDM_OPEN 
MENU ITEM "-Save", IDM_SAVE 
MENUITEM "Save - As . . . ", 
MENUITEM SEPARATOR 
MENUITEM "A-bout ... " , 
} 

DLGTEM PLATE IDD_ABOUT 
( 

IDM_SAVEAS 

IDM_ABOUT 
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DIA LOG '"', 0, 32, 32, 200, 88., FCF_DLGBORDE'-'R---------------' 
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Listing 14.1: The ABOUT1 program (Continued) 

CTEXT "Aboutl" -1. 10, 64, 180, 8 
ICON ID_RESOURCE -1, 8, 56, 0, 0 
CTEXT "Sample ""About"" Dialog Box" -1 . 10, 40, 180, 8 
CTEXT "Copyright (cl Charles Petzold, 1993" -1. 10, 32. 1B0, 8 
DEF PUSHBUTTON "O K" DID_OK, 80, 8, 40, 16, WS GROUP 
} 

The ABOUT.ICO Image 

The ABOUT1 .DEF File 

: ABOUTl . DEF module definition file 

NAME ABOUTl WINDOWAPI 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

'Sample About Box Dialog Procedure (c) Charles Petzold. 1993' 

You can also create the dialog box template manually, right in the resource 
script file. This is what I've chosen to do. The dialog box template in ABOUTLRC 
looks like this: 

DLGTEMPLATE IDD ABOUT 
{ 

DIALOG '"', 0, 32. 32. 200, 88 .. FCF_DLGBORDER 
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CTEXT "ABOUTl " -1 . 10. 64, 180, 8 
ICON ID_RESOURCE -1, 8, 56, 0, 0 
CTEXT "Sample '"'Ab out"" Di al og Box" -1, 10. 40, 180, 8 
CTEX T "Copyrigh t CC) Charles Petzold, 1993" -1 . 10. 32 , 180, 8 
DEFPUSH BUTTON "OK" DID_OK, 80, 8, 40, 

16. WS_GROUP 

The keyword DLGTEMPLATE identifies this resource as a dialog box tem
plate. (You can use the keyword WINDOWTEMPLATE as a synonym for 
DLGTEMPLATE.) The resource compiler converts this template to a binary 
form and stores it in the program's EXE file with a resource type ID of RT_DI
ALOG. The IDD_ABOUT identifier, which is defined in ABOUTl.H as 1, is 
the resource name ID. 

The definition of the dialog box is enclosed in a pair of curly brackets or 
between BEGIN and END statements. Within this first set of curly braces you 
define one (and only one) main window. In the ABOUTl dialog box template, 
this window is specified by the DIALOG statement. The various child control 
windows within this dialog box are then nested in another set of curly braces 
following the DIALOG statement. 

Using the DIALOG statement implies that the dialog box window is to be 
based on the WC_FRAME window class, the same window class used to create 
a standard frame window. The general format of the DIALOG statement is as 
follows: 

DIALOG "text ", ChildID , x , y , width, heig ht [,window sty l e ] [,creation flags] 

The "text" field is the text that would appear in the dialog box's title bar if it 
had one. (Some modal dialog boxes do; some do not.) Because the dialog box 
window will be a top-level window, the Child ID field isn't important, so in 
this example it's set to 0. 

The next four fields specify the position and size of the dialog box window. 
The x and y values are the position of the lower-left corner of the dialog box 
window relative to the lower-left corner of its owner, which is usually the pro
gram's client window. These coordinates and sizes are not in units of pixels; 
they're in special units used only in dialog box templates. I'll describe the dia
log box coordinate system in the next section. 

The optional window style field of the DIALOG statement is a combination 
of identifiers beginning with WS ("window style"), just like the window style 
used in the WinCreateStdWindow function. WS_ VISIBLE is not required for a 
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modal dialog box. This is followed by creation flags beginning with FCF, like 
the ftFrameFlags parameter passed to the WinCreateStdWindow function. The 
FCF _DLGBORDER flag is normal for a modal dialog box and causes the dia
log box to have a normal dialog box border. 

Following the DIALOG statement is a set of curly braces enclosing other 
statements that define all child control windows to be created on the surface of 
the dialog box window. In the ABOUTl dialog box template, these statements 
begin with CTEXT, ICON, and DEFPUSHBUTTON, all of which are keywords 
recognized by the resource compiler. The CTEXT keyword stands for "centered 
text." CTEXT specifies a control window based on the WC_STATIC window 
class with the following window style: 

SS_TEXT I DT_CENTER I WS_GROUP 

This should look somewhat familiar, because we used the WC_STATIC class 
and the SS_ TEXT window style in the COLORSCR program in Chapter 11. 
(I'll discuss the WS_GROUP identifier later in this chapter.) Our dialog box 
template has three CTEXT statements for the dialog box's three lines of cen
tered text. 

The CTEXT statement has a format similar to that of the DIALOG statement: 

CTEXT "text", ChildID, x, y, width, height [. window style] 

The "text" field is the window's text. In the ABOUTl dialog box template, the 
ChildID field for the CTEXT control windows is set to -1 because the child ID 
isn't used by the program. The x and y fields specify the position of the lower
left corner of the control window relative to the lower-left corner of the dialog 
box window. For the optional window style field, you can use WS ("window 
style") or SS ("static style") identifiers to alter the default style of the control 
window. 

The ICON statement specifies another window based on the WC_STATIC 
class, this one with a window style of 

SS_ICON I WS_GROUP 

The ICON statement has a format similar to the CTEXT statement, except 
that the first field is the resource name ID of an icon. The height and width 
fields are ignored because icons have a standard size based on the resolution 
of the display. 

The DEFPUSHBUTTON statement specifies a push button based on the 
window class WC_BUTTON with the window style 

BS_PUSHBUTTON BS_OEFAULT WS_TABSTOP 
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The BS_DEFAULT style makes this a default push button, which has a wider 
border than a normal button. I'll discuss the WS_TABSTOP style later in this 
chapter. The child ID of this push button is set to DID_OK. This is an identifier 
defined in PMWIN.H that is often used for default push buttons in dialog boxes. 

The dialog box template in ABOUT I.RC thus defines six windows. The par
ent is based on the WC_DIALOG window class and has five children. Four of 
the children are based on the WC_STATIC window class, and the fifth is based 
on WC_BUTTON. 

DI ALOG BOX COORDINATES 
The coordinates and sizes specified in the DIALOG, CTEXT, ICON, and DEF
PUSHBUTTON statements are in special units used only within dialog box 
templates. The horizontal (x) coordinates and sizes are in units of one fourth 
the average width of a system font character; the vertical (y) coordinates and 
sizes are in units of one eighth the height of a system font character. Thus the 
ABOUTl dialog box has a width of 50 characters (200 units) and a height of 11 
characters (88 units) . These special dialog box coordinates allow you to design 
dialog box templates that retain the same general appearance regardless of the reso
lution of the video display. Because a system font character is roughly twice as high 
as it is wide, the horizontal and vertical coordinates are about the same. 

For the dialog box window itself, the position of the window is relative to 
the lower-left corner of its owner (which is generally the client window in the 
program that displays the dialog box). The positions of the control windows are 
relative to the lower-left corner of their parent, which is the dialog box window. 

You'll note that the height of the CTEXT window controls in ABOUTl is 8 
units. That's one character. The height of the push button is 16 units (two 
characters) because the height must include the border of the button. For static 
text controls, the minimum width of the window in dialog box units must be 
four times the number of characters. To determine the minimum width of a 
push button, add 2 to the number of characters and then multiply by 4. 

THE DIALOG PROCEDURE 

A program that includes a dialog box must have a dialog procedure that pro
cesses messages to the dialog window. This dialog procedure looks a lot like a 
normal window procedure. The AboutDlgProc dialog procedure in ABOUT! .C 
looks like this: 

MRESULT EXPENTRY AboutDlgProc (HWND hwnd. ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
( 

switc h Cmsg) 
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case WM_COMMAND: 
switch CCOM MANDMSGC&msgJ->cmdJ 

{ 

case O ID_OK: 
case DID_CANCEL : 

break ; 

WinDismi ss Dlg ( hwn d, TRUEl 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefDlgProc (hwnd, msg. mpl. mp2 J ; 

Within AboutDlgProc, the hwnd parameter is the window handle of the dialog 
box window. 

Dialog procedures are often much simpler than client window procedures 
because they needn't worry about painting the window or processing key
board or mouse input. Aside from possible initialization, a dialog procedure 
does little but process messages from child window controls on the dialog box 
window. AboutDlgProc processes only the WM_ COMMAND message that the 
push button sends to its owner when the button is clicked on. 

The dialog procedure calls WinDefDlgProc rather than WinDefWindowProc 
for all messages it doesn't process. This is one major difference between a dia
log procedure and a window procedure. There are some other differences that 
I'll discuss in more detail later in this chapter. (For example, a dialog procedure 
doesn't receive a WM_ CREATE message. Instead, you must do initialization 
during the special WM_INITDLG message.) 

The dialog box destroys itself by calling WinDismissDlg. In AboutDlgProc, it 
does this when it receives a WM_ COMMAND message with the low USHORT 
of mpl (the child window ID or cmd field when using the COMMAND MSG 
macro) equal to DID_OK or DID_CANCEL. 

The push button window sends a WM_ COMMAND message to its owner 
(the dialog box window) when the user clicks on the push button or presses 
the spacebar when the push button has the input focus. The low USHORT of 
mpl is the push button's child ID, which is DID_OK. 

AboutDlgProcalso calls WinDismissDlgwhen it receives a WM_COMMAND 
message with the low USHORT of mpl equal to DID_CANCEL. This message 
is generated by WinDefDlgProc when the user presses the Escape key. Thus, 
we're also allowing the user to get rid of the dialog box by pressing Escape. When 
the user presses the Enter key, WinDefDlgProc generates a WM_ COMMAND 
message with the low USHORT of mpl equal to the child ID of the default 
push button in the dialog box. This is another part of the keyboard interface 
that the Presentation Manager adds to control windows organized in a dialog 
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box. When this dialog box is displayed, the user can make it go away by pressing 
the spacebar, Enter key, or Escape key or by clicking the button with the mouse. 

CRE ATI NG THE DIALOG BOX WINDOW 
A program creates a modal dialog box window by calling WinDlgBox. ABOUT! 
calls WinDlgBox from ClientWndProc when the user selects About from the 
program's menu: 

Wi nD lgBox (HWND_DESKTOP, hwnd, AboutOlgProc, 
NULLHANOLE, IDD_ABOUT, NULL) ; 

The parameter AboutDlgProc is the address of the dialog procedure; 
IDD_ABOUT is the resource name ID of the dialog box template. The Win
DlgBox function creates the dialog box window and the child control windows 
based on the template and displays the dialog box. AboutDlgProc then processes 
messages to the dialog box window. When AboutDlgProc calls WinDismissDlg, 
the dialog box window is destroyed. Only then does the WinDlgBox function 
return control to ClientWndProc. 

The general syntax of the WinDlgBox function is 

ulResult - WinDlgBox (hwndParen t , hwndOwne r , lpfnDlgProc , 
hmod , idResour ce , pCreateParams ) ; 

Dialog boxes are usually top-level windows, so hwndParent is set to HWND _ -
DESKTOP. The dialog box is positioned relative to the lower-left comer of the win
dow indicated by the hwndOwner parameter; this is usually the client window. 

The hmod parameter is the module containing the dialog box template re
source, and idResource is the resource name ID. As with all resources, specifying 
NULLHANDLE for hmod directs the Presentation Manager to load the resource 
from the program's EXE file. The pCreateParams parameter is a pointer that is 
passed to the dialog procedure during the WM_INITDLG message. (I'll explain 
how this works when we get to the PATTERNS program later in this chapter.) 

The value returned from WinDlgBox is the second parameter passed to 
WinDismissDlgwhen the dialog window is destroyed. ABOUT! doesn't check 
this value, but many dialog boxes contain two push buttons labeled OK and 
Cancel. Customarily, the dialog box procedure passes TRUE to WinDismissDlg 
when OK is clicked and FALSE when Cancel is clicked. Thus, the client window 
procedure can determine from the return value of WinDlgProcwhether the dia
log box was exited with OK or Cancel. (We'll find a use for this in the PATTERNS 
program.) Note also that the second parameter to WinDismissDlgand the re
turn value from WinDlgBox are ULONGs, so this value need not be limited to 
a simple BOOL variable, and can indeed be a pointer. 
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The WinDlgBox function doesn't return until WinDismissDlg is called 
within the dialog procedure. While the dialog box is displayed, the program's 
other windows are disabled and can't receive user input. However, the client 
window procedure can still receive other messages such as WM_PAINT or 
WM_ TIMER, so be alert to possible reentrance problems when you call 
WinDlgBox. 

THE "NEW BUTTON" ABOUT BOX 

You'll recall that in Chapter 11 you createq your own window class for a new 
push button control. Let's use that new push button in a dialog box. 

The statements in the ABOUTl.RC dialog box template beginning with the 
words CTEXT, ICON, and DEFPUSHBUTTON are simply convenient ways of 
defining what classes and styles of child window controls you want in the dia
log box. Rather than use these keyw0rds, you can use statements beginning 
with the keyword CONTROL or WINDOW. (The two keywords are synony
mous.) The general syntax of a CONTROL statement is 

CONTROL "text", ChildID, x, y, width, height. class [, style] 

The second-to-last field is a window class. The last field (which is optional but 
almost always present) specifies the window style. 

For example, rather than use 

DEFPUSHBUTTON "OK", DID_OK, B0, 8, 40, 16, WS_GROUP 

you can use 

CONTROL "OK", DID_OK, 80, 8, 40, 16, WC_BUTTON. 
BS_PUSHBUTTON I BS_DEFAULT I WS_VISIBLE I WS_TABSTOP I WS_GROUP 

These two statements are equivalent. With the exception of the WS_TABSTOP 
and WS_GROUP window styles (which I'll explain later in this chapter), the 
information in the CONTROL statement might clarify what the Presentation 
Manager does when it creates a dialog box. The various fields of the CON
TROL statement translate into parameters used in a WinCreateWindow call: 
WC_BUTTON specifies the window class, BS_PUSHBUTTON and BS_DEF
PUSHBUTTON are button styles, and WS_ VISIBLE is a window style. 

The DEFPUSHBUTTON keyword is recognized only by the resource com
piler. The resource compiler constructs an entry in the binary RES file that 
contains all information explicitly indicated in the equivalent CONTROL 
statement. But one advantage of the CONTROL statement is that it lets you go 
beyond the predefined types of control keywords that the resource compiler 
recognizes. 
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for example, suppose you define a window class in your program with the 

3111e "NewBtn:' as we did in Chapter 11. In that case you can use a CONTROL 
~taternent like this in a dialog box template: 

CONTROL "OK". DID_OK, 80, 8, 40, 16, "New8tn", 
ws_v1s1BLE J ws_TABSTOP J ws_G ROUP 

ote that the "NewBtn" window class has replaced the WC_BUTTON identi
fier and that the BS_PUSHBUTTON and BS_DEFAULT identifiers have been 
removed. The only requirement is that you register the "NewBtn" class in the 
program before you call WinDlgBox for the first time. 

To prove that this works, the ABOUT2 program shown in Listing 14.2 creates 
an About box with our new style of push button. 

Listing 14.2: The ABOUT2 program 

The ABOUT2.MAK File 

g-------------- -------
0 ABOUT2.MAK make file 
9------····-·· ----··---

about2 .exe : about2.obj newbtn.obj about2.def about2.res 
SCPRGLINKJ about2 newbtn. about2, NUL. $(PRGLIBJ, about2 
re about2 .res 

about2.obj : about2 . c about.h 
SCPRGCCJ about2 . c 

newbtn.obj : newbtn.c 
S(PRGCC) newbtn.c 

about2.res : about2.rc about . h about.ico 
S(PRGRCJ about2 

The ABOUT2.C File 

!•····-·-------- --·----··------------------------·------····· 
ABOUT2.C -- Demonstration of About Box with New 30 Button 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
··---------------· --·- ------- ------- ---·--·---- --- ---------• / 

f/defi ne INC L_WIN 
#include <os 2.h> 
Uinclude "about.h" 

VOID AP!ENT RY Register ewBtnClass CHABJ ~~-...._/ ,_/ ...:;.In NEWBTN.C 
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Listing 14.2: The ABOUT2 program (Continued) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND, ULONG , MPARAM. MPARAMJ 
MRESULT EXPENTRY AboutDlgProc (HWND, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMI 

int main (void) 
( 

static CHAR szClientClass[] - "About2" ; 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR FCF_SYSMENU 

FCF _SIZEBORDER FCF _MINMAX 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION FCF_TASKLIST 
FCF _MENU FCF _ICON ; 

HAB hab ; 
HMO hmq ; 
HWND hwndFrame, hwndClient ; 
QMSG qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 01 

RegisterNewBtnClass Chab) ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, 0L, 01 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow CHWND_DESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags. szClientClass, NULL, 
0L, 0, ID_RESOURCE, &hwndClientJ ; 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmql 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp21 
( 

switch (msg I 
( 

case WM_COMMAND: 
switch CCOMMANDMSG(&msgJ->cmdl 

( 

case IDM_NEW: 
case IDM_OPEN: 
case IDM_SAVE: 
case IDM_SAVEAS: 

WinAlarm CHWND_DESKTOP , WA_NOTE) 
return 0 ; 
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Listing 14.2: The ABOUT2 program (Continued) 

case IDM_ABOUT: 
WinDlgBox CHWND_DESKTOP, hwnd, AboutDlgProc, 

NULLHANDLE, IDD_ABOUT, NULL) ; 
return 0 ; 

break ; 

case WM_ERASEBACKGROUND: 
return MRFROMSHORT (ll 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY AboutDlgProc CHWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

switch Cmsgl 
{ 

case WM_COMMAND: 
switch CCOMMANDMSG(&msg)->cmdl 

{ 

case DID_OK: 
case DID_CANCEL: 

WinDismissDlg (hwnd, TRUE) 
return 0 ; 

break ; 

return WinDefDlgProc Chwnd, msg, mpl, mp2) 

1he ABOUT2.RC File 

'* _________ ----- ---- -------- -- ----
ABOUT2. RC resource script file 

--------- ----------- ------ - -----*/ 

#include <os2.h> 
#incl ude "about . h" 

POINTER ID_RESOURCE about.ico 

MENU ID_RESOURCE 
( 

SUBMENU "-File", 
{ 

MENUITEM "-New" , 

IDM_FILE 

IDM_NEW 
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Listing 14.2: The ABOUT2 program (Continued) 

MENUITEM "-Open ... ", 
MENUITEM ·-save", 
MENU ITEM "Save -As . . . ". 
MENUITEM SEPARATOR 
MENUITEM "A-bout . . . •. 

IDM_OPEN 
IDM_SAVE 
IDM_SAVEAS 

} 

DLGTEMPLATE IDD_ABOUT 
[ 

IOM_ABOUT 

DIALOG"", 0, 32, 32, 200 . BB .. FCF_DLGBORDER 
( 

CTEXT "About2" 
ICON ID_RESOURCE 
CTEXT "Sample ""About"" Dialog Box" 
CTEXT "Copyright (c) Charles Petzold, 1993" 

-1 . 
-1. 
-1, 

-1. 

10, 64, 1B0, 
B. 56, 0, 

10, 40, 1B0, 
10, 32, 180. 

CONTROL "OK" DID_OK, 80, 8, 40, 
"NewBtn" , WS_VISIBLE I WS_TABSTOP I WS_GROUP 

The ABOUT2.DEF File 

; ABOUT2.DEF module definition file 

NAME ABOUT2 WINDOWAPl 

B 
0 
8 
8 

16, 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

' About Box with New Button (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 

Compiling this program requires the NEWBTN.C file from Chapter 11 and 
the ABOUT.Hand ABOUT.I CO files from Listing 14.1. 

The ABOUT2.RC resource script file is the same as ABOUTl.RC, except 
that a CONTROL statement specifying the "NewBtn" window class replaces 
the DEFPUSHBUTTON statement in ABOUTl.RC. The ABOUT2.C program 
is nearly the same as ABOUT LC, except that ABOUT2 calls the RegisterNewBtn
Class function (in NEWBTN.C) from main. Figure 14.2 shows the dialog box 
created by ABOUT2. 
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Figure 14.2: The ABOUT2 dialog box 

A MORE COMPLEX DIALOG BOX 
Now that we've mastered the basics, we're ready to create dialog boxes with 
more than just a single button. In Chapter 11 we wrote a program called 
DRAWLINE that created some radio buttons on its client window and drew a 
line based on a specified line pattern and color. The PATTDLG program, 
shown in Listing 14.3, is similar except that it uses a dialog box. 

Listing 14.3: The PATTDLG program 

The PATTDLG.MAK File 

II- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
if PATTDLG.MAK make file 
if- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

pattdlg.exe : pattdlg.obj pattdlg.def pattdlg.res 
$(PRGLINK) pattdlg, pattdlg, NUL, $(PRGLJB), pattdlg 
re pattdlg.res 

pattdlg.obj : pattdlg.c pattdlg.h 
S(PRGCC) pattdlg.c 

pattdlg.res : pattdlg.rc pattdlg.h 
$(PRGRC) pattdlg 

il'he PATTDLG.C File 

/*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

PATTDLG .C -- Select GPI Patterns from Dialog Box 
Cc) Charles Petzold, 1993 

----- - --- - - - -- - -- --- ------ - - - --- ------ - --- --- -- - - -*/ 

#define INCL_WIN 
#define INCL_GPI 
#include <os2 . h> 
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Listing 14.3: The PATTDLG program (Continued) 

#include "pattdlg.h" 

typedef struct 
{ 

INT iPattern 
INT iColor : 
BOOL fBorder 
) 

PATTERNSOATA 

typedef PATTERNSDATA *PPATTERNSDATA 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMl 
MRESULT EXPENTRY AboutDlgProc (HWND, ULONG, MPARAM. MPARAM) 
MRESULT EXPENTRY PatternDlgProc (HWND, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAM) 

#define WM_USER_QUERYSAVE CWM_USER + 1) 

HAB hab 

int main (void) 

static CHAR szClientClass[J - "PattDlg" ; 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR FCF_SYSMENU 

HMO hmq ; 

FCF_SIZEBORDER FCF_MINMAX 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION FCF_TASKLIST 
FCF_MENU 

HWND hwndFrame, hwndClient ; 
QMSG qmsg ; 

hab - Wininitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWND_DESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass. NULL, 
0L, 0, ID_RESOURCE, &hwndClient) ; 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) ; 

WinSendMsg (hwndClient, WM_USER_QUERYSAVE, NULL, NULL) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate (hab) : 
return 0 ; 
J 
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Listing 14.3: The PATTDLG program (Continued) 

HRESULT EXPENTRY Clien t WndProc (HWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2J 
( 

static CH AR szAppName [] - "PATTDLG" ; 

static CHAk szKeyName [] - "SETTINGS" 
stati c INT cxClient, cyClient ; 

static PATTERNSDATA pdCurrent - { IDD_DENSEl, IDD_ BKGRND, TRUE ] 
HPS hps ; 

PO INTL ptl ; 

ULO NG ul Data Length 

switch (msgJ 
{ 

case WM_CREATE: 
ulDataLength - sizeof pdCurrent ; 

PrfQueryProfileOata CHINI_USERPROFILE, szAppName, szKeyName, 
&pdCurrent, & ulOataLengthJ ; 

return 0 

case WM_SIZE: 
cxClient - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2J 
cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP Cmp2J 
re t urn 0 

case WM_COMMAND: 
switch (COMMANDMSGC&msg) -> cmd) 

( 

case IDM_PATTERNS: 
if (WinDlgBox (HWND_OESKTOP, hwnd, PatternOlgProc, 

NULLHANDLE , IDD_PATTERNS, &pdCurrent)) 

Winlnval idateRect (hwnd, NULL, FALSE) ; 
return 0 ; 

case IDM_ABOUT: 

break ; 

case WM_PAINT: 

WinDlgBox CHWND_DESKTOP, hwnd, AboutOlgProc, 
NULLHANDLE, IDD_ABOUT, NULL) ; 

return 0 ; 

hps - WinBeg i nPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE, NULL) 
GpiErase (hpsJ ; 

GpiSetColor (hps, pdCurrent.iColor -
TDD_BKGRND + CLR_BACKGROUNOJ 

GpiSetPattern (hps. pdCurrent.iPattern -
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Listing 14.3: The PATTDLG program (Continued) 

IDD_DENSEl + PATSYM_DENSEl) 

ptl . x - cxClient I 4 ; 
ptl .y - cyClient I 4 ; 
Gpi Move ( hps. &ptl l ; 

ptl .x *- 3 ; 
ptl .y *- 3 ; 
GpiBox (hps, pdCurrent.fBorder ? DRO_OUTLINEFILL DRO_ FILL, 

&ptl, 0L. 0LJ ; 

WinEndPaint Chps) ; 
return 0 ; 

case WM_USER_QUERYSAVE: 
if CMBID_YES -- WinMessageBox CHWND_DESKTOP, hwnd. 

"Save current settings?", szAppName, 0, 
MB_YESNO I MB_QUERYll 

l 

PrfWriteProfileData CHINI_USERPROFILE. szAppName. szKeyName. 
&pdCurrent, sizeof pdCurrentl ; 

return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc Chwnd, msg, mpl, mp2) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY AboutDlgProc CHWND hwnd, ULDNG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
( 

switch (msgl 
( 

case WM_COMMAND: 
switch CCOMMANDMSGC&msgl->cmd) 

( 

case OID_OK: 
case DID_CANCEL: 

WinDismissDlg (hwnd, TRUE) 
return 0 ; 

break ; 

return WinDefDlgProc (hwnd. msg, mpl, mp2) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY PatternOlgProc CHWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl. MPARAM mp2) 
( 

static PATTERNSDATA pdlocal ; 
static PPATTERNSDATA ppdCurrent 

switch (msg) 
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case WM_INITDLG: 
ppdCurrent - PVOIDFROMMP (mp2) 
pdLocal - *ppdCurrent 
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WinCheckButton Chwnd. pdLocal .iPattern, TRUE) ; 
WinCheckButton Chwnd, pdLocal.iColor, TRUE) ; 
WinCheckButton (hwnd, IDD_BORDER, pdLocal .fBorder) 

WinSetFocus CHWND_DESKTOP, 
WinWindowFromlD (hwnd, pdLocal .iPatternJ) 

return MRFROMSHORT (1) ; 

case WM_CONTROL: 
if CSHORTlFROMMP (mpll >- IDD_DENSEl && 

SHORTlFROMMP Cmpl ) <- IDD_DIAGHATCHJ 
( 

WinCheckButton Chwnd, pdLocal . iPa t tern. FALSE ) ; 
pdLocal .iPattern - SHORTlFROMMP (mpl) ; 
Wi nCheckButton (hwnd, pd Local. i Pattern, TRUE) ; 
} 

else if (SHORTlFROMMP (mpll >- IDD_BKGRND && 
SHORTlFROMMP Cmpll <- IDD_PALEGRAY) 

WinCheckButton (hwnd. pdLocal .iColo r . FALSE) 
pdLocal .iColor - SHORTlFROMMP (mpl) ; 
WinCheckButton (hwnd, pdLocal .iColor, TRUE) ; 
} 

return 0 ; 

case WM_COMMAND: 
switch (COMMANDMSG(&msg) ->cmd) 

( 

case DID_OK : 
pdLocal .fBorder - WinOueryButtonCheckstate 

(hwnd. IDD_BORDER) 
*ppdCurrent - pdLocal ; 

WinDismissDlg (hwnd. TRUE) 
return 0 ; 

case DID_CANCEL: 

break ; 

WinDismissDlg Chwnd, FALSE) 
return 0 

return WinDefDlgProc Chwnd, msg, mpl, mp2) 
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Listing 14.3: The PATTDLG program (Continued) 

The PATTDLG.H File 

/*----- - - - - -- ---- - - -- - - - -

PATTDLG.H header file 
---- - ----- - - - --- ----- --*/ 

4fodefi ne ID_RESOURCE 

#define IDM_SELECT 

#define IDM_PATTERNS 
#define IDM_ABOUT 

#define IDD_ABOUT 
#define I DD_PA TT ER NS 

#define IDD_DENSEl 

1 

10 
11 

2 

10 
4fodefi ne 
#define 

IDD_D I AGHA TCH 
IDD_BKGRND 

(lDD_DENSEl + 18) 
30 

4fodefi ne 
#define 

IDD_PA LEGRA Y 
IDD_BORDER 

(!DD_BKGRND + 15) 
50 

The PATTDLG.RC File 

/*- - ---- - - -- ---- -- --- -- - - - - - - --- - - -

PATTDLG.RC resource script file 
---------------------------------*/ 

#include <os2 .h> 
#include "pattdlg.h" 

MENU ID_RESOURCE 
( 

SUBMENU "-Select", 
( 

IDM_SELECT 

MENU ITEM "-Pattern and Col or ... ", IDM_PATTERNS 
MENUITEM SEPARATOR 
MENU ITEM "A-bout ... ", IDM_ABOUT 
) 

DLGTEMPLATE IDD_ABOUT 
( 

DIALOG "", 0, 32, 32, 200, 88,, FCF_DLGBORDER 
( 

CTEXT "PattDlg" -1. 10. 64, 180, 8 
CTEXT "Select Patterns from Dialog Box" -1. 
CTEXT "Copyright (c) Charles Petzold, 1993" -1, 

10, 40, 180, 8 
10, 32, 180, 8 
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Listing 14.3: The PATTDLG program (Continued) 

- DEFPUSHBUTTON "OK" 
) 

OLGTEMPLATE IDD_PATTERNS 
( 

DID_OK, 80, 8, 40, 16, WS_GROUP 

DIALOG" ", 0 , 8, 8, 280 , 194,, FCF_ DLGBORDER 
{ 

"Pattern" 
"Dense l " 
"Dense 2" 
"Dense 3" 
"Dense 4" 

"Dense 5" 
"Dense 6" 
"Dense 7" 
"Dense 8" 
"Vert" 
"Hori z" 
"Di ag l" 
"Diag 2" 
"Di ag 3" 

"Di ag 4" 
"No Shade" 
"Solid" 
"Halftone" 
"Hatch" 

-1. 
IDD_DENSEl + 0, 
IDD_DENSEl + 1, 

IDD_DENSEl + 2, 

8 , 30, 128 , 158 
12, 162, 56, 12, WS_GROUP 
12. 148, 56 , 12 
12, 134, 56, 12 

IDD_DENSEl + 3. 12, 120, 56, 12 
IDD_DENSEl + 4, 12, 106, 56, 12 
IDD_DENSEl + 5, 12, 92, 56, 12 
IDD_DENSEl + 6, 12, 78, 56, 12 
IDD_DENSEl + 7, 12, 64, 56, 12 
IDD_DENSEl + 8, 12, 50 , 56, 12 
JDD_DENSEl + 9, 12, 36, 56, 12 
JDD_DENSEl + 10, 70, 162, 60, 12 
IDD_DENSEl + 11. 70, 148, 60, 12 
IDD_DENSEl + 12, 
IDD_DENSEl + 13, 
JDD_DENSEl + 14, 
IDD_DENSEl + 15, 
IDD_DENSEl + 16, 
IDD_DENSEl + 17, 

70. 134, 
70, 120, 
70 , 106, 
70, 92, 
70' 78' 
70, 64, 

GROUPBOX 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIOBUTTO N 
RADIOBUTTON 
RAOIOBUTTON 
RADIOBUTTON 
RAD!OBUTTON 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIO BUTTON 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIOBUTT ON 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIOBUTTO N 
RADIOBUTTON 
GROUPBOX 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIO BUTTON 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIOBUTT ON 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIOBUTTON 
RADIOBUTTON 

"Diag Hatch" , IDD_DENSEl + 18 , 70' 50' 

60, 
60, 
60, 
60, 
60, 
60, 
60, 

12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 

"Col or" 
"Backgrnd" 
"Blue" 
"Red" 
"Pink" 
"Green " 
"Cyan" 
"Yell ow" 
"Neutral" 
"Dk Gray" 
"Dk Blue" 
"Dk Red" 
"Dk Pink" 
"Dk Green" 
"Dk Cyan" 

RADIOBUTTON "Brown" 
RADIOBUTTON "Pl Gray" 
AUTOCHECKBOX "Border" 
DEFPUSHBUTTON "OK" 
PUSHBUTTON 
) 

"Cance l" 

-1. 144, 58, 128 , 130 
IDD_BKGRND + 0, 148, 162, 56, 12 , WS_GROUP 
I DD_BKGRND + 1. 148, 148, 56, 12 
IOD_BKGRND + 2, 148, 134, 56, 12 
IDD_BKGRND + 3, 148, 120 , 56, 12 
IDD_BKGRND + 4, 148, 106, 56, 12 
IDD_BKGRND + 5, 148, 92, 56, 12 
I DD_BKGRND + 6, 148, 78 , 56, 12 
IDD_BKGRND + 7 , 148, 64. 56, 12 
IDD_BKGRND + 8, 212 . 162, 56, 12 
IDD_BKGRND + 9, 212, 148. 56, 12 
IDD_BKGRND + 10, 212. 134, 56, 12 
IDD_BKGRND + 11, 212, 120. 56, 12 
IDD_BKGRND + 12. 212, 106, 56, 12 
IDD_BKGRND + 13. 212, 92 , 56, 12 
IDD_BKGRND + 14, 212, 
IDD_BKGRND + 15, 212, 
IDD_BORDER, 148, 
DID_OK . 66, 
DID_CANCEL, 162, 

78, 
64. 
30 , 
8, 
8, 

56, 
56, 
56, 
52, 
52. 

12 
12 
12, WS_GROUP 
16 , WS_GROUP 
16, WS_GROU P 
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Listing 14.3: The PATTDLG program (Continued) 

The PATTDLG.DEF File 

; PATTDLG.DEF module definition file 

NAME PATTDLG WINDDWAPI 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

'Select GPI Pattterns from Dialog Box (cl Charles Petzold, 1993 ' 

PATTDLG draws a filled rectangle in its client window using the GpiBoxfunc
tion. You use the dialog box to select the fill pattern and color and to choose 
whether you want a border. The dialog box (shown in Figure 14.3) contains 
one group of radio buttons for the pattern and another group for the color, 
one check box for the border, and the two push buttons OK and Cancel. Click
ing the Cancel button destroys the dialog box without changing PATTERNS's 
client window. 
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Figure 14.3: The PATTDLG dialog box 
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CRE AT ION PARAMETERS 

PATTDLG draws a box within its client window based on a pattern and color 
you select within the dialog box. Let's first examine how ClientWndProc and 
the PatternDlgProc dialog box procedure pass data between each other. 

Near the top of PATTDLG.C is the definition of a structure named PATTERNS
DATA. This structure contains three fields ( iPattern, iColor, and fBorder) that 
provide all the information ClientWndProc needs to draw the patterned box in 
the client window. Within ClientWndProc, a static variable of type PATTERNS
DATA is defined and initialized as 

static PATTERNSDATA pdCurrent = { IDD_DENSEl, IDD_BKGRND, TRUE } ; 

The IDD _DENSEl and IDD _BKGRND identifiers are defined in PATTDLG.H 
and used in PATTDLG.RC for child window IDs of the radio buttons. These are 
the default values when you first run the program. During the WM_PAINT 
message, ClientWndProc uses the three fields of pd Current to set the color: 

GpiSetColor (hps, pdCurrent.iColor -
IDD_BKGRND + CLR_BACKGROUND) 

and the pattern: 

GpiSetPattern (hps, pdCurrent.iPattern -
IDD_DENSEl + PATSYM_DENSEl) 

and to determine whether a border should be drawn: 

GpiBox (hps, pdCurrent.fBorder ? DRO_OUTLINEFILL : DRO_FILL, 
&ptl, 0L, 0U ; 

When you select the Pattern and Color option from the menu, ClientWnd
Proc receives a WM_ COMMAND message that has a cmd field ofIDM_PAT
TERNS. Here's how it's processed: 

case IDM_PATTERN S: 
if (WinDlgBox (HWND_DESKTOP, hwnd, PatternDlgProc, 

NULLHANDLE, IDD_PATTERNS, &pdCurrent)) 

WininvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL, FALSE) ; 
return 0 ; 

A pointer to the pdCurrent structure is passed as the last parameter to 
WinDlgBoxwhen you invoke the dialog box. This is the "creation parameters" 
(pCreateParams) field of WinDlgBox. You use this field to pass data to the 
dialog box procedure. 
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Within PatternDlgProc, both a structure of type PATTERNSDATA and a 
pointer to a PATTERNSDATA structure are defined 

static PATTERNSDATA pdLocal ; 
static PPATTERNSDATA ppdCurrent ; 

During the WM_INITDLG message, mp2 has been set equal to the last parame
ter of the WinDlgBox call that invoked the dialog box procedure. In PatternDlg
Proc the pointer is saved in ppdCurrent. 

ppdCurrent = PVOIDFROMMP (mp2) ; 

The entire structure is also copied to pdLocal with a simple assignment statement: 

pdLocal - *ppdCurrent ; 

I'll discuss the remainder of the WM_INITDLG message processing shortly. 
As the dialog box is displayed and the user clicks the various radio buttons 

and so forth, PatternDlgProc uses pdLocal to store the selected values. How
ever, if ClientWndProc needs to repaint its client window while the dialog box 
is still displayed, it continues to use the values stored in pdCurrent. 

You can exit the dialog box by selecting the OK or Cancel button. When you 
select the OK button, PatternDlgProc copies the pdLocal structure back to the 
structure referenced by the pointer it obtained during the WM_INITDLG 
message: 

*ppdCurrent - pdLocal ; 

The ppdCurrentpointer points to the pdCurrentstructure within ClientWnd
Proc. PatternDlgProcthen calls WinDismissDlgwith a second parameter of TRUE: 

WinDismissDlg (hwnd. TRUE) ; 

If you select Cancel from the dialog box, the structure is not copied, and the 
second paramter of WinDismissDlg is set to FALSE: 

WinDismissDlg (hwnd, FALSE) ; 

In either case, the dialog box is destroyed, and the second parameter of Win
DismissDlg is returned from the original call to WinDlgBox within ClientWnd
Proc. If WinDlgBox returns TRUE, ClientWndProc invalidates the window: 

if (WinDlgBox (HWND_DESKTOP, hwnd, PatternDlgProc, 
NULLHANDLE. IDD_PATTERNS, &pdCurrent)) 

WininvalidateRect Chwnd, NULL. FALSE); 

This generates a WM_PAINT message and the client window is repainted with 
the new fields of pdCurrent. 
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You can simplify some of this logic somewhat by eliminating the PATTERNS
DATA structure and by using global variables to store the current pattern, color, 
and border used within ClientWndProc. During the WM_INITDLG message, 
patternDlgProcwould copy these variables to local static variables for use within 
the dialog box procedure. When you select OK, PatternDlgProc then assigns the 
global variable~ fro~ the final val~es of the local. variables. 

This alternative usmg global vanables may be srmpler, but the approach used 
in PATTDLG is more structured. If you want to use the same dialog box proce
dure for more than one purpose (for example, if ClientWndProcdisplayed both 
a box and an ellipse and allowed you to change either from menu options), 
using the creation parameters is obviously preferable. 

WO RK ING WITH RADIO BUTTONS 
Each group of radio buttons in PATTDLG is enclosed in a group box, which 
is a WC_STATIC window that we also used in the DRAWLINE program in 
Chapter 11. In the dialog box template, this window style is indicated by the 
GROUPBOX statements. The first GROUPBOX statement in the dialog box 
template is followed by 19 RADIOBUTTON statements, which specify control 
windows based on the WC_BUTTON window class and the BS_RADIOBUT
TON button style. The text fields of the 19 radio buttons correspond to the 19 
GPI fill patterns. 

A radio button width must accommodate the text plus two characters for 
the button itself. A height of 12 units is adequate for displaying the text and 
button along with a dotted line that surrounds the radio button text when it 
has the input focus. I use 14 units for spacing the radio buttons vertically. 

The 19 radio buttons have child IDs ranging from IDD_DENSEl to (IDD_
DENSEl + 18). In PATTERNS.H I've defined identifiers for the first and last 
child IDs of these 19 controls: 

#defin e I OD_ DEN SEl 10 

#defin e IDD_ DI AGHATCH CIDD_ DENSE l + 18) 

Painting logic in ClientWndProc requires that the child IDs of the push 
buttons be consecutive and in the same order as the corresponding PATSYM 
identifiers. 

After PatternDlgProc copies the current settings to the pdLocal structure in 
the WM_INITDLG message, it must initialize the radio buttons by sending 
them BM_SETCHECK messages. Normally, if you want to send a message to a 
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child window and you don't know the window handle, you first must call Win
WindowFromID to get the window handle and then call WinSendMsg: 

hwndChil d = Wi nWi ndowFromID ( hwnd, pd Local. i Pattern l 

WinSendMsg (hwndChild, BM_SETCHECK, 
MPFROM2SHORT (TRUE, 0), NULL) : 

For these buttons, the iPattern field of pdLocal is a child ID of one of the 
radio buttons. When you're working with dialog boxes, there's a single func
tion that sends a message based on the handle of its parent (which is hwnd) 
and the child ID of the control (pdLocal.iPattern): 

WinSendDlgitemMsg (hwnd, pdLocal.iPattern, BM_SETCHECK, 
MPFROM2SHORT (TRUE, 0). NULL) ; 

The WinSendDlgitemMsg sends a message to a child window based on the 
handle of its parent (hwnd) and the child ID of the control (pdLocal.iPattern). 

Even simpler is the macro: 

WinCheckButton (hwnd, pdLocal.iPattern, TRUE) : 

The first time the dialog box is displayed, pdLocal. iPattern equals !DD _DENSE!, 
so the first button in the Patterns group is checked. When the user clicks a 
radio button, the button window sends its owner (in this case, the dialog box 
window) a WM_ CONTROL message. The low USHORT of mpl is the child ID. 

PatternDlgProc first determines if the child ID is within the range for the 
first 19 radio buttons: 

case WM_CONTROL: 
if (SHORTlFROMMP(mpl) >- IDD_DENSEl && 

SHORTlFROMMP(mpll <= IDD_DIAGHATCHl 
{ 

The function then uses the WinCheckButton macro to uncheck the currently 
checked button: 

WinCheckButton (hwnd, pdLocal .iPattern, FALSE) : 

The pdLocal. iPattern variable is then set to the child ID of the button just 
pressed, and that button is sent a BM_SETCHECK message to turn the check on: 

pd Local. i Pattern = SHORTlFROMMP (mpl l ; 
WinCheckButton (hwnd. pdLocal.iPattern. TRUE) : 

This is similar to the way we handled radio buttons in the DRAWLINE program 
in Chapter 11. 
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Thus, pdLocal.iPattern always has the ID of the currently checked radio 
button. But only when the user selects OK is this copied to the pdCurrent 
structure in ClientWndProc. 

*ppdCurrent = pdloca·l ; 

THE AUTORADIOBUTTON ALTERNATIVE 

The processing of the WM_ CONTROL messages from the radio buttons in 
PATTDLG is quite similar to that shown in the DRAWLINE program in 
Chapter 11 . But for radio buttons in dialog boxes, you have an alternative 
that makes the processing easier. 

First, replace all the RADIOBUTTON keywords in PATTDLG with AUTO
RADIOBUTTON. The radio buttons in the dialog box are then created with a 
style ofBS_AUTORADIOBUTTON rather than BS_RADIOBUTTON. These 
buttons check themselves automatically when clicked and also uncheck all 
other radio buttons in the same group. Thus the processing of the WM_ CON
TROL message is reduced to this: 

case WM_CONTROL: 
if (SHORTlFROMMP (mpl) >= IDD DENSEl && 

SHORTlFROMMP (mpll <- IDD_DIAGHATCH) 
{ 

pd Local . i Pattern = SHORTlFROMMP (mpl) 
} 

else if (SHORTlFROMMP (mpl) >= IDD_BKGRND && 
SHORTlFROMMP (mpl) <= IDD_PALEGRAY) 

pdlocal .iColor = SHORTlFROMMP (mpl) ; 
} 

return 0 ; 

This logic simply keeps track of the most recent button checked. 

WORKING WITH CHECK BOXES 

In addition to the radio buttons, the dialog box in PATTDLG contains a check 
box. This is a style of button that programs use to indicate an option that can 
be checked on or off. The check box in PATTDLG determines whether the rect
angle drawn in the client window should include a border. 

The child ID of the check box is IDD_BORDER. During processing of the 
WN_INITDLG message in Patterns WndProc, the state of the button (checked 
or unchecked) is set based on the value of the fBorder field of pdLocal: 

WinCheckButton Chwnd, IDD_BORDER. pdlocal .fBorder) ; 
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This check box has the window style BS_AUTOCHECKBOX, which means 
that the check box window itself toggles the check mark on and off when 
clicked. Although the check box sends its owner WM_ CONTROL messages, 
PatternDlgProc doesn't do anything with them. Instead, when the OK button is 
clicked, Pattern WndProc obtains the current state of the check box by using a 
macro that sends the button a BM_QUERYCHECK message: 

pdlocal .fBorder = WinQueryButtonCheckState (hwnd. IDD BORDER) 

TAB STOPS AND GROUPS 

The dialog box in PATTDLG has a complete keyboard interface without any 
apparent effort on our part. You can use the Tab key to jump between the 
radio buttons, check box, and push buttons. Within each group of radio but
tons, you can use the cursor movement keys to change the checked button. 
These two aspects of the keyboard interface are governed by the window styles 
called WS_TABSTOP and WS_GROUP. Some of the control windows have 
these styles by default; some don't. Sometimes you need to include one of 
these window styles in the definition for the control window. For example, in 
the dialog box template in PATTDLG.RC, the check box and push buttons are 
explicitly given the WS_GROUP style. 

The WS_TABSTOP style determines how the input focus is transferred be
tween control windows when the user presses the Tab key. Initially, the input 
focus is set to the first control in the dialog box (based on the order in which 
you define the controls in the template) that has the WS_TABSTOP style. 
When the user presses the Tab key, the input focus is transferred to the very 
next control that has the WS_TABSTOP style. After the last WS_TABSTOP 
control is reached, pressing the Tab key transfers the input focus to the first 
WS_TABSTOP control. PUSHBUTTON, DEFPUSHBUTTON, CHECKBOX, 
and AUTOCHECKBOX control windows all have a WS_TABSTOP style by 
default, as do the ENTRYFIELD and LISTBOX control windows used in the 
HEAD program shown later in this chapter. 

The WS_GROUP style governs the way the input focus is transferred be
tween controls when the user presses the Up and Down cursor movement 
keys. A range of controls in which the cursor movement keys transfer the 
input focus is called a group. The group ranges from the first control that has a 
WS_GROUP style up to (but not including) the next control that has a WS_
GROUP style. Static control windows defined with CTEXT, LTEXT, RTEXT, 
ICON, and GROUPBOX have a WS_GROUP style by default. However, these 
controls can't themselves receive the input focus, so the group really begins 
with the next control. 
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This is how the cursor movement keys work in the two groups of radio but
tons in PATTDLG. The first radio button after each GROUPBOX window be
gins a group. The first group of radio buttons ends with the other GROUPBOX 
window that precedes the second group. The second group of radio buttons 
ends with the CHECKBOX window, which is explicitly given a WS_GROUP 
style. The buttons and check boxes in PATTDLG must be explicitly given a 
ws_GROUP style to prevent the cursor movement keys from doing anything 
when these windows have the input focus. If you remove the WS_GROUP 
style from the check box control window, you'll find that you can use the cur
sor movement keys to move between the check box and the radio buttons in 
the second group because the check box is no longer functioning as the end of 
the group. 

Although radio buttons don't normally have a WM_TABSTOP style, a checked 
radio button functions as if it does. Thus, when you press the Tab key, the input 
focus transfers to the radio button that is currently checked in each group. 

THE WM_INITDLG MESSAGE 
The WM_INITDLG message is the first message the dialog procedure receives. 
You've already seen how the dialog procedure can use mp2 to reference a pointer 
passed to WinDlgBox and perform initialization during the WM_INITDLG 
message. However, this message also has another function. The mpl parameter 
that accompanies the WM_INITDLG message contains the window handle of 
the control window that initially receives the input focus. This is generally the 
first control in the dialog box that has the WS_TABSTOP style. If this is satis
factory, you can either return 0 from the dialog procedure after processing 
WM_INITDLG or call WinDefDlgProc in lieu of processing WM_INITDLG. 

In PATTDLG, the first control that has the WS_TABSTOP style is the check 
box. But it makes more sense for a radio button in the first group to get the 
input focus. When you want to set the input focus during WM_INITDLG, call 
WinSetFocus and return 1 from the dialog procedure. In PatternDlgProc the 
code looks like this: 

WinSetFocus (HWND_DESKTDP. 
Wi nWi ndowFromID ( hwnd. pd Loe al . i Pattern)) 

return MRFRDMSHDRT (1) ; 

If you don't return 1 after setting the input focus, the Presentation Manager 
will set the focus to the window indicated by the mpl parameter. 
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SAVING THE VALUES 

When you end PATTDLG, a message box is displayed that asks "Save current 
settings?" If you check Yes on this message box, PATTDLG will use the last 
values of the pattern and color that you selected the next time you run the 
program. 

The first question that you might ask is "Where is this information being 
saved?" The Presentation Manager maintains a file named OS2.INI that pro
grams can use for storing configuration data. For example, a user of a Presen
tation Manager word processing program might prefer that the program be 
started with left margins of 1 inch and "insert mode" turned off. OS2.INI is an 
excellent place to store information like that. The Presentation Manager Con
trol Panel uses OS2.INI to store your color and mouse preferences and your 
printer setups. 

What makes this feature even better is that programs do not accc:~ss OS2.INI 
directly. Instead they use Presentation Manager function calls beginning with 
the prefix Prf ("profile") to write to and read from the file. 

Information in OS2.INI is accessed using two text strings: an "application" 
name, which is generally the same name as the program, and a "key" name, 
which identifies a particular piece of information that the program stores. For 
example, suppose the Presentation Manager word processing program I men
tioned is called WORD PROC. To store the user's preference for insert mode 
and left margins, the program would use an application name of WORDPROC 
and key names of INSERTMODE and LEFTMARGIN. 

For PATTDLG, the application name is PATTDLG, which is stored in the 
szAppName variable in ClientWndProc. To store the current settings, the pro
gram uses the key name SETTINGS, stored in szKeyNarrfe. 

When you end PATTDLG and answer Yes to the ~sage box displayed dur
ing the WM_DESTROY message, PATTDLG write the current settings to 
OS2.INI by calling 

PrfWriteProfileData (HINI_USERPROFILE, szAppN me. szKeyName, 
&pdCurrent. sizeof pdCurrent) ; 

You use this function to write binary data of an1'length to OS2.INI. In this 
case, PATTDLG writes the entire pdCurrent structure to the file. The last pa
rameter is the size of this structure. You can also use PrfWriteProfileString to 
write a zero-terminated string. 
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uring the WM_ CREATE message, PATTDLG attempts to read the data 
frorn\ OS2.INI: 

prfOueryP rof ileData (HINI _USERP RO FI LE, s zAppName, szKey Name , 
&p~Cu rrent, & ulDat alengt h) ; 

If the Presentation Manager does not find a matching application and key 
name in OS2.INI, PrfQueryProfileData returns FALSE, but PATTDLG doesn't 
check for this. The pdCurrent structure already contains initialized default val
ues, and these will not be altered by the PrfQueryProfileData function call. 

You can read text strings from OS2.INI using PrfQueryProfileString. If the 
information you store using PrfWriteProfileData is a single integer, you can 
read it using PrfQueryProfilelnt. The PrfQueryProfileSize function returns the 
size of the stored data for a particular application and key name. 

THE FILE OPEN DIALOG BOX 
One of the most complex- yet essential-modal dialog boxes is invoked by 
the menu's File Open option. Although there's a high-level function (called 
WinFileDlg) that helps you create one, it's a good exercise to try to roll your own. 

The HEAD program, shown in Listing 14.4, is a Presentation Manager ver
sion of the UNIX head utility. The program shows the beginning of the file in 
its client window. To specify a file name, you can use the HEAD command line 
or the File Open dialog box. 

Listing 14.4: The HEAD program 

The HEAD.MAK File 

#-- ------ ------------
#HEAD.MAK make fi le 
#- ------ ------ ----- --

head.exe : hea d. obj easyfont.obj hea d.def hea d. res 
$(PRGLINK) head easyfont, l1ead, NU L. $(P RGLIB), head 
re hea d. res 

head.obj : head . e head .h easyfont . h 
$(PRGCCJ head.e 

ea syfont.obj : easyfont . e 
$(PRGCC) easyfont . c 

head. res : head . re hea d . h 
$C PRGR CJ head 
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Listing 14.4: The HEAD program (Continued) 

The HEAD.C File 

I*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

HEAD.C -- Displays File Head 
(c) Charles Petzo l d, 1993 

-------------------------------------*I 

#de fi ne INCL_WIN 
#def ine I NCL_GPI 
#i ncl ude <os2 . h> 
4fi nclude <stdio . h> 
4,!include <stdlib . h> 
#include <string.h> 
4fi nc l ude "easyfont.h " 
4finc l ude "head . h" 

#define LCID_FIXEDFONT ll 
4,!defi ne LCID_BOLDFONT 2L 

MRESU LT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWN D, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAM) 
MRESULT EXPENTRY AboutDlgProc (HWND, ULONG , MPARAM, MPARAM) 
MR ESULT EXPENTRY OpenDlgProc (HWND. ULONG , MPARAM . MPARAMl 
INT ParseFileName (CHAR*· CHAR*} ; 

CHAR szClientClass [J - "Head" 
CHAR szFileName [CCHMAXPATH] ; 
HAB hab 

int main (int argc , char *argv[J) 

static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

HMO 
HWND 
QMSG 

hmq ; 

FCF _SIZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 
FCF_MENU 

hwndFrame. hwndClient ; 
qmsg ; 

FCF _SYSMENU 
FCF_MINMAX 
FCF _TASKLIST 

II Check for filename parameter and copy to szFileName 

if large> 1) 
ParseFileName (szFileName. argv [l]} 

II Continue normal l y 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 01 
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Listing 14.4: The HEAD program (Continued) 

-winRegisterClass (hab. szClientClass, ClientWndProc. CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWND_DESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE. 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass, NULL, 
0L, 0, ID_RESOURCE, &hwndClientl ; 

if (hwndFra me !- NULLHANDLE) 
{ 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab. &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) ; 
J 

WinDestroyMsgQue ue (hmql 
WinTerminate (hab) 
return 0 ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd. ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
r 
s tatic CHAR szErrorMsg [] - "File not found or could not be opened" 
static INT cxClient , cyClient, cxChar. cyChar, cyDesc ; 
CHAR *PCRea dBuff er 
FILE *filel nput 
FONTM ETRICS fm ; 
HPS hps ; 
INT 
PO INTL 

i Length 
ptl 

switc h (msg) 

case WM_CREATE: 
hps - WinGetPS (hwnd) 
EzfOueryFonts (hps) ; 

if ( !EzfCreateLogFont (hps, LCID_ FIXEDFONT, FONTFACE_MONO, 
FONTSIZE_l0, 0)) 

WinReleasePS (hps) ; 

WinMessageBox (HWND_DESKTOP. HWND_DESKTOP, 
"Cannot find a fixed-pitch font. Load the Courier " 
"fonts from the Control Panel and try again." . 
szClientClass, 0, MB_OK I MB_WARNINGJ ; 

return MRFROMSHORT (ll 
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Listing 14.4: The HEAD program (Continued) 

GpiQueryFontMetrics (hps, (LONG) sizeof fm, &fm) 
cxChar - fm.lAveCharWidth ; 
cyChar - fm.lMaxBaselineExt 
cyDesc - fm. lMaxDescender ; 

GpiSetCharSet (hps. LCID_DEFAULT) 
GpiDeleteSetid (hps. LCID_FIXEDFONT) 
WinReleasePS Chps) ; 
return 0 

case WM_SIZE: 
cxClient - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2) 
cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) 
return 0 

case WM_COMMAND: 
switch (COMMANDMSG(&msg)->cmd) 

{ 

case IDM_OPEN: 
if CWinDlgBox (HWND_DESKTOP, hwnd, OpenDlgProc. 

NULLHANDLE. IDD_OPEN, NULL)) 
WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL. FALSE) ; 

return 0 ; 

case IDM_ABOUT: 
WinDlgBox (HWND_DESKTOP, hwnd, AboutDlgProc, 

NULLHANDLE. IDD_ABOUT. NULL) ; 
return 0 ; 

break : 

case WM PAINT: 
hps - Wi nBegi nPai nt ( hwnd, NULLHANDLE . NULL) 
GpiErase (hpsJ 

if ( szFil eName [0] !- . \0 . ) 

r 
EzfCreateLogFont Chps, LC ID_FI XEDFONT, 

FONTS I Z E_l0. 
EzfCreateLogFont (hps, LCID_BOLDFONT. 

FONTSIZE_l0, 

GpiSetCharSet (hps, LCID_BOLDFONTJ 
ptl .x - cxChar ; 

FONTFACE_MONO. 
0) ; 

FONTFACE_MONO. 
FATTR_SEL_BOLD) 

ptl .y - cyClient - cyChar + cyDesc 
GpiCharStringAt (hps . &ptl , strlen (szFileName) , 

szFileName) 
ptl .y -- cyChar 

-
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Listing 14.4: The HEAD program (Continued) 

if ((filelnput - fopen (szFileName, "r")) !- NULL) 
{ 

else 

Gp i SetCharSet l hps, LCID_FIXEDFONTl ; 
pcReadBuffer - IPCHARl malloc (cxClient I cxCharl 

while ( (ptl .y -- cyChar) > 0 && 
fgets (pcReadBuffer, cxClient I cxChar - 2, 

filelnput) !- NULL) 

iLength - strlen (pcReadBuffer) 

if (pcReadBuffer [iLength - l] ~ '\n') 
iLength-- ; 

if (iLength > 0) 
GpiCharStringAt Chps, &ptl, iLength, 

pcReadBuffer) ; 

free (pcReadBufferl 
fclose (filelnput) : 

II file cannot be opened 

ptl .y cyChar 
GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl, strlen (szErrorMsg), 

szErrorMsgl 

GpiSetCharSet (hps, LCID_DEFAULT) 
GpiDeleteSetld lhps, LCID_FIXEDFONT) 
GpiDeleteSetld lhps, LCID_BOLDFONT) ; 
) 

WinEndPaint (hps) ; 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2l 

MRESU LT EXPENTRY AboutDlgProc CHWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

switch (msg) 
{ 

case WM_COMMAND: 
switch (COMMANDMSGC&msg) ->cmd) 

{ 

case DID_OK: 
case DID_CANCEL: 

WinDismissDlg (hwnd, TRUE) 
return 0 : 
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Listing 14.4: The HEAD program (Continued) 

break ; 

re t urn WinDefDlgProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2J 

VOID FillDirListBox CHWND hwnd, CHAR *pcCurrentPathl 
{ 

static CHAR szDrive [] - " 
FILEFINDBUF3 findbuf 
HDIR hDir - HDIR_CREATE 
SHORT 
ULONG 

sDrive ; 
ulDriveNum, ulDriveMap, ulCurPathLen, 
ulReturn, ulSearchCount - 1 ; 

DosOueryCurrentDisk 
pcCurrentPath [0] -
pcCurrentPath [l] -
pcCurrentPath [2] -

C&ulDriveNum, &ulDriveMapJ 
CCHARl ulDriveNum + '@' ; ... 
. \\. ; 

ulCurPathLen - CCHMAXPATH ; 
DosQueryCurrentDir (0 , pcCurrentPath + 3, &ulCurPathLen) 

WinSetDlgltemText (hwnd, IDD_PATH, pcCurrentP~th) ; 
WinSendDlgltemMsg (hwnd, IDD_DIRLIST. LM_DELETEALL. NULL, NULL) 

for (sDrive - 0 ; sDrive < 26 ; sDrive++) 
if (ulDriveMap & lL << sDrivel 

( 

szDrive [l] - (CHAR) sDrive + 'A' ; 

WinSendDlgltemMsg (hwnd, IDD_DIRLIST. LM_INSERTITEM, 
MPFROM2SHORT CLIT_END, 0), 
MPFROMP ( szDri ve)) ; 

ulReturn - DosFindFirst ("* ·*", &hDir, FILE_DIRECTORY, &findbuf, 
sizeof findbuf, &ulSearchCount, FIL_STANDARD) 

while C!ulReturn) 
{ 

if (findbuf .attrFile & 0x0010 && 
(findbuf.achName [0] !- '.' I I findbuf.achName [l]J) 

WinSendDlgitemMsg (hwnd, IDD_DIRLIST, LM_INSERTITEM, 
MPFROM2SHORT (LIT_SORTASCENDING, 0), 
MPFROMP (findbuf.achNameJ) ; 

ulReturn - DosFindNext ChOir, &findbuf, sizeof findbuf, 
&ulSearchCount) 
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Oos FindClose ChDir) ; 
) 

VO ID Fi llfilelistBox (HWND hwndl 
{ 

FILEFINDBUF3 findbuf ; 
HDIR hDir - HDIR_CREATE ; 
ULONG ulReturn, ulSearchCount - 1 ; 
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Wi nSendDlgltemMsg (hwnd , IDD_FILELIST, LM_DELETEALL, NULL, NULL) 

ul Return - DosFindFirst ("* *" &hDir, FILE_NORMAL, &findbuf, 

whil e ( !ul Return) 
( 

s i zeof findbuf, &ulSearchCount, FIL_STANDARDl 

WinSendDlgltemMsg (hwnd, IDD_FILELIST, LM_ INSERTITEM. 
MPFROM2SHORT (L!T_SORTASCENDING, 0), 
MPFROMP (findbuf.achName)) ; 

ulReturn - DosFindNext ChDir, &findbuf, sizeof findbuf, 
&ulSearchCount) 

Dos FindClose (hDirl 
) 

MR ESULT EXPENTRY OpenDlgProc (HWND hwnd. ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
( 

static CHAR szCurrentPath [CCHMAXPATH] . szBuffer [CCHMAXPATH] ; 
INT iSelect 

switch ( msg) 

case WM_INITDLG: 
Fil l DirListBox (hwnd , szCurrentPath) 
Fil l FileListBox (hwnd) ; 

WinSendDlgltemMsg (hwnd , IDD_FILEEDIT , EM_SETTEXTLIMIT, 
MPFROM2SHORT CCCHMAXPATH, 0) , NULL) 

return 0 ; 

ca se WM_CONTROL: 
if (SHORTlFROMMP Cmpl) 

SHORTlFROMMP Cmpl) 
( 

IDD_D I RLI ST 11 

!DD_FILELI STJ 

iSelect - CUSHORT) WinSendD l gltemMsg (hwnd, 
SHORTlFROMMP (mpl), 
LM_QUERYSELECTION , 0L, 0Ll 
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Listing 14.4: The HEAD program (Continued) 

WinSendDlgltemMsg (hwnd, SHORTlFROMMP (mplJ, 
LM_QUERYITEMTEXT, --
MPFROM2SHORT (iSelect. sizeof szBuffe r ) , 
MPFROMP (szBuffer)) : 

switch (SHORTlFROMMP (mpl)) 
( 

II Cont ro 1 ID 

case IDD_DIRLIST: 
switch (SHORT2FROMMP (mplll 

( 

II notification code 

case LN_ENTER: 

break : 

if (szBuffer [0] - ' 'J 
OosSetDefaultOisk (szBuffer [l] - '@' ) : 

else 
DosSetCurrentDir (szBufferJ 

FillDirlistBox (hwnd. szCurrentPathl 
FillFilelistBox (hwnd) ; 

WinSetDlgltemText (hwnd. IDD_FILEEDIT, "" ) 
return 0 ; 

case IDO_FILELIST: 

break : 

switch (SHORT2FROMMP (mpl)J 
( 

case LN_SELECT: 

II notification code 

WinSetDlgltemText (hwnd, IDD_FILEEDIT, 
szBuffer) ; 

return 0 ; 

case LN_ENTER: 

break ; 

ParseFileName (szFileName, szBufferJ 
WinDismissDlg (hwnd, TRUE) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_COMMAND: 
switch CCOMMANDMSGC&msgJ- >cmd) 

( 

case DID_OK: 
WinQueryDlgltemText (hwnd, IDD_FILEEDIT, 

sizeof szBuffer, szBuffer) 
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IJsting 14.4: The HEAD program (Continued) - switch (ParseFileName (szCurrentPat h. szBufferll 
( 

case 0: 
WinAlarm CHWND_DES KTOP, WA_ERRORJ ; 
Fi l l Di rli stBox Chwnd, szCurrentPath) 
FillFileList Box ( hwnd l ; 
return 0 ; 

case 1: 
FillDirlistBox (hwnd, szCurrentPath) ; 
FillFileListBox (hwnd) ; 
Wi nSetDl g I temText ( hwnd, IDD_FILEEDIT, '"') 
return 0 ; 

case 2: 

break ; 

strcpy (szFileName, szCurrentPath) 
WinDismissDlg (hwnd, TRUE ) ; 
return 0 ; 

case DID_CANCEL: 

break ; 

WinDismissDlg (hwnd , FALSE ) 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefDlgProc (hwnd, msg , mpl, mp2) 

INT ParseFileName (CHAR *pcOut, CHAR *PCin ) 

/* --- -- - ---- -- --- - - - -- -- ---- --- - --------- --- ------- - --- ---- --- - ---
Input : pcOut Pointer to parsed file specification. 

pc!n -- Pointer to raw file specification . 

Returns : 0 
1 
2 

pc!n had invalid drive or directory. 
pcln was empty or had no f i lename . 
pcOut points to drive . full dir. and file name . 

Changes current drive and directory per pc! n string. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*I 

CHAR *PCLastSlash . *PCFileOnly ; 
ULONG ulDri veNum, ul DriveMap . ulDirlen - CCHMAXPATH 

strupr (pcln) ; 

____ /! If input stri ng is empty , return 1 
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Listing 14.4: The HEAD program (Continued) 

if Cpcin [0] - '\0') 
return 1 ; 

II Get drive from input string or current drive 

if (pcin [1] - ':'l 
( 

if CDosSetDefaultDisk Cpcin [0] - '@'ll 
return 0 ; 

pcin +- 2 ; 
} 

DosQueryCurrentDisk (&ulDriveNum, &ulDriveMapl 

*pcOut++ - (CHAR) ulDriveNum + '@' ; 
*PC0ut++ - '·' . 
*PCOut++ - '\\' 

II If rest of string is empty, return 1 

if (pcin [0] - '\0') 
return 1 ; 

II Search for last backslash. If none, could be directory. 

if (NULL -- (pcLastS lash - strrchr (pcln, '\\'lll 
{ 

if ( !DosSetCurrentDir (pcln)) 
return 1 ; 

II Otherwise, get current dir & attach input filename 

DosQueryCurrentDir (0, pcOut, &ulDirLen) ; 

if (strlen (pclnl > 12) 
return 0 

if (*(pcOut + strlen (pcOutl - 1) I- '\\') 
strcat CpcOut++, "\\") 

strcat (pcOut, pclnl ; 
return 2 ; 

II If the only backslash is at beginning, change to root 

if (pcin -- pcLastSlash) 
( 

DosSetCurrentDir ("\\") 
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if Cpcln [1] - '\0') 
return 1 ; 

strcpy CpcOut, pcln + 1) 
return 2 ; 
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II Attempt to change directory -- Get current dir if OK 

*PCLa stSlash - ' \0 ' ; 

if COosSetCurrentDir (pclnll 
return 0 ; 

DosQ ueryCurrentDi r C0, pcOut, &ulDi rlen l ; 

II Append input fi lename, if any 

pcFi leOnly - pcLastSlash + 1 ; 

if (*pcFileOnly - ' \0') 
return 1 

if (*(pcOut + strlen (pcOut) - 1) ! - ' \\' l 
strcat (pcOut++, " \ \ ") ; 
return 2 ; 

The HEAD.H File 

I*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

HEAD.H header file 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*I 

lldefi ne ID_ RESOURCE 

lfdefi ne IDM_ FI LE 
lldefi ne IDM_ OPEN 
/!define IDM_ABOUT 

lldefi ne IDD_ OPEN 
lldefi ne IDD_ ABOUT 

lfd efi ne IDD_ PATH 
lldefi ne IDD_FILEEDIT 
lldefi ne IDD_ DIRLI ST 
lld efi ne IDD_ FI LE LIST 

1 

10 
11 

1 

2 

10 
11 
12 
13 
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Listing 14.4: The HEAD program (Continued) 

The HEAD.RC File 

/ * • .. - - .. - - - --- - - - - - - - -- - - -- --- -

HEAD.RC resource script file 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •*/ 

#include <os2.h> 
#include "head.h" 

MENU ID_RESOURCE 
( 

SUBMENU "-File", 
( 

IDM_FI LE 

IDM_OPEN MENUITEM "-Open ... ", 
MENUITEM SEPARATOR 
MENUITEM "A-bout ... ", 
) 

IDM_ABOUT 

DLGTEMPLATE IDD_ABOUT 
( 

DIALOG "", 0, 32, 32, 200, 88,, FCF_DLGBORDER 
( 

CTEXT "Head" 
CTEXT "File Head Display" 
CTEXT "Copyright (c) Charles Petzold, 1993" 

-1. 
-1. 
-1. 

DEFPUSHBUTTON "OK" DID_OK, 
) 

DLGTEMPLATE IDD_OPEN 
( 

DIALOG "", 0, B, 8, 240, 170., FCF_DLGBORDER 
( 

CTEXT "Open File" -1. 

10, 64, 180, B 
10, 40, 180, B 
10, 32, 1B0. B 
B0, 8, 40, 16, WS_GROUP 

B, 154, 224, 8 
LTEXT "Use mouse to choose file, or type filename." -1. 8, 138, 224. 8 
LTEXT "Current Directory:" -1. 
LTEXT IDD_PATH, 
LTEXT "Filename:" -1. 
ENTRYFIELD '"' IDD_FILEEDIT. 
CTEXT "Directories" -1. 
CTEXT "Fil es" -1. 
LISTBOX IDD_DIRLIST, 
LISTBOX IDD_FILELIST. 
DEFPUSHBUTTON "Open" DID_OK. 
PUSHBUTTON "Esc-Cancel" DID_CANCEL, 
) 

B, 126, B0. 
BB. 126. 144. 

B, 110, 4B, 
56. 110. 176. 
16. 96, 92, 

134, 96, 92, 
16. 32. 92, 

134, 32, 92. 
32, B, 64, 

144, B, 64. 

B 
B 
B 
B. 
B 
8 

64 
64 
16. 
16, 

ES_MARGIN 

WS_GROUP 
WS_GROUP 
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The HEAD.DEF File 

----- - - ---- - - - ------- - --- - - --·-- --
: HEAD . DE F module def i nition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTI ON 
PROTHODE 

HEAD WINDOWAPI 

'Displays File Head (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 
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You'll also need the EASYFONT.C and EASYFONT.H files from Chapter 5 
to compile HEAD. 

As I said, the File Open dialog box is one of the most complex you'll encoun
ter and requires some messy code. To handle the box logic properly, you have 
to parse file specifications, separating the drive, directory, and file names. The 
ParseFileName function (the last function in HEAD.C) does a lot of the dirty 
work. You supply a file specification and ParseFileName determines the fully 
qualified file name with disk drive and directory. It returns a code indicating a 
possible error. 

HEAD must retain this fully qualified file name because the File Open dialog 
box procedure often changes the current disk drive and directory. If you used 
HEAD to look at a file and then wanted to look at another file, you would in
voke the File Open dialog box. After you changed the drive and directory, you 
might change your mind and decide to cancel the dialog box. If HEAD did not 
save the fully qualified file name or the original file, it might not be able to 
find the file again. 

TH E OVERALL STRUCTURE 
One way to use HEAD is to specify a file name parameter when you run the 
program from on OS/2 command line, like this: 

HE AD f ilename 

The main function in HEAD declares the normal argc and argv parameters. If 
argc is greater than 1, argv[l] is passed to the ParseFileName function, which 
creates a fully qualified filename and stores it in the global variable szFileName. 

During the WM_PAINT message in ClientWndProc, HEAD attempts to 
open this file (using normal C file I/O functions) and display as much of the 
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file as can fit in the window. If this fails, HEAD displays the message "File not 
found or could not be opened" at the top of the client window. HEAD doses 
the file at the end of the WM_PAINT message. The file is opened and read 
only during the WM_PAINT message. 

You can also select a file through HEAD's File Open dialog box, which uses 
the IDD_OPEN template in HEAD.RC and the OpenDlgProcfunction in 
HEAD.C. The dialog box is shown in Figure 14.4. 

Figure 14.4: The HEAD dialog box 

The dialog box contains several static text fields, one of which displays the 
current drive and directory. You can change the drive or directory-or select a 
file-by typing directly in a text entry field (the box following the text string 
"Filename") . The dialog box also contains two list boxes. The first displays all 
the disk drives and subdirectories of the current directory. You can change the 
drive or directory using this list box. The second list box lists all the files in the 
current directory. You can select a file by choosing it from the list box. Much 
of the complexity of the File Open dialog box stems from the interaction be
tween the list boxes and the text entry field. 

STATIC TEXT FIELDS 

The File Open dialog box template in HEAD.RC has three static text fields of 
type CTEXT ("centered text") and four of type LTEXT ("left-justified text"). 
You'll notice that the third LTEXT statement in the dialog box template has a 
blank text field and a child ID of !DD _PATH. This is used to display the cur
rent disk drive and directory. 
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The text for this control is set in the FillDirListBox function. This function 
obtains the current disk drive by calling the OS/2 kernel function DosQuery
CurrentDisk and the current directory by calling DosQueryCurrentDir. The 
composite drive and directory is stored in the text string pcCurrentPath. The 
WinSetDlgitemTextfunction sets the text for the IDD_PATH control: 

Wi nSetD lgl t emTe x t ( hwnd, IDD_ PATH, pcCurrentPath) ; 

This function is similar to the WinSetWindowTextfunction we used in the 
COLORSCR program in Chapter 11 to set the text of a control window. 

LIST BOXES 
List boxes list text strings. The File Open dialog box template has two list 
boxes with child IDs of ID D _D IRLIST and ID D _FILELIST. The first lists disk 
drives and subdirectories; the second lists files in the current directory. 

Yo u can scroll through a list box using the cursor movement keys or a scroll 
bar. In the File Open dialog box, you change the current disk drive or direc
tory by double-clicking an entry in the first list box or by pressing Enter when 
the list box has the input focus. You can select a file from the second list box in 
a similar fashion. 

The FillDirListBox and FillFileListBox functions in HEAD.C fill the list boxes 
with text entries. These functions first delete all entries in the list box by send
ing the list box an LM_DELETEALL message. Here's the call in FillDirListBox: 

WinSen dDlgitemMsg ( hwn d . IDD_DIRLIST, LM_ DELETEALL. NULL , NULL) ; 

The first list box is filled with all the valid disk drives and the subdirectories 
of the current directory. The FillDirListBox function uses the DosQueryCurrent
Disk function to obtain the valid disk drives and the DosFindFirst and DosFind
Next functions for the directories. To put a text string in a list box, you send 
the list box an LM_INSERTITEM message. The mp2 parameter is a pointer to 
the text string. The FillDirListBox function sets the low USHORT of mpl to 
LIT_END to put the disk drives at the end of the list and LIT_SORT ASCEND
ING to put the subdirectories in the list box in alphabetical order. 

The FillFileListBox function works similarly for the second list box. It finds all 
the files in the current directory using the OS/2 DosFindFirst and DosFindNext 
functions and sends the list box an LM_INSERTITEM message for each file. 

OpenDlgProc first calls the FillDirListBox and FillFileListBox functions dur
ing the WM_INITDLG message and then awaits messages from the list boxes. 
A list box sends its owner a WM_ CONTROL message. The low USHORT of 
mpl is the child ID; the high USHORT of mpl is a notification code. This noti
fication code is either LN_SELECT (which means that the user has clicked an 
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entry in the list box or moved the cursor to it) or LN_ENTER (which means 
the user has double-clicked an entry or pressed the Enter key). 

OpenDlgProcprocesses the WM_ CONTROL message by first sending the list 
box an LM_QUERYSELECTION message. This returns a number indicating the 
current list box selection. Sending the list box an LM_QUERYITEMTEXT 
message with this selection number obtains the text string of the selection. 

For the first list box, an LN_ENTER notification code during a WM_ CON
TROL message indicates that the user wants to change the current drive or 
directory. OpenDlgProc changes the drive or directory and then calls FillDir
ListBox and FillFileListBox again to reflect this new selection. For the second 
list box, an LN_ENTER notification code indicates that the user is finished. 
OpenDlgProc calls ParseFileName for the current selection and ends the dialog 
box by calling WinDismissDlg. 

TEXT ENTRY FIELDS 
The File Open dialog box template also contains a text entry control in which 
the user can type a drive, directory, file name, or some combination of the three. 
The text entry field has a child ID of IDD _FILEEDIT. During the WM_INITDLG 
message, OpenDlgProc sends the text entry control an EM_SETTEXTLIMIT 
message with the low USHORT of mpl set to CCHMAXPATH (defined in 
BSEDOS.H as 260). This limits to 260 characters the amount of text the user 
can type in the field. 

If you simply type something in this field and press Enter, OpenDlgProc re
ceives a WM_ COMMAND message with the cmd field set to DID_OK. This is 
not a message from the text entry control; when you press Enter, the WinDef
DlgProc function generates a WM_ COMMAND message that contains the 
child window ID of the default push button in the dialog box. 

For a WM_ COMMAND message of DID_OK, OpenDlgProcobtains the 
current text in the text entry field by calling WinQueryDlgltemText and passes 
the string to ParseFileName. The return value of ParseFileName is tested to de
termine whether the string is invalid (a 0 value), contains a new disk drive or 
directory (a 1 value), or a valid file name (a 2 value). In the last case, the dialog 
box is ended by calling WinDismissDlg. 

The text entry control is also kept updated with the current file selected in 
the second list box. For a WM_ CONTROL message with a child ID of IDD_
FILELIST and notification code of LN_SELECT, OpenDlgProc calls WinSetDlg
ItemText to set the text in the text entry control. 
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MoDELESS DIALOG BOXE;S 
So far, the programs shown in this chapter have created modal dialog boxes. 
Although you can switch to other programs while a modal dialog box is dis
played, you cannot switch to another window in the same program. However, 
a modeless dialog box works a little differently and is similar to a window that 
you create with WinCreateStdWindow. You can switch between the dialog box 
and other top-level windows in the program. 

To create a modal dialog box, you call WinDlgBox. The function does not re
turn until the dialog box destroys itself by calling WinDismissDlg. The WinDlg
Box returns the second parameter passed to WinDismissDlg. To create a modeless 
dialog box, you call WinLoadDlg. The function returns after the dialog box is 
created, returning the handle of the dialog box window. 

Perhaps the most interesting application of a modeless dialog box is to cre
ate a main window for your program. You create your program's window with 
WinLoadDlg rather than WinCreateStdWindow. Why would you want to do 
this? Simple: If you want to create a lot of child windows on your client, it's 
much easier to define them in a dialog box template than it is to call WinCreate
Window in your program. 

THE HEXCALC PROGRAM 

To demonstrate this, let's look at the HEXCALC program, which is shown in 
Listing 14.5. 

Listing 14.5: The HEXCALC program 

Th e HEXCALC.MAK File 

#- ---- --- - -- - - -- - - - ---- -
# HEX CA LC.MAK ma ke file 
If- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

hexcalc.exe : hexcalc .obj hexcalc .def hexcalc . res 
$(PRGLINKl hexca l c , hexcalc , NUL . $(PRGLIB ) , he xcal c 
re hexcalc.res 

hexcalc.obj : hexca l c.c hexca l c . h 
$(PRGCC) hexcalc . c 

hexcalc.res : hexca l c . rc hexcalc.h 
$( PRGRC) hexca l c . r c 
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Listing 14.5: The HEXCALC program (Continued) 

The HEXCALC.C File 

/*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

HEXCALC.C -- Hexadecimal Calcuiator 
(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 

-- - -------------------------------------*/ 

#define INCL_WIN 
#include <os2 . h> 
#include <ctype.h> 
#incl ude <limits.h> 
#i nclude <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#inc l ude "hexcalc.h" 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND, ULDNG, MPARAM, MPARAM) 

int main (void) 

HAB hab ; 
HMO hmq ; 
HWND hwndFrame 
QMSG qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab, CLIENTCLASS, ClientWndProc, 0L. 0) 

hwndFrame - WinLoadDlg CHWNO_OESKTOP, HWND_DESKTOP, 
NULL, NULLHANDLE, ID_HEXCALC. NULL) 

WinSendMsg (hwndFrame , WM_SETICON, (MPARAM) 
WinLoadPointer (HWND_DESKTDP , 0, ID_ ICONl, NULL) ; 

WinSetFocus (HWND_DESKTOP, WinWindowFrom!D (hwndFrame, FID_CLIENTll 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinDestroyMsgQueue Chmql 
WinTerminate Chabl ; 
return 0 ; 
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~ ShowN umber CHWND hwnd, ULONG ulNumber ) 
( 
CHAR s zB uffer [20] 

spri ntf ( szBuffer, "%1 X", ul Number) ; 

WinSe tWindowText CWinWindowFromID (hwnd, ESCAPE), szBuff er) 
} 

ULONG Calc lt CULONG ulFirstNum. INT iOperation, ULONG ulNum) 
{ 

switch CiOperation) 
{ 

case ·-· return 
case '+' return 
case return 
case . *. return 
case '&. return 
case • 1 • return 
case 'Ao return 
case . <. return 
case . >. return 
case . I. return 
case ' %' return 

return 0L 

ul Num ; 
ulFirstNum + ulNum 
ulFirstNum ulNum 
ul Fi rstNum * ulNum 
ulFirstNum & ulNum 
ulFirstNum I ulNum 
ulFirstNum' ulNum 
ulFirstNum « ulNum 
ulFirstNum >> ulNum 
ulNum ulFirstNum ulNum ULONG_MAX 
ulNum ? ulFirstNum % ulNum ULONG_MAX 
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RESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
( 

static BOOL fNewNumber - TRUE ; 

stat ic INT iOperation - ·- · ; 

stat ic ULONG ulNumber, ulFirstNum 
HW ND hwndButton 
INT idButton ; 

swi t ch (msg) 

case WM_CHAR: 
if (CHARMSGC&msg) ->fs & KC_KEYUPJ 

return 0 ; 

if CCHARMSG(&msg) ->fs & KC_VIRTUALKEYJ 
switch (CHARMSGC&msgJ->vkey) 

( 

case VK_LEFT: 
if (!(CHARMSGC&msgJ->fs & KC_CHARJJ 

{ 
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Listing 14.5: The HEXCALC program (Continued) 

CHARMSG(&msg) ->chr - ' \b ' : 
CHARMSG(&msg)->fs 1- KC_CHAR 
} 

break : 

case VK_ESC : 
CHARMSG(&msg)->chr -
CHARMS G(&msg)->fs 1-
break ; 

case VK_NE WLINE: 
case VK_ENTER : 

CHARMSG(&msg)- >chr -
CHARMSG(&msg)->fs 1-
break ; 

if (CHARM SG(&msg)- >fs & KC_CHAR ) 
{ 

ESCAPE ; 

KC_CHAR 

·-· ; 

KC_ CHAR 

CHARMSG(&msg)->chr - toupper (CHARMSG(&msg)- >chr) ; 

hwndButton - WinWindowFrom!D (hwnd , CHARMSG(&msg ) ->chr) 

if ChwndButton ! - NULLHANDLE) 
WinSe ndMsg ChwndButton, BM_CLICK, NULL , NULL ) 

else 
WinAlarm CHWND_DESKTDP , WA_ERROR) 

return 0 

case WM_COMMAND: 
idButton - COMMANDMSG(&msg ) ->cmd 

if ( idButton -- ' \ b ' ) 
ShowNumber (hwnd, ulNumber /- 16) 

else if (idButton -- ESCAPE) 
ShowNumber (hwnd, ulNumber - 0LJ 

else if ( isxdigit (idButton)) 

if ( fNewNumber J 
( 

ulFirstNum - ulNumber 
ulNumber - 0L 

fNewNumber - FALSE 

II backspace 

II escape 

II hex digit 

-
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if (ulNumber <- ULONG_MAX >> 4) 
ShowNumber (hwnd, 
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ulNumber - 16 * ulNumber + idButton -
(isdigit (idButtonl '0' : 'A' - 10)) 

else 
WinAlarm CHWND_DESKTOP, WA_ERROR ) 

else II operation 

if ( !fNewNumber) 
ShowNumber (hwnd, ulNumber -

Calclt (ulFirstNum, iOperation, ulNumberll 
fNewNumber - TRUE ; 
iOperation - idButton ; 
} 

return 0 ; 

case WM_BUTTONlDOWN: 
WinAlarm (HWND_DESKTOP, WA_ERROR) 
break ; 

case WM_ERASEBACKGROUND: 
return MRFROMSHORT (1) 

return WinDefWindowProc Chwnd, msg, mpl, mp2l 

The HEXCALC.H File 

I*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

HEXCALC .H header file 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*I 

#define ID_HEXCALC 1 
#defi ne ID_ICON 1 

fdefine CLIENTCLASS "HexCalc" 

#define ESCAPE 27 

The HEXCALC.RC File 

I*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

HEXCALC .RC resource script 
---- ------ ----------------- -*I 
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Listing 14.5: The HEXCALC program (Continued) 

1h ncl ude <os2.h> 
#include "hexca l c.h" 

POINTER lD_ ICON hexcalc.ico 

WINDOWTEM PLATE ID_HEXCALC 
( 

FRAM E ll lf 0 , 100 , 40 , 132 . 122 . WS_VISIB LE. 
FCF_TITLEBAR I FCF_SYSM ENU I FCF_MI NBUTTON I FCF _BORDER I FCF _TAS KL! ST 

WINDOI~ '"' , F ID_C LI ENT . 0, 0 , 132, 122 . CLIENTCLASS, 1/S_VISIBLE 
( 

PUSHBUTTON "D", 68, 8, 84, 20 , 14 . BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON "A" • 65. 8, 68, 20 , 14 , BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON "7" ' 55, 8 , 52. 20, 14 , BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON "4" . 52, 8, 36 , 20, 14 , BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON " l " ' 49 , 8, 20, 20 . 14. BS_NOPOINTERFOCU S 
PUSHBUTTON "0" ' 48, 8. 4, 20, 14, BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON "0" . ESCAPE, 32, 104. 68 , 14 , BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON "E" , 69, 32 , 84, 20. 14, BS_ NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON "B" , 66, 32 . 68, 20 , 14, BS_NOPO!NTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON "8" ' 56 , 32, 52 , 20, 14, BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON "5", 53, 32 , 36, 20, 14 , BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON "2"' 50, 32. 20 , 20, 14, BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON " Ba ck" , 8 , 32, 4, 44, 14, BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON " F" , 70 , 56, 84 , 20 , 14, BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON "C", 67 ' 56, 68 , 20 , 14, BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON "9", 57, 56, 52, 20 , 14 , BS_NOPOI NTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON "6" , 54 , 56 , 36, 20 , 14, BS_NOPOI NTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON "3", 51. 56, 20, 20, 14 , BS_NOPOINTER FOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON " + " , 43 , 80 , 84, 20, 14, BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON 45, 80, 68, 20, 14, BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON "*" 42 , 80, 52. 20, 14, BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON " /" . 47, 80, 36, 20, 14 , BS_NOPOJNTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON "%" , 37 . 80 , 20, 20, 14, BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON "Equals " , 61 , 80, 4, 44, 14 , BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON " &". 38 , 104 ' 84, 20, 14 , BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON • I • . 124, 104 , 68, 20 . 14 . BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON " "' " 94, 104 , 52, 20. 14, BS_NOPO!NTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON "<". 60 , 104 , 36. 20 , 14 , BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
PUSHBUTTON ">". 62 , 104 , 20, 20, 14, BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS 
) 
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The HEXCALC.ICO Image 

The HEXCALC .DEF File 

; HEXC ALC module definition file 

NAME 

DESCR I PTION 
PROTMOOE 

HEXCALC WINDOWAPI 

'Hexadecimal Calculator (Cl Charles Petzold 1988' 
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HEXCALC is a hexadecimal calculator with a complete keyboard and mouse 
interface. You can add, subtract, multiply, and divide 32-bit hexadecimal num
bers, as well as perform the C remainder(%), left shift (<<),right shift(>>), 
and bitwise AND(&), OR (I), and exclusive-OR ( i\) operations. 

The HEXCALC window is shown in Figure 14.5. 
To use HEXCALC, type or click in the first number (up to eight hexadecimal 

digits) followed by the operation and then the second number. You can show 
the result by clicking the Equals button or by pressing either the keyboard 
equal key or the Enter key. To correct your entries, you can use either the Back
space key, the left arrow cursor movement key, or the Back button. Pressing 
Escape or clicking the result box clears the current entry. 
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Figure 14.5: The HEXCALC window 

Results are always truncated to 32 bits, just as if you were performing the 
operation on two unsigned long integers in a C program. The only special han
dling is a check for division by zero before doing a division or remainder oper
ation. In this case, HEXCALC sets the result to FFFFFFFF. 

The client window of HEXCALC contains 29 push button controls, yet the 
program has not one call to WinCreateStdWindow or Win Create Window. Every
thing is defined in the dialog box template in HEXCALC.RC. All the windows 
are created by one call to WinLoadDlg. 

THE HEXCALC TEMPLATE 

The dialog box template shown in the HEXCALC.RC resource script de
scribes the size, appearance, and structure of HEXCALC's main window. The 
template begins with the WINDOWTEMPLATE keyword, which is equivalent 
to the DLGTEMPLATE keyword used in the other templates shown in this 
chapter. The top-level window is denoted by a FRAME statement. The state
ment contains a window style of WS_ VISIBLE and frame creation flags of 
FCF _ TITLEBAR, FCF _SYSMENU, FCF _MINBUTTON, PCP _BORDER, and 
FCF _TASKLIST, such as you might use in a WinCreateStdWindow function. 

The WINDOW statement that follows specifies a child of the frame win
dow. This is the client window of HEXCALC. The child window ID is set to 
FID_CLIENT, and the class name is set to the identifier CLIENTCLASS, de
fined in HEXCALC.H as "HexCalc." This window class is registered in HEX
CALC. C before the call to WinLoadDlg. 

The template then defines 29 children of the client window with 29 PUSH
BUTTON statements. The push buttons are given the style of BS_NOPOINTER
FOCUS, which causes the push button not to get the input focus when clicked. 
I'll discuss the push button child window IDs shortly. 
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CREATING THE WINDOWS 
The main function in HEXCALC.C looks as though it's missing something, 
and it is: It doesn't have a call to WinCreateStdWindow. Instead, the WinLoad
Dlg function creates a frame window, client window, and 29 push buttons 
based on the template in HEXCALC.RC. The frame window also creates a title 
bar, system menu, and minimize box based on the frame creation flags speci
fied in the template. 

Look at the call to WinLoadDlg. 

hwndFrame = WinLoadDlg (HWND_DESKTOP, HWND_DESKTOP, 
NULL, NULLHANDLE, ID_HEXCALC, NULL) ; 

It doesn't even specify a window procedure for the dialog box. The only 
window procedure in HEXCALC is ClientWndProc, which is the window 
procedure for the "HexCalc" class registered in main and specified in the 
WINDOW statement in the template. 

Following the call to WinLoadDlg, the windows in HEXCALC function as if 
they were created with a call to WinCreateStdWindow and 29 calls to WinCre
ate Window. ClientWndProc gets WM_ COMMAND messages from the push 
buttons and WM_ CHAR messages from the keyboard. 

CREATIVE USE OF CONTROL IDS 

The programs developed so far in this chapter have used identifiers defined in 
a header file as the child window IDs of controls within a dialog box. The child 
window IDs of the push buttons in HEXCALC appear to be random, but 
they're not. The IDs have been set to the ASCII codes of the corresponding 
number, letter, or symbol that appears inside the push button. 

This is an easy way to add a keyboard interface to the calculator. When the 
user clicks a child window button, the child window sends ClientWndProc a 
WM_ COMMAND message with the cmd field equal to the control ID. When 
the user presses a character key on the keyboard, HEXCALC's main window re
ceives a WM_ CHAR message with the ASCII code of the character. 

When ClientWndProcreceives a WM_CHAR message, it first makes a few 
adjustments for the left cursor key, the Escape key, and the two Enter keys. 
Then it checks to see if a button exists with an ID equal to the typed character. 
If so, ClientWndProc sends the button a BM_ CLICK message: 

hwndButton - WinWindowFromID (hwnd, CHARMSGC&msg)->chr) ; 

if (hwndButton != NULLHANDLE) 
WinSendMsg (hwndButton, BM_CLICK, NULL, NULL) 
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The BM_ CLICK message causes the button to do two things: First, the but
ton inverts itself briefly to appear as if it has been clicked. This gives the user 
visual feedback. Second, the button sends ClientWndProc a WM_ COMMAND 
message-again-just as if it had been clicked with the mouse. This allows 
ClientWndProcto process both keyboard and mouse input as WM_COMMA.Nn 
messages. 

WINDOWS AND DIALOG BOXES 

We've come full circle. We began creating standard windows in Chapter 2. 
Since Chapter 8 we've been looking at different ways that windows get input, 
first by processing keyboard and mouse input directly, then by using child win
dow controls, and finally by moving to dialog boxes. 

Now we've created a dialog box that seems to function just like a standard 
window! Of course, dialog boxes are normal windows, so it shouldn't be too 
surprising that we can do this. 
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DYNAMIC LINK LIBRARIES 

MuLTITHREADED PROGRAMMING 

TECHNIQUES 

PRINTING GRAPHICS AND TEXT 



TRANSFERRING TEXT WITH 

THE CLIPBOARD 

TRANSFERRING BITMAPS WITH 

THE CLIPBOARD 



T he clipboard is a mechanism for transferring data between Presenta
tion Manager applications. A program that makes use of the clip
board usually has an Edit menu with the options Cut, Copy, and 

Paste. The Cut and Copy options direct the program to transfer data to the 
clipboard, and the Paste option directs the program to transfer data from the 
clipboard to the program. 

The clipboard is also useful for some operations that do not involve transfer
ring data between applications. These operations most commonly occur in 
programs that work with documents- word processing programs, for exam
ple. Such programs use the clipboard as a storage area when moving text from 
one part of the document to another. 

To move text within a word processing document, the user first selects part 
of the document to be moved. The user then selects Cut or Copy from the 
menu. Both commands copy the selection to the clipboard; the Cut command 
also deletes the selection from the document. 

To use the Paste command in a word processing program, the user first moves 
the cursor to the point in the document where the text from the clipboard 
should be inserted. The user then selects the Paste command. The program 
copies the text from the clipboard to the document. In traditional word pro
cessing terminology, a "block copy" is a clipboard Copy command followed by 
a Paste command. A "block move" is a clipboard Cut command followed by a 
Paste command. 

Of course, word processing programs have included block copy and 
block move operations for years without any help from a clipboard. But a 
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Presentation Manager program should use the clipboard for these operations 
rather than its own internal logic. Because all Presentation Manager programs 
have access to the same clipboard, a user can cut or copy data from one pro
gram and paste it into another program. The clipboard makes use of shared 
memory blocks to allow these interprocess transfers. 

But the clipboard is really for the convenience of the user. The user controls 
what is copied to the clipboard by selecting menu commands from Presentation 
Manager programs. A program should copy data to the clipboard only on a 
Cut or Copy command; it should not use the clipboard as a form of temporary 
storage apart from these two commands. 

Three standard data formats can be stored in the clipboard: text, bitmaps, and 
metafiles. (A metafile is a collection of GPI drawing commands.) This chapter 
discusses the text and bitmap formats. 

TRANSFERRING TEXT WITH THE CLIPBOARD 
A program that makes use of the clipboard generally has an Edit option on its 
top-level menu. The standard commands on the Edit submenu (in the order 
in which they usually appear) are as follows: 

Menu Keyboard Operation 
Command Accelerator 

Cut Shift+ Del Copy selection to clipboard and delete 
selection from document 

Copy Ctrl+Ins Copy selection to clipboard, but do not 
delete selection from document 

Paste Shift+ Ins Copy clipboard contents to document 

Clear Del Delete selection from document but do not 
copy selection to clipboard 

In some cases, you may not have all of these commands, but you'll probably 
include at least Copy and Paste. As you can see, the Clear option doesn't involve 
the clipboard at all. However, you'll want to write your Clear logic when you 
write your Cut logic because Cut is equivalent to a Copy followed by a Clear. 

The most common format of clipboard data is a block of text in normal 
ASCII format. Each text line is terminated by the carriage return (\r) and line 
feed (\n) control characters. The text can contain tab characters (\t). The en
tire block is terminated by a zero byte. 
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A block of text that your program copies into the clipboard must be stored 
in a shared memory block allocated specifically for this purpose. To allocate 
this memory segment you use the OS/2 DosAilocSharedMem function with the 
OBL GIVEABLE option. This allows the Presentation Manager to call DosGive
SharedMem within its clipboard logic to give access rights to other programs 
that need to copy the text from the clipboard. 

p REPARING THE SHARED MEMORY BLOCK 

Let's suppose that the user of your program has selected a block of text in a 
document and chooses the Copy or Cut command to copy it to the clipboard. 
I'll assume your program has two variables named pchText (a pointer to the 
beginning of the character string to be copied to the clipboard) and iTextLen 
(the length of this string) . In the general case, pch Text is a pointer to a text 
string within a larger document, and the selected block of text will not itself be 
terminated by a zero byte. 

In your program you define a variable of type PCHAR, a pointer to a char
acter string: 

PCHAR pchClipText : 

You first allocate a block of memory that is the length of the selected text string 
plus 1 byte (for the terminating zero) . To do this, use the DosAilocSharedMem 
function with numerous flags: 

DosAllocSeg ((PVOID) &pchClipText, NULL. iLen, 
PAG_COMMIT I PAG_ READ I PAG_WRITE 
OBJ_TILE I OBJ_GIVEABLE) : 

This function allocates a block of shareable memory and stores the pointer in 
pchClipText. 

Now copy the text addressed by pchTextto the memory block addressed by 
pchClipText. Don't forget to add the zero byte that terminates the text. 

PUTTING TEXT IN THE CLIPBOARD 
Now that you've prepared the shared memory block, you're ready to put the 
text in the clipboard. You use four Presentation Manager clipboard function 
calls to put text into the clipboard: WinOpenClipbrd, WinEmptyClipbrd, Win
SetClipbrdData, and WinCloseClipbrd. First you open the clipboard and empty 
it of all data: 

WinOpenC l ipbrd (hab) : 
WinEmptyClipbrd (hab) : 
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Call WinSetClipbrdData to set the text string referenced by pchClipText into 
the clipboard: 

WinSetClipbrdData (hab, (ULONG) pchClipText,CF_TEXT, CFI _POINTER) : 

Note that the second parameter is declared as a ULONG in the PMWIN.H 
header file, so you should cast the pointer to a ULONG to prevent compiler 
warning messages. The third parameter indicates the format of this data. In 
this case the format is CF _TEXT. (The CF p_refix stands for "clipboard format.") 
The last parameter is the clipboard format information flag. You set this to 
CFI_POINTER to indicate that the second parameter is a pointer. Finally, 
close the clipboard: 

WinCloseClipbrd (hab) : 

You're done. 
Do not call DosFreeMem to free the block of memory you allocated using 

DosAllocSharedMem. (Nothing bad will happen if you do, but the DosFreeMem 
function will fail because the block has already been freed for your process by 
the Presentation Manager.) After you call WinSetClipbrdData, do not attempt 
to reference the text stored in this shared memory block. You allocated this 
block specifically for transferring the text to the clipboard; once you call Win
SetClipbrdData, the text no longer belongs to your program. 

GETTING TEXT FROM THE CLIPBOARD 
When transferring data from the clipboard to your program (the Paste opera
tion), you use three functions: WinOpenClipbrd, WinQueryClipbrdData, and 
WinCloseClipbrd. The WinQueryClipbrdData function gives your program 
temporary access to the shared memory block containing the data stored by 
the clipboard. 

Again, you should define a variable of type PCHAR: 

PCHAR pchClipText : 

You begin by opening the clipboard: 

WinOpenClipbrd (hab) : 

You then obtain a pointer to the text block stored in the clipboard by calling 
WinQueryClipbrdData: 

pchClipText - (PVOID) WinQueryClipbrdData (hab, CF_TEXT) : 

The return value of WinQueryClipbrdData is declared as a ULONG. To pre
vent compiler warning messages, you must cast this value to a pointer before 
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assigning it to pchClipText. If there is no text in the clipboard, WinQueryClip
brdData returns a 0. In that case, you simply call WinCloseClipbrd. 

The pchClipTextpointer points to a shared memory block containing clip
board text contents. During the WinQueryClipbrdData call, the Presentation 
.Manager calls DosGiveSharedMem to give your program access to this segment. 
You can reference this shared memory block only while the clipboard is still 
open. Do not alter the text in the clipboard. The block of text is terminated 
by a zero byte so you can use the strlen function to determine the length of 
the string. 

What you do with this text depends on the program. For example, you may 
want to allocate a block of local memory and copy the contents of the clipboard 
to it. When you finish referencing the clipboard text, you close the clipboard: 

WinCloseClipbrd (hab) ; 

Do not attempt to use the pchClipTextpointer after the clipboard is closed, be
cause the block is freed for use by your process. 

THE OPEN CLIPBOARD 
Only one process can have the clipboard open at a time. If one program has 
the clipboard open and another program calls WinOpenClipbrd, the function 
will not return until the first program calls WinCloseClipbrd. For this reason, 
you should call WinOpenClipbrd and WinCloseClipbrd within the course of a 
single message. 

You can also obtain information about the current contents of the clipboard 
without opening the clipboard. The following function call returns TRUE if 
the clipboard contains data in the CF_TEXT format and FALSE otherwise: 

WinQueryClipbrdFmtinfo (hab, CF_TEXT, &ulfinfo) 

On return from the function, the ulfinfo variable is set to CFl_POINTER if the 
clipboard contains data in the CF_TEXT format. 

The WinQueryClipbrdFmtlnfo function is also very handy during processing 
of the WM_INITMENU message. When the Edit submenu is invoked, the Pre
sentation Manager sends your program a WM_INITMENU message with the 
low USHORT of mpl set to the menu ID of the Edit menu. You can take this 
opportunity to enable or disable the Cut, Copy, Paste, and Clear options. You 
disable the Cut, Copy, and Clear options if the user has not selected any text in 
the document. You disable the Paste option if WinQueryClipbrdFmtlnfo re
turns FALSE. However, to be on the safe side, you should still check for a zero 
return value from WinQueryClipbrdData when you actually carry out the 
Paste command. 
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THE CLIPBOARD AND HEXCALC2 

You'll recall the HEXCALC program from Chapter 14. A revised version, 
called HEXCALC2 (shown in Listing 15.1), uses the clipboard to read a string 
of hexadecimal numbers and symbols (such as + and-) from the clipboard 
and calculate the result. 

Listing 15.1: The HEXCALC program 

The HEXCALC2.MAK File 

#- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
# HEXCALC2.MAK make file 
#------ -- ----------------

hexcalc2.exe : hexcalc2.obj hexcalc2.def hexcalc . res 
$CPRGLINK) hexcalc2. hexcalc2, NUL , $(PRGLIB) . hexcalc2 
re hexcalc.res hexcalc2.exe 

hexcalc2.obj : hexcalc2 . c hexcalc.h 
$(PRGCC) hexcalc2.c 

hexcalc.res : hexcalc.rc hexcalc.h 
$CPRGRC) hexcalc . rc 

The HEXCALC2.C File 

/*·-------- ------- ---- - --- - - -------- ---------------------------------
HEXCALC2 .C - - Hexadecimal Calculator with Clipboard Cut and Paste 

Cc) Charles Petzold, 1993 
- --- ---- -- - - ---- -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - -- -- - ------ - - -- -- - --- - --- ----*/ 

#define INCL_WIN 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <ctype.h> 
#include <limits.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "hexcalc.h" 

#define IDM_COPY 256 
#define IDM_PASTE 257 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAM) 

int main (void) 

HAB hab ; 
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Listing 15.1: The HEXCALC program (Continued) 

HMO hmq ; 
HWND hwndFrame 
QMSG qmsg ; 

hab - Wininitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue Chab, 0) ; 

WinRegisterClass Chab, CLIENTCLASS, ClientWndProc, 0L, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinLoadDlg CHWNO_DESKTOP, HWND_DESKTOP , 
NULL, NULLHAND LE, I D_HEXCALC, NULL) 

WinSendMsg (hwndFrame, WM_SETICON, (MPARAMJ 
WinLoadPointer CHWND_ DESKTOP, NULLHANOLE, ID_ ICONJ, NULL) 

WinSetFocus (HWND_OESKTOP, WinWindowFrom!D (hwndFrame, FID_CLIENT)) ; 

while CWinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANOLE, 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsgJ 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrameJ 
WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate (hab) : 
return 0 ; 

HACCEL AddltemsToSysMenu (HAB hab, HWND hwndFrame) 
( 

static CHAR •szMenuText [3] - I NULL, "-Copy\tCtrl+lns", 
"-Paste\tShift+Ins" J ; 

static MENUITEM mi [3) - ( 

ACCELTABLE 
HACCEL 
HWND 
INT 
MENU ITEM 

•pacct ; 
haccel ; 

MIT_END, 
MIT_END, 
MIT_END , 
J ; 

MIS_SEPARATOR, 
MIS_TEXT, 
MIS_ TEXT , 

hwndSysMenu, hwndSysSubMenu 
idSysMenu, iltem 
miSysMenu : 

0, 
0, 
0, 

II Add items to system menu 

0 , 
IDM_COPY, 
IDM_pASTE, 

hwndSysMenu - WinWindowFrom!D (hwndFrame, FIO_SYSMENUJ 
idSysMenu - SHORTlFROMMR (WinSendMsg (hwndSysMenu, 

MM_ITEMIDFROMPOSITION, 
NU LL, NULL)) ; 

WinSendMsg (hwndSysMenu, MM_OUERYITEM , 

0 , 
0, 
0, 

0 , 
0, 
0 
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Listing 15.1: The HEXCALC program (Continued) 

MPFROM2SHORT CidSysMenu, FALSE), 
MPFROMP (&miSysMenu)) ; 

hwndSysSubMenu - miSysMenu .hwndSubMenu 

for (iltem - 0 ; iltem < 3 ; iltem++) 
WinSendMsg (hwndSysSubMenu. MM_INSERTITEM, 

MPFROMP (mi + i Item). 
MPFROMP (szMenuText [iltem] IJ ; 

II Create and set acce l erator ta bl e 

pacct - malloc (sizeof (ACCELTABLEJ + sizeof (ACCEL)) ; 

pacct->cAccel 
pacct ->codepage 

- 2 
- 0 

II Number of accelerators 
II Not used 

pacct->aaccel[0] .fs - AF_VIRTUALKEY AF CONTROL 
pacct ->a accel[0].key - VK_INSERT ; 
pacct- >aaccel[0].cmd - IDM_COPY : 

pacct ->aaccel[l].fs - AF_VIRTUALKEY AF_SHIFT 
pacct ->aaccel[l].key - VK_INSERT 
pacct- >a accel[l].cmd - IDM_PASTE ; 

haccel - WinCreateAccelTable (hab, pacct) 
WinSetAccelTable (hab . haccel. hwndFrame) 

free ( pacct I ; 

return haccel ; 

VO ID EnableSysMenuitem CHWND hwnd, INT idltem, BOOL fEnable) 
r 
HWND hwnd SysMenu ; 

hwndSysMenu - WinWindowFromID (WinQueryWindow (hwnd. QW_PARENTI. 
F!D_SYSMENU I 

WinSendMsg (hwndSysMenu , MM_SETITEMATTR. 
MPFROM2SHORT ((USHORTI iditem, TRUE) , 
MPFROM2SHORT (MIA_DISABLED. fEnable ? 0 MIA_DI SABLED I) 

void ShowNumbe r (HWND hwnd . ULONG ulNumberJ 

CHAR sz Buff er [20] ; 

-
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Listing 15.1: The HEXCALC program (Continued) 

~pri ntf CszBuffe r , "%1 X". ul Number) ; 

WinSetWindowText (WinWindowFromID (hwnd , ESCAPE) , szBuffer) 
} 

ULONG Ca lclt CULONG ulFirstNum, INT iOperation , ULONG ulNum) 
( 

swi tch (iOperation) 
{ 

case ·-· return 
case ' +' return 
case - return 
case ' *' return 
case ' &' return 
case 'I' return 
case '.' return 
case . <' return 
case '>' return 
case , I , return 
case ' %' return 

retu rn 0L 

ul Num ; 

ulFirstNum + ulNum 
ul FirstNum ulNum 
ulFirstNum * ulNum 
ulFirstNum & ulNum 
ulFirstNum I ulNum 
ulFirstNum • ulNum 
ulFirstNum « ulNum 
ul Fi rstNum » ul Num 
ulNum ulFirstNum I ulNum ULONG_MAX 
ulNum ? ulFirstNum % ul Num ULONG_MAX 

RES ULT EXPENTRY Cl ientWndProc CHWND hwnd , ULO NG msg, MPARAM mpl , MPARAM mp2) 
( 

stat ic BOOL fNewNumber - TRUE 
static HAB hab ; 

static HACC EL haccel ; 

static INT ;operation - , _ , ; 

static ULONG ulNumber, ulFirstNum 
HW ND hwndButton ; 

INT i' i Len, idButton 
PC HAR pchCl ipText 
QMSG qmsg ; 

switch ( msg) 

case WM_CREATE : 
hab - Wi nQueryAnchorBlock (hwnd) ; 
haccel - AdditemsToSysMenu (hab , 

WinQueryWindow Chwnd, QW_PARENT)) 
return 0 

case WM_CHAR: 
if (CHARMSGC&msg)- >fs & KC_KEYUP) 

return 0 ; 

if (CHARMSG(&msg)- >fs & KC_VIRTUALKEYJ 
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Listing 15.1: The HEXCALC program (Continued) 

switch CCHARMSGC&msg) ->vkey) 
{ 

case VK_LEFT: 
if ( ! (CHARMSG(&msgJ ->fs & KC_CHARJ) 

{ 

CHARMSG(&msgJ ->chr - '\b ' ; 
CHARMSGC&msgJ->fs I- KC CHAR 
) 

break ; 

case VK_ESC : 
CHARMSG(&msg)->chr - ESCAPE ; 
CHARMSG(&msg)->fs I- KC_CHAR 
break ; 

case VK_NEWLINE : 
case VK_ENTER: 

CHARMSGC&msg)- >chr - ·- · 
CHARMSG(&msg)->fs 1- KC_CHAR 
break : 

if CCHARMSGC&msg)->fs & KC_CHARJ 
( 

CHARMSGC&msg)->chr - toupper (CHARMSG(&ms g)- >chr) ; 

hwndButton - WinWindow From! D Chwnd, CHARMSGC& msgl- >chr ) 

if Chwn dButton ! - NULLHANDLEJ 
WinSendMsg (hwndButton, BM_CLICK , NUL L. NULL) 

else 
WinAlarm (HWND_DESKTOP, WA_ERROR) 

return 0 

case WM_COMMAND: 
idButton - COMMANDMSGC&msgJ->cmd 

if CidButton -- IDM_COPYJ 
( 

I I "Copy " 

hwndButton - WinWindowFrom!D (hwnd, ESCA PE) ; 
iLen - WinQueryWindowTextLength (hwndButton) + 1 ; 

-

DosAl l ocSharedMem ((PVO!D ) &pchClipText , NU LL, (ULONG ) ilen . 
PAG_COMMIT I PAG_READ I PAG_WRITE 
OBJ_TILE I OBJ_GIVEABLE) ; 

WinQueryWindowText (hwndButton , iLen . pchClipTextJ 
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Listing 15.1: The HEXCALC program (Continued) 

WinOpenClipbrd (hab) ; 
WinEmptyClipbrd (habl ; 
WinSetClipbrdData (hab, (ULONG) pchClipText, CF_TEXT. 

CFI_POINTERJ 
WinCloseClipbrd (hab) ; 
) 

else if (idButton ~ IDM_PASTEJ 
( 

II "Paste" 

Ena bl eSysMenultem ( hwnd . IDM_COPY, FALSE) 
EnableSysMenultem (hwnd, IDM_PASTE, FALSE) 

WinOpenClipbrd (hab) ; 

pchClipText - CPVOIDJ WinQueryClipbrdData (hab, CF_TEXTl 

if ( pchCl i pText !- 0) 
[ 

for (i - 0 ; pchClipText[i] ; i ++J 
{ 

if CpchClipText[i] ~ '\r') 
WinSendMsg (hwnd. WM_CHAR. 

MPFROM2SHORT CKC_CHAR. 1). 
MPFROM2SHORT ('-', 0)) 

else if (pchClipText[iJ !- '\n' && 
pchCl ipText[i J !- ' · J 

WinSendMsg (hwnd, WM_CHAR, 
MPFROM2SHORT CKC_CHAR, 1). 
MPFROM2SHORT (pchClipText[i]. 

0)) ; 

while (WinPeekMsg (hab, &qmsg. NULLHANDLE. 
0, 0. PM_NOREMOVE)J 

if Cqmsg.msg ~ WM_OUITJ 
( 

else 

WinCloseClipbrd (hab) 
return 0 ; 

WinGetMsg (hab. &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 
0, 0) ; 

WinDispatchMsg (hab. &qmsg) ; 
} 
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Listing 15.1: The HEXCALC program (Continued) 

WinCloseClipbrd (habl ; 

EnableSysMenultem (hwnd, IDM_COP Y, TRUE) 
EnableSysMenuitem Chwnd, IDM_PASTE, TRUE) 
} 

else if (idButton ~ '\b'l 
ShowNumber (hwnd, ulNumber I- 16) 

else if (idButton -- ESCAPE) 
ShowNumber (hwnd, ulNumber - 0L) 

else if (isxdigit (idButton)) 
{ 

if (fNewNumber) 
{ 

ulFirstNum - ulNumber 
ulNumber - 0L 
) 

fNewNumber - FALSE 

if Cul Number <- ULONG_MAX >> 4) 
ShowNumber (hwnd, 

I I bac ks pace 

II escape 

II hex digit 

ulNumber - 16 * ulNumber + idButton -
(isdigit (idButtonl '0' : 'A' - 10 )) 

else 
WinAlarm (HWND_DESKTOP, WA_ERRORJ 

else II operation 

if (!fNewNumber) 
ShowNumber (hwnd. ulNumber -

Calclt (ulFirstNum, iOperation, ulNumberll 
fNewNumber - TRUE ; 
iOperation - idButton ; 
) 

return 0 ; 

case WM_BUTTONlDOWN: 
WinAlarm CHWND_DESKTOP, WA_ERRORJ 
break : 

case WM_ERASEBACKGROUND : 
return MRFROMSHORT (1) 

case WM_DESTROY: 
WinDestroyAccelTable (haccel) 
return 0 ; 
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Listing 15.1: The HEXCALC program (Continued) 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd . msg, mpl, mp2) 

The HEXCALC2.DEF File 

; HEXCALC2 .DEF module definition file 

NAME HEXCALC2 WINDOWAPI 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMOOE 

'Hexadecimal Calculator With Clipboard (C) Charles Petzold 1993' 

Compiling HEXCALC2 also requires the HEXCALC.H, HEXCALC.RC, and 
HEXCALC.ICO files from Chapter 14. 

The Copy and Paste options are located on HEXCALC2's System menu. You 
can copy the current result in HEXCALC2 (the number appearing in the top
most button) to the clipboard using Copy. But it is the Paste command that 
makes HEXCALC2 most useful. First enter the following text in a Presentation 
Manager text editor program such as the OS/2 System Editor: 

123+234*8= 

Select the text and use the editor's Copy command to copy it to the clipboard. 
Now invoke the Paste command in HEXCALC2. The buttons will quickly flash 
as the characters are entered. The result then appears: 1AB8. We've gone from 
a manual calculator to an automated one. 

The AdditemsToSysMenu function in HEXCALC2.C adds the Copy and Paste 
options to the program's System menu using a technique discussed in Chapter 
13. As you'll recall, both menus and buttons use WM_ COMMAND messages 
to inform their owner of user input. HEXCALC2 makes use of buttons with 
IDs set to the ASCII codes of the button text. For this reason, the IDM_COPY 
and IDM_PASTE commands are given IDs of 256 and 257-out of the range 
of the ASCII codes. 

The AdditemsToSysMenu function also defines an accelerator table for the 
two new menu items. First, it uses malloc to allocate storage for a structure of 
type ACCELTABLE. One field of the ACCELTABLE structure is an array of 
structures of type ACCEL. An ACCEL structure exists for each item in the 
accelerator table. (The definition of ACCELTABLE in PMWIN.H allocates 
space for an array of only one ACCEL structure; this is why memory for a 
larger ACCELTABLE structure must be allocated using malloc.) 
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After the fields of the structure are initialized, the accelerator table is created 
by a call to WinCreateAccelTable, which returns a handle to the table. The Win
SetAccelTable function causes the frame window to use this accelerator table. 
The handle to the accelerator table is returned from WinAdditemsToSysMenu 
back to ClientWndProc so that the accelerator table can be destroyed during 
processing of the WM_DESTROY message. 

The WM_ COMMAND processing in HEXCALC2 is expanded to include 
the Copy and Paste commands. For Copy, HEXCALC2 needs to retrieve the 
text displayed in the result button and make a copy for the clipboard. The ID 
of this button is the ASCII Escape code, so the button handle can be obtained 
by calling 

hwndButton - WinWindowFromID (hwnd, ESCAPE) ; 

HEXCALC2 obtains the length of the button text by calling 

ilen = WinQueryWindowTextlength (hwndButton) + 1 ; 

Because this statement adds 1 to the window text length, iLen is large enough 
to accommodate a terminating zero byte. HEXCALC2 then allocates a block of 
shareable memory. Now it need only call WinQueryWindowTextto copy the 
button text into the shareable memory: 

WinQueryWindowText (hwndButton. ilen. pchClipText) ; 

Finally, HEXCALC2 calls the four standard clipboard functions 

WinOpenClipbrd (hab) ; 
WinEmptyClipbrd (habl ; 
WinSetClipbrdData (hab, (ULONG) pchClipText, CF_TEXT, 

CFI_POINTER) 
WinCloseClipbrd (habl ; 

Processing of the Paste command is a bit different from the normal case. It 
starts out in a fairly standard fashion. HEXCALC2 opens the clipboard and 
obtains a pointer to the clipboard memory: 

WinOpenClipbrd (hab) ; 
pchClipText = (PVOIO) WinQueryClipbrdData (hab, CF_TEXT) ; 

But ClientWndProc doesn't need to store this text in local memory. Instead, 
the window procedure uses a for loop to go through the memory block and 
send the individual characters as WM_ CHAR messages to itself. Any line feed 
characters or space characters are ignored (normally HEXCALC2 would beep 
at these invalid characters), and carriage returns are translated into equal 
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signs, but otherwise the characters are translated directly into WM_ CHAR 
messages: 

WinSendMsg Chwnd, WM_CHAR, 
MPFROM2SHORT (KC_CHAR, 1), 
MPFROM2SHORT CpchClipText[i], 0)) ; 

This is why the buttons in HEXCALC2 flash when you paste a numeric calcula
tion from the clipboard into the program: The Paste logic mimics your fingers . 

But think about the message traffic for a moment. ClientWndProc receives a 
WM_ COMMAND message for IDM_PASTE when you select Paste from the 
System menu. The window procedure processes this message by sending itself 
WM_ CHAR messages of the characters from the clipboard. The WM_ CHAR 
processing in ClientWndProc obtains the window handle of the button that 
corresponds to the ASCII code in the WM_ CHAR message and sends the but
ton a BM_ CLICK message. The button responds by flashing and posting a 
WM_COMMAND message to ClientWndProcwith the button ID. 

In response to the original WM_ COMMAND message, the WM_ CHAR 
and BM_ CLICK messages are sent directly to the appropriate window proce
dure. But the WM_ COMMAND message from the button (the final result of 
the Paste operation) is posted to the message queue. This is a problem because 
the message queue can store only a limited number of messages; it is quite pos
sible that the queue will fill up with unprocessed WM_ COMMAND messages 
from the buttons. 

For this reason, the Paste processing in HEXCALC2 contains the following 
code, which is executed after each WM_ CHAR message is sent: 

while (WinPeekMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 
0, 0. PM_NOREMOVE)) 

if Cqmsg.msg == WM_OUITl 
{ 

else 

WinCloseClipbrd Chabl 
return 0 ; 

WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 
0, 0) ; 

WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) : 
} 
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The WinPeekMsg function is similar to WinGetMsg but with two important dif
ferences. First, the last parameter to WinPeekMsg can be set to either PM_RE
M OVE or PM_NOREMOVE to remove or not remove the next message from 
the message queue. Second, if no message exists in the message queue, WinGet
Msg wili wait for one. WinPeekMsg returns immediately if there are no pend
ing messages. The return value of WinPeekMsg is TRUE if a message was 
retrieved from the queue and FALSE otherwise. 

In HEXCALC2, WinPeekMsguses the PM_NOREMOVE option. If WinPeek
Msg returns TRUE, the message is retrieved from the queue with WinGetMsg 
and dispatched to the window procedure with WinDispatchMsg. This applies 
for all messages except WM_ QUIT-a case I'll discuss shortly. 

The primary purpose of the WinPeekMsg function in HEXCALC2 is to re
trieve WM_ COMMAND messages posted by the buttons and prevent the 
message queue from overflowing. But this code also has some interesting side 
effects. If you paste a lengthy calculation into HEXCALC2, you can continue 
to use the mouse and keyboard with the program. For example, you can use 
the mouse to move the HEXCALC2 window in the middle of the paste opera
tion. These mouse messages are queued, so WinPeekMsg returns TRUE when 
it encounters one, and the messages are retrieved and dispatched as usual. 

You can also select Close from the System menu in the middle of the Paste 
operation. For this reason, the WM_ QUIT command is checked explicitly fol
lowing the WinPeekMsgcall . The WM_ QUIT message is not removed from 
the message queue. HEXCALC2 simply closes the clipboard and stops the 
Paste operation by returning from the window procedure. 

Of course, if you can select Close from the System menu while a Paste opera
tion is in progress, you could also select Copy or Paste. For this reason, HEX
CALC2 calls the EnableSysMenultem function to disable these two items 
before the Paste operation. When Paste is finished, HEXCALC2 calls the func
tion again to enable the items. 

I'll have more to say about the WinPeekMsgfunction in Chapter 17. 

TRANSFERRING BITMAPS WITH THE CLIPBOARD 
In some ways, transferring bitmaps to and from the clipboard is easier than 
transferring text. The only hard part is that you generally must make a copy of 
any bitmap you put in the clipboard if you want to continue using the bitmap in 
your program. You must also make a copy of a bitmap you get from the clipboard 
if you want to use the bitmap after the clipboard is closed. In the sample BLOWUP 
program used in this section, the Copy Bitmap function does this. 
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TRA N SFERRING FROM PROGRAM TO CLIPBOARD 

Suppose you have a handle to a bitmap, and it is stored in the variable hbm of 
type HBITMAP. You want to keep this handle, but you want to transfer a copy 
of the bitmap to the clipboard. 

First, you make a copy of the bitmap and store the handle in another variable 
(named hbmClip, for example) of type HBITMAP: 

hbmClip = Co pyBitmap (hbm) ; 

If the copy operation is successful, you call the same four functions you use 
to transfer text into the clipboard: 

WinOpenC lipbrd (hab ) ; 
Win EmptyC lipbrd (hab ) ; 
WinSetCli pbrdData (hab, (ULONG ) hbmClip, CF_BITMAP, CFI_HANDLE) ; 
WinCloseC lipbrd ( hab ) ; 

Notice that the second parameter to WinSetClipbrdData is the handle of the 
bitmap copy rather than a pointer to shareable memory. This parameter is 
followed by the identifiers CF _BITMAP to indicate bitmap format and CFI_ -
HANDLE to indicate that a handle is being passed as the second parameter. 

Following the WinSetClipbrdData call, do not use or delete hbmClip. This 
copy of the bitmap is specifically for the clipboard. 

TRANSFERRING FROM CLIPBOARD TO PROGRAM 

To transfer a bitmap from the clipboard into your program, first open the clip
board and obtain the bitmap handle: 

WinOpenCl ipbrd ( hab) ; 
hbmCl i p - (HBITMAP) WinQueryClipbrdDat a (hab, CF_BITMAP ) ; 

The WinQueryClipbrdData function returns OL if the clipboard does not con
tain a bitmap. Thus, hbmClip will be NULL. The hbmClip handle will be valid 
only when the clipboard is open. You'll probably want to make a copy of the 
bitmap and then close the clipboard: 

i f (hbmCl ip != NULL) 
hbm = CopyBitmap (hbmCl i p) ; 

WinCloseC l i pbrd (hab ) ; 

I told you this was easy. Now all we need is that Copy Bitmap function. 

THE BLOWUP PROGRAM 

The CopyBitmap function and some other goodies are shown in the BLOWUP 
program in Listing 15.2. 
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Listing 15.2: The BLOWUP program 

The BLOWUP.MAK File 

if- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
if BLOWUP.MAK make file 
if- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

bl owup .exe : blowup .obj blowup.def blowup . res 
$(PRGLINK) blowup, blowup, NUL , $(PRGL!B). blowup 
re blowup.res 

blowup.obj : blowup.c blowup.h 
$(PRGCC) blowup.c 

blowup.res : blowup . re blowup.h 
$(PRGRC) blowup 

The BLOWUP.C File 

I*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

BLOWUP.C -- Screen Capture Program 
(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*I 

ifdefine INCL_WIN 
ifdefine lNCL_GPJ 
ifinclude <os2.h> 
ifinclude <string.h> 
ifinclude "blowup.h" 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND. ULONG. MPARAM, MPARAM) 
BOOL 
HBJTMAP 
HB JTMAP 
VOID 

BeginTracking (PRECTL) ; 
CopyScreenToBitmap (PRECTL) 
CopyBitmap (HBITMAP) ; 
BitmapCreationError (HWND) ; 

CHAR szClientClass [] - "BlowUp" ; 
HAB hab 

int main (void) 

static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR FCF_SYSMENU 
FCF_SIZEBORDER FCF_MINMAX 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION FCF_TASKLJST 
FCF _MENU FCF _ACCELTABLE 

HMQ hmq ; 
HWND hwndFrame . hwndClient ; 
QMSG qmsg ; 
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Listing 15.2: The BLOWUP program (Continued) 

hab - Win!nitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) : 

WinRegisterClass Chab, szClientClass. ClientWndProc. CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWND_DESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass. NULL. 
0L, 0, ID_RESOURCE. &hwndClient) : 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmql 
WinTerminate (habl : 
return 0 : 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

static HBITMAP hbm ; 
static HWND hwndMenu 
static INT iDisplay - IDM_ACTUAL 
BOOL bEnable 
HB ITMAP hbmClip : 
HPS hps : 
REC TL rclTrack. rclClient 
ULONG ul flnfo : 

switch (ms g) 

case WM_CREATE: 
hwndMenu - WinWindowFrom!D ( 

WinQueryWindow (hwnd, QW_PARENTJ, 
FID_MENU) : 

return 0 : 

case WM_INITMENU: 
switch (SHORTlFROMMP (mpl)) 

( 

case IDM_EDIT: 
bEnable - Chbm !- NULLHANDLE ? TRUE : FALSE) : 

WinEnableMenuitem (hwndMenu , !DM_CUT, bEnable) 
WinEnableMenultem (hwndMenu . IDM_COPY, bEnable) 
WinEnableMenuitem (hwndMenu, IDM_CLEAR, 
WinEnableMenultem (hwndMenu. IDM_PASTE, 

WinQueryClipbrdFmtinfo (hab, CF_BITMAP, 
&ul flnfo)) : 
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Listing 15.2: The BLOWUP program (Continued) 

return 0 : 

break ; 

case WM_COMMAND: 
switch (COMMANDMSGC&msg) ->cmd) 

{ 

case IDM_CUT: 
if (hbm !- NULLHANDLE) 

{ 

WinOpenClipbrd Chab) 
WinEmptyClipbrd (hab) ; 
WinSetClipbrdData (hab, (ULONG) hbm. 

CF_BITMAP. CFI_HANDLE) 
WinCloseClipbrd (hab) ; 
hbm - NULLHANDLE ; 
WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd. NULL, FALSE) 

return 0 ; 

case IDM_CO PY: 
II Make copy of stored bitmap 

hbmClip - CopyBitmap Chbm) ; 

II Set clipboard data to copy of bitmap 

if (hbmClip !- NULLHANDLE) 
{ 

else 

WinOpenClipbrd Chab) ; 
WinEmptyClipbrd Chab) ; 
WinSetClipbrdData (hab, CULDNG) hbmClip, 

CF_BITMAP. CFI_HANDLE) 
WinCloseClipbrd (hab) ; 
} 

BitmapCreationError (hwnd) 
return 0 ; 

case IDM_PASTE: 
II Get bitmap from clipboard 

WinOpenClipbrd (hab) ; 
hbmClip - CHBITMAP) WinQueryClipbrdData (hab, 

CF_BITMAP) 
if ChbmClip !- NULLHANDLE) 

{ 

if (hbm !- NULLHANDLE) 
GP.iDeleteBitmap (hbm) 
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Listing 15.2: The BLOWUP program (Continued) 

I I Make copy of clipboard bitmap 

hbm - CopyBitmap (hbmClipl 

if (hbm -- NULLHANDLEl 
BitmapCreationError (hwndl 

WinCloseClipbrd (habl ; 
WininvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL, FALSE) 
return 0 ; 

case IDM_CLEAR: 
if (hbm !- NULLHANDLEJ 

[ 

GpiDeleteBitmap (hbm) 
hbm - NULLHANDLE ; 
WininvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL, FALSE) 
} 

return 0 : 

case IDM_CAPTURE: 
if CBeginTracking C&rclTrackll 

{ 

if (hbm ! - NULLHANDLEl 
GpiDeleteBitmap (hbml 

hbm - CopyScreenToBitmap (&rclTrack) 

if (hbm -- NULLHANDLEl 
BitmapCreationError (hwnd) ; 

Winlnval idateRect (hwnd, NULL, FALSE) 
) 

return 0 ; 

case IDM_ACTUAL: 
case IDM_STRETCH: 

break ; 

case WM_PAINT: 

WinCheckMenultem (hwndMenu, iDisplay, FALSE) 

iDisplay - COMMANDMSG(&msgJ- >cmd ; 

WinCheckMenultem ChwndMenu. iDisplay, TRUE) 
Win!nval idateRect (hwnd, NULL, FALSE) 
return 0 ; 
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Listing 15.2: The BLOWUP program (Continued) 

hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE, NULL) 
GpiErase Chps ) : 

if (hbm ! - NULLHANDLE) 
{ 

WinQueryWindowRect Chwnd. &rclClient l ; 

WinDrawBitmap Chps, hbm, NULL, CPPOINTL) &rclClient, 
CLR_NEUTRAL, CLR_BACKGROUND, 
iDisplay ~ IDM_STRETCH ? 

DBM_STRETCH DBM_NORMALl 

WinEndPaint (hps) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_DESTROY: 
if Chbm ! - NULLHANDLE) 

GpiDeleteBitmap Chbml 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc Chwnd, msg, mpl, mp2l 

BOOL BeginTracking CPRECTL prclTrack) 
( 

INT cxScreen, cyScreen, cxPointer, cyPointer 
TRACKINFO ti : 

cxScreen - WinQuerySysValue CHWND_DESKTOP, SV_CXSCREEN) : 
cyScreen - WinQuerySysValue CHWND_DESKTOP, SV_CYSCREEN) : 
cxPointer - WinQuerySysValue CHWNO_OESKTOP, SV_CXPOINTERl 
cyPointer - WinQuerySysValue CHWND_DESKTOP, SV_CYPOINTER) ; 

II Set up track rectangle for moving 

ti .cxBorder -
ti .cyBorder -
ti .cxGrid - 0 
ti .cyGrid - 0 
ti .cxKeyboard - 4 
ti .cyKeyboard - 4 

ti .rclBoundary.xLeft - 0 : 
ti .rclBoundary.yBottom - 0 ; 
ti .rclBoundary.xRight - cxScreen 
ti .rclBoundary .yTop - cyScreen 

ti .ptlMinTrackSize . x 1 
ti .ptlMinTrackSize.y -

II Border width 

II Not used 

II Pixel increment for keyboard 

II Area for tracking rectangle 

II Minimum rectangle size 
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Listing 15.2: The BLOWUP program (Continued) 

ti.ptlMaxTrackSize.x cxScreen 
ti.ptlMaxTrackSize.y - cyScreen 

II Maximum rectangle size 

II Initial position 

ti .rclTrack .xLeft - (cxScreen cxPointerl 2 
ti .rclTrack.yBottom - (cyScreen cyPointer) 2 
ti .rclTrack.xRight - (cxScreen + cxPointerl 2 
ti.rclTrack.yTop - (cyScreen + cyPo inter) 2 

ti.fs - TF_MOVE I TF_STANDARD I TF_SETPOINTERPOS 

if ( !WinTrackRect (HWND_DESKTOP, NULLHANOLE. &till 
return FALSE 

II Flags 

II Switch to "sizing" pointer 
WinSetPointer (HWND_DESKTOP, 

WinQuerySysPointer (HWND_DESKTOP, SPTR_SlZENESW. FALSE)) 

II Track rectangle for sizing 

ti .fs - TF_RIGHT I TF_TOP I TF_STANDARD I TF_SETPOINTERPOS 

if ( ! Wi nTrackRect ( HWND_DESKTOP. NULLHANDLE. &till 
return FALSE 

*prcl Track - ti . rel Track II Final rectangle 

return TRUE ; 

HBITMAP CopyScreenToBitmap (PRECTL prclTrack) 
{ 

BITMAPINFOHEADER2 bmp 
HBITMAP hbm 
HOC hdcMemory 
HPS 
LONG 
PO INTL 
SIZ EL 

hps. hpsMemory 
alBmpFormats[2] 
aptl [3] 

si zl ; 

II Create memory DC and PS 

hdcMemory - DevOpenDC (hab, OD_MEMORY, "*"· 0L, NULL, NULLHANDLEl 

s i z l . ex - s i z l . cy - 0 
hpsMemory - GpiCreatePS (hab. hdcMemory, &sizl. 

PU_PELS I GP! F _DEFAULT I 
GPIT_MICRO I GPIA_ASSOC) ; 
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Listing 15.2: The BLOWUP program (Continued) 

II Create bitmap for destination 

GpiQueryDeviceBitmapFormats (hpsMemory, 2L, alBmpFormats) 

memset l&bmp, 0, sizeof (BITMAPINFOHEAOER2ll 

bmp.cbFix - sizeof (BITMAPINFOHEADER2) : 
bmp.cx - prclTrack->xRight - prclTrack->xLeft 
bmp.cy - prclTrack->yTop - prclTrack->yBottom 
bmp.cPlanes - (USHORT) alBmpFormats[0] 
bmp.cBitCount - (USHORT) alBmpFormats[l] ; 

hbm - GpiCreateBitmap (hpsMemory, &bmp, 0L, NULL, NULL) ; 

if (hbm !- NULLHANDLE) 
{ 

II Copy from screen to bitmap 

GpiSetBitmap lhpsMemory, hbm) ; 
hps - WinGetScreenPS IHWND_DESKTOP) 

aptl[0J .x - 0 ; 
aptl[0].y-0; 
aptl[l].x - bmp.cx 
aptl[l].y - bmp.cy 
aptl[2).x - prclTrack->xLeft 
aptl[2J.y - prclTrack->yBottom 

WinLockVisRegions IHWND_DESKTOP, TRUE) ; 

GpiBitBlt (hpsMemory, hps. 3L. aptl, ROP_SRCCOPY, BBO_IGNOREJ; 

WinLockVisRegions IHWND_DESKTOP, FALSE) ; 

WinReleasePS lhps) ; 
} 

GpiDestroyPS (hpsMemory) 
DevCloseDC ChdcMemory) 

return hbm 

II Clean up 

HBITMAP CopyBitmap IHBITMAP hbmSrc) 
{ 

BITMAPINFOHEADER2 bmp ; 
HBITMAP hbmDst 
HDC hdcSrc, hdcDst 
HPS hpsSrc, hpsDst 
PO INTL aptl[3J 
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Listing 15.2: The BLOWUP program (Continued) 

SIZEL sizl ; 

II Create memory DC's and PS's 

hdcSrc - DevOpenDC (hab, OD_MEMORY, "*" 0L, NULL, NULLHANDLEJ 
hdcDst - DevOpenDC (hab, OD_MEMORY. "*" 0L, NULL, NULLHANDLE) 

s izl . ex - sizl .cy - 0 ; 
hpsS rc - GpiCreatePS (hab , hdcSrc , &sizl . PU_PELS 

GPIT_MICRO 

hps Dst - GpiCreatePS (hab. hdcDst, &sizl, PU_PELS 
GPIT_MICRO 

II Create bitmap 

bmp .cbFix - s izeof (B!TMAPINFOHEADER2) ; 
GpiQueryBitmaplnfoHeader (hbmSrc, &bmpl 

GPIF_DEFAULT I 
GPIA_ASSOCI ; 

GPIF_DEFAULT I 
GPIA_ASSOC) ; 

hbmDst - GpiCreateBitmap (h psDst, &bmp, 0L, NULL, NULL) ; 

if (hbmDst !- NULLHANDLEI 
! 

II Copy from source to destination 

GpiSetBitmap (hpsSrc, hbmSrc) 
GpiSetBitmap (hpsDst, hbmDstl 

aptl[0].x - aptl[0] .y - 0 
aptl[l].x - bmp.cx ; 
aptl[l].y - bmp.cy ; 
aptl[2] - aptl[0] ; 

GpiBitBlt (hpsDst, hpsSrc, 3L, aptl, ROP_SRCCOPY , BBO_IGNOREJ 
} 

Gpi DestroyPS (hpsSrc) 
Gpi DestroyPS (hpsDstl 
DevC loseDC (hdcSrc) 
DevC loseDC (hdcDst) 

return hbmDst ; 

II Clean up 

VO ID BitmapC reationE rror (HWND hwndl 
! 
WinMessageBox (HWND_DESKTOP. hwnd, "Cannot create bitmap.". 

szClientClass, 0 , MB_OK J MB_WARNINGJ ; 
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Listing 15.2: The BLOWUP program (Continued) 

The BLOWUP.RC File 

/* - ---- - - ---- -- - - - - - - --- -- ----- -- -

BLOWUP.RC resource script file 
-- -- - - - - ----- - ----- -- ----- -- - - - -*I 

#include <os2.h> 
#include "blowup.h" 

MENU ID_RESOURCE 
( 

SUBMENU "-Edit", 
{ 

IDM_EDIT 

MENUITEM "Cu-t\tShift+Del", 
MENUITEM "-Copy\tCtrl+Ins". 
MENUITEM "-Paste\tShift+Ins", 
MENUITEM "C-lear\tDel", 
} 

IDM_CUT 
IDM_COPY 
IDM_PASTE 
!OM_ CLEAR 

SUBMENU "-Display", 
{ 

IDM_DISPLAY 

MENUITEM "-Actual size", 
MENUITEM "-Stretch to window", 
} 

IDM_ACTUAL,, MIA_CHECKED 
IDM_STRETCH 

MENUITEM "-Capture!", 
} 

IDM_CAPTURE 

ACCELTABLE ID_RESOURCE 
{ 

VK_DELETE, IOM_CUT, 
VK_INSERT, IDM_COPY, 
VK_INSERT, IDM_PASTE, 
VK_DELETE, IDM_CLEAR, 
} 

VIRTUALKEY, 
VIRTUALKEY, 
VIRTUALKEY, 
VI RTUALKEY 

The BLOWUP.H File 

/*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

BLOWUP.H header file 
----------------------*/ 

ffdefi ne ID_RESOURCE 

lfdefi ne IDM_EDIT 10 
ildefi ne IDM_CUT 11 
#define IDM_COPY 12 
ifdefi ne IDM_PASTE 13 
ffdefi ne IDM_CLEAR 14 

ffdefi ne IDM_ DISPLAY 20 

SHI FT 
CONTROL 
SHIFT 
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Listing 15.2: The BLOWUP program (Continued) 

Udefine IDM_ACTUAL 
Odefine IDM_STRETCH 

21 
22 

Udefine IDM_CAPTURE 30 

The BLOWUP.DEF File 

; BLOWUP.DEF module definition file 

NAME BLOWUP WINDOWAPI 

OE SC RI PTT ON 
PROTHODE 

'Bitmap Blowup Clipboard Program (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 

You can use BLOWUP like a magnifying glass to explore areas of the Presen
tation Manager screen. First select Capture! from the menu. A little rectangle 
about the size of a mouse pointer appears in the middle of the screen. You can 
move it around with the mouse or the cursor movement keys. Move it to an 
area of the screen you want to enlarge, and press Enter or dick the mouse but
ton. You can then use the mouse or keyboard to adjust the upper-right corner 
of the rectangle. Press Enter or click the mouse button again. 

BLOWUP then displays that area of the screen on its client window. By de
fault, it is displayed at actual size. But you can select Stretch to Window from 
BLOWUP's Display menu to stretch the bitmap to the size of the client win
dow. For example, Figure 15. l shows the results of using BLOWUP to look at 
the minimize/maximize menu. 

BLOWUP has an Edit menu with Copy and Paste options. You can copy a 
bitmap to the clipboard or paste a bitmap from the clipboard. 

BLOWUP maintains a bitmap handle named hbm for displaying the bitmap 
on its client window. The clipboard logic in BLOWUP is almost exactly as I 
just described. The only substantial difference is that BLOWUP deletes the 
hbm handle it already has before pasting a bitmap from the clipboard. 

case IDM_PASTE : 
II Get bitmap from clipboard 

WinOpenClipbrd (habl ; 
hbm - WinQueryClipbrdData (hab, CF_BITMAP) 

if (hbmClip !~ NULLHANDLE) 
( 
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Figure 15.1: The BLOWUP display 

if (hbm != NULLHANDLE) 
GpiDeleteBitmap (hbm) 

II Make copy of new bitmap 

hbm = CopyBitmap ChbmClip) 

if Chbm == NULLHANDLE) 
BitmapCreationError Chwnd) 

WinCloseClipbrd Chab) ; 

BLOWUP also processes the WM_INITMENU message to enable or disable 
the Copy and Paste options. The Copy option is enabled only if BLOWUP has 
a bitmap handle stored in hbm. Paste is enabled if the clipboard currently con
tains a bitmap. 

The Copy Bitmap function is fairly straightforward. The function opens two 
memory device contexts and creates two presentation spaces associated with these 
device contexts. WinQueryBitmaplnfoHeader obtains the BITMAPINFOHEADER 
structure that describes the original bitmap. This structure is passed to Gpi
CreateBitmap to create a new bitmap of the same size and color organization. 
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The two bitmaps are set into the two presentation spaces, and GpiBitBlt copies 
the contents of the original bitmap to the new bitmap. 

Jn its Begin Tracking function, BLOWUP uses the powerful WinTrackRect 
function for capturing an area of the screen when you select the Capture! 
option from the menu. Win TrackRect is the same function that the title bar 
window uses when you move a window on the screen and the same function 
that the frame window uses when you resize a window. The function has its 
own keyboard and mouse interface. 

To use WinTrackRect, you need to define a structure of type TRACKINFO: 

TRACKINFO ti ; 

The hard part of the job is setting all the fields of this structure. But once 
they're set, you just pass the structure to WinTrackRect. 

WinTrackRect (HWND_DESKTOP, NULLHANDLE, &ti) : 

The second parameter to WinTrackRect is usually a handle to a presentation 
space, but the function can obtain a presentation space handle using the win
dow handle passed as the first parameter. Because we want to capture anything 
on the screen, the first parameter is set to HWND_DESKTOP. 

WinTrackRectdisplays a rectangle on the screen and allows it to be moved 
or sized with the keyboard or mouse. The function has its own message loop 
and will not return until the user presses the mouse button, the Enter key, or 
the Escape key. WinTrackRect returns FALSE if the user aborts the tracking 
operation by pressing Escape and returns TRUE otherwise. 

BLOWUP calls WinTrackRecttwice in its BeginTrackingfunction, which is 
called from ClientWndProc when the Capture! menu option is selected. The 
first call to WinTrackRect lets you move the tracking rectangle to any area of 
the screen; the second call lets you change the size of the rectangle. 

The TRACKINFO structure contains two fields that are RECTL structures. 
The first (called rclBoundary) indicates the area in which the rectangle can be 
moved. For BLOWUP, this is the entire screen. The second RECTL structure 
(called rclTrack) specifies the initial position and size of the rectangle when the 
function is called and specifies the final position and size of the rectangle when 
the function returns. (For the first call to WinTrackRect, BLOWUP makes the 
rectangle the size of a mouse pointer and places it in the center of the screen.) 
Two PO INTL structures in the TRACKINFO structure specify the minimium 
and maximum allowable sizes of the rectangle. For BLOWUP, the minimum 
size is 1 pixel high and 1 pixel wide, and the maximum size is the dimension 
of the entire screen. 
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The fs field of the TRACKINFO structure specifies how the tracking is to 
work. For the first call to WinTrackRect, the fs field is set like this: 

ti.fs = TF_MOVE I TF_STANDARD I TF_SETPOINTERPOS : 

The TF_MOVE flag indicates that the user can move the rectangle. The TF_
STANDARD flag indicates that the dimensions of the border given in the 
cxBorder and cyBorder fields are multiples of the standard border width. The 
TF _SETPOINTERPOS flag puts the mouse pointer in the center of the rectangle. 

On the second call to WinTrackRect, the flags are set differently: 

ti.fs = TF_RIGHT I TF_TOP I TF_STANDARD I TF_SETPOINTERPOS : 

The TF _RIGHT and TF _TOP flags allow the user to move the upper-right cor
ner of the rectangle. The mouse pointer is positioned on that corner. Before 
this second call to WinTrackRect, BLOWUP sets the mouse pointer to the sys
tem pointer known as SPTR_SIZENESW: 

WinSetPointer CHWND_DESKTOP, 
WinQuerySysPointer (HWND_DESKTOP, SPTR_SIZENESW, FALSE)) : 

The letters "NESW" stand for "north-east-south-west." The pointer is a double
headed arrow that points to the upper-right and lower-left corners. This is the 
mouse pointer that appears when you resize a window by grabbing the upper
right or lower-left corner of the sizing border. 

BLOWUP calls its BeginTrackingfunction when the user selects Capture! 
from the menu. The Begin Tracking function returns the final tracking rectangle. 
BLOWUP then calls CopyScreenToBitmap with this rectangle to create a bit
map and to copy the selected area of the screen. In CopyScreenToBitmap, the 
GpiQueryDeviceBitmapFormats function obtains the number of color planes 
and number of color bits per pixel used for the video display. This is required 
to create the bitmap. The bitmap is selected into a presentation space associated 
with a memory device context, and GpiBitBlt does the copy. Before and after 
the GpiBitBlt call, Copy Screen ToBitmap makes calls to Winlock VisRegions to 
prevent the screen from changing while the copy is in progress. 

If you have the CLOCK or DIGCLOCK program running when you use 
BLOWUP, you'll notice also that the screen is not updated during the calls to 
WinTrackRect. If the Presentation Manager allowed screen updates, another 
program might draw over the tracking rectangle or imprint part of the rect
angle in its window when drawing in exclusive OR mode. This is one big 
advantage of using WinTrackRect rather than your own logic for tracking areas 
of the screen outside your window. 
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LIBRARIES AND WINDOW PROCEDURES 

RESOURCE-ONLY LIBRARIES 



D ynamic linking is a process that lets your programs use functions or 
resources outside of their own .EXE files. Dynamic linking is one of 
the most interesting features of OS/2 and is very important to the 

overall structure of the operating system. Its degree of importance is reflected 
by the number of .DLL files you'll find on your hard disk. These files are dy
namic link libraries or DLLs. They contain code, data, and resources, just as 
executable files do. However, a dynamic link library is not directly executed by 
the operating system. It is instead used by OS/2 executables and other dynamic 
link libraries. 

When OS/2 1.0 was released in December 1987, it did not include the Presen
tation Manager, but it already included some dynamic link libraries providing 
access to the file system, memory, keyboard and mouse input, and video output. 
The Presentation Manager itself (first appearing in OS/2 1.1) is primarily a col
lection of additional dynamic link libraries. These libraries extend the function
ality of the OS/2 kernel to include a windowing user interface and graphics. 

Every operating system function that your program directly calls is in a dy
namic link library. And even when you call C runtime library functions such 
as malloc and fopen, these functions eventually use (respectively) a memory
allocation function and a file-open function in a dynamic link library. 

Two of the more important Presentation Manager libraries are PMWIN.DLL 
(which contains most functions with the "Win" prefix) and PMGPI.DLL (which 
contains most functions with the "Gpi" prefix) . When you create a Presentation 
Manager program, the program's .EXE file contains no code for the various 
OS/2 and Presentation Manager functions called by the program. Instead, the 
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linker builds tables in the .EXE file that identify these functions and the names 
of the dynamic link libraries where they are located. In the program itself, the 
actual calls to these functions contain dummy addresses. 

When you run the program, OS/2 performs several important chores: 

~ It determines from the .EXE file which dynamic link libraries are required 
by the program. 

~ It maps the code and data blocks from the dynamic link library into the 
process's memory space. 

~ It replaces the dummy addresses in the program's code with the actual 
addresses of the entry points to the functions in the DLL code blocks. 

This is what dynamic linking is all about. 
Here's the really cool part: You can also write your own dynamic link libraries, 

as I'll demonstrate in this chapter. Code, read-only data, and resources in dy
namic link libraries can be shared among all processes running under OS/2. 
Read-write data blocks associated with dynamic link libraries are usually private 
to each process. However, you can specify that some read-write data blocks in 
a dynamic link library be shared among all processes. This allows dynamic link 
libraries to assist in interprocess communication (IPC). 

Because dynamic linking is a facility of the OS/2 kernel rather than the 
Presentation Manager, I won't discuss it in detail here. Instead, I'll concentrate 
on those aspects of dynamic linking that are most important to Presentation 
Manager programming. 

Before we begin, you should know that OS/2 uses the directory paths speci
fied in the LIBPATH statement in your CONFIG.SYS file to locate the library 
files. You should make sure that this list includes the directory path indicated 
by a single period. This causes OS/2 to search the current directory when a 
program requires a dynamic link library. That makes developing and testing 
the library somewhat easier. If you change your CONFIG.SYS file, you'll have 
to reboot to make the change effective. In the following discussions and exam
ples, I'll assume you've done this. 

DYNAMIC LINK LIBRARY BASICS 
The word "library" is used in several different ways in OS/2 programming, so 
let's take a minute to examine these various meanings. 
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o&JECT AND IMPORT LIBRARIES 

Normally when you link a program, you make use of object libraries. These are 
files with a .LIB extension that contain code and data. Linking with an object 
library is sometimes known as static linking to differentiate it from dynamic link
ing. Static linking is something we've been doing for years and years and years. 

However, some files with a .LIB extension are not object libraries but import 
libraries. Import libraries are similar to object libraries because they contain in
formation that the linker uses to construct a program's .EXE file. However, im
port libraries usually contain no code or data. Instead, the linker uses the 
import libraries to set up tables within the .EXE file that identify the dynamic 
link library functions used by the program. 

For example, most Presentation Manager programs call the function Win
CreateStdWindow. When you compile a Presentation Manager program, the 
.OBJ file produced by the compiler contains an unresolved reference to this 
function. When the linker links the program to create a .EXE file, it finds the 
WinCreateStdWindow function in an import library. This import library indi
cates that this function is located in the PMWIN.DLL dynamic link library 
module and has a particular ordinal number (a concept discussed later in this 
chapter). The linker then stores this information in the program's .EXE file . 
When 05/2 loads the program into memory, it can then determine both the 
name of the dynamic link library and the ordinal number within that library 
of the unresolved call to WinCreateStdWindow. 

I'll show you how to create your own import libraries later in this chapter. 
The object libraries and import libraries need to be present on the hard disk 

only when you link the program. The dynamic link library used by a program 
must be present when you run the program. 

MODULES 

Both programs (files with a .EXE extension) and dynamic link libraries (files 
with a .DLL extension) are sometimes called modules. The .EXE files are program 
modules and the .DLL files are library modules. Each module has a module 
name, which you must specify in the NAME statement (for program modules) 
or the LIBRARY statement (for library modules) of the module definition 
(.DEF) file. 

A library module name must be the same as the file name, but without the 
.DLL extension; a program module name is usually the same as the file name 
(without the .EXE extension), but can be different. 
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EXPORTED FUNCTIONS 
Most dynamic link libraries contain functions that can be called from execut
ables or other dynamic link libraries. Such functions are said to be exported 
from the library. For example, the WinCreateStdWindow function is exported 
from the PMWIN.DLL dynamic link library. A function in a dynamic link li
brary must be exported if it is to be used by another module. 

You can get a list of functions exported from a particular dynamic link library 
by running the EXEHDR program (included with IBM's C Developer's Work
Set/2) like this: 

EXEHDR C:\052\DLL\PMWIN.DLL 

After displaying information stored in the file header, EXEHDR lists all of the 
code and data blocks in the module, followed by the exported functions. The 
"obj" and "offset" columns indicate the memory block and the offset within 
that block where the function begins. The "ord" column contains the ordinal 
number of the function. Each exported function has a unique positive ordinal 
number. 

IMPORTED FUNCTIONS 

When a program or library module makes use of functions in a library module, 
the functions are said to be imported to the module making the function call. 
You can get a list of the functions imported to a module by running EXEHDR 
with the -V ("verbose") switch. This displays a list of all addresses within the 
module that OS/2 must patch when loading the program into memory. Many 
of these are calls to functions in dynamic link library modules. You'll notice 
that imported functions are referred to by the module name (such as PMWIN 
and PMGPI) followed by a period and either a function name or an ordinal 
number. 

Thus, dynamic linking is the process of connecting calls to functions im
ported to a program module with the functions exported from a dynamic link 
library module. Very often a library module imports functions from itself or 
from another library module, so OS/2 must also be able to dynamically link 
library modules. 

SAME PROCESS, DIFFERENT MODULE 
It's important to remember that a dynamic link library is not a process. Only 
an OS/2 executable file can become a process. Code that is executed in a dy
namic link library (as a result of a call to a function within the library), is exe
cuted within the process that makes the call. Each process running under OS/2 
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has its own virtual memory space. When a process uses a library module, the 
code and data in that module are also included in the process's memory space. 

In this sense, when a program calls a routine in a dynamic link library, it's 
no different from the program calling a routine in the program itself. The dy
namic link library is an extension of the process. Everything the library does is 
done on behalf of the process. For example, a function in a dynamic link library 
can open a file or allocate a memory block. The open file or memory block 
belongs to the process that called the function in the library. 

This is quite interesting when you think about it. We are accustomed to 
thinking about operating system code and program code as separate and dis
tinct entities. A function such as WinCreateStdWindow is an operating system 
function call. Yet, when a Presentation Manager program calls WinCreateStd
Window, the function really executes as part of the process. 

Is PMWIN.DLL an extension of the OS/2 operating system or an extension 
of a program running under Presentation Manager? Actually, it's both. Dy
namic link libraries bridge the gap between program and operating system. 
Under OS/2, the concept of one module calling code located in another mod
ule is generalized. There is no real separation between program code and oper
ating system code. 

When you write your own dynamic link libraries, you may think of them as 
extensions of your programs. But you can also view them as extensions of the 
operating system. This explains why people say that OS/2 is easily and almost 
infinitely extensible. 

WHY USE DYNAMIC LINK LIBRARIES? 
Of course, the idea of writing an "extension" to OS/2 may be enough of a thrill to 
induce you to write dynamic link libraries. But there are more practical benefits. 

Suppose you were developing an OS/2 accounting package that consisted of 
several programs. These programs would probably use a lot of the same code. 
In fact, under DOS you would probably isolate these common routines in sep
arate source code files and put them in object libraries. 

But if you did this, each program in the package would contain a copy of 
these common routines, increasing the total disk space required by the pack
age. Moreover, if someone ran two or more of these programs under OS/2 at 
the same time, the common routines would also be duplicated in memory. 

If you instead put these routines in a dynamic link library, the disk space 
required by the package would be reduced because only one copy of the rou
tines is required. (And that copy is in the library module.) If two or more of 
the programs were run at the same time, the code in the library module would 
be shared among the programs that required it. 
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Moreover, when compiling and linking the separate programs, link time 
would be improved because the linker would no longer have to pull the routines 
from the object library and include them in the program's .EXE file. You could 
also someday improve the performance of the whole package by upgrading 
only the routines in the dynamic link library. The programs themselves would 
not even have to be relinked. 

Dynamic link libraries can also be products in themselves. For example, 
suppose you write a collection of three-dimensional extensions to GPI graphics, 
put the functions in a dynamic link library, and call it GPI3D.DLL. You might 
be able to interest other software vendors in licensing this library from you for 
inclusion in their products. Users who own several products that use GPI3D.DLL 
would need only one copy of the library on their hard disks. 

COMPILE AND LINK MECHANICS 
Fortunately, the mechanics of creating dynamic link libraries have been eased 
by the 32-bit architecture of OS/2 2.0 and 2.1. The 16-bit segmented architec
ture of earlier versions of OS/2 had some messy implications for DLLs. 

Nowadays, differences between creating executables and DLLs can be taken 
care of in the make files and module definition (.DEF) files. For convenience 
in compiling and linking DLLs, you can use the two command files shown in 
Listing 16.1, the first for the IBM compiler and the second for the Borland 
compiler. 

Listing 16.1: Command files to set environment variables for creating 

dynamic link libraries 

The IBMDLL.CMD File 

REM - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
REM IBMDLL.CMD -- Set up DLL environment for IBM C Developer's WorkSet/2 
REM - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SET DLLCC-icc -C -Kbcpr -Ss -Ge- -Fa 
SET DLLLINK-lin k386 
SET DLLLIB-
SET DLLRC-rc - r 

The BORDLL.CMD File 

REM - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
REM BDRDLL.CMD -- Set up DLL environment for Borland C++ for OS/2 
REM ------------------------------------------------------~--------

SET DLLCC-bcc -c -l\bcos2~include - sd -o 
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Listing 16.1: Command files to set environment variables for creating 

dynamic link libraries (Continued) 

SET DLLLINK-tlink -c -x -v -L\bcos2\ lib \bcos2\lib\c02d .ob j 
SET DLLL IB-c2 + os2 
SET DLLRC-rc -r -i \b cos2\include 

These command files set environment variables used in the make files in this 
chapter. You may want to compare them with the command files shown in 
Chapter 2. In particular, the IBMDLL.CMD file has a compiler switch of -Ge
( which translates as "don't create an executable"), and the BORDLL.CMD file 
has a compiler switch of -sd and startup code in the C02D.OBJ object module. 

Notice also that the DLLCC environment variable ends with the -Po flag (in 
IBMDLL.CMD) and the -o flag (in BORDLL.CMD). This allows you to spec
ify an object file name different from the C source code name, which is some
times useful if you're separating a source code module from a program into a 
DLL. I do that very thing with the NEWBTN source code from Chapter 11. 

Functions exported from dynamic link libraries are declared with the API
ENTRY identifier, the same identifier used with functions exported from all 
OS/2 DLLs. As I discussed in Chapter 2, the APIENTRY identifier is defined in 
OS2DEF.H like this for the IBM compiler: 

#define APIENTRY _System 

For the Borland compiler it's defined like this: 

#define APIENTRY _syscall 

These keywords indicate what conventions the compiler should use in generat
ing the function call. 

CREATING A DYNAMIC LINK LIBRARY 

So let's get down to business and write a dynamic link library. Our first library 
is called HDRLIB ("Handy Drawing Routines Library") and is shown in List
ing 16.2. 

Listing 16.2: The HDRLIB library 

The HDRLIB.MAK File 

II- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

# HDRLIB.MAK make file 
II- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

hdrlib .dll : hdrlib.obj hdrlib.def 
$(DLLLINK) hdr lib , hdrlib.dll, NUL, $(0LLLIB), hdrlib 
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Listing 16.2: The HDRLIB library (Continued) 

hdrlib.obj : hdrlib.c hdrlib.h 
$(DLLCCJhdrlib.obj hdrlib.c 

The HDRLIB.H File 

/* --------------------------------------------------
HDRLIB.H -- "Handy Drawing Routines" Header File 

--------------------------------------------------*/ 

INT APIENTRY HdrPuts CHPS hps, PPOINTL pptl, PCHAR szText) ; 
INT APIENTRY HdrPrintf (HPS hps, PPOINTL pptl, PCHAR szFormat, ... l 
LONG AP I ENTRY Hd rEll i pse ( HPS hps, LONG l Option, PPOINTL ppt lJ ; 

Th e HDRLIB.C File 

/*-----------------------------------------------------------
HDRLIB.C -- "Handy Drawing Routines" Dynamic Link Library 

(cl Charles Petzold. 1993 
-----------------------------------------------------------*/ 

#define INCL_GPI 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdarg.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "hdrlib . h" 

INT APIENTRY HdrPuts CHPS hps , PPOINTL ppt l, PCHAR szTextJ 
{ 

INT iLength - strlen (szTextJ ; 

if Cpptl -- NULL) 
GpiCharString Chps, iLength, szTextJ 

else 
GpiCharStringAt (hps, pptl, ilength. szText) 

return iLength ; 

INT APIENTRY HdrPrintf CHPS hps, PPOINT L pptl, PCHAR szFormat, ... J 
{ 

static CHAR chBuffer [1024] 
I NT i Lengt h ; 
va_list pArguments ; 

va_start (pArguments , sz Format) 
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ilength - vsprintf (c hBuffer, szFormat, pArguments) 

if (pptl -- NULL) 
GpiCharString (hps, iLength, chBuffer); 

else 
GpiCharStringAt (hps, pptl, iLength, chBuffer) 

va_end (pArguments) 
return iLength ; 
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LONG APIENTRY HdrEllipse (HPS hps, LONG lOption, PPO!NTL pptl) 
{ 

POINT L ptlCurrent ; 

GpiQueryCurrentPosition (hps, &ptlCurrentl : 

return GpiBo x (hps, lOption, pptl. labs (pptl->x 
labs (pptl->y 

The HDRLIB.DEF File 

: HDRLI B.DEF module definition file 

LI BRA RY HDRLIB IN IT INSTANCE 

ptlCurrent .xl. 
ptl Current .y l l 

DESCRIPTI ON 
PRDTMO DE 
DATA 

'Handy Drawing Routines DLL (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 

EXPORTS 

NONSHARED 

HdrPuts 
HdrPrintf 
HdrEllipse 

This library contains three functions that perform some common GPI tasks 
that would otherwise take more than one call to complete. HdrPuts displays a 
string starting at a specified position (or starting at the current position if the 
second parameter is set to NULL). The HdrPrintffunction uses a technique 
shown in the cprintffunction in Chapter 7 to let you write formatted text to 
your window. The HdrEllipse function is a version of the Ellipse function shown 
in Chapter 5. The function uses GpiBox to draw an ellipse. 

HDRLIB.C contains the three functions. You'll notice that the HDRLIB.C 
file contains no main function. Although dynamic link libraries often do some 
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initialization on the assembly language level, this is taken care of in startup 
code linked with the program by the linker. 

THE MODULE DEFINITION FILE 
The HDRLIB.DEF module definition file is different from module definition 
files used to create program modules. The first statement is not a NAME state
ment but a LIBRARY statement: 

LIBRARY HDRLIB INITINSTANCE 

A NAME statement indicates that the module is a program; a LIBRARY indi
cates a dynamic link library. This keyword is followed by the module name and 
INITINSTANCE. The INITINSTANCE keyword means that initialization code 
in the dynamic link library is executed for each process that links to the library. 

This module definition file also contains a data statement: 

DATA NONSHARED 

This indicates that the data in the dynamic link library will not be shared among 
processes. Every time a process using HDRLIB.DLL begins, OS/2 creates a new 
data block for the dynamic link library. 

The EXPORTS list names the three exported functions. These are the three 
functions in HDRLIB.DLL that are available to programs or other dynamic 
link libraries. 

USING THE DYNAMIC LINK LIBRARY 
We can test the dynamic link library with a program that calls the library func
tions. The HDRTEST program shown in Listing 16.3 does just that. 

Listing 16.3: The HDRTEST program 

The HDRTEST.MAK File 

JI- - - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - -- - - - -
# HDRTEST.MAK make file 
JI- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

hdrtest.exe : hdrte st.obj hdrtest.def 
$(PRGLINK ) hdrtest. hdrtest, NUL , $(PRGLIB). hdrtest 

hdrtest.obj : hdrtest.c hdrlib.h 
$(PRGCC) hdrtest . c 
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Listing 16.3: The HDRTEST program (Continued) 

The HDRTEST.C File 

/*---- --- - ------- ------- --- --------- -- -- ------ ----------- -------
HDRTEST.C - - Program to Test HDRLIB.DLL Dynamic Lin k Library 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
------ -- -- ------ - -- - - - - -- - ----- - -- - -- - -- --------- - --- ---- -----* / 

#def ine INCL_WIN 
#i ncl ude <os2.h> 
#incl ude "hdrlib.h" 

MR ESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND, ULONG. MPARAM, MPARAM) 

i nt main (void) 

s tatic CHAR szClientClass [] - "HdrTest" ; 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

FCF_SIZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 

HA B 
HMO 
HWND 
OMSG 

hab ; 
hmq : 
hwndFrame, hwndClient 
qmsg 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) ; 

FCF_SYS MENU I 
FCF_MINMA X I 
FCF _TA SK L!ST 

WinRegisterClass (hab. szClientClass. ClientWndProc, CS_S!ZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWND_DESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE, 
&fl Frame Flags, szCl i entCl as s . NULL. 
0L , 0, 0. &hwndClien t) 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg , NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
Wi nDestroyMsgQueue (hmq ) 
WinTerminate (hab) ; 
return 0 ; 

MRES ULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
( 

static INT cxClient, cyClient ; 
HPS hps; 
POINTL ptl ; 
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Listing 16.3: The HDRTEST program (Continued) 

switch (msg) 
{ 

case WM_SIZE: 
cxClient - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2J 
cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) 
return 0 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd. NULLHANDLE, NULL) 
GpiErase (hps) ; 

ptl . x - cxClient I 8 ; 
ptl .y - 3 * cyClient I 4 ; 
HdrPrintf (hps, &ptl. "Welcome to the %s", 

"OS/2 2.0 Presentation Manager!") 

ptl .x - cxClient I 8 
ptl .y - cyClient I 4 
HdrPuts (hps, &ptl, "This line was displayed by a ") ; 
HdrPuts (hps, NULL, "routine in a dynamic link library.") 

ptl .x - 0 ; 
ptl .y - 0 ; 
GpiMove (hps, &ptl) ; 

pt l . x - cxCl i ent - 1 
ptl.y - cyCl i ent - 1 
HdrEll ipse (hps, DRO_OUTLINE, &ptl) 

WinEndPaint Chps) ; 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg. mpl. mp2J 

The HDRTEST.DEF File 

; HDRTEST.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

IMPORTS 

HDRTEST WINDOWAPI 

' Test Program for HDRLIB.DLL (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 

HDRLIB. HdrPuts 
HDRLIB.HdrPrintf 
HDRLIB.HdrEllipse 
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You'll also need the HDRLIB.H header file from Listing 16.2 to compile this 
program. This file provides the declarations for the functions in the DLL used 
by the program. 

And it works! Figure 16.l shows the HDRTEST program running under the 
Presentation Manager. 

,. 

Welcome to the OS/2 2.0 Presentation Manager! 

This line was displayed by a routine in a dynamic link library. 

Figure 16.1: The HDRTEST display 

The HDRTEST.DEF module definition file explicitly lists the three imported 
functions in an IMPORTS section: 

IMPORTS HDRLIB.HdrPuts 
HDRLIB.HdrPrintf 
HDRLIB . HdrEllipse 

If listing the imported functions in the module definition file annoys you, 
you'll be happy to know that we'll eliminate the IMPORTS list shortly. 
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ALTERNATE IMPORTS AND EXPORTS LISTS 

The HDRLIB.DEF module definition file lists the functions exported from 
HDRLIB.DLL: 

EXPORTS HdrPuts 
HdrPrintf 
HdrEllipse 

The HDRTEST.DEF module definition file also lists the functions in HDRLIB
.DLL that are imported to HDRTEST: 

IMPORTS HDRLIB.HdrPuts 
HDRLIB.HdrPrintf 
HDRLIB.HdrEllipse 

Notice that each function in the IMPORTS list is identified by a module name 
and a function name. The linker uses this information in constructing the 
HDRTEST.EXE file . 

This is not the only way to specify EXPORTS and IMPORTS. Another 
approach is to assign ordinals to each of the functions. Ordinals are unique 
positive integers that you assign in the module definition file for the library. 
You do this by preceding the number with an @ sign. You must change both 
module definition files. Here's the new EXPORTS list in HDRLIB.DEF: 

EXPORTS HdrPuts @l 
HdrPrintf @2 
HdrEllipse @3 

The IMPORTS list in HDRTEST.DEF then references these functions by 
specifying the ordinal numbers (without the@): 

IMPORTS HdrPuts - HDRLIB.l 
HdrPrintf - HDRLIB.2 
HdrEllipse - HDRLIB.3 

The advantage of this approach is that it can make the size of the .EXE file 
smaller if there are many imports involved. The .EXE file needs to contain only 
the ordinal numbers-not the names-of the imported functions. The big dis
advantage to ordinals is that it's easy to mistakenly use the wrong number in 
the IMPORTS list. (This problem disappears when you use import libraries, as 
described in the next section.) 

• 

CREATING AN IMPORT LIBRARY 

But why do we need an IMPORTS section at all in HDRTEST.DEF? After all, 
we've been using functions in dynamic link libraries such as PMWIN.DLL since 
Chapter 2, and this is the first time we've had to write an IMPORTS statement. 

' 
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You can eliminate the need for the IMPORTS section by creating an import 
library. You'll use this import library in the same way you use (for example) 
BCOS2.LIB, which is an import library for all the OS/2 and Presentation Man
ager function calls included with the Borland compiler. The import library 
provides the same information to the linker as the IMPORTS section of a mod
ule definition file. 

To create an import library for HDRLIB, you add a line to the HDRLIB.MAK 
make file. This line goes after the link command: 

implib hdrlib . lib hdrlib.def 

The IMPLIB.EXE program is included with the IBM and Borland C compilers. 
This program reads the module definition file used to create the library. From 
that file, IMPLIB obtains the module name and the names of the exported 
functions. (The EXPORTS section of HDRLIB.DEF can use either the names 
or ordinal numbers.) The IMPLIB.EXE program creates an import library 
called HDRLIB.LIB. 

To use this import library when creating HDRTEST.EXE, first remove the 
IMPORTS list from HDRTEST.DEF. Then change the link step in the HDR
TEST.MAK make file to 

hdrtest.exe : hdrtest.obj hdrtest.def hdrlib.lib 
$(PRGLINK) hdrtest, hdrtest, NUL, $(PRGLIB) hdrlib, hdrtest 

Notice the two changes: The HDRLIB.LIB file is now a dependent file for the 
link step. HDRLIB.LIB is also listed in the library field of the link parameters. 
(The .LIB extension is assumed.) Now you can remake HDRLIB.DLL (and, in 
the process, HDRLIB.LIB) and HDRTEST.EXE. 

For just a few functions, using an explicit IMPORTS list in the program's 
.DEF file is satisfactory, but for a dynamic link library with lots of functions, 
the import library is definitely preferable. You'll want to specify ordinal num
bers in the EXPORTS section of the library's .DEF file to save space in any 
.EXE file that uses the library. 

LIBRARIES AND WINDOW PROCEDURES 
The thing that makes Presentation Manager programs different from conven
tional programs is the messaging system. Window procedures send and receive 
messages. But can you put a window procedure in a dynamic link library? 

Of course! All window classes that are predefined by the Presentation Man
ager (such as those for title-bar windows and scroll-bar windows) have window 
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procedures in PMWIN.DLL. There's no reason why we can't also put a win
dow procedure in a library module. Let's try it. 

THE DLL VERSION OF NEW-BUTTON 

In Chapter 11 you saw how to write a window procedure for a new style of 
push button; this was demonstrated in the BUTTONS2 program. Listing 16.4 
shows some additional files to create NEWBTN.DLL, a dynamic link library 
that contains the new button window procedure. 

Listing 16.4: The NEWBTN library 

The NEWBTN.MAK File 

ii- -- -- -- -- - - -- -- - - -- - --
# NEWBTN .MAK make file 
ii- -- -- - --- -- - --- - - --- --

newbtn . d 11 : newbtnd l . obj newbtn. def 
$(DLLLTNK) newbtndl. newbtn.dll. NUL, $(0LLL!B), newbtn 
implib newbtn.lib newbtn.def 

newbtndl .obj : newbtn.c newbtn.h 
$(DLLCC)newbtndl .obj newbtn.c 

The NEWBTN.H File 

/*- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

NEWBTN.H header file 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·*/ 

BOOL APIENTRY RegisterNewBtnClass CHAB hab ) 

The NEWBTN.DEF File 

; NEWBTN.DEF module definition file 

LIBRARY 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 
DATA 

EXPORTS 

NEWBTN IN IT INSTANCE 

'New Button Dynamic Link Library {c) Charles Petzold. 1993 ' 

NON SHARED 

RegisterNewBtnClass 
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You'll also need the NEWBTN.C source code from Chapter 11. Notice that 
the EXPORTS section of the NEWBTN.DEF file lists RegisterNewBtnClass, 
which is the function that a program calls to register the window class. The 
make file reads NEWBTN.DEF to create an import library called NEWBTN.LIB. 

RegisterNewBtnClass is defined as an APIENTRY function because it must 
be called from outside the dynamic link library. The declaration of this func
tion is in NEWBNT.H, a header file that will be used in the BUTTONS3 pro
gram, shown next. 

THE NEW BUTTONS PROGRAM 
The BUTTONS3 program is shown in Listing 16.5. You'll also need the 
NEWBTN.H header file from Listing 16.4 to compile BUTTONS3. 

Listing 16.5: The BUTTONS3 program 

~ he BUTTONS3.MAK File 

II- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
II BUTTONS3. MAK make file 
II· · - • - - - - - - - - - - - · • • · - - - - -

buttons3.exe : buttons3.obj buttons3.def newbtn.lib 
SCPRGLINK) buttons3, buttons3, NUL, $(PRGLIB) newbtn, buttons3 

buttons3.obj : buttons3.c newbtn.h 
$(PRGCC) buttons3.c 

newbtn.lib : newbtn.c newbtn.h newbtn.def 
nmake newbtn .mak 

The BUTTONS3.C File 

'* ·- -----------------------------------------------
BUTTONS3.C - - New Button Demonstration with DLL 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
- -- ----------------------------------------------*/ 

define INCL. WIN 
'define INCL_GPI 
include <os2 . h> 
include "newbtn . h" 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAM) 

int main (void) 
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Listing 16.5: The BUTTONS3 program (Continued) 

static CHAR szClientClass[] - "Buttons3" ; 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

HAB 
HMO 
HWND 
QMSG 

hab ; 
hmq ; 

FCF _SIZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 

hwndFrame, hwndClient 
qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) ; 

FCF_SYSMENU I 
FCF_MINMAX I 
FCF _TASKLIST 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass. ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWND_DESKTOP. WS_VISIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass, NULL, 
0L, 0. 0, &hwndClientJ 

while (WinGetMsg (hab. &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0. 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab. &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmql 
WinTerminate Chabl ; 
return 0 : 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd. ULONG msg. MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2J 
( 

static CHAR *szButtonLabel [] - { "Smaller". "Larger" 
static HWND hwndFrame. hwndButton [2] ; 
static INT cxClient. cyClient. cxChar. cyChar ; 
FONTMETRICS fm ; 
HAB hab ; 
HPS 
INT 
RECTL 

hps ; 
id ; 
rel 

switch < msg J 

case WM_CREATE 
hab - WinOueryAnchorBlock (hwndl ; 
hwndFrame - WinQueryWindow (hwnd, OW_PARENTJ 

hps - WinGetPS Chwndl ; 
GpiQueryFontMetrics (hps . sizeof fm. &fml 
cxChar - fm. l AveCharWidth 
cyChar - fm . l Max BaselineExt 
WinReleasePS (hpsl ; 
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RegisterNewBtnClass (ha bl ; 

for (id - 0 ; id < 2 id++) 
hwndB\ltton [id] - WinCreateWindow 

hwnd, 
"NewBtn", 
szButtonlabel 
WS_VISIBLE, 
0 , 0, 
12 * cxChar, 
2 * cyChar. 
hwnd, 
HWND_BOTTOM, 
id. 
NULL, 
NULL) 

return 0 ; 

case WM_SIZE : 
cxClient - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2J 
cyClient - SHORT2FROMMP (mp2) 

for (id - 0 ; id < 2 ; id++) 
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II Pa rent 
II Class 

[id]. II Text 
II Style 
II Position 
II Width 
II Height 
II Owner 
II Placement 
II ID 
II Ctrl Data 
II Pres Pa rams 

WinSetWindowPos (hwndButton [id], NULLHANDLE, 
cxClient I 2 + (14 * id 13) * cxChar, 
(cyClient - 2 * cyCharJ I 2, 
0, 0, SWP_MOVE) ; 

return 0 ; 

case WM_CDMM~ND1 
WinQueryWindowRect (hwnd, &rel) ; 
WinMapWi ndowPoints (hwnd, HWND_DESKTOP, (PPOINTLl &rel, 2) 

switch (COMMANDMSGC&msgl ->cmdl II Child ID 
( 

case 0: II "Smaller" 
rel .xLeft +- cxClient 20 
rel .xRight cxClient 20 
rel .yBottom +- cyClient 20 
rel .yTop cyClient 20 
break 

case 1: II "Larger" 
rel .xleft cxClient I 20 
rel . xRi ght +- cxClient 20 
rel .yBottom -- cyClient 20 
rel .yTop +- cyClient 20 
break ; 
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Listing 16.5: The BUTTONS3 program (Continued) 

WinCalcFrameRect (hwndFrame, &rel, FALSE) 

WinSetWindowPos (hwndFrame. NULLHANDLE, 
rel .xleft, rel .yBottom, 
rel .xRight - rel .xleft, 
rel .yTop - rel .yBottom, 
SWP_MOVE SWP_SIZE) ; 

return 0 ; 

case WM_ERASEBACKGROUND: 
return MRFROMSHORT (1) 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2) 

The BUTTONS3.DEF File 

; BUTTONS3.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

BUTTONS3 WINDOWAPI 

'New Button Demo with DLL (c) Charles Petzold, 1993 ' 

These three files are nearly identical to those used for the BUTTONS2 pro
gram except that the make file lists NEWBTN.LIB in the library field of the 
link step, and the declaration of RegisterSqBtnClass (which indicates that it's 
an APIENTRY function) is provided by the NEWBTN.H header file. 

RESOURCE-ONLY LIBRARIES 
You can also store resources in dynamic link libraries and access them from a 
program. The library module that contains these resources can also contain 
code and data. But it is possible to create a library module containing nothing 
but resources. 

Why would you want to do this? As we saw in Chapter 12, you can create 
bitmaps in IBM's Icon Editor or Borland's Resource Workshop and store them 
as resources in a program. However, bitmaps are very dependent on the resolu
tion of the device for which they are designed. If your program uses bitmaps 
within its client window, you might want to customize a set of bitmaps for 
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each of the most common video display adapters. Each of these sets of bitmaps 
would be stored in a different resource-only dynamic link library. You could 
design an installation routine for your program to copy only the resource li
brary fo r the user's video adapter to the user's hard disk. This is similar to 
what OS/2 itself does for raster fonts . 

CREATING A BITMAP LIBRARY 
The files shown in Listing 16.6 are used to create a resource-only library called 
BITLIB.DLL. This dynamic link library contains nine 32-by-32 bitmaps created 
in the Icon Editor. (The bitmap images are not shown here but are included 
on the floppy disk; they are simply nine bitmaps numbered one through nine.) 

Listing 16.6: The BITLIB library 

rt"he BITLIB.MAK File 

ff- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
BJTLI B.MAK make file 

·- ------- --------------

bitlib .dll : bitl i b.obj bi t l i b.de f bi t lib . res 
S(DL LLIN K) bitlib, bitlib.dll, NUL, S( DLLLIB ) , bit l ib 
re bitlib.res bitlib .dll 

bitlib .obj : bitl i b. c 
$(DLLCC)bitlib.obj bitlib.c 

bi tli b. res : bitlib.rc bitmapl.bmp bitmap2.bmp bitmap3.bmp 
bitmap4.bmp bitmap5.bmp bi tmap6 . bmp 
bi tmap 7.bmp bi t map8 . bmp bitmap9.bmp 

$( DLLRC) bitl ib 

he BITLIB.C File 

!•- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

BI TLIB . C -- Dummy code f or resource -onl y DLL 
(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 

----------- - - -- -------- --- - - - --- ---------- - - -- •/ 

1rhe BITLIB.RC File 
I•- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

BI TLIB . RC resource script file 
---- - -- -- - -- -- --- -- -- -- - - - ----- -•/ 

BITMAP 1 bitmapl.bmp 
BITMAP 2 bitmap2.bmp 
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Listing 16.6: The BITLIB library (Continued) 

BITMAP 3 bitmap3.bmp 
BITMAP 4 bitmap4.bmp 
BITMAP 5 bitmap5.bmp 
BITMAP 6 bitmap6.bmp 
BITMAP 7 bitmap7.bmp 
BITMAP 8 bitmapB.bmp 
BITMAP 9 bitmap9.bmp 

The BITLIB.DEF File 

: BITLIB.DEF module definition file 

LIBRARY 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMOOE 

BIT LIB 

'Bitmap Library for SHOWBIT (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 

How about that C file? It has no source code, just a comment! But that's 
enough to create BITLIB.OBJ. All the linker needs is BITLIB.OBJ and BITLIB.
DEF. The BITLIB.RC resource script file lists the nine bitmap files and assigns 
them IDs of 1 through 9. 

DLLS AND MODULE HANDLES 
After you create BITLIB.DLL, you may wonder again whether loading re
sources from a library module into a program is possible. After all, when you 
load a bitmap using GpiLoadBitmap, how does OS/2 know whether you want 
to load the bitmap from your .EXE file or from a library module? And how 
does OS/2 know the library module from which to load the bitmap? 

If you look again at the various functions that load resources into memory 
(such as DosGetResource, WinCreateStdWindow, WinLoadString, WinLoadMes
sage, WinLoadDlg, WinDlgBox, WinLoadMenu, WinLoadAccelTable, WinLoad
Pointer, and GpiLoadBitmap), you'll discover that each function has a 
parameter called the module handle. When a program wants to load a resource 
from its .EXE file, the program sets this parameter to NULL. When the program 
wants to load a resource from a dynamic link library, the parameter must be 
set to the module handle of the library. 

To obtain a module handle, you first define a variable of type HMODULE: 

HMOOULE hmod : 
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Then you call DosLoadModule: 

oosLoadModule (NULL, 0, szModuleName. &hmod) ; 

The first two parameters can be set to a character string and a length of the 
string to receive information if an error occurs, in which case DosLoadModule 
returns a nonzero value. The third parameter is the name of the dynamic link 
library file without the .DLL extension. 

Besides making the dynamic link library available for use, the DosLoadModule 
function increments the "reference count" of the module. You should free the 
module before the program terminates: 

Do sFreeModule (hmod) ; 

This decreases the reference count. When the reference count of a library mod
ule is zero, OS/2 can free the module from memory. 

LOADING BITMAPS FROM THE DLL 
With this ability to obtain a module handle, we're ready to load the bitmaps 
from BITLIB.DLL into memory and display them. The SHOWBIT program in 
Listing 16. 7 shows how this is done. 

Listing 16.7: The SHOWBIT program 

The SHOWBIT.MAK File 

II- - · · - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · 
# SHO WBIT.MAK make file 
#·-------· -----·--- -----

showbit.exe : showbit.obj showbit.def 
$(PRGLINKJ showbit, showbit, NUL, $(PRGLIBJ, showbit 

showbit . obj : showbit.c 
$(PRGCC) showbit . c 

The SHOWBIT.C File 

/*· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

SHOWBI T.C -- Loads Bitmap Resources from BITLIB.DLL and Draws Them 
(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •*/ 

#define INCL_DOS 
#define INCL_WIN 
#include <os2 . h> 
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Listing 16. 7: The SHOWBIT program (Continued) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND, ULONG, MPARAM, MPARAMJ 

int main (void) 
r 
static CHAR szClientClass [] - "ShowBit" ; 
static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR 

HAB 
HMO 
HWND 
QMSG 

hab ; 
hmq ; 

FCF _SIZEBORDER 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION 

hwndFrame, hwndClient 
qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 0) ; 

FCF_SYSMENU I 
FCF _MINMAX I 
FCF _TASKLIST 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow (HWND_DESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass. 
"ShowBit -" 

if (hwndFrame !- NULLHANDLEJ 
( 

" (Space bar or mouse click for next)", 
0L, 0, 0. &hwndClient) ; 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE. 0, 0)) 

WinDispatchMsg (hab. &qmsg) 

WinDestroyWindow ChwndFrameJ 
} 

WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmql 
WinTerminate (hab) 
return 0 ; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULONG msg. MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2J 
( 

static HMODULE hmodBitLib 
static INT 
HBITMAP 
HPS 
REC TL 

idBitmap -
hbm 
hps 
rel 

switch (msg) 

case WM_CREATE: 
if (OosLoadModule (NULL. 0. "BITLIB" . &hmodBitLibJJ 

( 

WinMessageBox CHWND_DESKTOP, HWND_ DESKTOP, 
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Listing 16. 7: The SHOWBIT program (Continued) 

"Cannot load BITLIB.DLL library", 
"ShowBit", 0, MB_OK I MB_WARNINGJ 

return MRFROMSHORT (1) ; 

return 0 

case WM_CHAR: 

case 

if ( CHARMSGC&msgJ- >fs & KC_KEYUP I I 
!(CHARMSGC&msgJ->fs & KC_VIRTUALKEYJ I I 
!(CHARMSG(&msgJ ->vkey -- VK_SPACEll 

break ; 

if (++idBitmap - 10) 

idBitmap - 1 

WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL, FALSE) 
return 0 ; 

WM_BUTTONlDOWN: 
if (++idBitmap -- 10) 

idBitmap - 1 

WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL, FALSE) 
break ; 

case WM_PAINT: 
hps - WinBeginPaint (hwnd, NULLHANDLE, NULL) 
GpiErase (hpsl ; 

hbm - GpiLoadBitmap (hps, hmodBitLib, idBitmap, 0L, 0LJ 

if (hbm !- NULLHANDLEJ 
( 

WinQueryWindowRect Chwnd. &rel) ; 

WinDrawBitmap (hps, hbm, NULL. (PPOINTLJ &rel. 
CLR_NEUTRAL, CLR_BACKGROUNO. DBM_STRETCH) 

GpiDeleteBitmap (hbm) ; 
} 

WinEndPaint (hps) ; 
return 0 ; 

case WM_DESTROY: 
DosFreeModule (hmodBitLib) 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2l 
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Listing 16.7: The SHOWBIT program (Continued) 

The SHOWBIT.DEF File 

; SHDWBIT . DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PRDTMDDE 

SHOWBIT WINDOWAPI 

'Loads bitmap resources from BITLIB (c) Charles Petzold. 1993' 

SHOWBIT calls DosLoadModule during the WM_ CREATE message. If the 
function fails (probably because BITLIB.DLL is not in one of the directories 
listed in the user's LIBPATH), SHOWBIT displays a message box and returns 1 
from the WM_ CREATE message, which then causes the program to terminate. 

If DosLoadModule is successful, GpiLoadBitmap loads the bitmap during the 
WM_PAINT message. The function requires the module handle and the bit
map ID. The module is freed during the WM_DESTROY message. 





THE "BIG-JOB" PROBLEM 

SINGLE-THREAD SOLUTIONS 

MULTITHREADED SOLUTIONS 



0 S/2 is a preemptive multitasking operating system. This means that OS/2 
can run multiple programs concurrently and uses a priority-based 
scheduler to allocate time slices among them. The Presentation Man-

ager is part of OS/2, so the programs running in the Presentation Manager 
session are also multitasked. 

This is one of the most significant differences between the OS/2 Presentation 
Manager and the DOS-based versions of Microsoft Windows. Windows is a 
nonpreemptive multitasking environment. It does not perform the preemptive 
time-slicing we normally associate with a multitasking system. Instead, Win
dows multitasks programs based on the presence of messages in the programs' 
message queues. 

When a Windows program calls the GetMessage function (equivalent to the 
Presentation Manager WinGetMsg function) to retrieve the next message from 
its message queue, and the message queue is empty, Windows suspends the 
program. Windows then switches to another program with a nonempty message 
queue. This causes that other program to return from its own GetMessage call 
to process the message. At any time, only one Windows program is running. 
The rest are suspended in the GetMessage function. 

Windows programmers are well aware of the problems associated with this 
form of nonpreemptive multitasking. If a Windows program requires a long 
period of time to process a message, other programs running under Windows 
are effectively halted for the duration. Windows programmers must use special 
techniques when doing lengthy processing in order to prevent the program 
from suspending the rest of the system. 

827 
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At first, the preemptive multitasking of OS/2 would seemingly eliminate the 
problems associated with the nonpreemptive nature of Windows. You might 
conclude that Presentation Manager programs can spend as much time as they 
need processing messages without worrying about suspending other programs. 

Unfortunately, this is not so. As you'll see, a Presentation Manager program 
cannot spend a long time processing a message without affecting the environ
ment as a whole. This problem results more from message-based architecture in 
general than from the preemptive or non preemptive nature of the multitasking 
system. The real difference between Microsoft Windows and the OS/2 Presenta
tion Manager is that OS/2 provides a better solution to the problem oflengthy 
processing, specifically through the creation of multiple threads of execution. 

Before we attempt to write a multithread Presentation Manager program, 
we'll examine the problem of lengthy processing jobs and explore some solu
tions that require only a single execution thread. 

THE "BIG-JOB" PROBLEM 
Presentation Manager programs can usually process most keyboard and mouse 
input very quickly. In a word processing program, for example, a character 
typed from the keyboard need only be inserted into the stored document and 
displayed on the screen. But many programs must also carry out commands 
that require more lengthy processing. Let's call this lengthy processing a "big job." 

In a spreadsheet program, the big job is a recalculation of a large spread
sheet or the execution of a long macro. In a database program, the big job is a 
file sort or indexing. In a word processing program, it's a pagination or spell
ing check. In a CAD program, it's redrawing the screen. In a communications 
program, it's reading the serial port when an incoming character is not imme
diately available. And in almost any Presentation Manager program, printing 
is a big job. 

THE ONE-TENTH OF A SECOND RULE 
It is recommended that Presentation Manager programs take no more than 
one-tenth of a second to process a message. When a message is passed to a win
dow procedure in your program, the window procedure should return control 
to the Presentation Manager within one-tenth of a second. (You'll see the rea
son for this shortly.) Hence, the definition of a big job is simple: It is anything 
your program needs to do that requires more than one-tenth of a second. 
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I'll be referring to this as the "one-tenth of a second rule," but it's really a 
guideline rather than a mandate. It's okay if a program violates this rule once 
in a while. For example, when a word processing program loads a document 
file into memory, it's not a serious problem if this requires a few seconds. 

In fact, several of the programs shown in this book violate the one-tenth of 
a second rule. The WELCOME! program in Chapter 2 spends eight-tenths of 
a second processing the WM_ CREATE and WM_DESTROY messages because 
it plays a little tune by calling the DosBeep function. On a slow machine, the 
MINMAX2 program in Chapter 6 might take more than one-tenth of a second 
in the GpiBitBltfunction. The HEAD program in Chapter 14 might take more 
than one-tenth of a second to load part of a file into memory if the file is in a 
large subdirectory on a floppy disk. 

Don't get overly paranoid about violating the one-tenth of a second rule. 
On the other hand, if your program frequently violates this rule, you'll have to 
do something about it. For example, if a spreadsheet program spends more 
than one-tenth of a second in recalculations every time the user presses the 
Enter key, that's a problem. If the violation of the rule is infrequent (for exam
ple, if it occurs only when the program begins executing), then you can proba
bly ignore the problem. But if you're spending 30 seconds or so initializing 
your program, you'll want to seek a solution. 

Also keep in mind that it will be apparent when your program has a prob
lem, because it will affect the performance of the entire Presentation Manager 
environment. Users will not look kindly on this type of behavior. 

THE RULE VIOLATED 
To examine the big-job problem, let's write a Presentation Manager program 
that does some lengthy processing in response to a WM_ COMMAND message 
from a menu. This program is called BIGJOBl and is shown in Listing 17.1. 

Listing 17. 1: The BIGJOB 1 program 

The BIGJOB1 .MAK File 

ii- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
# BIGJOBl.MAK make file 
#- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

bigjobl.exe : bigjobl.obj bigjob.obj bigjobl.def bigjob.res 
$(PRGLINKJ bigjobl bigjob, bigjobl. NUL, $(PRGLIBJ, bigjobl 
re bigjob.res bigjobl.exe 

bigjobl.obj : bigjobl.c bigjob.h 
$(PRGCCJ bigjobl.c 
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Listing 17 .1: The BIGJOB1 program (Continued) 

bigj ob.obj : bigj ob.c 
$(PRGCC l bi gj ob .c 

bigjob . re s : bigjob.rc bigj ob.h 
$(PRGRCl bigjob 

The BIGJO B 1.C Fil e 

/* - ---- - ---- - - --- -- -- ---- - - - - - - -- ----- - -- - ---- -- ---- -- -- -
BIGJOBl.C - - Naive approach to lengthy processing job 

(cl Charles Petzold, 1993 
---- - ---- - --- - - ------ - ------- --- --- --- -- - - - - - - -- --- -----*/ 

#define INCL_DOS 
#define INCL_WIN 
#include <os2.h> 
#include "bigjob.h" 

int main (void) 

return MainCode ("BigJobl", "BigJobl - The Bad Program" ) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWND hwnd , ULONG msg , MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

static HAB 
static HWND 
static INT 
static INT 
static LONG 
static ULONG 
double 
LONG 

switch (msg) 

hab ; 
hwndMenu 
iCurrentRep - IDM_l0 ; 
iStatus - STATUS_READY 
lCalcRep, lRepAmts [] - { 10, 100. 1000, 10000, 10000 } 
ulElapsedTime 
A ; 
1 Rep ; 

case WM_CREATE: 
hab - WinQueryAnchorBlock (hwndl 

hwndMenu - WinWindowFrom!D ( 

return 0 ; 

case WM_COMMAND : 

WinQueryWindow (hwnd, QW_PARENTJ. 
FID_MENU) ; 

switch (COMMANDMSG(&msg) ->cmdl 
{ 

case IDM_l0: 
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case IDM_l00: 
case IDM_1000: 
case IDM_l0000: 
case IDM_l00000 : 
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WinCheckMenultem (hwndMenu, iCurrentRep , FALSE) ; 
i CurrentRep - COMMANDMSG(&msgl ->cmd ; 
WinC heckMenuitem (hwndMenu, iCurrentRep. TRUE) ; 
return 0 ; 

case IDM_START : 
WinEnableMenultem ChwndMenu . IDM_START, FA LSE) ; 
WinEnableMenultem ChwndMenu, IDM_ABORT . TRUE ) ; 

iStatus - STATUS_WORKING 
Win Inv al i dateRect ( hwnd , NULL. FALSE l 
WinUpdateWindow (hwndl ; 

WinSetPointer (HWNO_OESKTOP . 
WinQuerySysPointer (HWND_DESKTOP , 

SPTR_WAIT, FALSE)) 

if (WinQuerySysValue CHWND_OESKTOP, SV_MOUSEPRESENTJ 
- 0) 

WinShowPointer (HWND_DESKTOP , TRUE) ; 

lCalcRep - lRepAmts [iCurrentRep - IOM_l0] 
ulElapsedTime - WinGetCurrentTime Chab l ; 

for CA - 1.0, lRep - 0 ; lRep < lCalcRep ; lRep++l 
A - Savage (A) ; 

ulElapsedTime - WinGetCurrentTime (hab) -
ulElapsedTime ; 

if (WinQuerySysValue (HWND_DESKTOP , SV_MOUSEPRESENT) 
- 0) 

WinShowPointer (HWND_DESKTOP . FALSE) ; 

WinSetPointer CHWNO_OESKTOP, 
WinQuerySysPointer (HWNO_DESKTOP . 

SPTR_ARROW . FALSE)) 
iStatus - STATUS_DONE ; 
WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL . FALSE ) ; 
WinUpdateWindow Chwndl ; 

WinEnableMenultem ChwndMenu, IDM_START. TRUE) ; 
Wi nEnableMe nultem (hwndMenu, IOM_ABORT , FALS E) ; 
return 0 ; 
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Listing 17 .1: The BIGJOB 1 program (Continued) 

case IDM_ABORT: 
return 0 ; 

II Not much we can do here 

break : 

case WM_PAINT: 
PaintWindow Chwnd, iStatus, lCalcRep, ulElapsedTimeJ 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2) 

The BIGJOB.C File 

I*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

BIGJOB .C -- Common functions used in BIGJOBx Programs 
(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 

--- ------ - -- -- - - ----- -------- -- -- - - - - - -- - ---- - - --- - - - --*I 

#define INCL_DOS 
#define INCL_WJN 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include "b igjob . h" 

int MainCode (CHAR *SZClientClass. CHAR *SZTitleBarText) 
{ 

static ULONG flFrameFlags - FCF_TITLEBAR FCF_SYSMENU 

HAB hab ; 

HMO hmq ; 

HWND hwndFrame, 
QMSG qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 

FCF_SIZEBORDER FCF_MINMAX 
FCF_SHELLPOSITION FCF_TASKLIST 
FCF _MENU 

hwndClient 

hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue Chab, 0) ; 

WinRegisterClass (hab, szClientClass, ClientWndProc. CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0) 

hwndFrame - WinCreateStdWindow CHWND_DESKTOP, WS_V!SIBLE, 
&flFrameFlags, szClientClass, 
szTitleBarText, 
0L, 0, ID_RESOURCE, &hwndClient) 

while CWinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) ; 
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WinDestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinDestroyMsgQueue Chmq) 
WinTerminate Chab) ; 
return 0 ; 

double Savage (double Al 
{ 

return tan Catan (exp Clog (sqrt CA* Alllll + 1.0 
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VOID PaintWindow CHWND hwnd, SHORT sStatus, LONG lCalcRep. ULONG ulTimeJ 

static CHAR *SZMessage [3) - "Ready", "Working .. . ". 

CHAR 
HPS 
REC TL 

szBuffer [60) ; 
hps 
rel ; 

"%ld repetitions in %lu msec." } 

hps - WinBeginPaint Chwnd, NULLHANDLE, NULL) 
WinQueryWindowRect Chwnd, &rel l ; 

sprintf (szBuffer, szMessage [sStatus], lCalcRep. ulTime) ; 
WinDrawText Chps, -1, szBuffer, &rel, CLR_NEUTRAL, CLR_BACKGROUND, 

DT_CENTER I DT_VCENTER I DT_ERASERECT) ; 

WinEndPaint (hpsl ; 
} 

The BIGJOB.H File 

/*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

BIGJOB.H header file 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*/ 

#define ID_RESOU RC E 1 

#define IDM_REPS 1 

ffdefi ne IDM_ACTION 2 
#define IDM_10 10 
ffdefi ne IDM_100 11 

ffdefi ne IDM_l000 12 
#define IDM_10000 13 
ffdefi ne IDM_100000 14 
#define IDM_START 20 
#define IDM_ABORT 21 

ffdefi ne STATUS_READY 0 
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Listing 17 .1: The BIGJOB 1 program (Continued) 

#define STATUS_WORKING 1 
#define STATUS_ DONE 2 

#define WM_CALC_DONE CWM_USER + 0l II Used in BIGJOB4 and BIGJOBS 
#define WM_CALC_A BORTED CWM_USER + ll II Used in BIGJOB4 and BIGJOBS 

#define STACKSIZE 4096 

typedef struct 
{ 

HWND hwnd 
LONG lCalcRep 
BOOL fContinueCalc 
HEV hevTrigger 
} 

CALCPARAM ; 

typedef CALCPARAM *PCALCPARAM : 

II Used in BIGJOB4 and BIGJOBS 

II Used in BIGJOB4 and BIGJOBS 

II Used in BIGJOBS 

II Used in BIGJOB4 and BIGJOBS 

int MainCode (CHAR *SZClientClass, CHAR *SZTitleBarText) ; 
double Savage (double Al ; 
VOID PaintWindow (HWND hwnd, SHORT sStatus , LONG lCalcRep, ULONG ulTimeJ ; 
MRESULT EXP ENTRY Cl i entWndProc ( HWND hwnd, ULONG msg. MPARAM mpl. MP A RAM mp2J 

The BIGJOB . RC File 

I*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

BIGJOB . RC resource script file 
--------------------------------*I 

#include <os2.h> 
#include "bigjob . h" 

MENU ID_RESOURCE 
{ 

SUBMENU "-Repetitions", IDM_REPS 
{ 

MENU ITEM "-l.\al0". IDM_l0,. 
MENU ITEM "-2.\al00", IDM_l00 
MENU ITEM "-3 . \al ,000 " . IDM_ll'J00 
MENU ITEM "-4. \all'J,000", IDM_l0000 
MENU ITEM "-5. \all'J0,000". IDM_l00000 
} 

SUBMENU "-Action", 
{ 

IDM_ACTION 

MENUITEM · -start", 
MENUITEM "-Abort", 
J 

IDM_START 
IDM_ABORT,. 

MIA_CHECKED 

MIA_DISABLED 
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The BIGJOB1.DEF File 

; BIGJOBl.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

OESCRI PTION 
PROTMODE 

BIGJOBl WINDOWAPI 

'BigJob Program No. 1 {cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 
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I've separated the source code for this program into two files, BIGJOBl.C 
and BIGJOB.C. The BIGJOB.C file contains subroutines that are also used in 
the next four programs in the BIGJOB series. 

The BIGJOB.C file performs the functionality of the normal Presentation 
Manager main function, does WM_PAINT processing, and also contains a 
function called Savage. This function performs a floating-point calculation 
called the "savage" benchmark, which is sometimes used to test floating-point 
speed. The function increments its parameter in a roundabout way: It squares 
the parameter, then takes the square root, applies the log and then exp func
tions (which cancel each other out), then the atan and tan functions (which 
do the same), and finally adds 1. 

The BIGJOBl program allows you to repeat this calculation 10, 100, 1,000, 
10,000, or 100,000 times based on a selection from the program's Repetitions 
menu. The time required for this job will depend on the speed of your ma
chine and on whether you have a math coprocessor chip installed. A 16 MHz 
386 machine with a math coprocessor requires about 30 seconds to execute 
the savage calculation 100,000 times-a clear violation of the one-tenth of a 
second rule. 

You start the calculation from the Start option on the Action menu. When 
the calculation has finished, BIGJOBl displays the number of repetitions and 
the calculation time in the client window. The program uses the WinGetCur
rentTime function to calculate the elapsed time in milliseconds. The Action 
menu also has an Abort option to abort a calculation before it has finished. 
(This is not possible in BIGJOBl.) 

Most of the code in BIGJOBl 's client window procedure handles WM_ -
COMMAND messages from the program's menu. When you select an option 
from the Repetitions menu, BIGJOBl unchecks the currently selected option 
and checks the option you choose. When you select Start from the menu, 
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BIGJOBl disables the Start option, enables the Abort option, and begins the 
calculation. After ClientWndProc is finished with the bi~ job, the program re
enables the Start option and exits the window procedure. 

BIGJOBl is a bad program because it could spend rriany seconds processing 
a single WM_COMMAND message. If you run BIGJOBl in the Presentation 
Manager, you'll easily see what's wrong with it. 

STOP THE WORLD, l'M WORKING 
While doing its big job, BIGJOBl clogs up the rest of the Presentation Man
ager. You cannot switch to another program using the keyboard or the mouse. 
The whole system seemingly ignores all keyboard and mouse input until the 
calculation is finished. Although the Abort option is present on BIGJOBl's 
menu, you can't use the keyboard or mouse to select that option. Once you 
begin the big job, you have to wait until it's finished to do anything else. 

At first, this is troubling. Aren't OS/2 and the Presentation Manager sup
posed to be multitasking? And if so, why does one program apparently cause 
the whole system to grind to a halt? 

OS/2 is a multitasking operating system. What is happening with BIGJOBl 
is a predictable result of the message-based architecture of the Presentation 
Manager. Let's examine why. 

MESSAGE-BASED ARCHITECTURE: A REVIEW 
BIGJOBl creates a normal collection of windows in its call to' WinCreateStd
Window. Each window in the collection has a window procedure that processes 
messages to these windows. The window procedure for BIGJOBl's client win
dow is in the BIGJOBl program. The other window procedures (such as those 
for the frame window, the title bar window, and the menu window) are con
tained in the Presentation Manager PMWIN.DLL dynamic link library. 

BIGJOBl also creates a message queue. Some of the messages for a window 
are stored in the program's message queue. (These messages are called queued 
messages and are said to be "posted to the queue.") Most of the queued messages 
report user input from the keyboard and mouse, such as WM_ CHAR and 
WM_MOUSEMOVE. The queued messages are retrieved from the message 
queue when the program calls WinGetMsg and are dispatched to the window 
procedure by WinDispatchMsg. 

Other messages are sent directly to the window procedure, bypassing the 
program's message queue. These unqueued messages result from calls to certain 
Presentation Manager functions. For example, WinCreateStdWindow sends 
WM_ CREATE messages to window procedures of the windows it creates; 
WinDestroyWindow sends a WM_DESTROY message. A message can be sent 
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directly to a window procedure by a call to WinSendMsg. The menu window 
uses WinSendMsgto send a WM_COMMAND message. 

For most of the time that a typical Presentation Manager program is run
ning, the program is suspended in the WinGetMsg function awaiting a mes
sage. Usually, the WinGetMsg function will return with a message that reports 
keyboard or mouse input. Sometimes the processing of this message will result 
in other messages being sent to the window procedure. For example, a WM_ -
COMMAND message from a menu is the result of keyboard or mouse input. 
While a program is awaiting a message in the WinGetMsg function, one of its 
window procedures can also be sent a message. In this case, the Presentation 
Manager will call the window procedure so that the window procedure can 
process the message. 

P R OCESSES AND THREADS 
Multitasking in OS/2 is based on processes and threads within processes. An 
OS/2 program can consist of one or more processes, although most programs 
consist of only a single process. A process is started by a call to the DosExecPgm 
or DosStartSession function. Each process currently running under OS/2 is 
denoted by a unique process ID number. When a process allocates resources, 
such as open files and memory blocks, the resources are private to the process; 
that is, the process owns the resources. 

A process running under OS/2 consists of one or more threads of execution. 
Each thread has a thread ID number that uniquely identifies the thread within 
the process. The thread that begins execution in the process always has an ID 
number of 1. A thread can create additional threads in the process by a call to 
DosCreateThread. All threads within a process share the process's resources 
(such as open files and memory blocks), but each thread has its own stack and 
its own set of CPU registers, including the instruction pointer. OS/2 multitasks 
among threads using a priority-based scheduler. 

So far, all the programs shown in this book have consisted of a single pro
cess with a single execution thread. BIGJOBl is no exception. When a thread 
running under the Presentation Manager program creates some windows, the 
messages for those windows must be processed by the thread that created 
them . This is true whether a message is posted to a message queue or sent 
directly to a window procedure, or whether the window's window procedure 
is contained in the program or in a dynamic link library. 

A particular thread of execution can do only one task at a time. A thread 
cannot be multitasked with itself. While BIGJOBl is busy doing its big job, no 
other code in BIGJOBl can execute. 
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So here's the problem: When you select Start from BIGJOBl's menu, Client
WndProc begins the big job on response from the WM_ COMMAND message. 
Now you try to use the Alt-Esc key combination to switch to another program. 
The window that must process this key combination is BIGJOBl's frame win
dow. But the window procedure for the frame window runs in the same thread 
as the client window, and the client window is busy doing the big job. This 
means that the Alt-Esc keyboard message cannot be processed until BIGJOBl 
finishes the calculation, exits ClientWndProc, and calls WinGetMsg to retrieve 
the message from the queue. This is why the Presentation Manager seemingly 
ignores keyboard input while BIGJOBl is calculating. 

SERIALIZATION OF USER INPUT 

But maybe there's another way to switch programs while BIGJOBl is doing its 
big job-a way that doesn't require window procedures in BIGJOBl to process 
a message. As you know, you can use the mouse to make another window active. 
Maybe that will work. 

To test this out, you first position the mouse pointer on top of another pro
gram's window and then use the keyboard to select Start from BIGJOBl 's menu. 
While BIGJOBl is calculating, you press the mouse button on this other window 
and .. . nothing happens. 

Again, this is initially disturbing. Because the Presentation Manager is a true 
multitasking system, the other program should be able to read that mouse 
click even while BIGJOBl is calculating. The Presentation Manager should 
also be able to change the active window from BIGJOBl to the other program. 
But this does not happen. 

This behavior results from the serialization of user input: All keyboard and 
mouse input is stored first in a system message queue. Keyboard and mouse 
messages are then passed-one message at a time-to an application's message 
queue. For keyboard messages, the destination of the message depends on which 
window has the input focus; for mouse messages, it's based on which window is 
underneath the mouse pointer or which window has captured the mouse. 

The serialization of mouse and keyboard input in a system message queue is 
required to correctly handle "type ahead" and "mouse ahead" input from the 
user- input that occurs faster than it can be processed. One of the keystrokes 
or mouse clicks in the system message queue could have the effect of changing 
the active window and the focus window. Subsequent keyboard input must 
then go to that new window. Thus, a keyboard or mouse message cannot be 
posted to a particular application's message queue until the previous keyboard 
or mouse message has been entirely processed. 
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In this particular example (pressing the mouse button over another window 
while BIGJOBl is working), another application cannot read a mouse message 
until BIGJOBl processes all of its keyboard input. And BIGJOBl has not pro
cessed the release of the key that caused the menu to send the WM_ COMMAND 
message that started the calculation. 

Thus, because BIGJOBl renders itself resistant to keyboard or mouse input, 
it also prevents all other programs running under the Presentation Manager 
from receiving keyboard or mouse input. 

But even if another program could read a mouse click, the Presentation 
Manager cannot change the input focus from BIGJOBl to another program 
while BIG JO Bl is busy doing the calculation. To change the input focus, the 
Presentation Manager must send a WM_SETFOCUS message to the window 
losing the input focus. That WM_SETFOCUS message is blocked because the 
window that must receive the message is part of BIGJOBl's thread, and BIG
JOBl is busy doing the big job. 

Messages are not like hardware interrupts! Although a window procedure 
can be sent a message as a result of calling WinDefWindowProc, and a window 
procedure can be sent a message as a result of calling some other Presentation 
Manager functions, these are examples of recursion in window procedures, not 
interruption. Messages do not preemptively interrupt a thread and start execu
tion someplace else in the same thread. 

Now that we've seen how BIGJOBl effectively disables keyboard and mouse 
input in the Presentation Manager, the reason for the one-tenth of a second 
rule should be obvious. Presentation Manager programs must continually in
teract with the system, retrieving and processing their messages promptly. 

BUT STILL THERE IS MULTITASKING 

As bad as BIGJOBl is, however, OS/2 can still multitask some Presentation 
Manager programs while BIGJOBl is running. If you have one of the clock 
programs from Chapter 10 running when you begin the big job, you'll find 
that these programs continue to update the time every second. The WM_ -
TIMER message is a queued message, but it does not need to be serialized like 
the keyboard and mouse messages. The clock programs can continue to receive 
WM_ TIMER messages even if BIGJOBl has clogged up keyboard and mouse 
input. Threads can also process WM_PAINT messages during this time. 

But keep in mind that most messages are user input messages (such as 
WM_ CHAR and WM_MOUSEMOVE), result directly from user input mes
sages (such as WM_ COMMAND and WM_ CONTROL), or are sent from 
functions that are called in response to these messages. Most message traffic is 
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initiated by user input. A program doing a big job is a program that's holding 
up traffic and preventing the user from getting to work. 

THE INFAMOUS "WAIT" POINTER 

Before BIGJOBl begins its big job, it calls WinQuerySysPointer to obtain a 
handle to the SPTR_ WAIT system mouse pointer and uses this handle in a call 
to WinSetPointer. (The program also displays the pointer by calling WinShow
Pointer if a mouse is not installed.) After the calculation is finished, it calls 
WinQuerySysPointer and WinSetPointer to display the normal SPTR_ARROW 
mouse pointer. 

The SPTR_ WAIT pointer looks like a little clock. This signals to the user 
that a big job is in progress and that the keyboard and mouse are effectively 
disabled. You should display the SPTR_ WAIT pointer whenever you do a big 
job that requires more than a second or so. 

As you probably know, users despise the wait pointer. It means they must 
wait for a piggish program to finish some work. None of the other programs 
in this chapter will require the wait pointer because these programs solve the 
big-job problem in various ways. 

SINGLE-THREAD SOLUTIONS 
Before we explore multithreaded Presentation Manager programs, let's look at 
two solutions that work with only a single thread: multitasking with the timer 
and peeking at messages. 

MULTITASKING WITH THE TIMER 

I noted a moment ago that clock programs continue to function normally 
while BIGJOBl is working. This might have suggested the Presentation Man
ager timer as a possible solution. The Presentation Manager timer allows a 
program to break a big job into little pieces that are performed on receipt of a 
WM_ TIMER message. This is the approach taken in the BIGJOB2 program 
shown in Listing 17.2. 

Compiling BIGJOB2 also requires the BIGJOB.C, BIGJOB.H, and BIGJOB.RC 
files shown in Listing 17 .1. 

When you select the Start option from BIGJOB2's menu, BIGJOB2 calls 
WinStartTimer to start the timer. It disables the Start option, enables the Abort 
option, and initializes the A and lRep variables. The Savage function is called 
once for each WM_ TIMER message. Thus, for 100 repetitions, the big job is 
finished after 100 WM_TIMER messages. 
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Listing 17 .2: The BIGJOB2 Program 

The BIGJOB2.MAK File 

It- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
# BIGJOB2.MAK make file 
#-----------------------

bigjob2.exe : bigjob2 .obj bigjob .obj bigjob2.def bigjob.res 
$(PRGLINKl bigjob2 bigjob, bigjob2. NUL, $CPRGLIBl, bigjob2 
re bigjob.res bigjob2.exe 

bigjob2.obj : bigjob2.c bigjob.h 
$(PRGCC) bigjob2.c 

bigjob.obj : bigjob . c 
${PRGCCl bigjob .c 

bigjob.res : bigjob.rc bigjob.h 
$(PRGRCl bigjob 

The BIGJOB2.C File 

/*- -- --- - - ---- - - -- - - - ------ - -- - -- -- ------- ---- ---- - - - --- -
BIGJOB2.C -- Timer approach to lengthy processing job 

(c) Charles Petzold , 1993 
--------------------------------------------------------*/ 

#define INCL_DOS 
#define INCL_WIN 
#include <os2 . h> 
#include "bigjob.h" 

#define ID_TIMER 1 

int main (void) 
{ 

return MainCode ("BigJob2". "BigJob2 - The Timer") 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2l 
{ 

static double A ; 
static HAB hab 
static HWND hwndMenu 
static INT iCurre ntRep - IDM_10 ; 
static INT iStatus - STATUS_READY 
static LONG 1 Rep , lCalcRep, 

1 RepAmts [] - { 10, 100 , 1000, 10000. 100000 } 
static ULONG ulElapsedTime ; 
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Listing 17.2: The BIGJOB2 Program (Continued) 

switch (msg) 
( 

case WM_CREATE: 
hab - WinQueryAnchorBlock (hwnd) 

hwndMenu - WinWindowFrom!D ( 

return 0 ; 

WinQueryWindow (hwnd, OW_PARENTJ, 
FID_MENU) ; 

case WM_COMMAND: 
switch <COMMANDMSG(&msgJ->cmd) 

( 

case IDM_l0: 
case IDM_100: 
case IDM_l000: 
case IDM_l0000: 
case IDM_l00000: 

WinCheckMenultem (hwndMenu, iCurrentRep. FALSE) ; 
iCurrentRep - COMMANDMSG(&msgJ->cmd ; 
WinCheckMenultem (hwndMenu. iCurrentRep, TRUE) ; 
return 0 ; 

case IDM_START: 
if (!WinStartTimer (hab . hwnd. ID_TIMER. 0)) 

WinAlarm (HWND_DESKTOP, WA_ERRORJ ; 
return 0 

WinEnableMenultem (hwndMenu . IDM_START. FALSE) ; 
WinEnableMenultem (hwndMenu, IDM_ABORT, TRUE) : 

iStatus - STATUS_WORKING 
WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL. FALSE) : 

lCalcRep - lRepAmts (iCurrentRep - IDM_l0] 
ulElapsedTime - WinGetCurrentTime (hab) ; 
A - 1.0 ; 
l Rep - 0 

return 0 

case IDM_ABORT: 
WinStopTimer (hab. hwnd, ID_TIMERJ 

iStatus - STATUS_READY ; 
WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL. FALSE) 
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Listing 17.2: The BIGJOB2 Program (Continued) 

break ; 

case WM_TIMER: 

WinEnableMenultem (hwndMenu , IDM_ START, TRUE) ; 
WinEnableMenultem ChwndMenu , IDM_ABDRT, FALSE) ; 
return 0 ; 

A - Savage {A) ; 

if (++lRep -- lCalcRep) 
{ 

ulElapsedTime - WinGetCurrentTime Chab) 
ulElapsedTime 

WinStopTimer (hab, hwnd, ID_TIMER) ; 

iStatus - STATUS_DONE ; 
Winlnval idateRect Chwnd, NULL, FALSE) ; 

WinEnableMenultem (hwndMenu, IDM_START, TRUE) ; 
WinEnableMenultem (hwndMenu, IDM_ABORT, FALSE) ; 

return 0 ; 

case WM_PAINT : 
PaintWindow (hwnd. iStatus , lCalcRep, ulElapsedTime) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_DESTROY : 
if CiStatus -- STATUS_WORKING) 

WinStopTimer (hab, hwnd, ID_TIMER) 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc Chwnd, msg, mpl, mp2) 

The BIGJOB2.DEF File 

; BIGJOB2.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMDDE 

BIGJOB2 WINDOWAPI 

'BigJob Program No. 2 (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 
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WM_ TIMER messages are low-priority queued messages: Keyboard or 
mouse messages are retrieved from the queue and processed before a WM_ -
TIMER message. Thus BIGJOB2 continues to read keyboard and mouse input 
and allows the user to select Abort from BIGJOB2's menu, move or resize BIG
JOB2's window, or shift control to another program. The entire operating sys
tem-including BIGJOB2-continues to function normally while BIGJOB2 is 
doing the calculation. The timer is stopped when the calculation is finished or 
when you select Abort from the menu. 

TIMER PROBLEMS 

Although the timer approach is feasible for BIGJOB2, it's easy to imagine cases 
where the timer would be inadequate. 

A program using the timer for a big job must enter and exit the processing 
loop with every WM_ TIMER message. This is easy to structure when a single 
loop is involved (as in BIGJOB2), but it becomes a nightmare for more com
plex jobs with lots of nested loops. 

The timer also slows down the big job. It simply isn't possible to receive 
WM_ TIMER messages at a rate faster than that of the hardware clock. Under 
OS/2, this means the program receives a WM_ TIMER message only once every 
31.25 ms. But on most machines that run OS/2, BIGJOB2 spends only a fraction 
of this time processing the message. Because the calculation is paced by the 
timer, the calculation won't finish any faster on a faster computer! 

Although the Presentation Manager timer can be of help in some big-job 
problems, as a general solution it must clearly be rejected. 

PEEKING AT MESSAGES 

The second solution involves the WinPeekMsgfunction. This function is simi
lar in syntax and functionality to WinGetMsg. However, when a program calls 
WinGetMsg, the function does not return until it has a message from the mes
sage queue. If the message queue is empty, the WinGetMsgfunction waits. 
WinPeekMsg, on the other hand, always returns immediately. Thus, while 
doing the big job, a Presentation Manager program can periodically check for 
messages in the queue. These messages can be removed from the queue and 
processed normally. 

This approach is used quite often in programs written for the DOS-based 
versions of Microsoft Windows, where the function is called PeekMessage. Win
dows is entirely a single-thread system-it multitasks among programs only 
when they call GetMessage or PeekMessage. Calling PeekMessage under Win
dows effectively yields control to other programs that might have messages in 
their message queues. 
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The syntax of WinPeekMsg is the same as that of WinGetMsg except that it 
has an options parameter: 

WinPeekmsg (hab, &qmsg, hwnd, msgFirst, msgla st, fOptions) 

The fOptions parameter can be either PM_REMOVE to remove the next mes
sage from the queue or PM_NOREMOVE to leave the message in the queue. 
WinPeekMsg returns FALSE if the message queue is empty and TRUE other
wise. (This is where it differs from WinGetMsg, which returns FALSE if the 
message retrieved from the queue is WM_ QUIT and TRUE otherwise.) Thus, 
WinPeekMsgwill not wait for a message; if no message is available, the func
tion returns FALSE. 

The BIGJOB3 program in Listing 17.3 shows how a program can use Win 
PeekMsg to retrieve and process messages while doing a big job. 

Listing 17 .3: The BIGJOB3 Program 

The BIGJOB3.MAK File 

ft- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
# BIGJOB3.MAK make file 
ft- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

big job3 . exe : bigjob3.obj bigjob . obj bigjob3.def bigjob.res 
$(PRGLINK) big j ob3 bigjob, bigjob3, NUL. $(PRGL!B), bigjob3 
re bigjob.res bigjob3.exe 

bigjob3 .obj : bigjob3 . c bigjob.h 
$(PRGCC) bigjob3 .c 

bigjob .obj : bigjob.c 
$CPRGCC) bigjob.c 

bigjob. res : bigjob.rc bigjob.h 
$(PRGRC) bigjob 

The BIGJOB3.C File 

/*-- --- ------- ---- ------ --- -------------------------- --- --------
BIGJOB3.C -- Peek Message approach to lengthy processing job 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 
-------- -- - -- ----- ------- ------------------------------------- -*/ 

ifdef i ne INCL_DOS 
#define INCL_WIN 
lfi nclude <os2.h> 
lfi nclude "bigjob.h" 
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Listing 17 .3: The BIGJOB3 Program (Continued) 

int main (void) 

return MainCode ("BigJob3", "BigJob3 - Message Peeking") 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWN D hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
{ 

static BOOL 
static HAB 
static HWND 
static INT 
static INT 
static LONG 
static ULONG 
double 
LONG 
QMSG 

fContinueCalc - FALSE ; 
hab ; 
hwndMenu ; 
iStatus - STATUS_READY ; 
iCurrentRep - IDM_l0 ; 
lCalcRep , lRepAmts [] - { 10, 100, 1000, 10000, 10000 ) 
ulElapsedTime 
A ; 
1 Rep 
qmsg 

switch (msg) 

case WM_CREATE: 
hab - WinQueryAnchorBlock (hwndl 

hwndMenu - WinWindowFrom!D ( 

return 0 ; 

WinQueryWindow (hwnd, OW_PARENTJ, 
FID_MENU) ; 

case WM_COMMAND: 
switch CCOMMANDMS G(&msgl ->cmd) 

( 

case IDM_l0: 
case IDM_l00: 
case IDM_l000: 
case IDM_l0000: 
case IDM_l00000: 

WinCheckMenultem (hwndMenu, iCurrentRep, FALSE) ; 
iCurrentRep - COMMANDMSG(&msg)->cmd ; 
WinCheckMenultem ChwndMenu , iCurrentRep, TRUE) ; 
return 0 ; 

case IDM_START: 
WinEnableMenultem (hwndMenu. IDM_START , FALSE) : 
WinEnableMenultem ChwndMenu . IDM_ABORT . TRUE) ; 

iStatus - STATUS_WORKING 
WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL, FALSE) 
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Listing 17 .3: The BIGJOB3 Program (Continued) 

lCalcRep - lRepAmts [iCurrentRep - IDM_10J 
fContinueCalc - TRUE ; 
ulElapsedTime - WinGetCurrentTime (hab) ; 

qmsg.msg - WM_NULL 

for (A - 1.0, lRep - 0 lRep < lCalcRep lRep++) 
{ 

A - Savage (A) ; 

while (WinPeekMsg (hab, &qmsg , NULLHANDLE, 
0, 0, PM_NOREMOVEJ) 

if (qmsg.msg -- WM_QUlT) 
break ; 

WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) ; 

if (!fContinueCalc) 
break ; 

if (!fContinueCalc I I qmsg.msg ~ WM_OUITl 
break ; 

ulElapsedTime - WinGetCurrentTime (hab) -
ul El apsedTi me ; 

if ( !fContinueCalc 11 qmsg.msg -- WM_QUITl 
iStatus - STATUS_READY ; 

else 
iStatus - STATUS_DONE ; 

WininvalidateRect Chwnd, NULL, FALSE) ; 

WinEnableMenuitem (hwndMenu, IDM_START, TRUE) ; 
WinEnableMenultem ChwndMenu, IDM_ABORT, FALSE) ; 
return 0 ; 

case IDM_ABORT : 
fContinueCa l c - FALSE 
return 0 ; 

break ; 

case WM_pAINT: 
PaintW i ndow (hwnd, iStatus, lCalcRep, ulElapsedTime) 
return 0 ; 
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Listing 17.3: The BIGJOB3 Program (Continued) 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2J 
} 

The BIGJOB3.DEF File 

. -- -- - ---- ----------- - - - - - ---- -- - - - --. 
; BIGJOB3.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

BIGJOB3 WINDOWAPI 

'BigJob Program No. 3 (cl Charles Petzold, 1993' 

BIGJOB3 also requires the BIGJOB.C, BIGJOB.H, and BIGJOB.RC files 
shown in Listing 17. l. 

Like BIGJOBl, BIGJOB3 does the entire calculation in response to a WM_
COMMAND message. However, within the calculation loop, BIGJOB3 calls 
WinPeekMsgto check for messages in the message queue. BIGJOB3 first re
moves such messages with WinGetMsg and then dispatches them to a window 
procedure with WinDispatchMsg, just as in the normal message loop in main. 

Notice that after the WinGetMsg and WinDispatchMsg calls, the value of 
fContinueCalc is checked. BIGJOB3 sets this to FALSE when it receives a WM_
COMMAND message indicating that the user has selected Abort from the menu. 

You'll notice that special processing is required for the WM_ QUIT message. 
This message is posted to the message queue by the Presentation Manager as a 
default response when the user selects Close from the system menu or when 
the program is terminated from the Presentation Manager Task Manager. The 
WM_ QUIT message should not be removed from the queue within the window 
procedure. Instead, BIGJOB3 exits the window procedure so that the WM_ QUIT 
message can be retrieved from the message queue in the main function. 

RECEIVING UNQUEUED MESSAGES 
If you've been thinking about queued and unqueued messages, the preceding 
code may have seemed incomplete. WinPeekMsg returns TRUE only when the 
message queue contains a message. Only then does BIGJOB3 retrieve the mes
sage from the queue and dispatch it. 

But what happens when the user selects Abort from the menu? The menu 
window sends the WM_ COMMAND message by calling WinSend.Msg. The 
message is not posted to the queue. How, then, is BIGJOB3 able to process this 
message while doing its big job? 
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The answer is fairly simple. The WM_ COMMAND message is initiated by 
user input through the keyboard or mouse. The keyboard and mouse mes
sages are queued. WinPeekMsg detects their presence and allows WinGetMsg to 
retrieve them and WinDispatchMsgto send them to the appropriate window 
procedure. When the menu window determines that the user has selected the 
Abort option, it sends the WM_ COMMAND message that ClientWndProc 
processes. Thus ClientWndProc receives this unqueued WM_ COMMAND 
message while calling the WinDispatchMsg function for a queued mouse or 
keyboard message. 

Here's a stickier problem: Let's assume you start BIGJOB3 calculating and 
you move the mouse pointer over the window of another program. You press 
the mouse button and the active window changes to the other program. The 
other program is processing this mouse input, not BIGJOB3. Yet, when the 
Presentation Manager changes the active window and the input focus, it must 
send BIGJOB3 a WM_SETFOCUS message. BIGJOB3's frame window re
sponds by changing the color of the title bar window. But how can BIGJOB3 
process an unqueued message initiated by a queued message outside BIGJOB3's 
message queue? 

Although the purpose of WinGetMsg and WinPeekMsg is to retrieve messages 
from the message queue, these functions also allow a window procedure in the 
thread to process an unqueued message. 

If another thread tries to send a message to BIGJOB3 by calling WinSendMsg 
(as happens with the WM_SETFOCUS message), and the recipient of the mes
sage is busy (doing a big job, for example), the WinSendMsgfunction is blocked 
until the recipient thread is free. But when the thread calls WinGetMsg or Win
PeekMsg, the Presentation Manager checks to see if another thread is trying to 
send that thread a message. If so, the Presentation Manager lets that unqueued 
message be processed by calling the message procedure with the message. This 
happens before the Presentation Manager even checks the contents of the 
thread's message queue. 

A window procedure can also receive an unqueued message while calling 
WinSendMsg. This is how the Presentation Manager prevents message dead
locks. For example, suppose a window procedure in one program calls Win
SendMsg to send a message to a window procedure in a second program. 
Program 2 is doing something in its window procedure, so the WinSendMsg 
function is blocked. But then the window procedure in program 2 calls Win
SendMsg to send a message to the window procedure in program l. Uh oh
deadlock. The Presentation Manager resolves the deadlock by letting the mes
sage from program 1 be sent to program 2 and by then allowing the message 
from program 2 to be sent to program 1. 
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A DIFFERENT MESSAGE LOOP IN MAIN 

In BIGJOB3 I used a normal message loop in main but called WinPeekMsg, 
WinGetMsg, and WinDispatchMsg in the window procedure. You can also alter 
the message loop in main, basing the loop on the WinPeekMsgfunction rather 
than on WinGetMsg. The normal message loop looks like this: 

while (WinGetMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0)) 
WinDispatchMsg (hab. &qmsg) 

Here's the alternative message loop: 

#define WM_DO_SOMETHING WM_USER 

while (TRUE) 
{ 

if (WinPeekMsg (hab, &qmsg, NULL, 0, 0, PM_REMOVE)) 
( 

if (qmsg.msg == WM_QUIT) 
break ; 

else 
WinDispatchMsg (hab, &qmsg) 

else 
WinSendMsg (hwndClient, WM_DO_SOMETHING, NULL. NULL) ; 
) 

Whenever WinPeekMsg returns FALSE (indicating that the message queue is 
empty), WinSendMsgis called to send a WM_DO_SOMETHING message to 
the client window. Note that the WM_ QUIT message requires special handling. 

This approach is good for demonstration programs that seemingly run for
ever. (One example is a program that displays a series of randomly sized and 
colored rectangles.) The client window procedure handles the WM_DO_
SOMETHING message in the same way it handles a WM_ TIMER message. 
The advantage is that the WM_DO_SOMETHING messages come faster than 
32 times per second. 

This alternate message loop is not quite appropriate for handling the big
job problem in general. Although the client window could ignore the WM_
DO_SOMETHING messages when it's not doing the big job, you probably 
want a normal message loop in that case. This would require making the 
sStatus variable used in the BIGJOB programs (or its equivalent) a global 
variable and using the alternate message loop only when the value of sStatus 
is STATUS_ WORKING. 
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PE E KING PROBLEMS 
The most serious challenge you face with a program structured like BIGJOB3 
is preventing reentrancy. You don't want to reenter the big-job calculation 
loop when you call WinPeekMsg or WinDispatchMsg from within that loop. 
BIGJOB3 prevents reentrancy by disabling the Start option on the menu be
fore doing the big job. 

Although message peeking usually works well in Presentation Manager pro
grams, it's always a little messy for the programmer. Because the WinPeekMsg 
functions must be called frequently enough to give the system a good response 
time, an inordinate amount of code is required. If the big job must be aborted, 
it's sometimes difficult to get out of a calculation loop in a structured manner. 
You may even find yourself using goto statements! 

MuLTITHREADED soLUTIONS 
Let's now attack the big-job problem by creating a second thread of execution. 
When an OS/2 process contains multiple threads of execution, the threads run 
concurrently. All threads in a process share the program's resources (such as 
open files, memory, and semaphores), but each thread has its own CPU state, 
dispatching priority, and stack. 

Within a program, the code used by a second thread of execution looks like 
a function. All local automatic variables in the thread function (or functions 
called from a thread) are private to each thread because they are stored on the 
thread's stack. Local static variables in the thread function (or functions called 
from each thread) can be shared by all threads that use the function. 

T HE TWO CATEGORIES OF THREADS 
Threads used in Presentation Manager programs fall into two categories: mes
sage queue threads and non-message queue threads. A thread becomes a message 
queue thread when it calls WinCreateMsgQueue. The thread reverts to being a 
non-message queue thread upon a call to WinDestroyMsgQueue. 

A Presentation Manager program always creates a message queue in at least 
one thread. A thread must create a message queue before it can create windows. 
The message queue is used to store messages for all windows created in the 
thread. Other threads in a Presentation Manager program need to create mes
sage queues only if they also create windows. 

Although non-message queue threads have some advantages over message 
queue threads, they also have some disadvantages. Here's the good news: A 
non-message queue thread is not bound by the one-tenth of a second rule. 
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Because the thread does not receive or process messages, it needn't worry 
about clogging up the processing of messages in message queue threads. Thus, 
a non-message queue thread is often ideal for doing a big job. 

But good news is not complete without the bad news: Non-message queue 
threads are restricted in the type of Presentation Manager functions they can 
call. Non-message queue threads 

.. Cannot create windows 

.. Cannot contain window procedures 

.. Cannot send messages to window procedures in a message queue thread 

.. Cannot call functions that cause messages to be sent to a window procedure 

Some of these restrictions are obvious: A non-message queue thread cannot 
create a window or contain a window procedure because it has no queue to 
store messages for that window. However, a non-message queue thread can 
call some functions that affect windows created in message queue threads. For 
example, a non-message queue thread can obtain a presentation space handle 
for a window created in a message queue thread and is able to paint something 
on the surface of that window. 

But non-message queue threads cannot send messages to message queue 
threads. The WznSendMsgfunction is not allowed. Nor can non-message queue 
threads call functions that cause messages to be sent. For example, WinDestroy

Window cannot be called from a non-message queue thread because it sends a 
window procedure a WM_DESTROY message. 

Although a non-message queue thread cannot send a message using Win
SendMsg, the thread can post a message by calling WinPostMsg. The WinPost
Msgfunction places the message in a thread's message queue and returns 
immediately. Non-message queue threads often use the WinPostMsg function 
to signal a message queue thread when it has completed the big job. 

THE MULTITHREAD RUNTIME LIBRARY 

Writing multithread programs in C involves some additional problems caused 
by the C runtime library. Although many C functions are reentrant (that is, 
they can be called from multiple threads concurrently), not all of them are. 
Calling one of the nonreentrant functions from two threads concurrently 
could cause the threads to interfere with each other. 

Fortunately, both the IBM and Borland C compilers have special multithread 
runtime libraries that avoid the reentrancy problems. To use the IBM multi
thread runtime library, you must specify the -Gm option when compiling the 
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program. The compiler inserts the name of the multi thread runtime library in 
the object module and the linker later uses that library. To use the Borland 
nmltithread runtime library, you must specify the -sm option when compiling, 
and link with C2MT.LIB rather than C2.LIB. 

This means that we need new command files that set up different environ
ment variables for our make files. The IBMMT.CMD and BORMT.CMD 
command files are shown in Listing 17.4. These define the PRGCCMT and 
PRGLIBMT environment variables that incorporate the differences for com
piling and linking multithreaded programs. 

Listing 17.4: Command files to set environment variables for multithreaded programs 

The IBMMT.CMD File 

------------------ --REM- -- ------- - ----- - - -- -- ---- ----------------- - - - -----
REM IBMM1'.CMD -- Multthread ing environment for IBM C Deve l oper's WorkSet /2 

----------------~----- - REM-- --- - ·-----·------- - - ----- --------------------
SET PRGCCMT-icc -C -Kbcpr -Ss -Gm -Fo 
SET PRGLINK-link 3$6 /BASE:0xl0000 
SET PRG LIBMT-
SET PRGRC -r c - r 

The BORMT.CMD File 

-- --- --~ - --------~- - ----~- - ----REM - - ------·------------- -- ------ - ----------
REM BORMT .CHO -- Set up mul t ithreadi ng envi ronment for Bor l and C++ for OS /2 
REM - -- - ---- -- ------ -- - - -- --- --- - ---- - ------------ -- -------~------- --- --- - ---
SET PRGCCMT-bcc - c -I \bcos 2\incl ude -sm -o 
SET PRG LI NK-tl i nk -c -x -v -L\bcos2\lib \bc os2\l i b\c-02 .ob j 
SET PRGLIBMT-c2mt + os2 
SET PRGRC-rc - r - i \bcos2\include 

Notice also that the PRGCCMT environment variable ends with the -Po flag 
(in IBMMT.CMD) and the -o flag (in BORMT.CMD). These flags allow speci
fying an object file name that is different than the C source code name. I've 
done this because I want to compile the BIGJOB.C file in a multi threaded ver
sion with an object file name of BIGJOBMT.OBJ. 

Programs that use these multithreaded libraries must use the _beginthread 
function rather than DosCreateThread to create a new thread of execution. The 
_beginthread function is defined in the PROCESS.H header file. The code used 
by the thread looks like a function in the program. The _be gint hread function 
also allows a pointer to be passed as a parameter to this function. If this is a 
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pointer to a structure, the function that creates the thread and the thread func
tion can share nonglobal data. 

Unfortunately, the _beginthread function is defined a little differently in the 
IBM and Borland runtime libraries. The IBM version includes an extra param
eter that is not used in OS/2 2.x, but was used in versions of OS/2 prior to 2.0 
to specify the address of the thread's stack. In the next two programs shown in 
this chapter, I've solved the problem of the different function definitions by 
using an #if def statement with the _IBMC_ macro identifier. This identifier 
is defined only by the IBM compiler. 

The BIGJOB4 program in Listing 17.5 uses the _beginthreadfunction and 
the multithreaded runtime library. 

The BIGJOB.C, BIGJOB.H, and BIGJOB.RC files from Listing 17 .1 are re
quired to create BIGJOB4.EXE. 

PUTTING THE THREAD TO WORK 

The function used for the second thread in BIGJOB4 is called CalcThread and is 
located near the bottom of BIGJOB4.C. The parameter to this function is a 
pointer of type CALCPARAM, which is defined in BIGJOB.H. This is a structure 
that ClientWndProc uses in order to pass information to the thread function. 

When you select Start from BIGJOB4's menu, ClientWndProc sets the first 
three fields of the CALCPARAM structure and creates the thread by calling 
_beginthread. The _beginthread call requires the name of the thread function 
( CalcThread), the stack size, and a pointer to a parameter to pass to the thread 
function. The _beginthread function returns the thread ID. If this is -1, the 
thread could not be created. If _beginthread is successful, ClientW ndProc dis
ables the Start menu option and enables the Abort option. 

After the second thread is created, the code in CalcThreadruns concurrently 
with the code in the rest of the program. CalcThread gets the current time and 
then enters its calculation loop. Note that the for statement checks the fContinue
Calc field of the CALCPARAM structure before each call to Savage. This field was 
initialized by ClientWndProc to TRUE. But when Abort is selected from the menu, 
ClientWndProc disables the Abort option and sets fContinueCalc to FALSE. 

When CalcThread drops out of the for loop (because the calculation either is 
finished or has been aborted), it calls DosEnterCritSec (more on this shortly) 
and uses WinPostMsgto post either a WM_CALC_DONE or a WM_CALC_
ABORTED message to the client window. (These two messages are defined in 
BIGJOB.H.) CalcThreadobtains the handle of the client window from the hwnd 
field of the CALCPARAM structure. When CalcThread posts a WM_CALC_
DONE message, it sets the mpl message parameter to the elapsed time. Calc
Thread then calls the _ endthread function and is terminated. 
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Listing 17 .5: The BIGJOB4 program 

The BIGJOB4.MAK File 

#-----------"··-········ 
# BIGJ084.MAK make file 
#·------------------- ---

bigjob4.exe : bigjob4.obj bigjobmt.obj bigjob4.def bigjob.res 
$(PRGLINKJ bigjob4 bigjobmt, bigjob4, NUL, $(PRGLIBMTJ, bigjob4 
re bigjob.res bigjob4.exe 

bigjob4.obj : bigjob4.c bigjob.h 
$(PRGCCMT)bigjob4.obj bigjob4.c 

bigjobmt . obj : bigjob.c 
S(PRGCCMTJbigjobmt.obj bigjob.c 

bigjob. res : bigjob.rc bigjob.h 
$ (PR GR CJ big job 

The BIGJOB4.C File 

/*••·····----- - -························· ·- - -- --- - - -- --- - ---- - -- -

BIGJ084.C -- Second thread a~proach to lengthy processing job 
Cc) Charles Petzold, 1993 

----- - --------- - - - - -· ········--- ------------ --- -------- ---· ·····*/ 

#define I NC L_OOS 
#define INCl_WIN 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <process.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include "bigjob.h" 

VOID CalcThread (PVO!Dl 

int main (void) 
( 

return MainCode ("BigJob4", "BigJob4 - A Second Thread") 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc CHWNO hwnd, ULDNG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2J 
( 

static CALCPARAH cp ; 
static HWNO 
static int 
stilt 1 c I NT 
st<rtic INT 
static LONG 

hwndHenu 
tidCalc ; 
iCurrentRep - IOM_l0 ; 
iStatus - STATUS READY 
1 RepAmts [] - ( 10, 100, 1000. 10000. 100000 } 
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Listing 17 .5: The BIGJOB4 program (Continued) 

static ULOHG u lEl apsedTime ; 

switch (msg) 
{ 

case WM CREATE: 
hwndMenu • WinWindowFromIO ( 

return 0 ; 

WinOueryWindow (hwnd. OW_PAREHT). 
FI O_MENUl ; 

case WM_COMMAHO: 
switch CCOMMAHOMSGC&msg)->cmd) 

{ 

case IOM_10: 
case IOM_100: 
case IOM_l000: 
c~e IDM_l0000: 
case IOM_l00000: 

WinCheckMenultem ChwndMenu, iCurrentRep, FALSE) ; 
iCurrentRep - COMMANDMSGC&msg)->cmd ; 
WinCheckMenuitem ( hwndMe nu. i CurrentRep. TRUE) ; 
return 0 ; 

case IOM_START; 
cp.hwnd - hwnd 
cp. lCalcRep • lRepAmts [iCurrentRep - IOM_l0] 
cp.fContinueCalc - TRUE ; 

if C-1 - CtidCalc - _beg inthread CCalcThread, 
f/ifdef !BMC 

#endif 
NULL. 

STACKSIZE. &cp))) 

WinAlarm (HWND_OESKTOP, WA_ ERROR) ; 
return 0 

iStatus - STATUS_WORK!HG : 
Winlnva 1 idateRect Chwnd. NULL. FALSE) ; 
WinEnableMenultem ChwndMenu, IDM_START. FALSE) ; 
WinEnableMenultem ChwndMenu. IDM_ABORT. TRUE> ; 
return 0 ; 

case I DM_ABORT; 
cp.fContinueCalc - FALSE ; 

J 

WinEnableMenultem ChwndMenu. IOM_ABORT, FALSE) 
return 0 ; 
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break ; 

case WM_CALc_oONE: 
iStatus - STATUS_OONE 
ul El apsedTime - LONGFROMMP Cmpl) ; 
WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL, FALSE> 
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Wi nEnabl eMenultem ( hwndMenu, IDM_START, TRUE> ; 
WinEnableMenultem (hwndMenu, IDM_ABORT, FALSE) : 
return 0 ; 

case WM_CALC_ABORTEO: 
iStatus - STATUS_READY ; 
WinlnvalidateRect Chwnd, NULL. FALSE) ; 
Wi nEnabl eMenultem ChwndMenu, IDM_START, TRUEJ 
return 0 ; 

case WM_PAINT: 
PaintWindow (hwnd, iStatus, cp.lCalcRep, ulElapsedTime) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_DESTROY: 
if (iStatus ~- STATUS_WORKINGJ 

OosKillThread (tidCalcJ : 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd. msg, mpl, mpl) 

VOID Cal cThread (PVOID pArgl 
{ 

double A ; 
HAB hab 
LONG 1 Rep, Hime 
PCALCPARAM pep ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) ; 
pep• CPCALCPARAMl pArg : 
lTime - WinGetCurrentTime (hab) 

for CA - 1.0, lRep - 0 lRep < pcp->lCalcRep && 
pcp->fContinueCalc ; lRep++) 

A - Savage CA> : 

OosEnterCritSec Cl ; 11 So thread is dead when message retrieved 

if Cpcp->fContinueCalc) 
{ 

lTime ; WinGetCurrentTime (hab) · lTime ; 
WinPostMsg (pcp->hwnd, WM_CALC_OONE, MPFROMLONG (lTime ), NULL>~~-~ 
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Listing 17.5: The BIGJOB4 program (Continued) 

else 
Wi nPostMsg (pcp·>hwnd, WM_CA LC_ABORTEO, NULL. NULL) 

WinTerminate (hab) 
end thread () : 

} 

The BIGJOB4.DEF File 

: BIGJOB4.DEF module definition file 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION 
PROTMODE 

BIGJOB4 WINDOWAPI 

'BigJob Program No. 4 (c) Charles Petzold, 1993' 

The ClientWndProc fonction responds to the WM_CALC_DONE and the 
WM_CALC_ABORTED messages by enabling the Start menu option. 

Notice that the CalcThread function calls Winlnitialize and Win Terminate. 
Every thread in your program should call Winlnitialize before calling any other 
Presentation Manager function. 

A FEW PRECAUTIONS 

Threads within a single process must often communicate with each other in 
various ways. The execution of threads must be coordinated so that the 
threads don't step on each others' toes. Threads must also often signal each 
other and pass data among themselves. This requires some handshaking. 

The handshaking is important. Don't make any assumptions about one 
thread being able to execute a certain block of code in its time slice before an
other thread does something to affect the first thread. 

For example, the CalcThread function posts a WM_CALC_DONE or a 
WM_CALC_ABORTED message to ClientWndProc and then calls _endthread. 
You can't assume that CalcThread will finish processing the _endthread fonc
tion and the thread be destroyed by the time ClientWndProc processes the 
posted message. 

This is why CalcThread calls DosEnterCritSec ("enter critical section") before 
posting the message. DosEnterCritSec causes all other threads in the process to 
be suspended until the thread calls DosExitCritSec or until the thread termi
nates. CalcThread doesn't call DosExitCritSec, so the main thread in BIGJOB4 
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won't execute any code until the thread is terminated. When ClientWndProc 
processes the WM_CALC_DONE or WM_CALC_ABORTED message, it 
knows that the thread has terminated. 

During processing of the WM_DESTROY message, ClientWndProc kills 
the second thread by calling DosKillThread. ClientWndProcreceives the WM_
DESTROY message when BIGJOB4 calls WinDestroyWindow from main. The 
next call, after WinDestroyWi"ndow, is to WinDestroyMsgQueue. You don't want 
CalcThread attempting to post a message to ClientWndProc after the window 
and the message queue have been destroyed. 

USING SEMAPHORES TO TRIGGER THREADS 

BIGJOB4 creates a thread each time it needs to do the big job. After the thread 
is finished, the thread terminates itself. This is a good approach for some big 
jobs, but other big jobs might benefit from a somewhat different structure. 

For example, in a spreadsheet program you might want a second thread to 
perform the spreadsheet recalculation. Because this recalculation occurs quite 
frequently, it might be best to create the thread initially when the program first 
begins executing and trigger it whenever you need to do a recalculation. You 
can do this using semaphores. 

This is the approach taken in the BIGJOBS program shown in Listing 17.6. 

Listing 17.6: The BIGJOB5 program 

The BIGJOBS.MAK File 

#- - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - -
f BIGJOB5.MAK make file 
I! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

bigjob5 . exe : bigjob5.obj bigjobmt.obj bigjob5.def bigjob.res 
S(PRGLINK) bigjob5 bigjobmt, bigjobS. NUL , S(PRGLIBMT) . bigjob5 
re bigjob.res bigjob5.exe 

big jobS.obj : bigjob5.c bigjob . h 
S(PRGCCMTlb lgjob5.obj bigjob5 . c 

bigjobmt.obj : bigjob.c 
S(PRGCCMT)bigjobmt.obj bigjob.c 

bigjob.res : bigjob.rc bigjob.h 
S(PRGRC) bigjob 
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Listing 17 .6: The BIG JOBS program (Continued) 

The BIGJOBS.C File 

/*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

BIGJOBS.C -- Second thread and semaphore trigger 
(cl Charles Petzold, 199.3 

- --- --- ------ --- ----- -- -- ------ ---- - --- - -- -- -- -- -- -*/ 

/.Fdefine INCL_DOS 
/.Fdefine I NCL_WIN 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <process.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include "bigjob.h" 

VOID CalcThread CPVOIOl 

int main (void) 

return MainCode C"BigJobS", "BigJobS - Second Thread with Semaphore") 

MRESULT EXPENTRV ClientWndProc CHWNO hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAH mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
[ 

static CALCPARAM cp ; 

static HWNO hwndMenu 
static int tidCalc ; 
static INT iCurrentRep - I OM_I0 ; 

static INT iStatus - STATUS_READV 
static LONG lRepAmts [] - ( 10, 100. 1000. 10000, 100000 J 
static ULONG ul ElapsedTime ; 

switch Cmsg) 

case WM_ CREATE: 

ft if def !BMC 

f.Fendi f 

hwndMenu a WinWindowFrom!D ( 

cp,hwnd = hwnd 

WinQueryWindow Chwnd, QW_PARENTl, 
FI O_MENU) 

OosCreateEventSem (NULL, &cp.hevTrigger. 0L, FALSE) 

tidCalc - _beginthread CCalcThread, 

NULL, 

STACKS I ZE, &c p) 
return 0 
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Listing 17.6: The BIGJOB5 program (Continued) 

case WM_INITMENU: 
if (tidCalc ~ -1 && SHORTlFROMMP (mpl) ~ IDM_ACTIDN) 

WinEnableMenultem (hwnd, fOM_START, f'-ALSEJ ; 
return 0 ; 

case WM_COMMAND: 
switch (COMMANOMSG(&msg)->cmd) 

[ 

case IOM_l0: 
case IOM_I00: 
case IOM_I000: 
case IOM_I0000: 
case IOM_100000: 

WinCheckMenultem (hwndMenu, iCurrentRep, FALSE) ; 
iCurrentRep - COMMANDMSG(&msgl->omd ; 
Wi nCheckMenultem ( hwndMenu, i Cur rentRep, TRUE l ; 
return 0 ; 

case I DH_START: 
cp.lCalcRep - lRepAmts [iCurrentRep - IOH_l0) 
cp.fContinueCal c - TRUE ; 
DosPostEventSem (cp.hevTriggerl 

i Status - STATUS_WORKING ; 
WinlnvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL. FALSE) ; 
WinEnableHen.ultem (hwndMenu, IDM_START. FALSE) ; 
WinEnableMenuitem ChwndMenu, IOM_ABORT, TRUE) ; 
return 0 ; 

case I DM_ABORT: 
cp.fContinueCalc = FALSE ; 

break ; 

WinEnableMenultem (hwndMenu, IOM_ABORT, FALSE) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_CALC DONE: 
iStatus - STATUS_OONE ; 
ulElapsedTime • LONGFROMMP <mpll ; 
WininvalidateRect (hwnd, NULL. FALSE) 
WinEnableMenuitem (hwndMenu. IOM_START, TRUE) ; 
WinEnableMenultem (hwndMenu. IOM _ABORT. FALSE) ; 
return 0 ; 

case WM_CALC_ABORTED: 
iStatus - STATUS_REAOY 
WininvalidateRect (hwnd. NULL. FALSE) ; 
WinEnableMenuitem (hwndMenu, IOM_START, TRUE) 
return 0 ; 
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Listing 17 .6: The BIGJOBS program (Continued) 

VOID 

case WM_PAINT: 
PaintWindow (hwnd, iStatus. cp. lCalcRep, ulElapsedTime) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_DESTROY: 
if CiStatus ~ STATUS_WORKJNG) 

OosKillThread (tidCalcl ; 
return 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd. msg, mpl, mp2l 

CalcThread (PVOID pArgl 
( 

double A ; 
HAB hab 
LONG l Rep. lTime 
PCALCPARAM pep ; 
UL ONG ulPostCount 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) 
pep - CPCALCPARAM) pArg 

while CTRU E) 
f 
DosWaitEventSem Cpcp->hevTr i gger. SEM_ INOEFJNITE_WAITJ 

lT i me - WinGetCurrentTime (hab) 

for CA - 1.0, lRep - 0 lRep < pcp->lCalcRep && 
pcp ->fContinueCalc ; lRep++) 

A - Savage CA) : 

DosResetEventSem (pcp->hevTrigger, &ulPostCount) 

if Cpop->fCont inyeCalc) 
( 

else 

lTime ~ WinGetCurrentTime (hab) - lTime ; 
WinPostMsg (pcp ->hwnd, WM_CALC_OONE. MPFROMLONG (lT i me). NULL) 
} 

WinPostMsg (pcp->hwnd, WM_CALC_ABORTED. NULL. NULL) 

WinTerminate (hab) 
endthread () ; 

} 
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Listing 17 .6: The BIGJOB5 program (Continued) 

The BIGJOBS.DEF File 

; BI GJ QBS.DEF module definition fi l e 

NAME BIGJDBS ' WINDDWAPI 

DESCRIPTION 
PRDTMODE 

'BigJob Program No. 5 (c) Charles Petzold. 1993' 

This program also requires the BIGJOB.C, BIGJOB.H, and BIG JOB.RC files 
from Listing 17 .1. 

During the WM_ CREATE message, ClientWndProc calls DosCreateEventSem 
with a pointer to the hevTrigger field of the CALCPARAM structure. This field 
is an event semaphore handle and can be used to trigger the calculation thread 
into action. ClientWndProc then calls _beginthread to create the thread. 

BIG JOBS also processes the WM_INITMENU message. If the Action menu 
is being displayed, it checks to see if the thread ID originally returned from 
_beginthread is -1. If so, the Start option is disabled. 

BIGJOBS uses the event semaphore as a signaling mechanism. The semaphore 
can be either "set" (by calling the DosResetEventSem function) or "posted" (by 
calljng the DosPostEventSem function). BIG JOBS initially creates the semaphore 
as set using a last parameter of FALSE in the DosCreateEventSem function. 

When a semaphore is set and a thread calls DosWaitEventSem, the thread is 
blocked until the semaphore is posted by another thread-that is, the DosWait
EventSem function will not return until the semaphore is posted. The thread 
is effectively suspended. If the semaphore is already posted when DosWait
EventSem is called, the thread returns from the function immediately and can 
continue. Actually, DosWaitEventSem has a second parameter that indicates a 
time-out value. If the semaphore is set, DosWaitEventSem can return when 
the specified time elapses. However, this parameter is set to the identifier 
SEM_INDEFINITE_ WAIT (equal to -1) in BIGJOBS to indicate an infinite wait. 

CalcParam begins by entering an infinite loop. The first function it calls in 
this loop is DosWaitEventSem on the hevTrigger semaphore. Because Client
WndProc sets this semaphore when creating the thread, CalcParam will be sus
pended in the DosWaitEventSem function until the semaphore is posted. 

When you select Start from the menu, ClientWndProc sets the lCalcRep and 
fContinueCalcfields of the CALCPARAM structure and posts the semaphore. 
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This allows CalcThread to start the calculation. As in BIGJOB4, CalcThread 
checks the value of fContinueCalc before each call to Savage. 

After exiting the for loop, Cale Thread calls DosResetEventSem to set the sema
phore again and then posts the WM_CALC_DONE or WM_CALC_ABORTED 
message. When CalcThread returns to the top of the while loop, it again calls 
DosWaitEventSem. The semaphore is already set, so Calc1hread can't proceed 
with a new calculation until Start is chosen again. 

Note that the semaphore is used only for blocking and unblocking the non
message queue thread. A message queue thread should not be made to wait on a 
semaphore because of the possibility of violating the one-tenth of a second rule. 
If absolutely necessary, a non-message queue thread could suspend a message 
queue thread for very short periods of time by calling DosSus pend111read or 
DosEnterCritSec, as in BIGJOB4. This is sometimes helpful when both threads 
access common variables. (It's not necessary in BIGJOB4 or BIGJOBS when 
the threads access fContinueCalc, because this variable can be accessed in one 
machine code instruction.) 

In general, a message queue thread communicates to a non-message queue 
thread using semaphores. A non-message queue thread communicates to a 
message queue thread using posted messages. The two threads can also access 
common variables. 

MESSAGE ORDERING 

The CalcThread function in BIGJOB4 and BIG JOBS used two user-de fined 
messages called WM_CALC_DONE and WM_CALC_ABORTED to notify 
ClientWndProcthat the job was completed or aborted. User-defined messages 
can be any value from WM_ USER (defined in PMWIN.H as OxlOOO and above). 

You might want a little more control over the priority of messages in the 
message queue. I've mentioned in earlier chapters that WM_PAINT and 
WM_ TIMER messages are low-priority messages: If other messages appear in 
the message queue, they will be retrieved before WM_PAINT andWM_TIMER. 

Four other messages have specific priorities in the message queue. These are 
WM_SEMl, WM_SEM2, WM_SEM3, and WM_SEM4. The priority of these 
messages is shown in the following table. 

Message 

WM_SEM4 

WM_PAINT 

WM_SEM3 

Priority 

Lowest 



Message 

WM_ TIMER 

WM_SEM2 

All other messages 

WM_SEMl 
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Priority 

Highest 

For example, if you post a WM_SEMl message to a message queue, it will be 
retrieved before any other message in the queue. 

Only one of each of the four WM_SEM messages is allowed in the message 
queue at any time. If you post another, the Presentation Manager will perform 
a bitwise OR of the mpl parameter of the message already in the queue with the 
mpl parameter of the message you're posting. You can thus use the mpl parame
ter as a series of flags that combine messages in whatever way you want. 

THINKING THREADS 
A non-message queue thread is almost essential in Presentation Manager pro
grams that must read input other than keyboard and mouse input. 

For example, a communications program might have a client window in the 
message queue thread that processes keyboard messages, writes the characters 
to the communications port using DosWrite, and (if local echo is in effect) also 
writes the characters to the surface of the window. 

The non-message queue thread reads the communications port with the 
DosRead function. Used most efficiently, this function returns only if a charac
ter has been read from the serial port. A message queue thread should not call 
DosReadto get input from the serial port because it might violate the one-tenth 
of a second rule. When the non-message queue thread reads a character, it can 
post either a user-defined message to the window containing that character or a 
pointer to a string of characters. The client window processes the message by dis
playing the character to the window. 

A Presentation Manager program using queues (not Presentation Manager 
message queues, but the queues supported by the OS/2 kernel) for interprocess 
communication should also create a non-message queue thread for reading 
the queue. The non-message queue thread calls the DosReadQueue function 
with the "no wait" flag set to 0, thus blocking the thread until something is in 
the queue. 
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NO MORE WAIT POINTERS! 

We started out looking at BIGJOBl , a program that did the job it was meant to 
do but did it in a way that was not advantageous for the user. Our immediate 
rejection of this program and our search for better ways of doing big jobs indi
cate some major changes in our perception of proper behavior in application 
programs. 

In a traditional single-tasking non windowed environment, you accept the 
fact that you have to wait while your database program is sorting a file. When 
you start a file sort, it's time to take a coffee break. 

In a traditional multitasking operating environment, you might be able to 
run the database program sort in the background while you work on another 
program. 

However, in a multitasking windowing environment like the Presentation 
Manager, we are satisfied only when the user can continue to interact with a 
program even when it's doing a big job. Obviously, the complexities involved 
with structuring a program in this way require some extra work on the part of 
the programmer. But that makes the program better for the user. 

Just as we can no longer tolerate programs that require the user to memorize 
scores of commands, we can no longer tolerate programs that display a wait 
pointer and require a user to wait until the program has finished its big job. 
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R emember the "paperless office"? This was supposed to be one of the 
benefits of computers. The reality, of course, is that computers gen
erate more paper than anyone could have possibly imagined. In fact, 

many computer applications-such as word processing, desktop publishing, 
business graphics, and computer-assisted drawing programs-exist primarily 
to prepare printed documents. 

Maybe someday the paperless office will be a reality. Until then, we cannot 
lose sight of the importance of hard copy. Printer graphics may not be as much 
fun as the more immediate and interactive graphics possible on a video display, 
but graphics programming has to be useful as well as fun. 

Whether you like it or not, there is no way to avoid the subject of printing 
under the OS/2 Presentation Manager. The only reason it's taken so long to get 
here is that printing is facilitated by multi threaded programming techniques, 
which were not covered until the previous chapter. 

DEVICE INDEPENDENCE 
The printer is the peripheral that we love to hate. Printers are awkward, cranky, 
obstinate, ugly pieces of hardware. Unfortunately, the problems with printers 
extend themselves into the software interfaces for controlling them. 

In the early days under DOS, programs used the DOS (or more commonly, 
the BIOS) software interrupts for sending byte streams out to the printer. Very 
often these byte streams were simply strings of text and some control characters. 
As printers gained in graphics capabilities, DOS applications were faced with 
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the problem of dealing with many incompatible graphics control sequences. 
For this reason, developers of these applications separated the device-dependent 
printer code from the main application and put that code into device drivers. 
As printers proliferated, it was not unusual for such DOS applications to be 
shipped with several disks containing nothing but printer drivers. 

The good news with the OS/2 Presentation Manager is that developers of 
Presentation Manager applications need not write their own printer drivers. 
OS/2 itself is shipped with many printer drivers (actually, the official term is 
"presentation driver"), and applications can use printers in a device-independent 
manner. Information such as resolution and color capability can be obtained 
through functions such as DevQueryCaps. Otherwise programs use the same 
GPI functions for drawing on the video display and printing on a printer page. 

This is of enormous benefit to programmers, users, and even hardware man
ufacturers. The programmer obviously benefits by avoiding the problem of 
supporting a huge variety of graphics output devices. The user benefits when 
upgrading to a new video display or printer. When a Presentation Manager 
driver for the output device is installed, aJJ existing Presentation Manager pro
grams can use the new device. This is true even if the device was invented after 
the programs were written. 

Hardware manufacturers of video display equipment and printers also bene
fit. Although writing a presentation driver may be an initial hassle, it guaran
tees existing Presentation Manager applications can use the device. Hardware 
manufacturers can use their engineering creativity to create new graphics de
vices without worrying about compatibility with existing devices. 

You might think that a device-independent graphics interface (such as the 
one included in the OS/2 Presentation Manager) would make printer graphics 
as easy as video graphics. This is not quite so. In reality, a printer is intrinsi
cally different than a video display and definitely more difficult for both pro
grammers and users. For example, have you ever had a video display run out 
of paper or get jammed or run out of toner? 

The OS/2 Presentation Manager can use only one video display. But multiple 
printers can be installed on a single machine. The OS/2 installation program 
can usually determine which video display driver to use, but the installation 
of printer drivers is left up to the user. A Presentation Manager program must 
obtain information from OS2.INI and OS2SYS.INI to determine information 
about installed printers. 

Here's another difference: A window on a video display is a reusable device 
that can be erased and redrawn. A printer prints a "document" that may com
prise multiple pages. Thus, the Presentation Manager program must make use 
of function calls to start a document, end a document, and separate the pages. 
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Displaying graphics on a printer page generally takes longer than displaying 
graphics on a video display. As mentioned, this suggests that a Presentation 
Manager program should create a second thread of execution when using the 
printer. 

Printing is never an easy job for a programmer, not under DOS and not 
under the Presentation Manager. Presentation Manager certainly simplifies 
some aspects of printing but introduces its own unique complications. Even 
Presentation Manager users don't get off the hook-the installation of printer 
drivers can be quite confusing. 

PRINTING AND SPOOLING 
The OS/2 Presentation Manager includes a print spooler program called the 
Print Manager. The OS/2 Print Manager captures printer output from all pro
grams running under OS/2, even programs running in DOS compatibility 
mode. The printer output is saved to disk files. The program doing the printing 
is then free to do something else while the Print Manager shovels the printer 
output to the printer. 

The printer presentation driver and the spooler work together. This is par
ticularly true when a Presentation Manager program prints. The spooler can 
save the program's printer output to disk in two different formats: a device
independent format (called "standard" format) that must be translated by the 
printer driver on its way out to the printer, or a "raw" format, which contains 
the device-dependent control sequences that have already been generated by 
the printer driver. 

PRINTER NAMES 
One reason that printing is complex is because you can have several printers 
attached to your system through the parallel printer ports (LPTl, LPT2, and 
so on) and the serial ports (CO Ml, COM2, and so on). Indeed, you can even 
have multiple printers attached to a single port through a cable switch box. 
(You can also have printers available through a network, but I won't be getting 
into network issues here.) In addition, you want to be able to specify which of 
these printers is the default-the printer that should normally be used by Pre
sentation Manager programs when they print. 

Moreover, all of this information should be available to a Presentation Man
ager application in a manner that is transparent to the user. When you install 
and configure your printers, the information is stored in the OS2.INI and OS2-
SYS.INI files so that applications can obtain it. 
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To help you identify the various printers you may have, the Presentation 
Manager introduces the concept of the physical printer name. It's tempting to 
say that "each printer you have on your system is identified by a printer name." 
But that's not true. If you happen to have multiple printers connected to a single 
port through a cable switch box, one printer name identifies them all. 

It is correct to say that each printer name is associated with one unique par
allel or serial port. You'll define one printer name for each parallel or serial 
port to which a printer is attached. Two different printer names cannot be 
associated with the same port. 

Each printer name can be associated with one or more printer drivers (of 
which one is the default), but unless you have a cable switch box or you rou
tinely swap printer cables, you'll generally associate only one printer driver 
with the printer name. 

Finally, the user can select a default printer name, which in turn is associated 
with a default printer driver and a specific port. 

THE DC AND PS 

As you've known since Chapter 2, you need a handle to a presentation space 
(or PS) before you can draw on a window. The presentation space is mostly 
just a data structure internal to GPI that is used to store all the current draw
ing attributes. 

Most of the Presentation Manager programs shown in this book obtain a 
handle to a presentation space by calling WinGetPS or WinBeginPaintwith a 
NULL second parameter. The presentation space handle is the first parameter 
to virtually all GPI functions. These two functions obtain a cached micro-PS, 
which is a presentation space that has been precreated and ready for use. 

Before you can use a presentation space for drawing, it must be associated 
with a device context (or DC). The device context refers to a physical output 
device and its driver. You don't have to worry about the device context when 
you use a cached micro- PS because the cached micro-PS is always associated 
with a device context for the video display. 

Alternatively, a program can create its own presentation space by calling 
GpiCreatePS. You can associate this presentation space with a device context 
for either a window on the video display or a printer or bitmap memory (as 
we saw in Chapter 6). When you create a presentation space using GpiCreatePS, 
you must also open a device context and associate the PS with the DC. 
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Opening a device context for a window is simple. You call WinO pen Win
dowDC. The only parameter is a handle to a window. The function returns a 
handle to a device context for the window: 

hdc = WinOpenWindowDC (hwnd) : 

Opening a device context for a printer is not so simple. The function you 
must call is DevO penDC, but prior to calling DevOpenDC you must set up at 
least one (and possibly two) data structures describing the printer you want 

to use. 
You set up these data structures using information stored in the OS2.INI and 

OS2SYS.INI files; you extract this information using the Pr.fQueryProfileString 
function, which l discussed in Chapter 14 in connection with the PATTDLG 

program. 

THE DEFAULT PRINTER 
Data stored in OS2.INI and OS2SYS.INI is referenced using two ASCII strings: 
an application name and a key name. The data can be either in ASCII or binary 
format. The data we need concerning printers is stored in an ASCII format. 
One reason that opening a device context for a printer is so difficult is that 
there are lots of options. I'll be showing you the most common way to open a 
device context for the default printer. 

You can obtain the name of the default printer by calling PrfQueryProfile
Stringwith an application name of PM_SPOOLER and a key name of 
PRINTER. Strangely enough, the printer name is stored with an appended 
semicolon. The printer name can be 32 characters in length, so the semicolon 
and terminating zero byte require an array of 34 characters: 

CHAR achDef PrnName[34J : 

You call PrfQueryProfileString with the following parameters: 

PrfOuer yProf i 1 eS t ring (HIN I_ PR OF! LE, "PM_S PO OLER" , "PRINTER", 
achOefprnName, si zeof achDefPrnName) ; 

u ... .. 
The second and third parameters are the application name and key name. 
The fourth parameter is a default string if the application name and key 
names cannot be found. 

The terminating semicolon must be replaced with a zero byte. You can do 
that like this: 

if ((pchDelimiter = strchr (achDefprnName, ';')) !=NULL) 

*PChDelimiter - '\0' ; 
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Now the printer name of the default printer is stored in achDefPrnName 
and we're ready to proceed. 

THE PRINTER DATA STRING 

OS/2 also stores important data on all the printer names in OS2SYS.INI using 
an application name of PM_SPOOLER_PRINTER and a key name which is 
the printer name.After you have obtained the name of the default printer, 
here's the code to obtain this data: 

static CHAR achPrnData[256) : 

Prf Quer yProfi1 eS tr in g (HIN !_PROFILE. 
"PM _ SPOOLER_ PR INTER". a chDefPrnNa me. ". · . ·" 
achPrnData. sizeof achPrnData) : 

Following this call, the achPrnData array will contain a zero-terminated 
character string that I'll be referring to as the printer data string. This string 
contains four items separated by semicolons. Any or all of the four items could 
be empty. In the most extreme case, the string could simply be four semicolons 
in a row. You'll note that this is the default string I've specified in the PtfQuery
ProfileString call if the application name or key name cannot be found in OS2-
SYS.INI. 

The first item in the printer data string is the physical output port to which 
the printer is connected. This is a standard OS/2 device name such as LPTl or 
COM2. This item is generally ignored by a Presentation Manager program. 

The second item contains the presentation driver file name without the 
.DR V extension. For example, if you have the IBM 5152 Graphics Printer in
stalled as your default printer, the presentation driver would be IBM5152 .DRV 
and the field would contain IBM5152. If the presentation driver supports more 
than one device (as the PostScript driver PSCRIPT.DRV does), the item con
tains the presentation driver name, a period, and a device name. For example, 
if your default printer were the NEC LC-890 (myPostScript printer), the field 
would contain PSCRIPT.NEC LC-890. 

It is possible for the second item to list more than one presentation driver 
(or presentation driver and device name). If so, these are separated by commas. 
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If there are multiple presentation drivers associated with a printer name, the 
first one listed is the default. 

The third item contains one or more queue names separated by commas. 
The first is the default. The fourth item contains network options. This field is 
generally ignored by the Presentation Manager program doing the printing. 

THE DEVOPENDC FUNCTION 
Now that we've seen what information is available from the OS2SYS.INI 
file, let's look at what the DevOpenDC function requires to open the printer 
device context. 

DevOpenDC has six parameters. The first parameter is the anchor block 
handle returned from Winlnitialize. The second is a constant beginning with 
the prefix OD. We'll be using OD_QUEUED. This indicates that the printer 
output is to be queued by the Presentation Manager spooler. The third param
eter to DevOpenDC is not yet interpreted by OS/2. It is recommended that you 
use the character string"*" for this parameter. 

The fourth parameter indicates the number of items (up to nine) supplied 
in the fifth parameter. The fifth parameter-although not exactly defined this 
way in the DevOpenDC function template-is a pointer to a structure of type 
DEVOPENSTRUC. This structure is defined like this: 

typedef struct _DEVOPENSTRUC 
{ 

PSZ pszLogAddress 
PSZ pszDriverName 
PDRIVDATA pdriv ; 
PSZ pszDataType : 
PSZ pszComment ; 
PSZ pszQueueProcName 
PSZ pszOueueProcParams 
PSZ pszSpoolerParams 
PSZ pszNetworkParams 
} 

DEVOPENSTRUC ; 

II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 

logical address 
driver name 
DRIVDATA structure 
spooled data type 
fi1e description 
queue processor name 
queue parameters 
spooler parameters 
network parameters 

In the DevO penDC function template, the fifth parameter is actually defined 
as data of type PDEVOPENDATA, which is defined as an array of pointers to 
character strings. This is an alternative method of supplying the information. 
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Except for the pdrivfield, all the fields in the DEVOPENSTRUC structure 
are pointers to character strings. The pdriv field is a pointer to another struc
ture, this one of type DRIVDATA This structure is defined like this: 

typedef struct _ORIVOATA 
( 

LONG cb ; 
LONG l Version 
CHAR szDeviceName[32J 
CHAR abGeneralData[l] 
} 

DRIVDATA ; 

II size of structure in bytes 
II driver version 
II output device name 
II data specific to device 

This structure is required only when using a presentation driver that supports 
more than one device (such as PSCRIPT.DRV). 

The last parameter to DevOpenDC is a handle to a device context. When 
opening a printer device context, you set this parameter to 0. If all goes well, 
DevOpenDC returns a handle to an open device context. If an error occurs, 
DevOpenDCreturns DEV _ERROR(which equals 0). 

SETTING UP THE STRUCTURE FIELDS 

In preparation for calling DevOpenDC, you need to define three variables: 

DEVOPENSTRUC dop ; 
DRIVDATA 
HOC 

d riv ; 
hdcPrinter 

Using the information in the printer data string obtained from PrfQue1y
ProfileString, you set the fields in the DEVOPENSTRUC and DRIVDATA struc
tures and call DevOpenDCto open the printer device context. You need to set 
only the first four fields of the DEVOPENSTRUC structure. Thus, the lCount 
parameter to DevOpenDC is set to 4. 

You set the fi.rst four DEVOPENSTRUC fields as follows: 

~ Set the pszLogAddress field to the queue name. This is the third item in 
the printer data string returned from PrfQueryProfileString. If there are 
multiple queue names, use the first. 

~ Set the pszDriverName field to the name of the presentation driver. This 
is the second item in the printer data string returned from PrfQueryProfile
String. If there are multiple presentation drivers, use the first. If the pre
sentation driver supports more than one device, the presentation driver 
name in the printer data string will be followed by a period and the de
vice name. You use only the presentation driver name in the pszDriver
Name field of the DEVOPENSTRUC structure. 
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1> If the presentation driver supports only one device, set the pdriv field to 
NULL. Otherwise, set it to a pointer to a DRIVDATA structure. 

1> Set the pszDataType field to the string"PM_Q_STD': 

If the presentation driver supports more than one device, then you must 
also initialize a DRIVDATA structure: 

1> Set the cb field to the length of the DRIVDATA structure. 

1> Set the [Version field to 0. 

1> Set the szDeviceName to the name of the device (for example, "NEC 
LC-890"). This is available in the second item of the printer data string 
returned from PrfQueryProfileString, separated by the preceding presen
tation driver name with a period. 

1> Set the abGeneralData field to contain a single zero byte. 

After you have set the fields of the DEVOPENSTRUC and DRIVDATA 
structures, you call DevOpenDC: 

hdcPrinter = DevDpenDC lhab. OD_QUEUED. "•". 4L. 
( PDEVOPENDATA) &dop, 0 U : 

Notice that the pointer to the DEVOPENSTRUC structure is cast to a PDEV
OPENDATA data type. This is how the fifth parameter is defined in the Dev
OpenDC function template, so the casting prevents a warning message from 
the C compiler. 

THE PRINTDC.C FILE 
The actual code to extract the information from the printer data string and 
use it for the structure fields involves some C string fonctions and pointer 
manipulation. This is shown in a function called OpenDefaultPrinterDC in the 
PRINTDC.C file in Listing 18.1. 

Listing 18.1: The PRINTDC.C file 

The PAINTDC.C File 

1•------------······-------------········--·------------------------
PRINTOC.C -- Function to open device context for default printer 

(cl Charles Petz,ol d, 1993 

------------------------------------------------------------------•/ 

j~define INCLWIN 
jjinclude <os2.h> 
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Listing 18.1: The PRINTDC.C file (Continued) 

#include <string.h> 
#pragma pack(lJ II align structure fields on 1-byte boundaries 

HOC OpenOefaultPrinterOC (HAB habl 
( 

static CHAR achPrn0ata[256] 
static ORIVOATA driv • { sizeof (ORIVOATAJ l : 
CHAR ach0efPrnName[33J. *PChOelimiter 
OEVOPENSTRUC dop 

II Obtain default printer name and remove semicolon 

PrfQueryProfileString (HINI_PROFILE. "PM_SPOOLER", 
.. PRINTER .. , '1 :". 

achOefPrnName, sizeof achDefPrnNamel 

if ( ( pchOel imiter - strchr ( achOef PrnName, ': 'l) !- NULL) 
•pch0el1miter - '\0' : 

if (achDefPrnName(0] -- '\0') 
return OEV_ERROR ; 

II Obtain information on d~fault printer 

PrfQuer yProf i l eStri ng (HIN l_PROFI LE. "PM_SPOOLER_PRINTER". 
achOefprn Name, •;;;;", 
achPrnOata, sizeof achPrnOatal 

II Parse printer information string 

if ((pchOelimiter - strchr (achPrnOata, ': 'll ~NULL) 
return DEV_ERROR ; 

dop.pszDriver!i'ame - pchOelimiter + 1 ; 

if CCpchOeli~iter - strchr Cdop.ps~DriverName, ·; 'll ~NULL) 
return DEV_ERROR ; 

dop.pszLogAddress - pchOelimiter + l ; 

•Cdop.pszLogAddress + strcspn Cdop.pszLogAddress. ",;")) - '\0' 
•Cdop.pszOriverName + strcspn Cdop.pszOri~rName. ". ;"ll - '\0' 

II Fill ORIVOATA structure if nect"Ssary 

1f C (pchOel imiter - strchr Cdop.psz!lriverName, · .' J) I- NULL) 
l 
*PChDelimiter - '\0' ; 
strncpy (driv.szDeviceName. pchDelimiter + 1. 
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else 

dop.pdri v - &driv 
} 

dop.pdr iv s NULL 

sizeof (driv.szDeviceNamell 

II Set data type to •std" 

dop.pszDataType - "PM_O_STD" ; 

II Open printer device context 
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return DevOpenDC (hab. OD_ OUEUED . "*"· 4L. (PDEVOPENDATAJ &dop, 0LJ 
} 

In the OpenDefaultPrinterDC function in PRINTDC.C, the first PrfQuery
ProfileString call obtains the name of the default printer and stores it in achDef
PrnName. The second call to PrfQueryProfileStringobtains the printer data 
string and stores it in achPrnData. The first item of this string (containing the 
physical device port) is ignored. The second item contains the presentation 
driver name. The function sets the pszDriverName field of the DEVOPEN
STRUC structure to point to this name. The third item is the queue name, and 
the function sets the pszLogAddress field of the DEVOPENSTRUC structure to 
point to this name. The fourth item is ignored. 

A period following the presentation driver name indicates that the presenta
tion driver supports more than one device. The function copies the name of 
this device to the szDeviceName field of the DRIVDATA structure using 
strncpy. (The strncpy function is needed because the szDevicename field is not 
a pointer to a character string but an array of characters.) The pdriv field of 
the DEVOPENSTRUC structure is set to point to the DRIVDATA structure. 

Finally, the OpenDefaultPrinterDC function sets the pszDataType field of the 
DEVOPENSTRUC structure to the string"PM_Q_STD" and calls DevOpenDC. 

PRINTING A CALENDAR 
To demonstrate complete printing code, I'll sh~wyou a program called PRINT
CAL that prints a wall calendar, one month to a page. The graphics are fairly 
simple-just some lines and a GPI vector font . 

When you first run PRINTCAL, it displays the calendar for the current 
month in its client window, as shown in Figure 18.l. 
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Figure 18.1: The PRINTCAL window 

The program uses the GPI Helvetica vector font for both the month and 
year title at the top and for the day numbers. Using a vector font contributes 
greatly to a uniform appearance of the calendar on the screen and on various 
printers. 

The calendar in the client window is just a static image, and you can't do 
anything with it. This window image is not necessary for the functioning of 
the program, but since the program requires a routine to draw the calendar on 
the printer page, it was fairly simple to add the visual display. Another advan
tage of device-independent graphics is that you can use the same functions for 
displaying graphics on both the screen and the printer. 

The PRINTCAL menu has only one item: Calendar. This item invokes a sub
menu with two options: Print Calendar and About PrintCal. The About Print
Cal option simply displays a dialog box with a copyright notice. The Print 
Calendar option lets you select a range of months within a particular year. You 
can type in a new year (from 1900 to 2099) and select a beginning and ending 
month. If you then press the Preview button, you 'II see the first month of this 
range in the client window. If you press the Print button, the program will 
begin the job of printing the range of months. 
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THE PRINTING THREAD 
PRJNTCAL uses a second thread of execution to print. In any Presentation 
Manager program it's a good idea to create additional threads for handling 
lengthy processing jobs. 

By way of review, you should remember that Presentation Manager pro
grams begin execution with only one thread. This thread generally creates a 
message queue to receive messages posted to all the windows created in that 
thread. If the progralh starts a lengthy processing job, the thread can no longer 
receive messages until the job has been completed. The program usually dis
plays the hourglass icon during this time to indicate that the user must wait. 
This is not good: Users hate the hourglass icon with a passion. 

Although it's pretty obvious that a lengthy processing job prevents a Presen
tation Manager program from interacting with the user, a lengthy job also pre
vents the user from switching to another Presentation Manager program. When 
you switch to another program in the Presentation Manager session, the pro
gram you switch from must be notified through messages. These messages are 
blocked if the thread with the message queue is busy doing something else. 

This means that any Presentation Manager program that does lengthy pro
cessing in its main message queue thread effectively halts all interaction be
tween the user and all programs running in the Presentation Manager session. 
For this reason, it's recommended that a Presentation Manager program create 
additional threads for lengthy processing jobs. These additional threads do not 
create message queues and hence can run concurrently with the threads that 
process messages. 

At first, you may think that printing from a Presentation Manager program 
would not require a separate thread. After all, the purpose of the Presentation 
Manager print spooler is to save application printer output to a file. This frees 
up the program while the printer output is later sent to the printer. But print
ing is really a two-stage process, and the print spooler only takes care of the 
second stage. 

Although the second stage is generally slower than the first stage (particularly 
for slow devices like dot-matrix printers and pen plotters), the first stage could 
still require a considerable amount of time- perhaps a minute or so for some 
complex pages. In a multitasking windowing environment, that's a long time 
to force a user to wait. By putting the first stage of printing in a separate thread 
of execution, a Presentation Manager program can continue to interact with 
the user while the printer output is being prepared. 

When you push the Print button in PRINTCAL's dialog box, the program 
creates the thread and displays a message box with the message "Print job 
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successfully started." You'll see this message box almost immediately, and you'll 
start to see some disk output as the second thread prepares the printer output. 
While this is happening, you can print another range of months (perhaps on 
another printer), or you can switch to another program. 

After the second thread has finished preparing the printer output, you'll 
see another message box saying either "Print job sent to spooler" or "Error 
encountered during printing." (The latter message probably indicates that the 
printer was not configured correctly.) If you get the first message, the print job 
will show up in the printer window and the Print Manager will send the out
put to the printer. 

The dialog box in PRINTCAL allows you to select only a range of months 
within one year. If you want to print a range of months that stretches across 
two or more years (for example, July 1990 through June 1991), you'll have to 
select separate ranges in each year. But you can do this very quickly and have 
several printing threads running concurrently. You don't have to wait for one 
print job to finish before starting the next. 

THE PRINTCAL FILES 
Six files are required to create PRINTCAL.EXE. One of these files, PRINTDC.C, 
was shown earlier. Listing 18.2 shows the other five files. 

Listing 18.2: The PRINTCAL files 

The PRINTCAL.MAK File 

u-------- ------------
11 PRINTCAL.MAK make file 
#----------------- -- -

printcal .exe : printcal . obj printdc.obj printca l . def printcal .res 
HPRGLINKl pr i ntcal printdc. printcal, NUL, $(PRGLIBMTl. printcal 
re printcal. res 

pri ntcal. obj : printcal. c 
$( PRGCCMTlprintcal. obj printcal. c 

printdc.obj : printdc.c 
$(PRGCCMTlprintdc . obj printdc.c 

printcal.res : printcal.rc 
$CPRGRCl printcal 
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The PRINTCAL.C File 

/•-----------------------------------------
PRINTCAL.C -- Print a calendar 

(c) Charles Petzold, 1993 

--------------------------------------·--*/ 

/idefine INCL_WIN 
/idefine INCL_GPI 
/idefine I NCL_OEV 
#define INCL_OOSPRDCESS 
#include <os2.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 

#include <process.h> 
#include "printcal .h" 

/idefine LCID_CALFONT 
#define STACKSIZE 
#define WM_USER_PRINT_OK 
#define WM_USER_PRINT_tRROR 

typedef struct 
( 

ll 
8192 
(WM_USER + 0l 
(WM_ USER + 1 J 

SHORT iYear. iMonthBeg, iMonthEnd 
} 

CALPARAMS 

typedef struct 
{ 

CALPARAMS cp ; 
HWNO hwndNotif y 
} 

THREADPARAMS ; 

MPARAM EXPENTRY ClientWndProc 
MPARAM E XPENTRY AboutDlgProc 

( HWNO, UL ONG, 
( HWNO, UL ONG, 

MPARAM, 
MPARAM, 

MPARAM) 
MPARAM) 

MPARAM EXP ENTRY PrintDlgProc (HWND. UL ONG, MPARAM. MPARAMl 
VOID OisplayPage (HPS, SIZEL *• INT, INT) 

VOID Message (HWND, INT, CHAR •l 
VOID Print Thread (VOID *l ; 

HOC OpenDefaultPrinterOC (HABl ; II in 

UINT uiActiveThreads - 0 ; 

int main (void) 
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• 

PRINT DC. C 
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Listing 18.2: The PRINTCAL files (Continued) 

static CHAR szClientClass[] - "PrintCal" 
static ULONG f l FrameFlags = FCF_T!TLEBAR 

HAB hab : 
HMO hmq : 

FCF _ SIZEBORDER 
FCF _ MENU 
FCF_S HELLPOSI TION 

HWNO hwndFrame, hwndClient 
QMSG qmsg ; 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) ; 
hmq - WinCreateMsgQueue (hab, 01 ; 

FCF _SYSMENU 
FCF _MINMAX 

FCF _ TASKLIST ; 

WinRegi sterCl ass (ha b. szCl i entCl ass, Cl i entWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW, 01 

hwndFrame = WinCreateStdWindow (HWNO_OESKTOP, WS_VISIBLE, 

while (TRUEI 
( 

&f l FrameFlags, szClientClass. NULL. 
0L, 0L, IO_RESOURCE. &hwndClient) : 

while (WinGetMsg (hab. &qmsg. NULLHANDLE, 0, 011 
WinOispatchMsg (hab. &qmsg) ; 

if (uiActiveThreads ~ 01 
break : 

Message (hwndClient. MB_ICONEXCLAMATION. 
"Printing thread stil 1 active. \n" 
"Program cannot be closed now.") : 

WinCancelShutdown (hmq. FALSE): 
} 

WinOestroyWindow (hwndFrame) 
WinOestroyMsgQueue (hmq) 
WinTerminate (hab) : 
return 0 ; 

MPARAM EXPENTRY ClientWndProc (HWNO hwnd, ULONG msg. MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp2) 
[ 

static CALPARAMS cp ; 
static HAB hab : 
static HPS hps ; 

static SIZEL sizlCli ent 
QA TE TIME dt ; 

HOC hdc ; 

INT i Result 
SIZEL sizl Page 
THREAOPARAMS *PtP ; 
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switch (msg) 
{ 

case WM_CREATE: 
hab - Win-OueryAnchorBlock (hwnd) 
hdc - WinOpenWindowOC (hwnd) ; 
sizlPage.c~ - 0 ; 
sizlPage.cy - 0 ; 
hps ~ Gp1CreatePS (hab, hdc, &sizlPage, 

PU_ARBITRARY I GPIF_DEFAULT I 
GPIT_MICRO I GPIA_ASSOC) ; 

OosGetOateTime (&dtl ; 
cp.iYear - dt.year 
cp.iMonth&eg - dt.month 
cp.iMonthEnd - dt.month -
return 0 

case WM_S I l E: 
siz1C1ient.cx - SHORTlFROMMP (mp2) 
sizlClient.cy - SHORT2FROMMP Cmp2) 

GpiConvert (hps, CVTC_OEVICE. CVTC_PAGE, ll, 

(PPOINTL) &sizlClient) ; 

return 0 : 

case WM_PAINT: 
WinBeginPaint Chwnd. hps, NULL) 

GpiErase (hps) ; 
OisplayPage (hps, &sizlClient, cp.iYear, cp.iMonthBeg) 

WinEndPaint Chps) 
return 0 ; 

case WM_COMMANO: 
switch (COMMANOMSG(&msg) ·>cmdl 

( 

case IOM_ABOUT: 
WinOlgBox (HWNO_OESKTOP, hwnd. AboutOlgProc. 

0, IOO ABOUT. NULL) 
return 0 ; 

case IOH_PRINT: 
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iResult - WinOlgBox (HWNO_OESKTOP, hwnd, PrintOlgProc, 
0, IOD_PRINT, &cpl ; 

if (iResult = DID_CANCEU 
r..e.turn 0 ;_ 
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Listing 18.2: The PRINTCAL files (Continued) 

Wi ni nvalidateRect (hwnd, NOLL, FALSE) 

if (i ~esult = ID D_ PR£VIEW) 
retur n 0 : 

if ((ptp ~ malloc (s i zeo -f (THREADPARAMS))) - NULL) 
{ 

Message (hwnd, MB_ICONEXCLAHATION, 
"Cannot allocate memory foc print ttiread!") 

return 0 ; 
} 

ptp->cp - cp ; 
ptp->.hwndNot ify - hwnd 

i f ( - 1 ~ _beginthread (P ri ntThread, 
{Fifdef _ IBMC_ 

t,lend i f 
NULL, 

S~ACKSIZE, ptp)) 

free (pt.pl : 
Message (hwnd, MB_ICONEXC LAMATION, 

"Cannot er e-ate pri nt thread !") 
return 0 : 

break ; 

uiAct i veThreads++ 
Message (hwnd, MB _!CONASTER1SK, 

"Print job successfully started.") 
return 0 : 

oas_-e \olH_USER_PRl NT _OK: 
ptp - PVOIOFROMHP (mpl) 
free (ptp) : 
uiAct1veThreads --
Message (hwnd , MB_ICONASTERISK, 

"Pr i nt job sent t.o spoole'r.") 
return 0 : 

case WH_U~ER_PRINT_ERROR: 
ptp - PVOIDFROHMP (mpl) 
free (ptpl : 
~iActi ~eThreads - -

Message (hwnd, HB_ICONE~CLAMATION, 

"Er ror encountere du ri ng printing.") 
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return 0 ; 

case WM_DESTRDY: 
GpiDestroyPS (hpsl 
N'!turn 0 ; 

return WinDefWindowProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mpll 
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MRESUL T EXPENTR.Y AboutD.lgProc CHWND hwnd, ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl, MPARAM mp£) 
{ 

switch (msgJ 
{ 

case WM_COHMAND: 
switch (COMMANDMSGC&msgJ ->cmd) 

{ 

case OID_OK: 
case DI.D_ CANCEL : 

WinDismissOlg (hwnd, TRUE) 
return 0 ; 

break i 

return Wi nDefDlgProc (hwnd, msg, mpl, mp2) 

MRESULT EXPENTRY PrintD1gProt (HWND hwnd. ULONG msg, MPARAM mpl. MPARAM mpZJ 
{ 

static CALPARAMS c.plocal, *pcpCurrent : 

switch lmsg) 

case WM_INITDLG: 
pc~urrent - PVOIDFROMMP (mpll 
cploca1 - *P~pCurrent ; 

Win~endD1gitemMsg (hwnd, IDO_MONTHBEG + cploca1.iMonthBeg, 
BM_SETCHECK. MPFROM2SHORT (TRUE, 0), NULL) 

WinSendDlgitemMsg lhwnd, IDO_MONTHEND + cploca1 .iMonthEnd, 
BM_SETCHECK, MPFROMZS!iORT (TRUE, 0 ). NULL) 

Wi nSend01 gltemMs.g Chwnd, !00._YEAR, EM_SETTEX TLIMIT, 
MPFROM2SHORT (4, 0). NULLJ ; 

WinSetD1grtemShort (hwnd, IOO_YEAR. cplocal .iY'ear, FALSEJ 
return 0 ; 

~ase WM_CONTROL : 
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Listing 18.2: The PRINTCAL files (Continued) 

if (SHORTlFROMMP (mpll >• !DD MONTHBEG && 
SHORTlFROMMP (mpl) < IDD_MONTHBEG + 12) 

cplocal .iMonthBeg • SHORTlFROMMP (mpl) I DD_MONTHBEG 

else if (SHORTlFROMMP (mpll >- IDD_MONTHEND && 
SHORTlFROMMP (mpll < lDD_MONTHEND + 12) 

cplocal .iMonthEnd • SHORTlFROMMP (mpl) ID D_MONTHEND 

return 0 ; 

case WM_COMMAND: 
switch (COMMANOMSG(&msg)->cmdl 

{ 

case DID_OK: 
case IDD_PREVIEW: 

WinQueryD1gitemShort (hwnd, IDD_YEAR, 
&cplocal. i Year. FALSE) ; 

if ( cplocal. i Year < 1900 11 cplocal. i Year ) 2099) 
{ 

Message (hwnd, MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, 
"Year must be between 1900 and 2099! ") ; 

WinSetFocus (HWND_DESKTOP. 
Win Wi ndowFrom!D ( hwnd, !DD_ YEAR)) : 

return 0 · 

if (cplocal .iMonthBeg > cplocal.iMonthEndl 
( 

Message (hwnd, MB_JCONEXCLAMATION, 
"Begin month cannot be later" 
"than end month!") 

WinSetFocus CHWND_DESKTDP. 
WinWindowFrom!D (hwnd, 

JDD_MONTHBEG + cplocal .iMonthBeg)) 
return 0 ; 

*PCpCurrent - cplocal 
II fal 1 through 

case DID_CANCEL: 

break : 

Win Dismiss Dl g ( hwnd, COMMAND+ISG(&msg)- >cmdl : 
return 0 : 

return WinOefDlgProc Chwnd, 
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VOID DisplayPage (HPS hps. SIZEL *psizlPage, INT iYear. !NT iMonth) 

{ 

static CHAR •apszHonths[] - ( "January", "February", "March", 

"April", "Hay", "June", 
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"July", "August". "September", 

"October", "November", "December" ) 

static INT aiHonthlen[J - ( 31, 28, 31. 30, 31. 30, 

31, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31 } 

static INT aiHonthStart[) - 0. 3. 3, 6. 1, 4, 

6. 2. 5. 0, 3. 5} 

CHAR 
BOOL 
FA TTRS 
INT 
LONG 
POI NTL 
SIZEF 
SIZEL 

szBuffer[l6] 

fleap ; 
fat ; 
iDayStart. iDay, iExtraDay : 

l Length ; 
ptl, aptlTextBox[TXTBOX_COUNT] 

sizfx ; 

sizlCell 

GpiSavePS (hpsl ; 

I/ Determine size of day cell 

sizlCell .cx - (psizlPage->cx - 1) 7 

sizlCell.cy - (psizlPage->cy - 1) 7 

II Create the vector font and use it in the PS 

fat.usRecordLength 

fat. fsSelection 
fat. lHatch 
fat. idRegistry 

fat.usCodePage 
fat. lHaxBaselineExt 

fat. lAveCharWidth 

fat.fsType 

fat.fsFontUse 

- sizeof fat ; 

- 0 
- 0 ; 
- 0 ; 
- GpiQueryCp (hps) 

- 0 
- 0 ; 
- 0 ; 
- FATTR_FONTUSE_OUTLINE I 

FATTR_FONTUSE_TRANSFORHABLE 

str""Cpy (fat.szFacename, "Helvetica") ; 

GpiCreateLogFont (hps, NULL. LCIO_CALFONT, &fat) 

GpiSetCharSet (hps, LCID_CALFONT) ; 

II Scale the font for the montli and year name 

..__._ ..... ll"'e""ngth - sprintf (szBuffer, " %s %d ", aps.rHonths[iHonth]. iYear) 
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Listing 18.2: The PRINTCAL files (Continued) 

GpiOueryTextBox (hps. llength, szBuffer, TXTBOX_COUNT, aptlTextBox) 
GpiOueryCharBox (hps. &sizfx) ; 

sizfx.cx - siz1CelLcx * sizfx.cx 
sizfx. cy = sizl Cell. cy * s i zfx.cy 

apt1TextBox[TXTBOX_CONCAT].x * 7 ; 
(aptlTextBox[TXTBOJ(__TOPLEFT) .y -
aptlTextBox[TXTB~X_BOTTOMLEFT].y) 

sizfx.cx = sizfx.ay =min (sizfx.cx. sizfx.cy) ; 
Gpi SetCharBox ( hps, &s i zfx) ; 
GpiOueryTextBox (hps, l Length, szBuffe .r, TXTBOX _ COUNT, aptlTextBox) 

II Display month and year at top of page 

ptl .x = (psizlPage->cx - aptHextBox[TXTBDX_CONCAT].x) I 2 ; 
ptl .y = 6 * sizlCell .cy - aptlTextBox[TXTBOX_BOTTOMLEFT].y 
GpiCharStringAt (hps, &ptl, llength, szBuffer) 

II Set font size for day numbers 

sizfx.cx = sizfx.cy - MAKEFIXED (min (sizlCell .cx, sizlCell.cy) I 4. 0) 
GpiSetCharBox ( hps, &si zfx l 

11 Cal cul ate some variables for showing days in month 

fleap - (il".ear % 4 -- 0) && ((iYear % 100 != 0) 11 (iYear % 400 - 0l) 
iExtraDay - flepp && iMonth -- 1 ? l : 0 

1DayStart - 1 + iYear · 1900 + (iYear - 1901) I 4 ; 
iDayStart +- aiMonthStart[iMonth] + (fleap && iMonth > 1 0) 
iOayStart %- 7 ; 

II Loop through days 

for (iDay = 0 iOay < aiMonthlen[iMonth) + iExtraDay; iOay++) 
( 

ptl .x - (iOayStart + 10ayl % 7 * sizlCell .cx 
ptl .y - (5 - (iOayStart + iOayl I 7l * sizlCell .ay 
GpiMove (hP.s. &ptl) ; 

ptl .x += sizlCell .cx ; 
ptl .y += siz1Cel1 .cy ; 
GpiBoJ,C (hps, DRO_OUTLINE. &ptl. 0L, 0ll ; 

lLength = sprintf (szBuffer, " %d", iOay + l) ; 
GpiOueryTextBox (hps, llength, szBuffer, TXTBOX_COUNT, aptlTextBox) 

GpiQueryCurrentposition (hps. &ptl) ; 
ptl .y += sizlCell .cy · aptlTextBox[TXTBOX_TOPLEFT].y 
GpiCharStringAt (hps. &ptl, llength. szBuffer) ; 
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II Clean up 

GpiSetCharSet ( hps. LCID_DEFAUL T) 

Gp iDeleteSetld (hps. LCIO_CALFONTJ 

GpiRestorePS Chps. ·lLJ ; 

} 

VOID Message (HWNO hwnd, INT slcon, CHAR *pszMessage) 

( 

VOID 

WinMessageBox CHWNO_DESKTOP, hwnd, pszMessage, "PrintCal". 

0. slcon I MB_OK I MB_MOVEABLE) 

PrintThread (VOID * pArg) 
{ 

HAS hab ; 

HllC hdcPrinter 

HPS hpsPrinter 

INT msgReturn ; 

INT i Month ; 

SIZEL sizlPage 

TllRHDPARAMS * ptp ; 

j:ttp - (THREAOPARAMS *) pArg 

hab - Winlnitialize (0) ; 

if ((hdcPrinter - OpenOefaultPrinterOC Chab)) J~ DEV_ERROR) 

{ 

II Create the presentation space for the printer 

siz1Page.cx D 0 ; 
sizlPage.cy D 0 ; 
hpsPrinter D GpiCreatePS Chab, hdcPrinter. &sizlPage, 

PU_ARBITRARY I GPIF_DEFAULT 

GPIT_MICRO I GPIA_ASSOC) ; 

GpiOueryPS ChpsPrinter. &sizlPage) 

II Start the document 

if (OevEscape (hdcPrinter. OEVESC_STARTOOC. 

BL. "Calendar". NULL. NULL) != DEVESC_ERROR) 

II Loop through months 

for (iMonth - ptp->cp.iMonthBeg 

i Month <- ptp ·:>cp. i MonthEnd i Month++) 
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Listing 18.2: The PRINTCAL files (Continued) 

DisplayPage (hpsPrinter, &sizlPage, ptp - )cp.iYear, i Monthl: 

DevEscape (hdcPrinter, DEVESC_ NEWFRAME, 
0L, NULL, NULL, NULL) : 

11 End the document 

DevEscape (hdcPrinter. DEVESC_ENDDDC. 0L, NULL, NULL. NULL) 
msgReturn - WM_USER_PRINT_OK : 
) 

else 
msgReturn ~ WM_USER_ PR!NT_ERROR 

else 

II Clean up 

GpiDestroyPS (hpsPrinterl 
DevCloseDC ( hdcPrinterl ; 
) 

msgReturn - WM_USER_PRINT_ERROR: 

II Post message to client window and end thread 

OosEnterCritS-ec () ; 
WinPostMsg (ptp->hwndNotify, msgRet urn, MPFROMP (ptp ), NULL) 
WinTerminate (hab) 

endthread ( l : 
} 

The PRINTCAL.RC F ile 

/*-. - - - - . - . - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - . - -
PRINTCAL.RC resource script 

------ - -·---- ·- ---·-·-. - - - -- - */ 

#include <os2.h> 
#include "printcal .h" 

MENU IO_RESOURCE 
( 

SUBHENU "-Calendar", 
( 

MENUITEH "-Print Calendar .. _", 
HENUITEM SEPARATOR 
MENU ITEM "A-bout Pri ntCal ... ", 
} 

-1 

IDM_ PRINT 

IDM_ABOUT 
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DLGTEHPLA TE IDD_PRINT 
{ 
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DIALOG "Print Calendar". 0, 16. 16, 160, 220 .. FCF_DLGBORDER I FCF_TITLEBAR 
( 

LTEXT "Year (1900-20991:" -1, B. 200, B0, 
92, 200, 24, 

B. 
EDITTEXT IDD_YEAR, B. ES_MARGIN 

GROUPBOX "Begin" 
AUTORADIOBUTTON "January" 
AUTORADIOBUTTON "February" 
AUTORADIOBUTTON "March" 
AUTORADIOBUTTON "April" 
AUTORADIOBUTTON "May" 
AUTORADIOBUTTON "June" 
AUTORADIOBUTTON "July" 
AUTORADIOBUTTON "August" 
AUTORADIOBUTTON "September" 
AUTORADIOBUTT~ "October" 
AUTORAOlOBUTTON "November" 
AUTORADIOBUTTON "December" 

GROUPBOX "End" 
AUTORAOIOBUTTON "January" 
AUTORAOIOBUTTON "February" 
AUTORAOIOBUTTON "March" 
AUTORAD!OBUTTON "April" 
AUTORADIOBUTTON "May" 
AUTORAOIOBUTTON "June• 
AUTORADIOBUTTON "July" 
AUTORAOIOBUTTON "August" 
AUTORAOIOBUTTON "September• 
AUTORADIOBUTTON "October" 
AUTORADlOBUTTON "November• 
AUTORAOIOBUTTON "December" 

OEFPUSHBUTTON "Print" 
PUSHBUTTON "Preview" 
PUSHBUTTON "Cancel" 
} 

OLGTEHPLATE IDD_ABOUT 

r 

-1. B, 30, 6B, 160 
IOD_HONTHBEG + 0, 12, 16B, 60, 12. WS_GROUP 
IOO_MONTHB[G + 1, 12, 156, 60, 12 
IDO_MONTHBEG + 2, 12, 144, 60, 12 
IDO_MONTHBEG + 3, 12, 132, 60, 12 
IOO_MONTHBEG + 4, 12, 119, 60, 12 
IDD_MONTHBEG + 5, 12, 10B. 60, 12 
IOO_HONTHBEG + 6, 12. 96, 50, 12 
IDO_MONTHBEG + 7, 12, B4, 60, 12 
lDO_MONTHBEG + B. 12. 72, 60, 12 
IDD_MONTHBEG + 9, 12, 60. 60, 12 
rno_MONTHBEG + 10, 12, 4B, 60, 12 
IDO_MONTHBEG + 11, 12, 36, 60, 12 

-1. B4, 30. 6B, 160 
IDD_MONTHEND + 0, BB, 16B, 60, 12, WS_GROUP 
IOO_HONTHENO + 1, BB, 156, 60, 12 
IDO_MONTHEND + 2, BB, 144, 60. 12 
IDO_MONTHENO + 3, BB, 132, 60, 12 
I OO_MONTHENO + 4, BB, 120, 60, 12 
IDO_MONTHENO + 5, BB, 10B, 60. 12 
IDO_MONTHENO + 6, BB, 96, 60, 12 
IDO_MONTHENO + 7, BB, B4, 60, 12 
I OD_HONTHEND + B, BB. 7 2. 60, 12 
IDO_MONTHENO + 9, BB. 60. 60. 12 
IOD_MONTHEND + 10, BB, 4B, 60, 12 
IOO_MONTHENO + 11, BB, 36, 60, 12 

OIO_OK. 
!DO_PREVI EW, 
DI O_CANCEL, 

B, B, 40, 16. WS_GROUP 
61, B. 40, 16 

114, B. 40. 16 

DIALOG "''. 0, 32, 32, 200, BB,, FCF_OLGBOROER 
( 

CTEXT "PrintCal" -1, 10. 64, 1B0, B 
CTEXT "Calendar Printing Program" -1, 10, 48, 1B0, B 
CTEXT "Copyright {c) Charles Petzold, 1993" -1, 10, 32, 1B0. B 
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Listing 18.2: The PRINTCAL files (Continued) 

OEFPUSHBUTTON "OK" 

I 

The PRINTCAL.H File 

/*------------------------
PRINTCAL . H header f il e 

---- ----- --- -- --- -- -- -- -*/ 

I/define I D_RESOURCE 

I/define IDM_PRINT 
#define I DM_ABDUT 2 

/I define IDO_PRINT 1 
//def i ne ID D_ABOUT 2 

#define !DD_ YEAR 10 
/Id ef ine I OD_MONTHBEG 20 
I/define IDD_MONTHEND 40 
//define I DD_PREVIEW 60 

The PRINTCAL.DEF File 

;- -- ----- ---- ---- --- -- --------------
; PRINTCAL.OEF modu l e defin i tion file 
;---------------------------------

NAME PRINTCAL WINOOWAPI 

D!D_ OK. 80, 8, 40, 16, WS_GROUP 

DESCRIPTION 
PRO THODE 

'Prints monthly ca l endar (cl 1993, Charles Petzol d ' 

The PRINTCAL program demonstrates the basics of how to print from a 
Presentation Manager program. So that you don't lose sight of the forest while 
examining the trees, here are the steps involved in printing a document: 

1 Open a device context for the printer. This requires the OpenDefault
PrinterDC function (or something equivalent) in the PRINTDC.C file. 

2 Create a presentation space associated with that device context by calling 
GpiCreatePS. 

3 Begin a document by calling Dev Escape with the DEVESC_ST ART DOC 
parameter. 
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4 Draw a page of text and graphics by calling GPI functions. 

5 End the page by calling DevEscape with the DEVESC_NEWFRAME 
parameter. 

6 Repeat steps 4 and 5 for each page in the document. 

7 End the document by calling DevEscape with the DEVESC_ENDDOC 
parameter. 

8 Clean up by destroying the printer presentation space ( GpiDestroyPS) 
and closing the device context (DevCloseDC). 

All of these steps should be performed in a second thread of execution to 
avoid forcing the user to wait for the program to finish these steps. This re
quires that the main thread and printing thread communicate in some way. 

DRAWING THE CALENDAR PAGE 

I'll start with the DisplayPage function that begins about two-thirds of the way 
into the PRINTCAL.C listing. This function is used to display one month of 
the calendar on the program's window and on a printer page. None of the 
overhead involved in printing is in this function. This is pure, unadulterated 
device-independent graphics programming. 

There are four DisplayPage parameters: a handle to a presentation space 
(this is required for all the GPI drawing functions and will reference either a 
window or printer presentation space), a SIZEL structure with the horizontal 
and vertical dimensions of the drawing surface (either the window or the 
printer page), a year (from 1900 to 2099), and a month (0 through 11). 

DisplayPage begins by calculating the two fields of the sizlCell variable. This 
is another SIZEL structure that describes the horizontal and vertical dimen
sions of the box containing each day. These dimensions are both one-seventh 
of the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the page. 

The GpiCreateI.ogFontfunction obtains a GPI vector font, the font identified 
by the "Helvetica" facename. The GpiSetChar Set function sets this font in the 
presentation space for subsequent text. As we saw in Chapter 7, a GPI vector 
font must be scaled to a desired size using the GpiSetChar Box function. The 
second parameter to this function is a SIZEF structure with two fields denoting 
the horizontal and vertical sizes of the characters. The vertical size is the distance 
from the top of the uppercase letters to the bottom of lowercase descenders, 
not including leading used for diacritic marks and to space lines of text. The 
vertical size should be set to the same physical dimension as the horizontal size 
for a normal-looking font. 
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I use the GpiQueryTextBox function (which determines the dimensions of a 
box in which a text string is enclosed) together with the default character box 
to determine the character box required to make the month and year heading 
as large as possible while maintaining equal horizontal and vertical character 
box dimensions. The heading is displayed at the top of the page (or screen) 
using GpiChar String At. 

The DisplayPage function then sets the dimensions of the character box to 
the lesser of one-quarter of the width and height of the day cell. This character 
box size is used for the numbers of each day. After the function calculates a few 
variables to determine the day of the week on which the month begins, a for 
loop cycles through all the days. The GpiMove and GpiBox fonctions draw a 
box and GpiCharStringAt displays the day of the month. 

Now let's examine PRINTCAL from the top down to see how the program uses 
this routine to draw the calendar page on both its window and a printer page. 

WINDOW PAINTING 
The main fLmction in PRINTCAL is fairly normal. The only oddity is that the 
message loop (the WinGetMsg and WinDispatchMsg functions) are enclosed 
within a while block. I'll discuss the significance of this later. 

During the WM_ CREATE message, ClientWndProc calls GpiCreatePS to 
create a presentation space associated with the window. I use GpiCreatePS in 
this program because the same function is required to create a presentation 
space for the printer. I thought it would be helpful to compare and contrast 
the two usages. To create a presentation space for a window, you must first call 
WinOpenWindowDCto obtain a device context handle for the window. The 
presentation space is associated with that device context. 

During the WM_ CREA TE message, ClientWndProc also obtains the current 
year and month by calling DosGetDateTime. The results are stored in a 
CALPARAMS structure (defined near the top of PRINTCAL.C) called cp. 

When ClientWndProc receives a WM_ SIZE message, the size of the window 
is reported in units of pixels. These must be converted to the selected page 
units of the presentation space using the GpiConvert function. The result is 
saved in a SIZEL structure. 

With everything in place, WM_PAINT processing is simple: It begins with a 
call to WinBeginPaintwith the second parameter set to the presentation space 
handle. (If you want WinBeginPaintto obtain a cached micro presentation 
space, this parameter must be set to NULL, and the function returns the pre
sentation space handle.) The GpiErase fonction erases the window. The presen
tation space handle, the size of the client window stored in the SIZEL structure, 
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an.d the year and month stored in the CALPARAMS structure are passed to 
Dis play Page to show the month in the program's window. 

MENUS AND DIALOG BOXES 

The WM_ COMMAND messages that ClientWndProc processes indicate that 
the user has selected one of the two menu options: About PrintCal (the 
IDM_ABOUT command) or Print Calendar (the IDM_PRINT command). 

For IDM_ABOUT, ClientWndProc calls WinDlgBox using the IDD_ABOUT 
dialog box template (contained in the PRINTCAL.RC resource script) and the 
AboutDlgProc dialog box procedure. This is a standard dialog box procedure 
for an About box. 

For the IDM_PRINT command, ClientWndProc calls WinDlgBox using the 
IDD_PRINT dialog box template and the PrintDlgBox dialog box procedure. 
Notice that the last parameter to WinDlgBoxis a pointer to the CALPARAMS 
structure that initially contains the current year and month. 

Let's now skip down to PrintDlgProc to see what goes on when the dialog 
box is invoked. During the WM_INITDLG message, the mp2 message para
meter is set to the last parameter of the WinDlgBox call that invoked the dialog 
box. This is the pointer to the CALPARAMS structure. The dialog procedure 
saves this pointer in the pcpCurrentvariable and also copies it to the cpLocal 
variable. The text box and radio buttons in the dialog box are initialized with 
the year and month values of the cpLocal structure. 

A WM_ CONTROL message to PrintDlgProc indicates that a user has changed 
one of the radio buttons. This change is recorded in the cpLocal structure. 
When the user triggers one of the pushbuttons, PrintDlgProc receives a WM_ -
COMMAND message. For the Print (DID_OK) and Preview (IDD_PREVIEW) 
buttons, the dialog procedure verifies that the selected year and months are 
valid, and then copies the values of cpLocalback to pcpCurrent (which points 
to the CALPARAMS structure stored in ClientWndProc). 

PrintDl.gProc then passes the button ID as the second parameter to WinDismiss
Dlg, the function that destroys the dialog box. This parameter is returned from 
the WinDlgBoxcall in ClientWndProc. 

If WinDlgBox returns DID _CANCEL, ClientWndProc is done processing the 
Print Calendar menu command and simply returns 0. Otherwise, the window 
procedure assumes that the user changed the year or month and invalidates 
the window with a call to WinlnvalidateRect. This generates a WM_P AINT 
message to repaint the client window. If the user selected the Preview button 
(IDD_PREVIEW) from the dialog box, ClientWndProcis finished. 
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Otherwise, a print job is in the works. First, a structure of type THREAD
PARAMS must be allocated. This structure is defined near the top of 
PRINTCAL.C and contains fields for the handle of the client window, and 
a CALPARAMS structure for the selected year and month range. The _begin
thread function starts a second thread of execution that begins at the Print
Thread function. The last parameter to _beginthreadis a pointer to the 
THREADPARAMS structure containing information the thread needs to 
print the calendar. 

ClientWndProcthen finishes processing the menu command by increment
ing the value of usActiveThreads (a global variable defined near the top of 
PRINTCAL.C that I'll describe later) and displaying the message box "Print 
job successfully started." 

THE SECOND THREAD 

The PrintThread function (located near the bottom of PRINTCAL.C) is now 
running concurrently with the rest of the program. The variable passed as the 
last parameter to _beginthread (in this case a pointer to the THREADPARAMS 
structure) appears as a parameter to the thread function. 

PrintThread obtains a handle to the device context of the default printer by 
calling OpenDefaultPrinterDC, located in the PRINTDC.C file. A presentation 
space associated with the printer device context is created by calling GpiCreatePS. 
This call is basically the same as the call used to create a presentation space for 
the program's window. 

The SIZEL structure passed as the third parameter to GpiCreatePS indicates 
the size of the presentation page, which is the drawing surface for the presenta
tion space. By setting the two fields of the structure to zero, the program can 
obtain a presentation page of default size. This default size is equal to the size 
of the printable area of the page. A call to GpiQueryPS then obtains the real 
size of the page. 

A call to DevEscapewith the DEVESC_STARTDOC parameter begins the 
document. The DevEscapefunction is similar in concept to the DosDevlOCtl 
function. It is used to pass information to (or obtain information from) a Pre
sentation Manager presentation driver. In the future, Dev Escape could be used 
to access special features of the device thatare not supported in GPI. DevEscape 
is customarily used for controlling the printing of documents. 

A for loop cycles through the range of selected months. For each month, a 
call to Display Page prints the calendar on the page. This is followed by another 
Dev Escape call (this time with the DEVESC_NEWFRAME parameter) to end 
the page and begin a new page. After all pages are finished, a third Dev Escape 



call (with a DEVESC_ENDDOC parameter) ends the document. GpiDestroyPS 
destroys the printer presentation space and DevCloseDC closes the printer 
device context. 
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If all went well, the value of msgReturn in PrintThread is set to WM_ USER_ -
PRINT_ OK; otherwise it's set to WM_USER_PRINT _ERROR. These are two 
user-defined messages defined near the top of PRINTCAL.C. PrintThread calls 
DosEnterCritSec (a function I discussed in the previous chapter) and then uses 
WinPostMsgto post the msgReturn message to the client window. The pointer 
to the THREADPARAMS structure passed to PrintThread is passed back to the 
client window in this message as the first message parameter. The thread then 
terminates. 

ClientWndProc processes the two possible messages from PrintThread near 
the bottom of the window procedure. In both cases, the memory allocated for 
the THREADPARAMS structure is freed, the global usActiveThreads variable 
is decremented, and a message box is displayed denoting the status of the 
print job. 

What happens if you terminate the PRINTCAL program while one of the 
printing threads is still active? Well, that's not such a hot idea. The usActive
Threads variable is intended to avoid this problem. The variable is incremented 
whenever a printing thread is begun and decremented when a thread has ter
minated. In PRINTCAI:s main function, if a WM_ QUIT message is fetched 
from the message queue (which causes WinGetMsgto return 0), the value of 
usActiveThreads is checked. If the variable is nonzero, PRINTCAL displays a 
message box saying the program can't be terminated. It then calls WinC an
celShutdown and goes back into the message loop. 

END OF JOB 
Printing from the Presentation Manager certainly isn't as easy as using the old 
BIOS or DOS interrupts. Then again, the printing of device-independent graph
ics in the background isn't exactly one of the strengths of the BIOS and DOS. 

As is typical in Presentation Manager programming, I think the results are 
worth the effort. Adding printing to your Presentation Manager programs 
may not be easy, but when done right, it's something of which you can be 
legitimately proud. 





APPENDIX: 

ABOUT THE ACCOMPANYING DISK 

T he disk at the back of this book contains 99 complete executable 
programs and 3 dynamic link libraries. This appendix explains how 
to install these fries to your hard disk, answers questions about the 

benefits and appropriate use of the programs, and lists the files . 

INSTALLING AND USING THE FILES 
The installation program that copies these files to your hard disk is called IN
STALL.CMD. This OS/2 batch file assumes that your 31/i-inch high-density 
disk drive is A and your hard disk is C. If this is not the case with your system, 
you can run the unarchiving program (PKUNZIP) stored on the disk manu
ally. INSTALL.CMD creates a directory on your hard disk named PMBOOK. 
If you don't like that name-or if you already have a directory called PM
BOOK-you also need to run the unarchiving program manually. 

To install the programs manually from an OS/2 command line, switch to 
the hard disk where you want the files to be stored, make a directory using the 
MD command, change to that directory using the CD command, and run: 

x : PKU NZIP -d x : PMBOOK. Z1P 

where x is the drive letter of your 31/2-inch disk drive. 
Whether you perform the installation manually or with INSTALL.CMD, 

PKUNZIP will create subdirectories of the PMBOOK directory (or whatever 
you decide to call it) named CHAP02 through CHAP 18 for the chapters that 
contain code. The PMBOOK directory will also contain 6 batch files, 3 of 
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which you need to run before remaking the programs. If you have the IBM 
compiler installed, you need to run IBM.CMD, IBMDLLCMD and IBM
MT.DLL. If you're using the Borland compiler, run BOR.CMD, 
BORDLLCMD, and BORMT.CMD. 

Questions sometimes arise about using sample code in books such as this 
for your own commercial or corporate programs. The basic rule is this: You 
cannot distribute the sample programs on the disk. That's equivalent to photo
copying the pages of this book and distributing them, which is clearly a viola
tion of copyright laws. 

However, you can certainly use chunks of code from the samples in your 
own commercial or corporate programs. That's one of the primary purposes 
of this book. It makes no sense ifl show you how to do something and then 
prohibit you from doing the same thing! 

I sincerely hope that when you get stuck on a problem with one of your own 
Presentation Manager programs, you find a solution in this book and simply 
copy the code that does the trick. That would make me very happy. Think of it 
this way: Buying this book is equivalent to getting a license agreement for 
using chunks of the sample code in your own programs. So don't foe! guilty 
about sampling my code, OK? 
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Here is a list of the files that are copied to your hard disk. 

\PMBOOK 
IBM.CMD 
BOR.CMD 
IBMDLL.CMD 
BORDLL.CMD 
IBMMT.CMD 
BORMT.CMD 

\PMBOOK\CHAP02 
W.MAK 
w.c 
W.DEF 
W.EXE 
WE.MAK 
WE.C 
WE.DEF 
WE.EXE 
WEL.MAK 
WEL.C 
WEL.DEF 
WEL.EXE 
WELC.MAK 
WELC.C 
WELC.DEF 
WELC.EXE 
WELCO.MAK 
WELCO.C 
WELCO.DEF 
WELCO.EXE 
WELCOM.MAK 
WELCOM.C 
WELCOM.DEF 
WELCOM.EXE 
WELCOME.MAK 
WELCOME.C 
WELCOME.DEF 
WELCOME.EXE 

\PMBOOK\CHAP03 
WELCOME2.MAK 
WELCOME2.C 
WELCOME2.DEF 
WELCOME2.EXE 
WELCOME3.MAK 
WELCOME3.C 
WELCOME3.DEF 
WELCOME3.EXE 
WELCOME4.MAK 
WELCOME4.C 
WELCOME4.DEF 
WELCOME4.EXE 

\PMBOOK\CHAP04 
SYSVALSLMAK 
SYSVALSl.C 
SYSVALS.H 
SYSVALSl.DEF 
SYSVALSl .EXE 
SYSV ALS2.MAK 
SYSVALS2.C 
SYSVALS2.DEF 
SYSVALS2.EXE 
SYSVALS3.MAK 
SYSVALS3.C 
SYSVALS3.DEF 
SYSVALS3.EXE 
SYSVALS.MAK 
SYSVALS.C 
SYSVALS.DEF 
SYSVALS.EXE 

\PMBOOK\CHAPOS 
STARS.MAK 
STARS.C 
STARS.DEF 
STARS.EXE 
SPIRAL.MAK 

SPIRAL.C 
SPIRAL.DEF 
SPIRAL.EXE 
LINE TYPE.MAK 
LINETYPE.C 
LINETYPE.DEF 
LINETYPE.EXE 
DEVCAPS.MAK 
DEVCAPS.C 
DEVCAPS.H 
DEVCAPS.DEF 
DEV CAPS.EXE 
RULER.MAK 
RULER.C 
RULER.DEF 
RULER.EXE 
PATTERNS.MAK 
PATTERNS.C 
PATTERNS.DEF 
PATTERNS.EXE 
STARFILL.MAK 
STARFILL.C 
STARFILL.DEF 
ST ARFILL.EXE 
ALTWIND.MAK 
ALTWIND.C 
ALTWIND.DEF 
ALTWIND.EXE 
COLORS.MAK 
COLORS.C 
COLORS.DEF 
COLORS.EXE 
EASYFONT.H 
EASYFONT.C 
FONTS.MAK 
FONTS.C 
FONTS.DEF 
FONTS.EXE 
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IMAGECAT.MAK BEZIER.EXE OLFROT.EXE 
IMAGECAT.C END JOIN.MAK OLFREFL.MAK 
IMAGECAT.DEF ENDJOIN.C OLFREFL.C 
IMAGECAT.EXE END JOIN.DEF OLFREFL.EXE 

\PMBOOK\CHAP06 ENDJOIN.EXE OLFREFL2.MAK 
MINMAXl.MAK PATHS.MAK OLFREFL2.C 
MINMAXI.C PATHS.C OLFREFL2.EXE 
MINMAXI.DEF PATHS.DEF OLFSHEAR.MAK 
MIN MAXI .EXE PATHS.EXE OLFSHEAR.C 
MINMAX2.MAK CIRCLE.MAK OLFSHEAR.EXE 
MINMAX2.C CIRCLE.C OLFROT2.MAK 
MINMAX2.DEF CIRCLE.DEF OLFROT2.C 
MINMAX2.EXE CIRCLE.EXE OLFROT2.EXE 
MINMAX3.MAK FLOWER.MAK OLFSHAD.MAK 
MINMAX3.C FLOWER.C OLFSHAD.C 
MINMAX3.DEF FLOWER.DEF OLFSHAD.EXE 
MINMAX3.EXE FLOWER.EXE OLFLINE.MAK 
BITCATLMAK OUTFONTS.MAK OLFLINE.C 
BITCATI.C OUTFONTS.C OLFLINE.EXE 
BITCAT.H OUTFONTS.DEF OLFDROP.MAK 
BITCATLDEF OUTFONTS.EXE OLFDROP.C 
BITCATl.EXE OLF.H OLFDROP.EXE 
BITCAT2.MAK OLF .. C OLFBLOK.MAK 
BITCAT2.C OLFDEMO.C OLFBLOK.C 
BITCAT2.DEF OLFDEMO.DEF OLFBLOK.EXE 
BITCAT2.EXE OLFLIST.MAK OLFWIDE.MAK 
HELLO BIT.MAK OLFLIST.C OLFWIDE.C 
HELLOBIT.C OLFLIST.EXE OLFWIDE.EXE 
HELLOBIT.DEF OLFSIZE.MAK OLFFILL.MAK 
HELLOBIT.EXE OLFSIZE.C OLFFILL.C 
BRICKS.MAK OLFSIZE.EXE OLFFILL.EXE 
BRICKS.C OLFSTRLMAK OLFCLIP.MAK 
BRICKS.DEF OLFSTRI.C OLFCLIP.C 
BRICKS.EXE OLFSTRI .EXE OLFCLIP.EXE 

OLFSTR2.MAK OLFJUST.MAK \PMBOOK\CHAP07 OLFSTR2.C OLFJUST.C BEZIER.MAK OLFSTR2.EXE OLFJUST.EXE BEZIER.C OLFROT.MAK 
BEZIER.DEF OLFROT.C \PMBOOK\CHAP08 

KEYLOOK.MAK 



KEYLOOK.C 
KEYLOOK.DEF 
KEYLOOK.EXE 
EASYFONT.C 
EASYFONT.H 
TYPEAWAY.MAK 
TYPEAWAY.C 
TYPEAWAY.DEF 
TYPEAWAY.EXE 

\PMBOOK\CHAP09 
WEB.MAK 
WEB.C 
WEB.DEF 
WEB.EXE 
CHECKER l.MAK 
CHECKER LC 
CHECKERLDEF 
CHECKER I.EXE 
CHECKER2.MAK 
CHECKER2.C 
CHECKER2.DEF 
CHECKER2.EXE 
CHECKER3.MAK 
CHECKER3.C 
CHECKER3.DEF 
CHECKER3.EXE 
BLOKOUTl.MAK 
BLOKOUTLC 
BLOKOUTLDEF 
BLOKOUTl.EXE 
BLOKOUT2.MAK 
BLOKOUT2.C 
BLOKOUT2.DEF 
BLOKOUT2.EXE 
SKETCH.MAK 
SKETCH.C 
SKETCH.DEF 
SKETCH.EXE 
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\PMBOOK\CHAPlO 
BEEPERLMAK 
BEEPER LC 
BEEPERl.DEF 
BEEPERl.EXE 
BEEPER2.MAK 
BEEPER2.C 
BEEPER2.DEF 
BEEPER2.EXE 
FREEMEM.MAK 
FREEMEM.C 
FREEMEM.DEF 
FREEMEM.EXE 
DIG CLOCK.MAK 
DIGCLOCK.C 
DIGCLOCK.DEF 
DIGCLOCK.EXE 
CLOCK.MAK 
CLOCK.C 
CLOCK.DEF 
CLOCK.EXE 

\PMBOOK\CHAPl l 
BUTTONSl.MAK 
BUTTONSl.C 
BUTTONS 1.DEF 
BUTTONSl.EXE 
DRAWLINE.MAK 
DRAWLINE.C 
DRAWLINE.DEF 
DRA WLINE.EXE 
COLORSCR.MAK 
COLORSCR.C 
COLORSCR.DEF 
COLORSCR.EXE 
NEWBTN.C 
BUTTONS2.MAK 
BUTTONS2.C 
BUTTONS2.DEF 
BUTTONS2.EXE 

\PMBOOK\CHAP12 
LOADBMPl.MAK 
LOADBMPLC 
LOADBMP.RC 
LOADBMP.BMP 
LOADBMP.H 
LOADBMPLDEF 
LOADBMPLEXE 
LOADBMP2.MAK 
LOADBMP2.C 
LOADBMP2.DEF 
LOADBMP2.EXE 
RESOURCE.MAK 
RESOURCE.C 
RESOURCE.RC 
RESOURCE.I CO 
RESOURCE.PTR 
RESOURCE.H 
RESOURCE.DEF 
RESOURCE.EXE 
POEPOEM.MAK 
POEPOEM.C 
POEPOEM.RC 
POEPOEM.ICO 
POEPOEM.ASC 
POEPOEM.H 
POEPOEM.DEF 
POEPOEM.EXE 

\PMBOOK\CHAPl 3 
CONY MENU.MAK 
CONVMENU.C 
CONY MENU.RC 
CONVMENU.H 
CONY MENU.DEF 
CO NV MENU.EXE 
POORMENU.MAK 
POORMENU.C 
POORMENU.DEF 
POORMENU.EXE 
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POP MENU.MAK ABOUT2.EXE \PMBOOK\CHAP16 
POPMENU.C NEWBTN.C HDRLIB.MAK 
POP MENU.RC PATTDLG.MAK HDRLIB.H 
POPMENU.H PATTDLG.C HDRLIB.C 
POPMENU.DEF PATTDLG.H HDRLIB.DEF 
POP MENU.EXE PATTDLG.RC HDRLIB.DLL 
GRAFMENU.MAK PATTDLG.DEF HDRTEST.MAK 
GRAFMENU.C PATTDLG.EXE HDRTEST.C 
GRAF MENU.RC HEAD.MAK HDRTEST.DEF 
BIG HELP .BMP HEAD.C HDRTEST.EXE 
GRAFMENU.H HEAD.H NEWBTN.MAK 
GRAFMENU.DEF HEAD.RC NEWBTN.H 
GRAF MENU.EXE HEAD.DEF NEWBTN.C 
TAQUIN.MAK HEAD.EXE NEWBTN.DEF 
TAQUIN.C EASYFONT.C NEWBTN.DLL 
TAQUIN.RC EASYFONT.H BUTTONS3.MAK 
TAQUIN.ICO HEXCALC.MAK BUTTONS3.C 
TAQUIN.H HEXCALC.C BUTTONS3.DEF 
TAQUIN.DEF HEXCALC.H BUTTONS3.EXE 
TAQUIN.EXE HEXCALC.RC BITLIB.MAK 
LIFE.MAK HEXCALC.ICO BITLIB.C 
LIFE.C HEXCALC.DEF BITLIB.RC 
LIFE.RC HEXCALC.EXE BITMAPLBMP 
LIFE.I CO \PMBOOK\CHAPlS 

BITMAP2.BMP 
LIFE.H HEXCALC2.MAK 

BITMAP3.BMP 
LIFE.DEF HEXCALC2.C BITMAP4.BMP 
LIFE.EXE HEXCALC.RC BITMAPS.BMP 

\PMBOOK\CHAP14 HEXCALC.H BITMAP6.BMP 

ABOUTl.MAK HEXCALC.ICO BITMAP7.BMP 

ABOUTl.C HEXCALC2.DEF 
BITMAP8.BMP 

ABOUT.H HEXCALC2.EXE 
BITMAP9.BMP 

ABOUTl.RC BLOWUP.MAK BITLIB.DEF 

ABOUT.ICO BLOWUP.C BITLIB.DLL 

ABOUT I.DEF BLOWUP.RC 
SHOWBIT.MAK 

ABOUTl.EXE BLOWUP.H 
SHOWBIT.C 

ABOUT2.MAK BLOWUP.DEF 
SHOWBIT.DEF 

ABOUT2.C BLOWUP.EXE 
SHOWBIT.EXE 

ABOUT2.RC 
ABOUT2.DEF 



\PMBOOK\CHAPl 7 
BIGJOBl.MAK 
BIGJOBl.C 
BIGJOB.C 
BIGJOB.H 
BIGJOB.RC 
BIGJOBLDEF 
BIGJOBl.EXE 
BIGJOB2.MAK 
BIGJOB2.C 
BIGJOB2.DEF 
BIGJOB2.EXE 
BIGJOB3.MAK 
BIGJOB3.C 
BIGJOB3.DEF 
BIGJOB3.EXE 
BIGJOB4.MAK 
BIGJOB4.C 
BIGJOB4.DEF 
BIGJOB4.EXE 
BIGJOBS.MAK 
BIGJOBS.C 
BIGJOBS.DEF 
BIGJOB5.EXE 

\P MBOOK\CHAP18 
PRINT CAL.MAK 
PRINTCAL.C 
PRINTDC.C 
PRINTCAL.RC 
PRINTCAL.H 
PRINTCAL.DEF 
PRINT CAL.EXE 





INDEX 

A 
ABOUTl program 

described, 710-713 
listed, 707-7 J 0 

ABOUT2 program 
described, 720 
listed, 717-720 

about boxes, 706-720. See also 
dialog boxes 

CONTROL statement, 716-717 
New Button, 716-717 

AboutDlgProc function 
ABOUTl program, 713-714, 

715-716 
PRINTCAL program, 897 

abstract drawing surfaces, 
presentation spaces, 1 O l 

accelerator table, keyboard, 668 
accelerators, keyboard, 648, 768 
ACCEL TABLE structure, 

HEXCALC2 program, 779 
accent marks, foreign language 

keyboards, 470-472 
action bar, defined, 647 
active windows, focus windows and, 

454-455 

AdditemsT0SysMe11u function, 
HEXCALC2 program, 779 

Adobe Type Manager (ATM), 
hinted outline fonts, 341-342 

Adobe Type One fonts, 345-346 
advanced graphics, 276-430 
algorithms, hinting, 341-342 
aligning text, 420-421 
alI11creme11t parameter, 

GpiCharStri11gPos function, 
204 

Alt keys 
menu items, 656 
pressing and releasing action, 

451-452 
states, 453-454 
virtual key codes, 451 

altering origins, 313-314 
alternate imports, exports lists and, 

812 
alternate mode, patterned areas, 

186, 188-190 
AL TWIND program 

described, 193 
displayed, 190 
listed, 191-193 

analog clock, CLOCK program, 
546-554 

anchor block handle program, WE, 
20-25 

angle, compared to shear, 392 
APIENTRY identifier, compile and 

link mechanics, 805 
aptl array coordinates 

MINMAXl program, 228-230 
MINMAX2 program, 233-235 

aptlStararray, STARS program, 152 
architecture, message-based, 12, 

836-837 
area brackets, defined, 184 
areas 

clipping, 415-419 
defining, 183-185 
patterned, 178-202 

Arrows. See cursor movement keys 
ASCII character set 

keyboard processes, 438, 448 
keyboards and codes, 436-438 

ATM (Adobe Type Manager), 
hinted outline fonts, 341-342 

attributes 
compared to type face names, 

346-347 
line type, 158-159 
menu item, 656, 658-660 
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B 
BA prefix, patterned areas, 185 
background colors 

checked menu items, 662-664 
mix and, 201-202 

Backspace key 
TYPEAWAYprogram, 468, 470 
virtual key codes, 450 

bars, action, 647 
/BASE flag, linking, 18 
BBO prefix, bitblt compression, 

242-243 
BEEPER! program 

described, 524, 526-528 
listed, 524-526 

BEEPER2 program 
described, 533, 535-536 
listed, 533- 535 

_beginthread function 
BIGJOB5 program, 863 
multithreaded runtime libraries, 

853-854 
PRINTCAL program, 898 

BeginTmckingfunction, BLOWUP 
program, 795, 796 

BEZIER program 
described, 282-283 
listed, 279-282 

Bezier splines 
characteristics, 284-285 
drawing, 278-279 
mathematical representation, 

285-286 
overview, 277-278 

BIGJOBl program 
described, 835-836 
listed, 829-835 

BIGJOB2 program 
described, 840, 844 
listed, 841- 843 
timer problems, 844 

BIGJOB3 program 
described, 848-851 
listed, 845-848 
peeking problems, 851 

BIGJOB4 program 
described, 854, 858 
listed, 855-858 

BIGJOB5 program 
described, 859, 863-864 
listed, 859-863 

big-job problem, multithreaded 
programming techniques, 
828-840 

BIOS, PC keyboard processes, 437 
bit-block transfers, 224-243 
bitblts 

bitmaps and, 223-275 
compression, 242-243 

BITCATl program 
described, 258-260 
listed, 254-258 

BITCAT2 program 
described, 264- 265 
listed, 260-264 

BITLIB library 
described, 820 
listed, 819-820 

BITMAPINF02 structure 
bitmap creation and 

initialization, 251-254 
BM! prefix, 252 

BITMAPINFOHEADER2 structure, 
bitmap creation and 
initialization, 251-254 

bitmaps 
bitblts and, 223-275 
bits, 249- 251 
CopyBitma p function, 794-795 
creation and initialization, 

251-254 
defined, 145,223,615 
drawing, 243- 249 
flipping, 233-235 
fonts, 205, 340-341 
handles, 243-249 
information gathering, 248-249 
libraries, 819-820 
loading, 618-625 
loading from dynamic link 

libraries, 821-824 
name IDs, 616-617 

resources, 6 l 5--{j25 
shadow, 270, 520 
stretching, 230-233 
system, 243-244 
transferring with clipboard, 

782-796 
transferring from clipboard to 

programs, 783 
transferring from programs to 

clipboard, 783 
working with, 249-275 

bits, bitmap, 249-251 
BLOKOUTl program 

described, 508-51 0 
listed, 505-508 

BLOKOUT2 program 
described, 514 
listed, 511-514 

BLOWUP program 
described, 793-796 
listed, 784-793 

BM_CLICK message, control IDs. 
761- 762 

BMI prefix, BITMAPINF02 
structure, 252 

.BMP file name extension, bitmap 
resources, 615 

BM prefix, background mix 
identifiers, 202 

BM_SETCHECK message, 
DRAWLINE program, 
574-575 

BN prefix, radio button notification 
codes, 576 

BOR.CMD, installing disk files, 902 
borders 

frame creation flags, 76-77 
MLS_BORDER, 84 

BORDLL.CMD 
described, 805 
installing disk files, 902 
listed, 804-805 

BORMT.CMD 
installing disk files, 902 
listed, 853 

boundaries, patterned area, 185 



boxes 
about. See about boxes 
check. See check boxes 
dialog. See dialog boxes 
drawing, 162-164 
group, 574 
list, 751-752 

brackets, path, 287 
break space, justified text, 421-422 
BRICKS program 

described, 273-275 
listed, 270-273 

BS_AUTORADIOBUTTON, radio 
buttons, 733 

BSEDOS.H, resource types, 607-608 
BS_PUSHBUTTON, WELCOME4 

program, 83 
Buckingham, David J., "Some Facts 

of Life," 693 
button class, control windows, 

562-577 
button messages, WM prefix, 

486-487 
BUTTON SI program 

described, 563, 566-569 
listed, 563-566 

BUTTONS2 program 
described, 602 
listed, 599-602 

BUTTONS3 program 
described, 818 
listed, 815-818 

buttons 
mouse, 485-505 
NEWBTN file, 589-598 
push. Seepush buttons 
radio. See radio buttons 

c 
C2.LIB library, 19 
C02.0BJ, object file, 19 
C Language, Presentation Manager 

programming, 9-12 
cached micro-PS 

defined, 51 

GpiBitBltfunction and, 227 
presentation spaces, I 01, 872-873 
WM_PAINTmessage, 102 

CALCPARAM structure 
BIGJOB4 program, 854 
BIGJOB5 program, 863 

CalcThread function 
BIGJOB4 program, 854, 858 
BIGJOB5 program, 864 
handshaking, 858 
message ordering, 864-865 

calculators 
HEXCALC2 program, 772-782 
HEXCALC program, 753-762 

calendars 
drawing pages, 895- 896 
PRINTCAL program, 879-899 

CALP ARAMS structure, 
PRINTCAL program, 896, 
897-898 

Caps Lock, KC_TOGGLE flag, 453 
CAPS prefix, DEVCAPS program, 

166-172 
capture,mouse,589 
capture windows, defined, 510 
capturing and tracking, 505-520 
case construction 

menu messages, 661-662 
window procedures, 39, 49 

cats 
BIT CA Tl program, 254-258 
drawing with IMAGECAT 

program, 218-221 
centering 

character strings, 380, 383-384 
text in dialog boxes, 712 

CF prefix, clipboard formats, 770 
character code, keyboard processes, 

448 
character dimensions, 

FONTMETRICS, 104 
character formatting, 419-430 
character height and line spacing, 

overview, 105-106 
character keys 

keyboards and codes, 437 

INDEX 911 

pressing and releasing action, 
451-453 

characters, processing, 448- 449 
character sets, keyboards and codes, 

436-438 
character shadows, 398-40 I 
character shear, 391-395, 397-400 
character sizes 

obtaining, 106-107 
overview, 103-105 

character space, justified text, 421-422 
character strings. See also fonts 

centering, 380, 383-384 
list boxes, 751-752 
reflected, 386- 389 
stretching, 378-384 
three-dimensional effects, 

398-400 
character width, overview, 10 5 
CHARMSG macro 

push buttons, 568 
WM_ CHAR messages, 439 

check boxes 
complex dialog boxes, 733- 734 
described, 562 
Pattern W ndProc function, 

733-734 
checked menu items, 662--664 
CHECKERl program 

compared to CHECKER3 
program, 504-505 

described, 488, 492 
listed, 488-491 

CHECKER2 program 
described, 492, 497-499 
listed, 492-497 

CHECKER3 program 
compared to CHECKER! 

program, 504- 505 
described, 502-505, 558 
listed, 499-502 

child control windows. See child 
windows; control windows 

child IDs, control windows, 562 
child windows. See also control 

windows 
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creating from clients, 64-71 
hit-testing with, 499-505 
identifiers, FID prefix, 85-86 
minimizing, 69 
overview, 56-57 
owners and parents, 561-562 
switching, 69 

ChildWndProc fonction, hit-testing 
with child windows, 502-505 

CHS_ VECTOR option, 
GpiC har StringPos function, 
204 

CIRCLE program 
described, 318 
listed, 315-317 

C language, Presentation Manager 
Programming, 9-12 

classes 
button, 562-577 
compared to identifiers and 

styles, 86-87 
registering window, 40, 72-74 
scroll-bar, 577-602 

class style bits, CS prefix, 73-74 
Clear command, 768 
clicking, defined, 476 
client windows 

child windows and, 64- 71 
painting, 46-52 
size of, 9 8-100 
text display, 91-96 
WELCOM program, 40-45 

ClientWndProc function 
BIGJOB4 program, 854, 858 
BIGJOB5 program, 863 
BUTTONS2 program, 602 
checked menu items, 662-664 
COLORSCR program, 583 
control IDs, 761-762 
described, 43, 49 
DIGCLOCK program, 546 
DRAWLINE program, 574 
handshaking, 858 
HEAD program, 749-750 
HEXCALC2 program, 780-781 
HEXCALC program, 761 

hit-testing with child windows, 
502 

input focus problem, 587-588 
menu messages, 661-662 
mouse emulation, 498 
PatternDlgProc dialog box, 

729-731 
pop-up menus, 678 
PRINTCAL program, 896, 897 
push buttons, 566-569 
RULER program, 177 
timer program, 527 
unqueued messages, 849 

clipboard, 767-796 
formats, CF prefix, 770 
getting text from, 770-771 
open, 771 
overview, 767-768 
placing text in, 769-770 
transferring bitmaps with, 

782-796 
transferring bitmaps from 

programs with, 783 
transferring bitmaps to programs 

from, 783 
transferring text with, 768-782 

clipping 
areas, SCP prefix, 416 
defined,56,416 
paths and,415-419 

CLOCK program 
described, 546, 552-554 
listed, 54 7-552 

clocks 
analog, 546-554 
BLOWUP program, 796 
digital, 541-545 

closed pa th, defined, 287 
CLR prefix, color specification, 

194-195 
codepage, defined,436 
codes 

character, 448 
hardware scan, 437-438, 447 
keyboardsand,436-438,447-448 
legal use of sample, 902 
virtual key, 438, 44 7, 449-451 

color 
background,662-664 
pixel,275 
raster graphics and, 241-242 
text, 201, 205 

color images, bitmaps and, 223-224 
COLORSCR program 

described, 577, 583-585 
listed, 578-583 

color specification 
CLR prefix, 194-195 
GpiSetColorfunction, 193-195 

COLORS program 
described, 199 
listed, 196-199 

color text, justification, 429 
combining font effects, 390-398 
command files 

BOR.CMD, 902 
BORDLL.CMD, 804-805, 902 
BORMT.CMD, 853, 902 
IBM.CMD, 902 
IBMDLL.CMD file, 804-805, 902 
IBMMT.CMD file, 853 
INSTALL.CMD, 901 

COMMANDMSG macro, push 
buttons, 568 

compile and link mechanics, 
dynamic link libraries, 
804-805 

compilers 
makefiles, 16-17, 18 
resource, 613-615 

composite keys, foreign language 
keyboards, 4 70-4 72 

compression, bitblt, 242-243 
CONFIG.SYS, dynamic link 

libraries, 800 
context 

drawing on memory device, 
265-270 

memory device, 259-260 
control IDs, creative use of, 761-762 
control points, Bezier splines, 278, 282 
CONTROL statement, about boxes, 

716-717 



control windows, 557-602. See also 
child windows 

basics of, 558-562 
button class, 562-577 
creating, 559, 588-589 
defined, 72,557 
overview, 557-558 
predefined window classes, 

559-560 
scroll bar class, 577-602 
WELCOME4.MAK file, 78-86 
WM prefix, 559 

conventional menus, 648-668 
conversion 

coordinate, 305-306 
variable, 3 21 

CONVMENUprogram 
described, 655 
enabling and disabling menu 

items, 664-666 
listed, 648-655 

Conway, John, game of Life, 693 
coordinate conversions 

CVTC prefix, 306 
transforms, 305-306 

coordinate spaces 
device and media, 302 
world, 300-301 

coordinate systems 
circles, 318 
CLOCK program, 552-553 
GPI functions, 103 

coordinates 
altering origins, 313-314 
device transform formulas, 

310-311 
dialog box, 713 

CopyBitmapfunction, BLOWUP 
program, 794-795 

Copy command, 768 
CopyScree11ToBitma p function, 

BLOWUP program, 796 
cosmetic line width 

compared to geometric line 
width, 289-290 

defined,289 

COURIER.FON, font files, 205-206 
Courier fonts, as fixed-pitch, 343 
CreateOutli11eF'o11 tfunction 

font enumeration, 363 
OLFLINE program, 403-404 

creation parameters, complex 
dialog boxes, 729-731 

CS prefix, class style bits, 73-74 
CS_SYNCPAINT style, 

WM_P AINT message fix, 484 
Ctr! keys, states, 453-454 
C2.LIB Library, 19 
cursor movement keys 

overview, 467-468 
radio buttons, 734-735 
virtual key codes, 450 

cursors 
compared to pointers, 456 
timers and, 532 
using, 455- 457 

curves 
drawing with GpiPolyLi11e 

function, 153-154 
parametric equations, 154-155 

customized patterns, BRICKS 
program, 270-275 

Cut command, 768 
CVTC prefix, coordinate 

conversions, 306 
cxCaps function 

calculating, 106-107 
numeric formatting, 111 

D 
dashes, em and en, 429 
data strings, printer, 874-875 
data types, FIXED and LONG, 

320-321 
DBM prefix, drawing bitmaps, 

247-248 
DDE4SBS.LIB, linking libraries, 18 
Ddf prefix, function groups, 12 
dead keys, foreign language 

keyboards and, 470-472 
default printers, 873-874 
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defining areas, patterned, 183-185 
defining menus, 655-657 
definition files 

linking, 18-19 
module, 19, 808 

Delete key 
TYPEAWAY program, 468 
virtual key codes, 450 

dependent files, make files and, 17 
descendent windows, 56 
designing pointers and icons, 626 
desktop window, window families, 

56 
Destination bitmap, GpiBitBlt 

function, 237-238 
Destination Coordinate Spaces, 

listed, 301 
DEVCAPS program 

described, 171-172 
listed, 166-170 

DevCloseDC function, PRINTCAL 
program, 899 

Dev Escape function, PRINTCAL 
program, 894, 895, 898 

device context. See also display 
drivers; printers 

capability of, 166 
defined, 51, 166 
drawing on memory, 265-270 
memory,. 259-260 
presentation spaces, 101, 872-873 

device coordinate spaces, 
windowing transforms, 302 

device drivers, DOS and, 869-870 
device independence 

graphics, 8-9 
overview, 869-871 
pixels and, 165-178 
programming, 96-111 

device transforms 
formulas, 310-311 
overview, 306-307 

DevOpe11DC function 
memory device context, 259-260 
PRINTDC.C file, 879 
printer device context, 873, 

875-876 
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printer device context structure 
fields, 876-877 

DEVOPENSTRUC structure 
PRINTDC.C file, 879 
printer device context, 876 
printer device context structure 

fields, 876-877 
Dev prefix, function groups, 11 
DevQueryCaps function 

CLOCK program, 553 
device context, 166 
font resolution, 206 

diacritics, foreign language 
keyboards,470-472 

dialog boxes, 705-762. See also 
about boxes 

complex, 721-752 
coordinates, 713 
defined, 705 
ellipsis(. .. ), 657, 705 
File Open, 737-749 
modal, 705-706 
modeless, 706, 753-762 
overview, 705-706 
PRINTCAL program, 897-898 
procedures, 713- 715 
saving values, 736-737 
templates, 706 
window creation, 715-716 

Dialog Editor, dialog box templates, 
706 

dialog procedures, WM_INITDLG 
message, 735 

DIALOG statement, ABOUTl 
program, 711 

DIGCLOCK program 
described, 545-546 
listed, 541-545 

digital clock, DIGCLOCK program, 
541-546 

disabled menu items, 648, 664-666 
disk 

installing and using files, 901-902 
list of files, 903-907 

DISPLAY.DLL 
default system fonts, 205-206 
system bitmaps, 243-244 

display drivers. See also device 
context 

color considerations, 201 
as dynamic link library, 97 

DisplayPagefunction, PRINTCAL 
program,895-896,898-899 

.DLG files, dialog box templates, 706 

.DLL files. Seealso dynamic link 
libraries 

as library modules, 801 
overview, 608- 609, 799- 800 

do-nothing program, W, 15-20 
DOS 

limitations of, 5 
printing and, 869-870 

DosAllocSharedMem function 
clipboard text transfers, 769 
shared memory blocks, 769 

DosCreateEventSem function, 
BIGJOB5 program, 863 

DosCreateThread function, 
processes and threads, 837 

DosEnterCritSec function 
BIGJOB4 program, 854 
BIGJOB5 program, 864 
handshaking, 858-859 
PRINTCAL program, 899 

DosExecPgm function, processes, 
837 

DosExitCritSec function, 
handshaking, 858-859 

DosFreeMem fimction, placing text 
in clipboard, 770 

DosFreeModule function 
module handles, 821 
resources, 610 

DosFreeResource function, 
programmer-defined 
resources, 643-644 

DosGetCtrylnf o function, 
DIGCLOCK program, 546 

DosGetDateTime function 
DIGCLOCK program, 546 
long-term timers, 530 

DosGetMessage function, message 
strings, 611 

DosGet Resource function 
OS/2 kernel support, 609- 610 
programmer-defined resources, 

643- 644 
DosGiveSharedMem function 

clipboard text transfer, 769 
text from clipboard, 771 

DosKillJ'hread function, 
handshaking, 859 

DosLoadM odule function 
module handles, 821 
resources, 610 
SHOWBIT program, 824 

DosPostEventSem function, 
. BIGJOB5 program, 863 

Dos prefix, function groups, 11 
DosQueryCurrentDisk function, 

static text fields, 7 51 
DosQuerySyslnfo function, 

FREEMEM program, 540 
DosRead function 

keyboard input, 438 
thinking threads, 865 

DosReadQueue function, thinking 
threads, 865 

DosResetEventSem function, 
BIGJOB5 program, 863 

DosSleep function, timer 
considerations, 524 

DosStartSession function, processes, 
837 

DosSuspendThread function, 
BIGJOB5 program, 864 

DosWaitEventSem function, 
BIGJOB5 program, 863 

double-clicking, defined, 476 
Down Arrow. See cursor movement 

keys 
dragging, defined, 476 
DrawBoxOutline function, 

BLOKOUTl program, 
508- 509 

DrawFigure function, CIRCLE 
program, 318 

DrawFlowerfunction, FLOWER 
program, 339 



DrawHand function, CLOCK 
program, 554 

drawing 
based on size of window, 165 
bitmaps, 243-249 
boxes, 162-164 
calendar pages, 895-896 
curves with GpiPolyLine 

function, 153-154 
curves with parametric 

equations, 154-155 
elljpsis, 155, 162-164, 318 
icons, 629-630 
marker symbols, 215-217 
on memory device context, 

265-270 
metric units, 172-173 
multiple lines, 149 
page units, 173-17 4 
picture construction, 319-320 
pixels, 275 
rectangles, 162-164 
straightlines, 147 
techniques based on fonts, 165 

DRAWLINE program 
described, 574-577 
listed, 570-574 

DrawPetals function, FLOWER 
program, 339 

Draw Web function, WEB program, 
482-485 

Drg prefix, function groups, 12 
DRIVDATA structure 

PRINTDC.C file, 879 
printer device context structure 

fields, 876-877 
DRO prefix, drawing rectangles, 163 
drop-shadow fonts, 404--409 
DT_CENTER identifier, 

COLORSCR program, 584 
dynamic h'nk libraries, 799-824. See 

also .DLL files 
basics of, 800-813 
creating, 805-808 
display drivers, 97 
loading bitmaps from, 821-824 

module definition file, 808 
module handles and, 820-821 
overview, 799-800 
processes, 802-803 
reason for use, 803-804 
using, 808-811 

E 
EASYFONT program 

described, 208-21 O 
listed, 206-208 

EBCDJC character set, keyboards 
and codes, 436 

Edit submenu, 768 
EGA 

fixed-point fonts, 366 
page viewports, 308 

Ellipse function, listed, 164 
ellipsis( ... ), dialog boxes invoked 

with, 657, 705 
ellipsis (geometric) 

drawing, 155, 162-164, 318 
HdrEllipse function, 807 

em and en dashes, 429 
em-height and em-width, font, 357, 

365 
enabled menu items, 648, 664-666 
EnableSysMenultem function, 

HEXCALC2 program, 782 
End key. See cursor movement keys 
end points, Bezier splines, 278, 282, 

286 
ENDTOIN program 

described, 293-295 
listed, 290-293 

ends, geometric lines, 290 
_endthread function 

BIGJOB4 program, 854 
handshaking, 858 

Enhanced Graphics Adapter. See 
EGA 

enhanced keyboards, virtual key 
codes, 450 

Enter key, virtual key codes, 450 
entry fields, tex:t, 752 

enumeration, font, 347-348 
ErrorMessage function, string 

resources, 636 
error messages, string resources, 

635-636 
Escape key, virtual key codes, 451 
.EXE files 

dynamic link libraries, 801 
linker, 801, 804 
module handles, 820-821 
ordinal numbers, 812 
overview, 608-609 
as program modules, 801 

EXEHDR program, imported and 
exported functions, 802 

exit command, menus, 666-667 
exported functions, dynamic link 

libraries, 802 
exports lists, alternate imports and, 

812 
extended keyboard code, keyboard 

processes, 438 
EzfCrea teLogFont function, 

EASYFONT program, 
208-210 

EzfQueryFonts function, 
EASYFONT program, 
208-210 

F 
Fl key, WM_HELP message, 668 
F3 key, Save accelerator, 657 
FACELIST structure, font 

enumeration, 362-363 
faces. See typefaces 
families, type, 343-344 
family of windows, overview, 56-58 
FATTR prefix, font identifiers, 209, 

358,363 
FATTRS structure, font 

enumeration, 348, 358, 363 
FCFs. See frame creation flags 
FID_HORZSCROLL, scroll bars, 

113, 116, 585 
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FID prefix, child window 
identifiers, 86 

FID_ VERTSCROLL, scroll bars, 
113, 115, 585 

figures, defined, 287 
File Open dialog boxes, 737-749 
files 

definition, 18-19 
font, 205-206 
installing and using sample disk, 

901-902 
list of sample disk, 903-907 
make, 15-17 
module definition, 19 
referencing in resource scripts, 

626-627 
Fil/Dir List Box fonction 

list boxes, 7 5 l 
static text fields, 7 51 

Fi/lFileListBox function, list boxes, 751 
filling paths 

OLFFILL program, 413-415 
overview, 294-295 

fills, flood, 178-179 
FIXED data types, transformation 

matrix, 320-321 
fixed-pitch fonts, 205-206, 343, 344 
fixed-point fonts, 366-367 
flags, frame creation. See frame 

creation flags 
jlFrameF/ags variable, scroll bar 

creation, 112-113, 121-122 
flipping bitmaps. 233-235 
flood fills, compared to G PI filling, 

178-179 
FLOWER program 

described, 339 
listed, 335-339 

FM prefix, foreground mix modes, 
200 

FM_INVERT, WEB program, 
482-483 

FM_OVERPA!NT, WEB program, 
482-483 

focus, input. See input focus 

focus windows, active windows and, 
454-455 

font enumeration 
overview, 347-348 
QF prefix, 350 

FONTMETRICS structure 
character dimensions, 104-106 
EASYFONT program, 210 
GpiQueryf'o11ts function, 348-351 

fonts. See also character strings; 
typefaces 

bitmap, 340 
combining effects, 390-398 
conversion rounding errors, 341 
creating outline, 356-358 
drawing techniques based on, 165 
drop-shadow, 404-409 
EASYFONT program, 206-210 
enumeration, 347-348, 350 
files, 205-206 
fixed-pitch, 205-206, 343, 344 
fixed-point, 366-367 
generic, 350 
hinting algorithms, 341-342 
identifiers, FATTR prefix, 209, 

358,363 
monospaced, 206 
naming,344 
non-Latin character, 363 
OS/2 outline, 345-346 
outline, 339-430 
paths and, 401-404 
pointsize, 106,206,357 
raster, 340 
raster compared to outline, 342 
rasterized, 3 41 
rotatating, 384-387 
scaling, 364-366, 373 
selecting outline, 356-358, 

359-362 
stroking, 410-413 
symbol, 363-364 
synthesized, 345 
system, 100-101 
text as GPI primitives, 202 
VGA resolution, 358, 365 

FONTS program 
described, 215 
listed, 210-215 

foreground mix modes 
FM prefix, 200 
patterned areas, 199-201 

foreign keyboards, defined, 435-436 
foreign language keyboards, dead 

keys and, 470-472 
formatting 

character and paragraph, 
419-430 

numeric, 109-111 
formulas, device transform, 310-311 
frame creation flags 

adding icons, 627-628 
compared to classes and IDs, 87 
FREEMEM program, 540 
menus in windows, 660 
overview, 75-77 

frame IDs 
child window, 85-86 
compared to styles and classes, 87 

frame windows 
described, 35 
ownership re la tionshi ps, 71-72 

free memory, FREEMEM program, 
536-541 

FREEMEM program 
described, 536, 539-541 
listed, 536-539 

function declarations, header files, 
11-12 

function groups. prefixes listed, 11-12 
function keys, pressing and 

releasing action, 451-452 
functions. See also specific function 

names 
exported, 802, 812 
imported, 802, 812 
keyboard,454-472 
matrix transform, 334 



G 
games 

LIFE,693-702 
TAQUIN, 685-693 

Gardner, Martin, W11eels, life, and 
Otlier Matliematical 
Amusements, 693 

generic fonts, font enumeration, 350 
geometric line width, compared to 

cosmetic line width, 289-290 
geometric lines, paths required for, 

293 
Get Al/Outline Fonts function 

OLF files, 362-363 
OLFLIST program, 372 
OUTFONTS program, 356 

GetMessage function, Microsoft 
Windows, 827 

GPI 
bitmaps and bitblts, 223-224 
function groups, 11 
functions, coordinate system, 103 
as page-oriented graphics system, 

303 
picture construction, 319-320 
primitives. SeeGPI primitives 
text output, 91 

GPI primitives 
images, 217-221 
lines, 146-164 
marker symbols, 215-217 
patterned areas, 178-202 
text, 202-215 

GpiBeginArea function, defining 
areas, 183-185 

GpiBeginPat/i function 
outline characters, 403-404 
path creation, 287-288 

GpiBitBltfunction 
bit-block transfers, 224-243 
BITCAT2 program, 264-265 
BLOWUP program, 796 
BRICKS program, 274 
color considerations, 241-242 
compression, 242-243 

one-tenth of second rule, 829 
POINTL structures, 228-229, 

232-233 
raster operations, 236-241 
syntax of, 229 

GpiBox function 
complex dialog boxes, 728 
drawingboxes, 162-164 
PRINTCAL program, 896 

GpiC/iarStringfunction, text 
output, 203 

GpiC/iarStringAtfunction 
character size, 103-104 
HELLOBITprogram, 268-269 
numeric formatting, 109-111 
OLFROT program, 386 
outline characters, 403-404 
overview, 107-109 
PRINTCAL program, 896 
reflected text strings, 386-389 
sizing client windows, 98 
SYSVALS2 program, 124 
text output, 203 

GpiC/iarStringPos function 
character string placement, 430 
text output, 203-206 

GpiC/iarStringPosAtfunction 
character string placement, 430 
text output, 203-206 

GpiCloseFigure function, closing 
subpaths, 287 

G piConvert function 
circle coordinate systems, 318 
coordinate conversions, 305-306 
RULER program, 178 
scaling fonts, 365-366 

GpiCreateBitmap function 
bitmap creation and 

initialization, 251-254 
BLOWUP program, 794-795 

GpiCreateLogColorTable function 
checked menu items, 664 
COLORSCR program, 586 

GpiCreateLogFon t function 
font enumeration, 348 
PRINTCAL program, 895-896 
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GpiCreatePS function 
cached micro-PS handles, 102 
presentation spaces, 872-873 
PRINTCAL program, 894, 

896--897,898 
transforms, 301 

GpiDeleteBitmap function 
bitmap resources, 617 
system bitmaps, 243-244 

GpiDestroyPS function, PRINTCAL 
program, 899 

GpiEndArea function, defining 
areas, 183-185 

GpiEndPatli function 
ending path brackets, 287 
outline characters, 403-404 

GpiErase function, PRINTCAL 
program, 896 

GpiFillPat/i function 
compared to GpiStrokePat/i 

function, 413 
OLFFILL program, 413-415 
overview, 294-295 

Gpilmage function, displaying 
images, 217 

GpiLinefunction, line drawing, 
147-149 

GpiLoadBitmap function 
bitmap resources, 617, 621-622, 

625 
SHOW BIT program, 824 

GpiLoadFonts function, font 
enumeration, 350 

GpiMarker function, drawing 
markers, 215-217 

GpiModifyPat/i function 
modifying paths, 295, 299 
OLFWIDE program, 412 

GpiMove function 
line drawing, 147-149 
PRINTCAL program, 896 
STARS program, 152-153 

GpiOutlinePat/i function 
drop-shadow fonts, 406 
OLFFILL program, 413-415 
OLFWIDE program, 412 
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outline characters, 402--404 
outlining paths, 288-289 

GpiPathToRegion function, filling 
paths, 295 

GpiPolyLine function 
curve drawing, 153-154 
line drawing, 149 
STARS program, 152-153 

GpiPolyMarker function, drawing 
markers, 215-217 

GpiPolySplinefunction, Bezier 
splines, 278-279 

GpiQueryBitmapParameters 
function, bitmap 
parameters, 249 

GpiQuetyCharStringPos function, 
character string placement, 
430 

GpiQueryChar StringPosAt function, 
character string placement, 
430 

GpiQueryDevice function, device 
context, 166 

G piQuery DeviceBitmapFormats 
function, BLOWUP 
program, 796 

GpiQueryFontMetrics function 
character dimensions, 104 
font sizes, 106- 107, 210 
OLFLIST program, 372 
RULER program, 177 

GpiQueryFonts function, font 
enumeration, 348-351, 356 

GpiQueryKerningPairs function, 
character string placement, 
430 

GpiQueryPage Viewport function 
page viewports, 307-310 
values table, 308 

GpiQueryPelfunction, pixel color, 275 
GpiQueryPS function 

page size and page units, 305 
PRINTCAL program, 898 
values table, 308 

GpiQueryTextBox function 
aligning text, 420- 421 

FREEMEM program, 540 
HELLOBIT program, 268 
justified text, 428 
OLFLINE program, 403-404 
PRINTCAL program, 896 
selecting point size, 364, 377-378 
TXTBOX prefix, 378 

G piQuer yWidthT able function, 
character string placement, 430 

GpiResetPS function, page size and 
page units, 305 

G piSetBackColor function, 
background color and mix, 
201-202 

G piSetBackMix function, 
background color and mix, 
201-202 

G piSetBitrnap function, memory 
device context, 259-260 

GpiSetBitmapld fonction, BRICKS 
program, 273- 274 

GpiSetCharAngle function 
font reflection, 391 
font rotatation, 384-387 
OLFROT2 program, 397-398 

GpiSetCharBox function 
PRINTCAL program, 895-896 
reflected text strings, 386-389 

G piSetChar BreakExtra function, 
justified text, 421-422, 427 

GpiSetCharDirection function, 
reflected text strings, 386-389 

GpiSetCharExtra function, justified 
text, 422, 427 

GpiSetCharSetfunction 
fonts,209-210,357-358 
OLFLIST program, 372 
PRINTCAL program, 895-896 

GpiSetCharShear function 
character shear, 391-395 
OLFROT2 program, 397-398 

GpiSetC/ipPath function 
clipping areas, 416 
filling paths, 29 5 

GpiSetColor function 
color specification, 193-195 

complex dialog boxes, 729 
drop-shadow fonts, 406 

GpiSetCurrentPosition function, line 
drawing, 148-149 

G piSetDefau/tView Matrix function, 
transforms, 334 

GpiSetLinefunction, line type 
attributes, 158-159 

G piSetLineEnd function, geometric 
lines, 290 

GpiSetLine]oin function, geometric 
lines, 290 

GpiSetLineWidth function 
outline characters, 403-404 
outlining paths, 289 

GpiSetLineWidthGeom function 
OLFWIDE program, 411-413 
setting geometric line width, 289 

GpiSetMarker function, selecting 
marker symbols, 216--217 

GpiSetMix function, foreground 
mix modes, 200-201 

G piSetMode/T rans formM atrix 
function, transforms, 301, 334 

GpiSetPage Viewport function 
altering origins, 314 
nonstandard page units, 312-313 
page viewports, 312 
transforms, 301 

GpiSetPattern function 
complex dialog boxes, 729 
patterned areas, 179-180 
raster operations, 236-241 

G piSetPatternSet function, BRICKS 
program, 274 

GpiSetPel function, pixel color, 275 

GpiSetPS function 
page size and page units, 304-305 
page viewports, 307-310 
presentation page units, 173-174 
transforms, 301 

GpiStrokePath function 
compared to GpiFil/Path 

function, 413 
stroking fonts, 410-413 
stroking paths, 289 



GRADIENTL structure, font 
rotatation, 384 

GRAFMENU program 
described, 683-684 
listed, 679-683 

graphical environment, 
Presentation Manager, 8 

graphics 
advanced, 276-430 
device-independent, 8-9 
in menus, 679-684 
page-oriented, 303 
printing, 868-899 
vector compared to raster, 145 

Graphics Programming Interface. 
SeeGPI 

group boxes, defined, 574 
GROUPBOX statements, radio 

buttons, 7 31 
groups 

complex dialog boxes, 734-735 
defined, 734 

H 
Hackers, Steven Levy, 693 
handles 

anchor block handle program, 
20-25 

bitmap, 243-249 
defined, 23 
module, 820-821 
overview, 24-25 
presentation space, 100-102 

handshaking, thread,858 
hardware scan code, keyboards, 

437-438,447 
HBITMAP handle 

bitmap handles, 243 
transferring bitmaps with 

clipboard, 783 
HdrE/lipse function, HDRLIB.MAK 

file, 807 
HDRLIB library 

described, 807-808 
listed, 805-807 

HdrPrin~ffunction, HDRLIB.MAK 
file, 807 

HDRTEST program 
described, 811 
listed, 808-810 

HEAD program 
described, 749-752 
listed, 737-749 
one-tenth of second rule, 829 

header files 
anchor block handle, 20-23 
Presentation Manager, 10-11 

height 
character, 105-106 
unequal font, 372-373 

HELLO bitmap, 250-251 
HELLOB!Tprogram 

described, 268-270 
listed, 265-268 

help, WM_HELP message, 667-668 
HELV:FON, font files, 205-206 
Helvetica fonts 

calendar program, 880 
as sans-serif, 343 

HEXCALC2 program 
described, 779-782 
listed, 772-779 

HEXCALC program 
described, 759-762 
listed, 753-759 
template, 760 
windows creation, 761 

hinting algorithms, font 
rasterization, 341-342 

hit-testing 
with child windows, 499-505 
described, 487-488 
mouse buttons and, 485-505 

Home key. See cursor movement 
keys 

horizontal shears, shear transforms, 
327-330 

hot spot, pointer, 476 
HPS variables, presentation space 

handles, 102 
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Hungarian notation, variable 
naming, 11 

hwnd field, message structure, 36 
HWND_DESKTOP identifier 

text display on client windows, 92 
window families, 58 

hwndVscrol/ variable, SYSV ALS2 
program, 122-123 

hyphens, justified text, 429 

I 
IBM.CMD, installing disk files, 902 
IBMDLL.CMD 

described, 805 
installing disk files, 902 
listed, 804 

IBM enhanced keyboards, virtual 
key codes, 450 

IBMMT.CMD, listed, 853 
IBMMT.DLL, installing disk files, 902 
.ICO files, icons, 626 
Icon Editor 

bitmap resources, 615, 627 
string resources, 63 4 

icons 
adding to programs, 627-629 
designing, 626 
drawing, 629-630 
identical to pointers, 625 
overview, 625-634 
POINTER keyword, 627 

ICON statement, ABOUT! 
program, 712 

IDB prefix, bitmap resources, 621 
identifiers. See also IDs 

class style bits, 73 
compared to classes and styles, 

86-87 
IDM prefix, menu item IDs, 656 
IDM_EXIT, menu exit command, 

666-667 
IDM_START, enabling and disabling 

menu items, 665-666 
IDM_STOP, enabling and disabling 

menu items, 665-666 
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IDs. See also identifiers 
bitmap name, 616-617 
child window, 85-86, 562 
control, 761-762 
distinguishing between various, 

657 
local, 356 
menu item, 656 
resource, 609-610 
thread, 837 

IDT prefix, resource type IDs, 643 
IMAGECAT program, listed, 218-220 
images 

bitmap bits, 249-251 
bitmaps and, 223-224 
defined,217 
GPI primitive overview, 217-221 
stretching, 314 

IMPLIB.EXE program, import 
libraries, 813 

import libraries 
creating, 812-813 
defined, 18 
dynamic link libraries, 801 

imported fonctions 
alternate, 812 
dynamic link libraries, 802 

imprecision of timers, 528 
independence, device, 165-178, 

869-871 
index card metaphor, drawing 

techniques, 165 
information gathering, bitmap, 

248-249 
initialization, bitmap, 251-254 
INITINST ANCE keyword, module 

definition files, 808 
input, serialization of user, 838-839 
input focus 

changing keyboard, 587-588 
focus windows, 454-455 
groups, 734 
mouse capture and, 589 
push buttons, 569 
TYPEAWAY program, 469 

Insert key 
TYPEAWAY program, 468 
virtual key codes, 450 

INSTALL.CMD, installing disk files, 
901 

installing disk files, 901-902 
interfaces, keyboard, 135-136 
Interrupt0x09 handler, PC BIOS 

processes, 437 
invalid rectangle, painting, 134-135 
inverse screen color, icons and 

pointers, 626 
IRGB color encoding, patterned 

areas, 195 
italic characters, described, 343 
iVscrollJncvariable, SYSVALS3 

program, 133-134 
iVscrollPos variable 

J 

scroll bar range change, 132-133 
SYSVALS2 program, 122-123 

J eu de Taquin game, 685-69 3 
joins, geometric lines, 290 
justified text, 420-430 
Justify function, OLFJUST program, 

427-428 

K 
KbdCharln function, keyboard 

input,438 
KBDKEYINFO structure, keyboard 

input,438 
Kbd prefix, function groups, 11 
KbdStringln function, keyboard 

input,438 
KC prefix, WM_ CHAR flags, 

439-440,445-446,447-449, 
451-454,470-472 

kernel, OS/2 
keyboards and, 438 
message facility, 611 
overview, 5-6 
support o fresources, 609--610 
versus Presentation Manager, 7 

keyboard accelerators 
defined,648 
Edit submenu, 768 

keyboard input focus. See input focus 
keyboard interfaces, adding, 

135- 136 
keyboards 

accelerator table, 668 
emulating mouse from, 492-499 
foreign, 435-436 
foreign language, 470-472 
numeric codes and, 436-438 
obtaining states, 455 
OS/2 kernel and, 438 
other messages and functions, 

454-472 
overview, 435-436 
serialization of user input, 

838- 839 
keyboard codes, mpl and mp2 

fields, 447-448 
key codes, virtual, 438, 447, 449-451 
KEYLOOK program 

character codes, 448 
described, 445-447 
listed, 441-445 

keys 
composite, 470-472 
cursor movement, 467-468 
dead,470-472 
pressing and releasing action, 

451- 453 
virtual, 448-451 

L 
LCID prefix, local IDs, 274 
LeftArrow. See cursor movement 

keys 
- IEmHeightfield, font point size, 106 

IEmlncfield, font point size, 106 
Levy, Steven, Hackers, 693 
IExternalLeadingfield, line spacing, 

106 
.LIB files, libraries, 801 
LIBPATH statement, dynamic link 

libraries, 800 



libraries 
bitmap, 819- 820 
C2.LIB, 19 
DDE4SBS.LIB, 18 
dynamic link. See dynamic link 

libraries 
HDRLIB, 805-808 
import, 18, 801, 812-813 
linking, 18, 801 
modules, 801 
multithread runtime, 852-854 
NEWBTN, 814-815 
object and import, 801 
OS2.LIB, 19 
OS2386.LIB, 18 
resource-only, 818-824 
window procedures and, 813-818 

LIBRARY statement, module 
definition files, 808 

LIFE program 
described, 693, 702 
listed, 694-702 

linear transforms, defined, 322 
lines 

drawing multiple, 149 
GPI primitives, 146-164 

line spacing, character, 105-106 
line type attributes, GpiSetLine 

function, 158- 159 
LINETYPE program 

described, 162-164 
listed, 159-162 

linker 
.EXE files, 801, 804 
import libraries, 813 

linking 
dynamic link libraries. See 

dynamic link libraries 
make files, 18 
static, 801 

lintema/Leadingfield, line spacing, 
106 

list boxes, overview, 751- 752 
lists, exports, 812 
/Length parameter, calculating for 

images, 217 

/LowerCaseAscent value, character 
height, 105 

/LowerC aseDescen t value, char act er 
height, 105 

/MaxAscendervalue, line spacing, 
105-106 

IMaxBase/ineExtvalue, line spacing, 
106 

/MaxDescendervalue, line spacing, 
105-106 

LM_DELETALL message, list boxes, 
751 

LOADBMPl program 
described, 617, 621--622 
listed, 618--620 

LOADBMP2 program 
described, 625 
listed, 623--625 

loading 
bitmaps, 618--625 
bitmaps from dynamic link 

libraries, 821-824 
string resources, 635 

local IDs, outline fonts, 356 
LONG data types, transformation 

matrix, 320-321 
long-term timers, 529-530 
loops, message. See message loops 
10 ption parameter, GpiCharStringPos 

function, 204 
Loyd, Sam, Jeu de Taquin, 685--693 
IXHeightvalue, character height, 105 

M 
macros 

CHARMSG, 439, 568 
COMMANDMSG, 568 
make files, 16 
MOUSEMSG, 568 
SHORTlFROMMP & 

SHORT2FROMMP, 99, 114 
WinCheckButton, 732, 733-734 

magnifier, BLOWUP program, 
784-796 

main menu, defined, 647 
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make files, .MAK extension, 15-17 
marker symbols 

GP! primitives, 215- 217 
selecting, 216-217 

MARKSYM_CROSS, default 
marker symbol, 216-217 

MARKSYM prefix, marker symbol 
identifiers, 217 

matrix 
multiplication, 332-333 
transform functions, 334 

MATRIXLF structure, 
transformation matrix, 
320-322 

MDI (Multiple Document 
Interface) convention, 
multiple windows, 68 

mechanics, compile and link, 804-805 
media coordinate spaces, 

windowing transforms, 302 
memory, free display, 536- 541 
memory block, preparing shared, 769 
memory device context 

creating bitmaps, 259-260 
drawing on, 265-270 

menu items 
attributes, MIA prefix, 656, 

659-660 
checked, 662-664 
enabled and disabled, 648, 664...Q66 
IDs, IDM prefix, 656 
styles, MIS prefix, 656, 658--659 
styles and attributes, 658--660 

MENUITEM statements 
defining menus, 655--657 
POORMENU program, 672 

menus 
alternative approaches to, 669--684 
conventional, 648-668 
defined, 647 
defining, 655-657 
drop-down, 647 
exit command, 666-667 
graphics usage, 679-684 
items. See menu items 
main, 647 
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overview, 647-648 
POORMENU program, 669-673 
pop-up, 647, 673- 678 
PRINTCAL program, 897-898 
pull-down, 647 
receiving messages, 660-662 
sub,647 
top-level, 647 

message facility, kernel, 611 
message loops 

overview, 37-38 
single-thread solutions, 850 
WELCOprogram,31-39 

message queues 
message-based architecture, 

836-837 
overview, 44-45 
serialization of user input, 

838-839 
threads and, 851-852 
WEL program, 25-27 

message-based architecture 
overview, 12 
review, 836-837 

messages 
button, 486-487 
error, 635-636 
keyboard,454-472 
keyboard input, 438 
loops. See message loops 
multiple top-level window, 63 
non-message queue threads, 852 
notification, 84 
one-tenth of second rule, 828- 829 
ordering, 864-865 
overview, 35-37 
parameters, 36 
peeking at, 844-848, 851 
processing window, 43-44, 49 
queues. See message queues 
receiVl'ng menu, 660-662 
scroll bar, 116-117 
strings, 611 
unqueued,836-837,848-849 
windows and, 34-35 
WM_ CHAR message, 439-454 

message strings, 611 
metafiles, defined, 768 
metric units, drawing with, 172-173 
MIA_ DISABLED, disabling menu 

items, 664-666 
MIA prefix, menu item attributes, 

656, 659-660 
Microsoft Windows 

OS/2 and, 6-7, 827 
PeekMessage fonction, 844- 845 

minimizing child windows, 69 
MINMAXl program 

described, 227-230 
listed, 225-227 
raster operations, 236-241 

MINMAX2 program 
described, 232-235 
listed, 230-232 
one-tenth second rule, 829 
raster operations, 236-241 

MINMAX3 program 
described, 246-249 
listed, 244-246 

MIS prefix, menu item styles, 656, 
658-659 

mix mode, patterned areas, 199-201 
MKMSGF.EXE, message strings, 611 
MLS_BORDER, WELCOME4 

program, 84 
MLS_ VSCROLL, WELCOME4 

program, 84 
MLS_ WORDWRAP, WELCOME4 

program, 84 
MM_SETJTEMA TTR message, 

checked menu items, 663-664 
modal dialog boxes, 705-706 
modeless dialog boxes 

described, 706 
overview; 753-762 

modifying paths, 295 
module definition files 

dynamic link libraries, 808 
ordinals, 812 
overview, 19 

module handles, dynamic link 
libraries and, 820-821 

modules, dynamic link libraries 
and, 801 

monochrome images, bitmaps and, 
223-224 

monospaced fonts, 
SYSMONO.FON, 206 

Mou prefix, function groups, 11 
mouse, 475-520 

basics, 475-485 
buttons, 485-505 
capturing, 510-514, 589 
compared to pointer, 475-476 
emulating from keyboards, 

492-499 
serialization ofuserinput, 838-839 

mouse capture, input focus and, 589 
MOUSEMSG macro, push buttons, 

568 
mpl and mp2 fields 
mouse pointer. See pointers 

button messages, 487 
checked menu items, 663-664 
DRA WLINE program, 575-576 
keyboard codes, 447-448, 453 
list boxes, 751-752 
menu messages, 661-662 
message structure, 36, 439-440 
PRINTCAL program, 897 
push buttons, 568 
scroll bars, 114-115 
WM_HELP message, 667-668 
WM_INITDLG message, 735 
WM_MOUSMOVE message, 

477-478 
MSGBIND.EXE, message strings, 611 
ms g field, message structure, 36 
Multiple Document Interface 

(MDI) convention, multiple 
windows, 68 

multiple lines, drawing, 149 
multi pie timers, 5 31 
multiple top-level windows, 

creating, 58-63 
multiple windows, MDI (Multiple 

Document Interface) 
convention, 68 



multiplication, matrix, 332-333 
multitasking operating system, OS/2 

as preemptive, 827 
multitasking with timer, 840- 844 
multithread runtime libraries, 

852-854 
multithreaded programming 

techniques, 826-866 
big-job problem, 828-840 
multithreaded solutions, 851-866 
overview, 827-828 

MUZZLE game, Microsoft, 685 

N 
name IDs, bitmap, 616-617 
named raster operations in 

PMGPl.H, 238-241 
names, printer, 871-872 
naming variables, Hungarian 

notation, 11 
NEWBTN file 

described, 597-598 
listed, 589-597 

NEWBTN library 
described, 815 
listed, 814 

NewBtnWndProc function, 
NEWBTN file, 597 

New Button, about boxes, 716-717 
Newman, James R., The World of 

Mathematics, 685 
Nls prefix, function groups, 11 
NMAKE program, make files, 1 7 
non-character keys, keyboards and 

codes, 437, 438 
non-Latin character fonts, font 

enumeration, 363 
non-message queue threads 

overview, 851- 852 
thinking threads, 865 

non-queued messages, 44-45 
non-standard page units, 312-313 
notification messages 

described, 84 
scroll bars, 113, 114 

NULL handles, defined, 24 
Num Lock key 

KC_ TOGGLE flag, 453 
virtual key codes, 450 

number pad, virtual key codes, 450 
numeric codes, keyboards and, 

436-438 
numeric formatting, text output, 

109-111 

0 
object libraries, dynamic link 

libraries, 801 
object modules, linking to library 

files, 18 
object windows, window families, 56 
oblique characters, defined, 343 
OLFBLOK program 

described, 409 
listed, 407-409 

OLFCLIP program 
described, 416 
listed, 417-419 

OLFDEMO files, listed, 368-369 
OLFDROP program 

described, 406-407 
listed, 405-406 

OLF files, listed, 359-362 
OLFJUST program 

described, 427- 428 
listed, 422-426 

OLFLINE program 
described, 403-404 
listed, 402-403 

OLFLIST program 
described, 372 
listed, 370- 372 

OLFREFL2 program 
described, 391 
listed, 390- 391 

OLFREFL program 
described, 387, 389 
listed, 388-389 

OLFROT2 program 
described, 397-398 
listed, 396-397 
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OLFROT program 
described, 386 
listed, 384-386 

OLFSHAD program 
described, 398, 400 
listed, 399-400 

OLFSHEAR program 
described, 394-395 
listed, 393-394 

OLFSJZE program 
described, 377 
listed, 375-377 

OLFSTRl program 
described, 380 
listed, 379-380 

OLFSTR2 program 
described, 383-384 
listed, 381-383 

OLFWJDE program 
described, 411-413 
listed, 410-411 

one-shot timers, 529 
one-tenth of second rule 

non-message queue threads, 851 
Presentation Manager, 828-829 

open clipboard, 771 
open path, defined, 287 
OpenDe fault Printer DC function 

PRINTCAL program, 894, 898 
PRJNTDC.C file, 879 

OpenDlg Proc function 
list boxes, 751-752 
text entry fields, 752 

operating systems, OS/2 as 
preemptive multitasking, 827 

ordering messages, 864-865 
ordinals, defined, 812 
origins, altering, 313- 314 
052386.LIB, linking libraries, 18 
OS/2 

device independence, 869-871 
dynamic link libraries, 799-824 
dynamic link libraries as 

extensions, 803-804 
history of, 5-7 
kernel, 5-6 
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kernel and keyboard, 438 
kernel message facility, 611 
kernel support of resources, 

609-610 
kernel versus Presentation 

Manager, 7 
Microsoft Windows and, 6-7, 827 
multitasking, 839-840 
multithreaded programming 

techniques, 826-866 
outline fonts, 345-346 
overview, 3-13 
as preemptive multitasking 

operating system, 827 
Presentation Manager. See 

Presentation Manager 
Print Manager, 871 
processes, 803 
processes and threads, 837 
routines and, 803-804 
timer problems, 844 
unqueued messages, 848-849 
Windows and, 6- 7 

OS2.1Nl 
default printers, 873 
printers, 8 71 
saving dialog box values, 736--737 

OS2.LIB, import library, 19 
OS2SYS.INI 

default printers, 873 
printers, 871 

OUTFONTS program 
described, 356 
listed, 351-356 

outline fonts, 339-430 
compared to raster fonts, 342 
creating and selecting, 356-358 
font files, 205-206 
hinted, 341-342 
OLFLINE program, 402-404 
OS/2 listed, 345-346 
problems and solutions, 341-342 

outlining paths, 288-289, 401 
overlapping windows, control 

windows, 561-562 
owners, control windows, 561- 562 
ownership relationships, frame 

windows, 71-72 

p 
page size 

page units and, 304-305 
significance of, 312 

page units 
drawing with, 173-174 
identifiers, PU prefix, 173-174, 

304-305,308-310 
nonstandard, 312-313 
page size and, 304-305 

page viewports 
device transform formulas, 

310-311 
overview, 307-310 

page-oriented graphics system, GP! 
as, 303 

PaintC/ient function 
OLFDEMOfiles, 370 
OLFLIST program, 372 

painting 
client windows, 46-52 
invalid rectangle only, 134-135 
WinBeginPaint& WinEndPaint 

functions, 50-51 
windows, PRlNTCAL program, 

896--897 
WM_PAINT message. See 

WM_PAINT message 
paragraph formatting, 419-430 
parameters 

creation, 729-731 
GP! functions, 103 
message, 36 

parametric equations, drawing 
curves, 154-155 

parent windows, 56--57 
parents, control windows, 561-562 
ParseFileName function, File Open 

dialog boxes, 7 49 
Paste command, 768 
path brackets, 287 
paths 

clipping and, 415-419 
creating, 287-288 
defined,287 

filling, 294-295, 413-415 
fonts and, 401-404 
modifying, 295 
outlining, 288-289, 401 
overview, 286-287 
required for geometric lines, 293 
stroking, 289, 401 

PATHS program 
described, 299-300 
listed, 2 96--299 

PATSYM prefix, pattern symbol 
identifiers, 179-180 

PATTDLG program 
described, 728-737 
listed, 721-728 

Pattern bitmap, GpiBitB/t function, 
238 

PatternD/gProc dialog box 
ClientWndProcfunction, 729-731 
radio buttons, 731-732 

patterned areas 
BA prefix, 185 
GP! primitives, 178-202 

patterns, customized, 270-275 
PATTERNS program 

described, 183 
listed, 180-183 

Pattern W ndProc function, check 
boxes, 733-734 

PC Bl OS, keyboard processes, 437 
pchCli pText pointer, getting text 

from clipboard, 771 
peeking at messages, single-thread 

solutions, 844- 848 
PeekMessage function, Microsoft 

Windows, 844-845 
peeking problems, BIGJOB3 

program, 851 
pels, as raster output, 145, 223 
PgUp & PgDn keys. See cursor 

movement keys 
physical printer names, 872 
picture construction, 319-320 
pixels 

color of, 275 
device independence and, 

165- 178 



device tranform formulas, 310-311 
drawing, 275 
metric conversion, 172- 173 
page view ports, 308-310 
as raster output, 145, 223 
transforms, 300 

PKUNZIP, installing disk files, 901 
plotters, bitmaps and, 224 
PM. See Presentation Manager 
PM BOOK, installing disk files, 901 
PMGPI.DLL, dynamic link 

libraries, 799- 800 
PMGPI.H 

BITMAPlNFOHEADER, 249 
named raster operations, 238-241 

PMWJN.DLL 
control windows, 558 
dynamic link libraries, 799-800 
window classes, 42 
window procedures, 38 

PMWIN.H 
class style bits, 7 3 
frame creation flags, 75-77 
message identifiers, 36 
mouse buttons and hit-testing, 

485-505 
MOUSEMSG macro, 4 77 
push buttons, 568 
virtual key codes, 449-451 
window style bits, 75 
WM_ CHAR messages, 439-440 

POEPOEM program 
described, 636, 643-644 
listed, 637-643 

point size, font, 106, 206, 357, 
366-367 

POINTER keyword, icons and 
pointers, 627 

pointer level incrementation, 
Wi11ShowPoi11ter function, 
497- 498 

pointer level value, Presentation 
Manager, 497 

pointers 
basics, 475-485 
compared to cursors, 456 

compared to mouse, 475- 476 
designing, 626 
identical to icons, 625 
overview, 625- 634 
POINTER keyword, 627 
position of, 476 
setting, 629-630 
size of, 476 
wait, 840, 866 

POINTL structures 
Bezier splines, 279 
BLOKOUTl program, 508 
BLOWUP program, 795-796 
character shear, 392 
CLOCK program, 553 
drawing curves with GpiPolyLi11e 

function, 153-154 
GpiBitBltfunction, 228-229, 

232-233 
GpiCharStri11gAtfunction, 108 
GpiQueryTextBox function, 378 
line drawing, 146-164 
numeric formatting, 111 
OLFROT program, 386 
ptl prefix, 146-147 
ScaleOutlineF011t function, 

365-366 
transforms, 300-301 

points, type, 344 
polygons, Bezier splines, 285 
POORMENU program 

described, 672-673 
listed, 669-672 

POPMENU program 
described, 678 
listed, 6 7 4- 67 8 

pop-up menus 
defined,647 
overview, 673-678 

position, scroll bar, 113-114 
post, defined, 45 
predefined window classes 

compared to styles and IDs, 
86-87 

control windows, 559-560 
overview, 77-78 
we prefix, 78, 560, 585 
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preemptive multitasking operating 
system, OS/2 as, 827 

presentation drivers 
overview, 870-871 
printer data strings, 874- 875 

Presentation Manager 
C Language overview, 9-12 
clipboard, 767-796 
device independence, 869-871 
DosGetResource function, 609-610 
dynamic link libraries, 799-824 
GPI primitives, 145-221 
graphical environment overview, 8 
header files overview, 10-11 
keyboard input,438 
keyboard overview, 435-436 
lengthy processing 

considerations, 881 
libraries and window procedures, 

813-818 
message-driven characteristic, 

35-36 
message queue threads, 851-852 
multitasking, 839-840 
multi threaded programming 

techniques, 826-866 
one-tenth of second rule, 828-829 
OS/2. SeeOS/2 
overview, 3-4 
pointer level value, 497 
Print Manager, 871 
programming overview, 9-13 
raster graphics, 223-275 
system bitmaps, 243-244 
terminating programs, 64 
timer, 523-554 
unqueued messages, 848-849 
user interface consistency, 8 
vector graphics, 145-221 
versus kernel, 7 
WYSIWYG display, 342 

presentation pages 
concept of, 303 
defined,301 

presentation spaces 
cached micro-PS, 101 
dipping areas, 415-419 
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device context, 101, 872-873 
different for source and target, 

235-236 
GpiBitBltfonction,227 
handling, 101 - 102 
overview, 100- 101 
painting and, 51 
windows and, 34--35 

pressing key action, 451-453 
Prf prefix, function groups, 12 
PrfQue1y ProfileData function, saving 

dialog box values, 736-737 
PrfQuery ProfileString function 

default printers, 873 
device context and presentation 

spaces, 873 
PRINTDC.C file, 879 
printer data strings, 87 4- 875 
printer device context structure 

field s, 876-877 
PrjWriteProfileData function, saving 

dia log box values, 736-737 
primitives, GPI overview, 145-221 
Print Manager, 871 
PRINTCAL program 

described, 8 79-882, 894--899 
listed, 882- 894 

PRINTDC.C file 
described, 879 
listed, 877-879 

PrintDlgBox function, PRINTCAL 
program, 897 

printer drivers. See presentation 
drivers 

printers.See also device context 
data strings, 8 74--875 
default, 873-874 
device independence, 869-871 
names, 871-872 

printing 
calendar thread, 881-882 
calendars, 879-899 
graphics and text, 868- 899 
spooling and, 871-879 

PrintThread function, PRINTCAL 
program, 898,899 

priority, message ordering, 864--865 
private window classes, defined, 42 
procedures dialog box, 713-715 
PROCESS.H, _beginthread 

function, 853-854 
processes 

dynamic link libraries, 802-803 
OS/2, 803 
threads and, 837 

processing considerations, lengthy, 
881 

program modules, .EXE files, 801 
program resources 

basic concepts, 608-615 
overview, 607-608 

programmer-defined resources, 
636-644 

programming 
device-independent, 96-111 
Presentation Manager, 9-13 

programming techniques, 
multithreaded. See 
multithreaded programming 
techniques 

programs 
adding icons to, 627-62 9 
terminating Presentation 

Manager, 64 
.PSF files, as non-standard Adobe 

file formats, 345 
ptl field, message structure, 3 6 
pt! prefix, POINTL structure 

variables, 146-147 
.PTR files, pointers, 626 
public window classes, defined, 42 
pull-down menus, 647 
PU prefix, page unit iden ti fie rs, 

173-174,304-305,308- 310 
push buttons 

about boxes, 716-717 
BUTTONSl program, 563-569 
defined, 562 
dialog boxes, 712-713 
WM_HELP message, 668 

PUZZLE game, Apple, 685 

Q 
QF prefix, font enumeration, 350 
QMSG variables, message loops, 37 
queued messages 

message-based architecture, 
836-837 

overview, 44--45 
serialization of user input, 838-839 
threads and, 851-852 
WEL program, 25-27 

quitting Pres en ta tion Manager 
programs, 64 

R 
radio buttons 

BS_AUTORADIOBUTTON , 733 
complex dialog boxes, 731-733 
cursor movement keys, 734-735 
described, 563 
DRA WLINE program, 569-577 
notification codes, BN prefix, 576 

range, scroll bar, 113-114, 132-133 
raster fonts, com pared to outline 

fonts,340-341,342 
raster graphics 

bit-block transfers, 236-241 
described, 145 
fonts, 205 
images, 217-221 
overview, 223-275 

raster operations 
color and, 241-242 
compared to WinDrawBitmap 

parameters, 248 
GPI and, 223-224 
named in PMGPI.H, 238-241 
ROP prefix, 236-241 

rasterization, defined, 341 
.RC files, resource scripts, 611 
readability, text, 339, 344 
rectangles, drawing, 162-164 
RECTL structures 

BLOWUP program, 795 
FREEMEM program, 540 
page viewports, 307-310 



recursion, window procedures, 839 
reentrancy 

multithread runtime library, 
852-853 

preventing peeking problems, 8 51 
reflected character strings, 386-389 
reflection transforms, 326-327 
registering window classes, 40, 

72-74 
RegisterN ew BtnC lass function 

BUTTONS2 program, 602 
NEWBTN file, 597 

releasing key action, 451-453 
repeat counts, scrolling, 453 
.RES files, resource compilers, 

613-615 
resetting timers, 530 
resizing windows, WM_PAlNT 

message, 50 
resolution, font, 206, 358, 365, 367 
RESOURCE program, listed, 

630-634 
resource-only libraries, dynamic 

link libraries, 818-824 
resources 

adding, 614 
basic concepts, 608-615 
bitmap, 615-625 
compilers, 613-615 
defined, 76, 607 

. IDs, 609-610 
overview, 607-608 
programmer-defined, 636-644 
resource-only libraries, 818-824 
scripts. See resource scripts 
string, 634-636 
types. See resource types 

resource scripts 
overview, 611 
referencing files in, 626-627 
SAMPLE.H file, 613 
SAMPLE.RCfile, 611-612 

resource types 
BSEDOS.H, 607-608 
IDs, IDT prefix, 643 
RT prefix, 607-608 

Resource Workshop 
bitmap resources, 615, 627 
dialog box templates, 706 

Return key, TYPEAW AY program, 468 
RGB color encoding, patterned 

areas, 195 
Right Arrow. See cursor movement 

keys 
right-Justifi.ed text, SYSV ALS3 

program, 130-132 
ROP prefix, raster operations, 

236-241 
RotatePoint function, CLOCK 

program, 554 
rotation, font, 384-387 
rotation transforms, overview, 

330-331 
rounding errors, font, 341 
routines, OS/2 and, 803-804 
R Tprefix, resource types, 607-608 
Rt Juste harStringt At function, right-

Justifie d text, 131-13 2 
RULER program 

described, 177-178 
listed, 174-176 

s 
SAA (Systems Application 

Architecture), 9 
sample code, legal use of, 902 
sample disk 

installing and using files, 9 01- 902 
list of files, 903-907 

SAMPLE.H, resource scripts, 613 
SAMPLE.MAK, compiling and 

adding resources, 615 
SAMPLE.RC, resource scripts, 

611-612 
sans-serif typefaces, Helvetica fonts, 

343 
Savage function 

BIGJOBI program, 835 
BlGJOB2 program, 840-844 
BlGJOB4 program, 854 
BlG{OBS program, 864 
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Save accelerator, F3 key, 657 
saving values, dialog boxes, 736-737 
SB_ENDSCROLL, scroll bar 

messages, 116 
SB_LlNEDOWN, scroll bar 

message, 12 3, 13 3 
SB_LlNEUP, scroll bar message, 

122-123, 133 
SBMP prefix, system bitmap 

identifiers, 243-244 
SBM_QUERYPOS message, slider 

position, 117 
SBM_QUERYRANGE, scroll bar 

message, 114 
SBM_SETPOS message 

COLORSCR program, 586 
slider position, 117 

SBM_SETSCROLLBAR, scroll bar 
message, 114 

SBM_SETTHUMBSlZE message, 
scroll bar range change, 133 

SB_PAGEOOWN, scroll bar 
message, 123, 133 

SB_PAGEUP, scroll bar message, 
123, 133 

SB_SLlDERPOSlTlON, scroll bars, 
115, 117, 123 

SB_SLlDERTRACK, scroll bars, 
115, 117, 133 

SBS_ VER, WELCOME4 program, 84 
ScaleOutlineFont function 

fixed-point fonts, 366-367 
font enumeration, 363, 364-366 
OLFLlNE program, 403-404 
OLFLlST program, 372 
reflected text strings, 386-389 
unequal heights and widths, 

372-373 
ScalePointfunction, CLOCK 

program, 553 
scaling fonts, 364-366, 373 
scaling transforms 

described, 306-307 
overview, 325-326 

scan codes, hardware, 437-438, 447 
SCP prefix, dipping areas, 416 
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screen color, icons and pointers, 626 
screen groups, defined, 5 
scripts, resource. See resource scripts 
scroll bars 

adding, 111-124 
described, 111- 112 
frame creation flags, 76 
horizontal messages, 116 
message processing, 116-117 
messages, WM prefix, 585 
MLS_ VSCROLL, 84 
notifi ca ti on messages, 113, 114 
processing messages, 585-587 
range change, 132- 133 
range and position, 113-114 
slider position, 117 
vertical, 112 
WC_SCROLLBAR, 78-86 

scroll-bar class, control windows, 
577-602 

scrolUng, repeat counts, 453 
scrolling windows, SYSV ALS3 

program, 133-134 
ScrollProc function, COLORSCR 

program, 587-588 
selecting fonts. See font enumeration 
semaphores, triggering threads, 

859-864 
send, defined, 45 
serialization of user input, 838-839 
serifs, font, 206 
setfmg pointers, 629-630 
shadow bitmaps 

described, 520 
memory device context, 270 

shadows 
character, 398-401 
drop-shadow fonts, 404-409 

shared memory block, preparing, 769 
shear 

character, 391-395, 397-398 
compared to angle, 392 
transforms, 327-330 

shift keys 
Cut and Paste accelerators, 768 
keyboards and codes, 437 
pressing and releasing action, 452 

Save accelerator, 657 
states, 453-454 
virtual key codes, 450, 451 

Shift-Tab keys, TYPEAWAY 
program, 468,470 

SHORTIFROMMP & 
SHORT2FROMMP macros 

scroll bars, 114 
sizing client windows, 99 

SHOWBIT program 
described, 824 
listed, 821-824 

sibling windows, 56-57 
Simonyi, Charles, Hungarian 

notation, 11 
sine curves, drawing, 153 - 155 
single-threads 

multitasking with timer, 840-844 
peeking at messages, 844- 851 

size 
character, 103-107 
page,304-305,312 

SIZEF structure 
font enumeration, 364 
PRJNTCAL program, 895-896 

SIZEL structure 
images, 217 
page size and page units, 304-305 
page units, 173-174 
PRINTCAL program, 896-897 

SizeTheWi'nd ow function, 
FREEMEM program, 540 

sizing borders 
client window, 98-100 
FCF _SIZEBORDER, 76 

SKETCH program 
described, 514, 519-520 
listed, 515-519 

Small1alk system, bit-block 
transfers, 224 

"Some Facts of Life," David J. 
Buckingham, 693 

Source bitmap, GpiBitBltfunction, 
237 

Source Coordinate Spaces, listed, 301 
space, break and character, 421-422 

spacebar, virtual key codes, 450 
SPIRAL program 

described, 157-158 
listed, 155-157 

splines 
Bezier, 277-286 
defined,278 

Spl prefix, function groups, 12 
spooling, printing and, 871-879 
spreadsheets, control windows, 557 
sprintf function, numeric 

formatting, 109- 111 
SPTR_WAIT, waitpointers,840 
SS_ TEXT identifier, COLORSCR 

program, 584 
standard windows. See also 

WinCreateStdWindow 
function 

defined, 55 
STARS program 

described, 152-153 
listed, 150-151 

STARFILL program 
described, 188-190 
listed, 186-188 

states 
obtaining keyboard, 455 
shift keys, 453-454 

static linking, object libraries, 801 
static text :;elds, HEAD program, 

750- 751 
STDIO.H header file, sprint/ 

function, 109 
straight lines, drawing, 147 
stretching 

bitmaps, 230-233 
character strings, 378-384 
images, 314 

string resources, 634-636 
strings 

character. See character strings 
message, 611 
printer data, 874-875 

STRINGTABLE block 
error messages, 636 
loading string resources, 635 



stroking 
fonts, 410-413 
paths, 289, 401 

structure fields, printer device 
context, 876- 877 

styles 
class, 73- 7 4 
compared to identifiers and 

classes, 86-87 
menu item, 656, 658-660 
window, 74-75 

subclassing, window, 587-588 
submenus,defined,647 
SUBMENU statements, defining 

menus, 655-657 
subpaths,defined,287 
switch construction 

menu messages, 661-662 
window procedures,39, 49 

switching child windows, 69 
symbol fonts, font enumeration, 

363-364 
synthesized fonts, defined, 345 
SYSMONO.FON, system 

monospaced fonts, 206 
system bitmaps, 243- 244 
system fonts 

default font, 104 
presentation spaces, 100-101 

system value identifiers, SYSVALS.H 
header file, 96 

Systems Application Architecture, 
Presentation Manager, 9 

SYSVALSl program 
described, 96-111 
listed, 92-96 
problem with, 111 

SYSVALS2 program 
described, 121-124 
listed, 117- 121 
WM_PAJNT processing, 124 

SYSVALS3 program 
described, 130-135 
listed, 125-130 

SYSVALS.H header file, system 
value identifiers, 96 

SYSVALS program, listed, 136-142 

T 
Tab key 

input focus, 587 
menu items, 657 
TYPEAWAY program, 468, 470 
virtual key codes, 450 

tab stops, complex dialog boxes, 
734-735 

tables, keyboard accelerator, 668 
TAQUIN program, listed, 686-693 
target files, make files, 17 
templates 

dialog box, 706 
HEXCALC program, 760 

terminating Presentation Manager 
programs, 64 

text 
aligning, 420-421 
centering, 712 
color, 201, 205 
entry fields, 752 
getting from clipboard, 770-771 
GPI primitives, 202- 215 
justified, 420-430 
output, 90-142 
placing in clipboard, 769-770 
printing, 868-899 _ 
readability of, 339, 344 
right-justified, 130- 132 
static fields, 750-751 
strings. See character strings 
title bar, 64 
transferring with clipboard, 

768-782 
window, 597-598 

thinking threads, 865 
THREADPARAMS structure, 

PRlNTCAL program, 898, 899 
threads 

category overview, 851- 852 
handshaking, 858 
lengthy processing jobs, 881 
multi-. See multithreaded 

programming techniques 
printing, 881-882 
processes and, 837 
single-, 840-851 
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thinking, 865 
triggeringwith semaphores, 

859-864 
three-dimensional effects, character 

strings, 398-400 
ti me field, message structure, 36 
timers, 523-554 

basics of, 524 
BIGJOB2 problems, 844 
cursors and, 532 
imprecision of, 528 
limited availibility of, 528- 529 
long-term, 529- 530 
multiple, 531 
multitasking with, 840-844 
necessity of, 523- 524 
one-shot, 529 
posted, 531-532 
resetting time, 530 
uncommon method of use, 

532-533 
TIMES.FON, font files, 205-206 
Times font, as newspaper or 

magazine font, 343 
title bar text, multiple top-level 

windows,64 
title bar window, window 

procedures, 38 
title bars, FCF_ TITLEBAR, 76 
toggle keys 

KC_ TOGGLE flag, 453 
keyboards and codes, 436 
virtual key codes, 451 

top-level menus, defined, 647 
top-level windows 

defined,56 
multiple, 58-63 

TRACKINFO structure, BLOWUP 
program, 795-796 

tracking and capturing, 505- 520 
transfers, bit-block, 224- 243 
transformation matrix, 320-322 
transform fonctions, matrix, 334 
transforms 

device, 306-307, 310-311 
linear, 322 
listed, 301 
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overview, 300 
picture contruction, 319-320 
reflection, 326-327 
rotation, 330-331 
scaling, 306-307, 325-326 
shear, 327-330 
translation, 302, 306, 323-324 

unity, 301 
windowing, 302-303 
world coordinate spaces, 300-301 

TranslatePoint function, CLOCK 
program, 553 

translation transforms 
defined, 302, 306 
overview, 323-324 

triggering threads, semaphores, 
859-864 

twips, defined, 174, 305 

TXTBOX prefix, GpiQueryTextBox 
function, 378 

TYPEAWAY program 

dead keys and foreign language 
keyboards, 4 70--472 

described, 457, 467-470 
listed, 458-467 

typefaces. See also fonts 

names compared to attributes, 
346-347 

outline fonts, 343-344 
type familjes, outline fonts, 343-344 

type points, outline fonts, 344 

u 
UNISURF program, Bezier splines, 

278 
units, page. Seepage units 
unity transforms, defined, 301 
unqueued messages, 836-837, 

848-849 
Up Arrow. See cursor movement 

keys 
Update Time function, DIGCLOCK 

program, 546 
user input, serialization of, 838-839 
user interface, Presentation 

Manager, 8 

v 
values, saving dialog box, 736-737 
variable narnjng, Hungarian 

notation, 11 
vector graphics 

fonts, 205-206 
GPI and, 223 
overview, 145-221 

vertical shears, shear transforms, 
327-330 

VGA 
fixed-point fonts, 366-367 
font resolution, 358, 365, 367 

video displaydrivers. See display 
drivers 

viewports, page, 307-310 
Vio prefix, function groups, 11 
virtual key codes 

described, 438, 447, 449- 451 
VK prefix, 449-451 

virtual keys, processing, 448-451 

VK prefix, virtual key codes, 449- 451 

w 
W program, do-nothing program, 

15-20 
wait pointers 

multi threaded solutions, 866 
SPTR_ WAIT, 840 

WC prefix, predefined window 
classes, 78, 560, 585 

WC_BUTTON 
button class, 562-577 
WELCOME4 program, 78- 86 

WC_MLE, WELCOME4 program, 

78-86 
WC_SCROLLBAR, WELCOME4 

program, 78- 86 
WE program, anchor block handle, 

20-25 
WEB program 

described, 4 79, 482-485 
listed, 479-482 

WEL program, message queue 
program, 25-27 

WELC program, window program, 

28-31 
WELCO program, message loop 

program, 31-39 
WELCOM program, client window 

program, 40- 45 
WELCOME program 

one-tenth of second rule, 829 

painting client windows, 46-52 
WELCOME2 program, multiple 

top-level windows, 58-63 
WELCOME3 program, children of 

client windows, 64- 71 
WELCOME4 program, child 

control windows, 78-86 

Wheels, Life, and Other 
Mathematical Amusements, 
Martin Gardner, 693 

width 
character, I 0 5 
unequal font, 372-373 

Win prefix, function groups, 11 
WinAddltemsToSyM enu function, 

HEXCALC2 program, 780 
W i11Begi11Pai 11 tfunction 

cached micro-PS handles, 102 

described, 50-51 
presentation spaces, 872 
PRINTCAL program, 896 

WinCalcFrameRect function, 
FREEMEM program, 540 

Wi11Ca11celShutdow11 function, 
PRINTCAL program, 899 

Wi11CheckButto11 macro 
check boxes, 733-734 
radio buttons, 732 

WinCloseClipbrd function 
getting text from clipboard, 

770-771 
HEXCALC2 program, 780 
open clipboard, 771 
placing text in clipboard, 769-770 
transferring bitmaps with 

clipboard, 783 



transferring bitmaps from 
clipboard to programs, 783 

WinCreateAccelT able function, 
HEXCALC2 program, 780 

WinCreateCursorfunction, cursor 
usage,456-457, 469-470 

WinCreateMsgQueue function 
message queues, 27 
message queue threads, 8 51 

WinCreateStdWindow function 
adding icons, 628-629 
availibility of timers, 528-529 
child windows, 68 
described, 28-31, 34-35, 40, 43 
dynamiclink libraries, 801 
FREEMEM program, 540 
including menus in windows, 660 
menu creation, 647 
overview, 55-58, 74-77 
scroll bars, 112-113 
unqueued messages, 836-837 

Win.Create Window function 
child IDs, 562 
control windows, 558, 559, 561 
described, 77 
DRAWLINE program, 574 
hit-testing with child windows, 

502-503 
WELCOME4 program, 78-86 

WinDejDlgProc function, dialog 
procedures, 714-715 

WinDejWindow Proc function 
button messages, 487 
described, 39, 45 
menu exit command, 666-667 
painting, S 1 
WM_MOUSEMOVE message 

default processing, 478-479 
WinDestroyCursor function, cursor 

usage, 457, 469 
WinDestroyMsgQueue function 

handshaking, 859 
non-message queue threads, 851 

WinDestroyPointer function 
drawing icons, 629 
setting pointers, 630 

iVinDestroyWindow function 
child windows, 71 
described, 28 
handshaking, 859 
non-message queue threads, 852 
window families, 57 

winding mode, patterned areas, 
186, 188-190 

WinDismissDlg function, dialog 
procedures, 714-715, 
715-716, 730 

WinDispatchMsg function 
BIGJOB3 program, 848 
described, 38 
message loops, 850 
unqueued messages, 849 

iVi11DlgBoxfunction 
dialog box windows, 715-716, 

729 
modeless dialog boxes, 753-762 
PRINTCAL program, 897 

window classes 
predefined. See predefined 

window classes 
registering, 40, 72-74 

window procedures 
libraries and, 813-818 
non-message queue threads, 852 
overview, 38-39 
recursion, 839 
unqueued messages, 849 

window styles 
defined, 74-75 
parameters, 560-561 
WS prefix, 75, 584 

windowing transforms, 302-303 
windows 

active, 454-455 
anatomy of, 34-35 
capture, S 10 
child. See child windows 
class style bits, 73 
classes. See window classes 
control. See control windows 
creating HEXCALC, 761 
creating main with WinLoadDlg 

function, 753 
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defined, 28 
dialog box, 715-716 
drawing based on size of, 165 
family of, 56-58 
focus, 454-455 
including menus in, 660 
MDI (Multiple Document 

Interface) convention, 68 
Microsoft, 6-7, 827 
multiple top-level, 58-63 
overlapping, 561-562 
painting, 896-897 
procedures. Seewindow 

procedures 
resizing, SO 
scrolling, 133-134 
standard. See 

WinCreateStdWindow 
function 

styles. See window styles 
subclassing, 587-588 
text, 597-598 
WELC program, 28-31 

WinDrawBitmap function 
LOADBMP2 program, 625 
overview, 246-248 
parameters compared to raster 

operations, 248 
WinDrawBitmap funtion, BITCA Tl 

program, 258 
WinDraw Borderfunction, hit-testing 

with child windows, 504 
WinDrawPointer function, drawing 

icons, 629 
Wi nDrawText function 

described, 51-52 
DIGCLOCK program, 546 

WinEmptyClipbrd function 
HEXCALC2 program, 780 
placing text in clipboard, 769-770 
transferring bitmaps with 

clipboard, 783 
WinEndPaint function 

cached micro-PS handles, 102 
described, 50-51 
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Wi11FillRect function 
checked menu items, 664 
COLORSCR program, 577, 587 
COLORS program, 199 
timer program, 527 

Wi11GetC11rre11tTime function 
BIGJOBl program, 835 
long-term timers, 530 

WinGetKeyState function 
BLOKOUTl program, 510 
keyboard states, 455 
mouse button usage, 486 

WinGetMsgfunction 
BIGJOB3 program, 848 
compared to WinPeekMsg 

function, 844 
described, 37-38 
message loops, 850 
unqueued messages, 837 

WinGetPS function 
bitmap creation, 253 
cached micro-PS handles, 103 
presentation spaces, 872 

WinGetSysBitmap function, system 
bitmaps, 243-244 

WinI nitialize function 
BIGJOB4 program, 858 
described, 20-25 
printer device context, 875-876 

Wini nvalidateRect function 
checked menu items, 663-664 
COLORSCR program, 586 
DRAWLINE program, 577 
SYSVALS2 program, 123-124 
timer program, 527 

WinLoadD/g function 
HEXCALC program, 761 
main window creation, 753 

WinLoadPointer function, drawing 
icons, 629 

Wi11LoadString function, loading 
string resources, 635 

Wi11LockVisRegions fnnction, 
BLOWUP program, 796 

WinMapWindowPoints function 
mouse emulation, 499 
windowing transforms, 302 

Wir10pe11Clipbrd function 
getting text from clipboard, 

770-771 
HEXCALC2 program, 780 
open clipboard, 771 
placing text in clipboard, 769-770 
transferring bitmaps with 

clipboard, 783 
transferring bitmaps from 

clipboard to programs, 783 
WinOpen Window DC function 

device context, 166, 873 
PRINTCAL program, 896 

WinPeekMsg function 
BIGJOB3 program, 848 
HEXCALC2 program, 781-782 
message loops, 850 
single-thread solutions, 844-848 
unqueued messages, 849 

WinPopupMenu function, pop-up 
menus,674,678 

WrrJPostMsg function 
BIGJOB4 program, 854 
described, 45 
non-message queue threads, 852 
PRINTCAL program, 899 

WinPtlnRect function, NEWBTN 
file, 598 

WinQuery Bitmap/ nfoH eader 
function, BLOWUP 
program, 794-795 

WinQueryC/ipbrdData function 
getting text from clipboard, 

770-771 
transferring bitmaps from 

clipboard to programs, 783 
WinQueryC/ipbrdFmt/nfo function, 

open clipboard, 771 
Win Query FontM etrics function, 

GRAFMENU program, 
683-684 

WinQueryMsgPos function, pointer 
position, 477 

WinQueryPointerPos function 
mouse emulation, 498 
pointer position, 476, 484 

WinQuerySysPointer function, wait 
pointers, 840 

WinQ11erySysVa/11e function 
avajlibility of timers, 528-529 
COLORSCR program, 584 
icons and pointers, 626 
mouse buttons and hit-testing, 

485-505 
pointer size, 476 
text display, 91-96 

WinQueryWindow function 
child windows, 71, 86 
window families, 57 

WinQueryWindowRect function 
checked menu items, 664 
described, 51 
hit-testing with child windows, 504 
sizing client windows, 98-100 
timer program, 527 
WELCOME4 program, 82 

WinQueryWindowText function 
HEXCALC2 program, 780 
NEWBTN file, 598 

WinQueryWindowUShort function, 
hit-testing with child 
windows, 504 

WinRegisterC/ass function 
described, 40 
overview, 72-74 

WinReleasePS function, cached 
micro-PS handles, 103 

Wi nScrol/W ind ow function, 
SYSVALS3 program, 134 

WinSendD/g/ternMsg !'unction, 
radio buttons, 732 

WinSendMsg function 
checked menu items, 663-664 
control windows, 558-559 
described, 45 
enabling and disabling menu 

items, 666 
message loops, 850 
non-message queue threads, 852 
radio buttons, 732 
unq ueued messages, 837, 848-849 



WinSetAcce/Table function, 
HEXCALC2 program, 780 

WinSetActiveWindow function, 
button messages, 487 

WinSetCapture function, mouse 
capture, 510-514 

WinSetC/ipbrdData function 
HEXCALC2 program, 780 
placing text in clipboard, 769-770 
transferring bitmaps with 

clipboard, 783 
WinSetD/gltemText function, static 

text fields, 751 
WinSetFocus function 

COLORSCR program, 588 
WM_INITDLG message, 735 

WinSetPointer function 
wait pointers, 840 
WM_MOUSEMOVE message, 479 

WinSetPointerPos function, mouse 
emulation, 499 

WinSetWindowPos function 

FREEMEM program, 540 
push buttons, 567, 569 

WinSetWindow Ptr function 
child windows, 71 
NEWBTN file, 597 

WinSetWindowT ext function, 
NEWBTN file, 598 

WinSet Wind owU Short function, hi!
testing with child windows, 
504 

WinShowCursor function, cursor 
usage, 457, 469 

WinShow Pointer function, pointer 
level incrementation, 
497-498 

WinStartTimer function 
availibility of timers, 528-529 
BEEPER! program, 526-528 
BIGJOB2 program, 840- 844 
multiple timers, 5 31 
resetting timer, 530 
uncommon method of use, 

532-533 

WinStopTimer function 
availibility of timers, 529 
multiple timers, 531 
uncommon method of use, 533 

WinSubc/assWindow function, 
COLORSCR program, 
587-588 

WinTerminate function 
BIGJOB4 program, 858 
described, 20-25 

WinTrackRect function 
BLOWUP program, 795 
mouse capture program, 514 

Win WindawFromID function, radio 
buttons, 732 

WM prefix 
button messages, 486-487 
control windows, 559 
scroll bar messages, 585 

WM_BUTTONlDOWN message, 
hit-testing with child 
windows, 504 

WM_ CHAR flags, KC prefix, 
439-440,445-446,447-449, 
451-454, 470-472 

WM_ CHAR message, 439-454 
active windows and focus 

windows, 454-455 
HEXCALC2 program, 780-781 
keyboard messages, 135-136 
keyboard states, 455 
TYPEAWAY program, 4 70 
virtual keys and characters, 

448- 451 
WM_ CLOSE message, menu exit 

command,666-667 
WM_COMMAND message 

BIGJOBl program, 835-836 
BIGJOB3 program, 848 
checked menu items, 662-664 
HEXCALC2 program, 780, 781 
LIFE program, 702 
menu messages, 660-662 
NEWBTN file, 598 
PRINTCAL program, 897 
push buttons, 568-569 
unq ueued messages, 837, 848- 849 
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WM_CONTROL message 
BS_AUTORADIOBUTTON, 733 
DRAWLINE program, 575-576 
PRINTCAL program, 897 
text entry fields, 752 

WM_CREATE message 
BIGJOB5 program, 863 
COLORSCR program, 583 
cursor usage, 457 
described, 45, 49 
DRAWLINE program, 574 
loading bitmaps, 622-625 
NEWBTN file, 597-598 
obtaining character size, l 06-107 
PRINTCAL program, 896 
programmer-defined resources. 

643-644 
push buttons, 566 
SKETCH program, 519 

WM_DESTROY message 
cursor usage, 457 
described, 45, 49 
handshaking, 859 
HEXCALC2 program, 780 
LOADBMP2 program, 625 

WM_DO_SOMETHING message, 
message loops, 850 

WM_HELP message, 667-668 
WM_HSCROLL, notification 

message, 113, 114, l 16 
WM_INITDLG message, dialog 

procedures, 735 
WM_INITMENU message 

BIGJOB5 program, 863 
enabling and disabling menu 

items, 665-666 
open clipboard, 771 

WM_MOUSEMOVE message 
default processing, 478-479 
pointer position, 477-478 
processing, 479-485 
setting pointers, 630 

WM_PAINT message 
cached micro-PS handles, 102 
CS_SYNCPAINT, 74 
cursor usage, 469 
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HEAD program, 749-750 
hit-testing with child windows, 504 
LOADBMP2 program, 625 
as Low-priority, 484 
message ordering, 864-865 
numeric formatting, 110 
overview, 49-50 
painting only invalid rectangle, 

134-135 
PRJNTCAL program, 896, 897 
processing, 50- 51 
programmer-defined resources, 

643-644 
sizing windows, 107 
SKETCH program, 520 
SYSVALS2 program, 124 

WM_ QUIT message 
BIGJOB3 program, 848 
described, 37 
HEXCALC2 program, 782 
menu exit command, 666-667 
PRINTCAL program, 899 

WM_SETFOCUS message 
active windows and focus 

windows, 455 
serialization of user input, 839 
TYPEAWAY program, 468-469 
unqueued messages, 849 

WM_SIZE message 
coordinate conversions, 305-306 
cursor usage, 457, 469 
DRAWLINE program, 574 
PRJNTCAL program, 896 
push buttons, 567 
RULER program, 177 
scroll bar range change, 132-133 
sizing client windows, 98-99 

WM_ TIMER message 
BEEPERl program, 524-528 
BEEPER2 program, 533-536 
BIGJOB2 program, 840- 844 
cursors and, 532 
imprecision of, 528 
message ordering, 864-865 
multitasking, 839-840 
one-shot timers, 529 
timer problems, 844 

WM_VSCROLL 
notification message, 113, 

114-115 
SYSVALS2 program, 122-123 
SYSVALS3 program, 133-134 

WndProc function, BLOKOUTl 
program, 508 

word processing, character and 
paragraph formatting, 
419-430 

wordwrap, ML5_ WORDWRAP, 84 
world coordinate spaces, 

transforms, 300-301 
The World of Mathematics, James R. 

Newman,685 
WS prefix, window styles, 75, 584 
WS_GROUP, diaLogboxes, 734- 735 
WS_ TABS TOP, dialog boxes, 

734- 735 
WS_VISIBLE, WELCOME4 

program,83 
WYSIWYG display, Presentation 

Manager, 342 







Let Windows Sources show you how you can maximize the 
rewards of using Microsoft® Windows.™ 

WindONs Sources is your monthly source of inside user tips and 
tricks ... exclusive expert guidance ... leading-edge technical 
information ... benchmark test results- plus detailed data on how to 
choose and use the best Windows products. 

Start your subscription now and get the next 12 issues (that's one 
full year) for only $16.94. You save 52% off the annual cover price. 

What more, you'll receive exclusive FREE software - "1001 
Windows Hints & Tips." This all-new, deluxe collection of tips, tricks 
and solutions shows you how to work smarter, faster and better in 
Windows! FREE with your paid subscription. 

CALL TOLL FREE TO SUBSCRIBE 

1-800-385-3414 
To quality tor 1hese special savings, mention 

1his code to the customer Service Rep
resentative who answers your cal: 4ZZ4 

Savings based on annual cover price of $35.40; blt;iC one year subscription $27.94. Canada and foreign add$16.00. U.S.fundsonly. Canadian GST included. Please allow 30 
days for shipment of first issue. FREE disk will be sent upon payment. 

It's Software For Your Brain. 
Get and keep your system up and 
running with PC Magazine. Every issue 
gives you in-depth product reviews ... 
comprehensive 
evaluations ... benchmark test results 
from PC Labs ... news about emerging 
trends and new technologies ... on-target 
buying tips ... and a lot more. 

Act now and get one year - that's 22 
big, fact-packed issues - for just 
$29.97. You save 66% off the 
newsstand price. 

Plus, your paid subscription gets you the 
"PC Magazine Utilities Library" -
3 disks loaded with 146 power-utilities 
for DOS and Windows'~ 

CALL TOLL FREE TO SUBSCRIBE 

1-800-289-0429 
To qualify tor these speclal savings, muntion lllls 
code to Ille Cllslomer Service Represen-talive 
who answers your call: 4ZZ4 

Savings based on annual cover price of $86.90; basic one year subscription $49.97. Canada and foreign add $36.00. U.S. funds only. 
Canadian GSTinculded. Please allow 30 days for shipment of first issue. FREE disks will be sent upon payment· 



Ima ination. 
Innova ion. Insight. 
The How It Works Series from Ziff-Davis Press 

" ... a magnificently seamless integration of text and graphics ... " 
Larry Blasko, The Associated Press, reviewing PC/Compttting How Compurers Work 

How to Use Your Computer No other books bring computer 
technology to life like the How It 
Works series from Ziff-Davis Press. 
Lavish, full-color illustrations and 
lucid text from some of the world's 
top computer commentators make 

Conquer computerphobia and see 
how this inhicate machine truly 
makes life easier. Dozens of full-color 
graphics showcase the components of 
the PC and explain how to interact 

HOW TO USE 
YOUR COMPUTER 

How It Works books an 
exciting way to explore 
the inner workings of 
PC technology. 

PC/Computilg 
..--------~ How Computers Work 

A worldwide blockbuster 
that hit the general trade 
bestseller lists! 
PC/Computing magazine 
executive editor Ron 
White dismantles the 
PC and reveals what 
really makes it tick. 

..._,_ _____ ___, How Networks Work 
ISBll: 129-3 Prke: S24.Y5 Two of the most 
respected names in connectivity showcase the 
PC network, illustrating and 
explaining how each component 
does its magic and how they all fit 
together. 

How Macs Work 

~--------, with them. 

HOW 
MACS WORK 

r ,,., "'""n' .1 ---·---
All About Computers 
This one-of-a-kind visual 
guide for kids features 
numerous full-color 
illustrations and photos 
on every page, combined 
with dozens of interactive 
projects that reinforce 
computer basics, making 

._JSB-N:-14_6'-_3 Pri- .re:- . S-24-.9-5 --~ this an exciting way to 
team all about the world 
of computers. 

How To Use Word 
h\akeWonl 6.0 for'Mndow! Wotidur Yoo! 

A uniquely visual 
approach puts the basics 
of Microsoft's latest 
Windows-based word 
processor right before 
your eyes. Colorful 

ISBN: 184-6 examples invite you to 
Price-.Sl7.9S begirwroducing a variety 
of documents, quickly and easily. 
Truly innovative! 

How To Use Excel Mo1<.ec1~s.01orw.m...w"kforY001 

ISBN: 155·2 Pri<e:S22.95 

Covering the latest version of Excel, ISBN: l 85-4 Prire: S\7.95 

A fun and fascinating voyage to 
the heart of the Macintosh! Two 
noted MacU ser contributors cover 
the spectrum of Macintosh 
operations from startup to 
shutdown. ._ISB-N.-· 13-3.-1flic--.-e:5-24-_9-5 __ ____, this visually impressive resource guides beginners to 

How Softwll'e Works 
This daz.Zl.inglyillustrated volume from Ron White peeks 

inside the PC to show in full-color how software 
breathes life into the PC. Covers Windows™ and 
all major software categories. 

spreadsheet fluency through a full-color graphical 
approach that makes powerful techniques seem 
plain as day. Hands-on "Try It" sections give you 
a chance to sharpen newfound skills. 

Available af oll fine booksrores or '1y ail!ing 1·800-688-0«a, ext. 100. 

0 1994 Ziff-Divis Press 
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Fight Instant 
Obsolescence 

•Co..-.; the full gamut 
oflnt::11pen6lve upgrade 
t1olutfone; fur memory, 
etorager, vJdeo. printers, 
telec;ommunlcations. 
and muc;h moro 

• Contahis;: "What- to Look 
for When You Shop" 
Information Miutts that 
a-ummarize feattres tc 
lookh:lrand quoe;.tlone 
to aek when you a re 
tea.d.y to make an 

uperadepurc:haae 

•for anyone who want9 
more fTom t-helr PC 

CONTAINS 

Is your computer wilting 
under the memory demands 
of Windows™? These days 
some PCs are practically 
obsolete by the time you get 
them home! The good news 
is best-selling author Dale 
Lewa11en is here to show you 
how to turn that aging 
workhorse of a PC into a 
blazingly fast racehorse, 
eager to run today's high

perf Ormance software and 
peripherals. In This Old PC 
you'111earn step-by-step how 
easy and inexpensive it can 
be to upgrade your system 
for years of added 
performance. Plus you'11 
get a disk that contains 
programs to te11 you what's 

Retail Price: $29.95 ISBN: 1-56276-108-0 d inside your computer an 
utilities for upgrading your system through software. To ensure you 
have a11 the necessary facts to make an upgrade purchase, "How to 
Buy" information sheets that summarize features to look for and 
questions to ask at the store are also included. 

Available at all fine bookstores, or by calling 
1-800-688-0448, ext. 109. 

f.41@:0•f·V4f.i 



FOR THOSE 

ISBN: 1-56276-150-1 
PRICE: $19.95 

CHOICES. 

Negotiaring today's crowded hardware scene isn'r easy. That's why PC Magazine 
and John C. Dvorak have teamed up to produce PC Magazine 1994 Computer Buyer's 
Guide. Ir's your one-stop source for unbiased analyses and easy-to-read co~parison charts 
for hundreds of PCs, monitors, primers, inpur devices, and modems, all benchmark
tested in rhe world's mosr modern computer research faciliry. 

Combining rhe latest laboratory results from PCMagazinewirh Dvorak's no
holds-barred commentary; PC Magazine 1994 Computer Buyer's Guide is an 
indispensable shopper's companion rhat will save you money and help you find the 
hardware thar meets your computing needs. 

AVAILABLE AT ALL flNE BOOKSTORES 
OR BY CALLING t-800-688-0448. EXT 110. 



The Quick and Easy 

r."1 Teaches 
rEil Wortfrafect 

6.0 

..... 
" 

Waytoleam. 
ISBN: 1-56276-100-5 
Price: sn.95 

~ Teaches 
fE!J Word 6.0 

for Windows 

W know that PC Learning Labs 
books are the fastest and easiestway to 
learn because years have been spent 
perfecting them. Beginners will find 
practice sessions that are easy to follow 
and reference information that is easy to 
find. Even the most computer-shy 

ISBN: 1•56276_105_6 readers can gain confidence faster than 
Price: $22.95 h h h "bl ISBN: 1_56276_139•0 ·-- t ey ever t oug t possI e. 

Tiie time we spent ~::i::i·:g thi~~ series translates into time saved for you. You can feel 

confident that the information is accurate and presented in a way that allows you to 
learn quickly and effectively. 

ISBN: 1-56276-122-6 
PriceS22.95 

lSBN: 1-56276-134-X 
Price: S22_95 

ISBN: 1-56276-154-4 
l'ticc: S22.95 

ISBN: 1-56276°176-5 
Prico: 522.95 

ISBN: 1-56276·120-2 
Price: S22. 95 

ISSN: 1-56276-138-2 
Price: S22. 95 

ISBN: 1-56276-148-X 
Pric" $22.95 

ISBN: 1-56276-074-2 
Price: $22.95 

[;ii Teache5 

i@cc:Mail 

ISBN: 1-56276-135-8 
Pric" 522.95 

ISBN: 1-56276-033-5 
Prict: $22.95 

ISBN. 1-56276-020·3 
Price: $22.95 

ISBN: 1-56276-051-3 
Prie<: $22.95 

Also availabJ..: Titles featur ing new versions of Excel, 1-2-3, Aa:css, 
Microsofr Project, Ami Pro, and new applicarions, pending software 
release. Call 1-800-688·0448 for ride updare information. 

Available at all fine bookstores, or by 
calling 1-800-688-0448, ext. 103. 





Ziff-Davis Press Survey of Readers 

Please help us in our effort to produce the best books on personal computing. 
For your assistance, we would be pleased to send you a FREE catalog 

featuring the complete line of Ziff-Davis Press books. 

1. How did you first learn about this book? 

Recommended by a friend .. .. ... ........ 0 .1 (5l 

Recommended by store personnel ......... 0 -2 

Saw in Ziff-Davis Press catalog .. . ... ...... 0 .3 

Received advertisement in the mail ........ 0 .4 

Saw the book on bookshelf at store . . . . .... 0 -s 

Read book review in: _______ 0 -6 

Saw an advertisement in: 0 _, 
Other (Please specify): _______ O -s 

2. Which THREE of the following factors most 

influenced your decision to purchase this book? 
(Please check up to THREE.) 

Front or back cover information on book ... D -1 (6l 

Logo of magazine affiliated with book ...... D - 2 

Special approach to the content ........... D -3 

Completeness ofcontent . .. .... . .. ....... D -4 

Author's reputation . .. .... .. ............ D -5 

Publisher's reputation . . ... . ........ ... . . 0 -6 

Book cover design or layout .............. D -7 

Index or table of contents ofbook ......... D -s 

Price of book ......................... . D -9 

Special effects, graphics, illustrations . ... . .. D -o 

Other (Please specify): D -x 

3. How many computer books have you purchased 
in the last six months? <1-10J 

4. On a scale of l to 5, where 5 is excellent, 4 is 
above average, 3 is average, 2 is below average, and 
1 is poor, please rate each of the following aspects 
of this book below. (Please circle your answer.) 

Depth/completeness of coverage 5 4 3 2 (11) 

Organization of material 5 4 3 2 (12) 

Ease of finding topic 5 4 3 2 {13) 

Special features/time saving tips 5 4 3 2 (14) 

Appropriate level of writing 5 4 3 2 (15) 

Usefulness of table of contents 5 4 3 2 (16) 

Usefulness of index 5 4 3 2 (17) 

Usefulness of accompanying disk 5 4 3 2 (18) 

Usefulness of illustrations/graphics 5 4 3 2 (19) 

Cover design and attractiveness 5 4 3 2 (ZO} 

Overall design and layout of book 5 4 3 2 (21) 

Overall satisfaction with book 5 4 3 2 (22) 

5. Which of the following computer publications 
do you read regularly; that is, 3 out of 4 issues? 

Byte .................................. 0 -1 (23l 

Computer Shopper ... . ..... . ........... D .2 

Corporate Computing . ... . . ............ 0 .3 

Dr. Dobb's Journal ..................... 0 -4 

LAN Magazine ....... .. ... ............. 0 -5 

MacWEEK ..................... ....... 0 -6 

MacUser ..... .................. ..... .. D -7 

PC Computing .. ........ ....... .. ... .. . 0 -s 

PC Magazine ... ... ....... . ............ D -9 

PCWEEK ............................. 0 .o 

Windows Sources . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D -x 

Other (Please specify): D -r 

Please turn page. 
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6. What is your level of experience with personal 
computers? With the subject of this book? 

8. What is your age? 
Under 20 .............................. 0 .1 (27l ~ 

With PCs With subject of book 

Beginner .............. . D -I (24) D -I {25) 

Intermediate .......... . D -2 D -2 

Advanced ............. . D -3 D -3 

7. Which of the following best describes your job title? 
Officer (CEO/President/VP/owner) ........ D -1 (26) 

Director/head . . ......... . ............ . . 0 .2 

Manager/supervisor ...... .............. . 0 -3 

Administration/staff. ...... . .. ..... .... .. 0 -4 

Teacher/educator/trainer .... ...... ....... 0 -5 

Lawyer/doctor/medical professional. ....... 0 -6 

Engineer/technician ....... .. ........... . D -7 

Consultant. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 -8 

Not employed/student/retired . . ... ... ... .. 0 -9 

Other (Please specify): 0 .o 

Fold here to mail. 

21-29 ................................. D .2 

30-39 ................................. D -3 

40-49 ........... __ .................... D -4 

50-59 .......... . ..... ... .............. D -s 

60 or over. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D -ti 

9. Are you: 
Male .. .. . .. .... .. ......... .... .. ... ... D -I (28) 

Female ....... ... .......... .. .. .. ..... . D .2 

Thank you for your assistance with this important 

information! Please write your address below to 
receive our free catalog. 

N"ame: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Address: ______________ _ 

City/State/Zip: ___________ _ 

1234-08-05 

--------------------------------------------------------------~,-,-,,--------------~~~~~~----! 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMrT NO. 1612 OAKLAND.CA 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE 

Ziff-Davis Press 
5903 Christie Avenue 
Emeryville, CA 94608-1925 
Attn: Marketing 
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• TO RECEIVE 51/4-INCH DISK(S) 

The Ziff-Davis Press software contained on the 3112-inch disk 
included with this book is also available in 51/4-inch format. If you 
would like to receive the software in the 51/4-inch format, please 
return the 3112-inch disk with your name and address to: 

Disk Exchange 
Ziff-Davis Press 
5903 Christie Avenue 
Emeryville, CA 94608 



• END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT 

READ THIS AGREEMENT CAREFULLY BEFORE BUYING THIS BOOK. BY BUYING THE BOOK AND USING 
THE PROGRAM LISTINGS, DISKS, AND PROGRAMS REFERRED TO BELOW, YOU ACCEPT THE TERMS OF 
THIS AGREEMENT. 
The progran listings included in this book and the programs included on the diskette(s) contained in the 
package on the opposite page ("Disks") are proprietary products of Ziff-Davis Press and/or third party suppliers 
("Suppliers"). The program listings and programs are hereinafter collectively referred to as the "Programs." Ziff
Davis Press and the Suppliers retain ownership of the Disks and copyright to the Programs, as their respective 
interests may appear. The Programs and the copy of the Disks provided are licensed (not sold) to you under the 
conditions set forth herein. 
License. You may use the Disks on any compatible computer, provided that the Disks are used on only one 
computer and by one user at a time. 
Restrictions. You may not commercially distribute the Disks or the Programs or otherwise reproduce, publish, or 
distribute or otherwise use the Disks or the Programs in any manner that may infringe any copyright or other 
proprietary right of Ziff-Davis Press, the Suppliers, or any other party or assign, sublicense, or otherwise 
transfer the Disks or this agreement to any other party unless such party agrees to accept the terms and 
conditions of this agreement. This license and your right to use the Disks and the Programs automatically 
terminates if you fail to comply with any provision of this agreement. 
U.S. GOVERNMENT RESTRICTED RIGHTS. The disks and the programs are provided with RESTRICTED 
RIGHTS. Use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in 
subparagraph (c)(l)(ii) of the Rights in Technical Data and Computer Software Clause at DFARS ( 48 CFR 
252.277-7013). The Proprietor of the compilation of the Programs and the Disks is Ziff-Davis Press, 5903 
Christie Avenue, Emeryville, CA 94608. 
Limited Warrantv. Ziff-Davis Press warrants the physical Disks to be free of defects in materials and 
workmanship under normal use for a period of 30 days from the purchase date. If Ziff-Davis Press receives 
written notification within the warranty period of defects in materials or workmanship in the physical Disks, and 
such notification is determined by Ziff-Davis Press to be correct, Ziff-Davis Press will, at its option, replace the 
defective Disks or refund a prorata portion of the purchase price of the book. THESE ARE YOUR SOLE 
REMEDIES FOR ANY BREACH OF WARRANTY. 
EXCEPT AS SPECIFICALLY PROVIDED ABOVE, THE DISKS AND THE PROGRAMS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" 
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. NEITHER ZIFF·DAVIS PRESS NOR THE SUPPLIERS MAKE ANY 
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND AS TO THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF THE DISKS OR THE PROGRAMS 
OR THE RESULTS TO BE OBTAINED FROM USING THE DISKS OR THE PROGRAMS AND NEITHER ZIFF· 
DAVIS PRESS NOR THE SUPPLIERS SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY CLAIMS ATIRIBUTABLE TO 
ERRORS, OMISSIONS, OR OTHER INACCURACIES IN THE DISKS OR THE PROGRAMS. THE ENTIRE RISK 
AS TO THE RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE OF THE DISKS AND THE PROGRAMS IS ASSUMED BY THE 
USER. FURTHER, NEITHER ZFF·DAVIS PRESS NOR THE SUPPLIERS MAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS OR 
WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, wnH RESPECT TO THE DISKS OR THE PROGRAMS, 
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMnED TO, THE QUALnY, PERFORMANCE, MERCHANTABILITY, OR FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OF THE DISKS OR THE PROGRAMS. IN NO EVENT SHALL ZIFF·DAVIS PRESS OR 
THE SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES ARISING OUT THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THE DISKS OR THE PROGRAMS OR FOR ANY 
LOSS OR DAMAGE OF ANY NATURE CAUSED TO ANY PERSON OR PROPERTY AS A RESULT OF THE USE 
OF THE DISKS OR THE PROGRAMS, EVEN IF ZFF-DAVIS PRESS OR THE SUPPLIERS HAVE BEEN 
SPECIFICALLY ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. NEITHER ZIFF-DAVIS PRESS NOR THE 
SUPPLIERS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY COSTS INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THOSE INCURRED 
AS A RESULT OF LOST PROFITS OR REVENUE, LOSS OF USE OF THE DISKS OR THE PROGRAMS, LOSS 
OF DATA, THE COSTS OF RECOVERING SOFTWARE OR DATA, OR THIRD-PARTY CLAIMS. IN NO EVENT 
WILL ZIFF·DAVIS PRESS' OR THE SUPPLIERS' LIABILITY FOR ANY DAMAGES TO YOU OR ANY OTHER 
PARTY EVER EXCEED THE PRICE OF THIS BOOK. NO SALES PERSON OR OTHER REPRESENTATIVE OF 
ANY PARTY INVOLVED IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE DISKS IS AUTHORIZED TO MAKE ANY 
MODIFICATIONS OR ADDITIONS TO THIS LIMITED WARRANTY. 
Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of implied warranties or limitation of liability for incidental 
or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. 
General. Ziff-Davis Press and the Suppliers retain all rights not expressly granted. Nothing in this license 
constitutes a waiver of the rights of Ziff-Davis Press or the Suppliers under the U.S. Copyright Act or any other 
Federal or State Law, international treaty, or foreign law. 
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